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Introduction  

 Introduction to the Report on the WSIS Stocktaking 2021 

The principal role of the WSIS Stocktaking exercise is to leverage the activities of stakeholders 

working on the implementation of WSIS outcomes and share knowledge and experience of projects 

by replicating successful models designed to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.  

The WSIS Stocktaking process was initiated in October 2004 during the Tunis phase of WSIS, and 

in the years since has come to comprise the database of:   

• exchanges of information on projects   

• sharing of best practices of certain regions   

• initiatives related to the implementation of the 11 WSIS action lines   

• linkage between the 11 action lines and the SDGs – a linkage that becomes more and more 

important over the years.   

The WSIS Stocktaking process provides a register of activities – including projects, programmes, 

training initiatives, conferences, websites, guidelines, toolkits, etc. – carried out by governments, 

international organizations, the private sector, civil society and other entities. To that end, in 

accordance with paragraph 120 of the Tunis Agenda for the Information Society adopted by WSIS, 

ITU has been maintaining the WSIS Stocktaking Database as a publicly accessible system 

providing information on information and communication technology (ICT)-related initiatives and 

projects with reference to the 11 WSIS action lines (Geneva Plan of Action) and 17 SDGs.  

The WSIS Stocktaking Platform, launched in February 2010, transformed the previous static 

database into a unique portal to highlight ICT-related projects and initiatives in line with WSIS 

implementation. The platform offers stakeholders exciting and interactive networking 

opportunities via Web 2.0 applications. Within the framework of the WSIS Stocktaking Platform, 

all types of stakeholders can benefit from the “global events calendar”, “global repository” and 

“blog” components. It provides the opportunity for stakeholders to network, create partnerships 

and add value to projects at the local, national, regional and international levels. 

The redesigned WSIS Stocktaking Platform was launched at the end of October 2015, introducing 

a more interactive interface with several innovative aspects that will be more appealing to users. 



The new stocktaking platform features a new questionnaire that reflects the transition from 

millennium development goals (MDGs) to SDGs, mirroring the impact of freshly submitted ICT 

projects on SDGs. With the year-round ongoing call for updates and new entries, all stakeholders 

are invited to continue sharing best practices on the WSIS Stocktaking Platform and emphasize 

how ICT-related initiatives and projects are enabling SDGs. 

The direct linkages between the WSIS action lines and the SDGs set out below are crucial to 

continuing to strengthen the impact of ICTs for sustainable development. Each United Nations 

action line facilitator has analyzed the connections and relations between their respective action 

lines and the proposed SDGs and their targets to create a clear and direct linkage and an explicit 

connection between the key aim of WSIS – harnessing the potential of ICTs to promote and realize 

the SDGs – and the post-2015 development agenda, to contribute to the realization of the latter. 

The majority of the projects presented in this Report clearly showcase the linkage between their 

related action lines and the various SDGs and targets. At the WSIS Forum 2015, the SDG matrix 

was extremely well received by the WSIS community, offering as it does a better explanation of 

the potential of ICTs as enablers for sustainable development. A new component was introduced 

in the WSIS Stocktaking process in the form of reporting ICT success stories to best showcase the 

possible achievement of SDGs through the implementation of WSIS action line-related projects.   

The principal role of the WSIS Stocktaking exercise is to leverage the activities of stakeholders 

working on the implementation of WSIS outcomes and share knowledge and experience of projects 

by replicating successful models designed to achieve the SDGs.   

The WSIS action lines break down into 18 categories   

These include:   

1. the role of governments and all stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for development   

2. information and communication infrastructure   

3. access to knowledge and information   

4. capacity building   

5. building confidence and security in the use of ICTs   

6. enabling environment   

7. e-government  

8. e-business  

9. e-learning   

10. e-health   



11. e-employment   

12. e-environment   

13. e-agriculture   

14. e-science   

15. cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diversity and local content   

16. media   

17. ethical dimension of the information society   

18. international and regional cooperation.  

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals  
These include:   

1. Goal 1: End poverty in all its forms everywhere;   

2. Goal 2: End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable 

agriculture;   

3. Goal 3: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages;   

4. Goal 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning 

opportunities for all;   

5. Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls;   

6. Goal 6: Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all;  

7. Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all;   

8. Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 

employment and decent work for all;   

9. Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization 

and foster innovation;   

10. Goal 10. Reduce inequality within and among countries;   

11. Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable;   

12. Goal 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns;   

13. Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts by regulating 

emissions and promoting developments in renewable energy;   

14. Goal 14: Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for 

sustainable development;   

15. Goal 15: Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably 

manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt 

biodiversity loss;  



16. Goal 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide 

access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all 

levels;   

17. Goal 17: Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for 

sustainable development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Executive Summary  

WSIS Stocktaking 2021 Report: Executive Summary  

This year, 1260 ICTs-related projects from around the world were submitted for the Report on the 

WSIS Stocktaking the WSIS Stakeholder community. The 12th edition of the Report on WSIS 

Stocktaking set a new record of global multi-stakeholder engagement in implementation of WSIS 

action lines for SDGs.  

Since the WSIS Stocktaking process was first established, eleventh editions of Global WSIS 

Stocktaking reports were prepared; each of them included the latest information on WSIS-

related activities as contributed by stakeholders. This exercise provided stakeholders with a 

platform presenting an overall picture of and sharper insight into the latest WSIS activities 

undertaken toward achieving WSIS goals.  

The 2021 edition of the Report on the WSIS Stocktaking is the continuation of the series. This 12th 

edition reflects around 1260 activities relating to ICTs for development, submitted to the WSIS 

Stocktaking Platform from the 1st January to 31th March, each one highlighting the efforts 

deployed by stakeholders involved in the implementation of the SDGs. The Report is based on the 

multi-stakeholder approach, including input from stakeholders from all over the world responding 

to ITU’s official call in 2021 for Stocktaking updates and new entries. The inputs from WSIS action 

line facilitators and co-facilitators also contributed to the present Report. It emphasizes 

achievements, highlights trend and draws conclusions consistent with the action lines 

referenced in the Geneva Plan of Action. The report provides key findings on emerging trends 

in the development of the information society, and a guide to major activities being 

implemented by facilitators, co-facilitators and other stakeholders in the 18 areas covered by 

the 11 action lines. 

The United Nations Economic and Social Council resolution 2017/21 on “Assessment of the 

progress made in the implementation of and follow-up to the outcomes of the World Summit on 

the Information Society” reiterates the importance of sharing best practices at the global level and, 

while recognizing excellence in the implementation of the projects and initiatives that further the 

WSIS goals, encourages all stakeholders to submit ICT-related projects and initiatives to the WSIS 

Stocktaking platform. The same resolution also reiterates the importance of recognizing excellence 

in the implementation of the projects and initiatives that further the goals of the WSIS process and 

encourages all stakeholders to nominate their ICT-related projects for the annual WSIS Prizes 

contest, as an integral part of the WSIS Stocktaking process.   



With the year-round ongoing call for updates and new entries, all stakeholders are invited to 

continue sharing best practices on the WSIS Stocktaking Platform and emphasize how ICT-related 

initiatives and projects are enabling SDGs.   

All WSIS-related publications, including the Reports on the WSIS Stocktaking, are available to 

download at the ITU Bookshop.   
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WSIS Action Line C1. The role of governments and all stakeholders in the 

promotion of ICTs for development 

 

IChro 

https://www.facebook.com/109386907093249/videos/445511822756567 

 

The project is under National frequencies agency in Algeria. 

IChro is an ERP which integrates in its initial version five main modules , these modules will 

allow the automation of some activities of National frequencies agency , in particular for the 

management of filing procedure and follow-up of the files and requests (including outgoing 

and incoming mails), and for the management of Licenses/cancellation decisions, as well as 

for the management of radio equipment compliance control.   IChro integrate a platform 

called frequencies manager, this last display the spectrum of all assigned frequencies at any 

area, as well as the signal of the frequency to be assigned for radio station.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

El Hanaa space/account (is meaning Serenity space) 

https://elhanaa.cnas.dz 

 

The project is under National Social Insurance Fund in Algeria. 

El Hanaa space is a service for the social insured persons in two forms. The first is an 

accessible web portal through URL (https://elhanaa.cnas.dz) and the second is an 

application for Smartphones Android.  This service lets social insured persons to access a 

private account in order to follow up the benefits in kind and in cash paid by the National 

Social Insurance Fund.  Objectives and goals are :  • To simplify the administrative 

procedures;   • It will reduce the replacement of the  insured to the service of CNAS;  • The 

modernization of the cashier service;    El hanna portal has the following functions :  • Sms 

notification;   • Geographical location;  • Notification in need of social insure;  • Consulting 

the pharmaceutical history of the unsure ;  •     Online request for social insurance benefits .  

•    The electronic card request    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG16, 

SDG17. 

 

 

 

 



TELE-DEMANDES 

https://teledeclaration.cnas.dz 

 

The project is under National Social Insurance Fund  in Algeria. 

 As part of simplification and lightening of administrative procedures this new service is to 

enable to send by internet :       -The application for registration of the insured person;      -

The application of chifa card;    - The application affiliation of the insured person.    Tele-

requests represent a set of services put online for the benefit of insured persons in order to 

simplify administrative procedures and facilitate exchanges with the CNAS.  In this service, 

the employer fills out a single form which includes all the information necessary for the 

requests mentioned above.  This information will be sent to the CNAS services concerned, 

for processing.  The employer will be notified of the status of these requests via the Tele-

declaration portal. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG16, 

SDG17. 

 

 

Online Services for Social Insurance 

https://portail.cnas.dz 

 

The project is under National Social Insurance Fund  in Algeria. 

The OSSI portal is in line with the Algerian government policy aimed at ensuring good 

coverage of social insurance policyholders and their beneficiaries in the context of third-

party payment.  This system has made it possible to cover most of the health care needs of 

insured persons and their dependents, without excessive and restrictive formalities, or 

advance payments, thus allowing better access to care and improved power. household 

purchasing.    The objectives and goals of this portal are :  •To simplify the administrative 

procedures;  •To reduce the replacement of the insured to the service of CNAS;  •To 

modernize the services provided for the benefit of citizens;     This portal aims to strengthen 

the series of agreements concluded by the Ministry of Labor, Employment and Social 

Security with health professionals in the private sector, such as hemodialysis centers, 

cardiology and of the convention system of the attending physician, for the benefit of the 

insured persons and their beneficiaries.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, 

SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

ADS geographic information system  

http://www.ads.dz/sig/login.html 

 

The project is under Agence de Développement Social (Social Development Agency) in 

Algeria. 

The realization of this project aims to concretize solidarity work, strengthen social cohesion 

and equality between different society‘s categories.  This is a pilot operation of designing 

and implementing a geographic information system that collects, analyzes, processes, and 

visualizes data from different social programs in an interactive and accurate way, ensuring 

an overall view of the social assistance and social development programs for vulnerable 

populations.  Beyond this analysis, this system integrates detailed statistical information 

from the different sectors, as well as the personal information of beneficiaries of social 

programs managed by the Social Development Agency.  Once duplicated at the national 

level, this digital tool whose importance in its ability to ensure, in collaboration with the 

other sectors, effective monitoring of sustainable development indicators, constitutes a 

sustainable strategic and operational decision-making tool due to its intersectoral nature.   

This system ensures, in collaboration with other sectors, effective monitoring of sustainable 

development indicators and thus constitutes a sustainable strategic and operational 

decision-making tool due to its intersectoral nature.  It also allows for a better distribution 

of government aid, a rationalization of actions, and a better reorientation of development 

efforts, in order to deal with the dysfunction encountered. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG6, SDG7, SDG17. 

 

 

A digitally driven organization: E-GOV Development Center 

https://www.digital.gov.az/en 

 

The project is under E-GOV Development Center in Azerbaijan. 



Established in 2018, "E-Gov Development Center" Public Legal Entity under the State 

Agency for Public Service and Social Innovations subordinate to the President of the 

Republic of Azerbaijan utilizes smart technologies and establishes e-government to make 

state services operate more efficiently, ensure service availability, and improve citizen's 

living standards. The main operational areas of the Center include electronic government 

services, e-visa issuance services, and digital payment systems. Multifaceted activities are 

also carried out by the Center aimed at developing G2C, G2B, and G2G e-services. To 

improve service quality, facilitate access to services, and increase citizen satisfaction, and e-

Participation, advanced international practices have been explored, and innovative 

solutions have been introduced considering the needs of the citizens. Center manages “e-

Gov” portal, “myGov” (proactive e-government portal based on the private cabinet), “ASAN 

Login” (SSO system), “ASAN Finance” (single electronic financial system), “ASAN Payment” 

(multifunctional government payment system), “ASAN Visa” (e-visa system), as well as “e-

Tender” (centralized e-Tender platform for government agencies), “e-Agro” (electronic 

agricultural information system), “e-Auction”, construction permit system and others. It 

also renders several awareness-raising and communication campaign programs. Besides, 

the Center has developed the “The System for Obtaining and Monitoring Permissions during 

the Implementation of Special Quarantine Regime”. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

MARASI 

https://www.marasi.gov.bh 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transportation and Telecommunications in Bahrain. 

The Ministry of transportation and telecommunication (MTT) introduced MARASI, that 

converts the services and activities of the ministry to fully electronic services and provides 

fully automated port and maritime affairs (PMA) services and licensing portal. This new 

portal is part of the ministry’s strategy to simplify PMA activities and licensing and establish 

higher levels of convenience and access for the port and maritime community. MARASI now 

offers a number of automated services which are accessible online 24/7 all over the world 

from any smart device. By utilizing Business Process Reengineering procedures, the system 

was implemented to automate the services below:  1. Commercial License Renewal   2. Port 

and Private Jetty Licensing Renewal  3. Water Taxi Licensing Renewal  4. Private Jetty 

Handling Charges  5. Daily Ship Movement  6. Inspections and reporting    MARASI 

eliminates the trouble of paper work and physical government office visits, reduce 

transaction time and ensure the completion of all procedures with simplicity, flexibility and 

speed as its integrated with other ministries such as Ministry of Industry, Commerce and 

Tourism (SIJLAT system), Ministry of Finance (Oracle Receivable System) and National 

Payment aggregator. In addition, archiving is made electronically on the system and 

transaction retrieval can be made easily on the archived transactions.  Data exchanged 

between the systems through web services secured and dedicated for MARASI use in a 



defined data upload interval.  (Attached: MARASI project presentation) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, GOV, BUS, ENV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 

Testing how much you are at risk by Live Corona Online Based Testing System 

http://livecoronatest.com 

 

The project is under IUSOFT Technology in Bangladesh. 

With this software you can assess for yourself whether you are at risk of being infected with 

Kovid-19 or Novel Corona virus. It will be used to provide users with self-motivated 

information, future corona virus data analysis, big data and artificial intelligence 

technology.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

I learn sitting at home(Ghore bose shikhi) 

http://www.dpe.gov.bd 

 

The project is under Directorate of Primary  Education in Bangladesh. 

"Due to the global outbreak of Covid-19 the Department of Primary Education is conducting 

home-based learning activities to fill the education gap of primary school student.     In this 

context, lessons of various subject are being broadcast on Sang sad TV everyday according 

to the experience teacher.     In addition to home -based learning activities for student, 

digital content is being created and disseminated through YouTube channel, Facebook page, 

Messenger group.    To strengthen this activity, area-wise responsibilities have been given to 

the teacher, conscious parents in the vicinity of the school and the results are being 

published every week.    Beside,  a recovery plan has been prepared to compensate the loss 

of Covid-19 including providing financial assistance to the Prime Minister's Relief Fund, 

providing stipend through  Mobile Banking, delivering nutritious biscuits to children's 

homes under school feeding activities,  involving primary education families in relief 

distribution by district and Upozila administrations of primary education.      Virtual 

meeting are being held regularly to check the progress and continuity of all these works.    

The follow-up meeting is going on in the Zoom app while sitting in the office or at home 

while maintaining social isolation."    Zoom app, Sure -Cash app, YouTube, Messenger, 

Microsoft Excel, Facebook page.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 

Konnect: An adolescents' education, soft skills, and counseling platform  

http://konnect.edu.bd/ 



 

The project is under Aspire to Innovate Programme in Bangladesh. 

Konnect is an online platform which is working to transform 36 million adolescent and 

youth into the future-ready workforce through skills, education, and counseling in 

Bangladesh. The country-wide educational institutions shut-down implemented in 

Bangladesh on March 17 2020 due to pandemic, affecting the 30 million students across the 

country. In this context, the government’s main priority has been to minimize the disruption 

of learning to the extent possible. To address this, the Ministry of Education(MoE) is 

working with konnect as a coordination platform to use it as a national education platform 

of mass media broadcasting and an online platform to remotely deliver educational content 

from the school curriculum. The government decided to broadcast recorded classes through 

national terrestrial TV channels following curriculum and academic calendar for grade 5 t 

o10. These broadcast, recorded, live online classes and other co-curricular contents are 

available on কিশ োর বোতোয়ন (Konnect.edu.bd). Each content brings quizzes and homework. 

Learners' can ask questions and get feedback. Students can create user accounts to 

complete quizzes on the material and quiz scores have been saved to their profile 

automatically. Students can find all routines of live classes, recorded classes, and co-

curricular activities on Konnect.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

A NEW REALITY: Tech Summit for Girls 

https://www.anewrealitysummit.com/ 

 

The project is under A NEW REALITY: Tech Summit for Girls in Canada. 

A NEW REALITY: Tech Summit sparks tech innovative creativity in the minds of young black 

and brown and underserved young women and girls from the NYC & and areas to develop 

skills in the STEM fields to prototype design solutions for the UN 17 Global Goals. Since 

2018, A NEW REALITY: Tech Summit for Girls has reached 600+ young women and girls in 

the NYC areas with coding skills, design thinking prototyping skills, branding and marketing 

skills. We host an annual summit to provide a representation of black and brown women in 

the tech and stem industry. Outside of the summit, we host leadership and skills 

development workshops and training. We also work with school boards to increase the 

representation of girls and girls of colour in their school-based coding programs in their 

school boards. In addition to programming, we provide consulting and professional 

development to school educators and administrators.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

5G Application Store 

https://www.appstore5g.cn/ 



 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology  

in China. 

In 2021, the world's 5G development will enter the fast lane. In the future, the difficulty of 

5G development lies in application. The 5G Applications Industry Array (5GAIA) and the 

China Academy of Information and Communications Technology (CAICT) jointly built 5G 

Application Store, offering functions including 5G use case displaying, demand matching, 

mapping of industry chain for upstream and downstream enterprises in the 5G industry 

chain, aiming to provide opportunities to display use cases, promote cooperation between 

vertical industry companies and ICT companies.    Since the 5G Application Store went 

online, it has collected 531 use cases from 197 enterprises. At the same time, it has received 

multiple cooperation requests, involving communication modules, drones, sensors, etc. At 

present, it has successfully promoted the demand matching of more than 50 upstream and 

downstream enterprises.    5G Application Store provides an important cooperation 

platform for the development of 5G applications, helping to realize modernization in the 

agricultural field, resource fairness in the medical field, and higher quality of teaching in the 

education field and accelerate the development of all aspects of society. With the 

development of world’s 5G technology, the 5G Application Store project will continue to 

provide services to the public and make contributions to the world's 5G development. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG6, SDG11, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 

Travel History Card 

https://xc.caict.ac.cn/appPortal.html 

 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology 

in China. 

The purpose of the Travel History Card project is to combine communication data with 

Bluetooth data, accurately find close contacts of patients through information technology, 

and further improve the accuracy of epidemic prevention and control. In WSIS Action Line, 

this project is closely connected with the first action - National e-strategies, which 

integrates communications big data into epidemic prevention and control. In terms of 

sustainable development goals, the Travel History Card project meets the 3rd and 11th 

goals: ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all and bring safety and stability to 

the city. It's worth noting that Travel History Card really focus on user's individual privacy 

and using "Bluetooth technology" to guarantee the privacy protection. The ambassador 

from the Peruvian was exchanged of learning with the CAICT in order to let Travel History 

Card to help them observe the epidemic in an efficient way. Hence, this project is worth 

learning for the prevention and control of the global epidemic. It can efficiently assist 

epidemiological investigations and play an important supporting role in responding to 

emergencies.  For the further development, while continuously optimizing the quality of 

services, Travel History Card would effectively prevent and notified the epidemic. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

Intelligent Park Management System of Taizhou Binjiang Industrial Park 

https://www.cicdi.com 

 

The project is under China Information Consulting & Designing Institute Co., LTD. in 

China. 

Smart Chemical Park is a specialized and integrated information system based on modern 

communication technology, which effectively integrates emerging technologies such as the 

Internet of Things, cloud computing and big data. It meets the operational needs of the 

chemical park as the center, through the perception, transmission, integration, analysis of 

all kinds of key information of the chemical park, safety, environmental protection, public 

services and industrial and commercial activities to make an accurate and efficient 

intelligent response, to build high-end infrastructure, efficient management services, high-

quality innovation environment, sustainable development of the park.    The construction of 

smart chemical industry park can fully reflect the professional division of labor and 

complementary characteristics, reflect the association between industrial chain and product 

chain, and reflect the supporting services for other industries. It can effectively avoid the 

situation that each enterprise in the chemical industry park goes its own way, and form a 

pattern of industrial division with complementary advantages, reasonable division of labor, 

prominent key points, distinctive features and coordinated development, so as to maximize 

the overall interests 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Spectrum Auction 2019 

https://micrositios.mintic.gov.co/asignacion_espectro/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Information Technology and communications in 

Colombia. 

In December 2019 Colombia held a pivotal spectrum auction with 4 main objectives: i) 

increase coverage in rural and remote areas; ii) improve quality of service for 4G services 

across the country; iii) foster investment and competition among mobile operators; and iv) 

increase the income towards the FUTIC (universal access fund).   The auction achieved an 

unprecedented milestone in terms of social inclusion and rural coverage: 3,658 rural 

communities will benefit from new 4G coverage in 5 years. This will lead to a dramatic leap 

from 7,9% rural 4G coverage to almost 80% before 2025, resulting in most inhabitants of 

Colombia´s rural areas benefiting from ICT for the first time.   Furthermore, it also 

established a modernization obligation for existing operators of upgrading 2G and 3G 

networks to 4G over 4 years in municipalities with populations of under 100,000 



inhabitants, representing 90% of Colombia’s municipalities. This auction has no precedents 

in terms of social and geographical impact as well as the expected performance from the 

networks, benefiting most Colombians with high speed mobile broadband at more 

affordable prices.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

APP EDUS 

https://www.ccss.sa.cr/appedus/ 

 

The project is under Caja Costarricense del Seguro Social in Costa Rica. 

The EDUS project is the result of an initiative promulgated by Law 9162 Single Digital 

Health Record (EDUS) in order to establish the scope and mechanisms of action necessary 

for the development of the planning, financing, supply of inputs and resources process. and 

implementation, from a country perspective, aiming to benefit internal and external users, 

by reducing the existing digital divide, as well as obtaining the traceability of patients with a 

single medical record.  In compliance with the provisions of said law, in article 5 subsection 

g, it is indicated that as part of the Orientation of the EDUS Technological Solution, it must 

comply with portability; subsection that textually indicates “in accordance with the 

implementation strategy, the portability feature of the information contained in the digital 

file may be introduced, through which users can carry with them the essential information 

of their file through the use of electronic devices. ”So the CCSS made the EDUS APP available 

to the population so that users of the institution's services can have up-to-date health 

information at hand and safely, being able to consult personal data, medications that are 

taking, detected allergies, medical diagnoses, validation of rights, surgical route 

consultation, consult pending and previous medical appointments, and, if you had any 

scheduled surgery, they could track how much is missing for this;  THE EDUS APP is a tool 

that enables the CCSS to have greater contact with the insured population, where the 



patient can directly receive information related to their health indicators; and represents a 

substantial boost in the subject of mobile health (mHealth in its terminology in English), this 

because not only is a tool being provided to facilitate the processes of providing services in 

a digital way, but also allows it to be ubiquitously with associated mobility, where 

information can be accessed from anywhere and at any time. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

Management System for Isolated Patients by Covid-19 

https://www.uci.cu 

 

The project is under Universidad de las Ciencias Informáticas (UCI) in Cuba. 

The web application Management System for Isolated Patients by Covid-19 consists of 3 

fundamental modules: Patients, Travelers, Administration. The system is designed to 

monitor the patient from their admission to the isolation center, allows planning for the 

implementation of PCR in real time and taking into account the result of the test the patient 

can be discharged or referred to a specialized hospital. The primary data of each patient is 

stored, as well as the necessary medical data such as: last contact date, admission date, 

contact person and personal pathology history. From the Patients module, data can be 

filtered for analysis, taking into account race, gender, age, city of origin, among others. 

During the use of the system in the isolation center, more than 4000 suspicious patients 

were treated at Covid-19.   



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Banda Ancha para Todos 

https://transparencia.indotel.gob.do/proyectos-y-programas/plan-bienal-de-proyectos-de-

desarrollo-2017-2018/redes-wifi-de-acceso-en-lugares-publicos/ 

 

The project is under Instituto Dominicano de las Telecomunicaciones in Dominican 

Republic. 

INDOTEL deployed 1,080 public access WiFi networks across the entire country. Those 

WiFi were deployed in all public higher education campuses, over 90% of public hospitals, 

all public transportation systems, public parks and plazas, public offices that offer citizen 

services, public libraries, among others.    This was all done in collaboration with the three 

main internet service providers (ISP) of the DR, Claro, Altice and Wind. With these 3 

companies, INDOTEL converted pending responsibilities into this project. Each ISP was 

responsible for the deployment, operation and maintenance of the 1,080 networks for a 

period of 3 years, at zero-cost for the government. Also, because of the experience and 

know-how of those ISPs, the entire deployment was made in just 18 months.    The network 

has provided hundreds of thousands of Dominicans, free of charge, broadband connectivity 

wherever they are located, with presence in each of the 158 municipalities.     In 2020, the 

network averaged 282,209 unique users, with highs of 550,000 users at the start of the 

year, and lows of 65,000 when the pandemic started. Those users, for 2020 alone, 

accounted for over 1,100 Terabytes of information which we estimated resulted in savings 

of over USD$4.9 million for those citizens that previously would have had to pay buy 

prepaid internet packages.     This network also provided invaluable support during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, allowing citizens to communicate with family members, carry on 

education and job requirements.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

Conectar a los no Conectados 

https://transparencia.indotel.gob.do/media/214325/res_signed_103-

2020_consulta_publica_plan_bianual_2021-2022_rev_final_23_122020__1___1__signed.pdf 

 

The project is under Instituto Dominicano de las Telecomunicaciones in Dominican 

Republic. 

It is a comprehensive project that will provide rural communities that are not served or 

with low levels of Internet penetration, living under the poverty line, access and 

connectivity to the quality broadband, which contributes to reducing the digital divide in 

the Republic  Dominican Republic, under the premises of significant connectivity, which 

refers to a  regular internet, an appropriate mobile device, sufficient data and a connection 



to  minimum 4G, which enables these technologies to have a positive impact on your  

quality of life.  The project is made up of three (3) main components:  1. Access and 

Infrastructure;  2. Subsidy on Demand; and,  3. Transversal Strategy for Social 

Appropriation and Skills Development. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Virtual Assistance to Citizens about COVID-19 

http://www.estratego.com.ec 

 

The project is under ESTRATEGO TECHNOLOGIES in Ecuador. 

We made our virtual assistant AMALIA available to the citizens, to give information to 

citizens from official sources. Through this service, false news is avoided. In addition, day-

to-day information is provided on COVID19 cases as well as information of  deceased 

people. We use IBM Watson, AWS and Whatsapp to create a chatbot with Artificial 

Intelligence to making citizens see new forms of customer service, and promote social 

distancing                                                                                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Asan Imza – Mobile ID 

https://asanimza.az/en/ 

 

The project is under B.EST Solutions in Estonia. 

The development of any well-functioning information society begins with the establishment 

of a secure digital identity infrastructure. As the critical starting point for further 

digitalisation – in areas ranging from e-governance to e-trade – a functional digital 

identification system paves the way for sustainable economic growth and the provision of 

high-quality, accessible public services for citizens.     When we partnered up with the 

Republic of Azerbaijan to support their digitalisation efforts, achieving this first goal 

became our primary mission. In 2014, we launched Azerbaijan’s Mobile ID – Asan Imza – 

laying the fundamental cornerstone of the country’s upcoming digitalisation endeavours. 

We have remained one of Azerbaijan’s primary partners, helping develop and connect 



further e-services to the Mobile ID ecosystem fostering social and technological inclusion.    

Mobile ID works like any physical identification method, such as a passport or ID card. It can 

be used to access e-services, confirm transactions or to sign e-documents. Because a SIM-

card based Mobile ID does not require internet connection, it enables building e-services 

that are accessible for everyone, making it especially ideal for developing regions. To 

illustrate the inclusion of rural areas, as of current, the Mobile ID system is connected to 

several services based on a verbal solution (e.g., tax declarations), which has seen 

widespread adoption in areas with lower literacy rates.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

GRETA Mobile App 

https://www.gretaundstarks.de/greta/ 

 

The project is under Greta & Starks  in Germany. 

Greta is an audio description and SDH (subtitles) players. Using GRETA, cinemagoers 

download the free app to their own smartphone and choose which films they want to see. 

They then select whether they want to use the audio description or the subtitles feature. 

Once in the cinema, the app uses the phone’s microphone to automatically synchronize with 

the start of the film’s soundtrack. No additional equipment is needed. Users use their own 

headphones for audio description and can adjust the size of the text for subtitles on their 

smartphone screen. The app also works in open-air cinemas and with DVDs, video on 

demand services, etc. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Tutored online training course on African swine fever preparedness 

http://www.fao.org/ag/againfo/programmes/en/empres/news_091219.html 

 

The project is under FAO REU in Hungary. 



The challenge:    African swine fever (ASF) is a viral disease of pigs (and wild boar) whit a 

lethality rate that can reach 100%. The disease first jumped outside of Africa in 2007 into 

Georgia, and has been gradually spreading ever since westwards into Central Europe and 

eastwards all the way into China. The disease spreads mostly through the movement of 

infected meat, so any country in the world with a pig sector should be considered to be at a 

high and imminent risk of the incursion of the virus and should prepare accordingly. 

Rampaging throughout three continents, never before in history has the disease had such a 

wide distribution with so many millions of pigs affected and killed. African swine fever 

comes with huge economic costs and considerable trade disruptions, as well as seriously 

affecting rural livelihoods.     To ensure optimal preparedness, early detection, and response 

against an ASF incursion, it is paramount to reach and train the first responders, i.e. the 

veterinarians. With this in mind, FAO Regional Office for Europe and Central Asia (REU) 

developed standardized training materials, including presentations, guidelines, and other 

materials that can be easily translated and adapted to a country’s specifics, in addition to 

being quickly rolled out and reaching most national veterinarians through training-of-

trainer (a cascade approach). However, even with cascade training, FAO could not cope with 

the huge and growing demand for ASF training coming from both infected and at-risk 

countries. Moreover, the COVID-19-related travel and face-to-face meeting restrictions 

made it impossible to conduct trainings.    The solution:    Therefore, it was decided to move 

to an online format, building on its obvious advantages: it is easy and cost-effective to scale 

up, can reach hundreds of people even in remote locations (as long as an internet 

connection is available), and allows trainees to learn at their own pace and at the most 

convenient time.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG13, SDG15, SDG16. 

 

 

Project ‘FreedomCOVID-19’  

http://www.FreedomCOVID19.com 

 

The project is under ZMQ in India. 

"FreedomCOVID19 is an initiative of ZMQ. Creating awareness on COVID-19 among 

communities, train on Prevention, minimize Transmission and demonstrate strategy and to 

re-adapt existing programs for digital response to COVID.  The crisis has impacted the work 

on the ground. We have been using technology in our ground interventions for years. This 

has accelerated our approach to use technology is more ways as there is definitely 

restrictions in movement. Our Frontline Health Workers are now more equipped in using 

technology. ZMQ’s Response to COVID-19 has been in 2 ways:  1. ZMQ’s and its programs to 

adjust to COVID Response (Like MIRA, FreedomTB and YourStoryTeller Projects)  2. 

Developing dedicated COVID-19 program to address needs of rural and migrant 

communities. The programs are like       a. ZMQ has developed an ‘Integrated COVID 

mHealth System’ for last-mile communities engaging community health workers (ASHAs 

and VHTs), sub-centers (HC-II), PHCs (HC-III) and CHCs (HC-IV). The solution is focused on 



diagnostics, case finding, tracking, referral, treatment and prevention in India, Uganda and 

Rwanda.  b. ZMQ created a ‘COVID Vector Pathways’ project seeing exodus of migrant 

workers walking back to their villages on fixed pathways. There are 48 vector pathways in 

India. ZMQ is working on this vector pathway to screen these vulnerable people on 

parameters like Thermal screening, Cough, Symptoms, providing them RFID card with all 

details of the worker."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

 

Sistem Informasi Manajemen Administrasi Kependudukan 

https://simak.acn.my.id 

 

The project is under Relawan TIK Maluku in Indonesia. 

We together with the Ambon city government build cloud-based applications so that village 

government services can be accessed from anywhere by Ambon city residents. This 

application makes it easy for residents to take care of population administration in the 

village without having to go to the village office. Administrative services in the village will 

be immediately recognized by the city government so that service transparency occurs. This 

application also supports government programs in handling the covid-19 outbreak where 

residents cannot crowd and must maintain their distance.  In addition to population 

administration services, this application also displays a profile of all the potential that the 

village has. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

HABA ACEH 

https://haba.acehprov.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Dinas Komunikasi, Informatika dan Persandian  in Indonesia. 

HABA has stands for Dynamic Information About Aceh, is an application developed by Aceh 



Informatics and Communication Authority to make it easier for the public to access various 

kinds of information about Aceh. The information presented includes Emergency Calls, Air 

Pollution Standard Index (ISPU), Hospitals, Mass Public Transportation (as known as 

Koetaradja), Police Offices, Fire Extinguishers, Mosques, Tourist Attractions, Food Prices, 

Ship Schedules, Aircraft Schedules and various news about Aceh. Through HABA, you can 

also make complaint reports to the government via SMS complaints. HABA utilizes Global 

Positioning System (GPS) technology on the user's smartphone, so that the information 

presented is the closest information. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

 

Inclusive Design in Africa webinar series 

http://inclusiveafrica.org/webinar/april-30-2020 

 

The project is under  inABLE.org in Kenya. 

 "As the global COVID19 pandemic continues, the lives of the global population have been 

dramatically altered, bringing into sharp focus just how much we rely on digital systems 

and products for essential services in our day to day existence.  Sadly across Africa, many 

people with disabilities are experiencing a secondary source of isolation—digital isolation. 

To address this digital accessibility gap in Africa, we at inABLE quickly launched a monthly 

Inclusive Design in Africa webinar series that investigates how Africa can prepare to move 

forward in improving digital access for all people, as a matter of priority.     The first-ever 

Inclusive Design in Africa webinar on the topic about ""Inclusive Design in Africa: Why 

Equal Access is Imperative and How to Achieve it" had 180 registered attendees from 

around the world.  Attendees from Africa made up the largest attendee group with webinar 

registrants from Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa, and Uganda."    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 



 

 

Preventing Covid -19 is our responsibility 

https://www.ogero.gov.lb/ 

 

The project is under OGERO Telecom in Lebanon. 

To cope with the spread of the Coronavirus, OGERO took a set of measures including 

doubling free of charge, the ceiling of Internet consumption and speed for the unlimited 

packages, for its users encouraging citizens to stay at home and conduct their work at a 

distance and enabling students to continue their studies online. OGERO has launched an 

awareness campaign calling for reasonable use of the Internet, in particular by number of 

computers connected simultaneously or by reducing the quality of videos on YouTube.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Senior Management Connectivity 

http://www.mofa.gov.lr/public2/index.php 

 

The project is under Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Liberia. 

The Division of Information & Communications Technology (ICT) through this project has 

connected all senior staff or senior management phones and personal laptops/tables/iPad 

to the internet to enable them have access to information or updates from stakeholders to 

promptly respond to the COVID-19 outbreak. This connectivity have allow senior 

management to create what'sup groups, virtual meetings via zoom among other social 

groups for information sharing which is presently helping stakeholders to adequately 

contain the spread of the virus.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

SATMED - Enabling Telemedicine in Remote Locations During COVID-19 via Satellite  

https://satmed.com 

 

The project is under SES in Luxembourg. 

"For years, Luxembourg Government’s SATMED project has helped various NGOS by giving 

healthcare professionals access to a dedicated e-Health software via SES’s satellite service. 

Thanks to the unparalleled reach of the satellites, the platform can be utilised even in 

remote locations, where no other means of connectivity are possible to deploy. Friendship 

NGO serves two floating hospitals off the remote islands of Bangladesh and a hospital on-

land. Patient data is sent from the Friendship Central server to the National Healthcare 

Database via satellite. The same connectivity also helps reinforce the triage system, which 

quickly identifies and refers patients to the dedicated governmental COVID-19 centres. 



Since the start of the COVID-19 outbreak in the country, the hospitals have served more 

than 10,000 patients. SATMED is also utilised by the Serabu Hospital in Sierra Leone that is 

supported by the German Doctors NGO and is responsible for providing care to thousands 

of patients. The hospital is located in a remote region and SATMED constitutes its only 

connection to the outside world. Drawing from its experience fighting Ebola in 2014, the 

hospital also expanded the existing triage system and set up information exchange with the 

dedicated government COVID-19 centres." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, HEA, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 

Rapid Response to Community COVID-19 queries through an online counselling 

service 

http://www.helplinemauritius.org 

 

The project is under Halley Movement Coalition in Mauritius. 

"1. Online counselling service through live chat, email and short code telephone  2. 

Accessibility to all users through the free platform: www.helplinemauritius.org   3. 

Professional advice and guidance by trained & expert counsellors working for the service 

since years now.  4. Awareness campaign of the service through social media: FB-

helplinemauritius  5. Community dialogues in marginalised and 'difficult to reach' areas."                                                                                                      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG1. 

 

 

Spoon Consulting Ltd. 

http://www.spoonconsulting.com/ 

 

The project is under Federation of Innovative & Numeric Activities in Mauritius 

(FINAM)  in Mauritius. 

Zulaika Sunthbocus, one of the three professionals, who fifteen years ago, decided to fly 

from France to a different environment which provided the almost perfect setup aligned 

with their project of founding an IT software development company Spoon Consulting Ltd.      

The adventure was launched by implementing Oracle ERP for their clients in Europe. They 

quickly realized the exponential impact of Cloud technologies and they were the first to 

begin Salesforce, the 1st leading CRM in Mauritius. Now in 2020 they are fully cloud. They 

have developed a software application named Sharinpix, providing an innovative way of 

managing images within salesforce, the app is entirely made in Moris and available 

throughout the world via Salesforce platform.       Their main objectives of this SME are 

targeted around four major sectors:     Their people : To day Spoon Consulting is composed 

of 130 + experts with more than 60 %  girls in technology. Their core values completely 

gender neutral based on training, investing in new technologies, coaching, appraisal, 

rewards, incentives, customer excellence, transparent communication tools, knowledge 



sharing,etc.)   drive their people, in fact their major asset to the next level. Innovative 

technolgies : Spoon Consulting offers software implementation services  on the most 

innovative technologies ( Salesforce, Oracle cloud,  Microsoft Dynamics, Talend, Postgres 

Sql, Heroku, Elastic Search amongst others ).  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Bureau d'Ordre Digital 

https://courrier.gov.ma/virtualbo/ 

 

The project is under Digital Development Agency in Morocco. 

It is a digitalization platform for the Order Office allowing administrations and public bodies 

to create Digital Order Offices in order to electronically manage the flow of incoming and 

outgoing mail. All actors (citizens, civil society, companies, administrations, etc.) who wish 

to contact public bodies throughout the territory of Morocco will thus be able to submit, via 

this central platform, their letters to the bodies concerned with an acknowledgment of 

receipt.    In accordance with its missions, the Digital Development Agency is responsible, 

among other things, for:    - Promote the dissemination of digital tools and the development 

of their use among citizens    - Proceed, within the framework of e-Gov programs, in close 

coordination with the authorities and bodies concerned, with the implementation of designs 

relating to e-government projects and the development of digital public services, while 

guaranteeing their interoperability and their integration, and ensure their implementation 

within the framework of partnership agreements with the said authorities and 

organizations. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 

e-Social Aids:  Empowering Financial Inclusion 

https://www.hps-worldwide.com/blog/blockchain-empowering-financial-inclusion 

 

The project is under Hightech payment systems in Morocco. 



The project offers an innovative solution to enhance financial inclusion on using blockchain 

technology to deliver tangible benefits to Moroccan citizens. Adopted at a national level, the 

solution allows citizens to access a range of digitalized State Benefits through the mobile 

phone.    The system is built around 5 simple steps:    1-Creation of the State Benefit 

program  The State Benefit agency (the government) creates a program and defines the 

budget, the beneficiaries, the type of product (food..)    2-Identification of the beneficiaries  

Identifying beneficiaries is key to allocate and distribute State Benefits. Data collection must 

include all supporting documents to uniquely identify the beneficiaries     3-Eligibility 

criteria  As soon as a beneficiary is identified, all the data collected is checked by the State 

Benefit agency. Then, Blockchain technologies are used to generate a unique identifier for 

each beneficiary.    4- State Benefit allocation  The State Benefit agency grants the 

beneficiary the State Benefits..    5- Payment by the beneficiary  The beneficiary then 

initiates the process by opening an account in one of the payment institutions adopting the 

Blockchain technology to check and approve the authenticity of the beneficiary in order to 

validate the account.    PowerCARD enables citizens to access their State Benefits by using 

HPS technology via their mobile payment application (M-wallet) to directly benefit from the 

allowance based on their profile. By doing so, the consumer pays only the net amount and 

the bank settles the amount of the benefit directly to the merchant. This system allows 

citizens to access State Benefits with utmost discretion and confidentiality. The mobile 

payment application combined with this initiative allows the instant payment of State 

Benefits.        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Capacity Building Through Innovation and development STEM competition in 

Myanmar 

http://mcpamyanmar.org 

 

The project is under Myanmar Computer Professionals Association in Myanmar. 

We MCPA ( Myanmar Computer Professionals Association ) with the projects following 

goals :  1. To promote ICT innovation and creativity among students  2. To promote 

teamwork and collaboration skills and competencies in school   3. To promote and develop 

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)   4. To further encourage the 

proliferation of analytical skill, knowledge sharing and teamwork mindset via the 

interaction during the competition and training.  We did the Innovation ideas competition 

twice per years start from 2018-2019. The competition experience helps to transfer the 

applied methods and skill tools for components like ma-inboard, servos, motors, LED, and 

sensors and acquire skills in designing, fabricating, and programming.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



Girls in ICT Nepal 

https://www.nta.gov.np  

 

The project is under Nepal Telecommunications Authority   in Nepal (Republic of). 

Nepal Telecommunications Authority, being the regulator of telecom sector of the nation, 

has been responsible for providing connectivity throughout the nation through number of 

telecom service licenses and the Rural Telecommunications Development Fund being 

utilized for the connectivity of unconnected people of rural and remote areas. The authority 

has been working for providing backbone connectivity and access to communities and 

government schools to bridge the digital divide. Several telecentres and community service 

centres for ICT access have been established by the authority to connect unconnected 

people. Also more than one thousand IT labs are being established in government schools 

for ICT education. The authority has contributed in providing competitive 4G services 

throughout the nation for mobile broadband connected to ensure that no citizen is left 

behind with telecom service.    While providing access to ICT to bridge the digital divide in 

the nation, the authority has also been bringing out activities to address the Gender Digital 

Divide.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 

 

Inspire a Child 

http://fliplearnkids.com/ 

 

The project is under Fliplearnkids in Nigeria. 

Inspire A Child is an annual global initiative established by FliplearnKids, Nigeria, bringing 

together individuals/entrepreneurs/educators/professionals from around the globe who 

have shown resilience in pursuing their dreams, to communicate with young girls in 

Nigerian public schools right there in the classroom, and possibly, for those few minutes 

create a spark that would ignite a vision of future possibilities.  IAC is in 3 parts: Mentoring 

Session, Digital Leadership Academy & Opportunity Access    The mentoring session takes 

place in the classroom. During this stage , different guest speakers: individuals / 

entrepreneurs / educators / professionals from different continents and countries provide 

them with practical guidance on how to keep their dreams alive.     Digital Leadership 

Academy workshop.  According to US BLS employment projections, 73 per cent of new jobs 

in the next five years will require technology skills, 91 per cent of hiring managers consider 

employee certification as a criterion when hiring, 50 per cent believe that obtaining 

certification makes them more marketable *. In order to help them find their feet, we equip 



them with digital and technical skills during the Digital  Academy Leadership Workshop.   

This involves training students and equipping them with digital skills, as well as 

participating in our work fair entitled Opportunity Access.    Opportunity access The aim is 

to help them get intern jobs from partnering companies during their idea exhibition session.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Digital Skills Training Program for Freelancing 

http://www.digiskills.pk 

 

The project is under Ignite - National Technology Fund in Pakistan. 

The DigiSkills.pk training program started in August 2018 with mission to provide one (1) 

million free-of-cost online trainings across the country over a period of two (02) years. 

DigiSkills.pk was aimed at equipping our youth, freelancers, students, professionals, etc. 

with knowledge, skills, tools & techniques necessary to seize the opportunities available in 

online jobs market places to earn a decent living. The program is not only developing key 

specialized skills, but also imparting knowledge about various freelancing and other 

employment and entrepreneurial opportunities available internationally and locally. Due to 

limited employment opportunities, it is essential for upcoming workforce to have necessary 

knowledge and abilities to grab such opportunities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

NATIVES COMMUNITIES OF PARAGUAY CONNECTED TO THE WORLD 

https://www.copaco.com.py/index.php/wsis-prizes-2021.html 

 

The project is under PARAGUAYAN COMPANY OF COMMUNICATION in Paraguay. 

The project aims to provide coverage to indigenous communities, and populations in 

neighboring areas that are geographically located mostly in the western region of the 

country, in rural areas. In this sense, there are 13 (thirteen) indigenous communities that 

will have the possibility of accessing the mobile telephone service, the service of internet 

access and data transmission, at low costs and with good quality. The indigenous population 

in the areas covered by the project, reaches about 3.500 (Three thousand five hundred) 

people, which represents more than 586 (five hundred eighty six) families benefited from 

this expansion; in addition to other temporary beneficiaries, such as those who travel in the 

project's areas of influence.   For the expansion of the Telecommunications Network, the 

installation of 13 (thirteen) Radio Base Stations was carried out, located at the coordinates 

indicated in Table 1, to cover the 20 (twenty) communities of Paraguay, through of 3G 

technology, with bandwidth capacities of up to 4Mbps. The structure assembled at each site 

corresponds to mast-type towers (Figure 1), with heights of between 30 and 72 meters with 

all the established safety conditions (stairs, landings, etc.), with capacities to support 

radiant systems and Radio Frequency equipment installed and thus also, all the civil works 

necessary for the installation of the racks that house the equipment.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG10. 

 

 



 

#Covid19TechChallenge 

https://www.democraciadigital.pe 

 

The project is under D&D International - Digital Democracy in Peru. 

"#Covid19TechChallenge promoted the creation of digital tools that help national 

authorities and citizens to face Covid-19 in Peru.    Participantes registered  Apps or online 

initiatives of various kinds (web, blogs or social networks) that seek to attend, without 

profit, the current health crisis in Peru as a result of the Covid-19.    - The areas of 

intervention of the digital proposals were:    • Communication / awareness campaigns    • 

Preventive measures    •Diagnosis    • Consulting services    • Case monitoring    • 

Geolocation    • Lockdown control    • Situation of Peruvians abroad    • Identification of fake 

news or coronafakes    • Another area related to the health crisis Covid-19"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

Ensuring the Continuity of Telecommunications Services in the Age of Coronavirus 

https://uke.gov.pl/en/newsroom/ensuring-the-continuity-of-telecommunications-

services-in-the-age-of-coronavirus,273.html 

 

The project is under Office of Electronic Communications  in Poland. 

As a result of COVID-19, almost all the activities, both professional and leisure, shifted to the 

online world. Consequently, data usage increased dramatically. Since many individuals and 

entities rely fast connection, we want to make sure that the continuity of network and data 

transfer is provided. Therefore, UKE asked telco operators to take necessary measures in 

order to equip the customers with whatever is needed. In this way we support the digital 

transformation but also, if not foremost, make sure that digital world is flawlessly 

functioning now. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 



The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

 

#Stayhome Campaign 

https://cik.uke.gov.pl/aktualnosci-cik/zostanwdomu,15.html 

 

The project is under Office of Electronic Communications (UKE) in Poland. 

UKE came up with different tools and ideas to facilitate transition from school-based to 

home-based education during the COVID-19 outbreak. We offer students and their parents 

the three following cycles – their content will be updated on a regular basis so users can 

access new resources. Digital transformation cannot fully happen without taking education 

into account. Learning and teaching are the basis for any progress to come. That is why we 

decided to provide students and their parents with tools and materials to ensure continuity 

of education. We use online platforms and various materials in order to facilitate education 

during this challenging time. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

1. Anti-COVID-19 Hackathons / 2. #FakeHunter / 3. ProteGo Safe / 4. e- Debates / 5.  

Action Education 

https://hackyeah.pl/https://fakehunter.pap.pl/en//https://www.gov.pl/protegosafe/http

s://www.github.com/protego-safe/https://esesja.pl/https://www.gov.pl/zdalnelekcje 

 

The project is under GovTech Polska in Poland. 

"1. In 2019 and 2018 Europe’s largest hackathons were held in Poland. In response to the 

pandemic, we organised three hackathons, bringing many solutions to the public sector’s 

challenges.    2. #FakeHunter is a community-based project for verifying content on the 

Internet, launched by the Polish Press Agency and GovTech Polska. It aims to demystify and 

refute fake-news about the SARS-CoV-2 virus.     3. In order to better support the health 

professionals’ work in combating the pandemic, we engaged with a coalition of Polish 

digital SMEs who, in collaboration with healthcare experts and security professionals, have 



created one of the world’s first apps for contact-tracing which have open-sourced code.     4. 

During the pandemic, tens of thousands of councils, teams and other bodies were left unable 

to meet and make decisions. We introduced legislative changes and collaborated with the 

“eSesja” program to enable 35,000 unique users to hold discussions and cast their votes 

remotely in a transparent and secure way.    5.  We launched the platform where students, 

teachers and school headmasters have access to educational contents, lesson plans and the 

catalogue of the tools to build a ""remote class"". We assisted schools in the process of 

adopting online learning."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

Hack Covid-19 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

An online platform to allow innovators to develop their entrepreneurial ideas that will help 

in dealing with the various problems and challenges posed by the spread of the novel 

coronavirus epidemic through the online portal. The five winning ideas will receive 

financing and support of QR250,000 each, to develop and implement their ideas, as well as 

several services, advisory programs and incubation services that will help the 

implementation of the ideas. Partnership between QDB and a number of entities and 

institutions in the contry. E.g. MoPH, MoCI, MoTC, Ooredoo, Aspetar Hospital, University of 

Qatar, Hamad Bin Khalifa University, Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar, Carnegie 

Mellon University in Qatar, etc.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

Real Estate - Registration and Authentication services  

https://sak.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry Of Justice in Qatar. 

"SAK project implemented  to develop and improve the quality of the Real Estate - 

Registration and Authentication services provided by (MOJ) to the public by Enhancing and 

optimizing current business processes and re-engineering for specific transactions 

considering the current legislations by using differnet channel and launched a service to go 

to clients' accommodation, especially for the elderly or patients.  The project Achieved the 

following:  •  Creation and maintenance of accurate Data Base.   • Design, and establish the 

One Stop Shop (OSS) counter, which will simplify and enhance the delivery of the Real 

Estate and the  authentication services   • Provide a single real estate gateway (Web Portal) 

to public  • Integration with relevant national system and databases  • New applications and 

services such as the  Prohibited Act System, the Real Estate Stock System, the Smart 



Analytical Reports & Dashboards (BI)  • Measure the average time needed to execute the 

sale of the property transaction,  where it became 15 minutes per transaction  • Granting 

the power of authorization to sign the title deed by the Authorized Real Estate Registration 

employees at the remote service centers  • Measuring the level of the public satisfaction  • 

Enhance the Qatar ranking in the World Bank Business Doing report- property    SAK is 

being published with Mulitple channel : website & Mobile Application  • Due to current 

situation of covid19 in the world the system with fully adopting paperless environment and 

to without needs to customer visiting to complete the procedure."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

Employers eServices Portal 

https://g2b.grsia.gov.qa 

 

The project is under General Retirement and Social Insurance Authority in Qatar. 

"General Retirement and Social Insurance Authority (GRSIA) is always seeking to upgrade 

the level of services it provides to citizens or employers subject to the Retirement and 

Pension Law. As a result of the Authority's interest to facilitate communication with the 

employers and the completion of transactions on time, General Retirement and Social 

Insurance Authority has launched its portal of the electronic services for the employers to 

serve as a central service platform for all services provided to the employers.  The purpose 

of the project is to create a centralized electronic services portal to automate the 

communications and integrations between different employers and GRSIA and to automate 

all day-to-day activities related to contributor data and their contributions. This helps 

GRSIA to:  1. Get the contribution data on time.  2. Ease to communicate between GRSIA and 

the employer.  3. To control all the operation such as upload and update contribution data 

through security system  To start using the services portal, the employer should fill the 

activate form which will specify the authorized employee who will use the portal provided 

by GRSIA and authorized employee should register with Hukoomi website to get a user 

name and password through Hukoomi website. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, GOV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

The “City of Ideas” Crowdsourcing Platform of the Government of Moscow    

https://crowd.mos.ru/ 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow in 

Russian Federation. 

The "City of Ideas" is one of the components of the Moscow digital development ecosystem. 

This is a unique tool created for communication between citizens and the city authorities, 

getting feedback and transforming it into  key decisions.  Since the launch of the project, 



more than 240 thousand people have joined the platform, they participated in 30 

crowdsourcing projects.  The goal of the project is to provide citizens with opportunities to 

change the city. The fact that the site regularly implements the most diverse, short-term 

crowdsourcing projects makes the project unique.  All ideas that have passed moderation 

on the platform, are selected by industry experts and put to the vote of the participants of 

the project. According to the voting results, the most popular ideas are implemented by the 

Moscow Government under the control of the platform team and the Mayor of Moscow.  

Since 2020, residents of Moscow have participated in confirming the implementation of 

ideas. Users can upload photos of ideas implemented in the city published in 

"Implementation of ideas" section of the site.  In the fall of 2020, the new "Suggest an Idea" 

section was launched on the platform, allowing users to present their proposals for 

improving the infrastructure any time. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

All.Online 

https://www.все.онлайн 

 

The project is under Data Economy Russia in Russian Federation. 

In March, when widespread social distancing measures were introduced in Russia, millions 

of Russians found themselves inside their apartments, not knowing how to organize their 

lives, study, work, etc. Realizing the inevitability of universal self-isolation, "Data Economy 

Russia" together with the Ministry of Digital Development launched an initiative to create 

an online catalog of vital online services that will help people better adapt to changing 

lifestyles. The initiative was called "All.Online" and was aimed to organize the Russian 

digital resilience to the COVID-19 pandemic.    Services for the portal All.Online were 

selected taking into account the maximum usefulness for citizens in quarantine conditions 

and are grouped by type of life situations: "Taking Care" (foodtech, delivery, psychological 

help, telemedicine, etc.); "Working from Home" (remote work for companies, freelancing 

and internships); "Learning" (educational programs for all ages); "Relaxing" (entertainment 

and information services). Subsequently, a "Caring for Others" section appeared on the site 

for charity reasons.  Under the motto "Helping to Help," the All.Online project became a link 

for its audience that connected it with the Association of Volunteer Centers' project 

"myvmeste2020.rf", the Aid Nearby project and the Kindness Basket project, which helped 

various social groups during the acute phase of the pandemic.  Most of the companies for 

sometime offered their services for granted (because of the pandemic) or under special 

conditions.     Results :  - More than 500 digital services helped several million Russians go 

through a period of self-isolation with the least loss in quality of life: the combined audience 

of All.Online and its "mirror" on Gosuslugi.ru exceeded 5 million unique visitors;  - All.online 

was recognized by the Government as a socially important service with non-tariffed 

Internet access;  - The total audience of messages about the project exceeded 100 million 

people 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG7, SDG8. 

 

 

 

National Donations Platform 

https://donations.sa/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Human Resource and Social Development in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Saudi Arabia is a leading country in the Donations worldwide, HRSD (Ministry of Human 

Resources and Social Development) is providing the "National Donations Platform" to be 

the authorized platform to collect for specific donation opportunities. Each donation 

opportunity has a budget limit. If the budget limit is reached, the donation opportunities are 

considered completed. The donation opportunities are directly supervised and managed by 

HRSD.    The "National Donations Platform" provided multiple channels for Donations like 

Mada (Saudi Debit Cards), Credit Cards, and Apple Pay.    The donations journey is simple, 

and it is done just in two steps:  1. Choose the donation opportunities  2. Complete the 

information of the Donation channel you choose    The "National Donations Platform" was 

launched in 2020. Until now, 66 donation opportunities were defined in the platform, 

252,310 Number of beneficiaries of donations, 148,000+ Donors.    Unlike other donation 



platforms, the "National Donations Platform" is unique in the wide range of donation 

opportunities, for example: "Teaching the Holy Quran", "Heart operations are surgical", 

"Orphan marriage", etc.    Also, the "National Donations Platform" is providing specific 

donation opportunities for Zakat payment   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG17. 

 

 

KSA Free Wi-Fi 

https://www.citc.gov.sa/ 

 

The project is under Communications & Information Technology Commission in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Providing free wi-fi services to public by having public wi-fi hotspots across the cities, with 

an aim to improve quality of telecom services available to public in Saudi Arabia. CITC 

launched In partnership with key service providers to provide 60,000 Free access points 

across Saudi Arabia where there is an expected impact (Direct) and (Indirect) on both 

consumers & operators. The objective is to provide internet access to all in Saudi Arabia and 

promoting better life within the Kingdom as this will increase access to information and 

communications technology and strive to provide universal and affordable access to the 

Internet within Saudi Arabia. This is also aligns with Kingdom’s push to develop the country 

as a tourism hub, hence, by allowing visitors to access free wi-fi, it will also promote and 

help the tourism industry indirectly. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 

 



PROJET GENRE ET TIC 

http://www.numerique.gouv.sn/cabinet-du-ministere/cellule-genre 

 

The project is under Ministère de l'Economie Numérique et des Télécommunications in 

Senegal. 

This government project is unique in Senegal in the sense that it aims to create female 

digital startups. Objectives: Strengthen the access and capacities of girls and women to ICTs; 

- Strengthen the presence and participation effective women in positions of responsibility in 

the ICT sector; - Institutionalize gender in the ICT sector Activities: - training in gender, 

digital technology, leadership, entrepreneurship, - Competition for innovative digital 

projects, - Advocacy for women's access to decision-making positions - Communication.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Innovadoras TIC – ITC Innovative Women 

https://www.innovadorastic.org/ 

 

The project is under Fundación Cibervoluntarios in Spain. 

 "Innovadoras TIC” is a program created by Fundacion Cibervoluntarios that aims to 

promote and make visible the entrepreneurship and innovation capacity of women through 

ICT with practical examples and success cases of women who are making a difference in the 

STEAM field in Spain. www.innovadorasTIC.org also focuses on encouraging and improving, 

employment and entrepreneurship of women, especially women belonging to rural areas 

and vulnerable groups. A very important part of the goals is to showcase references of 

entrepreneurial and innovative women, who use technology to improve their integration at 

a personal, social and / or work level, and also to create campaigns that bring these 

references to the younger generations and help eliminate stereotypes about women, 

technology and entrepreneurship. “Innovadoras TIC” is organized by Fundación 

Cibervoluntarios, a pioneering organization in technological volunteering. Since 2001, 

Fundación Cibervoluntarios has promoted programs focused on digital transformation with 

social impact, expanding the rights, opportunities and capacities of thousands of people in 

situations of digital vulnerability through the use and knowledge of all kinds of 

technological tools and Digital Competences. Cibervoluntarios.org works with a network of 

1,800 cybervolunteers and collaborates with more than 900 national and international 

entities and organizations. Our mission is to ensure that all people have, equally, the 

opportunity to access, know and use technologies as a means to improve any aspect of their 

lives. With all our activities we reach 60,000 people annually. Thanks to thes 20 years 

trajectory Fundación Cibervoluntarios has been recognized by the Financial Times as one of 

the “100 entities that lead the Digital Transformation in Europe”. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 



 

 

 

m4Social 

https://www.m4social.org/ca 

 

The project is under Taula d'entitats del Tercer Sector Social de Catalunya (Third 

Sector Platform) in Spain. 

Taula d’entitats del Tercer Sector Social de Catalunya (Catalan Third Sector Platform) is a 

nonprofit organization that represents most of the social entities of Catalonia in front of 

public and private organizations in order to defend social rights, strengthen the third sector 

organizations, have an impact and influence society. We are representing 33 federations 

and more than 3.000 non profits organizations to tackle social injustice.   Inspired by 

SDG17, in 2016 we signed a partnership with the main public and private administrations in 

Catalonia, the Department of Labor, Social Affairs and Families of the Government of 

Catalonia, the Barcelona City Council, and the Barcelona Mobile World Capital Foundation, 

to promote the digital transformation and social innovation in the Third Sector through the 

programme m4Social. Through this programme we have been working hardly to create a 

Social Innovation Ecosystem in Catalonia.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

Joyvest 

https://joyvest.me/ 

 

The project is under Joyvest in Sweden. 

Vest like machine that is hung over the shoulders and with comfortable weights, the user is 

embraced as in a hug. When the user moves, music is played from built in speakers on 

through headphones, but pauses when the motion stops. The music is activated by the 

movement of any of the two MotionSens. These contain motion sensors, and are shaped like 

clips, attachable on e.g. clothes.   Music taste is something individual. Choose music for 

Joyvest with care. There are ready-made music packages, but you can also choose freely 

from the world's large music library. You can replace the music gradually.   Two buttons are 

everything. One to change song and one to change volume. Joyvest starts when you remove 

MotionSens from MusicBox and shuts off when you put them back. The music is in an 



internal memory in Joyvest. To change music, simply connect Joyvest to a computer with the 

included cord.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Robotics, Programming and Rights for Girls  

https://rightstech.org 

 

The project is under RightsTech Women  in Switzerland. 

RightsTech Women (RTW) advances the human rights of girls and women in STEM through 

research and data visualization, advocacy and training, and technology capacity building.  

Its mission is to get more girls and women in STEM education and employment, who know 

their human rights.     Its target audience is girls and women who are STEM learners and 

professionals in 33 countries in 5 regions. RightsTech Women covers the life cycle of girls 

and women in STEM, starting from primary education age to lifelong learners. The countries 

of activities were selected based on RTW's research on demographics, STEM education and 

STEM employment.     In 2018, in recognition of the importance of STEM education and jobs 

to women's equality worldwide RTW was created to address these gaps, working with 

partners. The Board is passionate about the importance of STEM for girls and women's 

prospects and economic equality. RightsTech Women's experienced team is made up of 

lawyers, engineers, physicists, and programmers.   RightsTech Women delivers innovative 

hybrid trainings that combine tech and human rights content. In 2019, working with 

partners, RTW trained more than 400 girls in the Geneva area. It now works to scale this 

work to other countries. RTW organizes trainings where girls can take different STEM 

workshops made for different age groups, and they can choose from different programming 

activities. One of the main features of RTW's work is that it trains female coaches and 

mentors so that participating girls have female role models to look up to during the 

trainings. RTW builds the confidence of girl participants through interactive and hands-on 

training.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Tunisian government analyzes emergency call data to understand COVID-19 spread 

and provide more effective emergency response 



http://www.targa-consult.com 

 

The project is under Targa / Ooredoo in Tunisia. 

 "Established in 2004, the Ministry of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy 

(MTCEN) is an agency of the Tunisian government focused on improving Tunisia's 

communications sector and acquiring new technology to serve the country's 11 million 

people.    With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Tunisian emergency services saw a 

sudden, dramatic spike in incoming phone calls. They received more than 450,000 calls in 

the first month of the pandemic—the equivalent of two years' worth in pre-pandemic times. 

Unable to reach an operator, citizens were calling up to 10 times each. While some calls 

were placed to a dedicated COVID-19 hotline, many were placed to 1-9-0, the country's 

general emergency number.    The volume of calls put a strain on emergency services, 

restricting their ability to provide fast, effective care to those who needed it most. The 

number of virus-related calls to 1-9-0, rather than to the hotline, limited MTCEN's efforts to 

track the spread of the virus. Greater understanding of their call data was key to organizing 

a consistent, effective response to the virus.    MTCEN worked alongside Targa Consult and 

Ooredoo, Tunisia’s largest telecommunications provider, to create dashboards that provide 

critical insights into call volumes, times, and geographical variation. Operational in just 24 

hours, the dashboards allowed Emergency Doctors to explore and interact with the call 

data, and make necessary operational changes.    MTCEN also discovered that 57% of calls 

to the emergency number were under 30 seconds, indicating callers were hanging up before 

reaching an operator. By visualizing average call length and average number of calls per 

person, operators can now call people back who were unable to reach the emergency 

number, ensuring citizens receive the critical response they need." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10. 

 

 

Wikaia mobile application and dashboard 

https://cutt.ly/3ynmfds 

 

The project is under VegaNet in Tunisia. 

"In the context of national ICT initiatives advocated by both Tunisian Ministry of 

Communication Technologies and Digital Transformation and the Tunisian Ministry of 

Health, VegaNet has developed a mobile application named Wikaia (in Arabic Prevention) 

as part of a voluntary initiative.  Wikaia allows any professional (individuals, private 

companies, public companies) who is running his business during this pandemic period to 

check randomly if any visitor or client should have been confined or is declared infected by 

Covid-19,  as recorded in the government database to which Wikaia is linked.  Any positive 

check will lead to an alert that will be sent to the Ministry of Health which will be able 

through Wikaia's dashboard to have access to the information regarding the person's 

journey and all the people he may have met during a specific period of time and who may 

have been contaminated as well. Wikaia is proven to be an important tool to control the 



spread of the virus and keep people aware of their obligations during this pandemic phase.  

Wikaia has been developed in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulations.  

The check is made by scanning the ID document barcode and the tracking is made by using 

GPS  information communicated through the application."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

Light the Dark Campaign 

https://2019.atesbocekleri.info/ 

 

The project is under The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the 

Empowerment of Women in Turkey. 

Within the framework of the annual international 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based 

Violence Campaign and United Nations Secretary-General’s UNiTE by 2030 to End Violence 

against Women campaign (UNiTE campaign), UN Women Turkey launched an online and 

interactive national campaign, "Light the Dark" to draw attention to gender-based violence 

in public spaces. The Campaign invited citizens to mark the cities' unsafe spots by pinning a 

firefly on the interactive Turkey map created on the Campaign's website 

https://2019.atesbocekleri.info/. The Campaign metaphorized fireflies as change agents for 

creating safer, more inclusive cities for all, especially for women and girls. Fireflies use their 

blinking light to communicate with each other and light the dark.     Within the campaign 

period, nearly 15,000 fireflies were collected, with thousands of comments highlighting 

different forms of violence in public spaces. The sex-disaggregated data retrieved from the 

map was shared with the local authorities, calling upon local authorities and public 

institutions to make cities and public spaces safer, healthier, more inclusive, and secure 

environments for all women and girls. In 2020, several municipalities made improvements 

in public spaces. Building upon the Campaign, two municipalities developed social risk 

mapping for the provision of gender-sensitive municipal services. Winning a Silver Effie 

Award, the Campaign provided a new methodology with local authorities to directly engage 

with the citizens by using ICT solutions.      Along with the interactive map, Turkey's first 

lighting exhibition in a public space was opened. The exhibition featured creative use of 

light, design , and art in an open and accessible public park to raise public awareness on 

gender-based violence in public spaces. Light the Dark lighting exhibition is currently 

among the finalists of the international Contemporary art Biennial, BienalSur.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Seamless and Secure Smart Gates and Borders via biometrics verification  (either 

IRIS, Fingerprint or facial) 

https://www.ica.gov.ae/ 

 

The project is under Federal Authority for Identity and Citizenship (ICA)  in United 

Arab Emirates. 

Borders Management System is a new system to manage entry and exit functions for any 

border control. The system is based on both data investigation before, during, and after 

passenger arrival to the entry and exit function, and on identity verification which can be 

conducted either manually by the officer or via automatic identity verification gates via 

biometrics (either IRIS, Fingerprint or facial).  The system is built based on service-oriented 

architecture and can be integrated with any back-end systems and/or third-party 

databases. The system helps in minimizing human errors, strengthen the border security by 

focusing on risky passengers, and helps in process facilitation for passengers at Airports, 

land ports, and sea ports    A pioneering project unique to the United Arab Emirates as the 

first country in the world to implement a mechanism for registering three vital fingerprints 

(Eye print - hand print - face print) .for those traveling through its border ports    The 

project "Seamless Smart Gates and Borders" is an integrated system through which most of 

the systems operating at the ports have been merged (such as the fingerprint system, face 

print, the Emirates Gate, and the nationality and residency systems) to work together 

through one system.    The project provides travelers quickly and smoothly in completing 

travel procedures and saving time for the traveler, as travelers will be able to enter and exit 

the UAE by relying on their vital fingerprints either through passport counters or through 

their use of electronic gates.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, 

ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 



ECA Child Insights System 

https://wam.ae/en/details/1395302892445 

 

The project is under Abu Dhabi Early Childhood Authority in United Arab Emirates. 

The responsibilities of guiding Abu Dhabi in the future rests on the shoulders of the current 

and future generation of children. As a progressive government, It is our duty to make sure 

our children grow up to become healthy, educated, and contributing citizens of society. 

Today, we stand on the brink of a data revolution that is fundamentally altering the way we 

understand the world around us. Every move of ours generates data. By understanding this 

data, we have an opportunity to make enormous leaps in the quality of life and our 

understanding of social challenges.     Project Objective  The ECA Child Insights System 

Project brings together all data regarding young children, where we run sophisticated 

analytics to drive targeted policy and outcomes strategies—bringing together data from 

government and non-government sources.    Results   In a span of 8 months, we have not 

only commissioned the data management, AI, and data visualization technologies. However, 

we have achieved a data collaboration of over 20+ federal and state government agencies to 

share child data dimensions to help us create a unique 360-degree data landscape of 

children.    Impact:  We have already started seeing tangible outcomes of the project in 

terms of better understanding challenges impacting children from lower segments of 

society, indirectly helping break the cycle of dependence on government support for several 

hundreds of children. We have also seen early evidence of identifying factors driving 

positive and negative education outcomes in young children helping policymakers drive 

more targeted interventions.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

The UK’s Government Digital Service (GDS) support to the COVID-19 response 

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus 

 

The project is under Government Digital Service -is a unit of the Cabinet Office in 

United Kingdom. 

GDS has been at the forefront of the UK’s response to COVID-19. Our existing services have 

been in high demand. They are ensuring citizens remain informed and able to access vital 

services. Across the digital, data, and technology function across government, 39 user  

facing digital services have been developed as part of the COVID-19 response, with a further 

40 in the pipeline.  GOV. The UK, the place to find government information and services 

online, is supporting the design of a range of new products. The GOV.UK content team is also 

working closely with the Prime Minister’s Office to organize the management and 

improvement of all coronavirus content. Visitors to GOV. The UK per week has gone up over 

600%. https://www.gov.uk/ask 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG16. 



 

 

 

Sociability App 

https://www.sociability.app/ 

 

The project is under Sociability in United Kingdom. 

Sociability empowers disabled people to quickly find, add and share information about local 

accessible places. For disabled people, not knowing which venues are accessible to them is 

frustrating and exclusionary. The anxiety from uncertainty means that most disabled people 

return to the same places and rarely explore new ones. Sociability does not use false 

binaries of 'accessible' or 'inaccessible' to designate places, because accessibility is 

inherently individual (varies between people and their disability) and contextual (varies 

depending on why you're going, who you're going with, how long you're going etc). To that 

end, Sociability stands out against competitors by providing standardised and objective 

profiles about the accessibility of venues to empower the user to decide for themselves 

whether that venue is accessible to their needs and preferences. Separately, any non-

disabled and lay-person could collect this information through Sociability by simply filling 

out our user-friendly app and bespoke framework for auditing venue accessibility. 

Additionally, one further innovation that separates us from competitors is our direct 

collaboration with businesses to collect venue data through our Business Portal backend. 

This ensures that we collect a more comprehensive dataset across any given geography, 

thereby empowering disabled people to have more information, more choice and more 

confidence.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 



 

 

Read&Write 

https://www.texthelp.com/ 

 

The project is under Texthelp Ltd in United Kingdom. 

Read&Write, is a powerful literacy and productivity tool that suits everyone’s workstyle - 

helping staff to work smarter, more efficiently, and more accurately. It particularly benefits 

those with hidden disabilities such as Dyslexia, Dyspraxia, Autism, ADHD and Aspergers.    

Read&Write provides all the features employees need to…    ●  Hear web pages, emails and 

documents read aloud   ●  Convert documents and web pages into MP3 files for easy 

listening on the move  ●  Understand unfamiliar words with text and picture dictionaries: 

great for staff whose first language isn’t English  ●  Reduce errors with intuitive word 

prediction and a grammar, spelling and confusable words checker  ●  Summarise lengthy 

reports in minutes with colourful collectable highlighters  ●  Support staff with dyslexia and 

visual stress with accessibility features like screen tint    Read&Write integrates across 

Windows, Mac and Google. And, it’s compatible for use across most devices including laptop, 

tablet or chromebook. Not only that, employees can enjoy features as they browse the web, 

read PDFs, or collaborate with one another in a shared document. So whether employees 

are working at home or in the office, Read&Write is available to them.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

RoomMate® 

https://www.easyaccessibility.co.uk/about 

 

The project is under easyAccessibility Ltd (formerly Adi Access Ltd) in United Kingdom. 

The RoomMate® is an electronic, wall-mounted device, installed in accessible toilets.  It 

offers those with Sight Impairment, Dementia or Learning Disabilities,     bespoke audio 

information inside the toilet facility.  In a systematic wayfinding method, it provides details 

of the fixtures and fittings, their locations and how to operate them if required e.g. the 

flush/hand drier.  The audio script is on average 3 minutes long and this includes one 

repetition of the script.  The units are WiFi enabled and if required, there is the facility for 

data collection. E.g. everytime the toilet facility is entered the time and date is recorded.  In 

addition, each time the full descriptive script is activated this is also recorded with the time 

and date of activation.  Each unit also comes complete with a high visibility exterior door 

sign to indicate that the facility has a RoomMate® installed.  This is in order that carers or 

assistance personnel can see that the facility has RoomMate® installed.      The unit is 

delivered pre-programmed so it is ready for immediate installation. It can be re-

programmed remotely, if features within the facility are altered in the future.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 



 

 

OneMoney Digital group lending for women MSMEs 

https://www.netone.co.zw/home/ 

 

The project is under NetOne Cellular  in Zimbabwe. 

NetOne is a mobile network operator that has a digital financial services business as a stand 

alone business unit, it focuses on empowering economically the marginalised women 

through agency model, creation of a credit rating score to include the marginalised in 

accessing credit, it also offers data and communications services at very affordable rates for 

the poor as well as paternering in digital financial services plus products to bring 

convenience and risk mitigation amongst the masses inform of micro insurance, utilities 

directly accessed from the mobile financial services platform, NetOne champions innovation 

and makes E Commerce platforms accessible at almost for free to the marginalised creating 

an enabling environment to support business growth especially for women business.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C2. Information and communication infrastructure 
Connectivity in times of pandemic 

https://aui.sanluis.gob.ar/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Science and Technology in Argentina. 

The current epidemiological situation, due to the pandemic caused by COVID-19, has shown 

that broadband connectivity is a public good. It is essential to have quality internet access to 

achieve digital inclusion, a primary condition that will allow access to quality education, 

health services, security services, information, entertainment, etc.  Facing the 

characteristics of the current world situation requires that citizens have connectivity, 

devices and ICT training. This requires at the same time, digital inclusion policies consistent 

with this process.  In this, the role of the State is crucial and the government of San Luis 

envisaged digital inclusion policies more than 20 years ago, at the end of the last century 

and continues to execute an ambitious digital agenda that allows achieving the objectives.  

The Information Highway (AUI) is a complex and extensive communications network that 

aims to provide free broadband connectivity to all citizens of San Luis.  For this, a Data 

Center (DC) was built and implemented, located in La Punta city, it is world class and there 

is where all the technological services of the province and the equipment of the core of the 

network are.  The following results achieved from the AUI can be mentioned:  120 cities / 

towns / places with free Wi-Fi service for the entire community.  40 Gbps of Internet traffic.  

More than 95% internet penetration.  3,500 Smart Indoor Access Points installed in public 

buildings.  1,652 public Wi-Fi Access Points cover the 120 locations.  4,500 Km of own Fiber 

Optic is part of the network infrastructure.  200 Gbps is the current capacity of the network 

backbone.  PKI infrastructure with quality standards.  250 virtual servers are used to 

provide AUI services.  565 Security Cameras transmit online to monitoring centers for 

urban video surveillance.  Current certifications of international quality standards (ISO) for 

its processes, procedures and services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

Retail Queue Management Solution 

http://earlyone.com/earlyone-retail-queue-management/ 

 

The project is under Earlyone in Armenia. 

Earlyone has released a new solution to battle the outcomes of the coronavirus outbreak. 

Besides, Earlyone has improved the existing solution by offering a new feature to its users - 

QR check-in that allows contactless activation of virtual tickets created with Earlyone app.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



Info-Sarker Phase-3 1000 Police Office VPN Network 

http://infosarker3.bcc.gov.bd 

 

The project is under Bangladesh Computer Council in Bangladesh. 

"Digital Bangladesh: Vision 2021" is a landmark step towards ensuring "Internet 

everywhere by 2021" by The Government of Bangladesh. An important IT infrastructure of 

this government is the "National ICT Infra-Network for Bangladesh Government (Info-

Sarker phase III)" project. Through this project, a Virtual Private Network (VPN) of 

advanced technology has been set up in 1000 offices of different levels of Bangladesh Police.  

This VPN network is a digital milestone for service delivery of Bangladesh Police. BD Police 

is using it for two major purpose. First, for their administrative management, police is using 

applications like Personnel Information Management System (PIMS), Ration Management 

System, Organizational Resource Planning (ORP), etc. Second, for the most operational units 

numbering around 1000 offices all over the country. Since crime detection and prevention 

is the core work, Bangladesh Police is using Crime Data Management System (CDMS) which 

is now integrated with Automated Fingerprint Impression System (AFIS) and National ID 

(NID) database. Besides, Immigration Management System, and several applications of 

Special Branch (SB) are highly important for their day to day operation.  Moreover, a 

significant number of police offices were out of any data network. Therefore, Info-Sarker 

Phase-3 project has eliminated all the flaws Bangladesh Police was facing by having a 

secured, reliable, and independent VPN where 1000 police offices have the access to IT 

enabled policing facilities. It’s a must to ensure the citizen centric policing system in 

Bangladesh. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

Establishment of Network to Island areas through Satellite 

http://www.bscl.gov.bd/ 

 

The project is under BANGLADESH SATELLITE COMPANY LIMITED in Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh Satellite Company Limited (BSCL) has taken an initiative to establish the 

telecommunication network to Island/Char of Bangladesh through Satellite. Around 122 

nos. institute from 31 Nos. Island are directly benefitted from this project. Under this 

initiative, BSCL provides solar based Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) network to each 

of the location. The established network made the people of remote & inaccessible area 

connected to the modern digital world. It enabled the highway of digitization of different 

service like e-learning, Telemedicine to the remote & inaccessible area.  Under this project, 

One VSAT Hub of 2000 (Two thousand) remote VSAT capability, an uplink system with 7.3 

Meter Gateway antenna towards SAS & associated networking devices installed at Sajeeb 

Wazed Satellite Ground station. This VSAT Hub is integrated with both BS-1uplink system & 

SAS uplink system which enabled seamless connectivity for the both satellite. For the 

remote area, VSAT remote terminals, Solar Panels & associated networking devices are 



provided & installed in free of cost to the user. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

Social Obligation Fund  

http://www.btrc.gov.bd/social-obligation-fund-sof 

 

The project is under Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission in 

Bangladesh. 

Background  The Social Obligation Fund was initiated by the “Social Obligation Fund Rules – 

2014”. The fund is managed by the Social Obligation Fund Management Committee. The 

convener of the committee is the Honorable Minister of Post and Telecommunication 

Division. Director General of Systems and Services division of Bangladesh 

Telecommunication Regulatory Commission is assigned as the member secretary of the 

committee. The committee is responsible for decision and management related to the fund. 

The committee consists of a total of 11 people from different important sectors of 

Bangladesh.    Objective  The primary objective of the Social Obligation Fund is to spread the 

technology to the remotest corner of Bangladesh. Projects are undertaken to expand the 

telecommunication and information and communication technology facilities among the 

people of the areas deprived of telecommunication and information and communication 

technology facilities in Bangladesh. The funds are also used to build special 

telecommunications systems for disaster management.    Achievements  So far 7 projects 

have been accepted to be funded through this fund. The projects are:  1. Establishment of 

Broadband Connectivity in Telecommunication Disadvantaged Areas (Connected 

Bangladesh) Project  2. Digitization of government primary school education system in 

disadvantaged remote areas  3. Expansion Project for Telecommunications, Mobile 

Technology and Internet-Based Digital Postal Services in Remote, Coastal, Haor and Hill 

Areas  4. Satellite network project in the island area  5. Establishment of High-Speed Mobile 

Broadband Networks in Haor and Islands  6. Telecommunication Expansion Project for 

Disadvantaged People in Haor, Baor and Remote Areas  7. Bangabandhu Satellite-1 

Telecommunication Connection Project in various towns and villages in remote, 

inaccessible and coastal areas of Bangladesh  The projects are on implementation stage. 

Completion of the projects will ensure the connectivity to the furthest corner of Bangladesh.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Mapping the Spread of Covid-19 

https://dalberg.com/what-we-do/dalberg-data-insights/ 

 

The project is under Dalberg Data Insights in Belgium. 

Ministries of Health need data-driven insights when facing a pandemic. High geographic 



resolution maps and data analysis reports on the spread of the virus can help make more 

informed decisions,   particularly regarding prioritizing resources and influencing the 

economic development of a nation or region during these crises. Our data products analyze 

and visualize both public and private data from different sources in order to provide 

actionable insights for a more evidence-based response to COVID-19 and beyond. In 

Belgium, we implemented the data product, called ESTER, to support both the Prime 

Minister and the National Security Council in their national response to the outbreak. We 

leveraged aggregated and anonymized telecom to monitor mobility patterns within the 

population and assess the impact of governmental restrictions on population movements at 

national and sub-national levels. This information served to forecast the spread of the 

disease and prioritize interventions, while empowering the public with the right 

information.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, HEA, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG17. 

 

 

Industrial Internet Identifier Resolution System 

http://www.idconsensus.cn/ 

 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology 

in China. 

“Industrial Internet Identifier Resolution System”, leading by CAICT, is an ICT infrastructure 

project which aims to facilitate data interconnection and data interoperability among 

enterprises in different industries. The system builds a three-tier management hierarchy 

(top tier node (CAICT), sub-level issuance platforms (dominated by leading enterprises of 

an industry) and enterprise-tier node) and allocates globally unique IDs to machines, 

products, etc. The system creates an easy way to locate the data of every entity with the 

unique ID in the Internet by resolving the ID. Therefore, it will bring benefits to the 

manufacturing process, supply chain management, full life-circle management, etc. For 

example, China Certification & Inspection Group (CCIC) is now using Industrial Internet 

identifiers in their food traceability area, and have great transnational demands in Asia and 

Global food safety traceability collaboration. China State Shipbuilding Corporation Limited 

is the head company in the ship and sea transport equipment manufacturing industry of 

China. They are now using Industrial Internet identifiers in the whole shipbuilding lifecycle. 

Dongfeng Motor Corporation is one of the biggest motor group in China and they have been 

using the Industrial Internet Identifier Resolution System to do life-circle management of 

batteries for the new energy vehicles.     At the end of 2019, there are 900 enterprises with 

over 1.54 billion unique identifiers allocated. By the end of 2020, the number is growing up 

to 85 leading platforms with 9684 enterprises connected, covering 33 industry areas, with 

over 10.5 billion unique identifiers allocated. The number is growing very fast, so it is now 

and will be a more important infrastructure to help enterprises better proceed the digital 

transformation. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 



The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 

5G Healthcare applications in the COVID-19 prevention and control 

http://www.caict.ac.cn/ 

 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology  

in China. 

This projects mainly focuses on the application of 5G mobile communication systems in 

COVID-19 prevention and control. The project is harnessing the potential of ICTs and 

accelerating the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through the 

implementation of the WSIS Action Lines. Firstly, for the different stages of epidemic 

prevention and control, we give a detailed introduction for the application cases. Secondly, 

the application of the epidemic is summarized, and the results obtained by each application 

are analyzed. Then, the problems and challenge faced by 5G healthcare applications during 

the epidemic are analyzed. In response to these problems and challenges, we put forward 

suggestions for the next step. The summary, analysis and work suggestions made in this 

article, provide an experience for the world to fight against the COVID-19 epidemic. In 

addition, the research in this paper helps to promote the construction of 5G medical and 

health standards systems, and provides a reference for the integrated development of 5G 

networks and medical health. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

National Implementation of the Financial Inclusion Initiative in China 

http://www.caict.ac.cn/ 

 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology  

in China. 

National Implementation of the Financial Inclusion Initiative in China is a three-year action 

plan (2018-2020) jointly established by the world bank and China Academy of Information 

and Communications Technology at the end of 2017, aiming at digital financial inclusive 

services. The project aims to promote the development of digital finance in developing 

countries, especially digital inclusive finance. The project is to pilot test new innovations in 

DFS within selected counties in Yu county in Heibei China. The project promotes the 

development of digital Inclusive Financing in Yu County and enhances the availability and 

inclusiveness of digital finance through digital Inclusive Financing training, digital 

agriculture platform and agricultural e-commerce platform . 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 



Cloud, network, terminal and application of key technologies and product system 

of  5G-Powered UAV 

https://www.uavcmlc.com 

 

The project is under China Mobile Chengdu Institute of Research and Development in 

China. 

Cloud, network, terminal and application of key technologies and product system of 5G-

Powered UAV is to replace the original communication link of UAV through 5G cellular 

network, realize remote control of aircraft and operation on cloud platform, endow UAV 

with networking, intelligent and automation capabilities, expand the scope of operation, 

improve the operation ability, make it serve more application scenarios, build a digital sky 

and prosper low-altitude economy.    (1) The 5G-Powered UAV management and operation 

platform (hereinafter referred to as “China Mobile Link Cloud") is currently the world’s first 

5G-powered drone management and operation platform to achieve controlling and 

managing of networked UAVs. Through the end-to-end scenarios, the 5G-Powered UAV has 

a full industry, full process and fully automated closed-loop capability.    (2) 5G-Powered 

UAV airborne communication terminal (hereinafter referred to as hubble-1), the world's 

first dedicated 5G network-connected UAV airborne communication terminal, is used to 

access 5G (compatible with 4G) network, and realize remote control and data transmission 

of UAV.     (3) Low-altitude networking: Design the 5G mobile communication network 

coverage that shares the ground network in the drone's flight airspace below 300 meters, 

and the 5G low-altitude three-dimensional cellular network is constructed. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 

China Mobile 5G+AI Smart Factory  

http://www.10086.cn/index_5074.htm 

 

The project is under China Mobile JiangSu Company Co.Ltd in China. 

In China, more than 250,000 operators working on the manual inspection of Metal injection 

Molding(MIM) structures every day, which requires excellent eyesight and carefulness to 

sort defections from tiny metal parts. This job may cause Myopia, cervical spondylosis and 

muscle strain for the operators and became big problem for recruitment. To solve this 

problem, China Mobile Jiangsu Company with other partners jointly built a smart factory 

with 5G+AI quality inspection. The MIM part images taken by the high-speed camera are 

uploaded to the cloud via the 5G private network. AI analysis and judgment and the quality 

inspection results are returned to the robotic arm for sorting, all actions can be completed 

in 1-2 seconds. The improved yield rate increased from 84% to 92%.            The first phase 

of the project of 33.7 million yuan has been signed and delivered, including 22 5G+AI 

quality inspection workshops and edge industrial cloud. The local AI computing resource 

are transferred to the cloud, which reduces the cost for local equipment by 40%. Besides, 

the sharing of cloud computing resource among workshops also benefit for energy saving 



and sustainable development.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

Web Accessibility Communication 

https://video.komect.com/paxc/home 

 

The project is under China Mobile (Hangzhou) Information Technology Co., Ltd in 

China. 

“Web Accessibility Communication” is developed from multi-form terminal intelligent 

communication. The aim is to establish an end-to-end communication eco-system with 

smart devices and communication services, and as well as to explore new use scenarios and 

new value-added communication services, build web accessibility communication services. 

It supports OTT/IMS dual domain calling.8 smart chips and 248 devices have been 

connected. Enable smart speakers, early education machines, set-top boxes, smart peephole 

viewer, doorbell, access control and other types of hardware equipment. It has developed 

more than 6 million users and created more than 250 million revenue. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

Applying machine learning in network topology optimization (Intelligent 

optimization of network topology) 

http://www.10086.cn 

 

The project is under China Mobile Guizhou in China. 

Nowadays Tele-communication has become an indispensable part of our life,  Assuming 

that Tele-communication system is a human body, transmission is as important as vessel 

system.  But now the vessels are not healthy, some of them are overloaded, meanwhile, the 

others still have lots of capacity. It not only affects the customer experience, but also affect 

the development of communication services because of the resources problem.    So we use 

ITU ml standard, BFS, greedy algorithm and other mainstream algorithms to solve the 

problem, it save money and human resources, and also hugely improve traffic absorption 

capacity.   There are positive in two aspects:    Firstly, 5G technology can brings better 

network speed, helps the AR and VR industry, and connect everything. It will deeply change 

our society. But it also brings more complexity, we can use AI technology to reduce cost of 

operation and maintenance, also save much more energy for a better earth.    Secondly, in 

China Mobile, developers, platforms, and standards form an intelligent operation and 

maintenance ecosystem. Through ISP screening and promotion, the AI operation and 

maintenance results have been incubated to support China Mobile’s rapid large-scale 5G 

construction and production which achieved efficient operation and maintenance of 

complex networks. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

Jincheng Joint Defense Joint Control Checkpoint Inspection Control Register System 

http://1119.93092.com:8012/ 

 

The project is under China Mobile Group Shanxi Co., Ltd. JinCheng Branch in China. 

As China's first online traffic bayonet epidemic prevention and control system, it assists in 

the information management and control of mobile personnel during the epidemic, 

shortening the inspection time from more than 5 minutes to more than 1 minute, greatly 

improving the efficiency of traffic and reducing cross-over between personnel infection.  

More than one million pieces of high-value data were collected and analyzed to provide a 

basis for government decision-making on epidemic prevention and control. It has great 

influence on social society and it was reported by CCTV13, Shanxi Daily and other media 

and they have been affirmed by Secretary Zhang Zhichuan of Jincheng City, Deputy Mayor 

Liang Liping and the New Crown Epidemic Prevention Headquarters. The system was 

developed by China Mobile, and the embedded company logo greatly promoted the 

corporate image. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Intelligent network infrastructure and open platform of China Unicom 

https://cubeai.dimpt.com/ 

 

The project is under China United Telecommunications Co., Ltd. in China. 

4G changes life, and 5G changes society. Deploying intelligent 4G&5G network 

infrastructure with wide coverage, high access rate and low delay will meet the 

requirements from many industries, and help the deep integration of artificial intelligence 

and economy. China Unicom actively undertakes the social responsibility of the enterprise, 

deploying more than one million 4G base stations, 380,000 5G base stations, and 200,000 

NB-IoT base stations. 4G&5G network in this project not only plays a prominent role in 

helping to prevent and control COVID-19, but also has great potential in stabilizing 

investment, promoting consumption, assisting industrial intelligence upgrading, and 

cultivating new economic development. With the help of this project, the "digital gap" will 

be strived. For example, with the help of 4G&5G, everyone can get more opportunities of 

good education from experienced teachers through network. More than 4,000,000 poor 

users are benefitting from China Unicom 4G&5G network and more than 400,000 poor 

families get rid of poverty.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG15. 



 

 

China Telecom Co., Ltd. Wuxi Xingzhu Tianyi Cloud Data Center Project 

https://www.cicdi.com 

 

The project is under China Information Consulting & Designing Institute Co., LTD. in 

China. 

China Telecom Group has determined that Wuxi Xingzhu Bureau will be used as the Tianyi 

Cloud AZ2 node apparatus room, and the Xingzhu Bureau Tianyi Cloud project will be 

constructed in 2020. Xingzhu Data Center is an A-level data center. The design fully 

considers IT technology development trends and overall business development needs, with 

emphasis on process conditions, computer room layout, electrical and air-conditioning 

guarantees, and energy-saving and emission-reduction technologies. The project adopts the 

EPC general contracting mode (including all sub-project design, all transformation and 

equipment procurement, all construction and safety, various acceptance and delivery, etc.). 

The sub-projects involving design, procurement, construction, acceptance and delivery 

include: machine building reconstruction and expansion and reinforcement project 

(including elevators), facade engineering, machine room decoration project, machine room 

firefighting engineering, water supply and drainage engineering, transformer and 

distribution system engineering, 240V power supply System engineering, air conditioning 

and refrigeration system engineering, rack system engineering, oil machine system 

engineering, intelligent system engineering, etc.   The average annual PUE value of the 

overall design of the apparatus room is not higher than 1.4. The project emphasizes safety, 

flexibility, controllability, beauty, energy saving, and innovation. Knowledges is actively 

learned from the design experience of similar projects at home and abroad and existing new 

technologies and new products, such as the new technology of modular multi-connected 

heat pipe air-conditioning systems; through the improvement of infrastructure, a green 

industry that is leading, appropriately advanced, and in line with international standards 

Data center is built, to create a green and energy-saving data room.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

Tianqi Satellite Internet of Things and its data services 

http://www.guodiangaoke.com 

 

The project is under Beijing Guodian Hi Tech Co., Ltd. in China. 

Beijing Guodian Hi-Tech Technology Co., Ltd. is currently the only private enterprise with a 

low-orbit satellite IoT constellation communication frequency license and a second-class 

value-added telecommunications business license issued by the Ministry of Industry and 

Information Technology. It is constructing and operating my country’s first satellite IoT 

constellation-"Apocalypse Constellation". The constellation consists of 38 low-orbit 

satellites. At present, the Apocalypse Constellation has been operating with 10 satellites in 



orbit. It has initially formed a comprehensive information service capability for the 

integration of space and earth, providing satellite data services for global Internet of Things 

users, and realizing an "air, space, earth and sea integration" satellite IoT ecosystem. At the 

same time, the company and related scientific research institutions have established 

satellite IoT labs. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG14. 

 

 

China Unicom - Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project 

http://www.chinaunicom.com.cn/ 

 

The project is under Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project of China Unicom in 

China. 

Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project harnesses the artificial intelligence (AI), and 

bigdata to network and services, aims to add intelligence into network operation and 

reduce the costs of internet, providing fast, stable, affordable, and premium internet 

worldwide especially in remote and marginalized areas where lack network skills.    China 

Unicom, as one on the largest operator in the world, shares 1.35 million 4G base stations, 80 

million broadband connections and 320 million subscribers. The project, currently, 

implemented in 31 provinces, 661 cities and countryside, and greatly stimulated the 

investments of ICT infrastructure in these approaches:    • Investment quality assured   It 

implemented daily planning and evaluation on base stations, which identified 60,000 

valuable sites, improving efficiency of base station usage.  • O&M (operation and 

maintenance) efficiency improved and cost reduced  Through automatic diagnosis and self-

healing of network O&M, it reduced 175,000 orders, saved 3 million hours and US$24.35 

million costs.  • Network risks prediction improved  Equipped with AI abilities, it can 

predict network risks 15 minutes ahead, and reduced network interruption duration by 

25%.   • Network quality boosted  Its AI ability can identify the network domains required 

to be optimized. The accuracy of prediction could exceed to 90%, and therefore 90% of 

network optimization duration reduced.  For the advance of 5G technology, China Unicom 

have built 400,000 5G base stations in 31 provinces, empowering the fields of education, 

medicine, and industries. 5G network O&M, however, faces complex structural problems 

and challenges, which cannot be addressed by traditional O&M methods. Intelligent 

Network Digital Innovation Project promotes 5G intelligent O&M to help education, 

medicine, and industries to meet the growing demands of digital transformation and to 

make more possibilities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

Internet of Light 

https://www.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/ 



 

The project is under Tsinghua University  in China. 

With LED-based lighting lamps now being popularized all over the world, the concept of 

Internet of Lights (IoL) on existing LED illumination network using Information and 

Communications Technologies (ICT) including the visible light communications (VLC) was 

proposed aiming at creating Information and communication infrastructure. IoL improves 

the lighting efficiency and indoor lighting comfort level and can support value-added 

information services by modulating the light intensity yet further investigation of its impact 

on human beings is needed. This well suited SDG of UN in terms of ensuring healthy lives 

and promoting well-being for all, and building resilient infrastructure, promoting 

sustainable industrialization and fostering innovation.    This project showcased IoL concept 

with several pilot trials demonstrating how intelligent lighting can be supported and have 

won international recognition. Further investigation on feasibility of regulating human 

physiological rhythm, especially to alleviate degenerative neurological diseases using mice 

experiment can potentially bring light therapy treatments to patients in a non-intrusive 

way. This suggests that future standardization of VLC needs to consider not only the system 

transmission performance but also its potential impact on human beings for indoor 

applications. IoL is a new paradigm generating all the benefits to the end users including 

illumination control, information services, and the treatments. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

 

 



Espacios Públicos Conectados  

https://ziiparatodos.sutel.go.cr/sitios.html 

 

The project is under Superintendencia de Telecomunicaciones de Costa Rica in Costa 

Rica. 

Across a tiny paradise called Costa Rica, we are proud to be part of the “Espacios Públicos 

Conectados” project, which the main objective is to deploy a countrywide access network 

trough WiFi technology all over Costa Rica providing public access to the Internet in public 

places such as Main Squares and others managed by the Municipalities, train stations, public 

libraries, sports venues, national parks and community centers where the general public 

enjoy the service for free., as you could see on the following pictures.    As any good 

endeavor worth accomplish and in order to evenly cover most of the counties in Costa Rica 

and ensure free WiFi access to less fortunate citizens, we had defined aid periods where this 

program will assume the costs of the services in periods of 3, 5 or 7 years depending on 

statistical analysis on social development for each of the 82 counties where the country is 

politically divided, providing free WiFi access to the end-users.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Expanding Access to High-Impact Social, Health, Education Resources across Africa 

during COVID-19 

https://www.hellas-sat.net/ 

 

The project is under Hellas Sat  in Cyprus. 

Expanding Access to High-Impact Social, Health, Education Resources across Africa during 

COVID-19 Hellas Sat has partnered with Africom Holdings to assist the efforts of the 

Government of the Republic of Zimbabwe in the fight against the spread of COVID-19. Hellas 

Sat is providing free unlimited broadband connectivity to 127 public clinics and hospitals 

across the country. The deployment was undertaken by Africom Holdings which 



resuscitated connectivity to infrastructure that was initially set up in 2016 at various clinics 

and hospitals but due to challenges in accessing adequate foreign currency to pay monthly 

rentals the sites have been idle  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10. 

 

 

 

Financial inclusion ecosystems with Digital neighborhood Banking Agents 

http://idpayer.com/ 

 

The project is under Proexponente in Ecuador. 

We help banks and financial cooperatives to process all their operations from each 

neighborhood business thanks to our biometric devices that allow people to make any 



payment or transaction with facial biometric validation without contact and with the 

highest standards of security for citizens.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

HUMANITY 

https://www.slideshare.net/assemam 

 

The project is under GGA,USA,global ambassador,peace and hr,india,SRC in Egypt. 

Universal Adoption of Clout Tech in Fighting Coronavirus Spreading in the Entire World. 

"CLOUT(5G,IOT,AI,CLOUD)     The internet changed our lives dramatically in the intervening 

years predating an era of Clout/Cloud of Everything. We can continue to expect more 

exciting changes. Announcing the launch of its newest technology, Clout/ Cloud of 

Everything, changes the concept of how we use things; with more intelligence, more 

efficiently and greater accessibility for all mankind. Developing countries in Africa must 

embrace and promote the spirit of service through the Cloud of Everything efforts in 

reaching/meeting the 17th and 169th SDG Goals. True success comes when preparation 

meets the right opportunity by helping others become successful. This is the case for 

universal adoption of Clout/ Cloud of everything technology in Africa and the entire world.    

As COVID-19 continues to spread widely and claim lives, Clout    technology is helping halt 

the COVID-19 outbreak.    Modern technologies used by Developed countries in CLOUT to    

combat the Corona virus 19.    Clout include advanced tech like IoT, AI, CLOUD, 5G, 3D."     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Interoperability and Compactivity of Global Navigation Satellite System  

https://bugnss.webs.com 

 

The project is under International Space University, The University of Burdwan in 

France. 

My project is based on determination of precise location using the benefit of satellite 

navigation system. This project has myriads of applications like finding the location of 

peoples who are in need. It has direct impact for search and rescue of infected people 

during Covid-19. Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) used for locating, quarantining, 

disinfecting and helping people with medical supplies during Covid-19. Now this project 

would particularly help girls who are travelling alone by any shuttle cars like Ola, Uber etc. 

if they are facing any problem. It is very easy to locate them and help them with emergency 

services. This project will improve the potential use and application of Geofencing where 

the location of older women who are alone can share their location very precisely and 

rescue team can reach them very quickly without much effort. This will change and improve 

the lives of many women throughout the world.  I was working in a village government 



Girls’ school in India when I was working as a researcher in GNSS Laboratory, Burdwan, 

India. I used to teach Physics and Mathematics to the poor village girls’ during day time and 

work on my GNSS project during the evening. It was a very difficult and challenging 

situation for me to work in two different roles simultaneously and particularly when there 

was no support from my village Government school, rather much obstacles were created to 

stop my research. It was never been easy to work in a male dominated laboratory during 

evening and night. I took this opportunity as challenge and successfully changed the 

thinking process of my girls’ students from village. I shaped and worked hard for STEM such 

that my career would motivate my students towards STEM and research. I have successfully 

changed the lives and goals of 12,000 students whom I have taught for 12 years. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

HealthoxHub 

https://www.healthoxhub.com/ 

 

The project is under Healthoxhub in Ghana. 

Health information can be difficult to express especially to people who are not health 

experts. Healthoxhub is a platform devoted to educating the public on health issues by 

health experts in simple language and understandable ways. The target audience is the 

adult population between 18 to 70years.   The main objective of this platform is to educate 

people on issues relating to health using story telling.                                                                                                                         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

C-DERP (Covid 19- Digital Emergency Relief Program). 

https://www.defindia.org/about-the-programme/ 

 

The project is under Digital Empowerment Foundation in India. 

"As an economic hub with substantial global connectivity and movement of people and 

goods, India is directly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.  DEF, keeping this in view, has 

launched an ICT-enabled and community specific relief programme C-DERP project (Covid 

19- Digital Emergency Relief Program) through virtual community and service facilitation. 

The adverse and wholesome impact of COVID-19 is such that, this catastrophic situation has 

made the low-income groups, daily wagers, poor, vulnerable. Our Digital Foot soldiers is 

helping them survive in some way or the other. The priority key areas under the program 

are:     •Complete Corona Prevention Care    •Provision of SOS Food & Livelihood    

•Information, Awareness & Fighting Fakenews    •Access to Government’s Covid-19 

Entitlements    The 600+ digitally enabled information resource centers and 10,000+ foot 

soldiers across 25 states and union territories are aid with:    •Public schemes, welfare 

measure Information, entitlement facilitation and delivery    •Support Tele-health & Tele-



medicine    •Internet support;    •Alternate livelihood opportunities in times of distress    

•Consultation and counselling    The aim is to reach over 60,000 households and 3,00,000 

individuals with above needs and facilitation. Simultaneously, DEF will create a cadre of 600 

Covid-19 Digital Volunteer Force (C-DVFs) for facilitation and deliverance of the services 

under the same program."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3. 

 

 

Awareness, Relief work. like Ration distribution Medical help and child nutrition etc 

https://mrwsngo.org/ 

 

The project is under Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society in India. 

During COVID19 activity we think most urgent basic awareness and followup  and involved 

social media campaign youth and local key stakeholders, like social media campaign and 

WhatsApp Facebook.     Humanitarian support may kindly be extended to save the lives of 

economically weak families in remote areas to provide face mask, hand sanitizer, soap, 

detol, gloves, tissue paper, child food, etc., during the present crisis of deadliest coronavirus 

epidemic.    During Coronavirus [COVID-19] Emergency, MRWS is providing services, 

various types of activities like community Awareness, Relief.  Mobilization, Mask 

distribution & Advocacy work.    Out of our very limited resources, we are trying to give 

lifesaving medicine to elderly people by local porches we are also approaching personally to 

the local people for their support in kind or coins so as to provide food to hungry people, 

but not in a huge manner.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Online Gaming and COVID 19: Alarming increase in Cyber threats against Children  

https://adalovelacesoftware.com/ 

 

The project is under Ada Lovelace Software Pvt  Ltd in India. 

Children are often unsupervised when playing online games increasing predator ability to 

start a relationship with the child and gain the trust. An online game gives the predator and 

child a shared interest making a child more comfortable about talking to the stranger. A 

predator can use this relation to bring the child for a sexual encounter, ask the child to 

communicate by private chat, instant messaging, Social media apps and exchange of sexual 

content, even live stream sexual acts as well.                                                                          

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 



JakWIFI 

https://jaki.jakarta.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Jakarta Smart City in Indonesia. 

The cost of internet network access could become a burden for some community, especially 

in this era of globalization, where technology is becoming more widely used. Plus, the 

conditions during the pandemic that require everything to be carried out online have 

increased the need for the internet, especially in education, where many parents complain 

about the need for internet access for their children's schools every day. To support this, the 

DKI Jakarta Provincial Government, as a city that supports digital acceleration, presents 

public services in the form of free wifi in public places in Jakarta. This service is the result of 

a collaboration between the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government, represented by Jakarta 

Smart City (JSC) with Molecool (a startup company). The public can access this feature 

through the Jakarta Kini (JAKI) application, which is an integrated public service application 

owned by the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government. With this feature, people can easily access 

the internet anywhere and save on the cost of spending for their personal internet quota. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

 



SocialGrid: ENHANCING ENERGY EFFICIENCY USING SOCIAL NETWORKING  

https://www.socialgrid.ir/ 

 

The project is under Ferdowsi University of Mashhad in Iran (Islamic Republic of). 

In this project, we present SocialGrid as an integration of social networks and the smart grid 

to optimize electric power consumption using social networking and recommender systems 

benefits. By equipping consumers with a smart energy meter, the proposed platform has 

made consumers real-time aware of their energy consumption and, in addition to social 

networking features such as sharing ideas and influencer peoples, have made households 

more familiar with energy-saving practices and are encouraged to use them. Using game 

theory and recommender systems, it tries to help users to perform more activities. The 

proposed scheme is expected to bring about changes in the electricity consumption patterns 

of users and make them more efficient in their daily behaviors. The system has been 

implemented in a small community in MASHHAD city.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

 

Spatial data infrastructure 

https://sdi.mashhad.ir 

 

The project is under Mashhad Municipality Information and Communication 

Technology Organization in Iran (Islamic Republic of). 

The main project : Spatial data infrastructure (SDI)  Creating a web-based spatial 

information infrastructure, Creating spatial web services, integrating and updating basic   

urban information, Unique base map in all systems, Inter-organizational communication 

and crisis management, Applications resulting from web-based systems for the use of 

professionals and citizens  Related subprojects :   1.Create an instant positioning network 

with "Real Time Kinematic"(RTK)  2.Imaging of Mashhad by UAV :Prepare required maps 

from photos, Extract basic urban information.  3.Preparation of panoramic images of 



Mashhad: Use panoramic images to monitor city changes, Navigation in the city.  

4.Preparing a three-dimensional model of the city.  5.Collection of information on urban 

constructions with UAVs to prevent violations.  Index project:  Preparing a map of the 

distribution of corona virus diagnosis and treatment centers in Mashhad and creating an 

easy access service for citizens in the citizenship application (map.mashhad.ir)               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

Project BIRD (Broadband Infrastructure for Rural Area Digitalization) 

http://www.globalplan.jp 

 

The project is under Global Plan Inc. in Japan. 

"The project BIRD (Broadband Infrastructure for Remote-Area Digitalization) is for 

affordably closing the digital divide that help cope with COVID-19 by enabling remote work, 

tele medicine etc. at every corner of the globe.  During 2016-2018, ITU-T SG5 and SG15 

published ITU-T L.1700, L.110 and L.163.  The president of Global Plan Inc. initiated the 

standardization discussions and worked as the key editor.  By meeting those standards, an 

affordable optical cable solution was proposed. Note that World Economic Forum at Davos 

2017 identified a key challenge as “Finding solutions that connect the large rural offline 

populations at minimal costs”  In 2019, the practicability of the solution BIRD was 

confirmed in a mountain village of west Nepal (10 km) and rural areas of Mongolia (21.8 

km) as the APT projects.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS, LEA, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG4, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

Mechanical Weeding Robot 

https://www.odd.bot 

 

The project is under Odd.Bot in Netherlands. 

The ‘Weed Whacker’-robot its detection algorithm is being trained by a convolutional 

neural network feed with thousands of photos that are being labelled with tags of weeds 

and the crops initially.  This algorithm is being used to detect and distinguish weeds from 

crops.    Early Odd.Bot will show the ‘crop sentinel’, a 5G powered  inspection/detection 

robot that can be put on the field to either remotely verify the performance of the detection 

algorithm or collect more training data if needed. This robot is being used to be send ahead 

so that if the detection is at the right level, we can send in the ‘Weed Whacker’.  A human 

hand-weeder is put in the re-training loop to further optimize the detection. Based on the 

final decision from the hand-weeder and a “find the differences” detection algorithm, we 

retain the robot.  Odd.Bot has developed and filed a patent for a 3-in-1 mechanical weeding 

tool, that can be used to stamp or ‘whack’ small weeds back into the ground shortly after the 

sprouting stage and pluck of pull out larger weeds, by rotating the 3-fingers clockwise, or if 



rotated counterclockwise scoop out of the soil.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

TELECONOMY FROM TOP UP AND GET REWARD LTD 

https://www.topupandgetreward.com 

 

The project is under TELECONOMY FROM TOP UP AND GET REWARD LTD in Nigeria. 

TELECONOMY, is an innovative digital telecom platform for providing basic telecom 

services and income to the masses without much physical contacts and interactions even 

during COVID-19 Pandemic .  Through this project, data and airtime subscriptions were 

made possible to the masses for online learning, working while earning regular income 

even in the mist of the lockdown.    Our TELECONOMY enable the average youths and 

women to be empowered through the mobile telecom to continue learning-working and 

earning without physical meting ups and contacts. As such, many Nigerians were enabled to 

survive the COVID-19 Era with Data, airtime, satellite  subscriptions  with regular income 

without much difficulties. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, BUS, LEA, EMP, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, 

SDG17. 

 

 

 



Mobile money services innovation for group advance payment  

http://uniquefountainglobalventure.com 

 

The project is under UNIQUE FOUNTAIN GLOBAL VENTURE in Nigeria. 

UNIQUE FOUNTAIN GLOBAL VENTURE operates mobile money services innovation for 

women group advance payment and low income people in the rural communities and less 

privileged in various levels. Our clients are petty traders, market women and willing girls to 

be employed. We operate mobile money services and promote solid livelihood for our 

clients (women).Our objective is to produce and promote solid livelihood for our clients as 

daily mobile money services provider and internet adoption and usage of thrift savings 

scheme through mobile phone transfer.    In Nigeria over 80% women population are still 

transecting in cash and low income women in rural communities cover long distance before 

they can withdraw or deposit money. We open account for over 54 and registered over 

4570 on our daily mobile money platform for mobile money transfer and internet adoption 

inclusive.  We trained over 3500 women on how to use mobile phone transfer through their 

wallets.  Nigeria people is over 200 million population and 60% of the population are not 

using bank account and internet service.  We introduced electronic banking through usage 

of thrift savings scheme and POS,USSD, Internet etc. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

“AFAQ”  initiative to provide broadband service to remote villages  

https://tra.gov.om/En/Initiatives.jsp?menu=14 

 

The project is under Telecommunication regulatory Authority in Oman. 

  “AFAQ” (means Horizons) initiative was launched by the Telecommunications Regulatory 

Authority (TRA) in the Sultanate of Oman in April 2020. The initiative main objective was to 

deliver broadband internet to remote villages in Oman which did not have any form of 

internet service (fixed or mobile), in a fast and cost-effective way. The initiative came during 

Corona virus pandemic and lockdowns, when internet became essential for work and 

education. Funded by the government, the TRA assigned the execution of the initiative to 

Oman Broadband Company (OBB) through the satellite technology. A Customer can apply 

for the service through one of the licensed service providers in the country. Once the service 

provider receives the application, OBB is directed to install a dish and a modem in the 

customer side, and connect it through the satellite to an Earth Station that was established 

in the country. The service provider can then connect the customer to the internet.   598 

remote villages have been identified by the TRA and included in the initiative. The initiative 

also included 141 government schools that were not connected to the internet before, as 

well as 5 agriculture farms which were part of the 1-million-Palm-Tree project in the 

country.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9, SDG11. 



 

Smart Technology Park 

https://www.telecomfoundation.com.pk/ 

 

The project is under Telecom Foundation in Pakistan. 

Telecom Foundation is a self-financed welfare trust under the Ministry of IT&T, 

Government of Pakistan. Telecom Foundation Management has embarked upon a project 

that will see the establishment of Pakistan’s first ‘smart’ technology park. This facility to be 

developed on telecom foundation’s 3-acre land in Islamabad will act as a bench mark and 

trail blazer for sustainable and smart development in Pakistan.   The State of the Art Smart 

Technology Park will be equipped with smart IoT technologies and sustainable 

development techniques to enable the most economically and environmentally healthy 

environment to the businesses and academia alike, while reducing the carbon foot print of 



the country that supports the fulfilment of the SDG goals of Pakistan. It will foster an SDGs 

based ecosystem through provision and housing of green construction, green and smart 

grid energy, smart technologies and data management in the park. The park will be based 

on state of the art IoT and AI based space, security and environmental features, developing 

an R&D and smart technology ecosystem for indigenous national development and growth 

of industry. The park will house Technology Corporates, Incubators, Accelerators, 

Technology Training centers for bridging the academia and industry gaps. The ground 

breaking / contract signing of the project is to be carried out by the Prime Minister by the 

end of June 2021. The majority of the proceeds of the STP will be spent on the schools that 

Telecom Foundation runs for the under privileged across the country. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG5, SDG7, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

5G-SDR: A Flexible Solution for Tactical Communications 

https://case.edu.pk/Research/5gSDR.aspx 

 

The project is under Sir Syed CASE Institute of Technology in Pakistan. 

The 5G-SDR project aims to bring the latest advances in 5G cellular technologies to the 



world of tactical communications with its challenging requirements for applications in 

military as well as civil (rescue and relief operations and public safety) domains. Besides the 

phenomenal growth of data traffic, cellular communications is witnessing the emergence of 

service modes and traffic types which altogether did not exist earlier, inspiring the 

exploration of disruptive technologies for next generation systems. With this project, we are 

exploiting the following:    1. Advanced multi-antenna technology for improved resilience in 

non-line-of-sight (NLOS) camouflaged military communication channels.  2. Next generation 

waveforms with low spectral leakage to allow for efficient implementation of orthogonal 

frequency hopping for Electronic Counter-Counter Measures (ECCM) without having guard 

channels in between.    3. Waveforms with ultra-low latency to support near real-time 

communications for augmented reality and telepresence applications especially in the 

context of rescue and relief operations.  4. Secure waveforms with low probability of 

intercept (LPI) via the use of intelligent massive MIMO inspired pencil beamforming 

strategies.    The project is therefore going to play a vital role in the development of next 

generation tactical communication waveforms. Some of the aforementioned features of the 

project are already being demonstrated to potential clients.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG13. 

 

 

GIS Based Water dispute management system 

https://www.facebook.com/women4peacetech 

 

The project is under Women4PeaceTech  in Pakistan. 

To bridge the digital gender divide in Pakistan, our organization Women4PeaceTech aims to 

empower rural women through technology for sustainable peace. We have activities aimed 

at empowering women through technology. Main objective is to include women in peace 

processes as well as economically empower them to become a useful member of the society. 

We aim to reach at least 100 women from low income rural households for tech training 

every month. We also aim to publish at least 01 advocacy piece per month around tech and 

gender on either print or social media.  The nominated project “GIS for water based dispute 

management system” was the first project that we did. The Intervention  used the mix of 

technology and Community-based participatory research (CBPR) to devise a GIS based 

water dispute resolution management system for prevention and resolution of communal 

conflict in farming communities in rural areas of  Punjab , Pakistan. We included women in 

the peace process and resolution system through a feedback loop and made them 

responsible for brokering peace with astonishing results. This opened us to the idea of 

training women in tech so that they contribute in the economy and thus leading to a 

peaceful society.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



ICT Telematics Startup 

https://Tele-wheel.ps/ 

 

The project is under Tele Wheels in Palestine. 

We see that car telematics can serve number of useful purposes for drivers and sociality. 

This technology keeps people from getting lost, offers an easy way to receive roads 

assistance and collects data that can be used in very important ways. Telematics combines 

navigation, safety, security and communication into one convenient piece of technology that 

fits in a vehicle’s dashboard.   Telematics data provide support to different commercial 

market: logistic and transport, insurance companies, telehealth, alarms and monitoring, 

vehicle dealers, government agencies.  So the idea is to initiate startup that works with ICT 

and local Ministry of Communications on telematics data to support different market needs.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 6, BUS, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

Internet para Todos Peru 

http://www.ipt.pe/ 

 

The project is under Internet para Todos in Peru. 

IpT was founded to bring mobile broadband internet service to the hardest to connect areas 

of rural Peru. These areas are typically un(der) connected because the business case cannot 

work due to low revenues and high capex. IpT re-invented the connectivity business model 

and is the world's largest network as a service "NaaS" company. The NaaS model leverages 

new technologies and operating structures to reduce cost by sharing equipment across 

multiple cellular operators.  IpT is currently bringing internet service to over 2.0M people in 

rural Peru! Access to the internet improves peoples' lives through access to better 

educational resources, medical information and economic opportunities. Access to the 

internet also improves gender equality and empowers rural communities.  IpT is on track to 

provide a reasonable rate of investment return to its shareholders. It serves as a business 

model that can be replicated across the developing world and offers a sustainable solution 

for attracting external capital for rural development. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 



 

Free Wifi for All in Basilan Island Province  through the Zamboanga-Basilan 

Broadband Network  

https://freepublicwifi.gov.ph/ 

 

The project is under Department of Information and Communications Technology in 

Philippines. 

The Philippines implements #FreeWifi4All in Public Places program to provide localities 

with free internet. However, connecting far-flung villages pose a challenge due to 

geographic constraints.     This gap has birthed the Zamboanga-Basilan Broadband Network 

which maximizes existing systems to connect communities with no access to full-blown ICT 

infrastructure, such as Basilan; the largest and northernmost island of Sulu Archipelago in 

South-West Philippines with more than 500,000 population. To establish access points in 

the island, a backhaul link from its neighboring town Zamboanga City of 14-17 nautical 

miles distance was installed to connect Basilan.     The Project has successfully achieved the 

following:    Establish cost-efficient ICT infrastructure. The government spends 

approximately P200,000.00 (USD$ 4205.05) per Free Wifi site, while in this initiative the 

per-site cost was only P50,000.00 (USD$ 1040.42).    Empower communities with ICT. 33 

sites now enjoy uninterrupted Free Wifi service. Prior to this project, Basilan is notably one 

of the 2 remaining provinces out of 81 provinces in the country,  with no free internet 

provided by the Government.    Encourage the use of ICT. Due to mandated physical 

distancing, the free internet was utilized for education, crisis communications, hospitals, 

COVID19 isolation and referral centers, among others. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 

No-touch high-precision IA-based thermal camera system 

https://teplovizor.rt.ru 

 

The project is under PJSC Rostelecom Russian Federation  in Russian Federation. 

"Rostelecom is Russia’s core systemic enterprise with a headcount of over 200 thousand 

employees, offering telecommunications and digital services across entire Russia. We were 

unable to put all our employees under quarantine imposed due to COVID-19 pandemics. In 

order to ensure maximum safety and protection of those employees who keep going to 

office for work, we decided to equip their offices with thermal camera systems to measure 

visitors’ body temperature and reduce any risk of an infected visitor’s coming inside the 

office, because high temperature is the main sign of COVID-19 infection existence.  After 

some offices were equipped with thermal cameras, it was found that measurements were 

often inaccurate under slightly varying installation conditions, thus requiring a visit of an 

engineer to repeat the camera setup.  To address this issue we have integrated cameras into 

Rostelecom video-surveillance platform and developed an algorithm based on the Artificial 

Intelligence for an automatic calibration of a camera without any human involvement. Then 

we develop a capability to support connections of all the installed thermal camera units to a 

common single monitoring center to ensure control over the epidemiologic situation across 

entire company, by collecting and assessing events issued by all connected units, in order to 

undertake data-based preventive measures.  While developing the product for ourselves, 

we have managed to create a really breakthrough product, which proved to be of interest to 

our customers, and we have promptly offered it to them, thus helping them to cope with 

prevention of COVID-19 spreading."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 5, 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Moscow system of video surveillance and smart videoanalytics 

https://www.mos.ru/otvet-ekstrennie-situacii/uznat-o-gorodskoy-sisteme-



videonablyudeniya/?utm_source=search&utm_term=serp 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow in 

Russian Federation. 

Moscow has created a surveillance system with video analytics, which is an effective control 

tool for housing and development services, as well as ensuring safety. The system has more 

than 204000 cameras:  –  City Cameras installed using service model (VSaaS): in public 

places, yards and entrances, social organizations, retail facilities, etc.;   - Integrated 

surveillance system of public places – parks, transport, facilities etc.;   - Integrated 

surveillance systems of commercial organizations – shopping centers, banks, etc.;  – Mobile 

video surveillance - mobile app for streaming using smartphones, vehicle video recorders, 

portable cameras, quadcopters.  The transition to the service model saved up to 40% of 

budget compared to the traditional model.     The Moscow surveillance system processes 

about 1.7 billion hours of video per year. More than 25 thousand employees of city services 

and law enforcement agencies can access the system. Video surveillance helps monitor the 

maintenance of urban areas, construction of key facilities, identify illegal construction and 

advertising, regulate traffic, ensure safety and much more.  A video analytics module using a 

neural network is connected to the system. Since the beginning of 2020, 105000 cameras 

have been connected to the face recognition module. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Expand the internet broadband (Mobile & Fixed) accessibility across Saudi Arabia  

https://stc.com.sa 

 

The project is under Saudi Telecom Company in Saudi Arabia. 

Saudi Telecom (STC) and the government partnered to modernize and uplift the Mobile & 

Fixed Broadband Networks to further close the Digital divide between densely populated 

areas and remote areas, and to provide a trailblazing platform for modern, future-proof e-

services: e-education, e-government, e-business, etc. which is in-line with the STC’s 

contribution strategy to the National ICT Transformation initiatives and Kingdom’s 2030 

Vision. stc achieve its objectives via    • Expanding the Mobile & Fixed (Fiber) Telecom 

Infrastructure to unserved and underserved areas.  • Boosting the Internet Performance 

(speed& Quality)   • deploying a large Public (Free) Wi-Fi Network to provide internet 

access for those in need    The scope objectives are:  • Enhance 4G current network and 

development of 5G coverage in populated areas in 5 main cities  • Deploy public Wi-Fi 

access points for free internet coverage.  • Increase high-speed residential internet access 

via Expand the FTTH footprint, uplift& increase minimum FTTH speed.    The program 

achieved:  • Deployed 3,412 5G sites above 35% coverage in populated areas  • Deployed 

36,000 Public Wi-fi Access Points on locations like major streets, shopping malls, etc.  • 

Increased FTTH speed to an average of 80Mbs subscription    Direct impact:  • Improved 

mobile download speed by 192%    • Increased data traffic on STC network by more than 



200%   • Increased number of subscribers of Fiber to the Home (FTTH) by 41%  • Increased 

download traffic on Fiber to the Home (FTTH) by more than 150%  • Enhanced download 

speed on Fiber to the Home by 130%  • Deployed 5G mobile network into 43 cities  • 

Expanded the free public WIFI access points by 200%    Saudi Arabia's Mobile broadband 

Speed Global Ranking Improved from 50th to 7th with more than 60% contribution from 

stc network. Enhancing the internet accessibility to public & private sectors, educational 

organizations. During the pandemic of COVID-19, enabling e-learning, remote work, and 

maintaining economical demand. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

 

FTTH National Broadband Plan 

https://www.mcit.gov.sa/en/broadband-services 

 

The project is under Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in Saudi 

Arabia. 

The Fibre to the Home National Broadband Plan aims to connect 60% of Saudi households 

with FTTH from a baseline of 25% at the time of the launch of the program in 2017.  The 

flagship government initiative for the National Broadband Plan (NPB) was the offering of 

subsidy funding to participating operators to incentivize the deployment of fibre. The 

initiative entailed  offering operators a yearly connection target to meet that would result in 

2.1 million additional urban households being connected to fibre broadband by 2020.  today 

we are proud to announce   2.1 million connections have been achieved with measurable 



impact on GDP, jobs, income, services, digital skills and improvement in quality of life.  In 

addition to offering subsidies and assigning scope, MCIT has played a critical role in the 

support, mediation and facilitation across all the main phases of the FTTH roll-out, 

including:  • Supervising Survey and design: Site survey of the planned roll-out area and 

preparation of (PIP)  • Support NBP permits: Application for permits from municipal 

authorities by operators  • Civil works: Execution of the PIP (civil works and installation of 

equipment)  • Acceptance: Through Monitoring project 3rd party random test  • Funding: 

Subsidy funding is released by MCIT/ Ministry of Finance     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

National Platform for Secure Video Conference (Boroog) 

https://sdaia.gov.sa/boroog 

 

The project is under Saudi Data and AI Authority  in Saudi Arabia. 

Boroog is the Saudi Arabian national platform to provide secured virtual meetings services 

for all the government and semi-government officials. Boroog has been launched on March 

2020 during COVID-19 pandemic to support the continuity and resilience of the 

government businesses and activities.   The first hosted meeting on Boroog was the 

extraordinary G20 summit during COVID-19 pandemic on 26th of March 2020 when Saudi 

Arabia called for a G20 leaders meeting to support a coordinated global response to the 

pandemic. Since then, it has hosted more than 2500 meetings and it continues to host all 

Saudi official meetings such as the weekly meeting of the Saudi Council of Ministers to 

ensure continuity and sustainability.  It has also helped in promoting the regional and 

international cooperation by hosting major events such as G20 Riyadh Summit and OPEC 

meetings. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

Saudi Aramco's Fourth Industrial Revolution Centre 

https://www.aramco.com/ 

 

The project is under Saudi Aramco in Saudi Arabia. 

In a global economy that is increasingly leveraging the opportunities afforded by what is 

known as the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ (4IR), it is essential for industry to tap into the 

many opportunities and possibilities contained within it. At Aramco’s premises in Dhahran, 

a remodeled and vastly expanded office wing has been converted into a 4IR centre, where 

technological and digital innovation is, in turn, transforming the way in which the company 

runs its operations. Some 2,500 square metres of office space was remodeled in the 

construction process featuring 279 square metres of video walls, with a total of more than 

109 million pixels that split into multiple 4IR technology-centric clusters and zones. With its 



advanced capabilities, extensive access to information such as real-time operational data, 

and people-centric environment, the centre is a digital transformation ecosystem for digital 

solutions throughout the hydrocarbon value chain. It is designed as an enabler for 

accelerating the end-to-end use case development and deployment throughout its ideation, 

prototyping, piloting, and full-scale deployment. Furthermore, the centre represents a 

“quantum leap” in technological advancement in terms of computational capability, 

development, and testing capacity for advanced analytics and artificial intelligence 

solutions, in addition to other 4IR technologies. Consequently, the 4IR centre plays a pivotal 

role in uplifting the technical skills of workforce and bringing advanced technology 

capabilities to realise the company’s digital transformation vision of becoming the leading 

digitalised energy company. Since its inception, it has led to achieving greater efficiencies 

and significant cost savings with positive impact to environment and energy.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, ENV, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG7, SDG9, SDG11, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

King Faisal University Data Center Accreditation 

https://uptimeinstitute.com/tier-certification/tier-certification-list 

 

The project is under KING FAISAL UNIVERSITY in Saudi Arabia. 

DEFINITION:  Aligning with KFU strategic objective “Providing a stimulating academic 

environment in keeping with technology”, the Deanship of Information Technology in king 

Faisal University has implemented the project “Setting up, Accreditation, migration, and 

launching KFU Data Center”. The Deanship of IT designed the new Data Center, by using the 

best practices and standards in this field of IT Project Management and Governance.   The 

Data Center Achieved the Accreditation from Uptime Institute and it got “Tier-3 

Certification of Design Documents” and "Tier-3 Certification of Constructed Facility".  A 

modern robust Network design has been implemented, including IP-Telephony, Fiber and 

Wireless connectivity, and fast WAN techniques has been used for connecting the remote 

sites related to KFU.     OBJECTIVES:  With the contemporary network security, 

Infrastructure and monitoring tool, and M8 Oracle database storage Super cluster as the 

first university using it in Saudi Arabia, the Data Center is hosting our key academic and 

administrative applications and store and manipulate with huge databases of students and 

faculty members information, it also hosts the web portal, e-mail, workflow engine, ERP, 

EPM, e-learning and distance education services, and many other applications and services 

that serve the public community, and citizens.  Consequently, sustainable development in 

AL-AHSSA achieved because of this project which participate in investment in IT 

Infrastructure in King Faisal University, as it accepted more students in admission phases, 

hire more staff and faculty members, and the number of qualified alumni increased as per 

the labor market needs.     TARGET AUDIENCE:  All university staff as well as most groups of 

the society. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, GOV, BUS, LEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG17. 



 

 

 

Open Access 

https://www.citc.gov.sa/ 

 

The project is under Communications & Information Technology Commission in Saudi 

Arabia. 

The Broadband Initiative and the Broadband Fund under the KSA’s National 

Transformation Program 2020 are targeting the rollout of fiber networks to cover above 

70% of households in KSA. In order to maximize the benefits and utilize the fiber 

infrastructure, the operators signed agreements for Open Access, where the service 

(broadband) can be provided through any service provider chosen by the subscriber 

regardless of the owner of the fiber infrastructure.  The main goal of Open Access project 

are to give the end user / subscriber the choice to choose the service provider regardless 

who is the infrastructure owner , also to promote more competition to the market and to 

utilize the national infrastructure. It is expected that open access initiatives may bring many 

new and innovative services to the market and generally enhance the service level, scope 

and coverage of ICT services across the Kingdom and encouraging the investments in ICT 

sector in KSA 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 



STC 5G Aspiration Program 

https://www.stc.com.sa/wps/wcm/connect/english/individual/static/5g?ds_rl=1253360&

ds_rl=1282364&ds_rl=1282469&ds_rl=1286537&gclid=Cj0KCQiA6t6ABhDMARIsAONIYyw

ydmwLBY2eZF9RrIoMiH4JKoKmhnSaiJxwGr-

kS8kna04eNhad15YaAgSjEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

STC took the lead in launching commercial 5G services as the first operator in the region 

and striving to accelerate the deployment of the 5G network through 10GPON FTTM 

connectivity in the whole kingdom. Based on this, technology and connectivity solutions  are 

available to all.     The project has a value in serving all customers in remote areas with best 

and the fastest   connectivity solutions.    Project is planned and deployed in all the kingdom, 

thus internet services and high speed  capabilities are available with no constrains on 

location or area.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

Sri Lanka’s Government meets at meet.gov.lk amidst COVID-19 

http://www.icta.lk/covid19-response/ 

 

The project is under Information and Communication Technology Agency in Sri Lanka. 

Since government machinery was expected to continue their operations without disruption, 

it was essential to facilitate it through the adoption of suitable tools and technologies 

immediately. In this unprecedented situation Information and Communication Technology 

Agency (ICTA) has introduced a novel platform based on a popular open source software. 

The usage is free of charge, with telecom companies waving the connectivity fee to the site.  

ICTA has continuously facilitated to increase the adoption through dedicated consultation 

and also produce user guides to use this platform. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 



 

Multilingual Interactive Remote Participation 

https://www.itu.int/en/general-secretariat/ICT-

Services/remoteparticipation/Pages/default.aspx 

 

The project is under International Telecommunication Union in Switzerland. 

ITU has been providing MIRP service for its onsite meetings for almost ten years. As a result 

of Covid-19, all meetings became fully virtual, social distancing and travel restrictions 

means support personnel, including interpreters have restricted access to ITU, but ITU 

meetings must go on. Interpreters were not trained and did not have the means to perform 

interpretation from their homes. Most delegates were not familiar with attending virtual 

meetings and very few web-conference platforms support multilingualism at the beginning 

of the Covid-19 lockdown.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, GOV, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG13. 

 

 



 

IDENTT Vision 

http://www.identt.info/ 

 

The project is under IDENTT in Switzerland. 

The projects allows to confirm identity remotely - which is crucial to continue usual 

business processes.  Promote business continuity and social distancing while provided 

highest security levels.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, GOV, BUS, HEA, EMP, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure  

https://fewa.gov.ae/ 

 

The project is under Etihad Water and Electricity  in United Arab Emirates. 

The Utility digital transformation trend is moving toward vast range of business 

technologies, one of these technologies is the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). The 

AMI is one of the key digital transformation initiatives that provides an End-to-End smart 

metering platform from the digital gateways (e-Services & m-Services) to the smart meters.  

The sense of uniqueness with regards to the AMI initiative enables the organization with 

industry leading customer service capabilities and ultimately provides a sustainable long-

term solution resulting in increasing efficiency and reengineering of the business model. As 

a matter of fact, it’s provide variable pricing structures, reduces human errors, improves bill 

accuracy, provides greater visibility over energy usage, increase customer happiness 



metrics, improve outage and tampering detection, enhance the process of managing 

demand for natural resources and it’s a great step towards achieving the sustainable 

development goals.  Etihad Water & Electricity marked the go-live of the first phase with the 

deployment of 30,000 smart meters across a wide geography and spanning different 

consumer and business customer categories. As a result, Etihad Water & Electricity has 

become a regional leader in deploying the AMI, which combines technology innovation 

across sensors, smart meters, data collection, and Big Data analytics.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG6, SDG7, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Direct Cloud Connect 

https://www.viasat.com/business-and-commercial/enterprise/direct-cloud-connect/ 

 

The project is under VIASAT in United Kingdom. 

Microsoft Azure is one of the fastest growing cloud service providers, with integrated cloud 

capabilities such as computing, database networking, and storage. Microsoft launched Azure 

ExpressRoute for customers needing a private cloud connection that would deliver more 

reliability, faster speeds, and lower latency to the Azure cloud than typical internet 

connections. That’s why Viasat teamed up with Microsoft Azure to be one of the first 

satellite providers to provide enterprise customers with connectivity over ExpressRoute.    

With Direct Cloud Connect, Viasat offers enterprise customers a private connection between 

branch sites and resources you access on Microsoft Azure Cloud. Now remote locations such 

as oil and gas, mining, or bank branches that have typically been forgotten or left off your 

cloud networking plans can get a private, more reliable connection to Azure.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

 

Bidi Bidi Project  

https://www.avantiplc.com/blog/bringing-connectivity-to-refugee-settlements-across-

east-africa/ 

 

The project is under Avanti Communications in United Kingdom. 



In 2019 Avanti Communications began to use its satellite technology, which provides 

coverage across Sub-Saharan Africa, Europe and the Middle East, to improve the welfare of 

refugees, host communities and humanitarian organisations in one of the largest refugee 

settlements in East Africa, the Bidi Bidi refugee camp, partnering with the Social Innovation 

Academy (SINA).    The camp, based in Northern Uganda, hosts over 270,000 displaced 

people from the neighbouring conflict in Southern Sudan, and is located in a remote, off-grid 

area, making it difficult to provide support for the refugees and the overtaxed host 

communities and local resources.     The key objectives of the Bidi Bidi project are:   -To 

tackle failing education and unemployment. This has been achieved by creating learning 

spaces, where local disadvantaged youth and refugees can have access to online courses, job 

and grant applications, self-learning websites, researching project and enterprise ideas.     - 

To help refugees turn their own challenges into opportunities. This has been achieved by 

working with SINA to provide refugees with online access to understand their past as a 

strength, rather than a subject of shame and create solutions to local problems by 

themselves, thereby tackling root causes of social problems.    - To helping refugees stay 

connected with their relatives back home. This has been achieved by providing satellite 

connectivity, solar connectivity equipment, installation, laptops, maintenance and customer 

support.    Results:     SINA’s connected centre is being used by over 100 people on a daily 

basis including teachers and youth from the surrounding area. Refugees and the host 

communities are using either their smartphones or the laptops provided by Avanti to get 

online.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9. 

 

 

 



TELECENTRE 

http://www.tcra.go.tz 

 

The project is under TANZANIA COMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY AUTHORITY  in 

United Republic of Tanzania. 

The Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (TCRA) is a quasi, independent 

Government body responsible for regulating the Communications and Broadcasting sectors 

in Tanzania. It was established under the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Act No.12 

of 2003 to regulate the electronic communications, and Postal services, and management of 

the national frequency spectrum in the United Republic of Tanzania. The Authority became 

operational on 1st November 2003 and effectively took over the functions of the now 

defunct Tanzania Communications Commission (TTC) and Tanzania Broadcasting 

Commission (TBC) respectively.      STRATEGIC GOAL     To enhance the welfare of 

Tanzanians through effective and efficient regulation that promote innovation and ensure 

universal access to secure, quality and affordable communication services.      

STAKEHOLDERS AND TARGET AUDIENCES    1. Government    2. Communication Service 

Providers    3. Consumers of communication services      In achieving TCRA’s strategic goal of 

promoting efficient communications services and increase access to ICTs in underserved 

and un-served areas; one of the projects that relates to this strategic objective is to establish 

and develop Telecentres in the country. In every year TCRA allocate resources in the efforts 

to establish and support communities on access to digital technologies by providing ICT 

equipment such as Computers, Photocopiers, Printers, Television and Internet Services to 

telecentres established in rural areas. Telecentres provide access to ICT services, support 

women economic activities and various programs including educational, agriculture, health 

and create economic growth opportunities while reaching out to other marginalized groups. 

Currently there are ten (10) Telecentres operational, which provide ICT services to the 

communities in the rural areas to support economic development initiatives to more than 

8,500 women and girls.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Extended Capacity in Rural Alaska City Under “Stay at Home” Rule 

https://www.ses.com/sites/default/files/2017-11/Unalaska_Case_Study_11-1-17_0.pdf 

 

The project is under SES in United States of America. 

"SES has provided additional satellite capacity to Internet Service Provider (ISP) OptimERA 

to enable people in Alaska to take advantage of online resources to stay connected with 

work, students and teachers to work on distance learning programs, and patients to do 

video calls with the healthcare staff at the local clinic to discuss symptoms or issues they are 

experiencing, which was especially critical with COVID-19.  ISP OptimERA serves the city of 

Unalaska and its surrounding towns and islands, including world-famous Dutch Harbor, the 

largest fishing port in the United States. Unalaska has the largest full-time resident 



population in Southwest Alaska as well as many seasonal and part-time residents due to the 

fishing industry. OptimERA started working with SES in 2017 to provide backbone capacity 

so the ISP could serve the residents and businesses of this remote location that is 800 miles 

from the nearest fibre-based network." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, BUS, LEA, HEA, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

Viasat Community Internet 

https://viasat.com.mx/community-wi-fi/?lang=en 

 

The project is under Viasat in United States of America. 

Viasat’s Community Internet is a satellite-enabled community last-mile connectivity service, 

which delivers internet access to communities that previously had little or no internet 

connectivity.  A powerful Wi-Fi antenna is fixed to a storefront (or another suitable 

location), enabling coverage for a radius between 200 and 500 meters.  The antenna is then 

connected to a modem and router inside the store, which in turn is connected to a tablet – 

used to generate access codes, provide technical diagnostics and other back-office 

functionality. Finally, end users connect to the Wi-Fi network using access codes and begin 

navigation. Users purchase access at rates that are affordable to them, based on either small 

time (hourly or daily) or data amounts.    An external hard drive can be attached to the 

network to enable locally cached content; this is typically static content such as educational 

videos or e-government forms.     To date, Viasat has connected nearly 2 million people 

through its Community Internet sites in Mexico, Brazil, Jamaica, Guatemala, and Nigeria. We 

continue to expand the project’s footprint globally and have done so during the Covid-19 

pandemic, in recognition of the increasing demand for affordable internet connectivity.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, BUS, LEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

COVID19 Mobile Phone Survey 

https://www.ncdmobile.org/ 

 

The project is under Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in United States of 

America. 

We implemented a mobile phone survey using Interactive Voice Response in Ecuador. The 

survey collects information on Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices, access and availability 

of testing, and symptomology during the COVID 19 outbreak.    The survey is utilizing the 

open-source data collection tool Surveda. In addition, respondents are answering surveys 

via their mobile phones.                                                                                                                                                

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 



 

 

Starlink 

https://www.starlink.com/ 

 

The project is under SpaceX in United States of America. 

Starlink is a constellation of low Earth orbiting satellites designed to deliver high speed, low 

latency broadband internet to locations where access has been unreliable, expensive, or 

completely unavailable. While still in beta operations, Starlink has already demonstrated 

peak download speeds of 150-200 Mbps and latency ranging between 20-45ms for most 

locations.  This accomplishment has enabled previously unconnected communities to 

engage in activities that were previously inaccessible including video conferencing, online 

gaming and streaming activities.      SpaceX is authorized to launch almost 12,000 satellites 

as part of a network of LEO satellites to accomplish this goal. As of January 2021, SpaceX has 

deployed over 1000 Starlink satellites - the largest satellite constellation currently in space.     

Starlink is now delivering initial beta broadband service to customers in the United States, 

and internationally, and will continue expansion to near global coverage of the populated 

world in 2021.  With ongoing satellite launches, SpaceX expects to be able to offer 

broadband services around the world.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, 

SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C3. Access to knowledge and information 
Broadband Connectivity to Local Governments at District Level and Hospitals in Rural 

Afghanistan 

http://atra.gov.af/en/page/6981/7060 

 

The project is under Afghanistan Telecom Regulatory Authority in Afghanistan. 

ATRA’s Broadband Connectivity Project to Local Government Offices, and Hospitals in Rural 

Afghanistan intended to provide connectivity to government offices and hospitals in the 

remotest areas of Afghanistan. The aim of the project was to address the digital divide and 

to equip the public service (i.e., health, education, public administration etc.) providers to 

connect with the Internet, learn from the experiences of others and provide better services 

to their citizens. The objectives of the project were: a) to deliver health services to the most 

vulnerable categories of the citizens, b) to connect local health workers with the health 

centers in Kabul (capital), and c) to enhance coordination and collaboration between local 

and central government organizations. In close collaboration with sectoral institutions the 

project utilized ICT enabled resources to establish a system that will facilitate and enhance 

the delivery of health and other public services through local structures. This project also 

identified other areas of ICT program interventions supported by Telecom Development 

Fund (TDF). This project has been one of the important projects funded by TDF with 

particular attention to accessibility during the pandemic.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, GOV, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

mobile application 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=dz.eadn.fatawa&hl=ar&gl=US 

 

The project is under ministery of religious affairs and wakfs in Algeria. 

Ministry of religious affairs and wakfs ( MARW )has implemented a mobile application that 

enable Algerian citizens to ask their religious questions and worries in order to have 

responses from   a commission approved by the MARW.  This application is implemented 

for preserving the national religious reference.  The application is constituted of two parts:  

1- Client part: it is a mobile version available on play store that contain a summary of 

religious frequently asked questions, also the possibility of asking other questions and 

receive responses on the email.  2- Administrator part: it is a web version that enable to 

commission members response to the asked questions.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Emergency ventilator 

https://www.oxygen.protofy.xyz/ 

 



The project is under PMO SPA in Algeria. 

Electromechanical device allowing the automation of the compression and decompression 

cycle for emergency situations, start of production of a series of 100 respirators.carried out 

in factories of PMO using open source plans made by the Spanish designer OxyGEN project, 

it solves the breathing problem for emergencies or respiratory accidents.  It has received 

the approval of the AEMPS (Spanish Agency for Medicines and Health Products) to start its 

use on patients at all hospitals that adhere to the clinical study. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

Ziara 

https://ziara.dz/ 

 

The project is under aina Business Services in Algeria. 

The web portal ziara (courtesy visit in Arabic) has been developed with the aim of 

promoting sustainable tourism for development in Algeria. This promotion will allow 

Algerian citizens and foreign visitors the access to information on All the national territory 

in the form of maps and dynamic contents. Through our portal we try to realize initially 

some objectives of sustainable development with universal vocation fixed by the World 

Tourism Organization. We are working to contribute in the following areas:    Inclusive and 

sustainable economic growth;    Social inclusion, reduction of job insecurity;    Rational use 

of resources, protection of the environment and climate change;    Cultural values, diversity 

and heritage;  The ziara web portal uses the aina digital mapping platform (www.aina.dz) to 

geolocate all points of interest related to tourism and crafts.  Visitors of the website 

www.ziara.dz will choose a point of interest (POI) in the area they have chosen. A point of 

interest corresponds to a place, a building, a space that may have a useful or tourist     

interest. We have as an example    Beaches (beaches, marina);    Hotels (Hotels, Inns, Bed & 

Breakfasts, guesthouses, camping);    Crafts (pottery, brassware, basketwork, ceramics, 

jewelry, tapestry, traditional clothes etc.);    National parks;    Heritage (historical, cultural, 

cultural);    Thermalism (hammam, thermal spring);    Events (cultural, tourist, traditional). 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG15. 

 

 

Information Watch solution  

https://elitveille.elit.dz/ 

 

The project is under El Djazaïr Information Technology  in Algeria. 

ELITVEILLE V2 is an information watch solution that allows to collect, filter and diffuse any 

article related to any type of watch whether it is commercial, strategic, energy, normative, 

legal, security...  In addition to being a scalable and extensible solution, ELITVEILLE enables 

vulnerability management by automating the entire security monitoring process, from the 



identification of the asset to be protected, to the identification of the vulnerability affecting 

this asset, to the processing of the latter, in order to reduce the impact on the company's IT.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Pasión en Contenidos 

https://pasionencontenidos.com/ 

 

The project is under Pasión en Contenidos in Argentina. 

At "Pasión en Contenidos" we create, manage and update online content so that 

communication on social networks is a professional and innovative tool. Our mission is to 

become a social company that promotes digital inclusion to transform online opportunities 

into offline growth and value. We are working mainly with women over 45, who have had 

an unsatisfactory experience with technology and want to be in the online world. They are 

entrepreneurs, professionals, businesswomen and also from the government sector.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

Virtual ULP 

http://virtual.ulp.edu.ar/ 

 

The project is under University of La Punta  in Argentina. 

This innovative project focuses on the development of a comprehensive space for Free 

Online University Educational Training, with a distance learning modality in more than 70 

careers. This initiative satisfies a demand for higher education, aimed to all the inhabitants 

of San Luis free of cost and responds to the demands of a globalized education.  Studying 

virtually in distance careers at the University of La Punta (ULP) is an enriching experience, 

with its own teaching and learning model, characterized by:  - Encouraging students to 

acquire new skills necessary for them to develop professionally in the information society, 

successfully overcoming the challenges currently posed by the socioeconomic reality and 

the working market.  - Facilitate access to quality and excellent learning, beyond the place of 

residence and time availability for applicants to this academic offer.  - Promote autonomous 

learning strategies through a flexible and innovative teaching model.  In 2004, the ULP was 

created by law. In 2018, it was decided to enter into agreements with Universities that 

propose a virtual educational offer and achieve, from the given conditions, the maximum 

training potential.  Access to devices and free Wi-Fi for all inhabitants, in accordance with 

the implementation of a Digital Agenda of almost 20 years of execution, allowed this strong 

demand in the beginning, to achieve more than 29,000 registrations, currently reaching, a 

total of 61,311 enrollments, 35,000 students in an economically active population of 

300,000 inhabitants, and an expansion of the educational offer from 56 to 70 university 

degrees, including courses, diplomas, technical degrees, bachelor's degrees and 



undergraduate degrees.  If the maximum level of study reached by the parents of the total 

enrolled is analyzed, 90% are the first generation of university students in their family and 

69% are women.  This massive enrollment demonstrates the extraordinary latent demand 

for university education and a unique opportunity to access it for free. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Women in International Security and Cyberspace Fellowship  

https://www.dfat.gov.au/sites/default/files/wic-fellowship-press-release.pdf 

 

The project is under Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade in Australia. 

In December 2018, the United National General Assembly (UNGA) established United 

Nations Open Ended Working Group on developments in the field of information and 

telecommunications in the context of international security (OEWG). The group is mandated 

to study responsible state behaviour by states in cyberspace. Participation is open to all UN 

Member States.   As recognised by the UN Women, Peace and Security agenda, women are 

differently and uniquely affected by conflict and threats to international peace and security. 

UNIDIR’s report into gender balance in arms control, non-proliferation and disarmament 

diplomacy ‘Still Behind the Curve’ (http://www.unidir.org/files/publications/pdfs/still-

behind-the-curve-en-770.pdf) , found that the UN First Committee (under which the OEWG 

is convened) has the lowest proportion of female diplomats of any of the UNGA’s Main 

Committees. In addition, while estimates vary, women represent less than 25 per cent of the 

cyber security workforce. Combined, this highlights the need to ensure woman are 

empowered to participate in the OEWG and in future discussions on responsible state 

behaviour in cyberspace.   To address this need, the Governments of Australia, Canada, 

United Kingdom and New Zealand have developed the Women and International Security in 

Cyberspace Fellowship.    The fellowship targets early to mid-career female diplomats.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

COVID-19 Tracker with localized content 

http://covid19tracker.gov.bd/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh Computer Council in Bangladesh. 

It is a web-based data/information collection system that shows the collected data through 

maps. It exposes API (Application Programming Interface) to be integrated with external 

systems, and it is connected to the National e-Service Bus platform. Therefore, any other 

system or organization (if needed) can get updated information on Corona virus infections 

in real-time. The main purpose of this system is to ensure authentic information delivery for 

the citizens of the country.The salient Features of the COVID-19 Tracker include user 

interface in Bangla. The Tracker collects data from authenticated National/International 



sources (IEDCR.gov.bd, worldometers.info, www.jhu.edu). 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

Empowering women with disabilities through market-driven ICT training and 

accessible information on SRHR 

http://ypsa.org/ 

 

The project is under YPSA (Young Power in Social Action)  in Bangladesh. 

The goal of this project was to empower women with disabilities by providing them with 

specific result-focused, market-driven ICT training along with facilitation for job placement, 

and also adequate accessible informative materials on sexual and reproductive health right 

(SRHR), and thus prepare them for a satisfactory personal and professional life. This project 

has achieved its goal by undertaking different sorts of in-demand and unique actions. First 

of all, 20 women with disabilities have been given market-driven ICT training which has 

enabled them to apply for any jobs that require ICT knowledge along with other necessary 

credentials. This project has also created an online database with case studies of all the 

women with disabilities who were selected for training. As most of them were students and 

visually impaired; therefore, besides increasing their employability, these skills have 

provided them with the necessary expertise that is needed to access accessible study 

contents and other materials from the internet. Also, all these women are now able to train 

and transfer their acquired skills to other persons with disabilities if given the proper 

opportunity and mechanism. What is more, all the SRHR contents that have been developed 

under this project have been distributed among 100 women with disabilities so that they 

become aware of these issues. Also, these contents have been uploaded online for wider 

dissemination so that anyone who wants to learn on these issues can download these from 

anywhere in the world. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

EPAM eKids 

https://www.epam.com/about/who-we-are/social-responsibility 

 

The project is under EPAM Systems in Belarus. 

Based on MIT’s Scratch Program, EPAM eKids provides a fun environment to learn coding 

through hands-on challenges and close voluntary mentoring opportunities with our 

employees. The program helps primary school-aged children to explore Software 

Engineering using Scratch as well as Robotics, Java Script, Python, C++, and Java.  It was 

launched in Belarus in 2015 and continues to expand. The 12-week program is organized 

twice a year and runs for 1.5 hours/week.    The program is focused on ensuring that 

vulnerable kids also have the opportunity to participate in coding and tech education. We 

teach kids from SOS Children's Villages, UNHCR, “Rano” (a voluntary association aimed to 

help families with premature kids), along with disabled children outreach networks. 

Currently, the 12th eKids program is in progress in Belarus with 45 volunteers from EPAM, 

teaching 250+ children both in online and offline format.    Goal:    Our program encourages 

children to explore software engineering, develop skills and proficiencies in tech, and 

pursue lifelong learning. By sharing our knowledge and expertise of EPAM volunteers with 

younger generations, we are investing in their potential to engineer the future alongside 

EPAM.     Since 2015 EPAMers have dedicated over 75,000 hours for mentorship, training 

and teaching.        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, LEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 



IoTrailer 

https://lambrechttrailers.be/site/ 

 

The project is under Lambrecht trailers in Belgium. 

This proposal ‘IoTrailer’ aims at an Internet of Things (IoT) based innovative approach that 

can secure and authenticate transport of bulk goods in the agri-food chain both for animal 

feed and human food with a zero risk of contamination.  Today animal feed or human food 

producers make enormous efforts in order to have safe and traceable processes for bulk 

truck loads right until they leave the production site. But for transport and delivery of the 

goods into the customer’s silos, no further control mechanism exists. The truck leaves the 

production site with a bulk trailer loaded with different bulk goods in separated 

compartments of the trailer. Fail deliveries of bulk contents happen every day all across the 

agricultural value chain. Sometimes it is a driver who confuses a silo and delivers the feed 

into the wrong silo. Sometimes it is the wrong feed  being discharged  due to a wrong 

manipulation on the control panel  of the trailer which lead to wrong deliveries . These 

identification mistakes result in severe and costly consequences. If the incident is detected 

right away it implies the full emptying and cleaning of the silo as well as the replacement of 

the feed. Even worse is if the failed delivery stays undetected as that might result in animal 

illness, mortality or a delay of growth due to the wrong feed. In cases of organic feed this 

could lead to the withdrawal of the farms bio certification and severe loss in sales prices.  

IoTrailer reduces the risk of wrong deliveries of animal feed to practically zero which 

results in lower costs as well as possibly better rates for transport insurance. The solution 

promises a 99% secure delivery of bulk goods into the right silo and with full traceability 

across the whole delivery process.  Furthermore, it adds more security to farmer as well as 

the credibility of food labels as all relevant stakeholders can receive insights to delivery 

data and the process in general gets more trustworthy than ever before.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Volunteered Geographic Information Generates New Spatial Understandings of 

COVID-19 in Fortaleza, Brazil 

http://www.labocart.ufc.br/?page_id=786 

 

The project is under Federal University of Ceará - UFC in Brazil. 

Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) on the Covid-19 outbreak in Fortaleza, Brazil, 

was obtained through an internet-based survey with non-probabilistic snowball procedures 

from 12,000 respondents during 8-10 April 2020. Analysis of the VGI identified 181 

confirmed Covid-19 cases in the city distributed among more than half the neighborhoods, 

mainly in those with high socio-economic status. VGI also indicated 795 suspected Covid-19 

cases distributed in nearly all neighborhoods. 97.5% of research participants considered 

that social isolation important to combating the spread of Covid-19. 68% of respondents 

indicated that everyone in the residence was in full compliance with social distancing. The 



main reasons for less than full compliance were paid work, purchasing food and medicine, 

paying bills, and disbelief that social isolation is important to contain Covid-19. The results 

aim to contribute to geospatial understandings of Brazil’s Covid-19, which began 26 

February 2020 in São Paulo and had 25,684 confirmed cases and 1,552 deaths by 14 April. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Themis - Gender, Justice and Human Rights 

http://themis.org.br/ 

 

The project is under Themis - Gender, Justice and Human Rights in Brazil. 

THEMIS was created on March 8, 1993 with the goal of addressing discrimination against 

women in the justice system. Themis institutional vision involves the construction of a 

world where women are protagonists of their lives and live free from any form of violence.   

The institution's work was structured around three main strategies:   (i) strengthening 

women's understanding of their rights, the laws, and the justice system, through the 

Training Program for Popular Legal Promoters (PLP), pioneer in Brazil;   (ii) dialogue with 

the operators of the justice system about the institutional mechanisms that preserve and 

reproduce discrimination against women, bringing the feminist theory of intersectoral law 

closer to the local and national legal debate;   (iii) advocate for the protection and 

promotion of women's rights at the national or international level, and provide legal advice 

to feminist organizations through technical advice.   THEMIS currently organizes its 

programs under 3 axes:   a) Legal empowerment  b) Defense of Rights c) Technology and 

Justice  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

Olabi / Preta Lab 

https://www.pretalab.com/en/home 

 

The project is under National Telecommunications Agency (Anatel) in Brazil. 

PretaLab is an initiative of Olabi launched in March of 2017 with the focus of encouraging 

the inclusion of black girls and women and indigenous women in the field of new 

technology. Made feasible from the support of the Ford Foundation, the initiative emerged 

as a campaign in search of mapping and understanding who are the black girls and women 

and indigenous women that work in this area.  The objective of the project is, on one hand, 

to show how the lack of representation is one problem not only for the fields of technology 

and innovation, but for human rights and freedom of expression. And, on the other hand, to 

stimulate positive references in search that more black girls and women look at innovation, 

technology and science as possible and interesting fields of work.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, BUS, LEA, EMP. 



The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Campus Mobile  

http://www.institutoclaro.org.br/ 

 

The project is under Instituto Claro in Brazil. 

Instituto Claro is responsible for Claro’s corporate social responsibility actions, aligned with 

services provided to social investments in order to create relevant impacts in the country.  

Our mission is to connect people to a better future. And we do it through investing in 

education and citizenship projects, which use technology for human, social and 

environmental development.  As we know our role in this transformation, we have 

sustainability as one of Claro’s values. We encourage and support the development of the 

communities in which we act, that’s why we:  – Qualify municipal public education 

managers and teachers, providing content and tools to improve their classes;  – Enable the 

formation of young people for the market;  – Foster innovation and entrepreneurship:  – 

Invest in citizenship through projects directed to human and environmental development. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Projet de réalisation du chateau solaire du village de Nadion 

http://www.ajdlburkina.org/ 

 

The project is under Association des jeunes du Département de Léo in Burkina Faso. 

The main objectives are as follows:   - to seek sources of financing to carry out development 

projects of a social and cultural nature.   - to serve as a framework for regrouping and 

expression specific to young people.                - to promote access to drinking water to 

populations of vulnerable rains                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG6, SDG16. 

 

 

Sisters of Code - the first female coding club in Cambodia 

https://www.sistersofcode.org/ 

 

The project is under Sisters of Code in Cambodia. 

Sisters of Code, the first female coding club in Cambodia, is encouraging female students to 

study technology, thus directly impacting their professional opportunities for better-paid 

jobs in the future, as well as grows their leadership skills and confidence. In Cambodia, as a 

developing economy, that is extremely important as it positively impacts the most 

vulnerable members of society, where women make the majority.   Sisters of Code is an 

important asset to enrich the educational experience, especially, when culturally society is 



guided by gender-based stereotypes and misconceptions regarding female students' 

availabilities to study digital skills and further be able to work in this field. Sisters of Code 

program has created a motivating and supportive environment and opportunities to learn 

basic coding skills within 18 weeks after-school educational program. The program is 

designed for students with no previous background in IT. Female trainers are teaching girls 

coding using a project-based approach when students develop own games and websites. 

This program targets female students, age 10 to 20 y.o., from low income families, who are 

interested to get practical skills in coding and join the free educational courses after-school. 

Sisters of Code helps students to get in-depth knowledge in programming. In the Cambodian 

context, only a few schools can offer basic computer courses and Sisters of Code is making a 

real difference by delivering an innovative educational approach making it available for any 

girl interested to learn.  Sisters of Code is a unique program with proven success and 

possibility to create a real impact both for the girls, and the industry. It is not just an 

educational program, but an empowerment instrument, reaching beyond just its 

participants.  Besides the educational program, Sisters of Code makes a lot of effort on 

raising awareness in the society, by creating relevant content, sharing opinions on the 

importance and possibilities for girls with digital skills.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Empowerment of Women & Young Girls through the digitalization of 

entrepreneurship activities 

http://www.cefeprod.net/ 

 

The project is under Centre Féminin pour la Promotion du Développement - Statut 

Consultatif Spécial ECOSOC in Cameroon. 

CEFEPROD contributes to the reduction of the digital gender divide or the digital divide Men 

/ Women, it carries out actions to promote gender equality and the empowerment of 

women through ICTs, to this end, it organizes, since 2012 until today the International Day 



of the Girl in the ICT sector and has organized the National Forum on the Empowerment of 

Women through the Development of the Digital Economy in 2016.                                                                                                         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Operation 1 million Tech Girls and Women across Africa 

https://www.open-dreams.org/about 

 

The project is under Lesly Tech Home in Cameroon. 

Technology has greatly facilitated life over the years, but we keep on excluding elderly 

women and teenage girls as far as technological advancement is concerned. Carl Sagan once 

said “We’ve arranged a civilization in which most crucial elements profoundly depend on 

science and technology.”  If this statement is true, then we failed if indeed a civilization had 

been arranged with crucial elements depending on technology while others still lack 

knowledge of what it is.     In 2014, I was baffled at the rate at which most women in my 

community underrated technology. I learnt that it was because they had no clue of what 

technology is all about. In order to address the issue, I started a routine activity between me 

and my grandmother where I spent significant time with her every evening answering her 

questions about technology. I got a Motorola C113 model telephone which I used to teach 

her the various tasks a mobile phone can perform and how to browse through the device. As 

the course moved on, she began developing joy while using a cell phone and had to invite 

some of her mates with technological related problems for me to solve. The news later 

spread like an epidemic in the entire village and got to the ears of our chief who later on 

purchased a smartphone and invited me to his palace to help drill him on how to browse 

through the device. Through this initiative, many individuals got a glimpse of what 

technology is all about and many developed the love for technology.    Ever since from then 

on, I have been pushing through with this initiative to nearby communities so as to reach 

out to many women and girls and I wish that one day, I will completely bridge out the gap 

that exists between women in Africa and the digital revolution.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Supporting radio journalism during COVID-19 

https://farmradio.org/supporting-radio-journalism-during-covid-19/ 

 

The project is under Farm Radio International in Canada. 

"-Interactive COVID-19 hotline for journalists  -Connecting broadcsters to share experiences 

(WhatsApp groups)  -Broadcaster how to guides and written resources  -Emergency fund 

for community radio stations  -Pivoting appraoches to be fully remote-led  -Adapting 

existing radio programs to include COVID-19 messaging in response to community 

feedback"  Blending of radio with IVR, SMS, WhatsApp, hotlines for scale, reach and 



interactivity - West Africa and East Africa                                                                 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG4. 

 

 

COVID-19 Awareness and Prevention content on KaiOS 

https://www.kaiostech.com/help-kaios-users-cope-pandemic/ 

 

The project is under KaiOS Technologies in China. 

KaiOS is a mobile operating system that powers more than 100 million smart feature 

phones, mostly in developing countries. We know how difficult it can be to find trustworthy 

information on the COVID-19, so to equip KaiOS users with trusted information, we have 

added various content aimed at low-income users that live in developing countries, to cope 

with the challenges of the pandemic.                                                                                                                            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6, LEA, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

DuGuang Plan - Accessibility for All 

https://a11y.alibaba.com/home 

 

The project is under Alibaba Group Holding Limited in China. 

This project aims to provide information and service for people with disabilities and older 

adults.  This project creates digital accessibility products, brings people undifferentiated 

user experience and helps to gain dignity and realize value. In addition, it also standardizes 

the system development process, which improves the friendliness of the system for them. 

Furthermore, it promotes digital accessibility construction of China.  In terms of society, it 

advanced the formulation and construction of digital accessibility rules. Alibaba 

participated in the drafting of a new national standard for digital accessibility, which 

provides technical support for the comprehensive development of digital accessibility 

environment.  In terms of economy, Alibaba provides several  kinds of jobs for the people 

with disabilities, which gives them more opportunities to achieve decent work and 

economic growth. It is also available for them to create more value while realizing their 

dreams.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

Industrial Internet Conference 

http://www.aii-alliance.org/2020Index/index.html 

 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology  

in China. 



The Industrial Internet Conference aims to share the policies and development trends of 

industrial Internet in China, the United States, Germany, Japan and other countries, as well 

as innovative technologies and application cases of leading enterprises in the field of 

industrial Internet in 5G, time sensitive networks, edge computation, digital twins, big data, 

industrial AR/VR, artificial intelligence, etc., so as to strengthen industrial promotion and 

global ecology. Promote the development of industrial Internet and international exchanges 

and cooperation.    The most importantly, the leaders of the Ministry of Industry and 

Information Technology of China will deliver important speeches at the conference every 

year, focusing on the development goals of domestic and international industrial Internet, 

pointing out the direction for the new year's work. At present, the conference has become 

the most representative and authoritative industry summit in the field of industrial Internet 

in China, which has attracted great attention from governments and industries all over 

China, and is called "industry vane". 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

AI + Telecommunication Network: Operators' Progress in Artificial Intelligence 

https://www.ptpress.com.cn/shopping/buy?bookId=748264ea-14cc-42c2-9873-

db488359dbf0 

 

The project is under China United Telecommunications Co., Ltd. in China. 

From the perspective of the combination of artificial intelligence and telecommunications 

networks, AI + Telecommunication Network: Operators' Progress in Artificial Intelligence. 

introduces operators' progress in artificial intelligence. It focuses on the description of the 

intelligent 5G networks. In addition, this book also sorts out the application schemes and 

achievements of artificial intelligence in the "planning-construction-maintenance-

optimization" of global operators' telecommunication networks. At the same time, it 

introduced the role of artificial intelligence in promoting the business innovation of 

operators, summarized the key areas of business innovation promoted by artificial 

intelligence, such as smart manufacturing, smart medical, smart cities, etc., and focused on 

the innovative business cases of China Unicom.     The development of communication 

technology, network technology, and intelligent technology is leading us into a more 

advanced era—the era of intelligence. This book can help readers understand the 

relationship between communication network and artificial intelligence, and also enable 

readers to have a clearer understanding of operators' progress in artificial intelligence. At 

the same time, it helps relevant personnel to better participate in the wave of 

transformation in the telecommunications industry brought about by artificial intelligence. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG15. 

 

 



Cyber Mulan - A-Idol Initiative 

https://www.alipayfoundation.org.cn/content/102 

 

The project is under Alibaba Group in China. 

Cyber Mulan: Jointly launched by Alibaba Group and Ant Group, the program aims to reach 

50 million women around the world in five years and increase their participation and 

competitiveness in the digital economy through digital technology. The program comprises 

10 measures, segmented into three categories, designed to empower women entrepreneurs 

from micro and small businesses, upgrade women’s digital skills, and increase 

impoverished women’s access to development opportunities.  Cyber Mulan - A-Idol 

Initiative was jointly initiated by Alibaba Group, Ant Group and China Women's 

Development Foundation (CWDF).  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 KaiOS X Justdiggit Regreen Revolution   

https://vimeo.com/523430075/573c466623 

 

The project is under KaiOS Technologies in China. 

Justdiggit and KaiOS have partnered to bring land restoration education and mobile 

connectivity to smallholder farmers in Africa. Justdiggit restores nature by regreening dry 

lands at scale, positively impacting climate, nature and people (SDGs 1,2,5,6,8,13,15,17) 

Justdiggit has reached 1M people regreened 60,000 Ha African (farm)lands, restored >5M 

trees, capturing >1,8M tCO2e, and saving 11 billion liters of water.    Via a new Regreen App 

running on KaiOS 3G/4G smart featurephones, Justdiggit inspires and educates farmers to 

regreen their lands. Also, farmers get full access to all KaiOS features such as internet 

browsing and apps like YouTube.    The pilot involves 300 farmers in rural Tanzania who 

received training for KaiOs and the Regreen app. First results: after five months, over 80% 

use their phones daily for the Regreen app, YouTube, Facebook, and WhatsApp. First results 

show we helped 93% learning to “regreen” and 48% actually started practicing. After first 

trainings >52% said they’re willing to buy KaiOs Smart featurephones at 22 tot 28 dollar, 

well within commercial range.    With 350M(!) African farmers, the potential reaching them 

via mobile in enormous, our goal is to further develop this sustainable mobile model to 

reach     Note for project website: more content is coming, this is just a short training clip of 

the KaiOs Regreen App V1.0)  Note for Geographical coverage: for the pilot it is Dodoma, 

Tanzania, with expansion Tanzania nationwide and Africa wide. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG6, SDG8, SDG13, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 



 

STEAM, Skills for a better life and education in rural areas 

https://geekgirlslatam.org/ 

 

The project is under Geek Girls LatAm in Colombia. 

Geek Girls LatAm Corporation has developed the “STEAM Program - Life Skills”; a project 

that seeks to teach 60 adolescents, between 13 and 17 years old, located in the Arauquita 

region, Colombia, through Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics, the 

skills required by the digital age, and encourage their curiosity and vocation for these areas 

in which there are still gender gaps and opportunities. In this way, the Corporation 

continues its purpose and Manifesto to continue inspiring, empowering and connecting 

more girls, young people and women, to be leading leaders in the digital economy.    The 

initiative has provided 10 municipal educators with professional guidance to improve their 

virtual education practices and methodological strategies that encourage critical thinking, 

creativity, digital security, problem solving, and project-based learning, with a focus STEAM 

and differential for their classes, in addition to receiving microbits (small programmable 

cards, designed so that they learn to program in an easy and fun way) so that teachers can 

enhance their digital skills.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 



Smart Cities and Territories Maturity Measurement Model for Colombia 

https://gobiernodigital.mintic.gov.co/portal/Iniciativas/Ciudades-y-Territorios-

Inteligentes/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Information Technology and communications in 

Colombia. 

The Model is a self-diagnosis tool that identifies any city or territory's current situation 

concerning the dimensions and sub-dimensions where a smart city initiative can be 

undertaken.  The data and information generated from the implementation of the Model, 

supports the decision-making process since the Model generates a recommended roadmap 

for the efficient use of IT in the development of the initiative.  The Model will indicate a 

maturity level of six possible levels: Basic, Isolated, Coordinated, Connected, Integrated and 

Optimized. Similarly, it proposes the generation of a Smart Cities Index, which results from 

the weighting of three measurements proposed in the Model:  1. Measurement of capacities: 

It allows knowing the local public entity's degree of skills to formulate and execute the 

initiative.  2. Measurement of perception: Consultation was carried out with citizens to 

determine their opinion regarding the city's different dimensions.  3. Measurement of 

results: It measures the results of the actions carried out by the local authorities.   The 

Model gives cities the ability to understand and solve their challenges and problems or their 

citizens' needs.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

 



Alliance of Agricultural Information Services 

http://www.sidalc.net 

 

The project is under Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture in Costa 

Rica. 

IICA recognizes that information management and knowledge sharing are fundamental for 

improving agriculture and rural life in the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean 

(LAC).    Both information and knowledge are essential in decision making, research and 

education, as well as in achieving competitiveness, innovation and sustainable 

development.     SIDALC is an international alliance of information services in which 

institutions from 22 countries in the Americas share their agricultural, livestock, forestry 

and environmental information.     Created in 1999, today SIDALC is one of the most 

important sources of knowledge and information for agriculture in LAC both on the web 

and offline. SIDALC’s success lies in the fact that it has taken advantage of the intellectual 

capital of 179 national institutions and national networks that, acting as intermediaries in 

the management and dissemination of information, continually expand and modernize their 

services in light of the new paradigms of the “knowledge society”.     Because of this, SIDALC 

is the largest community of information specialists (215 libraries) interested in providing 

services openly around the globe. They collaborate with one another, “sharing a little so that 

all can have more,” while conserving their identity and policies.     SIDALC is open to the 

public, at www.sidalc.net (no subscription required), permitting on-line searches of 3.2 

millions of records and available digital collections including more than 300.000 full-text 

documents.     Furthermore, SIDALC is linked to other information systems and networks in 

a number of countries of the Americas, which provides stakeholders in agriculture and rural 

territories with a direct response to their information needs from reference desks around 

LAC. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG5, SDG13, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 

Mythical Creatures – Digital Features  

http://www.knjiznica-koprivnica.hr/knjiznica/ 

 

The project is under Public Library "Fran Galovic" Koprivnica in Croatia. 

By working with children, librarians noticed that many of them lack skills to actively listen 

and retell stories, their vocabulary is often deficient, and their digital competences 

unsatisfactory. They’ve also noticed the lack of children's literature about local history and 

legends, and the lack of digitized literature in Croatian language in general. The challenge 

was adressed by creating the project „Mythical Creatures – Digital Features“ with following 

objectives: supporting early literacy, motivating children to explore local history and 

mythology, and supporting digital inclusion. The project started with 8 workshops held in 

2018, attended by 36 participants. They resulted in 8 picture books written, illustrated and 

digitized by attending children. In 2019 library presented „Knight Slavko's house“ for 



listening to digital stories with more than 400 visits in one year. In 2020 Children 

Association and library created a puppet show which was attended by more than 100 

visitors. By now library is counting more than 800 online visits to digital picture books.  By 

supporting digital inclusion, early literacy and nurturing cultural heritage in digital 

environment, patricipants made an impact on a better quality of life within their 

community, especially in the COVID-19 era where quality digital content becomes more 

valuable than ever.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

From the neighborhood: Community and Covid 19 

http://www.facebook.com/maryfuentesperez 

 

The project is under Unión de Periodistas de Cuba in Cuba. 

Promoting access to accurate and timely information as a right for people, particularly 

women, girls, the disabled and the elderly with a community health prevention approach is 

the objective of this project to guide correct action in the fight against Covid-19.  As a result, 

we had 23 audiovisual programs, published on the author's profile on the social network 

Facebook, the website of TV Camagüey and her YouTube channel. All published on the local 

television station TV Camagüey and some on national television.  The impacts produced by 

this project, carried out entirely with family material and human resources and domestic 

technology, as well as the total participation of community actors, were counted only from 

the Facebook profile, and reflect 667 comments and 1989 reactions. Although the 

fundamental thing was the change in behavior of the community, as the number of patients 

and people sanctioned for non-compliance with health measures did not grow significantly. 

In addition, there was greater confidence in the people of the community from their 

identification with the actors participating in the program, whose messages and 

experiences corresponded to the health situation in the community. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Scratch4All Contest 

https://www.facebook.com/scratchersdecuba 

 

The project is under Universidad de las Ciencias Informáticas in Cuba. 

Scratch4All is a science and technology project contest. We invite them to think, create, 

contribute, innovate, undertake. Their project will be a contribution to their school and 

their  community. We promote reflection on the usefulness of programs to represent ideas 

and  solve problems. Stimulate trust through the use and execution of programs designed by  

the participants, with the promotion of a responsible use of technologies and collaborative 

work.                                                                            



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

IOANNA 

http://www.ioanna-project.eu/ 

 

The project is under Geoimaging in Cyprus. 

"We envision a platform or a tablet/mobile phone application that could help (mainly 

senior) users to:    1) feel more safe while going from one place to another through MyCare 

functionality   2) find temporary work that interests them, as well as community services 

that could make them continue being active citizens and earn them “community credits”   3) 

find products and services in good prices near their location   4) find all the offers of a 

specific store, shopping mall etc   5) find the more convenient route for the aforementioned 

stores   6) add places not already registered in IOANNA and save favorite locations 7) report 

any incidents that need attention, such as expired offers, construction sites that hinder 

movement, stores that have closed down etc.  8) Includes a tele-health monitoring tool to 

offer even professional medical services to the end users  All those services will be available 

in a user friendly interface, with special care for senior adults to handle it without any 

troubles and even including voice speech for accessing some of the offered services. In 

relation to other products on the market, IOANNA focuses on the needs of the senior 

citizens and others with mobility issues that prefer to organize ahead their shopping and 

other duties for outside the home, in an easy and tailored way, so that they can avoid 

wandering around searching for what they need. With IOANNA app in their mobile phone, 

they feel more confident to go out, knowing that they have arranged their duties properly, 

going to specific stores and feeling safe that even if something occurs, their family will be 

notified. This will give them the courage and assurance to go out and be part of the 

socialization, not feeling neglected and ""obsolete"""   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Community Network for Education 

http://redcomunitaria.umayux-ec.com/ 

 

The project is under UMAYUX in Ecuador. 

The project consists of the construction of a local open access wireless network with free 

spectrum antennas (5.8GHz) and the implementation of an educational content server 

(called Chamilo -open source-) for the students of the "Eloy Alfaro" Educational Unit of the 

rural parish of San Blas, located in Imbabura, Ecuador.    The total number of students who 

do not have fixed connectivity is 80%, and therefore, from the quarantine period, they did 

not have the possibility to continue studying regularly, considering that many of the 

teachers do not live locally.    On the other hand, the amount of handed the assignments in 



by students was reduced by 90%. Then, the platform allowed teachers to generate content 

guided by the Ministry of Education to submit it to students, without Internet connection.    

Finally, considering that the school has 10Mbps of Internet connectivity, when teachers stop 

using it (approximately from 2:00 p.m.), it is routed to the network so that students can 

have access to other type of content that can complement their homework.    This first stage 

has considered reaching 30 families until March 2021, benefiting more than 100 students of 

the School in order to support the self-provision of connectivity, the members of the 

network will pay approximately $3 to $5 dollars to finance the purchase of more antennas 

for the future beneficiary families in order to extend the network. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, LEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 

 

New biometric identification process for authentication solution Smart-ID 

https://www.smart-id.com 

 

The project is under SK ID Solutions in Estonia. 

SK ID Solutions is Estonian based company and specializes in e-identity solutions and is 

international authentication solutions provider. SK ID Solutions first introduced Smart-ID - 

the easiest, fastest and safest way to authenticate yourself online - in 2017 and today, it is 

being used by more than 2,9 million people.     In February 2020 just in the beginning of the 

global pandemic SK ID Solutions introduced new biometry based onboarding method for 

Smart-ID.  It is a new innovative solution that enables to create a new Smart-ID account 

with biometric identification. During lockdown when physical visits to physical services 

were limited this immediately experienced a great success. As a result, users can use a 

secure electronic identity solution that enables them to authenticate their identity and to 

give digital signatures that are equivalent to handwritten signatures and on par with eIDAS 

regulation    To our knowledge, it is the first solution in Europe that uses AI-based 

identification to issue qualified electronic signature certificates. Smart-ID’s issuance process 



corresponds to the high assurance level of electronic identification according to eIDAS.    

The automated biometric identity verification (ABIV) combines the NFC capabilities of 

smartphones and biometric passports and identity cards to create the best user experience 

as well as optimal security. NFC helps remotely determine the authenticity of the identity 

document at the trust level that is needed and the high-resolution face-image from the chip 

enables secure facial matching.    FIRST RESULTS  1. There are more than 0,5M people from 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have used ABIV to register for the Smart-ID account.  2. Smart-

ID is used by 2,9 million people for authentication and digital signing.  3. After introducing 

the biometric solution, the usage of Smart-ID grew fast. According to Estonian State 

Information Authority, by July 2020, Smart-ID was the most used authentication tool to 

access state-owned central authentication system. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Connecting the unconnected and empowering underprivileged girls and children 

with disabilities  

https://www.nokia.com/about-us/sustainability/connecting-the-marginalized-to-digital-

education-in-kenya-with-unicef/ 

 

The project is under Nokia  in Finland. 

Nokia and Unicef have joined forces to bring connectivity and digital learning materials and 

skills to areas of Kenya which are unconnected and underserved. The program benefits 

particularly girls and disabled children and teachers. More information can be found in 

detail here https://www.nokia.com/about-us/sustainability/connecting-the-marginalized-

to-digital-education-in-kenya-with-unicef/  .  With Unicef we have been engaging also with 

Kenyan government, local telecom operators , supporting development and testing/use of 

digital learning materials, creating connectivity solutions for schools and supporting 

training of teachers and children in the use of digital tools and digital learning skills. This is 

an ongoing project extended despite the current pandemic situation.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Audiopedia Corona Awarenesses WhatsApp Campaign 

https://www.audiopedia.org/corona 

 

The project is under URIDU in Germany. 

The coronavirus affects all of our lives. But in the poorest countries it will be devastating. 

Especially for women and girls, who will be on the frontlines of the response.    Knowledge 

about symptoms, transmission, and prevention of COVID-19 is vital. But how can we 

provide this information to marginalized, often illiterate populations? The audio recording 

of localized messages and their distribution via WhatsApp is an efficient and timely 

solution, not only to spread accurate information, but also to counter fake news.    

Audiopedia is a non-profit project that makes health knowledge audible. For this project we 

set up a global Corona Awareness Campaign using WhatsApp Audio which currently 

includes +62 translations and audio recordings in more than 30 languages (see 

https://www.audiopedia.org/corona/). The campaign provides easily shareable text and 

audio information on a dedicated web site, which has been optimized for mobile web 

(www.audiopedia.io/corona). Both smartphones and smart feature phones can access the 

contents, people can share to WhatsApp with just one click.     Fake news and 

misinformation are predominantly generated through messaging services like WhatsApp, 

which play a major role for our target group. In order to convey reliable information and 

fight fake news one must use the same communication channels and mechanisms.    

WhatsApp is a powerful tool for this kind of campaigns for several reasons: (1) messages 

come directly to the user's phone, from known contacts, and therefore feel personal and 

credible, (2) the immediacy of message delivery can create a feeling of urgency about 

particular topics and (3) it can be used to penetrate communities that don't have access to 

other platforms.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 



 

 

GS mobile app - good practice for sustainable irrigation scheduling 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/sites/agri-eip/files/2017-press-20170717-

water_and_agriculture_final.pdf 

 

The project is under Hochschue Geisenheim University in Germany. 

The app ‘GS mobile’ transfers the irrigation method "Geisenheim Irrigation Scheduling" (GS) 

into a practical decision support system for efficient, sustainable irrigation in open field 

vegetable production. This supports vegetable growers in making efficient and sustainable 

irrigation decisions in a simple and objective way. It is based on an online, server- and GPS-

supported application. Special emphasis is placed on the usability and thus the applicability 

of this approach. This was achieved through intensive cooperation and feedback within the 

consortium of science, practice, consulting and programmers. The integration of farm-

specific requirements represents an innovation in the field of DSS for irrigation in vegetable 

production, which can significantly contribute to a higher acceptance and implementation. 

The smartphone-supported application of GS for vegetable crops makes it possible to 

monitor the current water status of the crops from any device connected to the internet and 

to receive timely irrigation recommendations. In doing so, the decision support goes beyond 

previously known formats such as a so-called “traffic light system”. In addition to a clear, 

simple and distinct recommendation through modeling, individual decisions based on 

practitioners' own expertise also find influence in the algorithm. This makes the specific 

requirements of DSS for irrigation in practice visible and tangible, which in turn potentiates 

their use in vegetable production and thus supports sustainable management for the future.   

Many intensive vegetable production systems in Europe do not meet the requirements of 

the EU Nitrate Directive or of the EU Water Framework for good ecological water status. 

The application of ‘GS mobile’ will appreciably assist in the implementation of these 

regulations, which require that many vegetable growers must adopt management practices 

that improve water use efficiency.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, BUS, LEA, ENV, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Women Techmakers Berlin 

http://wtmberlin.com/ 

 

The project is under Women Techmakers Berlin in Germany. 

Women Techmakers Berlin has been encouraging diversity in tech in Berlin since 2015. 

WTM Berlin strive for visibility, networking and resources to make the tech community of 

Berlin inclusive. Is one of the most active chapters of the global Women Techmakers 

program. WTM Berlin meetup groups are always open to people of all backgrounds, 

regardless of gender, age, race, expertise, etc. and all events are free of charge. WTM Berlin 

has 5000+ members from all over the world, 3 study groups (Android Study Jam with 



Kotlin, Flutter Study Jam, JavaScript Crash Course) and organises 80+ events per year.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

The National Information Contact Center  

http://moi.gov.gh 

 

The project is under Ghana Investment Fund for Electronic Communications in Ghana. 

The National Information Contact Center (NICC) (Info311) is a single-point-of-access non-

emergency phone number that allows the public to call in for information on Government 

services/policies, make complaints or report problems. More importantly, the system 

allows citizens to make inputs and also allows the Government to “push” information to the 

citizenry as well as to survey to elicit feedback on Governmental issues. A fifth-generation 

contact center solution-ZXNGCC.A multi-media contact center system that seamlessly allows 

the convergence of mobile, narrow band, fixed, and data communications, and processes 

data and content coming from different media. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Hydro-Climate information services in Ghana: Farmer Support App implementation 

and evaluation 

http://www.waterapps.net 

 

The project is under University for Develoment Studies in Ghana. 

The Farmer Support App was developed by the Water Systems and Global Change group in 

Wageningen University in collaboration with researchers from the University for 

Development Studies (Ghana), and SME’s in an attempt to help smallholder farmers in 

Ghana whose livelihoods depend solely on rainfed agriculture, to deal with climate 

variability. The program is funded by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research. 

The research was carried out with the pilot implementation of the app in the year 2020 

under the WATERAPPS research programme. The project aimed to develop tailor-made 

weather information services in the rice valleys of Northern Ghana and to equip farmers 

with the capacity to generate forecast information using the farmer support app. the 

specific objectives of the project are; 1) To build capacity of farmers to enable them to use 

the Farmer Support App.  2) To assess the skills of the Farmer Support App predictions in 

relation to the ground truth.   3) To evaluate the impact of the App on the livelihood of the 

farmers with regards to low land rice farming.   The farmer support app works by 

combining scientific forecast (meteoblue) to local predictions from farmers, drawing 

forecast a step closer to accuracy in solving the problems of the smallholder farmers. This 

will improve water management on the field and increase food security while achieving 

knowledge co-creation and sharing within the farming communities. This will also reduce 



farmers contact with resource persons (e.g. Extension agents) to received weather forecast 

information, therefore reducing the farmer's risk of exposure to the virus (COVID -19). 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, AGR, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG13, SDG17. 

 

 

DiV Tech Training and Skills Development 

http://www.developersinvogue.org/projects 

 

The project is under Developers in Vogue Foundation in Ghana. 

Developers in Vogue (DiV) is a registered Non-Governmental Women’s Tech hub in Ghana 

that seeks to solve the problem of under-representation of African women in the tech 

industry. It provides training, mentorship and job placements/business incubation for 

African women in Tech. The organization runs on the believe that only providing technical 

training for women is not enough, hence the daily strive to foster a supportive community 

for African women to grow personally and professionally, as well as build them up to 

revolutionize Africa and beyond with technical skills. Women within the DiV community get 

access to mentorship, job placements and business incubation. DiV works mainly with 

African women from the ages of 18 to 35 years, but also runs various coding, competition 

and community sessions and clubs for Basic and Senior High school girls. Activities carried 

out within the Basic and Senior High Schools include Technovation Girls, a global tech 

education non-profit with which DiV is registered. This activity equips the young girls who 

participate to become tech entrepreneurs and leaders, providing tech solutions to identified 

problems within their society. In 2019, a group of girls trained by DiV, Tech Gems, made it 

to the semi-final stage of the competition. Junior Code Camp, a monthly Saturday and 

summer classes held to train young girls in IT disciplines, Introduce a Girl to STEM, a 

quarterly event at the basic schools where staff and mentors of DiV go within the 

community schools to speak to and introduce the girls to Science, Technology, Engineering 

and Mathematics, expounding on the importance and benefits of pursuing STEM at a higher 

level  among others.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Empowering Ghanaian Girls to Break barriers in STEM  

https://www.facebook.com/249096438583783/ 

 

The project is under STEMBEES ORGANISATION in Ghana. 

STEM 2.0 is the Programmatic efforts designed to develop young girls in STEM and help 

them remain in the STEM pool. It is structured to close the gap between the often binary 

worlds of “school” and “work”. Modules include introduction to Robotics, 3D Technology 

and Printing, Electronics (using the Makey-Makey, Raspberry Pi and Arduino), Cyber-

Security and LEGO Education.    Some of the projects include Electronic Thermometer 



Project, Codebus Africa, Ms Cyber Savvy, Hour of Code 2015, FreelunchGh Math Project, 

Africa Code Week, Penplusbytes ICT Training for Girls, Hour of Code with YWCA, Code with 

Vodaofne, Coders Hive, Hour of Code 2014 and many other projects in Robotics.     It has 

successfully represented girls in Global Robotics such as FIRST Global and Pan Africa 

Robotics Challenge. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Divaloper 

https://web.facebook.com/Divaloper1/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel&eid=ARARnTK7DaYsN

4bZx2xSqrtOTPGGgsIRE4Zpv2QjisUW2Wnibxr4VBB-lompBS7NuiqanroxdAnB8FGH 

 

The project is under Divaloper in Ghana. 

Divaloper is a social enterprise that trains and mentors females to start careers in tech.    

Our vision is to train and mentor the next generation of female in tech to be employable or 

be innovators from underserved communities in Africa.     We are doing this by training 

females in the basics of IT to advanced programming languages, we have 2 tracks within our 

organisation.     Track 1 is for ladies under employability training   Track 2 is for ladies 

under entrepreneurship training     we are working on partnering with corporate 

organisations, so we match up ladies who have completed the employability training to 

intern at tech organisations. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Tech Girls Project 

https://savsign.org 

 

The project is under Savana Signatures in Ghana. 

Savana Signatures is for impact organization that uses innovative ICT tools for girls, women, 

young people and marginalized groups personal development. The organization has a track 

record in implementing and delivering the Integration of ICTs in Education Projects in 

Primary and Junior High Schools (JHS) in Northern and Volta Regions of Ghana, training 

teachers in ICT Pedagogy with the aim of enabling every subject teacher to realize the 

relevance of the use of technology by training them on the art of using technology as an 

Active Teaching and Learning (ATL) method.  Through the Tech Girls project, the 

organization trained trained for 3 years, 300 ten year old girls in basic computing skills. 

This aimed at promoting STEM among girls. In addition, Junior High School girls were 

introduced to computer programing and coding, focusing on using scratch to tell stories.  

Through the Young Reporters Project, Savana Signatures worked with basic school girls, 

providing them training to use digital cameras to take pictures and videos of issues of 

concern in their communities, writing short stories about them and uploading them on 



UNICEF’s Voices of Youth online platform.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Conectadas by Sheva and Tigo Guatemala 

https://www.sheva.com/ 

 

The project is under SHEVA in Guatemala. 

During COVID we have taught more than 4,000 women how to take advantage of mobile 

technology to stay connected, learn new things, and promote their businesses.  We are 

paving the road for digitalization in Guatemala. We teach from basic level what are mobile 

tools, including Facebook, Instagram, Zoom, Google Drive, Canva, Google Calendar, and 

Google Hangout. Women in Guatemala from 15 years up. We have trained 4,360 women 

during COVID trainings who have learned how to have virtual meetings, how to work 

remotely, how to promote their businesses, and how to learn new during, all using mobile 

technology.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

indigenous and rural youth, undertaking internet access with renewable energy and 

from ancestral knowledge and practices  

https://uvocgutemala.com/ 

 

The project is under UVOC in Guatemala. 

UVOC is a peasant and indigenous organization that fights for the vindication of the rights of 

peasants and indigenous people, (access to land, human rights, Labor Rights, Rights to 

Freedom of Organization, for the Defense of life, the territory , dignity, and Social Justice in 

Guatemala).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Kunfabo Smartphone 

https://www.kunfabo.com/ 

 

The project is under Kumana Consulting in Guinea. 

Kunfabo “to be in touch” in Malinké, the Founder’s mother tongue, is the new high quality 

African Smartphone  that wants to conquer the African market from the year 2019 to the 

years to come. This innovative mobile phone created by a Guinean high tech lovers team 

lead by Fadima Diawara, the Founder, wants to differentiate itself with 100% three 

integrated African applications in healthcare, cooking and mobile money services adapted 



to the African realities and culture. With a price of 100 Euros, the Kunfabo Smartphone 

wants to compete with the giants of low-cost on the African market, such as Hong Kong 

Infinix Hot 2 and Chinese Techno.  The first healthcare integrated application will help any 

customer using the Smartphone to localized any hospital, primary or rural medical center 

and pharmacies  surrounding the area of the user.   The second cooking integrated 

application will help any user to find a diverse food, restaurants and places from different 

cultures in different African countries integrated inside.   The last and third pre-integrated 

application will help rural female, women or any user to use this application and make 

secure transaction and communicate within its network, family and friends as wanted.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

EY STEM Tribe Global Platform 

https://www.ey.com/en_gl/news/2019/10/ey-stem-tribe-mobile-platform-to-support-

the-next-generation-of-girls-in-stem-careers 

 

The project is under Ernst and Young Global in India. 

EY STEM Tribe is a platform available on iOS and Android devices that engages girls, their 

parents and teachers. It is free to download and free to use. It is not an EduTech solution 

and is designed to engage girls outside of school in topics that they are interested in. There 

are three core aspects:  1) Girls complete gamified activities around STEM, the Future of 

Work and Female Role Models. Activities are designed to trigger real-life actions that 

encourage girls to step beyond their phone and explore their world. This may include 

completing experiments, collecting crowd-sourced data for scientific research, exploring 

their environment or engaging with members of their community.  As girls complete 

activities, they earn digital UNDP SDG badges for the goals which those activities impact. 2) 

Applying behavior economics principles, girls earn points for completing activities and 

redeem rewards in three categories. Fun (Reward for e.g. robotics kits, telescopes, 

microscopes etc), Important (Develop themselves e.g. mentoring and work experiences) 

and Lasting (Support others – donations to non-profits that they care about). Girls do not 

have to decide whether to redeem Fun, Important or Lasting: they can redeem rewards in 

all three. 3) Behind the mobile platform, a big data analytics platform provides measures on 

what girls are engaging with, what they like and the impact the platform has had on their 

development. Data is never sold, shared with third parties or used for any marketing 

purposes. Trust and data protection principles are at the heart of the platform.  The 

platform focuses on girls aged 13-18 from middle to low income backgrounds in both 

developed and developing countries. The platform creates a virtual and collaborative global 

community, and connected 7000+ girls in India (Delhi) with their peers in the USA (Seattle 

and Atlanta) after a successful pilot. By bringing inspirational women and their stories to 

the forefront, this program aims to leverage EY's global presence to create a lasting impact.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 



 

 

Saahas 

http://www.saahas.space 

 

The project is under Saahas in India. 

Saahas ("courage" in Hindi) is a web-based and mobile app, and chatbot (Facebook / 

Telegram) that helps survivors access support and informational resources. It comprises a 

directory of support across 196 countries, a database of guidance notes on understanding 

gender-based violence and ways to respond to them, and information on legal and medical 

services one may avail following an incident of violence. It comprises a directory of support 

across 196 countries, a database of guidance notes on understanding gender-based violence 

and ways to respond to them. Survivors who have faced violence either don’t know where 

to go for help, or don’t have resources to find out where to go for help. Sometimes, their 

situation prevents them from finding help, and that can be extremely dangerous to their 

safety.     Saahas' impact is more a story of the communities that are aligned with its vision 

and goals and that continue to reinvest its efforts and commitment toward creating a 

violence-free future. As Saahas collects no data on survivors who use its tools across all 

forums, all data reported here are fundamentally self-reported data from survivors who 

report back voluntarily after finding help on the platform. Impact data are updated on a 

quarterly basis.    - 27,982 SURVIVORS SUPPORTED (Based on self-reported data as of 

December 2020)  - 32,147 BYSTANDERS TRAINED (Based on workshop attendance as of 

December 2020)  - 87 COUNTRIES REACHED (Through survivor support and bystander 

training)  - 6 LANGUAGES (App: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, Spanish)  - 22,519 

SURVIVORS IMPACTED (Survivors live lives free of violence | Self-reported data, December 

2020)  - 1893 SUCCESS STORIES (Bystanders intervened successfully & averted violence / 

supported survivors) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Local Networks initiative: Connecting the unconnected by seeding growth of 

community networks 

https://www.apc.org/en/node/35376 

 

The project is under Association for Progressive Communications  in India. 

The Local Networks initiative by APC began in the year 2017 aiming to understand 'Can the 

unconnected connect themselves? In this direction, the project focused on bottom-up 

connectivity strategies of connecting the unconnected. An in-depth analysis of Community-

led small scale telecommunication infrastructure networks in the global south was 

undertaken. To document the benefits of and challenges facing small-scale community-

based connectivity projects, APC researchers visited 12 rural community networks in the 

global south in 2018 and studied a number of others through desk research and interviews. 



The primary goal of the research was to provide information that can be used for evidence-

based policy making that would contribute to creating a more enabling environment for 

small community-based local access networks. In addition, the research aimed to identify 

opportunities for these networks to be more effective and encourage more such 

organisations to support the development of these networks for connecting the 

unconnected. Based on the research findings from this in-depth research, in 2019, APC 

implemented another project in partnership with Rhizomatica that aims to directly support 

the development of community networks with funds from the Swedish International 

Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA). 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 

 

LEX JURA LAW JOURNAL 

https://www.lexjura.in/ 

 

The project is under VIDHIVYEDETTA in India. 

The Lex Jura Law Journal is a peer-reviewed law journal published online. The journal is run 

and published by Vidhivyedetta, a partnership firm.    The journal not only confines its scope 

to the latest and contemporary developments in the legal world but also puts light on the 

legal issues, with scientific research, facts and inside-study backing such information.    The 

aim of this journal is to spread legal awareness and to bring out and propagate the opinion 

of the legal fraternity so that the developments in the legal field help in imparting justice at 

every level and to every section of the society.    Legal awareness is integral to development 

of society, and legal research plays an important role in this. However, due to several 

journals charging huge sums of money for access and publication of legal research, the 

accessibility of the same without discrimination becomes difficult. To curb this, the project 

provides free publication opportunities to legal researchers and access to such articles 

without any cost. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 



 

 

Uddami Computer Training Centre 

https://uddamiindiafoundation.org 

 

The project is under Uddami India Foundation  in India. 

"Uddami India Foundation (UIF) is a non-profit organization located at Prince Anwar Shah 

Road in South Kolkata. The flagship programme of the organization was computer school. 

Computer training started in 1999 with the very humble but noble vision of empowering 

the talents of the underprivileged youth of our society to have a sustainable livelihood and a 

better life.  UIF was formed in 2005 to allow the future of Uddami Computer Training Center 

(UCTC) be determined by its graduates cum trustees. UCTC, the focal point of UIF, provides 

free computer access and job-oriented practical skill training to youth and women from 

low-income communities. Besides, Uddami India Foundation also works on mental health 

aspect of adolescent and youth. Along with computer education, the beneficiaries also 

receives training on spoken English and attend Life Skill Development courses. From 

October 2019, UIF is also working on adolescent health and is reaching out with awareness 

on menstrual health and hygiene management and distribution of sanitary napkins. Besides, 

UIF runs a gender resource centre which conducts several training programmes on gender 

issues, legal literacy etc. Since inception 762 beneficiaries got enrolled at Uddami and 438 

students graduated from Uddami Computer Training Centre.  Vision - Uddami India 

Foundation believes in investing in the education, empowerment and economic self-

sufficiency of young women and men in our society.  Mission - Empowering the 

disadvantaged for sustainable livelihood   The target area is Kolkata and the sub-urban 

extension of Kolkata under Kolkata Metropolitan Development Authority and the Municipal 

area. The STeP programme trains the urban underprivileged youth in English Proficiency, 

Basic Computer Education and Soft Skills for enhancing their prospects of employment in 

the fast expanding retail, hospitality and BPO sectors." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Spoken Tutorial project, IIT Bombay 

http://www.spoken-tutorial.org/ 

 

The project is under Indian Institute of Technology Bombay in India. 

Spoken Tutorial project at IIT Bombay is an initiative by the National Mission on Education 

through Information and Communication Technology, launched by MHRD, Govt of India in 

January 2010. The project aims to create and disseminate knowledge of technology and 

Free Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) in the form of a 10-minute long audio-video 

tutorial created using the screencast methodology. The project aims to bridge the current 

digital gap which is often due to i) lack of information, ii) lack of proper guidance, iii) lack of 

infrastructure facilities available and iv) difficulty in understanding English. The project's 



main objective is to promote IT literacy for education and improve the employment 

potential of youth in India. Since 2018, the project has expanded to address the information 

accessibility gap amongst health workers in rural villages through the health and nutrition 

project. Thus empowering communities to create, access and govern locally relevant 

content within the communities in their own languages is a potential solution to solve the 

challenges of access gap of information.  Designed in the self-learning method for skill-

based courses, these tutorials are made available on the spoken tutorial website 

(www.spoken-tutorial.org) and are accessed by millions of people in India and abroad, who 

lack opportunities and/or access to learn any software. Side by side screen pedagogy is 

used by Spoken Tutorial.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Katalyst 

https://www.facebook.com/katalystwindsofchange 

 

The project is under Human Capital for Third Sector  in India. 

"It has been proven time and again that investing in education is the most effective way of 

reducing poverty. Furthermore, investing in education for the girl yields even higher 

dividends for the society.    Katalyst was founded with the intent of economically liberating 

women from low income communities, through the pursuit of professional and formal 

education, with a focus on STEM. Katalyst prepares young women for leadership roles, 

thereby creating a wider talent pool for India Inc and helping bridge the gender gap.     

When Sunit Mehra founded Third Sector Partners, a pioneering executive search firm for 

the C-suite for the Development Sector, he decided to channelize the entire profits from this 

organization, towards women’s education.  While girls’ education was taken care of by 

several NGOs, there was a visible gap for developing women leaders at the under-graduate 

level. Also, the percentage of women in STEM was low, which further dropped when they 

entered the workforce, reducing drastically by the time they reached the senior leadership 

level.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Using Safetipin mobile applications to collect data on safety in public spaces 

https://www.facebook.com/safetipin 

 

The project is under Safetipin  in India. 

Girls and women in cities across the globe experience fear while navigating around a city, 

especially once it is dark. Fear of possible violence shapes women’s ability to use public 

spaces and compromises their sense of freedom and inclusion in the city. Over the last 

decade, mobile technology has become a key tool in empowering people to address a range 



of social issues. Safetipin is a set of technology applications designed to make public spaces 

safer and more inclusive for women. It collects safety-related data on a large scale using 

mobile phone applications. The data is made available to all users of the app as well as 

further analysed to use for city governments, urban planners, and other stakeholders. The 

organisation’s mission is to build a world where everyone can move around without fear, 

especially women. Safetipin aligns with global initiatives like SDGs, the New Urban Agenda 

and is a global partner of UN Habitat’s Global Network on Safer Cities.  ‘My Safetipin’, a 

personal safety app is designed to collect data on women’s experience in public spaces. At 

the core of the app (available for free download from app store on apple and play store on 

android) is the ‘Safety Audit’, a participatory tool for assessing information about 

perceptions of urban safety in public spaces. The audit is based on nine parameters namely 

Lighting, Openness, Visibility, People, Security, Walkpath, Public Transport, Gender Usage 

and Feeling.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Improve Digital Technology Access to Village Girls and Women 

http://www.guideindia.org 

 

The project is under Gandhian Unit for Integrated Development Education in India. 

Our solution is ensuring that Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes (SC/ST) girls get what 

their urban peer groups get: namely virtual classrooms. Availing expert coaching for girl 

children studying 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th standards, the crucial years before getting into 

graduate or diplomat any technical/legal/scientific/art courses is the objective. Marks with 

which they pass out in 10th and 12th standards make the decision about what they could 

choose as their courses further. Right now all urban/elite community girls are getting 

properly oriented through webinars conducted by their schools or by professional 

education companies such as Bijo. This rural SC/ST community girls do not enjoy. Webinars 

are new and inaccessible to them as they are costly: you need a smartphone to start with. 

The solution aims to create virtual classrooms within the village through which quality 

coaching will be provided at virtually no cost. Each hamlet will get one set of smartphones, 

home projector, 6’by 5’ screen, and an audio system with a mike. The coaching classes run 

centrally will be relayed through internet conference modes such as Zoom App and the girl 

students will interact with the remote teachers. The girl students of SC/ST community of 40 

hamlets among the villages where GUIDE works are selected for this project. All of them are 

from poor landless families of agricultural laborers or other unorganized workers. They 

cannot afford and so cannot imagine of having virtual classrooms coming to their doorsteps; 

therefore, it will be a great blessing to them. Many live in government-provided one-room 

houses, where they do not enjoy study room luxuries. This solution brings them to safe 

place identified by the local volunteer with the help of the village women (who are related 

to these girls) and help them have combined study in the form of the virtual classroom 

coaching. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Girl's are sensitized through Skill based and ICTased 

http://www.bpie.org.in 

 

The project is under Bishnupur Public Institute of Engineering in India. 

Objective: The theme of ICT (Information & Communication technologies) is “expand 

horizons, change attitudes” for Girls. Seminar, workshop and hand holding Technical skill 

Training.    It is the opportunity to encourage girls to pursue studies & careers in science, 

technology, engineering, math to make girls aware of job opportunities in the ICT sector as 

well as to develop their ICT Skills. Everyday usage of digital technology includes when we 

use computer, mobile phone, sending email, browse internet, making video call- these are 

all examples of ICT Skills. Digital television, robots are the latest technological version. 

These are Digitalization. Minimum 1500 Girls are benefited. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Hygiene Promotion and Education for Informal Workers 

https://kerjacovid.org/ 

 

The project is under Saujana.org in Indonesia. 

We initiated hygiene promotion and educational project to reduce levels of risk of informal 

workers and micro-enterprise from being infected or infecting people with COVID-19 in 

relation to their livelihood activities.    We develop various hygiene promotion and COVID-

19 prevention protocols in various digital format including digital flyer and video. We use a 

website (kerjacovid.org)  as a main channel of distribution, along with the use of social 

media.                                                                    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

PKPM (community service work practices) 

https://pkpm.darmajaya.ac.id/ 

 

The project is under Institute Informatics and Business Darmajaya in Indonesia. 

PKPM  is one of projects of the Institute Business and Informatics Darmajaya that has 

objective to make village in Indonesia, no matter young or old, male or female have the 



necessary skills to benefit fully from the Information Technology.    We believe that capacity 

building and ICT literacy are essential for the society. Through this project we would love 

to:  1. Encourage people which have ICT competence to share their knowledge and skill to 

the other (especially people in village) as contribution to society  2. Motivate the people 

contribute to achieving universal education nationwide and worldwide through ICT skill  3. 

Share the knowledge about how to use ICT creatively and productively as well as the 

enabler  4. Develop the curriculum of business program    By doing all those activities, we 

would like to achieve:  1. Raising the awareness of people about the importance of  e-

commerce  2. Encouraging people to the opportunities and challenge in the ICT   3. 

Motivating people to imagine their future step aside with technology.          

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5. 

 

 

The West Java Covid-19 Information and Coordination Center 

http://pikobar.jabarprov.go.id 

 

The project is under The West Java Technical Unit for Digital Service, Data and 

Geospatial Information (Jabar Digital Service) in Indonesia. 

The West Java Covid-19 Information and Coordination Center (Pikobar), a one-stop Covid-

19 response platform, was launched in March 2020, shortly after the governor declared a 

Covid-19 emergency status following the discovery of the province’s first confirmed cases.     

Jabar Digital Service (JDS) developed the Pikobar website and mobile application as a 

platform for citizens to access real-time Covid-19 data and analytics through a public 

dashboard (has now been visited 3.5 million times), get updates on latest information 

related to prevention measures and response, and call hotlines for general inquiries and 

medical emergencies.     The mobile app, with more than 1 million downloads, also serves as 

a public-private partnership hub for Covid-19 responses. Through the Pikobar app, citizens 

may contribute to the province’s pandemic response by joining a volunteering program, 

making logistics or cash donation, or participating in a public forum to discuss pandemic 

issues or clarify disinformation related to Covid-19.   Pikobar is also a digital ecosystem that 

supports the 3T (tracing, testing, treatment) strategy through supporting apps that improve 

the efficiency of governance and public service delivery. It also becomes a public 

participation platform as one of its features facilitates citizens to monitor and report 

economically-impacted citizens who need social assistance. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

Petrokimia Gresik Learning Experience 

https://hcdev.petrokimia-gresik.com/learningexperience 

 

The project is under Clev Inovasi Indonesia in Indonesia. 



During the pandemic in 2020, in collaboration with PT Petrokimia Gresik (PKG), CLEV 

Indonesia provided learning tools for more than 500 apprentices from 44 universities and 

vocational schools throughout Indonesia. More interactive and interesting learning can be 

done with this digital learning experience collaboration. This learning experience has been 

prepared through the Learning management system (LMS), VR&AR Training, and 360 

views. Currently, internship students are actively using LMS which was implemented at PKG 

at this time already has 240 contributors with 236 choices of learning modules that can be 

learned. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

Rural Communities Become Python Programmers ( Orang Desa Menjadi Programmer 

Python) 

https://www.pythonesia.org 

 

The project is under PythonesiaORG in Indonesia. 

To deal with industrial technology 4.0, the Indonesian state which consists of more than 70 

thousand villages must be able to convey understanding and knowledge to the wider 

community, especially rural governments, regarding the development of Industry 4.0 

technology such as IoT, BigData and other technologies.   One part related to the 

development of Industry 4.0 is the availability of brainware, namely programmers who are 

in rural areas to carry out development as an inseparable part, the PythonesiORG 

Community, which was founded by hacktivists in the field of Python programming, provides 

python programming training for rural communities.   The training to become a python 

programmer given to rural communities consists of:   1. Providing knowledge of python 

programming in building and developing IoT technology in rural areas, especially IoT cloud 

applications to collect the IoT calculations needed in rural areas and the development of IoT 

Big Data.  2. Provides knowledge about building IoT devices needed for rural areas in the 

development process, both in agriculture and the environment.  3. Utilizing a mini computer 

such as the Raspberry PI or Orange PI as an IoT Cloud micro media server that can be used 

in rural areas at a fairly affordable cost.  4. Providing learning media such as e-books and 

videos to facilitate the training and learning process. Which is easily accessible to the public 

by using internet media.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

Leveraging Information and Communication Technology for Irrigated Agricultural 

Information 

https://www.facebook.com/8villages/ 

 

The project is under 8villages Indonesia in Indonesia. 



Our project seems to have significant benefit for both farmers and stakeholders. In the 

farmers' side, they have been able to get reliable information regarding their problems on 

the field freely, where they can also get the information about crop calendar, market price, 

fertilizer information and many more through just one app on their phone. They can also 

give stakeholders more accurate data through the surveyor (extension worker) that shows 

what kind of crops do the farmers cultivate, cultivation method, farm size, all the way to the 

productivity prediction. This way, stakeholders can predict how much money the farmers' 

need for the initial capital, what kind of fertilizer do they need to cultivate, what kind of 

pesticide, until how much crop the farmers can produce in order to be marketed in certain 

markets.  This benefits shown that this project is sustainable because we deliver sustainable 

community chain between farmers and stakeholders. Not only that, we also broaden 

farmers' knowledge to be able to interact with each other and act as digital community in 

our platform. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Website Corona 

https://corona.jakarta.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Jakarta Smart City in Indonesia. 

Corona website is the official website of the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government for Covid-19 

response and mitigation. The website displays official information related to Covid-19 

updates in Jakarta, starting from daily case data, distribution maps, availability of health 

facilities, government policies, and so on. More than that, the corona website also features a 

Covid-19 self-assessment feature called the Corona Likelihood Metric (CLM), which can be 

accessed free of charge by the public. Corona website also provides information about social 

assistance for people affected by the pandemic and procedures for collaborating to provide 

assistance.     The corona website presented in a mobile friendly appearance considering 

that most people use cellphones more often, based on data. The consideration for using a 

website rather than an application is so that people can easily access it without the need to 

download it first. The data displayed on the corona website is in real-time to provide 

accurate and updated information to the public.     The DKI Jakarta Provincial Government's 

corona website, developed and managed by the Jakarta Smart City (JSC), is a pioneer of the 

Covid-19 platform in Indonesia. Amid the rampant misinformation and unverified reports 

circulating in public, the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government, through JSC, presents a forum 

for the public to find out about the development of the Covid-19 case in Jakarta with official 

and validated information. This idea was later replicated by many regions in Indonesia, 

from menus to content to the use of domain names.     Not only providing information, this 

website also facilitates the distribution of assistance through the Large-Scale Social 

Collaboration (KSBB) program, medical assistance, so that it can be used for research and 

education needs while maintaining data privacy and security. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 



The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG17. 

 

 

Directory of Open Access Journals 

https://doaj.org/ 

 

The project is under Directory of Open Access Journals in International. 

The Directory of Open Access Journals is the definitive place for anyone in the world to find 

peer-reviewed, open access journals. It is the only open access directory which is 

community-driven, not-for-profit and provides all of its main services, online, for free.     

DOAJ indexes and disseminates research published in a diverse range of open access 

journals, giving visibility to researchers from different backgrounds, languages and cultures.  

This enables researchers, scholars and students from all countries to learn from each other 

and build upon that knowledge. Over 15,700 peer reviewed journals are listed in DOAJ, 

submitted by publishers and monitored for quality by over 100 trained volunteers and 

DOAJ’s editorial team. In 2020 alone, there were over 15.3 million visitors to DOAJ, an 84 

per cent increase since 2017.    DOAJ has become the defector place for researchers to find 

open access content or journals in which to publish. Using a network of regional 

ambassadors, the DOAJ criteria have become a world-recognised standard for open access 

journals in Africa, Asia and the Pacific, Europe, Latin America and North America. Some 

governments and research funders now require that scholars publish in DOAJ in order for 

research to be funded.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Teen-Turn 

https://teen-turn.com/ 

 

The project is under Teen-Turn in Ireland. 

Teen-Turn addresses the numbers of third level qualifications, particularly those related to 

STEM, attained by women from disadvantaged and underrepresented communities. Teen-

Turn achieves this by providing—from when participants are teenagers—ongoing hands-on 

experiences, exposure to consistent, invested role model mentors and long-term support 

through alumnae career development opportunities.    Teen-Turn aims to influence course 

decision-making processes, inform participants on education and career options, and 

combat stereotypes by strategically changing how girls from disadvantaged and 

underrepresented communities identify with STEM career environments through mentored 

summer work placements, after school activities and alumnae opportunities.    

Programming begins with a work placement in the summer after Junior Cert, during which 

participants are exposed to projects, introduced to role models and begin to blog about 

their time so that we can evaluate the effect of the experiences. From there, the girls have 

the option to join after school activities which include science projects for BTYSE/SciFest, 



the creation of a social enterprise and app development for Technovation, 

homework/grinds clubs, person centered planning sessions and related events like learning 

camps and incubators with company partners. Once participants have completed secondary 

school, they enter into our alumnae network--which offers numerous events to meet with 

fellow Teen-Turn participants, mentors who are women working in STEM roles, and career 

advisors all there to help with qualification completion and to build a professional network.    

What we do is empower our participants—to identify a STEM interest, to be supported in 

the pursuit of mastering skills and gaining qualifications related to that interest, and then 

provided the connections and social capital and ongoing reinforcement to develop a STEM 

career from that interest. We call it our ‘Junior Cert to Job’ commitment.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

UniConnect – ICT Tools and Digital Learning during COVID-19 

https://unistream.co.il/ 

 

The project is under Unistream in Israel. 

"UniConnect – ICT Tools and Digital Learning during COVID-19 harnesses business and 

entrepreneurial education and practical applications as a mechanism for cultivating 

meaningful relationships between youth in the United States and disadvantaged youth in 

Israel through utilization of ICT tools and online digital platforms. The program activities 

foster a commitment among youth towards social activism while endowing them with the 

skills, knowledge, tools, and networks to advance professionally and personally.   Youth 

participants will be placed in diverse groups (in regard to gender, ethnicity, nationality, etc.) 

and will attend over five structured and monitored online sessions facilitated with ICT tools 

(web-based learning) and engage in informal group communication in English via 

WhatsApp. Groups will go through the initial stages of establishing business and social 

ventures, with an emphasis on responding to common, local community challenges 

attributable to COVID-19 to develop their commitment to social engagement and find points 

of commonality between participants. Program activities will focus on identifying 

challenges, brainstorming as part of a business hackathon, small group work, undergoing a 

feasibility committee to choose an idea to develop, working with expert mentors, product 

development, and product presentation – all using ICT infrastructure."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Empowering Girls Through Net@ Technological Youth Movement: Paving the Way for 

Tomorrow’s Female Leaders 

https://www.facebook.com/AppleseedsAcademy/ 

 

The project is under Appleseeds Academy in Israel. 



Technology has catapulted Israel into the global economy, earning Israel a reputation as a 

fast-paced, innovative, and entrepreneurial society. As high-tech becomes increasingly 

critical to Israel's economic success, computer literacy and IT training are key to ensuring 

social mobility, educational opportunities, and gainful employment. Appleseeds Academy 

was founded in 2000 with a vision to promote digital equality for underserved peripheral 

communities in Israel by developing and implementing programs in the areas of technology, 

employment and life skills.     Net@ offers underprivileged youth an opportunity to gain 

advanced professional and technological skills, which prepares them for higher paying 

positions in science & technology-related fields and provides them with the knowledge to 

meet the growing demand for skilled employees in the Israeli high-tech industry. Net@ is a 

four-year program for 9th-12th graders who meet once or twice a week. Net@ Junior is our 

newest program, which began in 2014 with participants ages 10-14. A preparatory program 

for the four-year long Net@ program, Net@ Junior aims to provide participants with the 

necessary technological background to succeed in Net@.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

FAO Hand-in-Hand Geospatial Platform 

http://www.fao.org/hand-in-hand/geospatial-platform/ 

 

The project is under Food and Agriculture Organization in Italy. 

The FAO Hand-in-Hand Geospatial Platform is a comprehensive geospatial data sharing, 

analysis and service tool to accelerate the implementation of the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), especially SDG1 and SDG2.     The platform uses the most 

sophisticated tools available, including advanced geospatial modeling and analytics, to 

identify and maximize the opportunities to raise incomes, reduce inequalities.      The tool 

provides an evidence-based view of economic opportunities and aims at improving 

targeting and tailoring of policy interventions, driving innovation, encouraging finance and 

investment flows and institutional reform, making the initiative strongly aligned with WSIS 

Action Lines.     The integration of FAO’s broad thematic data sets (trade, crops, livestock, 

fishery, forestry, land, energy, water, climate and much more) facilitates access to the most 

up to date food and agriculture-related information.      The platform is driven by a unique 

cross-sectoral partnership bringing together the world’s leading public data providers: 

governments, UN agencies, NGOs, academia, private sector, and space agencies uniquely 

providing more than a million geospatial, bio-physical and socio-economic layers and 

thousands of searchable statistical time series and related metadata. This will provide users 

around the world with easy access to data, cutting-edge analysis and technical expertise to 

enhance local and national decision-making, increasing productivity, resource efficiency 

and market access and competitiveness.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2. 



 

 

 

Tanda 

https://www.facebook.com/tandasmart/ 

 

The project is under Tanda   in Jordan. 

We aim to do so by being our customers’ partner and offering simple, utility driven, digital 

solutions that maximizes wealth every step of the way.    Tanda is a financial solutions 

platform that capitalizes on the need for alternative banking products in a region 

characterized with high financial exclusion. Tanda believes that an overall lack of financial 

services that represents the nature of demand in the Arab World has led to the exclusion of 

many adults in the Arab World from accessing financial services. By addressing that, we 

would give the previously un- and underserved (especially women) the ability to participate 

in the economy while consuming products that improve their financial health.    Tanda's 

flagship product is a digital saving club (ROSCA) whereby users can organize, join, and 

manage saving clubs. Users can use this digital service using a bank account or an e-wallet 

thus allowing for this underserved segment better organize their finances. Users that do not 

have an e-wallet can open one through the app, reducing frictions in their journey towards 

financial independence.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

on social and behavior change to happen in Kenya 

HTTP://WWW.ICW.ORG 

 

The project is under International community of women living with HIV in kenya in 

Kenya. 

ICW-kenyais a national feminist women’s right Non-Governmental Organization. Although 

ICW-Kenya s work has expanded over the years, the focus has consistently set women’s 

rights at the center of  everything we do.  Vision: A just society where women and girls 

enjoy full rights and live in dignity.  Mission: To champion, expand and actualise women’s 

and girls’ rights and social justice.    We also support movement building to advance the 

agenda for social transformation, besides preventing, mitigating and responding to Violence 



Against Women and Girls (VAWG).    The organisation derives its mandate from 

international, regional and local human rights principles and protocols that recognize the 

role of multiple stakeholders as catalysts in the advancement of women’s rights. The 

mandate also draws from our own social consciousness which obligates us to continuously 

champion, expand and actualize women human rights. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

E-learning, access to information and knowledge 

https://www.knls.ac.ke 

 

The project is under Handheld Library - (Laibu Mkononi) in Kenya. 

The Coronavirus situation has made it challenging for children living in the impoverished 

settlement of Kibera as compared to children living in the urban areas; who belong to the 

middle-income brackets and have access to online lessons since they can afford digital 

devices and internet connection. However, children living in Kibera slums have no access to 

ICT and cannot afford the internet. As a librarian, I believe every child deserves the chance 

to learn. The children and youth need to continue reading despite the Covid-19 pandemic.       

Our focus as a community library in the midst of school and library lockdowns was to 

ensure digital access and inclusion for children within the slum who are socially and 

economically deprived. We did this by using electronic devices which are acquired from 

friends. We download the African Storybooks Reader App, educational games, and revision 

papers on each device and lend them out to the children. They are loaned out to the children 

in the company of their parents and are supposed to return to the library after one month 

for assessment, monitoring, and evaluation.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Women ICT Training & Innovation Project 

https://www.afralti.org/ 

 

The project is under African Advanced Level Telecommunications Institute in Kenya. 

African Advanced Level Telecommunications Institute (AFRALTI) is an Inter-Governmental 

Institute established in 1992 to supplement and spearhead ICT development efforts mainly 

in English-speaking Africa. Currently the member States that have ratified the 

Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) include Lesotho, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, 

Kingdom of Eswatini, Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe, out of the 23 eligible members.  The 

institute offers a wide range of workshops and courses in the area of Digital Technology & 

Management Information Systems, Telecommunication Engineering and Management. With 

our team of highly experienced facilitators who hold qualifications and relevant industry 

certifications, we provide unrivaled training solutions in the region.      Vision:  “To be a 



leading and self-sustaining Centre of Excellence for ICT capacity building in Africa”.   

Mission Statement:   “To provide quality training, consultancy and advisory services to the 

ICT Sector in Africa”.  AFRALTI’s Core Values:       i.        Good Corporate Governance      ii.        

Professionalism     iii.        Teamwork     iv.        Quality and Excellence      v.        Equal 

opportunities     vi.        Creativity and innovation.     AFRALTI has engaged in activities that 

aim to build capacity among different stakeholders in the community such as:  Postal and 

Courier Workshop  AFRALTI runs a 10- module program in the postal and courier industry 

across Africa that runs from January to March each year.   Child Online Protection Workshop  

AFRALTI runs a workshop on Child Online protection which aims to build capacity in 

parents, teachers and caregivers on children online activities.  AFRALTI Incubation Hub  

The AFRALTI Start-up Incubation Program aims to help in creating and growing young 

businesses by providing them with necessary technical, entrepreneurial, leadership and 

financial support.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

 

MTEP(Malezi Technical Education Program) 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rose-barasa-8b7a2144/ 

 



The project is under Strathmore University  in Kenya. 

Malezi Technical Education Program was founded in January 2017 to assist kids from the 

Malezi center to get skills on the use of computers. The aim is to give the kids access and 

exposure to computer usage and encourage them that there is better life outside the slums.    

With the help of volunteers since the onset of the program, we convene every Saturday as 

from 10.00am – 2.00pm to help kids with digital literacy, which is a major problem in the 

marginalized communities. An IT teacher is always present to ensure that the skills 

impacted are relevant and beneficial.    The program has a foresight of becoming a 

community center that offers so much more, beyond technical digital literacy.    VISION:    

Impact the society with digital literacy.    MISSION:    Impact the children of Malezi Center 

with digital Literacy.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Tiny  Totos Kenya 

https://www.tinytotos.com/ 

 

The project is under Tiny Totos Kenya   in Kenya. 

Tiny Totos gives private, slum-based informal daycares in Nairobi the knowledge, business 

tools, capital investments and network they need to transform quality, profits, and 

reliability of the service they provide lower-income working mothers.  Kenya, similar to all 

countries in Africa, provides no free daycare for preschool children below 5.  Unskilled 

women fill the vacuum of care by opening unregulated daycares to look after their 

neighbours' children, typically without any formal childcare qualifications, no business 

management skills, operating in adequate space, giving little more care than adult oversight 

in the room.  With standards poor and most daycares illegal, children below 5 during the 

most transformative brain development period of their lives spend their days in squalid 

conditions, failing to meet their developmental milestones, be stimulated, consume basic 

balanced meals.  Daycare owners earn little; with service poor, mothers' work is constantly 

disrupted.  With up to 4,000 daycares attending to an estimated 175,000 children in 

Nairobi, the impact of poor quality preschool care reverberates throughout lower-income 

communities impacting 600,000 people in total and society as a whole.  To transform the 

provision of daycare in the informal market, has been building a self-sustaining network of 

upgraded informal daycares.  We provide business and childcare training and access to 

network and capital support to daycares who partner with us, typically resulting in them 

tripling revenues and quadrupling profits. To support scale, we designed an innovative 

user-friendly app in conjunction with daycare managers to make it easier for owners to 

better manage and understand their own business performance, and share information 

with parents.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 



 

 

Wise Academy for rural women entrepreneurs 

https://wise-kenya.org/ 

 

The project is under  Women in Sustainable Entreprises (WISE) in Kenya. 

WISE works with women and girls within and around the fishing communities of Lake 

Victoria-Kenyan side by providing them with the requisite skills, tools and resources they 

need to succeed in their entreprises and personal development. Our main areas of 

intervention include; Leadership skills development for teenage girls and sustainable 

entreprises development in three sectors; Green energy, ecotourism and Agribusiness 

across all the value chains as alternative livelihoods for women. WISE acknowledges the fact 

that for women and girls to succeed and remain competitive in the 21st century, they must 

not be left behind regardless of their backgrounds and gender limitations. Thus, digital 

literacy and STEM learning are all mainstreamed in our entrepreneurship and leadership 

trainings in the following ways;  1. Wise Hub Academy: We conduct a 8 weeks 

entrepreneurship with IT training for local women entrepreneurs from around the fishing 

villages and informal settlements. These women include farmers, women in the ecotourism 

value chains such as hoteliers, craftswomen, and those in the green energy value chains 

such as solar lamp entrepreneurs, producers of charcoal briquettes, local cookstoves among 

others. We train them on entrepreneurship combined with ICT skills necessary for their 

businesses to succeed such as online/digital tools for communication, marketing, 

networking and resources mobilization.    2. Wise Girls Leadership program: This is a 12 

weeks training programme targeting teenage/adolescent girls within the fishing villages 

and informal settlements with the aim of self development through life skills training and 

STEM learning in a bid to create awareness and ensure that more girls from such 

marginalized areas take up STEM courses and careers. Our practical lessons include basic 

coding classes, simple web app developments, making of prototypes, robotics among others.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG7, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Elimisha Technology for Change Initiative 

http://www.elimishaempowerment.org/ 

 

The project is under Mumo Elimisha Empowerment Community-Based Organization in 

Kenya. 

Elimisha Empowerment community-based organization works to reduce inequalities in 

marginalized communities in Kenya focusing on Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 10. 

The term ‘Elimisha’ is a Swahili word that means ‘To educate.’ Therefore, the organization 

emphasizes on educating and empowering communities. The organization’s motto is ‘one 

community at a time for sustainable development.’ Currently, the organization is focusing 

on the slum communities in Nakuru County, Kenya. The concentration is on five main 



pillars: Education, governance, care for the vulnerable, bridging intergenerational gaps and 

household strengthening.   On the education pillar, the organization has rolled out an 

initiative that addresses gaps that exist in terms of technological access for people living in 

slum areas. The initiative is dubbed ‘Elimisha Technology for Change.’ The program was 

started in February 2020 with the beneficiaries being the women and girls of Nyamaroto 

slums in Nakuru County, Kenya. The focus on women and girls is because they make up 

about 60% of the larger population in slums in Nakuru County (https://nakuru.go.ke/wp-

content/uploads/2018/11/NAKURU-COU NTY-CIDP-2018-2022-FINAL..pdf).   The 

objectives of the Elimisha Technology for Change Initiative are:  i) To empower women and 

girls through provision of knowledge on access to technology.  ii) To promote the use of 

technology to bring about self-reliance and economic development among women in slum 

communities in Nakuru County, Kenya.  iii) To bridge the digital divide experienced in slum 

communities in Nakuru County, Kenya.  iv) To build a resource center which will enable 

access to technological materials and assistance for over 2000 women and girls in slum 

communities in Nakuru County, Kenya.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

BasaliTech 

https://www.basalitech.org/ 

 

The project is under BasaliTech in Lesotho. 

BasaliTech is a non-profit in Lesotho that not only aims to increase the profile of young girls 

and women in science and technology but to also engage the nation at large to encourage 

the use of technology as a driver for development. Our activities include training for young 

girls (14 – 18) and women in technology related content such as basic digital skills, 

programming and robotics which are delivered in person and online. We also host training 

sessions for young children (boys and girls aged 9 – 14) to encourage gender diversity at a 

very young age. Furthermore, we bring young girls undertaking science and technology 

careers together with female professionals through the mentoring program so they can 

guide the young girls in making informed academic and personal decisions in order to 

pursue their goals. We also target groups that have little to no access to computers or the 



internet and introduce them to such skills. Not forgetting the annual Technology 

conference, we host to engage several stakeholders on technology related matters.    We aim 

to train 10000 young girls and children by 2030 in order to increase the number of women 

in STEM and help them occupy some of the ever increasing jobs in tech 

(https://cyberstates.org ). To help them become valuable community leaders by exposing 

them to technology and mentoring.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10. 

 

 

Establishment of a Telecentre for girls and Women 

https://beta.girlsnotbrides.org/our-partnership/member-directory/rural-education-

support-and-rehabilitation-unit-resaru/ 

 

The project is under Rural Education Support and Rehabilitation Unit in Malawi. 

RESARU would like to establish a resource centre,telecentre where girls and women can 

access internet,photocopying,scanning among other services.We train girls especially 

vulnerable and orphans and marginalised communities.Internet services are expensive as 

such girls and women do not have access to internet including so by coming up with the 

telecentre we shall bring access to internet.We also train girls in computer skills.The 

Objective is to provide technology to the rural.To enhance capacity of girls in computer use 

and internet.To provide technology to rural and remote areas.The activities including 

typing,internet services,photocopying,scanning.teleconference,zoom meetings.Those in 

community day secondary schools girls access information on assignments and their 

research. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Girls get equal campaign  

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/girlsgetequal/ 

 

The project is under Plan International  in Malawi. 

it is all about empowering girls right and supporting each other.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Development of High Data Capacity Colour QR Code System 

http://fet.mmu.edu.my 

 

The project is under Multimedia University in Malaysia. 

This project describes the development of high capacity colour QR code. The main objective 

is to develop a QR code that has three times higher data capacity than the current QR code 

by using same number of data modules. The high capacity colour code code employs Reed 

Solomon correction algorithm and color multiplexing technique. These colors involved are 

red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, white and black.  Few image processing techniques 

for contrast enhancement, interpolation and etc. which involved in the decoder application 

are also developed and patented (PI2017705178). They are designed for further process 

the captured high capacity coloured code in order to uplift the decoding accuracy. As result, 

the developed  code is able to achieve three times of the data capacity more than QR code 

with similar module number.  Besides, the high capacity colour QR code is equipped with 

offline identification feature, this allows the code to encrypt images without internet access. 

According to the experimental result, it is able to achieve 100% decoding accuracy as 

contributed to the developed image processing techniques. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Women In Tech Maldives 

http://womenintechmv.org/ 

 

The project is under Women In Tech Maldives  in Maldives. 

Women In Tech Maldives (Women in Tech mv) is a non-profit organisation working to  

inspire, empower and celebrate women in Science and Technology.    We aim to accelerate 

the growth of women in science and technology by creating opportunities  that foster 

innovation and build the community.    In the two years it has been since our establishment 

we have been able to make a difference in the Maldivian Science and Tech sphere.   Our 

members are representatives at various state level advisory boards and we have got the 

government and the private sector to take Tech as an upcoming and vital industry.    We 

have also been successful in getting various women working in the Science and Tech 

industry to the forefront, empower them to stand up for injustices at the workplace and got 

them the credibility and recognition they deserve.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Cracking the Code 

https://www.facebook.com/Accenturemauritius/ 

 

The project is under Accenture in Mauritius. 

Cracking the Code is the extension of the Hour of Code on a national level in Mauritius. 

While the jobs of tomorrow are changing, more talents are needed in the STEM and 

computing field while trying to close the gender gap of women working in IT.   Partnering 

with the Ministry of Education in Mauritius, Accenture has been able to bring coding 



sessions to students all year long.                                                                                                                                                 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Open Data Portal 

https://datos.cdmx.gob.mx/pages/home/ 

 

The project is under Digital Agency for Public Innovation in Mexico. 

The Open Data Portal regulates the way data, generated by government agencies, is made 

available to the public. The purpose is to facilitate access, use, re-use, and redistribution for 

any purpose. The Portal presents data in open format, disaggregated to the highest possible 

granularity, in reusable and machine-readable formats, with adequate and sufficient 

metadata.  This project addresses the uncertainty about the information produced by 

government entities prior to 2019. The lack of data prevented complete information from 

being available to the public. There was also a lack of standardized information and data 

automation mechanisms with many processes of public entities that generate information. 

Discretionary practice in the handling, concentration, dissemination, and use of information, 

and the lack of standards to regulate the exchange of information have all been addressed.  

The Law for Digital Operations and Innovation was enforced in January 2018 and enables 

the Agency to request the information published in the Portal from other government 

entities.  More than 200 databases can be consulted on the Portal, all of which are updated 

on a regular basis. During 2021 the Portal will include participatory processes through 

which citizens can share what information they would like to be disclosed.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

ADHESION CONTRACT COMPARATOR 

https://comparadorcontratos.ift.org.mx/ComparadorContratosAdhesion/ 

 

The project is under Federal Telecommunications Institute in Mexico. 

The Federal Telecommunications Institute ( IFT) made available the Adhesion Contract 

Comparator, which is a tool that allows Users to know and compare the main conditions 

included in the adhesion contracts among concessionaires and authorized parties to 

provide their telephone and internet services –mobile and fixed–, as well as cable television.    

With the Contract Comparator, users of telecommunications services will be able to consult 



the main characteristics of around 900 adhesion contracts of internet and telephony 

providers - fixed and mobile - and cable television, such as: the penalties for non-

compliance with any of the clauses, bonuses, contractual guarantees, the scheme under 

which the terminal equipment is granted and the mandatory terms if applicable. All 

information is available to users in a simple way and with friendly language.    It is 

important to highlight that, due to its characteristics, the Contract Comparator is a unique 

kind tool in the sector at an international level, as it is the first time that the most important 

information on contracts has been made available in a single site and in a comparable 

manner.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG12, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Tobias Hainyeko GirlTech Club 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/girltech-namibia/ 

 

The project is under GirlTech Namibia  in Namibia. 

Training of primary school girls in the informal settlements around Windhoek in ICT 

literacy and Introduction to Coding.    Main target is girls between 8-15    Activities done 

through set up of ICT club at the schools in the informal settlements                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Promoting STEM and Educating a Girl Child to careers in STEM in Rural Namibia 

https://www.facebook.com/NAMWIE/ 

 

The project is under  Namibia Women in Engineering (NAMWIE)  in Namibia. 

Namibia Women in Engineering (NAMWIE) is a voluntary association of female engineers, 

who aim to promote STEM and engineering as a career choice for the girl child in Namibia 

and also to motivate and empower female engineers already in the filed of engineering, 

therefore creating female engineer role models. We strongly believe that women are 

capable, intelligent and bring the much needed diversity within the engineering sector. Our 

target audience are girls from lower grades to secondary level because we recognise that 

the stereotypes that hinder women from entering STEM related fields need to be dealt with 

from grassroot level. Then we also target students at university level and industry level as 

those who progress in these careers find the going tough in an area traditionally known to 

be for man and is still mostly male dominated, with conditions mainly favouring man.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



NAMIBIA WOMEN’S ONLINE ENGAGEMENT REPORT 

http://internetsociety.na/ 

 

The project is under Internet Society Namibia Chapter  in Namibia. 

The Internet Society  Namibia Chapter was officially launched in November 2017 as a not-

for-profit association  with a mission to promote the development of policy of the Internet 

as a global technical infrastructure, a resource to enrich people’s lives, and a force for good 

in society.    The Internet Society Namibia Chapter membership is  free for all and represent 

the extensive multistakeholders within the internet in the Namibia Ecosystem. It is 

independent and only  serves along the interests of the internet policy and development.    It 

is governed by a board of Directors representing the different stakeholders of the Internet 

Ecosystem in Namibia. OUR AIM to serve as a focal point for cooperative efforts to promote 

the internet as a positive tool  for social development for  all in Namibia   to unite different 

internet players in Namibia  to create awareness on issues related to the development of 

Internet in the Country  GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES is made up of 75% woman   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

COVID-19 Research in Arabic 

https://adri.co.nz 

 

The project is under  Arabic Digital Reform Institute  in New Zealand. 

"Our project aims at providing credible and reliable literature and content in relation to 

COVID-19 in Arabic. There's currently very little research currently existing in Arabic and 

therefore, all Arab communities revert to social media platforms for seeking information on 

COVID-19.  ADRI has partnered with Cambridge University Press, to translate to Arabic a 

large number of COVID-19 related research from open access publications, to Arabic and 

then make available online for the public across the MENA region. Our translation is 

particularly cost-effective as we utilize AI and machine learning to reduce the human efforts 

to 5-10% of the traditional translation practices."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Business meets Technology 

http://www.welti.org.ng/ 

 

The project is under Women Economic and Leadership Transformation Initiative  in 

Nigeria. 

Women Economic and Leadership Transformation Initiative (WELTI) is a non-profit 

organization that empowers young women aged 14-30 to become competent and healthy 

leaders who will leverage technology for sustainable economic development. They've been 



able to train young women with requisite skills to be able to stand on their feet and own 

their craft as leaders in various spheres while leveraging technology. They have also been 

able to give seed funding to such small and medium enterprises to help further the work 

that they do for more impact to be made. Their ability to walk with the young women from 

start and through their challenges is amazing hence building a crop of women who 

regardless of their gender are sure to go places. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

USING CBT TO SOLVE MATHEMATICS QUESTIONS 

https://computerguildofnigeria.wordpress.com/2014/01/14/aims-and-objectives-

computer-guild-of-nigeria/ 

 

The project is under Computer Guild of Nigeria in Nigeria. 

Objectives: To expose them to ICT,  To teach them how to solve mathematics questions 

using computer, To inform and educate them on the fundamentals of computing, To make 

them computer literate                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Digital Balance for Better 

https://www.facebook.com/girlseducationmissioninternational 

 

The project is under Girls Education Mission International  in Nigeria. 

Girls Education Mission International (GEM) is a nonprofit, non-governmental organization 

registered in Nigerian with corporate Affairs commission (CAC/IT/No:45818). We are also 

registered with special Control Unit Against Money Laundry (SCULM) of the Economic and 

Financial Crime Commission (RN:SC 321400084). GEM has a special consultative status 

with United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).  Our mission is breaking down 

barriers that hold girls back with a focused - on defending, protecting, and promoting the 

rights of girls to education, health, technology, and economic power and advocating for their 

opportunity to fulfil their potentials.   Our specific objectives are to:  I. Raise awareness of 

the violence against girls and women and advocating and creating space for scaling up 

successful policies through opened and inclusive dialogue at all levels of the society.   II. 

Mobilize necessary financial and human resources and other support to fight factors that 

often hold girls back.  III. To identify vulnerable girls and provide them with basic support 

they need to succeed in their education and beyond.  DIGITAL BALANCE FOR BETTER 

provides digital literacy essential tool for further learning, empowerment and civic 

engagement among girls and young women. The program is designed to expose young 

women who are stepping into the job and business market to indebt practical ICT tools and 

resources that enables prepare for the technology driven workplace.      



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

ICT FOR GIRLS 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martha-innocent-6a9752bb/?originalSubdomain=ng 

 

The project is under Eagles Advocacy in Nigeria. 

ICT FOR GIRLS training is Eagles Advocacy activity for the year 2020. They visited 6 schools 

in five local government councils in Gombe State Nigeria. Trained almost 500 Girls on the 

basics of ICT and word processing before the Covid 19 lockdown. They target rural Girls in 

public schools and train them.    Many girls were able to develop digital skills. Many of them 

attempted computer based test and passed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

Broadband Connectivity (Free) Service to Gbaja Girls School  

https://www.facebook.com/ekovolt.ng/ 

 

The project is under Ekovolt Telco Limited in Nigeria. 

Ekovolt Telco Limited is a small employee owned technology services company 

revolutionizing broadband access in Nigeria by delivering unlimited, reliable and affordable 

Internet access to individual users and businesses, local cloud and work productivity 

solutions.   Ekovolt targets the underserved communities and was recognized by Microsoft 

Airband Initiative partner for using low-cost wireless technologies to make it easier and 

more affordable for people to get online and participate in today's economy.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Campaign against child marriage /Neglect to promote digital skills for women and 

girls in slums setting 

https://web.facebook.com/emmanuel.eze. 

 

The project is under Outlook Humaniterian Care Initiaive in Nigeria. 

OHCI plays a key role in delivering the principles outlined in the UN Convention on the 

Rights of the Child, particularly Article 12, the right of the young person to voice their 

opinion, have their views listened to and be taken seriously. By engaging young people in 

social activism, youth work builds citizenship, respect for human rights and a sense of 

mutual responsibility,youth entrepreneurship an educational practice contributing to 

women and girls learning and life expectancy, access to information and to give women 

online. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Visiola Foundation 

https://www.facebook.com/thevisiolafoundation 

 

The project is under Future Software Resources Ltd  in Nigeria. 

Visiola Foundation's programs have directly impacted more than 6,000 girls since 2014, 

and provide STEM skills training to girls from underserved communities. In the 2019-2020 

academic year, they taught Robotics, Computer Programming, Mobile App Development, 

and Electronics to over 1,500 junior and senior secondary school girls attending poorly 

resourced government secondary schools across the FCT. They also ran intensive five-week 

coding boot camps and STEM camps to teach girls and young women valuable skills to help 

them become employable. A number of these students have secured jobs and have gained 

admission to university to pursue STEM degrees. Their on-going 2020 virtual STEM 

programs also give access to girls who are unable to continue their education due to the on-

going pandemic and school closures, since they lack electricity and internet access at home.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

Inclusive Creation 

https://globaluniversaldesign.eu/ 

 

The project is under Global Universal Design Commission Europe  in Norway. 

We offer:  Training in universal design and social innovation for teams and individuals  

Workshops for problem-solving and idea generation to design inclusive products and 

services, where you learn how to understand problems and users, develop and test ideas, 

and pitch your ideas to an audience.  Project management, consulting and valuable 

partnerships in projects aiming to create impactful social innovation and inclusive solutions  

Incubation of social start-ups with a focus on inclusion  Former and current partners 

include DNB, Mtekforalle, The Forge and many more. Our team has over 10 years of 

combined experience in practicing and teaching universal design and social innovation. You 

can read more about the team behind Inclusive Creation here.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG12. 

 

 

Goddard - an idea generating engine 

https://ammarnabbas.wixsite.com/goddard 

 

The project is under Goddard in Pakistan. 



AI can revolutionize every domain by aiding humans with a high amount of flowing data 

towards literature-based cross-domain discoveries. The idea is to train the network to 

develop a mathematical understanding of multiple domains and make it able to find some 

new connections between the fields and generate or invent new ideas, hypotheses, etc.    

Literature-Based Discovery (LBD) was first founded in 1980 when Dr. Swanson discovered 

a medical cure to disease through connecting terms from literature and uncovering the 

hidden idea between them. Since then, LBD is extensively used in the field of medicine.     

The concept is to expand the field of LBD through connecting cross-domain literature where 

very little focus has been established. Therefore, having an AI agent understanding 

extensive knowledge from multiple fields (such as Biology and let us say Astronomy) and 

having that agent finding some new connections between the fields and generating or 

inventing new ideas, hypotheses, etc.  Therefore, creating a search engine-based web 

platform that allows users to use their knowledge and generate new interdisciplinary ideas, 

hypotheses, and applications.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG6, SDG7, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, 

SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 

Technology Enabled Academic Learning 

https://www.dilpakistan.org 

 

The project is under Developments in Literacy in Pakistan. 

Developments in Literacy, DIL, is partnering with the Pakistani Government's PTV Tele 

School Initiative to bring education to children across Pakistan during this time of school 

closure due to COVID-19. The daily television broadcast began airing early May 2020, which 

also marked the the beginning of the new academic year in most areas of Pakistan. DIL has 

contributed locally relevant video lessons giving all children across the country an 

opportunity to continue learning. These televised lessons from DIL, which the organization 

has developed and field-tested over the past few years, are especially vital for children 

living in rural areas who are unlikely to have access to either digital or analog learning 

materials outside of school. In the classroom the TEAL program, which includes hands-on 

activities, has effectively boosted learning outcomes across core subjects of mathematics, 

science, English and Urdu. In addition, DIL is piloting a partnership with a mobile 

communications service provider to offer free access to its digital content, offering yet 

another avenue to reach families and children whose education has been interrupted by this 

pandemic.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 Muse app  

http://www.muselessons.com/ 



 

The project is under SABAQ in Pakistan. 

"According to the UNESCO,  school closures in Pakistan have led to disruptions in education 

for approximately 46  m students, including 17 m primary grade learners. In this grave 

situation, SABAQ has been actively working with the government to ensure the continuity of 

learning.     In light of this, we have made our K-5 app, Muse free for all students to use on 

the Google Play Store.    We have also partnered with the federal government to provide our 

e-learning content for free to be aired on TeleTaleem, the national TV channel started by the 

Federal Government to broadcast K-12 educational content     To ensure its use in remote 

areas of Pakistan with very limited internet access, we are delivering our app in the remote 

areas of Gilgit Baltistan through USB and SD cards.     We have also signed an MOU with 

Sindh Govt Education Department to modify the Muse app and launch it for the entire Sindh 

Government school network consisting of 4 million students who cannot attend schools 

during COVID.  Beyond COVID, there will be a sustainable way for SABAQ to support these 

beneficiaries, UNICEF is also a key stakeholder in this MOU.     We are also in the process of 

developing a chatbot/ tutor bot which will allow students to take assessments and request 

specific content, adding the missing piece for the model of education delivery during 

COVID." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

TechKaro 

https://www.facebook.com/circlewomen/ 

 

The project is under CIRCLE WOMEN ASSOCIATION in Pakistan. 

   Founded by Sadaffe Abid, CIRCLE works towards women’s economic empowerment, 

particularly through technology. Technology is an equalizer. CIRCLE is breaking stereotypes 

in a country like Pakistan where less than 25% women are part of the formal economy. We 

bring digital skills to women particularly from underserved communities to expand their 

economic opportunities. CIRCLE aims to:    Advocate for gender diversity, inclusion and 

promote SDG 5, bring women on boards and leadership and improve policies  Showcase 

women startups using technology and encourage women and girls to tech and 

entrepreneurship through She Loves Tech, the world's largest women and start-up 

competition that CIRCLE brought to Pakistan in 2017  Bridge the digital gender divide by 

bringing technology to youth especially young women from underserved communities. We 

are building a pipeline of women in tech in Pakistan & creating role models.    The activities 

undertaken by CIRCLE support its overall goal of women’s empowerment and 

advancement. CIRCLE initiatives engage CEOs to women in slums & from low income 

backgrounds so they are not left behind. Under Tech Karo, youth, and especially young 

women from low-income areas learn digital skills that they did not have access to such as  

coding, digital marketing, and graphic design so they can enhance their earning potential. 

Skills are combined with a work readiness program to enhance confidence, build voice and 



networks.     Under Elevate, we advocate and receive commitments from business leaders to 

develop a more diverse and inclusive work environment and bring more women in 

leadership and boards.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Digital access to quality health and life program people living with HIV/AIDS  

http://www.yad-pk.org/ 

 

The project is under Youth Association for Development in Pakistan. 

Youth Association for Development (YAD) is a youth lead, peace building civil society and 

human rights based approach working on participatory development approach to bring 

long term change & sustainable development in the society. The idea of a civil society 

organization evolved in 2002 and registered under societies Act in 2005. YAD is working for 

SRHR in Baluchistan from 2005. Advocacy, mobilization, monitoring, review & follow up of 

the collective learning and action to understand and reduce barriers to maternal health 

services and mainstreaming this at policy level and community level with collaboration 

Amplyfychange. Access to Quality Health and Life Program for People Living with HIV/AIDS 

with collaboration of (SAAF) Alliance for sexual & Reproductive health & right (APA) YAD 

drafted Pakistan Reproductive Healthcare & rights bill with advocacy for approval it from 

parliament. With strong advocacy YAD amended Child Marriages Resistance Act 1929 into 

2019 it is on table for approval. YAD is working on End early child /forced marriages with 

collaboration of ViiV health care. With Men Engage alliance Pakistan joint advocacy 

activities promoting SRHR engaging men, women, girls, boys & faith based leaders. YAD 

works in collaboration with Gilead, digital Access to Quality Health and Life Program for 

men, women, girls and boys Living with HIV/AIDS, Youth, Vulnerable Population and High 

Risky Behaviors Pakistan. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG9. 

 

 

Traditional fashion  

https://www.facebook.com/186098224744679?referrer=whatsapp 

 

The project is under Traditional fashion  in Pakistan. 

To give skills to uneducated women and girls                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Mobile Educational Computer Center  Improve Educational Opportunities in Villages 

of Area C 



https://cec.qou.edu/trcenter/ 

 

The project is under Al-Quds Open University in Palestine. 

Area C in the West Bank (WB) represents about 62% of the total surface area of the WB. 

This area which is under full control of the Israeli Occupying Forces (IOF) The IOF deprive 

them from free construction of social infrastructure in the fields of education, health 

agriculture and most of aspects of life. As a result of that, all schools are lacking class rooms 

and deprived from sanitary and hygiene facilities.   Mobile Educational Center is a project 

aims to improve the educational opportunities in the marginalized areas of South Hebron 

and Jordan Valley, through using two mobile van equipped with computers, books & e-

textbooks, which travels between the schools in area C  in South Hebron and Jordan Valley 

covering 29 communities. The project aims improving the IT skills of schools & universities 

students, and local community members. The Project also aims at raising the teacher’s 

capacities in the targeted schools, through training courses in designing e-learning 

programs, in addition to promoting voluntary work values, charity values, & teamwork 

skills while participating in the voluntary campaigns in these areas, which enables women 

empowerment & improve their skills in computers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Observatorio Nacional Democracia Digital 

https://www.democraciadigital.pe/ 

 

The project is under D&D Internacional - Democracia Digital in Peru. 

D&D International has been promoting the Digital Democracy Program in Peru for more 

than seven years. Its mission is to promote the responsible use of the Internet and show its 

benefits, as well as warn about its possible risks.   OUR PURPOSE  We promote the 

responsible use of the Internet, showing the benefits that citizens can obtain in different 

areas of society. We generate proposals that promote digital citizenship in a more inclusive 

and open environment.    Our lines of action: More than four years strengthening democracy 

with information technologies  Capacity: Conversations, workshops, seminars, meetings and 

forums for capacity building.  Publications: We collect the best practices that contribute to 

our line of research.  Projects: Initiatives such as Hackathons and App Contests to meet the 

needs of the country. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

Girls Inspire Tech 

https://mujereshacker.telefonica.com/girls-inspire-tech 

 

The project is under Telefónica in Peru. 



In Peru, less than 10% of women are inclined to careers in the technology sector (INEI, 

2019). Furthermore, according to figures from CONCYTEC, only 34% of professionals 

dedicated to science, technology and innovation are women. Equitable participation in this 

sector and the reduction of the digital divide is still an important issue to address; 

Therefore, since 2011, the International Day of Girls in ICT has been celebrated in more 

than 100 countries. This day aims to encourage adolescents and young women to direct 

their studies to the growing field of information technology. Movistar Peru has actively 

participated in this celebration since 2018, when Wayra Peru adapted “Girls Inspire Tech 

(GIT)”, a valuable initiative of Telefónica Spain, to the national reality. Girls Inspire Tech is a 

space aimed at girls from 13 to 16 years old, who can develop their STEM vocations 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics), based on technology, innovation and 

entrepreneurship workshops. The initiative seeks to promote an entrepreneurial culture in 

girls and adolescents through the strengthening of their digital capacities and teamwork, in 

order to explore innovative solutions to real problems in the environment. Participants 

receive tools to communicate their projects and / or solutions in a playful and creative way, 

as well as have the opportunity to develop and present their proposal at the end of the 

workshops. To date, a total of 3 editions of Girls Inspire Tech have been held in Peru. This 

year, the name was changed to TEC Girls, to facilitate the identification of the young 

participants. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

Comparatel: “Discover the tariff plan for telephony, Internet and Pay TV that suits 

you best. Compare and choose” 

https://www.comparatel.pe/ 

 

The project is under Telecommunications Regulatory Agency  in Peru. 

The tariff plans that telecommunication operators offer is wide and dynamic, generating a 

diverse range of tariffs and conditions that make difficult for users to determine the best 

choice.  In this context, and as part of the institutional policy of empowering user with 

information, the OSIPTEL arranged to put all updated commercial information in the 

market available for users, in order to compare, and thus choose the best choice.  

Comparatel was developed for this purpose, as a digital tool that systematizes and arranges 

the current tariff plans offered, in order to be available to the public in a friendly way, 

allowing comparison based on what is really needed.  When you enter Comparatel 

(comparatel.pe), you have four services: Two calculators to determine mobile data 

consumption and home Internet speed; and two to compare tariff plans. The user must set 

up the tariff that plans to invest, the amount of data or the speed needed, and Comparatel 

will present a dashboard with all current offers in the market.  Comparatel was entirely 

developed by the OSIPTEL, and it is constantly improving. It has been available since 

February 2020 and has been visited by more than 830 000 people. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 



The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

 

ePortugal webportal (single digital gateway for public services) 

https://eportugal.gov.pt/ 

 

The project is under  Administrative Modernisation Agency in Portugal. 

The Portuguese single digital gateway for public services, ePortugal was quickly adapted to 

provide new information, tutorials, and services for citizens and companies. ePortugal is the 

privileged vehicle to provide both citizens and businesses the services they need in the 

context of social distancing. The wide range of transactional services that can be performed 

on the ePortugal portal, include: changing the address on the citizen card, requesting birth, 

marriage, and/or death certificates, or requesting over 500 business licenses and permits. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Sustainable Villages for Development 

http://sv4d.org/ 

 

The project is under ARCTEL-CPLP in Portugal. 

ARCTEL-CPLP is the Association for the Portuguese speaking countries Communications 

Regulators. The association aims to promote multilateral cooperation in order to build the 

best regulatory environment  for the companies to develop, for the communications market 

to work, with the main gold to provide better communications and access for all the 



citizens.   Our main activities are related to investigation, training, and exchange of 

information.                                                                                

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10. 

 

 

National Food Security Analytics and Supply and Demand Dashboard 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

"Ensure the supply of essential food items, hygiene products and medical supplies during 

the crisis, by supporting government officials with a dashboard that monitors stock 

evolution, provides alerts, simulates future scenarios, and enables contingency planning. 

Key information from different sources are integrated in a single platform (e.g. imports 

data, local production data, stock levels of different key food and hygiene/medical products, 

etc.).     A simple visualization interface provides government officials with an immediate 

view on actual and projected supply, demand, stock, and potential gaps"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

Qatari Legal Portal  - Almeezan 

http://almeezan.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry Of Justice in Qatar. 

"Al-Meezan is the official portal for publishing and disseminating all Qatari Gazettes that 

contains laws, rules and regulations of the state of Qatar since 1961 thus enabling citizens, 

residents, ministries, institutions, and investors to browse all legal information in the state 

of Qatar encouraging foreign investments by directly presenting the legal framework for 

doing business in the country.    Al-Meezan creates a valuable contribution to the ictQATAR 

greater digitization vision with an additional value by increasing the Arabic digital content 

on the internet with an English translation of legislation.  Portal is being published with 

Mulitple channel : website & Mobile Application  For more information, please visit: 

www.almeezan.qa  "   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Equal opportunities in IT  

https://www.instagram.com/starman_gang/ 

 

The project is under Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher 

Education "St. Petersburg State University of Telecommunications named after Prof. 



MA Bonch-Bruyevich" in Russian Federation. 

The initiative proposed at SPbSUT provides an opportunity for all students, regardless of 

gender, to undergo training in the field of telecommunications and apply their knowledge 

within the walls of the University, taking part in scientific conferences and projects. 

Extracurricular scientific events are organizes on a regular basis: scientific interest 

communities, intellectual team competitions, etc. This provides a platform where everyone, 

including women and girls, can express themselves and show their skills in various fields. 

The target audience of the project is young students between 18-25 y.o.. The aim of this 

initiative is to improve access for women and girls to digital technologies, expand their 

opportunities, acquire additional skills and knowledge in the field of ICT and strengthen 

their position in this area. During this year, it is planned to expand the project by integrating 

with other higher educational institutions of St. Petersburg. A distinctive feature of our 

project is that when registering for various scientific events, the gender of the participant is 

not indicated, thereby equalizing the rights of all participants. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Customer Service Communication Platform 

https://help.mos.ru 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow in 

Russian Federation. 

Moscow is a 17-million megacity, whose residents actively contact the city's hotlines for 

information and support. At the same time, the city did not have a single database and 

knowledge management system, data exchange between various services in order to 

support Moscow residents was available only by e-mail, and the knowledge forming and 

approving process took a very long time.  The goal of the project was to create a unified 

system that ensures the interaction of support and technical services in the process of 

organization of information assistance for citizens, which would also include the knowledge 

management and online requests processing functions. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

IT-nomad camp. Nomad camp school and  kindergarten 

https://depit.admhmao.ru/it-proekty/it-stoybishche/ 

 

The project is under Government of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Ugra, 

628006, Russian Federation in Russian Federation. 

The Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug-Ugra is implementing the project “IT nomad 

camp school and  kindergarten”. The project implementation started with the establishment 

of IT nomad camps with a goal to provide Internet connectivity to the northern indigenous 



population in remote areas. Satellite equipment or cellular signal boosting equipment is 

installed in such communities to ensure Internet access. Each Internet access point (“IT 

nomad camp”) is meant for several reindeer herders’ camps each inhabited by more than 

one family. The inhabitants of the camps can visit the access point to use the Internet. 26 IT  

nomad camps have been set up in 2 years bringing Internet access to more than 2200 

people.     The establishment of IT nomad camps gave momentum to a new unique project, 

unmatched in the world, the “IT nomad camp school and  kindergarten”. The project 

provides for online training of schoolchildren while their parents pursue traditional 

indigenous nomadic way of life. It gives children an opportunity not to attend a boarding-

school. Parents can opt for e-learning for their children for certain period of time. All such 

families are provided with uninterrupted Internet access and digital educational devices 

(laptops, tablet computers, desktop computers).    The unique feature of this model of 

training is integration of homeschooling with the traditional teaching in a classroom setting. 

The project targets preschool and primary general education.    A unique digital key is 

emailed to of one of the parents for access the digital  educational platform and its specially 

developed educational curricula. Children study the material together with their parents, do 

tasks in accordance with their age and individual schedule. The platform offers an 

opportunity for online consultations with teachers of any of the school subjects and access 

to online lessons.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

The“Active Citizen” Project   

https://ag.mos.ru 

 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

The “Active citizen” project started in 2014 as a platform for electronic voting on urban 

development issues. An exceptional feature of the project is the guaranteed implementation 

of citizens’ decisions.  The project has expanded its functions and sections.  The following 

sections are available on the project's website and in the app: "Voting", "Public discussions 

of urban development projects", "City news", Rewards store for project participants, "Pulse 

of the Capital", "Project's faces", the Online map of implemented decisions.  Moreover, 

several independent services that form a culture of digital democracy among the residents 

of Moscow are implemented on the basis of "Active Citizen":   -“E-Home”,   -“Clean City”,   - 

"A Million Prizes" - a program for increasing consumer demand.    The participants 

determine streets, courtyards, and parks to be developed, how clinics, libraries, and 

multifunctional centers work, determine the development of the districs and they also 

choose holiday events.   Since 2014, “Active citizen” is used by more than 4.8 million 

citizens, about 2 million of them registered in 2020. An average of 200 thousand people 

participate in each voting.  Over the six years, more than 4.8 thousand voting procedures 

were held, more than 3.5 thousand decisions and 150 million opinions were implemented 

and considered. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

Stereotypes about women and their consequences: on the path to equal opportunities 

in the digital economy 

https://nafi.ru/ 

 

The project is under NAFI Ltd. in Russian Federation. 

The study set out to examine the mindsets in Russian society that cause gender inequality in 

the digital economy. We found that gender inequality is usually measured in terms of 

indices, which are calculated on the basis of rather formal indicators like literacy rate, labor 

force participation, income level, life expectancy, number of women in parliament, etc. At 

the same time, public opinion is rarely taken into account, although the gender inequality 

phenomenon is formed and maintained by members of society themselves. This issue 

should be studied largely through public opinion, not only through economic, financial, or 

demographic indicators. We set a goal to determine the real status of women by studying 

the public opinion concerning such issues as career opportunities of women in the modern 

digital economy as well as in politics, representation of women in the media, the role of 

parents in shaping career plans of teens, professional preferences depending on gender, 

assignment of domestic duties between men and women, etc. This gave a deep 

understanding of how existing perceptions of Russian people regarding the role, abilities 

and potential of women guide them when making decisions on gender issues. We 

discovered that one of the most significant reasons causing the current high level of gender 

inequality is a set of various stereotypes that affect many aspects of our lives from the 

economy in general and its digital sphere to the labour market, education, public, and family 

life. These stereotypes prevent women from realizing their dreams, implementing projects 

and moving forwards. The study’s results give a comprehensive picture of the key barriers 

at the level of social stereotypes that directly affect status of Russian women in the digital 

economy, public and family life, education, and labor market. The sample included 1,811 

respondents aged 14+ living in 8 federal districts and 46 regions of Russia. Desk research 

method as well as personal and expert interviews were used to conduct the survey.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG5. 

 

 

Smart Classroom Program 

https://mis.rp.ac.rw/storage/attachments/uploaded//Smart%20Classroom%20Design%2

0Specifications%20and%20Plan%202018%2010%2016%2009:16.pdf 

 

The project is under Rwanda Education Board in Rwanda. 

The “Smart Classroom” program is a concept that was introduced in line with the one laptop 

per child program and following technology development that could allow to reduce costs 



and increase access and equity. With the main purpose being to standardize existing 

computer labs to support 21st century learning, the smart classroom program contributes 

to ensuring that technology is integrated in all education processes including preparation, 

delivery of lessons, assessments and research.  The physical setup of chairs, tables, and 

presentation in a classroom can significantly influence learning. Instructional 

communication theory suggests that seating arrangements can impact how the teachers 

communicates with students and how the students interact with one another, impacting 

engagement, motivation, and focus. More than 692 smart classrooms across the country 

have been set up in schools to improve the quality of teaching and learning. Three options 

are considered: 1) building and equipping new smart classroom to accommodate 50 

students, 2) merging two existing small classrooms into one big classroom for the smart 

classroom to accommodate 50 students, and 3) remodeling existing small classrooms to 

accommodate 30 students where building new or merging two classroom is not possible.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Tahadi 

https://tahadi.tetco.sa 

 

The project is under TETCO in Saudi Arabia. 

Tahadi is a Gamification App that manages and activates synchronous and asynchronous e-

competitions where two players compete against each other trying to answer as many 

correct questions as he/she can in different topics which bring out a competitive spirit and 

create a fun experience. The main goal of the e-competition is to contribute to the 

improvement of educational quality and instillation of positive values and principles. We 

designed Tahadi to spread awareness through e-competitions in different fields such as 

educational, cultural and social topics which have the most significant impact among 

students, citizens and non-citizens. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Attaa initiative - Kulana Attaa ( عطاء  كلنا ) 

https://attaa.sa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Technology today has great importance in our lives. It has facilitated human life and 

increased efficiency, productivity and facilitation of transactions. Technology has become an 

indispensable foundation in most countries today.  With the great development witnessed 

by the KSA in various fields, which is technology development one of them, it is necessary to 

enable the society with all types of technology, to raise its efficiency and enhance its 



capabilities to optimum.    Due to what the world is witnessing during Covid19 pandemic 

and to ensure continuity in the dissemination of digital knowledge and raising digital 

awareness, all physical events have been replaced with virtual solutions. (Kulna Attaa) is a 

campaign that was launched in partnership with the governmental, private sectors and 

NGOs, to bridge the gap experienced between some members of society and obtaining 

sufficient knowledge due the lack of hardware and digital tools. The campaign aims to 

collect and prepare PCs and tablets from donors to start its new journey with a new 

beneficiary of low-income students from the Kingdom. More than 28,000 tablets and 

portable devices have been donated, 110,000 SIM cards which benefited more than 160 

NGOs  To complete the success of the campaign, the second version was announced through 

which we sought to devote efforts to educating teachers and parents to raise awareness of 

their children by optimizing the use of technology. Several awareness lectures on the topics 

of distance education were presented. in addition, several Guides and handbooks on many 

subjects such as Ethics of Distant Education, Best Practices in Technology, and Best learning 

tools and in Distant Education with 34 lectures and more than 3M beneficiaries.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

ThinkTech initiative 

https://thinktech.sa 

 

The project is under Ministry of communication and information technology  in Saudi 

Arabia. 

ThinkTech is an umbrella for strategic awareness projects in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

launched by the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology to anticipate the 

latest technology and cover the technical Knowledge needs, therefore, to empower the local 

and global talents amid the unexpected Corona pandemic, Think Tech which is an initiative 

by the Saudi Ministry of Communications and Information Technology that aims to raise 

awareness when it comes to technologies, decided to launch a series of online meetups, 

where more than 50 virtual Meetups (webinars) and had an audience of more than 5 

million from more than 60 countries around the world. The topics of these technical events 

varied, including women's empowerment, Entrepreneurship, the nonprofit sector, the 

gaming industry, and many other topics. The topics covered were addressed to top 

executives, business owners, parents, and kids. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, LEA, EMP, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

Digitalizing Amicable Settlements  

https://www.mol.gov.sa/SecureSSL/Login.aspx 

 

The project is under Ministry of Human Resources and Social Development  in Saudi 



Arabia. 

The impact of the pandemic on the workers has been catastrophic, with the unemployment 

rate rising by more than 4%, which comes to about the lives of 600 thousand people. The 

restraints and curfew applied, made it difficult for them to come to an amicable settlement 

with their respective employers where it was needed. HRSD took the initiative and offered 

an innovative amicable settlement service utilizing digital means. The impact of the remote 

sessions facilitated by the service has been tremendous, More than 87,352 number of cases 

were handled, more than 4,163 million SAR settled to workers. The service has had a major 

impact on society and families considering the increase of the claims of labor dispute during 

the coronavirus pandemic.  Business values of the service : 1. minimizing the duration of the 

first session. 2. Allowing workers and business owners to attend settlement sessions during 

curfews. 3. Complying with the social distancing . 4. Better utilization of HRSD investigators 

across the kingdom. 5. Increasing the confidence and trust in digital transformation . 6. 

Encouraging workers to utilize HRSD digital services and protect their physical locations 

.After the implementation of the service, the following benefits were realized. 1. The waiting 

duration before the first session start is short, taking into consideration the sessions 

conducted remotely and HRSD investigators, who can be from any HRSD branch. 2. 

Conducting sessions during the curfew, since all sessions are done remotely. 3. No need for 

physical presence to conduct the sessions, ensuring the health and safety of workers, 

business owners, and investigators 4. Distributing the cases among investigators across all 

branches around the kingdom enabling accommodation of more cases. 5. Attendees' 

signatures have been replaced by the OTPs, and OTPs are recorded in the Settlement 

Report. 6. Social Distancing is applied by default, all parties and HRSD investigators are 

using their own devices from different locations to attend sessions. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

King Abdulaziz University (KAU) Female Faculty Scholarship Program in Computing 

and Information Technology 

https://computing.kau.edu.sa/Default-611-EN 

 

The project is under King Abdulaziz University   in Saudi Arabia. 

 KAU Female Faculty Scholarship program is offered by King Abdulaziz University to 

females at the Faculty of Computing and Information Technology (FCIT). The aim of the 

scholarship program is to empower women to become qualified higher education 

professional capital to meet Saudi society's needs for computing and informatics specialists 

in  three departments operating in both the Men's and Women's campuses. These are:  

Department of Computer Science, Department of Information Technology,  Department of 

Information Systems. Once employed as teaching assistants, all female faculty have the 

opportunity to apply for the fully subsidised scholarship program to obtain postgraduate 

qualifications from higher education institutions of interest in the UK, Ireland, the US and 

Australia. The scholarship enables female faculty to strengthen their skills in English 



language and pursue MA and PhD programs of interest.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Supporting Female Student in Developing Software Products 

https://www.facebook.com/SaudiElectronicUniversity/ 

 

The project is under Saudi Electronic University in Saudi Arabia. 

Saudi Electronic University is a public university that aims to offers high-quality programs 

for all segments of society through the use of blended learning. It promotes knowledge 

production and community services to help achieve developmental goals by optimal 

utilization of technology. This technologically-based learning eases education by increasing 

its accessibility while preserving its quality through practical application. Saudi Electronic 

University presents a flexible and distinguished example of higher education, supports self-

learning skills, and offers knowledge that aims to graduate students that can represent the 

nation. It also supports the mission and the concept of lifelong e-learning and distance 

education for all members of Saudi society. In alignment with these goals, Saudi Electronic 

University involves students with technology-based projects involving artificial intelligence 

that serve the community.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Digital Empowering Initiative 

https://www.uj.edu.sa/Home.aspx?Lng=EN 

 

The project is under University of Jeddah  in Saudi Arabia. 

 In the world driven by transformative technologies, there is a critical need for global 

citizens of all ages to have a set of digital skills to live, work, learn, and participate in 

modern society. Thus, digital literacy is vastly becoming a foundational framework of skills 

akin to reading and writing. Digital Empowering initiative was established in September 

2019 to address this issue. The initiative is a collaboration between the College of Computer 

Science and Engineering and the Deanship of Community service; I have been leading this 

initiative, as being the Vice Dean of the College of Computer Science and Engineering (girls 

section). The initiative's goal is to spread the digital literacy and IT skills among various 

sectors of society, with women and children as the main beneficiaries. It mainly consists of 

training courses and workshops, delivered in person and online by the female faculties of 

the college, , in diverse of information technology-related topics, examples are listed below 

with the full list attached:  - Artificial Intelligence in our lives: Technologies and demands 

(adults)  -  Technologies and Applications of Cloud Computing (adults)  - Safe search in the 

Internet for Children  - E-Commerce: from the idea to the application  - Programming for 

Children with Scratch  - Security breaches and how to avoid them  - Introduction to Internet 



of Things  - Principles of Cybersecurity  The initiative has been run so far in two events:   1- 

22 Sept - 5 Oct./ 2019, In person at the 'Yasmeen Mall"", which is one of the largest malls in 

Jeddah/Saudi Arabia   2- 1 June - 22 July/ 2020, Online as part of the summer online camp 

(due to COVID-19 pandemic)   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

WE  

https://sa.zain.com/ar 

 

The project is under Zain KSA in Saudi Arabia. 

1. Zain female leadership program, is a project under the WE initiative where young female 

employees get a chance to sit with the CEO to learn more about his leadership by example. 

This project prepares these young women to become leaders and future CEO's in the tech 

world.      2. Flexibility program for maternity leave: Zain gave a nursery hour for 2 years 

extra than what the government already provides for working women.    3. VIP parking for 

pregnant women! - we are very proud of this project because as simple as it is, its quiet a 

battle to fight especially when parkings are far from the offices and in the heat of the desert 

sun!      4. WE awareness: yearlong, we make campaigns internal and external as well to 

promote WE principles of women leadership, diversity, equality and inclusion.      5. 

Collaboration with CITC to train Zain female employees so that in the future they are well 

prepared to hold a leadership position in the ICT field.      6. Women's international day 

event, is a great event, where everyone is gathered to discuss women issues, to encourage 

diversity, equality and inclusion. Events like these are especially important as they help us 

mold our culture into one that empowers women.     The WE initiative increased the number 

of women in Zain KSA's leadership positions, and it increased the number of women in the 

Tech workforce nationwide. 23% female in executive management which is considered the 

highest rate among all telecom providers in the country.    In addition, there is 12% female 

employees in the company, 8% of them in top leadership positions.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Specialist Development Program (SDP)  

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6483243616172011520 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

Stc is a digital champion, always been focused on innovation and evolution, thinking about 

future to make it,   to stay ahead as a truly meaningful and purposeful organization.   It 

offers variety of ICT solutions and digital services in several categories including 

telecommunication,   IT, financial technology, digital media, cybersecurity, and other 

advanced digital solutions,   with that they are leading the digital transformation nationally 



and regionally.                                                                

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Tech-Unity Research Group 

http://blinds.access.edu.sa/about/ 

 

The project is under King Saud University  in Saudi Arabia. 

We conducted a research study reporting the planning and conducting of a three-week 

workshop to teach the basics of programming to adults with Visual Impairment (VI). The 

aim was to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promoting lifelong 

learning opportunities for all”, signifying the fourth Sustainable Development GoalSDG4). 

The study explored strategies that can be adapted to introduce the basics of programming 

to adults with VI and how these strategies impact participants’ programming achievements 

and perceptions. Data were collected using several methods: questionnaires, interviews, 

classroom observations, performance records, and daily reports. The workshop 

incorporated multimodal teaching strategies to simplify the understanding of main 

programming concepts taught in an introductory programming course. The strategies 

involved problem-based, role-play, pair work, and project-based activities. Such teaching 

strategies proved to have a positive impact on the participants’ achievements and attitudes. 

The improvement in the participants’ programming skills was detected based on their 

performance records and final project evaluations. Such improvement was also reported by 

the participants themselves in their positive responses to the post-questionnaire, during 

interviews, and in-classroom observation. As for their attitudes, the participants 

demonstrated high levels of interest in learning programming and positive attitudes 

towards the experience. However, their experience involved some challenges, such as 

understanding abstract concepts, code navigation, and some technical issues. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

Global 5G Use Case Incubator (stc Powered) 

https://www.stc.com.sa/wps/wcm/connect/english/individual/individual 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

A Unified technology portal to bring together the 5G Technical and Network capabilities 

with the evolving cross industry IoT use cases across various technologies through a 

centralized portal powered by stc and WSIS.  A Global Portal for all products & services, 

powered by 5G technology and serving use-cases in Healthcare, Smart Cities, Education, 

Tourism, Agriculture, Fintech, Entertainment, Construction & Transport. Central web-based 

store of browsable solutions from across the world and bringing together global IoT Use 

Case providers with Network Technology provider and OEMs. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, ENV, 

AGR, SCI, 9, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

Wi-fiHome by Beinday 

https://beinday.com 

 

The project is under BEINDAY by INTERFACE SAS in Senegal. 

While one in two inhabitants of this planet is currently confined, business life is getting 

organized. BeInday by Interface sas maximizes the potential of the WI-FI connection in 

Senegal to promote telework and e-commerce during this period of fight against COVID 

19.We have implemented Wifi-Home dedicated to real estate agencies and owners of rental 

properties. The focus was on "STAY AT HOME" because of the COVID-19 pandemic. The 

objective is to be able to better adapt its product in the current context.           

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

Unified Contact Center for COVID-19 at 19819 

https://www.srbija.gov.rs/specijal/en/152298 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"As COVID-19 started to spread, the Government of Serbia established several contact 

centers and information platforms to provide its citizens with accurate and timely 

information and guidance. A dedicated integrated COVID-19 contact center designed to 

respond to all their questions related to the novel coronavirus disease COVID-19 has been 

made available at 19819.   By calling this number, citizens can obtain reliable and up-to-date 

information and advice regarding precautionary measures and receive recommendations in 

the fight against coronavirus, as well as contact the competent professional services from 

different fields of expertise and throughout the country.   Operators are available daily from 

8am to 10pm, whereas citizens have the opportunity to obtain information on COVID-19 24 

hours a day. Calling the Contact Center at 19819 is free of charge for users of all landline 

and mobile networks.  Up to mid-May 2020, more than 8 thousand calls had been received, 

and the most sought-after operator services by citizens had been those of the Ministry of 

Health, Institute of Public Health “Dr Milan Jovanovic Batut” and City Secretariat for Public 

Health Belgrade (around 6,000 calls to these institutions alone)."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



Viber Automated COVID-19 Chatbot Serbia 

https://chats.viber.com/covid19info 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"In cooperation with Rakuten Viber, the Government of the Republic of Serbia and its Office 

for Information Technologies and eGovernment launched an automated COVID-19 chatbot 

info service on the Viber platform, in order to provide citizens with verified information, 

important news and answers to questions regarding COVID-19. This service provides 

medical info on the virus, real-time data, precautionary measures and guidelines, important 

numbers and government decisions with regard to the state of emergency and relaxation of 

measures.  Automated COVID-19 Chatbot answers all potential citizen questions regarding 

COVID-19 and it is available 24/7 at official COVID-19 dedicated government website 

https://covid19.rs/ and through Viber application. Citizens can get the information by 

entering text questions or choosing one of the categories offered.   Initially it covered 65 

scenarios and topics related to the virus itself, symptoms, prevention measures, important 

phones, current data and the Government decisions. In the second phase of the project 

implementation, based on user inquiries, the number of scenarios has reached more than 

80, and the chat bot can now provide information on the rights of employees in isolation, 

student exams, on raising a pension, electronic application for preschools, online cultural 

content, how to become a volunteer, and many other questions."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Single Contact Center for Elderly Assistance at 19920 

https://www.srbija.gov.rs/specijal/en/152298 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"In the days when the nationwide State of Emergency was declared over the novel 

coronavirus epidemic in Serbia and when the movement of our oldest citizens had to be 

restricted, it was necessary to establish a single contact point through which they can ask 

for assistance and ensure adequate support network and coordination.   The Government of 

the Republic of Serbia has established a single contact center for providing assistance to the 

elderly that can be reached by dialing 19920, and a network of volunteers. By dialing this 

number, the elderly can turn for assistance with regard to food, medicines and other needs, 

to the city and municipal centers where volunteers who provide their assistance are 

engaged. Calling the contact center at 19920 is free of charge for users of all landline and 

mobile networks.  Nearly 20,000 calls had been received from March 24 up to mid-May 

2020."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3. 



 

 

Expression of Interest for Enrollment in Schools (Interim Service to e-Enrollment) 

https://euprava.gov.rs 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

The enrollment of children in the first grade of elementary schools, which traditionally 

begins on April 1, started later this year due to the novel coronavirus outbreak and the state 

of emergency. As of Wednesday, April 1, 2020, instead of enrollment, parents and other 

legal representatives were encouraged to use the interim service, called “Expression of 

interest”, through the redesigned e-Government portal. The aim of this service was to 

establish the "initial" parent-school contact and to assure the parents that the school is 

aware of their intention to enroll their children. On the other hand, the service helped the 

schools to optimize the number and classes and to better prepare for the next school year. 

In the 6 days of its availability on national e-Government portal, the “expression of interest” 

service had been used by 11,000 parents.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

Digital Hope 

https://digitalhopesierraleone.blogspot.com/ 

 

The project is under B-Gifted Foundation  of Sierra Leone /  Maryland University 

Francis King Carey School of Law in Sierra Leone. 

We are using modern technologies to reach vulnerable, marginalized amputees to access 

information about Covid19 through their cellphones and via public address systems in the 

communities. The initiative assists those who are doubly marginalized as a result of their 

physical indifferences knowing that their situation will become even challenging during the 

Covid19 epidemic.  Persons with Disabilities are traditionally left behind and this is true of 

Amputees and War Wounded who face a lot of discrimination within the communities they 

live. The project offers innovative programs that will help them gain useful information 

during the Covid19 epidemic, attract humanitarian support, develop their residual skills 

and day to day functional abilities and free PWDs  from being dependent on others and 

access gainful livelihood opportunities through innovative skills. The project will help 

eliminate these discrimination by providing the tools that Amputees and War Wounded 

need to over leap the discrimination and neglect they face in the areas of access to 

innovative tools, employment,  grant and access and other support.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 



Molo Mhlaba School 

http://www.molomhlaba.org 

 

The project is under Molo Mhlaba NPC in South Africa. 

STEM plays a crucial role in the development of our society, yet faces a staggering under-

representation of black women from under-served communities.  We aim to bring this 

hugely untapped pool of talent  to light.  Molo Mhlaba is a network of nonprofit, low-fee, 

primary schools in under-served communities, which provides girls with unprecedented 

access to STEAM (STEM plus Arts) education, going beyond standard educational targets to 

strive for excellence and innovation. It believes these girls have a right to be inspired by a 

career in STEAM, and to be given a safe, enjoyable, and supportive environment in which to 

pursue their goals. Molo Mhlaba aims to provide under-served girls in South Africa with 

unprecedented access to excellent, local STEAM education, and to positively impact the 

identity of learners and their families by showcasing what is possible in their communities. 

The school uses a Montessori curriculum with additional STEAM-based programmes 

(robotics, computer programming, astronomy, chemistry, contemporary dance and yoga) to 

deliver a high impact, project-based learning environment. It also invests heavily in 

outreach programmes, to ensure it can positively impact many more girls than those 

enrolled;  The high standards of education offered by Molo Mhlaba are guaranteed by:  a 

holistic strategy to tackle the complex challenges preventing girls from achieving their 

potential; therefore:  The school runs from 7:30 to 16:00 so that children of working 

parents are kept safe and engaged through activities-based after-school programmes;  

Learners are served two hot meals and two snacks each day;  The location of the schools is 

chosen to reduce the travel time and related costs;   a schooling environment designed to 

set up its teachers for success: smaller classrooms (one teacher and one assistant for 25 

children) make for better learning environments and a manageable workload for teachers 

and their assistants.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

www.BitCoinKasi.com 

https://www.facebook.com/malesela 

 

The project is under Malesela Samuel Mogale Business Enterprise CC in South Africa. 

Malesela Samuel Mogale Business Enterprise CC is currently Researching 

http://www.PDCA.co.za/Fintech.html while empowering and Training Women in South 

Africa to Code.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



CoronaSurveys Project 

https://coronasurveys.org/ 

 

The project is under IMDEA Networks Institute in Spain. 

In the CoronaSurveys project we combine crowdsourcing, the wisdom of the crowds, and 

the multiplicative effect of indirect reporting to estimate this number and it evolution over 

time.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG16. 

 

 

Somos Emprende Network  

https://theglocal.network/company/somosemprende-network 

 

The project is under Andalucia Emprende, Andalusian Public Foundation in Spain. 

WE ARE (SOMOS) Emprende Network is an intelligent and collaborative community based 

on a digital platform devised to generate a forum for entrepreneurs and the entrepreneurial 

system. The digital platform is designed to pool and integrate all of the knowledge, 

experiences and resources that the stakeholders of the entrepreneurial system can share, so 

it is made available to every entrepreneur and self-employed accessing the website. It is the 

gateway that allows any fledgeling entrepreneur to connect and interact with qualified and 

skilled professionals that can help them navigate their entrepreneurship process, providing 

solutions to their needs arising as they progress, also offering the entrepreneur the 

opportunity of taking part in various initiatives, meetings and projects. Throughout the 

Covid-19 pandemic, it has proved to be a useful conduit for the telecommuting of SMMEs 

and the self-employed; a major meeting point where businesses could be empowered and 

upgraded to a digital level in an easier and simpler way, even in such an adverse situation. 

Also, it helped us to reach out to many more people, providing timely, high-priority updates 

for entrepreneurship and the maintenance of employment. Our core challenge is to steer 

stakeholders towards a direction where they can converge on their path to 

entrepreneurship, whilst innovation, new and better business ideas are taking shape; to get 

involved in the entrepreneurial system, encouraging people and entities to connect and join 

the digital community. There, they will be able to cooperate and find what they are looking 

for: the value they need to transform their ideas and the optimal circumstances and 

instruments to make a project lengthens its strides. With SOMOS, we attempt to make use of 

the ICTs to help people get quality jobs by means of entrepreneurial activities, thereby 

reducing unemployment whilst increasing productivity and consumption. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

 “Hacemos” y “Somos Emprende Network” 

https://www.andaluciaemprende.es/ 



 

The project is under Andalucía Emprende, Fundación Pública Andaluza in Spain. 

HACEMOS is focused on entrepreneurial conversion, which begins with the detection of real 

problems, the generation of challenges in society, and their transformation into business 

opportunities. By connecting Andalusian entrepreneurs and businesses online, SOMOS 

Emprende Network facilitates telecommuting, so jobs may not be so easily lost as a result of 

the Covid-19 crisis. The Andalusia Emprende Foundation is an instrument of the regional 

government of Andalusia, which works on establishing an intelligent entrepreneurial 

ecosystem. Our organization promotes innovation with a broad knowledge base and open 

format data, which provide new entrepreneurs with the information they need. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

ProFuturo Digital Education Programme 

https://profuturo.education/en 

 

The project is under ProFuturo  in Spain. 

ProFuturo is a digital education programme created by Telefónica Foundation and ¨la Caixa¨ 

Foundation to narrow the education gap in the world by improving  the  quality of 

education of boys and girls living in vulnerable environments throughout Latin America, the 

Caribbean, Africa and Asia.  Its vision is to improve the education of millions of children 

around the world through technology, becoming a global reference of transformation and 

innovation in education.  It seeks to help teachers school principals and students develop 

21st century skills needed to face the challenges of this digital age.  ProFuturo works to 

ensure all children have the same opportunities, contributing to the achievement of Goal 

number 4 of the 2030 United Nations Sustainable Development Agenda (SDG4). To so, the 

programme is implemented in schools located in vulnerable environments, whether they 

are urban or rural areas.  Since ProFuturo was created in July 2016, the programme has 

been implemented in 38 countries of Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa and Asia, 

benefiting 11.5 million children and 450,000 teachers.  ProFuturo has designed a Digital 

Education Framework that addresses key elements to achieve educational quality. 

Moreover, it works with other organisations in projects that address specific needs of the 

contexts in which ProFuturo operates.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

Dunia Almadaris (The World of Schools) 

https://dunialmadaris.zyrosite.com/ 

 

The project is under Federal Ministry of General Education in Sudan. 

Dunia Almadaris (or the World of Schools) project aims to make the issue of education the 



focus of citizens' attention through citizen knowledge, by involving citizens in collecting 

data and analyzing educational conditions, and then identifying gaps in the education 

system and evaluating its performance and pushing for solutions that achieve the goals of 

the educational system from reaching equity and quality. The project targets a flexible 

approach with small steps and several stages so that there is effectiveness and positive 

mobilization of citizens around the issue of education. The success of this model may 

become the roadmap for mobilizing open data for development issues.    The vision of the 

project is to bridge the gaps between schools and children in access, equity, and quality in 

education through communication, information and educational technology. These gaps can 

be reduced by reducing the digital divide between children by connecting schools to the 

Internet and providing electronic educational content using appropriate technologies that 

can fit into the context of the place with a plan for continuous improvement. The objective 

of the project is to close the information gap (and loop) about the conditions of schools and 

students to enable the Ministry, partners and actors in the education system to develop 

plans to achieve equity in learning opportunities. The project will enable the government to 

implement projects with the Universal Access Fund. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, GOV, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

Roteco 

https://www.roteco.ch 

 

The project is under École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne in Switzerland. 

"The digital society requires the acquisition of skills related to computer sciences like 

computational thinking or competences in coding. Also trans-versal competences like 

communication, collaboration and creativity are increasingly important. Educational 

robotics is perceived as a valuable tool to increase such competences and is more and more 

present in the new school curricula.         The Roteco project ( www.roteco.ch) aims to train 

school teachers in the field of educational robotics and computer science, to develop a 

community where teachers can find support and to exchange experiences and educational 

activities in order to increase the presence of robotics in school classes.         A call was made 

for the community itself to produce activities that can be done at home #learnathome 

(https://www.roteco.ch/fr/stories/faire-des-activites-educatives-a-la-maison-comment-et-

quoi/) . The community has remained active in order to best inform teachers about 

activities that allow children to continue to do robotics, programming and coding activities."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Humanitarian Encyclopedia——COVID-19 Humanitarian Platform 

https://humanitarianencyclopedia.org/ 

 



The project is under The Geneva Centre of Humanitarian Studies and the University of 

Geneva in Switzerland. 

The Humanitarian Encyclopedia offers this inclusive online space for dialogue and 

promotes co-production of new knowledge to enhance collaboration in future humanitarian 

responses.    The Humanitarian Encyclopedia is the product developed by humanitarian 

professionals and academics, aware of the necessity of speaking the same clear language, 

sharing knowledge as a public good and co-producing new forms of knowledge to guide 

future humanitarian responses.    The Humanitarian Encyclopedia is:  A living repository of 

co-produced humanitarian concepts  An open source library of relevant humanitarian 

resources  A dynamic mapping of humanitarian actors  An interactive platform with online 

forums, webinars and e-learning modules    During the COVID-19 crisis we are offering our 

expertise in the shape of webinars, scientific articles, shared guidance and field experiences, 

health assessment tools for outbreak management in humanitarian settings, concept 

analysis. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Fireflies Campaign 

https://fireflies.digital/ 

 

The project is under The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the 

Empowerment of Women in Turkey. 

Within the framework of the annual international 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based 

Violence Campaign and United Nations Secretary-General’s UNiTE by 2030 to End Violence 

against Women campaign (UNiTE campaign), UN Women Turkey launched a global digital 

campaign to raise awareness on gender-based cyber violence. The Campaign aimed to draw 

attention to cyber violence against women and girls, collect sex-disaggregated data on the 

level of awareness about cyber violence, and bring it to the public agenda by using 

innovative digital solutions. The Campaign was run at www.fireflies.digital and 

www.atesbocekleri.info, where visitors could take an interactive survey on cyber violence, 

assess their knowledge, download a guideline to learn further about cyber violence, its 

different forms, and available support/complaint mechanisms, and challenge their friends 

on social media. To galvanize action and expand the Campaign outreach, collecting one 

million fireflies was set as a communications goal. With their blinking lights, fireflies 

communicate with each other and light the dark, symbolizing mutual solidarity against 

cyber violence. Each visit to the website was counted as a firefly. Within 16 days, the 

Campaign reached 220,000 fireflies across 110 countries around the globe, and around 70 

thousand people took the interactive survey. Through unconventional partnerships, the 

Campaign reached nearly 50 million people on online and offline communication channels. 

The Campaign results revealed that most men respondents have less knowledge and 

concern about gender-based cyber violence than women, where women have more 

awareness of the protection mechanisms and the forms of cyber violence. UN Women will 



use the campaign results to develop studies, projects, and programmes to tackle gender-

based cyber violence. The website is active for an extended period and will be replicated in 

different languages.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG10. 

 

 

Youth Movement In Informatics 

https://habitatdernegi.org/digital-transformation/youth-movement-in-

informatics/?lang=en 

 

The project is under Habitat Association in Turkey. 

Habitat Digital Conversion Programme makes it common to use the channels of accessing to 

information in this changing and developing world. By means of this, Habitat develops 

projects and/or campaigns to support individuals to be educated on improving their digital 

skills and raise the awareness and knowledge of the society about digital rights. Bilişimde 

Genç Hareket was launched by Habitat Association and Cisco in 2006. This project aims to 

develop informatics and network technologies skills of youth and take part in information-

based society and the economy. As a part of the project, individuals who complete the 

project training can earn Cisco’s internationally recognized certificate. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Online Agribusiness Directory 

https://www.scribd.com/user/304891492/Agribusiness 

 

The project is under Agasha Group Limited in Uganda. 

To publish digital version of AgaSha's Agribusiness Directory which can be accessed via 

website and through USSD. This will connect farmers to their markets and partners 

everywhere at any time.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG17. 

 

 

Access and Use of ICTs 

https://www.digitalwomanuganda.org/publications/ 

 

The project is under Digital Woman Uganda  in Uganda. 

Digital Woman Uganda is a Civic-tech and Digital Rights Advocacy organization – operating 

an ICT powered model to extend the literacy and skills of an eco-system economy that the 

world currently operates in to a woman/ girl child. Preparing the African woman/ girls to 

be able to be competitive and self-sustaining in the Digital World. Our major objectives 



target around Community Advocacy on Digital Skills, Advocacy for Digital Rights and 

Training and Research and Innovation.                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Engaging the adolescent youth in the making of sanitary pads 

https://agapeofhope.wordpress.com/ 

 

The project is under Agape of Hope female youth development association  in Uganda. 

Agape of Hope was founded with an aim of equipping young women victims of economic 

and social forces with information and knowledge of reproductive health, vocational skills, 

improved farming and human rights to enhance their capacity to become responsible 

citizens. Agape of Hope helps to improve the lives of young women by empowering them 

with knowledge and skills for self-reliance. The target beneficiaries of our programs are 

adolescent girls in school, out of school youths, young mothers/women, maids, young 

women with disabilities and orphans. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Lucinda 

http://www.wsis.org  

 

The project is under Lucinda in Uganda. 

Target audience are the illiterate, women and disabled persons.      The main objective for 

this proposed project is to reduce exclusion of vulnerable people in economic development.     

The other objectives are:    • Increase the ability of Ugandans to scale up production.    • 

Improve the standard of living of small and medium scale persons through providing 

relevant knowledge and skills. This platform will increase people’s the zeal to work harder 

and transform their lives.    • Show the relevance of using technology to boost up the market 

of a particular good.    • Encourage people in the informal sector to get familiar with 

technology. A study shows that most of the developed countries rely largely on technology 

which proves to be a more efficient and effective means for startup enterprises to grow.        

The following practices will be employed throughout the project execution to manage and 

analyze customer interactions;    1. Pitching the idea. For the people living in accessible 

areas, we intend to use the agents as mediators who can reach them by making regular 

visits to the frequent community functions like Sunday gatherings, trade shows that are 

held occasionally and also fundraising functions    2. Workshops. In a bid to network and 

build relationships, this specific strategy will be used during the establishment of key 

partnerships by sharing the business idea with people and obtain their opinions. This will 

not only increase our innovative idea but expand our market.    3. Community Participation. 

Voluntarily carrying out seminars in various communities and being visible to customers, 



we listen and respond to them. We commit to sustaining relationships with clients and 

prospects.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG8. 

 

 

 

 Empowering women and girls through free internet   

http://www.fidrafrica.org/ 

 

The project is under Foundation for Development and Relief Africa  in Uganda. 

Foundation for Development and Relief Africa (FIDRA) started a journey as a partnership of 

young people, churches and local organizations committed to ending extreme poverty.  Our 

single aim was to strengthen service delivery focusing mostly on mental, maternal and child 

health, Rights advocacy, education and empowerment of the marginalized. FIDRA works  to 

create a society where young people are informed, empowered and freely given the 

opportunity to invest in their own future.  Over the last years, FIDRA has made notable 

progress on:-  - Supporting maternal and child health services through creating access to 

commodities and services that save expectant mothers and their newly born children   -  

Creating access to safe and clean drinking water for girls, children, women and their 

communities,  - Improving livelihood of young mothers, youths and the marginalized groups    

- Improving environment that supports  girls education through menstrual hygiene 

management and provision of scholastic materials to  rural poor girls    - Breaking barriers 

on issues that drive HIV/AIDS among the most at-risk rural young people    -  Equiping rural 

smallholders farmers especially women with smart agronomic skills to improve their 

productivity and livelihood   - providing access to internet, computer trainings and online 

studies for young women and girls  -  Providing online rehabilitation, theraphy and 

counselling for mental health issus among young women and girls   - Practical skills on hand 

and vocational skills training for the young mothers and youths with little or low education. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 



 

 

 

Akisim youth Teachnology Hub and Linkage centre 

http://www.rapsado.org/ 

 

The project is under Rapsado Development Initiative  in Uganda. 

Rapsado development initiative uganda is duly registered community based organization 

Pallisa District with a goal:   1.offering  education  and  assistance  in  capacity  building  for  

women and girls  willing  to  develop  and grow a business in ICT.  2.offering orientation to 

young women who see themselves as future entrepreneurs.  3.identifying different 

mindsets to create teams and work together on building products  4.get affiliated to 

international hubs, innovation centers, camps (such as google camp).  8.encourage 

women/girls to participate in entrepreneurial activities.     and the project is be established 

and operate fully functional and sustainable ICT Excellence Center in Pallisa.  The  activity  

will be establish  and  managed physical  facilitated  for  the Center,  provide appropriate  

equipment and staff, and organizing  trainings  and  services  to students and ICT sector 

workers related  to  information  and  communications  technology  (ICT).  The  objective  of  

creating  a  strong  technology  ecosystem is  to  build  a  talent  pipeline  that addresses  the  

range  of  skills  needed  for  the  tech  cluster,  from  complex  coding  to  entry-level  

positions.    ICTEC  will  develop  and  deliver  workforce  preparation  programs  from  entry  

level  through  incumbent worker training in response  to the  current and future needs of 

technology businesses in Pallisa. These education and training programs  will leverage 

public (mainstream curricula of universities and colleges) and private academic programs, 

and provide for the skills and competencies, as well as credentials needed to enter and 

advance in career-track jobs.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Ministry of Energy & Infrastructure  COVID-19 Response Hub 

https://geoportal.moid.gov.ae/moidp/apps/sites/#/covhub 

 

The project is under MOEI in United Arab Emirates. 

"The Ministry has developed the Covid-19 spatial platform within 1 month to ensure the 



optimal response to the needs of the crisis within scenarios that ensure the preparation of 

government facilities according to different levels, including medical diagnosis, quarantine 

and isolation, medical treatment, storage and warehouses, in addition to punitive measures 

and sanctions:  The platform relies on employing artificial intelligence techniques to 

support national efforts to deal with the crisis, in addition, it provides intelligent analytical 

tools based on the use of spatial analysis techniques to prepare preliminary studies to 

manage the facilities configuration to ensure rapid response and optimal utilization of 

available resources.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Advanced Procure to pay 

https://www.mof.gov.ae/en/mservices/corporate/pages/default.aspx 

 

The project is under Ministry of Finance in United Arab Emirates. 

Designing and Implementing Procure-to-Pay for the Federal Government of United Arab 

Emirates.    Procure to Pay is a set of processes involving Purchasing, Supplier invoicing, and 

Payment activities, all integrated to form a simple gate of sourcing to fulfill the 

governmental sourcing of Goods and Services while saving time and cost and enabling 

Budget controls.    With the help of Technology, P2P automation has now become as an 

enabler to Procure with gained efficiency, and maintaining accuracy and speed.   Automated 

processes involve requisition management, Tendering, Vendor selection, Sourcing, 

Purchasing, Payment and Vendor evaluation.    Procure to Pay incorporated the government 

Purchasing policy; it enhanced the transparency in Purchasing, increased governance over 

payments and eliminated manual tasks by streamlining collaboration between departments 

across the entity.  The platform enabled to have preventive financial oversight, within the 

procure to pay and other corrective financial measures.  The project achieved the below:  • 

Empowering Users: by reporting % increase in the speed and simplicity of fulfilling 

procurement processes.  • Promote Green Community:  By eliminating paper work 

approvals and printing paper proposals.  • Significant ROI: The project reduced the cost of 

implementation per each entity as it’s transferred to be central implementation that helped 

in reducing cost of IT infrastructure and license cost  • Better Decision Making: The decision 

makers can review the best options to procure and monitor the approvals cycles.  • 

Improved Agility: By responding to the entities needs to procure in short period, the 

platform supported procurement users during Covid-19 pandemic without need for 

physical presence. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG12, SDG16. 

 

 

Parent's Platform 

https://eca.gov.ae/en/parents-platform 



 

The project is under Abu Dhabi Early Childhood Authority in United Arab Emirates. 

The  Parents’ Platform is a platform that strengthen capabilities and confidence of parents 

and caregivers to support the holistic development and well-being of children from 

pregnancy to 8 years old. Parents Platform presents curated content and resources that 

promote a supportive environment for the development and well-being of young children, 

while offering parents and caregivers opportunities to engage, interact and contribute   

within their communities and through this platform    The Parent’s Platform, the first for 

early childhood in the region, aims at promoting community engagement by providing a 

sustainable content and sharing resources with parents, caregivers and stakeholders, to 

help them support children’s development and wellbeing, and enrich their experiences with 

the best practices for parenting. Moreover, the platform aims at raising awareness about the 

importance of early childhood development, offering tools to advance this vital sector. 

Parents Platform offers rich and sustainable content for its users, including families, child-

related local and international entities and organisations, researchers, graduate students, 

volunteers, content creators and the business sector. ECA launched the Parents Platform 

came in partnership with a leading group of experts and specialists, local and international 

child-related entities and institutions from the public and private sectors, universities, 

institutes, and leading research and studies centres.     Since the launch of the platform we 

had 134,221 visitors, 210 webinars with more than 35,510 attendees, 210 resources and 

2,610 resources downloaded resources.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Manara Dashboard  

https://wbi.mohap.gov.ae/SASLogon/login 

 

The project is under ministry of health and prevention  in United Arab Emirates. 

As part of the Ministry of Health and Prevention's keenness to implement the smart 

government initiative, through the development of health information systems and applying 

global standards in the management of infrastructure for health facilities, in line with the 

National agenda objectives to implement a health system based on the highest international 

standards. The Ministry of Health and Prevention has launched Manara platform which is 

considered a centralized platform that helps end users in accessing different available 

dashboards created by Ministry of Health and Prevention, in order get the updated 

information easily for different specialties, analyse it and take the right decision based on 

the electronic medical record “Wareed".  The platform aims to point out all critical and non-

critical cases to be solved and taken into consideration, and prepare contingency plans to be 

able to avoid futuristic issues, track the data and have a database , as well as helping in 

decision making and have one interface that shows you all data in a summarized and 

efficient way. That will save time efficient since it doesn't take very long time to analyze the 

data.  The scope of Manara Platform applies to MOHAP's top management, executives and 



decision makers as it provides a comprehensive view on Manara platform and its 

documentation process.  The Manara platform provides operational and clinical 

dashboards, based on the science of data analysis which is used to predict. It enables 

stakeholders to make decisions and plan to respond proactively. It also allows stakeholders 

to view the requested information report in one quick glance, where the dashboards are 

designed to be intuitive to any user, and the graphic design allows an easy and smooth 

navigation throughout the information.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

Safe Remote Learning 

https://swgfl.org.uk/resources/safe-remote-learning/ 

 

The project is under SWGfL in United Kingdom. 

The Covid-19 outbreak has meant many schools have been forced to close.  Safe Remote 

Learning supports schools in planning and carefully and carefully considering how to 

adequately safeguard children, staff and parents when learning online. Guidance and 

support provided.  Also invaluable Information for teachers in working at home as well as 

schools.                                                                                                                                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

COVID19 Medical Education Programme for doctors and health care professionals 

(HCPs) across Africa and the Middle East  

https://en.medshr.net/ 

 

The project is under MedShr in United Kingdom. 



"In April 2020, MedShr launched the COVID19 education program, inviting all HCPs in 

Africa and the Middle East to join.   The program is hosted on the MedShr web platform and 

mobile app and consists of 2 key elements:   1) Case based discussion, allowing clinicians to 

share their own experiences and learn from colleagues through the MedShr platform.   2) 

Educational resources, curated by the MedShr medical team, providing targeted relevant 

content around the latest guidelines, publications and research. The educational cases are 

focused on prevention, investigation and management of COVID19.   MedShr curates and 

publishes resources via MedShr Open, a mobile first platform allowing HCPs to access 

content seamlessly as part of their day-to-day practice. The MedShr COVID19 Education 

Program will be available to all doctors, nurses and registered HCPs across Africa and the 

Middle East reaching over 150,000 clinicians. 5 countries have been selected for local 

outreach: Nigeria, Uganda, Ethiopia, Jordan and Iraq. MedShr is developing partnerships 

with hospitals, universities and medical societies across the target countries, providing a 

forum for institutions to grow their digital medical community and improve local responses 

to COVID19."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

BODYSWAPS Platform 

https://bodyswaps.co/ 

 

The project is under Bodyswap & Humanitarian Leadership Academy  in United 

Kingdom. 

BODYSWAPS is a complete soft skills training solution for corporates and education 

organisations that combines behavioral science, data and immersive VR simulations to 

create deep and lasting behavioural change. BODYSWAPS simulates realistic workplace 

scenarios to let learners role-play with virtual characters, explore problematic and 

challenging situations and learn by observing their own behavior.With BODYSWAPS, 

organisations of all sizes can boost their soft skills training programmes with autonomous 

practice-based learning experiences far more effectively than with traditional online 

exercises or even facilitated role-playing. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

SmartGirlz in ICT Competitions 

https://www.coict.udsm.ac.tz/ 

 

The project is under College of ICT, University of Dar es Salaam in United Republic of 

Tanzania. 

This is a consortium made up of Innovation units at the college of ICT of the University of 

dar es Salaam (The ICT incubator-UDICTI & Youth for Children (Y4C) innovation Hub, 



Tanzania Data Lab (dLab), and the ICT Commission of Tanzania. The consortium’s  main 

objective is to support and empower girls and young women to join ICT professional. Target 

audience are secondary school girls.    The main activities are trainings on theory, soft and 

technical skills, competitions and career awareness to secondary schools girls through 

exhibitions and motivational talks to be delivered during the International ITU’s Girls in ICT 

day of each year. The day is celebrated every year on the fourth Thursday of the month of 

April.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Skills Development in STEM 

https://www.dit.ac.tz 

 

The project is under Dar es salaam Institute of Technology in United Republic of 

Tanzania. 

Dar es salaam Institute of Technology (DIT) is a training institute offering programs in 

STEM.  The vision is to become the leading technical education institution in addressing 

societal needs.  The mission is to provide competence based technical education through 

training, research, innovation and development of appropriate technology. DIT has training 

programmes in the disciplines of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Civil 

Engineering, Computer Studies, Laboratory Science and Technology, Electronics and 

Telecommunications Engineering, Leather product technology . DIT engage in applied 

research and development, provide consultancy services to the Government, Parastatal 

bodies or industries and such other bodies or organizations. Establish and foster closer 

cooperation with the universities, technical colleges and other institutions of higher 

learning and promote international cooperation with similar institutions. DIT has gender 

sensitization campaign and outreach programmes aimed at attracting girls and women to 

engage in science, technology, engineering and mathematics so as to develop carrier that 

will enable them to participate in all social- economic development avenues in their 

community and the world in general.     Other outreach programmes involve visiting 

secondary schools for the purpose of sensitizing girls to join STEM programmes offered by 

DIT. These campaigns have changed the attitudes of girls and parents to a great extent 

towards science, technology, engineering and mathematics, as number of girls in these 

programmes has been increasing each academic year. Programmes like Mechanical 

Engineering in the past ten year couldn't have a single female student in the intake  of about 

100 students. In 2018 ten secondary schools were visited for sensitization and each schools 

was given an average of eighteen science books as donation. The enrollment study in the 

period between 2013/2014 academic year and 2016/2017 showed a steady increase of 

number of girls enrolled.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 



 

 

Initiative: Digital Inclusion for Young Women and Girls in Tanzania 

https://www.nm-aist.ac.tz 

 

The project is under Nelson Mandela African Institution of Science and Technology in 

United Republic of Tanzania. 

In this digital era, women participation and empowerment in Information and 

Communication Technology (ICTs) is vital and can contribute to global social-economic 

development. However, a gap still exists between women and men in ICTs, especially in 

developing countries. For instance, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

reports that the proportional of women who have access and use the internet in Africa is a 

quarter less than that of men.  Additionally, African school on Internet Governance (AfriSIG) 

reported that low digital literacy and confidence are some of the major barriers that hinder 

digital inclusion on gender (AfriSIG, 2019). It is against this background that Irene Evarist 

Beebwa who is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in Information and Communication 

Science and Engineering is participating in various activities in order to enhance the digital 

inclusion for girls and young women in Tanzania.  As a Master’s Degree Student at Nelson 

Mandela African Institution of Science and Technology (NM-AIST), Irene has been actively 

involved in various outreach programs including Soapbox Science and Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) promotional events.    Objectives    - To encourage 

Tanzanian girls and young women to take up studies and career in ICTs    - To reduce the 

gap in gender digital divide  - To contribute to the sustainability of STEM outreach 

programs through capacity building of STEM ambassadors     This is a platform that 

promotes Women in Science (WiS) and the science they do through inspirational talks in 

public events. Public events are conducted as a platform for girls and women to learn 

through questions and interactions. Irene participates in public events in Tanzania to 

inspire other young girls from the Science she is doing.  Apart from inspirational talks, Irene 

Beebwa also participates as a volunteer in capacity building of Students and Teachers from 

various Secondary Schools in Tanzania on basic ICT applications and good practice of 

Internet usage 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Science Camp for A-Level Female students taking Physics and Mathematics  

https://udsm.ac.tz/web/index.php/site/contact-us 

 

The project is under University of Dar es Salaam  in United Republic of Tanzania. 

The main objectives are the following    1. Encourage and support female students in A-level 

to continue in Physics, Mathematics  and technology related subjects at University level.  2. 

Strengthen their Physics/Mathematics knowledge in selected topics in A-level syllabus.  3. 

Strengthen their practical skills through hands-on demonstrations and practical sessions.  4. 



Enlighten the female students about the career path opportunities for those studying  

mathematics and physics.  5. Provide mentors for these students in order to build their 

interest and confidence.  6. To strengthen the capacity of A- level teachers in mathematics 

and physics.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

CyerDadaz 

https://cyberjamii.or.tz 

 

The project is under Cyberjamii Organization  in United Republic of Tanzania. 

CyberDadaz focusing on cybersecurity awareness only for girls.  The following are the target 

audience  1. All girls in primary and secondary schools.  2. Girls with interest and passion in 

technology and cybersecurity in colleges/institutes or universities  3. Girls/women who are 

working in technology and cybersecurity area in both government and private sectors  The 

following are the objectives  1.Upskilling girls with passion and interest in technology and 

digital security through virtual and physical training.  2.Promoting awareness to girls about 

digital safety  3. Bridge a gap between women and men in cybersecurity by encouraging 

girls in schools, colleges, and universities to take technology and cybersecurity-related 

studies.  4. Mentoring young girls in schools, colleges, or universities through mentoring 

sessions with women in technology and cybersecurity field.  5. Work with other 

organizations to assists women in technology with relevant skills and resources required 

for their goals. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Technology for Gender Empowerment and Employability  

https://www.facebook.com/helptohelpse 

 

The project is under Help to Help in United Republic of Tanzania. 

Whenever one woman has access to computer three men have it this means when one man 

has access to computer no woman will have access to computers at all. Employers access 

that 40% of job seekers don’t have basic ICT skills required for employment. Considering 

the fact that women have limited access to computer then they are the majority who misses 

employment opportunities and fall victim of the 40%. This is why Help to Help came up 

with Technology for Gender Empowerment and Employability ICT boot camp.  Technology 

for Gender Empowerment and Employability (TGEE) ICT Boot Camp is an ICT capacity 

building, mentorship and training with the aim to equip young women with ICT skills. It is a 

six months’ program with an initiation of six-day ICT and soft skills training. In September 

2015 Help to Help officially launched the first TGEE IT Boot Camp. From 2015 to 2017 Help 

to Help conducted one TGEE IT Boot Camp per year.  The story changed in 2019 after Ms. 



Epifania Mhagama taking a lead in the project and expanding it all over Tanzania which 

resulted in impacting more than 5,000 young women with ICT skills necessary for labor 

market. The training results into employment opportunities for these young women or self-

employment as a result of the skills gained.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

k-12 Math 

https://www.k-12math.info 

 

The project is under K-12math.info inc in United States of America. 

With many of us waiting out the storm (COVID-19),  k-12math.info [a 5 star MERLOT Open 

Access educational resource and twice recognized by the United Nations] has seen a 

doubling of global users and in response has added 2 398 age appropriate links to math 

projects in India and South Africa.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 

Pacific Disaster Center and COVID19 Innovation 

https://www.pdc.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/NDPBA-Program-Brochure-

English.pdf 

 

The project is under Pacific Disaster Center in United States of America. 

PDC leverages global UN and NGO partnerships and use of mapping, GIS, Satellite imagery, 

AI and Open Data for the COVID19 response - https://www.pdc.org/major-hazard/covid-

19/ .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG17. 

 

 

IEEE HAC-SIGHT COVID project program 

https://hac.ieee.org/funding-opportunities/covid-19-projects 

 

The project is under IEEE Standards Association in United States of America. 

"The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the world in an unprecedented manner, and as such, 

the IEEE Humanitarian Activities Committee (HAC) has adapted its requirements to better 

enable IEEE volunteers to contribute. For that reason, HAC and IEEE SIGHT (Special Interest 

Group on Humanitarian Technology) Projects have joined forces to prioritize grassroots 

proposals that have a strong potential for immediate impact in the fight against COVID-19. 

Ideally, projects will have good connections with local IEEE organizational units (OUs) and 

engage a significant number of IEEE members. IEEE received over 100 applications by its 



members. The IEEE Selection Committee awarded 73 projects   [see: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VL3cr8R0nLBoERCeSfytfhweh9NUGe0LJANc0E

YcPAc/edit#gid=0] from 25 countries with a financial fund used to support the projects, 

ranging from supporting online education and digital literacy, health diagnostics and 

monitoring, teleworking platforms for essential institutions such as hospitals, interactive 

webGIS-based pandemic vulnerability mapping, to train women in engineering with 

information literacy skills to prevent the spread of misinformation." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG12. 

 

 

GoCC4All: Using IT  to Provide Access to TV and to National and Local Emergency 

Information to the Deaf-Blind Community 

https://gocc4all.dicaptafoundation.org 

 

The project is under Dicapta Foundation in United States of America. 

"We are using our app GoCC4All to deliver information and emergency alerts related to the 

Coronavirus to people who are deaf-blind. The pandemic created a challenging situation for 

the deaf-blind community since they rely on touch to communicate and their access to news 

is limited due to the limited TV accessibility.  GoCC4All was created with deaf-blind users in 

mind and delivers live TV captioning and emergency information through mobile devices 

and Braille displays. Its users can read the information in different ways: on the screen, on a 

braille display, or using the voice-over feature of their devices. Users can control the pace, 

and size of the text and configure the format to fit their needs.  Due to the pandemic, we 

added 2 new caption streams to our app: COVID19 INFORMATION (talks about how it 

spreads, how to prevent infection, etc.) and COVID19 NEWS (includes recommendations by 

the National Association of the Deaf about preparing for a hospital visit during the 

pandemic).  Also, places like Puerto Rico are broadcasting a daily coronavirus related civil 

message. GoCC4All users can receive and access this message as everybody else on the 

island does thanks to our emergency alerts feature."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Be My Eyes 

https://www.bemyeyes.com/ 

 

The project is under Accessibly, Inc., dba Be My Eyes in United States of America. 

Be My Eyes is a free mobile app with one main goal: to make the world more accessible for 

blind and low-vision people. The app connects blind and low-vision individuals with sighted 

volunteers and companies from all over the world through a live video call. The goal of this 

is to bring accessibility and inclusivity into the lives of every blind and low-vision person 

around the world. Over the past six years, we have become the largest online community of 

blind and low-vision people with over 250,000 individuals in over 150 countries, and one of 

the largest online volunteering platforms with over 4 million volunteers. We have also made 

partnerships with companies such as Google and Microsoft who provide Specialized Help 

over video calls with our community. The result has been a genuine improvement in the 



lives of our community by making support inclusive and free to access.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, HEA, EMP, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

 

AnnieCannons: Empowering survivors of human trafficking through digital skills 

training and tech sector employment 

https://anniecannons.org/ 

 

The project is under AnnieCannons  in United States of America. 

AnnieCannons is a U.S.-based nonprofit social enterprise that transforms survivors of 

human trafficking and gender-based violence into software engineers. The organization 

offers a unique program designed to leverage the economic and social power of the digital 

workforce to empower one of the most marginalized populations worldwide. Abused, 

exploited and trauma-affected women are not only left behind in the digital economy, they 

are actively overlooked, stigmatized and universally underestimated due to intersections of 

race, gender, class and previous condition of servitude.     AnnieCannons unlocks the 

potential of survivors through its trauma-informed, open-sourced train-to-work program. 



First, they coordinate with a wide network of local shelters and victim services providers 

that identify and refer prospective candidates. Based on an initial application, in-depth 

interview and software aptitude assessment, individuals demonstrating readiness and 

commitment are invited to participate in the program. To ensure each survivor receives the 

level of personalized mentoring and structural support required to succeed, the 

organization accepts an average of 10 trainees, per cohort, who are supported by a robust 

team of instructors, product managers, and software engineers.               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

Collective and Augmented Intelligence Against Covid-19 

https://www.caiac19.org/ 

 

The project is under stability.ai in United States of America. 

CAIAC asked what it would look like to bring together as many relevant stakeholders as 

possible, including the private sector, academia, foundations, civil society, international 

organizations and civil society. They would need to work together to provide the necessary 

thinking that would power this platform and help policy and decision-makers resolve the 

COVID-19 crisis.    So far, our ambitious challenge has been championed by a diverse and 

highly relevant group of AI actors:  Stability.ai – a GovTech US startup,  Stanford Institute for 

Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence(HAI), the AI Initiative of The Future Society – a US 

501(c)3, UNESCO – with the support of the  Patrick J. McGovern Foundation and UN Global 

Pulse. Thanks to the UN’s involvement, CAIAC now benefits from close coordination with a 

growing number of UN partners (WHO, UNDP, World Bank, UNICRI…) as well as an 

increasing number of academic and technology partners worldwide.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, HEA, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, 

SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Learning Cascades for Digital Empowerment 

https://asiainitiatives.org/lucknow-peer-mentoring-mentoring-girls/ 

 

The project is under Asia Initiatives in United States of America. 

“Learning Cascades for Digital Empowerment” is an innovative way to crowdsource digital 

empowerment, creativity and capacity building of people, especially girls and women in 

under-served communities.     Participants earn SoCCs (Social Capital Credits), our 

community currency for social good, for tutoring 2 younger students who are three years or 

more younger than them, thrice a week. So an 18 year old can teach a 15 year old who can 

teach a 12 year old and so on, setting up a peer mentoring and empowering cascade. The 

participants redeem the SoCCs they thus earn for courses offered in our Learning Centers. 

Since 2000, Asia Initiatives has set up 55 Learning Centers. Since we started the Cascade of 



Learning program, we have offered courses carefully designed by KidsWhoKode and our 

educational consultants. These include digital literacy, coding, animation, digital music, 

spoken English, vocational training and life skills to prepare for opportunities for further 

education and jobs. We have recently expanded our Centers by adding much more 

affordable Raspberry Pis to the laptops already there, in addition to broadband Internet.     

We connect SoCCstars, who help their communities the most, to job opportunities and 

entrepreneurship grants. When students tutor others to stay and succeed in school, the 

tutor also gains confidence, self-esteem, and respect in their community.     All our programs 

start with SoCCratic dialogues with students and their families so that they design it based 

upon their own needs and aspirations, so all projects are hyper local. Our local partners 

who manage these programs also engage families in earning SoCCs by planting trees, 

rainwater harvesting, attending health camps and meeting other community needs. 

Families also earn SoCCs for taking an oath against child marriage. SoCCs that families earn 

can also be redeemed by their girls, women and youth for digital literacy, education, 

healthcare and up-skilling.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, ENV, 

AGR, SCI, 8, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG13, SDG16. 

 

 

Cyber Ladies NYC   

https://cyberladiesnyc.com/ 

 

The project is under Cyber Ladies NYC in United States of America. 

 Cyber Ladies NYC (https://cyberladiesnyc.com) founded in November 2019.   Cyber Ladies 

NYC is a community for women who work in the cybersecurity industry and for women 

who want to join the industry. As part of their activities, they provide FREE workshops and 

Panels (10 events during the last year!) The group has around 200 women now. Also, 

during the COVID 19, Cyber Ladies NYC run a  successful mentorship program for 30 

graduate students of Fullstack academy and YU.   Please see more in our meetup group:  

https://www.meetup.com/Cyber-Ladies-New-York-City/  The community has more than 

100 women.  During the last year, we provided ten events, including free technical 

workshops and panels.  Our Mentorship program during COVID-19 took six weeks and 

included 16 mentors and 30 mentees.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

DevelopHer University Partnership for Pay Equity 

https://developher.com/ 

 

The project is under DevelopHer  in United States of America. 

"DevelopHer is a career development platform founded by Lauren Hasson that offers 



women in tech a repeatable, scalable framework to build their value, increase their 

earnings, and bridge the gender wage and opportunity gap.     Lauren launched DevelopHer 

in late 2017 with only personal savings and continues to flourish with no outside 

investment. Since the launch of DevelopHer, Lauren has helped thousands of women 

negotiate $30,000 to $80,000 more in salary, bridging the gender pay and position gap.    As 

an every-woman who has overcome gender pay discrimination, Lauren teaches, inspires, 

and pulls other women up, so they have the tools to succeed and understand there are 

kindred spirits for inspiration.    Lauren inspires women to seek understanding of their true 

value and to learn and seek growth continually. Women who know their value and know 

their relative value in the marketplace will be better able to self-advocate and command 

higher positions and salaries.    Through DevelopHer, Lauren works with top tech 

companies, including Google, Dell, Intuit, Armor, and more, and higher education 

institutions, including Indiana University, Texas A&M University, Tufts University, and 

more. DevelopHer has recently partnered with Kappa Alpha Theta women's fraternity to 

provide online training for their members.    The most amazing accomplishment is that as 

Founder of DevelopHer Lauren has achieved these successes, grown DevelopHer to have an 

international presence, and influenced thousands of women, all while working full-time as a 

successful software and application security engineer for a Silicon Valley payments 

company herself.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Equalithon 

https://www.essteem.com/ 

 

The project is under Essteem   in United States of America. 

Essteem is a startup with a social mission. We host Equalithons,  week-long, remote 

hackathons dedicated to tackling issues related to gender equality, as well as social and 

environmental challenges. We have created a 20K+ community of women in tech through 

our social-impact driven hackathons. Our mission is to support Gender Equality in the 

workplace. However our vision to support not one group, but all. Through our hackathons, 

we call Equalithons (Hacking for equality) directly impact nonprofits we support through 

challenges and tech for social good. We will also give back 5 to 25% of our revenues to our 

nonprofit partners, totalling an extended community of >300K members. This way, we 

“close the loop”: we give back to nonprofits who support our members. For instance, 

Women Who Code, Girl Develop it, and Girls who Code, who support our members in ways 

that we cannot, and who attract more women to tech.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



Digital Grassroots 

https://digitalgrassroots.org/ 

 

The project is under Digital Grassroots in Zambia. 

Digital Grassroots is a female led organization formed by youth in multiple countries to 

achieve 3 objectives: (1) Engage youth in internet governance (2) Connect grassroots 

communities to institutions that enhance their autonomy in digital citizenship (3) Create 

services that respond to the digital needs of underserved communities.     Digital Grassroots 

has so far created 7 programs, benefiting over 140 youth and over 50 experts in at least 73 

countries. 52 percent of program beneficiaries and allies are female. The core activities of 

Digital Grassroots, also known as DIGRA, include:    Ambassadors Program: A 3 month 

program that introduces youth from underrepresented communities to internet governance 

issues and provides a pathway for the youth to engage their local community on activities 

that promote digital citizenship. Through the program mentorship, participants leverage 

connections with internet governance experts and learn how to contribute to shaping 

internet policies as newcomers.    Community Leaders Program: A 2 month program that 

creates collaboration among local leaders to engage with tools for open campaigning 

towards Internet Health. Our program enables people in underrepresented regions to 

assess the state of the Internet in their community and share their stories on the challenges 

and opportunities encountered.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Leadership Economic Mentorship Hubs (LEMHs) 

http://tagalife.org.zw/ 

 

The project is under Tag a Life International (TaLI)  in Zimbabwe. 

Tag a Life International(TaLI) is an Adolescent Girls and Young Women (AGYW)’s rights 

organisation that envisions a world were girls and young women are allowed to  dream and 

become the best they can be.  The organisation creates Voice, body ownership 

and Agency in girls to claim their rights, and to make movements with others to amplify 

their voices. Working in Community through our Leadership Economic Mentorship Hubs 

(LEMHs) programme, we train them on SRHR-HIV/AIDS, access and opportunities to ICT, 

Economic Empowerment, GBV, Environment and Climate, Education and Psycho Social 

Support of victims of abuse, Leadership participation and most recently Covid-19 response. 

We advance girls rights through advocacy and most recently led the change of the education 

laws through our campaign ‘Every Child In School - ECIS' which brought about thus the 

‘Education Amendment Act’ and the Secretary’s Circular 3 of 2019.  The LEMHs programme 

is divided into three stages which are:     1. Leadership Training 2. Youths Engaging Local 

Leaders (YELL) 3. Youth Engaging in Hubs (YEIH) To support the young leaders with their 

overall 1 year leadership journey and movements work in their communities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 



The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 

Practical Electronics Zimbabwe 

https://www.practicalelectronics.co.zw 

 

The project is under Chiratidzo Charakupa in Zimbabwe. 

Practical Electronics is a capacity building technology blog aimed at equipping Africans like 

you and me with practical digital technology skills, thus, helping address the mismatch 

between skills of the available workforce and job vacancies.   The Practical Electronics 

technology blog seeks to enable any individual with a desire to expand their skill set to 

acquire the basic concepts behind the digital devices they use on a daily basis, thus, 

addressing SDG 4 and WSIS action line ALC4. Through the practical sessions present at the 

end of each blog post, the reader will manage to gain a thorough appreciation of each topic 

introduced. Through these short, informative blog posts, the reader will acquire the much 

needed practical digital skills needed to thrive in this ever-changing technology based 

society.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C4. Capacity building 
Empowering Women in Digital Age 

http://atra.gov.af 

 

The project is under Afghanistan Telecom Regulatory Authority in Afghanistan. 

Afghanistan Telecom Regulatory Authority (ATRA) vision is to achieve a fully competitive 

telecom marketplace throughout Afghanistan that ensures wide availability of ICT services 

at reasonable prices which facilitates access to public services and resources, enhanced 

educational and social development and links all Afghanistan citizens to the rest of the 

world after decades of isolation. As well as to facilitate the rapid development of affordable, 

high-quality telecom services to the entire population of Afghanistan by providing a 

transparent, non-discriminatory, and legal-regulatory framework that encourages 

innovative private sector participation and accelerates the adoption of Information Society 

Services as soon as possible.    The aim of this project was to empower university-level IT 

students (women) in the ICT sector. In each period we trained 50 women in technical 

sections of telecom companies to prepare them to enter the ICT market of Afghanistan. So 

far 150 women have benefited from these kinds of trainings.     It is the first time in 

Afghanistan that women are trained in highly technical sections of telecom companies 

which makes them capable to work with telecom networks/devices.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

Clubes de Chicas en Tecnología 

https://chicasentecnologia.org/clubes/ 

 

The project is under Chicas en Tecnología in Argentina. 

In an era where technology is transforming the way we live and interact, women's voices 

and their perspectives need to be included. Girls in Technology (CET) is an Argentine non-

profit Civil Society Organization that since 2015 seeks to reduce the gender gap in the 

technological entrepreneurial environment. For this call, CET is applying its Clubs Program, 

which has existed since 2016. An educational proposal for adolescent women that involves 

secondary schools and educational organizations from all over the country and the region, 

to motivate and train the next generation of technology innovators and their educators.   

The objective is for young women to learn that with the technology they have available they 



can transform realities, ending gender stereotypes around these areas, offering practical 

experiences in STEAM disciplines (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics) 

with connection to real life, recognizing positive images of women STEM professionals, 

promoting educators as active mentors or linking girls with mentoring and demystifying the 

idea that technology involves only programming and that it is developed by experts only. In 

the long term, increased opportunities for women in these fields translate into greater 

economic success and equality for women across the board.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Rock And Robots 

http://rockandrobots.ar 

 

The project is under Rock And Robots in Argentina. 

This project consists of classes of Arduino and Electronics for FREE to girls, boys and any 

gender, the age range is 8 to 18 years old.   ELECTRONICS is a key topic for the FUTURE, it is 

present in every field of knowledge but it is something that schools don't promote enough, 

as you need engineers to give classes, and also have hardware materials that are out of 

reach for most of the population.     In Argentina 50% of children are poor, so it is nearly 

impossible for them to get that knowledge.  We want to create assets that reduce the 

education gap as soon as possible, helping schools and Organizations to ACCESS THOSE 

CONTENTS for FREE or in the cheapest way possible, so we can end as soon as possible with 

TECHNOLOGY ILLITERACY.    This KNOWLEDGE GAP INCREASED due to COVID-19 

pandemic, and we are finding ways to reach even more children, simplifying the tools and 

creating REPEATABLE ASSETS with great success.    OBJECTIVES:  1- Reduce the technology 

illiteracy for students of all genders and economic situations in Argentina and in Spanish  2- 

Create shareable, free and repeatable assets  3- Partner with Organizations that are working 

for technology equity 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

San Luis 4.0: Programmable Model 

http://maqueta.sanluis.edu.ar/ 

 

The project is under University of La Punta  in Argentina. 

San Luis is a province located in the center of the Argentine Republic, it has a territory of 

76,748 km² and a population of 500,000 inhabitants. The provincial government provides 

free broadband connectivity to the entire population and the internet penetration reaches 

95%.  The programmable model has in the 40m² of its surface, the representation of 

geographical, cultural places and the connection with the past, present and future of San 

Luis. Each of the areas has objects and sensors that can be remotely programmed (trains, 



cars, street crossings, tractors and field instruments, archaeological ruins, cable cars, 

airports, sport stadiums, public buildings, among others).  Children, adolescents and adults, 

from anywhere in the province, get practice in the operation of robotic systems and the 

Internet of Things through programming the objects of the model, and can see the result of 

such programming through streaming.  By connecting to a programming platform - and 

after acquiring a certain skill - the users can experience the manipulation of robots and 

intelligent communities, working in one or more areas, according to levels of experience 

and complexity.   The model is divided into 16 zones where, transversally, they intersect 

different thematic axes. Within each of these zones there are groups of objects that can be 

operated individually or jointly. Each set has an appropriate number of sensors that allow 

interaction of the model in that sector.  The programmable model enables elaboration of 

challenges and exercises with different levels of difficulties.  The version for children is 

based on block programming, and the version for  adolescents and adults in textual 

programming.  This programmable model promotes the training of human resources in IT. 

Likewise, it works for the inclusion of women in a discipline in which men continue to 

predominate.  Currently more than 2000 students are perfecting their programming skills 

and are learning new technologies, interacting with remotely programmable robotic 

objects. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

 

Women Rock-IT 

https://www.cisco.com/c/m/en_sg/partners/women-rock-it.html 

 

The project is under Cisco Systems in Australia. 

One of the key strategic priorities of Cisco’s CSR strategy is to create an inclusive digital 

economy by empowering people with the IT skills they need to thrive. Core to this is the 

company’s largest and longest-running CSR program, Cisco Networking Academy that 



provides technical curriculum free of charge to educational institutions across the globe. 

With a determination to actively make a difference in the IT community, Emma created the 

Women Rock-IT program.  Now in its sixth year, to-date the program has reached over 1,5 

million young women in 30 countries. Women Rock-IT motivates young women to consider 

STEM subjects by hearing directly from inspirational female role models. Through a live, 

interactive TV broadcast which can be viewed on-campus, in-person or virtually young 

women;        • Are exposed to the opportunities STEM skills can bring to their future, 

including career attainment and advancement.       • Hear from successful female role 

models in a variety of IT related roles ranging from social entrepreneurs to corporate 

executives     • Access free enrolment into Cisco Networking Academy. Women Rock-IT 

sessions show how women have used technology to forge careers, think creatively and 

solve global problems. Speakers come from a wide range of industries and sectors, 

including:    • Mary Elizabeth McCulloch, Founder, Project Vive invented an affordable and 

wearable device that can give a voice to 4.5 million people with cerebral palsy and 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) who cannot speak    • Sandra Ragg, Head of the Office of 

the Prime Minister’s Cyber Security Special Adviser, opened our eyes to the world of 

cybercrime and taught us to think like hackers, defend like ninjas, and encouraged us to 

consider joining the fight against cybercrime as part of our careers.     • Nivedha RM, 

founder of Trashcon, became a guardian of our planet after she created a trashbot to combat 

landfill. Trashcon not only cleans the planet but also turns trash into good looking furniture. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 

 

OptiVID 

https://www.ait.ac.at/themen/experience-measurement/projecte/optivid/ 

 

The project is under Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH in Austria. 

We developed the OptiVID video player to support visual impaired persons in the context of 

digital video consumption. First, the software needs to be installed on the Computer and the 

user has to create a user profile. Linked to this profile, the user can create several, 

individually named video enhancement profiles. For example, the user can create the 

enhancement profile “TV News Show”. Then, the user can load a YouTube Video into the 

software by copying and pasting the YouTube-URL. While the video is played, the user can 

configure the “TV News Show” enhancement profile by defining contrast (e.g. +37%), 



saturation (e.g. +41%) and brightness (e.g. -10%) adaption, setting the amount of edge 

detection and enhancement (e.g. +67%) and by changing color mode (original, three gray 

scale modes, invert). All changes are immediately applied on the video. The enhancement 

profile is automatically saved and can be used from now on to be applied on any video 

content. If more enhancement profiles are needed, the user can create additional ones.  

Beside this main use case (i.e. low vision users utilize our software on their PCs to enhance 

online videos), we would like to emphasize, that additional use cases are possible and are 

currently investigated. For example, we also provide a web-version of our video player, 

which can be easily integrated in any website with a few lines of code. Hence, website 

providers can easily make their embedded videos accessible for visually impaired web site 

visitors. As a further use case, online media libraries provided by public and private 

broadcasters can benefit from our flexible solution. So, instead of a standalone PC software, 

our video enhancement technology is directly integrated in the website or app, which 

provides the video content. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Teachers’ Portal: A web platform for Teachers’ Training and Continuing Professional 

Development 

https://www.teachers.gov.bd/ 

 

The project is under Aspire to Innovate Programme in Bangladesh. 

The Teachers’ Portal, a collaborative, co-creative and problem solving CPD platform, is very 

popular among teachers to create/share digital content for all subject areas. Due to COVID-

19 pandemic education institutions got shut down since 18 March 2020 in Bangladesh. 

From 25 March 2020, Teachers’ Portal recognized ICT4E District Ambassador Teachers 

from all divisions had started to continue the education using ICT. Preliminary they chose 

facebook, zoom, google meet and other platforms to respond the emergency to continue 

education in an alternative way. These ICT4E District Ambassador Teachers boosted the 

online education system in Bangladesh. Now Teachers’ Portal is coordinating divisional, 

district, upazila and institutional level online school from primary to higher secondary 

classes. These highly motivated teachers are also promoting government initiatives to reach 

students as per instruction and planning from institutions’ head. Teachers’ Portal has 

developed a new feature ‘Online School Dashboard’ which counts real-time data in field 

level. Teachers’ Portal has successfully done few online teachers’ training with the consent 

of Ministry of Education and other development partners. This platform has successfully 

provided exclusive training on ‘Interactive Online Class and English Language Proficiency’ 

and planned to start many more very soon.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



COVID-19: Education through Community Radio in Bangladesh   (Revised)  

https://bnnrc.net/covid-19-education-through-community-radio-in-bangladesh/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication in 

Bangladesh. 

BNNRC has been mobilizing all community radios for broadcasting awareness building 

programs on COVID-19: to protect lives and livelihoods since March 1, 2020     BNNRC has 

been working on COVID -19 covering with the following issues: 1. Animate CSOs, 

Government, health service providers and communities for reinforcing collective action in 

pre and during COVID-19, 2. Response for achieving keeping community people’s daily life 

normal and livelihood functional, 3. Mobilize further cooperation among government, CSOs, 

local market and communities’ response.    From 1st June, 2020 BNNRC has developed 

Adaptation plan to help to look at the response through an equity lens, focus on people’s 

enhanced capabilities & follow a coherent multidimensional approach for achieving of the 

four specific objectives below:     -Enhance the capabilities of affected communities through 

an equity lens.  -Focus on enhanced capabilities of Broadcasters and Stakeholders for 

exercising new normal   -Accelerate of ICT applications for benefitting community people in 

all aspects of life  -Effective public access to reliable and timely information through ICT and 

media for countering infodemic    The panic among the community people has been reduced 

gradually and people are taking precautionary measures to prevent contamination. 

Community peoples are making phone calls, sending SMS and using ICT during the live 

broadcasting. They are maintaining social distancing, wearing masks, hand washing and 

avoiding all gatherings.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 

Women in Digital- Empowerment Through Technology 

http://www.womenindigital.net 

 

The project is under Women in Digital in Bangladesh. 

WiD is dedicated to promote women and girls’ education and empowerment through 

technology. WID aims to create digital platforms to support, promote and empower women 

and girls in areas of information and technology. WiD is concerned about the existing digital 

and gender divide within IT sector and thus is focused to unpack these challenges and offer 

practical solutions along with advocating for inclusive and empowering policy provisions.     

Women in CyberSecurity: is the premier organization with a national reach dedicated to 

bringing together women in cybersecurity from academia, research & industry to share 

knowledge, experience, networking and mentoring. WiD Agency known as Lumina Dev is a 

female-led agency where 25 women engineers work together for international clients like 

software, Mobile application, Games & graphic work. We mostly work for Australia, Japan 

and USA market. Recently we developed a water billing software for our local govt. We 

developed more than 6,000 websites and more than 300 mobile applications for mostly 



international clients and less local clients.          WiD Tech school, Empowering women with 

the training and job connections they need to cash in on the digital age. To more women 

engagement in the Tech, industry needs technical knowledge. We have 4 Tech schools 

among Bangladesh and 1 Tech school In Nepal. In Bangladesh, our main branch in Dhaka 

and outside Dhaka We have tech schools in Mymensingh, Ramgonj, Kurigram. We 

established our tech school in those areas where women’s life is very difficult. We have both 

online and offline schools. www. mashtor.com is our online school      Women in E-

commerce; Empowering rural women with the e-commerce market place to promote their 

handmade product. So, Rural Women can earn immediately. Women In E-commerce with 

this we are completely focusing on rural women. Here we create an international market for 

their handicraft products through our social media and website. The entire teams from 

craftswomen, photographers to digital coders are women. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Information and Technology Center for Rural Women 

http://demeterwel.com/ 

 

The project is under Demeter Women Enterprizes Limited  in Bangladesh. 

The Demeter Women Enterprises has been established as a Social Enterprise to provide 

solution to the social problems using business model. It focuses on two major areas e.g., 

establish women control over food system based on renewable energy and improvement of 

agriculture supply chain. In the initiative of establishing women control over food system a 

project has been undertaken targeting the adolescent girls who are mostly students of the 

secondary level and young women. The objectives of the project is to facilitate women 

access to information technology, build capacity for detection and management of non-

communicable diseases, support adolescent girls in learning of science and mathematics 

and use of ICT in agriculture. To achieve these objectives, physical facility has been created 

at community level, a library is being set up using the facility and look for computers and 



other logistics. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, BUS, LEA, HEA, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

BTC Kitsong Centres Project - empowering youth through access to ICT services  

http://www.btc.bw/ 

 

The project is under Botswana Telecommunications Corporation Limited in Botswana. 

The Kitsong Centres were established by the Government of Botswana through the Ministry 

of Transport and Communications, as part of Nteletsa II project to serve as avenues for 

providing universal access to Information and Communications Technology (ICT) services 

to rural communities. The services provided include telephone, internet services, and basic 

business services such as typing, printing, photo copying scanning and faxing. The aims 

were to enable communities with computer literacy skills as well as for the Centres to run 

as for-profit business centres, to generate income for local village development projects. 

BTC has 149 Kitsong Centres in operation.    BTC has recently partnered with a local bank to 

roll out an enterpreneurship programme. This is an employablility and skills upgrade 

initiative that helps to train and equip young people for the workplace and for 

entrepreuneurship . The initiative aims to bridge the divide between business skills training 

and the world of work/business.    This project is BTC’s initiative to further upskill and 

develop remote regions that would otherwise not have access to such services and 

education.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 



 

 

 

Technology Entrepreneurship and ICT Leadership Accelerator 

https://helenarca.org/2021/01/08/accelerateur-dentreprenariat-technologique-et-

leadership-des-tic-en-republique-centrafricaine/ 

 

The project is under Association Helena  in Central African Republic. 

There is great potential for post conflict countries to reform administration with fostering a 

culture of International commitment. As part of the Priority Program Priority Area of 

Economic Growth and Development, we are proposing to develop and operate a Technology 

Entrepreneurship and ICT Leadership Accelerator program for start-up and early stage 

technology company founders and managers with the goals of assisting and mentoring the 

early stage company founders and managers to increase their potential for building 

successful and viable businesses, furthering their overall ICT leadership capacity, 

contributing to fostering a culture of entrepreneurship, providing strategy to enhance the 

government members’ capacity to support their efforts in order to implement SDGs and 

fulfill international commitment in the Central African Republic and developing a network 

of technology entrepreneurs. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, BUS, LEA, HEA, ENV, AGR, 8, 

11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 



The APT Training course on Artificial Intelligence and Big Data Analysis 

https://www.ecit.org.cn/index.php?c=article&id=824 

 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology 

（East China Branch） in China. 

The APT Training Course on Artificial Intelligence and Big Data Analysis aims to help 

developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region build their ICT capabilities, facilitate their 

sustainable ICT talent development and improve their ICT development. Since 2017, the 

CAICT East China Branch has undertaken APT training on a yearly basis. This is highly 

consistent with the WSIS action lines for achieving sustainable development goals. This 

project has trained more than 70 trainees from 22 Asia-Pacific countries and has built an 

open and equal communication platform for ICT experts in the Asia-Pacific region. In 

addition, the CAICT East China Branch works with partners to continuously optimize and 

iterate course content to ensure the sustainability of the training. Quality training content is 

also replicated and disseminated on other platforms to benefit ICT professionals from more 

countries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

Huawei DigiTruck in Kenya 

https://www.huawei.com/minisite/tech4all/en/digitruck.html 

 

The project is under Huawei Technologies Co Ltd in China. 

Huawei and the Belgian NGO Close the Gap have built a mobile, solar-powered classroom 

with the aim of bringing digital skills to under-served communities in Kenya. A converted 

shipping container on wheels, DigiTruck can get to where it’s needed most, reaching 

communities that conventional classrooms can’t. Equipped with 20 laptops, 20 

smartphones, VR Headsets, and internet delivered through mobile broadband, each 

DigiTruck serves as a temporary digital school that provides free classes and resources to 

help youth study, work, trade and transact online.  Huawei DigiTruck in Kenya works 

closely with NGO partner Computers For Schools Kenya to provide locally relevant training, 

with international partners GSMA and UNESCO on curriculum development, with the 

Ministry of ICT’s National Youth Council (NYC) and Ajira Initiative, as well as local County 

government to ensure sustainable impact, engage policy makers in the broader digital 

literacy agenda, and deliver synergies. For example, Ajira is setting up Youth Empowerment 

Centers with free internet the youth can use after are trained, runs online courses, and 

provides a platform to gain online work.  Up to Dec. 2020, more than 1,300 students and 

teachers in 13 villages have received over 22,000 hours of training. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 



 

The digitization platform of Shenzhen International Convention and Exhibition 

Center 

http://www.shenzhen-world.com/ 

 

The project is under China Information Consulting & Designing Institute Co., LTD. in 

China. 

Shenzhen international convention and exhibition center is the largest digital venue in the 

world. The project is aimed to use Internet technology to modify traditional exhibition 

economy, encourage online interaction and innovation in the exhibition economy transition, 

making the "Internet +" become a new driving force for the development of the exhibition 

industry innovation by constructing the digital platform where intelligent tools can be 

applied and the exhibition venues can generate additional system application business.    

The project uses new technologies to help transform exhibitors flow into business flow, 

extend the single pavilion green fees revenue model to the platform economic model. The 

project also utilizes big data analysis with matching and push functions help to accurately 

push high-quality exhibition projects to exhibitors and to support online booking of 

exhibition booths, air tickets, hotels and other supporting services; innovates marketing 

methods like QR code check-in and large-screen interaction to enable the organizers, 

exhibitors and spectators to participate in exhibitions, transactions and dissemination, 

realizing the closed loop of excellent experience from the exhibition exposure to the scene, 

and creating a trinity full-time exhibition business of online-mobile-offline. The operation 

strategy is integrated with the exhibition industry to build a development model with the 

characteristics of exhibition economy that can be copied and promoted, which can not only 

enhance the brand effect of Shenzhen city, but also drives the innovative development of the 

industry and the region.  Since it was officially put into operation in November 2019, the 

system has helped the venues to host more than 70 exhibitions, which has benchmarking 

significance and influence in the exhibition field. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 



 

 

Network poverty alleviation project in Southwest China 

http://www.cicdi.com/ 

 

The project is under CHINA INFORMATION CONSULTING & DESIGNING INSTITUTE 

CO.,LTD in China. 

This project plans and designs a total of 1,719 4G base stations in remote rural areas of Bijie 

and Qiannan, Guizhou, with a total investment of 260 million yuan, to achieve 4G high-speed 

network coverage in 2,611 natural villages, help rural areas get rid of poverty, accelerate 

rural infrastructure construction, narrow the urban-rural “digital gap”, and realizing the 

coordinated development of urban and rural area in southwest China. It plays an important 

supporting role in stimulating investment in poverty-stricken areas, effectively promoting 

information consumption in rural areas, promoting the transformation of development 

mode in rural areas, promoting rural economic development, and building a well-off society. 

Meanwhile, it fully meets the communication requirements of rural areas, significantly 

improve the level of informatization application in remote rural areas. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

Visually impaired assist system based on 5G and AI 

http://www.cndids.com/index.php?m=content&c=index&a=show&catid=18&id=77 

 

The project is under China Mobile Communications zhejiang Co.,Ltd in China. 

In order to solve the daily pain points of the visually impaired, Zhejiang Mobile and 

Hangzhou KrVision innovatively proposed 5G guide glasses based on 5G+AI+MEC, placing 

AI processing on edge computing, and using 5G low latency and large bandwidth to create 

intelligence The visual assistance system allows 5G to benefit disadvantaged groups and 

build a 5G barrier-free society!  The blind guide glasses make the equipment cost lower, 

lighter, and longer battery life by calling the cloud and edge capabilities, making the market 

more acceptable. This solution will bring a new experience to the visually impaired, subvert 

the visual aid industry, and use 5G to greatly reduce the hardware threshold. At present, the 

headset is very heavy and the user experience is not comfortable. With the 5G network, 

these obstacles can be broken. Head-mounted devices will become lighter and thinner, and 

the user experience will be more comfortable. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



 

China Unicom - Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project 

http://www.chinaunicom.com/news/201904/1556607336912090144.html 

 

The project is under Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project of China Unicom in 

China. 

Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project builds on the idea that ICTs are fully 

integrated in education and training at schools and supports the concept of learning.     

China Unicom, in cooperation with Ministry of Education and Ministry of Industry and 

Information of China started School Internet Connection Action in 2018. By the end of 2020, 

5 million schools across China have internet access and 98.7% of connections have speeds 

greater than 100Mb. Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project harnesses the artificial 

intelligent and big data network services of these schools. This project automatically 

inspects, locates, and diagnoses network failures, specifically the schools that are remote 

and rural districts with lack of network operation skills.    This project develops distant 

learning and training, particularly during pandemic periods. It successfully offered constant, 

stable, and affordable premium internet to more than 100 million students having real-time 

concurrent classes.    Fifth-generation mobile communication (5G) technology, with its 

characteristics of large bandwidth, ultra-high reliability, ultra-low time delay, will empower 

the education sector and transform traditional education system. Intelligent Network 

Digital Innovation Project, featuring AI power and big data, will promote 5G intelligent 

operation and maintenance (O&M) to help individuals, organizations, and communities 

meet the growing demands of digital transformation. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Organización SoyMujer.co 

https://organizacionsoymujer.com/ 

 

The project is under Organización SoyMujer.co in Colombia. 

Private non-profit civil association created in 2015, after three years of work focused on 

promoting a greater participation of women in business entrepreneurship, covering 

technology and cultural aspects. Among the activities carried out are:   - Program "Creating 

companies from femininity"   - Cycle "Writer woman and the blank page"   - In-person 

micro-event Tras Bambalinas: Confidential female conversations  - EME Day: Meeting of 

entrepreneurs, businesswomen and professionals. Also girls version   - Mujeres4ri: women 

in the fourth industrial (and emotional) revolution   - Second skin: Micro drama about 

women   - "Diana, Eva and Amazonas" program on electronic commerce   - Other Corporate 

Values: 1. Entrepreneurial Spirit 2. Networking 3. Win Win Principle 4. Decision Power 5. 

Innovation 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, BUS, LEA, EMP, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Fundación Acción Interna 

https://fundacionaccioninterna.org/ 

 

The project is under Fundación Acción Interna in Colombia. 

Non-profit organization created in 2013 to dignify and improve the quality of life of the 

prison and post-prison population in Colombia; aims to transform, vindicate and reconcile 

the prison population with civil society. This purpose is fulfilled through three programs: 



Internal Theater, Internal Growth and Internal Work, each with its own projects and 

productive activities. The Fundación Acción Interna has linked from its inception to the 

fulfillment of its objectives, the private sector, the public sector and national and 

international organizations.   Our mission: Improve the quality of life of the prison 

population, post-prison and vulnerable in Colombia, generating opportunities for 

reconciliation and re-socialization, through the development of their capacities and the 

generation of socially and economically sustainable productive projects.   Our vision: 

Achieve the destigmatization of the prison population and reconciliation with the civilian 

population through our intervention model, which can be replicated nationally and 

internationally. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Ruta STEM para mujeres  

https://makaia.org/en/portfolio/women-in-technology/ 

 

The project is under Corporación MAKAIA Asesoría Internacional in Colombia. 

The Ruta STEM initiative for women, which MAKAIA has been developing since 2018, is 

developed from two approaches: Development of IT skills for school-age girls and 

adolescents (girls in technology); and strengthening of knowledge and skills in code and 

programming to promote the employability of women over 18 years of age in the IT sector 

(Geek Academy). Together, these approaches complement MAKAIA's objective of 

empowering girls and women to promote the identification of their life project in the IT 

sector. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

INCLUTEC: Semilleros de Investigación para crear proyectos tecnológicos inclusivos 

http://inclusionmorada.com/ 

 



The project is under  Universidad El Bosque - Colegio Enrique Olaya Herrera in 

Colombia. 

The obstacles to the social and economic inclusion of people with disabilities are the 

inaccessibility of physical environments, the lack of availability of assistive devices and 

technologies, and the remainder of the population does not understand this situation or 

contribute anything to it. In Colombia, in 2015, approximately 3 million people were 

registered in the disability registry three times more than in 2002. Based on this problem, in 

2010 the consolidation of research with 10th, 11th grade students is proposed and higher 

education integrated between women and men in order to identify the needs of our context 

to propose alternative solutions based on the construction of technology projects that 

integrate software, hardware and didactic resources in a process of sponsorship of 

educational boys and girls.   The initial process is to promote the inclusion process based on 

Universal Design for Learning, the entire process is further enhanced with the training of 

teachers from Colombia (Atlántico, Cundinamarca, Boyacá, Bogotá) in the design of 

resources and materials in Universal Design for Learning, integrating the Individual 

Reasonable Adjustment Plan.  In this sense, the INCLUTEC seedbed research contributes to 

students with disabilities in the use of technological resources to facilitate their teaching-

learning processes, as well as providing the necessary elements to contribute to inclusion in 

terms of quality. The objective of focusing on technological advances from early childhood 

education to inclusion is to reduce access, mobility and communication barriers for the 

population with disabilities. In addition to this, as part of the training process in the leading 

students of the seed school, social, creative and innovative skills are improved, in terms of 

equality, equity and awareness in the student in creation. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 

Universidad de los niños EAFIT 

https://www.eafit.edu.co/ninos/english-version/Paginas/home.aspx 

 

The project is under Aequales in Colombia. 

The EAFIT Children's University is a non-formal education program that promotes the 

social appropriation of scientific knowledge in girls, boys, young people and mediators of 

various social origins, contributing to their training as active, curious subjects, who enjoy 

knowledge and develop critical thinking, in an environment of equity and social awareness. 

Since 2005, the program develops active learning experiences based on its own 

methodology based on questions, games, conversation and experimentation. Likewise, 

during these years it has developed strategies for teachers, teachers and mediators favoring 

pedagogical reflection and generating novel tools for the didactics of the social, human, 

exact and applied sciences.  Girls, boys and adolescents from 3 to 18 years old, from public 

and private schools in Medellín and other municipalities in Antioquia and Colombia, 

participate in the activities of the program, as well as university students, school teachers, 

teachers and university professors, and mothers and parents seeking to strengthen their 



science mediation skills. The EAFIT Children's University is an active member of the 

European Network of Children's Universities - EUCU.NET-, as well as the Network for the 

popularization of science in Latin America and the Caribbean - Red Pop, and has been 

recognized by the latter, as well as by the Colombian Association for the Advancement of 

Science-ACAC, for their contributions to the social appropriation and communication of 

science and technology. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Bootcamps for Female Digital Employment - Mentorship Partner 

https://geekgirlslatam.org/el-banco-mundial-y-geekgirls-unidos-por-la-mentoria-de-las-

mujeres-en-tecnologia/ 

 

The project is under GeekGirlsLatAm in Colombia. 

Technical and leadership mentoring program for 140 young programmers of a World Bank 

programming bootcamp. The program consisted of strengthening the soft skills of 

leadership and technology-based project management for 140 women participating in a 

programming bootcamp. We worked with 15 mentor engineers and managers of large 

companies for the mentoring that would allow them to connect and give young women tools 

and advice for their professional projection and improvement of technical skills. This 

program lasted two months, which coincided with two months of strong social crisis 

(strikes) in the city of Bogotá in the months of November and December 2019. The 140 

participants received hours of online mentoring and other face-to-face sessions through 

Hangouts sessions with our expert mentors in technology project development and 

recognized company leaders throughout the country. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, EMP, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 



 

“Por TIC Mujer”, women are digitally transformed 

https://www.mintic.gov.co/micrositios/porticmujer/748/-channel.html 

 

The project is under Ministry of Information Technology and communications in 

Colombia. 

"Por TIC Mujer" aims to boost the protagonism and active participation of women from 

different regions of the country in the use and appropriation of ICTs, through virtual 

training processes promoting entrepreneurship as a mechanism for income generation and 

prevention of violence through digital environments. This program began as a pilot in 2019 

benefiting a total of 1,500 women from 24 departments and 103 municipalities in the 

country. In 2020 the program was given continuity managing to benefit 11. 746 women 

across the country, so that Colombian women can take advantage of the great potential of 

ICTs to access development, address poverty and promote the defense, promotion and 

exercise of their rights, and thus contributing to the fulfillment of the commitment of the 

Colombian Government within the National Development Plan 2018-2022 "Pact for 

Women's Equity" and which is consistent with the provisions of Goal No. 5 of the 

Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations Program.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, LEA, EMP, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Support from Omar Dengo Foundation (FOD) to the Costa Rican public educational 

system in response to the COVID-19 crisis 

http://www.fod.ac.cr 

 

The project is under Omar Dengo Foundation  (Fundación Omar Dengo) in Costa Rica. 

"Since March 16, 2020, schools closed in Costa Rica, cancelling in-person classes and 

moving the educational system to at-home schooling. The Omar Dengo Foundation, in 

coordination with the National Program of Educational Informatics Ministry of Public 

Education – Omar Dengo Foundation (PRONIE MEP-FOD), offered the following services:   - 

Teacher training activities through FOD´s virtual training campus “Upe” and other online 

training services such as Cisco Networking Academy. Including the offering of online 

courses, workshops and tutorials in subjects such as learning with mobile technologies, 

computational thinking, programming, electronics, cybersecurity, digital citizenship and 

entrepreneurship.  - Encourage the use by teachers of Microsoft Teams through social 

networks.  - Digital resource toolbox “LIE++ from home”, to guide online, at-distance and 

offline educational informatics learning, by primary and secondary school students.  - 

Provision of alternative communication tools, such as Cisco Webex licenses.  - Home access 

to PRONIE MEP-FOD´s laptops so that students could continue with their educational 

processes through at-distance and virtual schooling.  - Teacher Help Desk to answer 

inquiries using WhatsApp messages, Email and phone calls.  - Transportation of educational 

materials to students without Internet access."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



Accessibility of mobile applications and raising public awareness of the challenges 

faced by people with disabilities 

http://lab.ict-aac.hr/ 

 

The project is under Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of 

Zagreb in Croatia. 

The serious game “Encounter” (Croatian “Susretnica”) was developed to give insights on 

how to approach people with different types of disabilities in everyday situations. These 

situations are implemented based on the comments and suggestions of people with 

disabilities. To make the serious game available to as much users as possible, it has been 

developed for both Android and iOS supporting devices and has also been deployed on the 

web. The application implements its own screen reader, the so-called Narration to be used 

by blind and visually impaired persons providing the user interactions that are similar to 

the interactions used by other screen readers. The implemented Narration is a unique 

feature for Unity developed applications as the platform is not compatible with other screen 

readers. The feature has been designed and improved through testing with end users who 

use screen readers. The application also offers other accessibility options such as the 

options for zooming and changing font.  The accessible mobile application prototype was 

developed to provide a model and best practice example of an accessible mobile application 

to all stakeholders (developers, designers, students, etc.) interested in accessible design. 

The content of the accessible mobile application includes information about special offers 

and services provided by various telecommunication providers for people with disabilities 

(PWD, i.e. tab “OSI”), elderly (tab "Seniori", i.e. seniors), young people (tab "Mladi", i.e. 

youth) and additional benefits provided by telecommunication providers (tab "Dodatno", 

i.e. others). The implemented accessibility options are the result of a national survey 

conducted with various representatives of people with disabilities: the research aimed to 

analyze what are the real needs of users and how users expect universal design in the 

mobile application.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Stuey - helping people who stutter to live more freely 

https://www.etobico.hr 

 

The project is under Etobico in Croatia. 

More than 70 million people worldwide stutter. Although the precise causes of stuttering 

are still unknown, most researchers now consider stuttering to be a neurological condition 

that interferes with the production of speech. Despite scientific breakthroughs in our 

knowledge about stuttering, there is still no reliable cure that works consistently, across 

time, and for all people who stutter. One of the most difficult real-life situations for people 

who stutter is simply – making a phone call. Using the phone is uncomfortable for many 

people, whether they stutter or not. For people who stutter, making a phone call causes a 



great deal of anguish, fear, and stress. All these negative emotions induce phone call 

avoidance and can lead to more serious health problems such as social anxiety and 

depression. Our innovative product Stuey is a game-changing approach in the world of 

assistive technology solutions for people who stutter. Stuey’s unique method of 

communication will allow people who stutter to make phone calls easier, have less stress 

and anxiety, and live more freely. Increasing the quality of life of people who stutter is the 

main goal of this project.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

BlindShell 

https://www.blindshell.com/ 

 

The project is under Matapo a.s. in Czech Republic. 

BlindShell phones are the most accessible phones for visually impaired and blind people. 

The BlindShell idea came from a master thesis that was focusing on the possibilities how to 

make smartphones more accessible for the blind and visually impaired. We cooperate with 

Czech Blind United association and we also listen to the feedback from our customers. 

BlindShell is currently available in 28 countries worldwide. In late 2019 we successfully 

entered the market in the United States and we have big plans there in the world of assistive 

technologies. We have also entered the market in South Africa and Latin America.  We have 

three models. BlindShell Classic - with physical keyboard and more than 30 applications 

and functions, we have integrated the most useful functions of a smartphone into a phone 

that is simple and user-friendly. BlindShell Classic LITE - we took the best out of  BlindShell 

Classic and developed a new phone that is even easier to use! In addition to our perfect 

usability, BlindShell Classic Lite focuses on the key features that help our users stay 

connected with family and friends. BlindShell Touch - the smartest mobile phone for the 

blind and visually impaired. Elegant design, touchscreen and more than 30 apps incuding 

WhatsApp and FB messenger make BlindShell Touch a clear choice for more demanding 

users. There are four competitors on the market. Compared to other products, BlindShell 

dominates with its many features and comfortable operation.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Czechitas z.s. - ACCESS 

https://www.czechitas.cz/en 

 

The project is under Ministry of Industry and Trade in Czech Republic. 

Czechitas represents an educational ecosystem that involves a variety of forms of 

alternative education, from workshops, evening courses, hands-on work on real-life 

projects, lectures, to mentoring, internships in companies, online courses, as well as 



community study groups. Our mission is to inspire, educate and apply new talent for 

stronger diversity and competitiveness in IT.    The organization's goals are divided into 3 

main pillars:  Popularization: Publicizing and popularizing IT & digital skills education in 

public and among women, inspirational workshops and lectures. Education: technical skills 

education, workshops, courses, hackathons, retraining programs. Transition: career 

transition of graduates, linking to the labor market, practical use of acquired knowledge, 

incubator of innovative ideas, job fairs. Our base is a community of companies with social 

responsibility, tech specialists and volunteers, graduates, educational organizations. Our 

main target groups are ADULTS (90 %) and YOUTH (10 %), both  with a special accent on 

women/girls.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Job house manager  

https://twitter.com/AlerteOngdh 

 

The project is under ONGDH .Mouvement Alerte  in Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

We have given jobs to more than 200 young girl mothers who were married early in   the 

different households to make the girl mothers smile again.                                                                                

A project launched since January 2020, which has given a smile to more than 300 young 

girls aged 14 to 18 who were married early, leading a difficult life in the care of their 

children. Thanks to service, we were able to give a smile to these mother girls in the remote 

areas of the city of Kinshasa.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

#YREstayshome challenge 

https://www.yre.global/stories-news/2020/3/24/yrestayshome-challenge-stay-home-

and-stay-active 

 

The project is under Foundation for Environmental Education in Denmark. 

YRE International is publishing on different social media environmental challenges for 

students to share their story from lockdowntime and environmental improvements. The 

best stories will be awarded.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG11. 

 

 

Path Finder 

https://walkwithpath.com/ 

 



The project is under Walk With Path in Denmark. 

Many people who live with Parkinson's disease experience difficulties walking. This 

experience is called freezing of gait (FOG) or freezing. Path Finder is a medical device that 

alleviates freezing.    This means that while users might freeze or feel stuck sometimes, they 

have not lost the ability to move. Instead, it is simply difficult to start walking. The cue helps 

the brain initiate user movement and so the green laser line can help them to start to walk 

again. Path Finder is designed as a safety net, to give people who live with Parkinson's 

disease the confidence to move on their own.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

TEG Campus 

https://tegcampus.com/ 

 

The project is under GITGE in Equatorial Guinea. 

The Teg Campus is the first technological event in Equatorial Guinea and arose within the 

framework of the Gitge's Corporate Social Responsibility activities. One of the objectives is 

to raise awareness, train and educate youth to give them the keys that will allow them to 

embrace opportunities and face world challenges with a common, globalized and connected 

destiny.    Instill in African youth an entrepreneurial spirit that can cope with the rising 

unemployment of skilled youth on the continent, directing them towards self-

entrepreneurship and the creation of successful Start-Ups.    The Online version of the event 

is the largest online Tech Event in Africa at the current date. The format of the event is 

unique integrating a Hackathon, Makeathon, Game contests, workshops and panel 

discussion                                                        Since the start of the event in 2018, TEG Campus 

created communities dedicated to code development, gaming, 3D design.  Woman 

participation in the event has increased since the first edition. The second edition and the 

third edition there have been woman winners in the hackathon.      In the first edition, the 

event had 2500 visitants and 198 participants in the contest. In 2019, more than 7595 

visitants and 454 participants.  In 2020 the event went online due to the pandemic but were 

able to have 657 online participants in the diferents contests and not online local 

participants 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 



 

MyCyberHygiene - Building Awareness, Confidence and Security in the Use of ICTs 

https://mycyberhygiene.com 

 

The project is under CybExer Technologies OÜ  in Estonia. 

"MyCyberHygiene builds awareness, confidence and security in the use of ICT. This project 

helps to counter COVID-19 amid increase in fraud, cybercrime and cyber attacks by raising 

cyber awareness and cyber hygiene training with a unique free online platform. This is a 

way of boosting the human element in cyber security at times of crisis.  As coronavirus has 

forced offices and schools to close, the web remains our lifeline. As we are told to work from 

home and stay away from others, we all growingly rely on cyberspace in getting news, 

receiving education, in holding conferences, ordering food, or sending emails. 

Unfortunately, cybercriminals are aggressively making use of the crisis, as we ‘ve seen 

phishing e-mails & ransomware, DDOS attacks, malware and data stealing apps applied. To 

help battle this, people need support with cyber security awareness training.  CybExer 

offers cyber hygiene risk mapping course with an unique online platform for governments 

and enterprises. This platform combines e-learning courses with comprehensive risk 

assessment for the organization. For the individual user, the course goes through everyday 

situations in digital world, where ignorance or simple carelessness can bring about many 

problems. What people gets out of the course is a risk matrix showing specific areas in 

different categories, such as personal attitude, knowledge about security and technology, 

expose to social media, and the effect  of corporate culture. At the end of the online session, 

each person gets recommendations on how to protect themselves from specific cyber 



threats.  Almost all major cyber incidents started with an unsuspecting individual opening 

yet another e-mail, using the same password over and over again or similar actions that 

many of us still do on a daily basis." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 

TADEO 

https://new.tadeo.fr/en/ 

 

The project is under Delta Process in France. 

Tadeo is an innovation solution designed for deaf people at work, that offers on-demand 

sign language video interpretation, Cued Speech and Live Speech Transcription, both in 

French and English. It is targeted towards all professional communications, and can be used 

in telephone calls, interviews, meetings, video conferences, conference calls, professional 

trainings...   Users are free use of our service for spontaneous communications or on 

reservations when it comes to scheduled communications. Being completely autonomous at 

work, is made possible to deaf people thanks to this simple and intuitive application.  This 



communication platform combines human and technological innovation.  Tadeo is a 

proprietary software and our organization is fully integrated, providing a secure 

environment allowing to comply with every kind of IT and confidentiality requirements.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

The robot KOMPAÏ 

https://kompai.com/ 

 

The project is under KOMPAÏ robotics in France. 

The Kompaï-3 robot developed by KOMPAÏ robotics is the results of Kompaï-1 and 2 

findings, enriched by a unique validated mechanism for mobility assistance.  It can provide 

the same support as a robust caregiver for mobility assistance. It has been fully designed for 

frail people and caregivers, it is not a general purpose robot developed for healthy people. It 

is also smaller than previous versions (providing more visibility when walking), no bigger 

than a standard chair, a better ergonomy (more space for feet), 360° vision with the bottom 

laser (better localization in the building), sensors for patient’s legs movement detection to 

control speed and direction, sensors to detect and avoid obstacles. Kompaï-3 has the 

following technical features: Locate itself and go from one point to another Adjust speed 

and steering to the patient’s gait Guide the patient with spoken instructions Recognize 

faces, voices, emotions and shows empathy Issue satisfaction and medical questionnaires 

Remote-control and tele-presence functions for supervisor Connected to home automation 

devices, to open doors for instance Daily data collection and transfer Alarms (call button or 

other) to issue reminders (medicine, alerts) Provide weather information, personal videos 

and photos on demand ….. Kompaï-3 has been designed to enable high flexibility and 

versatility: from one hardware and software, a full range of behaviors can be implemented 

to meet a large range of needs. This is what we call “Use Scenarios” which are established by 

using a combination of the mechanical and cognitive robot functions as described. These 

scenarios are available on demand by activating dedicated applications through the tactile 

screen of by speaking.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Streetco 

https://www.street-co.com 

 

The project is under Artil in France. 

Our main product is Streetco, a free app available on App Store and Google Play Store. The 

app is developed using Ionic 5 Capacitor and is built around three main features :  The first 

one is to provide an accessible route which avoid all obstacles, permanent (stairs, poles) 

and temporary (work area, bulky). Streetco does not indicate one but two routes so that the 



user can choose the one that best suits his needs.  Fast route : The fastest route but may 

include light obstacles. Perfect if the user is in a hurry or accompanied by a caregiver. 

Accessible route : Route that avoids all obstacles for maximum comfort. Second feature is to 

indicate all accessible places around the user : accessible shops, toilets, public transport… 

Everything is referenced ! Finally, Streetco is collaborative, everyone can participate ! With 

real-time geolocation, all you have to do is report obstacles and accessible places in seconds.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Talk to me 

https://www.cea.ge/ 

 

The project is under Contemporary Education Academy in Georgia. 

An application developed for children with mute-deaf parents. Hearing children raised by 

deaf-mute parents, from the very moment of their birth, suffer from severe communication 

problems with their family or the society. Early on, there may be thoughts of alienation. 

These conditions can affect the deaf-mute offspring's personality.   Our innovation is unique 

and significant from other apps because our is free when for others you have to pay money, 

not all people can pay for things like apps, when they have many more necessary things to 

pay for.    We reckon, that this issue is not getting as much attention as it should. We aim to 

create an app, that provides children alike with advanced courses to help them to develop 

communication skills to have contact with their parents and people of any kind. Our 

innovation includes both sign language and talking sessions. Talking sessions are split into 3 

levels: A1; A2 and B1. Each level has different vocabulary difficulties so that the user can 

experience progress throughout the process. This program offers variety of techniques 

based on the needs of the user, this means, that the levels are divided into two parts each: 

basic communication and interesting communication. Sign language operates off of video 

lessons, which are pre-recorded. The consumer learns both types of communication skills. 

This app is a speaking bot, which provides the user with live experience, like talking to the 

children, asking them how their day went and et cetera. Basic communication section 

teaches general talking phrases, questions and makes the person feel appreciated and not 

left out. (we are a group and the applicant that submitted this form is our leader and the 

only person above 18 years of age. we hope that our age won't create any problems and it 

will be accepted)   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 



 

WIS APP 

https://worldinsign.com/ 

 

The project is under World in Sign EU GmbH in Germany. 

WIS-EU is dedicated to fostering access to all levels of society for ALL through innovation 

and technology. WIS-EU, in partnership with the Center for Culture and Visual 

Communication of the Deaf Berlin / Brandenburg e.V. (ZFK) has been developing a mobile 

app to allow people who are deaf or hard of hearing, people with communication 

impairments and people who are deafblind to have access to a live sign language interpreter 

via video interpretation, live caption that also includes the possibility of a Braille writing. 

The app is multilingual.It allows deaf/hard of hearing people to communicate with hearing 

people (and vice versa) without barriers, anywhere and anytime, for all their needs.  The 

app also features a connection to the patented emergency app “HandHelp®” developed by 

our partner App-Sec Network UG (EP 3 010 213 B1), that allows anyone to contact 

emergency services and emergency contacts chosen by the affected person via the press of a 

button without needing to make a voice call. At the same time deaf people will be connected 

with an interpreter.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 



Unlocking women and technology 

https://www.unlockingwat.com/ 

 

The project is under Unlocking WAT in Ghana. 

UWAT is a program designed to help women transform their business ideas into viable 

products such as websites and apps.       After the course, students gain excellent skills in 

graphic designing, Using photoshop to solve the branding needs of clients, Creating Logos 

for clients, Designing advertising ads, Designing T-shirts, Make decisions – to weigh costs, 

pros, and cons, Operations analysis – to decide what is needed to create an effective design 

and Fluency of ideas – to be able to generate several creative options on a regular basis    

UWAT uses technology to help marginalized women gain meaning skills in building 

business that solve societal problems.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Games for the Blind 

http://www.scify.gr/site/en/ 

 



The project is under “SCIENCE FOR YOU”  NPC - SciFY in Greece. 

Games for Blind is a series of games using 3D Sound technology and specially developed 

interface in order to be accessible by blind children. They are designed in such a way that 

the children become familiar with the use of the computer, get new motives and mental 

stimulation, exercise their hearing, build new skills and advance their knowledge, while 

playing and communicating with other children. Until now 45+ inclusive games were 

created and people from over the world create new games and share them for free. Also 

children play together without knowing (or interested) if their teammate is blind or not 

while developing new skills and acquiring new knowledge. That way we also strengthen the 

collaboration between blind and seeing children.  Furthermore teachers of special 

education are trained to achieve their educational goals. Innovation: Games for the Blind are 

unique in their kind not only because they use cutting edge technology but mainly because 

they are very easy to use by blind children from the age of 6 but also interesting enough for 

the adults too. They are completely free, accessible to anyone in the world that has Internet 

access, they are already in the English language and very easily translated into other 

languages. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Talk and Play 

http://www.scify.gr/site/en/impact-areas-en/assistive-technologies/talk-play 

 

The project is under “SCIENCE FOR YOU”  NPC - SciFY in Greece. 

Talk and Play is addressed to:    People with no mental problems, who have 

communication issues due to movement impairments or difficulties in speech (e.g. 

tracheostomy combined with mobility limitations.    People with aphasia (e.g. due to brain 

damage). Apart from the groups - end users described above, Talk and Play benefits also:    

Institutions and scientists dealing with the care and rehabilitation of persons belonging to 

groups as referred above.    Individuals that provide such care at home. But we would like 

to have a significant impact. This is why:    We offered ready-to-use solutions    to 3 

recognized institutions that support people with disabilities in Greece    to people with 

disabilities for use at home    We offered it for free.    We allow everyone to adjust Talk 

and Play to their needs    The therapist is able to adjust it to the needs of the user    We 

are offering the source code under open source licenses, so that everyone can make it better 

and change it according to their needs.    We are making sure that the project and its 

results are known to as many people as possible in order to maximize the impact.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

FuturePrep 

http://ceeplearning.com 



 

The project is under Center of Enhancing Educational Performance  in Grenada. 

https://www.facebook.com/ceeplearning  www.opportunitydesk.com    The FuturePREP 

project targeted sixty (60) unemployed/underemployed youth and students of Grenada, 

between the ages of 16 to 30, with emphasis on female in ICT. Beneficiaries will have the 

opportunity to receive CVQ Level 2 (6 months) training and certification in two (2) 

occupational areas. Full Stack Web Programming/Web and App Development is designed 

for individuals whose desire is to develop skills in multimedia designing, web development, 

networking, programming, and information technology. While printing and Graphic 

Arts/Computer Graphic Arts develop a skill set that brings creativity and art to life.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

CyberPeace Corps  

https://www.cyberpeacecorps.in 

 

The project is under CyberPeace Foundation in India. 

The concept of CPC was introduced keeping in mind the lack of sustainable and scalable 

models operating on ground, to fill the top and the bottom level gaps which resulted in the 

need of a stronger volunteer force. Cyber Peace Corps is envisioned to be the association of 

citizens, volunteers, experts and volunteers that become experts who come together as 

working groups for the cause of cyber peace across the world. The volunteers can be 

students, working professionals, professors, businessman, IT/Technical professionals, and 

freelancer.  The CPC Volunteers can contribute through writing blogs, research 

papers/articles, organizing workshops, seminars, street plays, competitions like hackathon, 

debate, poster making, essay competitions etc   GOAL:  • To maintain and uphold the 

potential of the internet.  • To ensure the children and caregivers to have access to the best 

people, advice, resources and tools to help them succeed.    OBJECTIVE:    • To promote 

capacity building and empowering citizens about online safety & responsibility online.    • 

Sensitizing of women and children, making them aware of the various laws/sections with 



the help of which they can fight against any illegal act committed against them.                                                                                                                                               

• Creation of almost 50 Cyber Peace Clubs in targeted schools and colleges which will in 

turn encourage in promoting cyber peace in the world.    • Urging progressive clients to 

comprehend their online presence Cyber-World and Tech Savy Youth, and Research better, 

causing them not exclusively to build up the imperative abilities for getting a charge out of 

computerized innovation.         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

We Think Digital  

https://www.facebook.com/WeThinkDigitalShakti 

 

The project is under CyberPeace Foundation  in India. 

The We Think Digital campaign is aimed at sensitising internet users on online safety and 

digital literacy. Though the sessions, the various aspects of cyber security, namely know 

how about technology, responsible online behaviour and security tools and principles are 

discussed.  Our dependence on the internet is only increasing, and the COVID pandemic has 

forced many to shift to online modes of working. There has also been a rise in instances of 

misinformation being shared.  Our awareness campaigns are focused on making people 

aware of the growing threats in cyberspace, with special emphasis on Fighting 

Misinformation through our #EndInfodemic campaign.    Another objective is to promote 

internet usage among people who haven't started yet.  With digitisation and new trends like 

IOT, AI, ML, etc. being introduced in every sector, using technology is soon going to be an 

obligation and not a choice.   Educating people and building resilience is key.  Through the 

first phase, we trained over 62,000 women across six states.   In the second phase, we have 

already trained one 1,00,000 internet users across various states in India, over a period of 

11 months.  We have seen a rise in the number of cases being received on our helplines, 

which indicates that people are aware of frauds being committed and want to take action. 

They no longer feel helpless in cyberspace.  There has also been a significant rise in users 

verifying information before believing and sharing it, especially fake news related to COVID 

19. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5. 

 

 



 

BridgEd 

https://www.collectiveconsciousness.in/bridged 

 

The project is under The Collective Consciousness in India. 

In India, approximately, 43 Million children (in the age of 5-17) were estimated to be out of 

school, and this number is expected to rise by another 20 Million with the current on-going 

pandemic. Approximately 95% of students in India attend government, government-aided, 

or low-income private schools. The main reason for this large number is a lack of financial 

access. To address this the govt has several scholarships, however, due to information 

asymmetry, financial and technological constraints students remain out of school. BridgEd 

creates a technology enabled, AI-powered, multilingual web application portal providing all 

the necessary information around the existing government and private mandated 

scholarships for students of low-income backgrounds. The programme targets beneficiaries 

from government, government-aided, and low-income private schools, belonging to class 1 

to class 12, we aim to improve the quality and access to education by breaking the 

information asymmetry, technology asymmetry and financial barrier. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, LEA, EMP, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

Free Competitive Exams coaching for scheduled castes (Dalits) and Scheduled 

Tribscandidates 

https://www.facebook.com/angelsinthefieldlj/ 

 

The project is under  Angels in the Field in India. 

We are Implementing SDGs in rural and urban areas.   Training on Youth Leadership and 

Community Development Programme  With the support of Nehru Yuva Kendra - Prakasam 

(Government of India Ministry of Youth and Sports affairs) we given youth leadership and 

community Development training in two mandals is Markapur and Yerragondapalem  



Mandal Parshat Development Officer, District coordinator - NYK Inaugurated Training 

programme. More than 150 youth trained,        Seasonal Hostel  With support of Sarva 

Siksha Abhiyan Government of Andhra Pradesh we run seasonal Hostel in sunkesula village 

Peddaraveedu mandal, Mandal Educational Officer Inaugurated this Seasonal Hostel to 

control of dropouts. We provided quality education and food and shelter for 55 children 

who parents went migration for seasonal woks. We Distributed Note Books, Drawing Books 

and sketch pens to ongoing school children’s in Sunkesula Village Peddraveedu Mandal, 

Andhra Pradesh.      Free Competitive Exams coaching for scheduled castes (Dalits) 

candidates   We are providing free coaching and quality experts study materials to 

scheduled castes (Dalits) students who are prepare for Teacher Recruitment Test DSC (SGT 

& SA).   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

“GENDER AND TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES” GATI - Meaning Way forward 

https://www.icfoss.in 

 

The project is under International Center for Free and Open Source Software ICFOSS in 

India. 

Information and Communication Technologies have become a powerful force for social and 

economic development, delivering substantial benefits for both, individuals and society.  

However there remains a significant digital gender gap which must be addressed to ensure 

that women are not being left behind.  There are still significant challenges to overcome in 

ensuring women are included in the digital transformation journey.  Even though Kerala 

enjoys good mobile and internet penetration levels, the women face barriers to access and 

use digital technologies; lack of skill, few women are involved in the design, development, 

production of ICT systems and many have to take a career break as part of their life events 

like marriage, expansion of family, to care of ailing parents etc.  It is in this context that 

International Center for Free and Open Source Software (ICFOSS) an autonomous Research 

and Development Institute, with one of the mandate of us tools to bridge the gender divide, 

has initiated a bouquet of programs with a specific focus on women, grouped under 

“GENDER AND TECHNOLOGY Initiatives”  with an aim to bridge the Gender divide. 

Activities involve increasing awareness amongst women community about how to 

participate in FOSS projects and how can they contribute to the free software projects.  

ICFOSS carries out targeted interventions to bridge the divide by holding events with 

women at the center. Various activities carried out under this initiative include Women 

Hackathons, She Fellowship, Workshops, Winter schools, Back to Work etc.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Music Technology and Assistive Tools to empower children and women with Blind 

and Visually Impaired 

https://key2enable.com/ 

 

The project is under Ada Lovelace Software Private Limited in India. 

Problem  we are addressing:  Music instruments like Piano, Guitar, flute and Violin can be 

accessible to blind and low vision children. They learn exclusively by “hearing” no need to 

learn any music notation, no use of print, video or Braille. Music activities for blind children 

are not only vehicles of brain development but also essentials of physical emancipation.    

“Learning by hearing” children can learn complete songs or lessons which will be faster and 

easier to memorize so the there is a social Inclusion and they become main actors in the 

society. This can be online or offline or hybrid model suiting to Covid-19 and future 

pandemic preparedness.    We have a product that can be used for several purposes. One of 

them is education this is the foundation of everything. We can teach music to children and 

youth with Blind or low vision or with physical and mental health challenges. Music plays 



important contribution to sighted children. Many of the physical problems can be solved 

through music as therapy for Visually Impaired.    We have also developed a set of 

companion software with gamification techniques for learning and built with Artificial 

Intelligence. As AI advances such as predictive text, speech-to-text transcription and visual 

recognition are already showing enormous potential for helping people with vision, hearing, 

cognitive, learning, mobility disabilities – as well as a range of mental health.     Analytics for 

Therapists, we will be able to measure how long a child stays inside a task, and by doing 

that, the platform itself will propose another one. It should be more difficult or more 

accessible than the last one. As it is a gamified platform, as soon as the levels are completed, 

we will be able to measure the knowledge and the performance of the user.           

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, LEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

RPA Mentor for NASSCOM’ S WWRT program  

https://nasscom.in/wwrt/ 

 

The project is under EXL   in India. 

Our association with NASSCOM for W2RT initiative enables women professionals who are 

passionate about RPA technology and want to pursue their career goals in the 

contemporary field. Over the last couple of years the demand for robotic process 

automation has increased exponentially, which in driving the demand for technology 

professionals. The industry offers challenging and rewarding roles however there is a big 

gap in gender. The need is to bring women at par with their men by empowering them with 

the industry’s technological advancement and creating opportunities to apply their 

knowledge.   The target audience of this program are women employees with experience of 

two years or more in the technology domain. The objective is to groom, enlighten and 

empower women trainees to adapt to the changing world in terms of honing their skill set 

and reaching the set benchmarks.   As a registered mentor, I have imparted speed 

mentoring sessions to 200 plus trainees on Robotic Process Automation. In addition, I have 

delivered one-on-one sessions with individuals from various organizations and mentored 

them online. As a technical mentor, I have guided and nudged them to complete their 

courses in a framed time and have devoted significant hours for enabling them to build the 

leadership pipeline in the respective domain.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 



 

SmartP Isolation Ward and Touch free Investigation of Patients   

https://adalovelace.in/ 

 

The project is under Ada Lovelace Foundation in India. 

Airborne Smart Isolation ward play a predominant role in protection of patients and 

minimize risk and spread of infectious disease such as Tuberculosis, SARS, Covid-19 and 

future pandemic and also help frontline medical hospital staff from risk of infection. It 

embraces Multimode air purifier that cleans exhaled air and kills airborne viruses is used 

extensively.     The ultimate idea is     SmartP Isolation Ward = Pandemic Preparedness 

Model.    We adopt negative pressure gradient principle which helps covid-19 quarantined 

patients, prevent from airborne droplets sneezing, couching, exhalation and transmission to 

other persons.    Smart Sensors are used to continuous monitoring of ambient atmosphere 

inside the Isolation ward/cubicle.    Voice enabled devices or Button Press Assistive 

Technology and Software Solutions for mute patients or low hearing impaired Patients- 

with disability to communicate with the exterior nursing Staff, mid-wifes or caregivers.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Program Akselerasi Teknologi Robotika dan IoT 

https://patriot.or.id 

 

The project is under Program Akselerasi Teknologi Robotika dan IoT in Indonesia. 

PatrIoT is an collaborative initiative between Government, NGO and community . This 

initiative aims to improve the capacity of human resources in rural areas in adopting new 

emerging technology, such as the internet of things.     We believe IoT can be a tool to 

transform rural areas thus encouraging youth in the village to become IoT maker. The 

process are by training, mentoring, assisting IoT implementation based on needs.     PatrIoT 

has helped the implementation of IoT devices, which are created by the youth, in several 

aspects:  1. Health  Anak Bunda Antropometri (Child Anthropometry) is a device made using 

IoT technology which is used for POSYANDU (village health facility) to calculate the 

Children's Anthropometry level. This is very important for early detection for stunting.  2. 

Disaster management  IoT device as an early warning system to detect flood, earthquake 

and landslide.  3. Agriculture  IoT device to monitor soil's pH level and humidity in order to 

identify plant diseases.            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Relawan TIK Goes To School 

https://regos.web.id/ 



 

The project is under Relawan TIK Indonesia (Indonesia ICT Volunteers) in Indonesia. 

Relawan TIK Goes To School (REGOS) Program was held since 2012, started with the 

collaboration between the Ministry of Communication and Information of the Republic of 

Indonesia and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in the International ICT 

Volunteer (IIV) activity.     The objectives are :  1. To promote the use of ICTs in education, 

training and human resource development, taking into account the special needs of persons 

with disabilities and disadvantaged and vulnerable groups (women, poor and youth).    2. 

Promote life-long learning, distance-learning, that can make an essential contribution to 

employability and help people benefit from the new opportunities offered by ICTs for 

traditional jobs, self-employment and new professions.     3. Build strong partnership, 

between academic, business, community and government to make the program sustain and 

improve well. The list of partner are more than 60 organization involved in this program. 

The program led by: RTIK Indonesia, MCIT of Republic Indonesia, BONET and Trisakti 

University.    Activities and Learning Material:  1.  2012 - 2016 : Basic Digital Literacy, visit 

schools - target students and teacher. There are 5000+ students and teacher involved.  2. 

2014 - 2018 : Basic Digital Literacy, Simple Coding with Scratch - target students and 

teacher, with REGOS Scratch Day as inauguration event. There are 5000+ students and 

teacher involved.  3. 2016 - 2020 : Basic Digital Literacy, Simple Coding with Scratch (5000+ 

students), Expertise Competence Certification (7000+ students) - target students, teachers.   

4. 2020 - 2021 (during pandemic) : Expertise Competence Certification (2500+ students) 

and Online Internship Program (800+ students) - target students, teacher, unemployment.     

The number of volunteers that involved in the program are 35 person.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG17. 

 

 

Penggerak Literasi Teknologi Informasi Komunikasi Madiun Raya 

http://pelita.openmadiun.com 

 

The project is under OpenMadiun Communicate in Indonesia. 

Pelita Maya is an acronym of Pekan Literasi Teknologi Informasi dan Komunikasi on  

Madiun Raya or The Information Technology and communication literacy on Madiun Raya’s 

week. It is a free public education program.    The program’s aim is to accommodate the 

demographic bonus potency. Joko Widodo (Jokowi), the Indonesian president said that 

Indonesia’s demographic will increase on 2030-2040. The number of productive age 

population (aged 15-64 years) is greater than the population of non-productive age (aged 

under 15 years and over 64 years).    Because of it, the ICT’s volunteer and activists made an 

education concept, to applicate the inhouse training and training of trainer methods. They 

make a public class to upgrade the information technology capability and knowledge for the 

society and could give them an ability to be a digital native in the future.    Fist event Pelita 

Maya held on March 21-25, 2017. It gives education for several segments and class, those 

are website training and whitelist nusantara for school or boarding school, optimize the 



government’s website, do a health blogging, make a product photography for small and 

medium enterprises and monetize YouTube.     The previous success of Pelita Maya was 

taken into consideration to continue the program. On 2018, Pelita Maya’s concept is change. 

It focusses on long-term plan, sustainable, and collaborate with several parties. It held not 

just in a week, but will held regularly every year.     Pelita Maya on 2018, makes a 

networking between school, families, small and medium enterprises, communities and 

organizations. we formulated the empowerment concept to form change agents or activists 

in the ICT field. From the school cluster, OSIS ( student Intra School Organitation ) 

representatives  cluster is expected to be able to answer the potential demographic bonus. 

They could be a golden generation by develop themselves with skills and understanding of 

digital literacy. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

JSC Lab 

http://smartcity.jakarta.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Jakarta Smart City in Indonesia. 

Human resources are an essential aspect of sustainable development, so it is necessary to 

increase its potential continually. From this, Jakarta Smart City (JSC) took the role of a 

digital transformation accelerator agency by presenting the JSC Lab. A series of potential 

development programs for the community (general public and internal staff of JSC) to 

improve skills and insights related to digitization efforts. It's in line with one of the pillars of 

smart cities adhered to by JSC, namely the pillar of Smart People, which is also mandated in 

the 2017-2022 DKI Jakarta's RPJMD (Medium-Term Regional Development Plan), which 

concerns improving the quality of human resources. JSC Lab consists of several types of 

programs, namely JSC internship, JSCTalks, JSC Sandbox, Future City Hackathon, Reading 

group, Research group. JSC Internship is an apprenticeship program offered by Jakarta 

Smart City so that people can experience working and participating in transforming Jakarta 

into a smart city that adheres to the principles of City 4.0. Not only that, the participants 

also had the opportunity to participate in international research and publications. 

Meanwhile, JSCTalks is a talk show or webinar program for the general public that presents 

experienced speakers in their fields. The topic that was raised in JSCTalks was about 

services in the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government. This is an effort to promote public 

services as well as broaden people's horizons. JSC Sandbox is an activity to bring together 

Jakarta provincial government  and stakeholders to solve problems in Jakarta. The Future 

City Hackathon is a competition for developing products and services to solve problems in 

Jakarta. Reading group is a discussion and critical thinking activity to study literature and 

publications about smart city. Research group is a research and publication activity 

conducted by JSC regarding smart cities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG17. 



 

 

 

CfDS untuk Kuliah Kerja Nyata (KKN) 

https://cfds.fisipol.ugm.ac.id/program-cfds-untuk-kkn/ 

 

The project is under Center for Digital Society in Indonesia. 

CfDS X KKN is the project initiated by the Center for Digital Society (CfDS) to strengthen the 

local communities by increasing digital literacy in this digital transformation era. CfDS 

collaborated with 40 groups of community service students (KKN) to promote digital 

literacy in many aspects, such as digital economy, understanding hoaxes and news, data 

privacy, securing cyber data attacks, and social media ethics and etiquette. Technology is 

indivertible in every aspect of human life and brings various benefits for local citizens, 

especially in developing their business, expanding the knowledge, and comprehensively 

raising public welfare. CfDS with the KKN groups worked closely to provide capacity 

building for Small Scale Enterprises (SME's) in rural areas. We empower local businesses to 

understand digital marketing and how to expand their market by using only their phone. 

This project enabled various local businesses to grow by enhancing their literacy in the 

digital economy surpass their regency, province, or even island borders through the e-

commerce platforms.    However, despite all of the benefits, the local community is still 

lacking digital literacy knowledge, yet still unaware of the risks of digital technology itself. 

Many Indonesia citizens face the dilemma of free-shared content and broadcast messages 

through social media and chat platform which contain false information. This problem could 

imply dangerous consequences to society, particularly intense conditions such as pandemic 

Covid-19 or racial conflict between regions. The spread of hoaxes in this matter could 

impact the communities to such fragile conditions or death.    As a result, CfDS has 

successfully delivered the importance of digital literacy in numerous regions, in every island 

in Indonesia. Our main objectives are improving their capacity to utilize digital economy 

platforms, the decline rate of hoaxes and false news, and improving cybersecurity literacy. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

“Times are Changing- Tech Training with Guaranteed Jobs for Marginalized Women”  

https://en.eretzir.org.il/ 

 

The project is under Eretz-Ir  in Israel. 

A training program, the first of its kind in Israel, that brings together an NGO with a tech 

company that is committed to hiring 100% of the program’s graduates. Our program 

ensures that participants gain the technical skills they need to succeed. Moreover, we 

supervise the internship period and remain an address during the first two years of 

employment supplemented with confidence building and ‘soft skills’ workshops. The need 

for this program in the impoverished southern town of Yerucham is particularly high. Many 

local women were raised in broken homes, or did not finish high school. They often come 

from traditional backgrounds, raising large families who depend on their paychecks. 

However, most high quality positions require a significant commute to central Israel with 

no flexibility. Whatever jobs they held onto before the pandemic offered poor compensation 

and satisfaction. COVID-19 has compelled the workforce to embrace remote employment, 

and a golden opportunity is at hand. Our “Times are Changing” Program seizes the moment, 

offering a unique program for motivated women who wish to change their futures and 

transfer into tech. This profitable career in web design will enable them flexible hours, 



social mobility opportunities, and high job satisfaction. In addition to training, we guarantee 

a paid position for a full two years after completing the course, ensuring that graduates 

integrate into the workforce with substantial professional experience. Our target audience 

is 20 unemployed women in Yerucham, aged 22-35, who lack formal higher education and a 

supportive environment. Our objectives are to:    1. Offer a tailored web design training 

course, complete with guaranteed job placements, to 20 underprivileged young women in 

the impoverished city of Yerucham.    2. Increase graduates’ income by at least 30% more 

than their previous salaries.   3. Replicate this model across the south of Israel and change 

the mindset as to what types of careers women can pursue in the post-COVID-19 job 

market.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Tunefork 

https://www.tunefork.co.il/ 

 

The project is under Tunefork in Israel. 

Tunefork is a software solution that improves the quality of life through quality of hearing, 

using state of the art "Audio Personalization" technologies. Tunefork has developed an 

audio processing technology, based on years of audiology research and a deep knowledge 

on the biology of the human ear, which is aimed at delivering a highly personalized audio 



profile to ensure optimal mobile device audio anytime, anywhere. The Tunefork solution 

enables the user to perform a simple hearing test and characterizes the user's specific 

hearing problem. The test results are fed into sophisticated algorithms to adjust 

frequencies, creating an optimal, custom-made audio experience for the user – a Personal 

Audio Profile (PAP). Where the user goes - the profile follows, adjusting sound on different 

devices and media to provide optimal performance. To accomplish this, Tunefork is a purely 

software cloud-based solution that is not limited to any specific platform. It can be used 

with any mobile audio content: phone calls, rings and alerts, TV shows, voice messages, 

music, video, GPS instructions, in-car infotainment, smart assistant response and much 

more. o access Tunefork’s solution for the first time, a user downloads the mobile app and 

creates a user account. Next, the user is offered to put on headphones and conduct a hearing 

test. The test results are the basis for the user’s PAP. After the profile has been set up, the 

user can enjoy music on Tunefork Partner (TP) apps and devices. For example, if Zoom is a 

TP, then Zoom calls, on the user’s smartphone or laptop, will be tailored to improve the 

user’s speech understanding.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Travaxy is enabling offline travel agencies / online travel agencies/travel APIs / GDSs 

and wholesalers 

https://data.travaxy.com 

 

The project is under Travaxy accessible travel solutions  in Israel. 

Travaxy is enabling offline/online travel agencies/travel APIs / GDSs and wholesalers to 

book a worry-free holiday, flights-Airline notifications, and accommodation offering by 

specific needs in minutes, instead of hours and sometimes days. The best thing about it is 

that B2B partners don't need to disconnect from their service providers (hotel API and 

flights) we have a middle layer API to a fast and easy to integrate solution, making them 

disability experts! Travaxy’s API reduces the search time for the right hotel and notifies the 

airline about passenger accessibility needs / senior travelers. Travaxy is the only company 

to provide a disability certificate with more than 90 different parameters from the height of 

the bed, have a lift to get inside the Pool, Toilets Emergency Cord, hearing Kit, and many 

more. **Travaxy updates COVID-19 hotel instructions and measures.  Product video clip: 

https://youtu.be/XgZ5xL9Fljc                                                                                                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

A-Check 

https://tamarnegishut.com/index 

 

The project is under Tamar-Accessiblity in Israel. 



"A-Check is an AI-driven B2B SaaS solution which provides existing & planned assets with 

an automatic tool to check and verify accessibility compliance.   • Verifies accessibility 

compliance in an automatic & AI-driven  way.   • Process data and provide insights into 

regulatory compliance.   • Generation of a customizable & standardized survey report. A-

Check automates the compliance survey flow, saves time, prevents human error, provides a 

standard format for compliance reporting, and retains all data in a secured repository. The 

A-check app, made by Tamer Accesibility, creates unprecedented efficiency in the planning 

of accesibility in buildings, and in a general progress in the fiels of accesibility. The users of 

the A-CHECK app, are able to design, plan and carry out projects, as well as advantages in 

managing their clients."     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

#CyberClub 

https://www.instagram.com/cybergirlz/?hl=en 

 

The project is under The Rashi Foundation in Israel. 

The Cyber Education Center works to drive social mobility in Israel’s socioeconomic 

periphery by running high-quality extracurricular cyber, computer, and technology 

education programs for talented and motivated youth who reside there. The Center places 

girls and young women as its top-priority target audience in this endeavor.    Fewer than 

25% of Israeli women pursue careers in cyber and tech, and the percentage is even lower in 

the periphery. We envision a future in which 50% of Israeli cyber and tech professionals 

will be women. Our #CyberClub program is the key vehicle through which we can realize 

this vision of gender equality in Israel's tech industry.     #CyberClub imparts female middle 

and high school students with in-demand digital skills such as programming, digital 

communications, networking, operating systems, data security, and more. #CyberClub 

parallels our acclaimed, predominantly male Magshimim program in content, but it uses 

pedagogical methods and social dynamics tailored to the many teenage girls who do not 

relate optimally to male-oriented environments.     #CyberClub operates in an informal, 

after-school setting through in-person and online activities. The program brings across its 

learning material in an experiential manner which is highly accessible for girls. Participants 

are encouraged to select science, math, and technology majors in high school, as these are 

prerequisites to entering the Israeli hi-tech world after graduation.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

she codes; activity 

https://www.facebook.com/codesshe 

 

The project is under We Code in Israel. 



she codes; is the community of female software engineers in Israel. It was established in 

2013 by Ruth Polachek with a goal of reaching 50% female software engineers in the Israeli 

hi-tech industry. Our purpose is to improve women’s careers and livelihood, as well as to 

achieve a crucial balance in the hi-tech industry, which currently has a mere 22% female 

representation among software developers and 33% in the industry overall. she codes; 

takes action to achieve this goal by conducting quality training that allows women to land 

jobs and advance in the hi-tech industry.  The she codes; community has over 50,000 

members, taking part in educational technology activities in over 50 branches across Israel, 

as well as in all universities, tech hubs and leading tech companies, such as Google, IBM, 

Facebook, Intel and Amazon.  she codes; offers Israeli women hands-on professional 

training, in order to fill the gap between male and female software engineers. Women are 

given the opportunity to embark on a software development career, while those who are 

already engaged in the industry are being offered continuing education. The community 

includes women of all ages from different geographic locations and population groups, 

including Jewish Ultra-Orthodox, Israeli Arabs and Druze. she codes; aims to expose these 

women to the ever-advancing tech industries and develop their leadership skills. With its 

broad social and geographical outreach, she codes; has true potential to reach any woman in 

Israel interested in technology.   she codes; puts an emphasis on programming languages 

that are in high demand in the Israeli market, on self-learning in study groups as is common 

in tech companies, and allows each participant to fulfill a meaningful role in the 

organization and inspire others.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Data High 

https://dama-italy.org 

 

The project is under FIT Academy in Italy. 

Data High is the project of designing and delivering a new framework of Data and Digital 

skills for High School audience. Working together with Data Management Association - 

Italian Chapter we started defining capabilities and knowledge areas that the framework 

wants to cover. In parallel we have designed, in partnership with Fondazione Karis 

Foundation, a set of educational interventions to be delivered in the first semester of 2021, 

involving students and teachers from different classes with the aim of making awareness 

about Data growing. Goal is to hel students answer questions like: "Is this data source I'm 

accessing reliable? How can I be sure about it?", "How can I feel secure when I share 

something through the web" or "Is there any kind of technical skills that can support me in 

my fight against cyberbullying?" 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



The Visiola Foundation  

https://www.visiolafoundation.org/ 

 

The project is under TLcom Capital in Kenya. 

"The Visiola Foundation’s educates, trains, and mentors African girls and young women 

from underserved communities in the science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) 

fields. The Foundation was created to empower girls and women through education, 

training, and mentoring in the science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields. As 

well as provides training in Robotics, Electronics, Mechanics, Computer Programming, and 

Mobile App Development to design and launch viable tech-enabled enterprises. Its STEM 

focus is to directly address the high rates of unemployment, especially among the youth, by 

strengthening the technical skills of youth to make them employable or competent 

technology-enabled entrepreneurs. The Foundation especially targets girls and young 

women as they remain economically disadvantaged across all spheres of life, and are 

gravely under-represented in the technical fields.    Programs include:  1. The Foundation's 

After-School STEM Clubs for Girls (ASCG) is designed to bridge the knowledge and 

experiential learning gaps in the public education system by teaching students science, 

technology, engineering, and math (STEM) theories and concepts that they can apply in 

conducting experiments and in building projects and prototypes.  2. The Visiola 

Foundation’s Coding Boot Camp is an intensive five-week training program that provides 

participants with a strong foundation upon which to build their careers as computer 

programmers and tech entrepreneurs. Students are exposed to various programming 

languages, coding practices and ethics, graphic design, how to ace job interviews and many 

more.   3. The Visiola Foundation’s STEM Summer Camp for Teenage Girls is an exciting 

week-long residence program designed to pique the interest of women in the STEM fields 

from an early age.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Access to Digital Skills for Employability and Gender Equality  

https://web.facebook.com/AngazaKilifi 

 

The project is under Angaza Youth Initiative in Kenya. 

Angaza Initiative was established in November 2018 and fully registered in February 2019. 

We are an independent youth-led and serving organization based in Kilifi North Sub-

County, Kilifi County, Kenya. We constitute of youth champions whose best interest is to 

promote Sexual Reproductive health and Rights (SRHR), Elimination of Gender-Based 

Violence (GBV), Promoting Peace and Counter Violence Extremism (PCVE) prevention in the 

community and advancing Social Economic Empowerment among Adolescent and young 

people (AYP) and special populations e.g. People with Disabilities (PWD). We work closely 

with Government, Non-Government Organizations, Development partners, and civil 

societies aligned in our areas of focus. Our programs are participatory and interactive. We 



envision growing to be an organization with global standards that will provide 

empowerment, global services, and products with core interest in education for sustainable 

youth’s future. Our guiding mission is to transform the lives of adolescent girls and young 

women in Kilifi County by unleashing their full potential. To date, we have transformed fifty 

thousand young women's lives through our community forums, roundtables, training, talent 

show, advocacy, and research in all our focus areas.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG7, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

Abetec-Cisco Networking Academy 

https://abetec.co.ke/ 

 

The project is under Abetec Business Solutions in Kenya. 

Abetec Business Solutions is Cisco Networking Academy where we equip young people 

especially girls with skills to become more competitive in the Job market and also as a way 

of empowering them to start their own income generating activities and use the digital 

skills learned to become more Visible in the market. We target young people and women 

between the ages of 15-45 years old from in Peri-Urban and rural areas because they have 

limited resources compared to their peers in urban areas. Our programs include 

Entrepreneurship, Digital literacy and Cisco Certification courses. Our main objective is to 

help in Job Creation, eradication of poverty and productive work force to with the aim of  

supporting the SDGs1 & 8.    We have trained over 300 girls and women so far, 55% have 

opted to pursue career in technology related course after we give them the foundation. 30% 

Work in IT related fields and 15% use the digital skills to improve their Businesses. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Yielding Accomplished African Women 

https://www.accomplishedafricanwomen.org/ 

 

The project is under Legacy Softwares in Kenya. 

We are West Africa's first finance and technology talent accelerator. Yielding Accomplished 

African Women aims at erecting and delivering the largest community of African female 



developers and financial analysts who are passionate about using STEM to revolutionize 

Africa and beyond. We use a 360 approach to professional development that inculcates 

young women with the necessary qualitative and quantitative skills necessary for the future 

of work. Our world class curriculum includes:    • Professional Development: Leadership 

Networking, Personal Branding, Digital Branding & Marketing, Professional Etiquette, 

Written Communication, Oral Presentations    • Finance: Financial Modeling & Valuation, 

Excel Shortcuts, Financial Statement Analysis    • Technology: Python, PHP, Django and 

front-end development       The minds behind the curriculum includes experts from Google, 

Capital One, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase & Co and Brown University. We then match 

them to experiential learning experiences in the form of jobs, internships, real-time 

projects, and externships. We have successfully implemented workshops + online programs 

to service over 500 young women in Africa. We have partnered with top rated and globally 

recognized partners such as Bank of America, Microsoft, Leti Arts, the Meltwater 

Foundation, US Embassy, Ghana Tech Summit and many more! Face2Face Africa has named 

our founder, Diana Wilson, “The Next Mark Zuckerberg”. Our work has been featured by 

MTV, Face2Face Africa, Google, Blavity, GH One TV, Starr FM, Africa Tech Summit and etc. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Electronic agricultural maps 

https://agro-asia.com/ru 

 

The project is under AgroInformAsia in Kyrgyzstan. 

Electronic agricultural cards, https://maps.agroinform.asia/krg/ru with information on 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Russia, which allow solving problems: 1. optimization of 

agricultural production; 2. optimization of processing and trade of agricultural products on 

the domestic market and export; 3. optimization of transportation costs; 4. food security at 

the district level; 5. Facilitating the interaction of various participants in agricultural chains.                                                                       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, 6, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4. 



 

 

 

Back To Nature 

https://www.facebook.com/107011784020395?referrer=whatsapp 

 

The project is under Social & Environmental Committe in Lebanon. 

This research characterizes the construction of gender in the commercial advertising 

discourse present in the exchange programming of the Cuban television channel Cubavisión 

Internacional (CVI), during the year 2019, from a qualitative perspective. The Multimodal 

Discourse Analysis method is assumed, to analyze gender assignments, relationships and 

ideology in television commercials. To systematize theoretical references, the bibliographic-

documentary method and its corresponding technique, the bibliographic-documentary 

review, are used. Also, as a technique, the semi-structured and structured interview is 

applied, both to those in charge of the insertion of commercial advertising discourses in 

exchange programming, as well as to experts in gender issues and television advertising. 

The results obtained indicate that, in CVI's advertising discourse, stereotypes become the 

basis for constructing gender; For this reason, the marked difference between male and 

female paradigms, their relationships, and the omission of the "generic other" under 

traditional precepts, which influence the configuration of a folkloric, exteriorist and vulgar 

entertainment identity, are made explicit.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 



 

SWIFT Codes Initiative (Sisters Working in Film Fashion Farming Technology and 

Coding) 

https://geminstitute.godaddysites.com 

 

The project is under Lesotho National Commission for UNESCO in Lesotho. 

GEM Institute is a social enterprise community based innovation hub that creates a safe 

spaces platforms for young women to function in sectors that are male dominated in 

technology, creative industries such as film and agricultures as a way to prepare them for a 

dignified livelihoods. In turn they transfer their skills to girls in schools and older women 

who already have established organisations to help them adapting to technological 

advancements. This has yielded in working with more than 30 schools and 3 community 

organisations in the farming sector.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, 5, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG9. 

 

 



 

takenoLAB 

http://takenolab.com/ 

 

The project is under TakenoLab in Malawi. 

Since takenoLAB’s founding, the project has trained over 700 refugees and host community 

members in and around Dzaleka. From these trainings, graduates have created products 

and apps that are helping to make everyday lives in Dzaleka easier. Among others include, 

the designing of Bulk SMS System that facilitates mass sms communication in the refugee 

camp of Dzaleka. The Bulk SMS System is now used to notify the community about different 

important updates in community like the World Food Program’s monthly food distribution.    

Previously, the community only received these updates by word of mouth, which often 

caused unnecessary queuing and delays. With the new SMS system, families know when and 

where to report for distributions, saving valuable time for business, education, and other 

daily activities.     In the education sector, takenoLAB developed an app called MASSA for 

Jesuit Worldwide Learning’s (JWL) higher education program. At JWL, the operations team 

was using printed excel sheets to track the coming and going of expensive tech and study 

equipment. To reduce human error in tracking their inventory, takenoLAB built for them a 

product that automated the entire system, tracking the students’ check-ins and check-outs 

through their student ID card.     Individual graduates of takenoLAB courses have also gone 

on to start their own businesses and initiatives, ranging from graphic design centers to 

music production offices. Equipped with the technology tools to manage and enhance their 

businesses, these graduates have a competitive edge in the Dzaleka market        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 



 

The National Cyber Security Awareness Module  

https://myrintis.com 

 

The project is under CyberSecurity Malaysia in Malaysia. 

The National Cyber Security Awareness Module or Modul Kesedaran Keselamatan Siber 

(MKKSN) is a learning and teaching initiative on cyber security, developed in collaboration 

between the Resources and Educational Technology Division (BSTP), under the Ministry of 

Education Malaysia (MOE) and CyberSecurity Malaysia. This module is based on a study 

known as the National Baseline Study on Cyber Security Awareness Among School Students 

conducted by CyberSecurity Malaysia in collaboration with the Ministry of Education 

Malaysia, to identify the level of cyber security awareness among primary and secondary 

school students throughout Malaysia.  The development of this module started in 2017 and 

was fully completed by mid-2020. MKKSN was developed according to the level of students' 

understanding, while the topics introduced are based on the findings of the study. Among 

the key issues identified from the study are Cyber Crime, Cyber Bullying, Social Media and 

Internet addiction.  The main objectives of this module are:  1. To be an alternative teaching 



and learning medium for primary and secondary school students in the field of cyber 

security;  2.  Increase the level of cyber security awareness of Internet users, especially 

primary and secondary school students;  3. Fostering a culture of prudent and ethical usage 

of the internet and technology;  4. Promote best practices and preventive measures to avoid 

becoming a victim of cybercrime, especially among students.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Cybersecurity Awareness and Development 

https://cyberguru.my/web/guest/online-training 

 

The project is under CyberSecurity Malaysia in Malaysia. 

CyberSecurity Malaysia has constantly prepared materials related to cybersecurity 

awareness and development, to assist the community in responding to the COVID-19 

ensuring the impactful use of the WSIS Action Lines in advancing SDGs. These materials are 

categorised as Infomedia, Webinars and Online Training programs, released to the public at 

least once per week.  Through ICT mediums such as:   Social Media,  Government channel,  

Online training platform,  Radio,  Television and   printed publication materials      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

National SME Digital Platform (NSDP) – ScoreXcess 

https://scorexcess.my 

 

The project is under Small Medium Enterprise Development Bank Malaysia Berhad in 

Malaysia. 

ScoreXcess is the first initiative under the SME Bank Digital Transformation Programme 

driven by the Centre for Entrepreneur Development and Research Sdn. Bhd. (CEDAR), a 

subsidiary of SME Bank. It is part of the National SME Digital Platform project initiated by 

the Malaysian Government. The project was then incorporated into SME Bank’s Two-year 

Accelerated Programme 2019-2020 which is in line with the National Entrepreneurship 

Policy 2030 to empower the adoption of innovative technology amongst MSME.    

ScoreXcess is a digital platform and backed by several Development Financial 

Institutions/Entrepreneur Development Organizations (DFIs/EDOs) that enables 

entrepreneurs to apply for business financing online through one single application. 

ScoreXcess is a faster and more convenient financing application platform for small 

business owners. Powered by Artificial Intelligence capabilities, ScoreXcess is able to 

generate Credit Scoring for the company and match them with the risk appetites of other 

relevant DFIs/EDOs.    ScoreXcess has benefitted the country and it minimizes the retrofit 

efforts by DFIs/EDOs in serving MSME according to their size categorization and targeted 

financing programmes. To date, ScoreXcess has received 1,010 registrations and a total 



approval of RM1.38 million was recorded. 197 leads were submitted to the financing 

partners with RM18.19 million value of financing. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG7, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Visuospatial Attention Analysis Using Mixed Reality and Deep Learning Based Brain 

Computer Interface 

http://fet.mmu.edu.my/v6/ 

 

The project is under Multimedia University  in Malaysia. 

 Visuospatial attention (VA) is the crucial step to have an effective learning process. It is the 

behavioral and cognitive process of selectively concentrating on a discrete stimulus while 

ignoring other perceivable stimuli. For a long time, most researcher have been looking for 

an effective method to identify people's attention state. In this project, the uses of Mixed 

Reality (MR),  Brain Computer Interface(BCI) system, and Deep Learning have shown a 

promising performance in analyzing the attention states. MR is the merging of real and 

virtual worlds to produce new immersive environments and visualizations. The MR-based 

applications are one of the top 10 ranked ICT technologies in 2020. Brain-computer 

interface (BCI) is a system that collect the brain signals in the form of Electroencephalogram 

(EEG). Deep learning is a powerful tool that show a great promise in helping analyze the 

EEG signals due to its capacity to learn good feature representations from raw data. The 

goal of the project is to use the MR to create an immersive environment for the VA cognitive 

test.  The use of MR can successfully elicit the attention of the participant. Later, the BCI 

device will be used to capture the EEG signals during the test. Finally, deep learning 

technique will be used to analyze EEG signals and classify the attention states. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Malaysia ICT Volunteers (MIV) with Community 2020  

https://miv.mcmc.gov.my/en/home 

 

The project is under Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission in 

Malaysia. 

ICT continues to evolve around the world and Malaysians should not get left behind in this 

race. With that in mind, the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission 

(MCMC) has developed the MIV program to encourage digital and media literate citizens to 

participate effectively, ethically, and responsibly and spur demand for communications and 

multimedia services.     MIV is designed as an empowerment platform to enhance and 

sustain digital literacy development among Malaysians. In addition to promoting digital 

inclusiveness, MIV has also produced digital leaders within local communities who are 

capable of developing and creating ICT applications, services and contents appropriate for 



the user groups in those communities. With the motto “Learn, Enjoy, Serve, Respect” it is 

hoped that through the MIV Program, digital and media literacy will be adopted nationwide.    

MCMC has launched a campaign branded as the “Truth Campaign”. This campaign is a 

continuation of previous campaigns and based on current developments related to the 

government's efforts to combat fake news especially during the current pandemic Covid-19 

and promote values of behavioral responsibilities.    MIV with Community 2020 is a 

program that supports the “Truth Campaign” by mobilizing MIV volunteers as change 

agents/ambassadors to educate, promote and share the key messages to their respective 

communities including the local leaders at the grassroots level.  Due to the pandemic  Covid-

19, many of us have  to adapt to the new norms and resort to perform our daily activities 

online.  The MIV volunteers will also assist to encourage their local communities to adapt to 

the new norms and utilize the applications developed by the Government of Malaysia i.e. e-

Census and MySejahtera( in managing Covid-19 outbreak in Malaysia) and refer to the 

Government related websites to source for reliable information.  The MIV volunteers also 

remind their communities to be vigilant at all times while performing any online 

activities/transactions.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Musodev Code Academy 

http://www.codeacademy.musodev.com/ 

 

The project is under Association for the Promotion of Woemens trougtht ICT in Mali. 

Musodev in its mission of the future generation of female talents in ICT initiated the 

MUSODEV CODE ACADEMY (MUSCOA) project. It is a 9-month training program including 3 

months of internship. According to the ITU in 2020 nearly two million jobs in the ICT sector 

will disappear for lack of skills, so it is more than urgent to take action on the ground to 

reduce this number and reverse the trend .Through MUSCOA we want:    offer women and 

girls high-quality vocational training adapted to the job market;    To initiate, train and 

strengthen women and girls in digital professions;    Promote digital inclusion in the gender 

disparities in ICT;    Promote the empowerment of women and girls through ICTs;    For the 

first edition, four sectors are available, namely: web and mobile development, web 

marketing and Community Management.    In order to achieve the set objectives, we have 

developed the IDA (Digital Inclusion, Skills Development and Support) approach.    Digital 

inclusion    We are working to reduce the digital divide among women and girls, so that they 

are socio-economically empowered.    Skills development    For digital inclusion to be 

effective and to be a reality, it is essential to prioritize the development of skills through 

training, learning techniques and tools, which is why we attach particular importance to 

this.    Support    Empowering women and girls is a whole process and we have understood 

it well at MUSCOA, which is why we make sure to support our learners in several ways 

(coaching, mentoring, professional integration, scholarships, entrepreneurship etc.)   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, EMP. 



The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Mujeres por Más Mujeres,  A.C. ("Conectadas") 

https://conectadas.org/ 

 

The project is under Mujeres por Más Mujeres, A.C. ("Conectadas") in Mexico. 

CONECTADAS is a civil association of leading women specialists in the digital ecosystem 

(telecommunications, media and ICT) that arises from our concern and disagreement with 

the low inclusion and promotion of women in managerial and decision-making positions in 

these industries, both in the Mexican private, public, academic and social sphere. With the 

under-representation of women in the ICT ecosystem, Mexican society as a whole loses. Our 

vision is that of organizations with a representative number of female directors, managers 

in suite C, journalists, producers, programmers, inventors, software developers, ministers 

and regulators, judges and directors of universities and research centers in the areas of 

technology and information, content, economy, media, digital policies, etc. Likewise, we will 

fight for media and audiovisual content and AI that respect women and their rights, which 

stop reinforcing sexist roles and stereotypes, and content of violence against women, as 

these messages create models and idiosyncrasies that last throughout society. The main 

objective of CONECTADAS is to help build the necessary foundations for women in ICT 

industries to reach the top in their professions and occupations based on their merits, but 

without veiled forms of discrimination. May inclusive public systems and policies flourish 

and encourage men to become more involved in the co-responsibility they have with family 

and domestic care without having to wait another century. To achieve this, we raise 

awareness in relevant organizations of the enormous tangible benefits of creating diverse 

and inclusive organizations and we seek to make visible the enormous achievements of 

talented women and have their voice heard in specialized forums; We have mentoring and 

training programs for women and proposals for regulatory and public policy authorities to 

include more women at decision-making levels.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Educación a Distancia (Distance Learning project)  

https://sites.google.com/uneteya.org/seminarios/ 

 

The project is under Facebook Mexico in Mexico. 

Our objective is to provide public school teachers from primary education in Mexico with 

the necessary tools and capacities to accelerate their digital transformation in order to 

deliver engaging and quality online education. The project comprises diverse free training 

sessions to public school teachers on how to integrate digital tools to their pedagogical 

practice and how to foster a digital citizenship culture among their students.  Since its 

launch, a teachers learning community has been created where more than 120 thousand 



public school teachers have registered in each of the 8 –out of 16– sessions deployed, and 

have reached more than 2 million views.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, LEA, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

MUVA Tech 

https://muvamoz.co.mz/ 

 

The project is under MUVA  in Mozambique. 

In an increasingly digital world, women are still excluded on a daily basis from access to 

information and communication technologies. Women and socio-economic disadvantaged  

groups are still marginalized, and the digital gap continues to increase. Changing this reality 

is not just about having opportunities to improve a person’s future prospects; it is, above all, 

a question of human rights.  MUVA Tech awakens the awareness and interest of young 

women in the technology industries, and stimulates this interest, providing them with 

training to develop the basic skills to access their first job.  MUVA Tech´s main objective was 

empowering young women with digital and soft skills that would allow them to better 

access job opportunities.   The project also wanted to contribute to elevating the number of 

talents in the ICT labour force market, placing young women who could, after their 

participation in the project, undertake entry level jobs in ICT (a market still mainly 

dominated by their male pears).  MUVA Tech looked at the hypothesis that a training 

focused on digital literacy combined with soft skills would increase the opportunities young 

women would have to access to decent job opportunities, or pursue carriers in tech.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Women Leaders in Technology  

https://www.facebook.com/wlitnepal/ 

 

The project is under Women Leaders in Technology  in Nepal (Republic of). 



Women Leaders in Technology(WLiT) was established with the firm belief that women can 

and should hold key leadership positions in the field of computer technology.    We follow a 

two folded vision:  1. To reduce the gender gap in the technology field by encouraging young 

women to pursue careers in the field.  2. To enable them in becoming innovators and 

leaders, creating a new cycle of mentors and role models for coming generations to follow.    

But women in developing countries like Nepal face hurdles in the form of social 

responsibility. They are socially conditioned to not ask for more when it comes to power 

and money. Many women also get big life decisions such as marriage made for them. Many 

married women in tech quit or choose low stress jobs with less hours and lower pay. This 

has created a cycle where young women see this as the normal standard with very less to 

look up to for inspiration.     We address this with by intervening at a critical time of their 

professional development with four clear objectives:  1. To upskill young women in tech 

with leadership and technical skills.  2. To guide young women in making career-defining 

professional and personal choices.   3. To kickstart careers of young women in tech.  4. To 

create a cycle of strong female role models.    WLiT runs a yearlong fellowship program for 

university level Computer Science students identifying as women. Every year, 15 

participants get selected through an open call. They learn leadership skills alongside 

technical training in a two-week bootcamp at the end of which they build a product in the 

form of a website/app. They go through a holistic growth through various activities 

throughout the year in various forms: mentorship from program alumni, three-month 

working internship at a partner company, and self-led Hour of Code (introducing coding to 

young kids) programs.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Child helplines and the COVID-19 pandemic 

https://www.childhelplineinternational.org/child-helplines/tools/coronavirus/ 

 

The project is under Child Helpline International in Netherlands. 

"Child Helpline International has created a repository of information on how child helplines 

are responding to the pandemic.    Child Helpline International is committed to providing 

support to child helplines as they navigate through the COVID-19 pandemic. we have 

collection a selection of tools, articles and other resources being shared across the 

international community of children’s rights practitioners.  We are gathering resources 

from our child helpline members about ways child helplines are adapting to the COVID-19 

pandemic. We have set up a Dropbox folder for our child helpline members that brings 

these resources together.     In addition, we have worked together with our partners to 

provide practitioner led webinars and knowledge sharing sessions.  and to complement our 

capacity building efforts we have used social media to highlight he crucial role that child 

helplines have been playing in the response to children and young people at greater risk of 

violence due to the lock downs across the globe."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 



The project is relevant to SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Tessa 

https://www.tinybots.nl/ 

 

The project is under Tinybots BV in Netherlands. 

Tessa supports self-management, independent living and offers care by providing people 

that suffer from cognitive impairment with verbal assistance.     Care robot Tessa provides 

verbal guidance to clients in daily activities. Over 1000 Tessa’s have been implemented in 

The Netherlands where it has been proven to be effective and has demonstrated it improves 

the self-reliance of 90% of the clients, they experience 24/7 support and it saves, 

substitutes or directly avoids 1 to 2 hours of care per week.    How Tessa work:  • Tessa is 

connected to the internet. This can be done with WiFi, MiFi or cable. This makes it possible 

to operate Tessa remotely. Remote care is thus possible.  • Connected securely with 

Tinybot's system. Tessa must always be connected via the Tinybots system. The robot 

initiates the connection itself to exchange information. That is safer, because (strange) 

connections from outside are not just accepted.  • Can be set at any time at any location. A 

daily schedule with tasks, instructions and messages can be created in advance to support 

clients. The 'speak directly' function also enable user to send something immediately.  • 

Tessa speaks in her own voice (TTS). Tessa can translate from text to speech and vice versa. 

Users just have to type in what to say. Setting up Tessa is as easy as writing a 'text message' 

or note.  • In the app user can see if Tessa is working properly and responses. Tessa reports 

every minute whether she is still working properly. She also lets user know if their clients 

has responded to their questions.  • Tessa understands the client (ASR) Tessa listens to the 

answers of the client and can respond accordingly following pre-set scripts 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

MakeHER Space 

https://wtec.org.ng/make-her-space/ 

 

The project is under Women's Technology Empowerment Centre in Nigeria. 

MakeHer Space project is an initiative by W.TEC, designed to teach girls to create 

technology and engineering-based solutions that solve problems in their communities, 

provide information about career options and exposes them to women working successfully 

in STEAM.    Objectives:  •Teach the students to create technology and engineering-based 

solutions that solve problems in their communities.  •Help the young women hone their 

abilities to work in teams, as they will work in teams on technology and engineering-

centered projects  •Help the young women develop marketable and practical skills in and an 

appreciation of technology, art design, engineering, maths and critical thinking.  •Connect 

the girls with and prepare them for further education and career opportunities in STEAM 



and/or entrepreneurship.    The project was initially planned to run as a face to face 

programme but was transformed to run in an online setting due to the outbreak of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The pilot programme which ran from May till November 2020 saw 88 

girls through intensive training on Website Design, 3D Modelling, Video Marketing and 

Market Research and Analysis. Training held in 6 cohorts, 4 times a week with wonderful 

success stories from participants.           

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5. 

 

 

 

 HETAVED SKILLS ACADEMY FOR INNOVATIONS AND ENTERPRENEURSHIP is an 

innovative approach to Digital Entrepreneurship education  

https://hetaved-skills-academy.teachable.com 

 

The project is under HETAVED SKILLS ACADEMY FOR INNOVATIONS AND 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP in Nigeria. 

We train and mentor the younger generation through digital,online and virtual platforms 

towards sustainable Innovations for development and jobs creation. Especially, we target 



the gender folks for training and empowerment. So far, we have trained and empower over 

25000000 on different soft sustainable skills and digital, social media and green enterprises 

formulation, management and scaling. We also render consultancies on Digital Technology 

to public and private institutions towards mass development and empowerment.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

The Project Kuongaza Initative  

https://www.stemiafrica.org 

 

The project is under STEMi Makers Africa in Nigeria. 

Project Kuongoza addresses the leaky unemployment pipeline, underrepresentation of 

women in STEM and gender digital divide across Sub-Saharan Africa. Globally, the number 

of jobs in STEM fields increased 36% from 10.2 million in 2008 to 26.5 million jobs in 2014, 

yet there are over 80.6 million underskilled women who can not embrace STEM 

opportunities in the continent. Over 90% of jobs worldwide have a digital component and 

require sophisticated digital skills. Project Kuongoza prioritizes training in the STEM field to 

provide technical skills, STEM tools and employment opportunities for women and girls 

aged 15-25, to help them thrive in an economy where routine work is automated and digital 

skills are valued. Their solution is a first-to-market initiative that combines outsourcing, and 

employment opportunities in STEM to help women access new markets, work flexibly and 

integrate these learned skills - after they are digitally trained. Through Project Kuongoza, 

they are building a society that guarantees equal access to socio-economic, equitable 

opportunities for all and protection of girl-child education.    Project Kuongoza develops an 

ecosystem of skilled women talents across the entire STEM lifecycle with structured 

contents, well arranged online pool of resources and Artificial Intelligence support for 

reinforcing knowledge and skills. It is seamless, customizable, non-obtrusive where users 

are able to create their own learning path and consume knowledge/resources at their own 

pace. They also connect organizations and STEM-ready talents through remote model to 

jobs, projects, internships/mentorship. This e-recruitment design matches top women 

talents for best organization practices and efficiency.        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Free ICT training for girl Children and less privileged youths 

https://g.page/aplus-computer-training-tech/review?ad 

 

The project is under A+ Computer Training Technology Limited in Nigeria. 

A+ computer Training Technology, is an innovative ICT training institute that specialized on 

providing professional and certification ICT training programs for career and educational 

advance for human capital development. The institute has trained and graduated about 

6,785 students on various I.T programs. In it quest to contribute to skills acquisition 

training, the institute over the years of existence of 10 years have been able to be providing 

free ICT training to girls and less privileges youths that are interested in adding value to 

their lives as part of the institute social and cooperate responsibilities. Following the 

success stories of the institute from our trainees, the federal and state government have 

been able to partner with the institute by appointing A+ computer as the only private EDI 

center for CBN, master trainer for ITF, NDE, PICTDA, PLASMIDA to be providing training on 

their behalf and also to make sure that all our trainees gain internship after training etc.     

In Plateau state, Nigeria. We have about 285 girl child that have benefited from our free ICT 

training and most have been employed after training with us through the free ICT training. 

Our institute have be able to engaged on mentorship of women in tech in Jos. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

 Women in Agricultural Extension Services(WAGES) Mobile  

https://www.beauhavenfarms.com.ng/ 

 

The project is under Beau Haven Farms in Nigeria. 

Beau Haven Farms is one of the fast growing, productive and focused integrated farm in 

Nigeria. Our goal is to encourage and support a new generation of women entrepreneurial 

farmers. We provide start-up farms and flexible ICT trainings and skills building 

opportunities as well important connections to peer, mentor and community networks. Our 

mission is to promote sustainable agriculture for development of the vulnerable small-scale 

farmers. We achieve this through education, training and work with disadvantaged small 

scale farming communities on sustainable organic agriculture in Nigeria.   Up till date, Beau 

Haven Farms has a profound influence on vulnerable communities especially girls and 

women. Through cutting - edge digital technology and self-help approaches, the 

organization promotes sustainable solutions to the financial, agricultural challenges facing 

women in rural communities.  Since 2018, the organisation has been involved in various 

agriculture education empowering and educating women farmers through digital literacy. 

Our major objectives are:  -To promote commercial production and increase the local 

consumption of yellow cassava varieties that is rich in vitamin A in Nigeria through 

technology.  -To promote adoption of production technologies for enhancing sweet cassava 

yields.  -To optimally utilize their ICTs for purposes such as strategic learning, monitoring, 

evaluation, scaling, communication and stakeholder engagement.  Our mobile agriculture 

tools have enabled more tha10, 000 poor women farmers in Nigeria to increase their 

productivity and earn more for their families.  With the aim of combating childhood 

malnutrition, the organisation is promoting and facilitating expanded production and 

consumption of highly nutritious, biofortified cassava in Nigeria through Women 



Agricultural Extension Services (WAGES mobile).  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

LEARN - Inspire A Child 

http://www.fliplearnkids.com/ 

 

The project is under Unites Cisco Networking Academy  in Nigeria. 

Inspire a Child is a social impact initiative for young girls in low income/public secondary 

schools in Nigeria established by FliplearnKids, Nigeria.     Every second children are born 

into the world, some will never succeed or see their dreams and aspirations become a 

reality, but the saddest are those who do not have dreams or can't afford to because of the 

various challenges they face in life. In most cases young girls from low income family are 

highly at risk as they are married off early, engaged in hawking or become victims of sexual 

violence.    Inspire A Child brings together 

individuals/entrepreneurs/educators/professionals/CNN Heroes from around the globe 

who have shown resilience in pursuing their dreams, to communicate with young girls in 

low income /public secondary schools right there in the classroom, and possibly, for those 

few minutes create a spark that would ignite a vision of future possibilities.    Since its 

inception to date, IAC has engaged over 1,000 school girls in Kano, Abeokuta, Ijebu-Ode, 

Lagos and Osun in Nigeria. We have grown from one-chapter presence in Lagos to 4 

chapters (Lagos, Abeokuta, Ogbomosho and Ijebu-Ode with plans for further expansion.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Technovation Girls Challenge 

https://mobile.facebook.com/technovationglobal/ 

 

The project is under  Technovation  in Nigeria. 

Technovation is a global tech education nonprofit that empowers girls and families to 

become leaders, creators and problem – solvers. We offer two programs Technovation Girls 

and Technovation Families which bring kids and adults together to solve big problems in 

their communities.  We have two programs  a)Technovation Girls  b)Technovation Families    

Technovation Girls  Equips young women (ages 10-18) to become tech entrepreneurs and 

leaders. With the support of volunteer, mentors, girls work in teams to code mobile apps 

that address real-world problems.    Technovation Families Brings together families, schools 

and mentors to learn, play and create with artificial intelligence through hands on projects, 

children (ages 8-16) and adults learn and use AI tools to address real-world problems.  Our 

mission is to open up the fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics (STEM) to 

children, particularly the underserved and especially girls, so that they are encouraged and 

enabled to pursue a professional education and career .  The goal of Technovation  is to 



develop and instill a greater understanding of the engineering design process, a mindset of 

curiosity, creativity and persistence – essential prerequisites for success in the fields of 

STEM.  Technovation inspires girls and families to be leaders and problem solvers in their 

lives and in their community. A world where people in under deserved communities have 

strengthened and amplified their collective capacity to address challenging problems using 

engineering  and technology.Doing so successfully requires a commitment to sustained 

engagement to impact scale and to advancing the state.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

TECH for Women's Health(TECHWomen): Improving Women's Reproductive Health 

Through Technology   

https://www.facebook.com/icehdNG/posts/3441992502579423 

 

The project is under International Centre for Environmental Health and Development 

(ICEHD) in Nigeria. 

ICEHD is a non- profit organization that focuses on activities that promotes the right to a 

clean environment, right to health (particularly women's sexual and reproductive health 

and the right to development.     ICEHD provides information on climate resilience, 

environmental intervention, access to clean water and sanitary systems, menstrual hygiene 

education for girls, undertakes training and capacity building programs for female birth 

attendants to increase their ability to provide quality healthcare services to rural women 

and girls, training in technology, internet and computer skills for women and girls and 

female birth attendants to enable access to standard health information, record keeping and 

employability.    Target audience are women and girls in rural communities and villages     

Major objectives are to improve the environment; promote the health of women and girls, 

empower women and girls; promote their right to development.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 



 

CLICK-ON KADUNA DIGITAL JOBS IN NIGERIA 

http://skills.click-onkaduna.ng 

 

The project is under NATVIEW TECHNOLOGY in Nigeria. 

The Click-On Kaduna Digital Jobs In Nigeria Program is aimed  at helping increase 

employment in the state for disadvantaged  youth aged between 18-40 by catalysing the use 

of Information  and Communication Technology (ICT) for economic opportunity  creation. It 

enables young people especially the females in Fragile, Conflict and Violence (FCV) 

communities as Kaduna participate in the digital economy particularly as it relates to 

freelancing and remote work opportunities and job matching and facilitation with private 

sector players in Nigeria. Our Target audience include: Poor and  Unemployed, Graduates, 

Stay at home mums or wives, Secondary School drop outs, Underemployed, Special Groups 

and Entrepreneurs         The Click-On Kaduna Digital Jobs In Nigeria Program is aimed at 

helping increase employment in the state for disadvantaged  youth aged between 18-40 by 

catalysing the use of Information  and Communication Technology (ICT) for economic 

opportunity  creation.  The Click-On Kaduna Skills is a collaborative jobs program in 

partnerships with World Bank, Rockefeller Foundation, IBM, WACOM, Andela and 

implemented by Natview Technology & Ventures Platform to enable young people 

especially the females in Fragile, Conflict and Violence (FCV) communities as Kaduna 

participate in the digital economy particularly as it relates to freelancing and remote work 

opportunities and job matching and facilitation with private sector players in Nigeria. Our 

Target audience include: Poor and  Unemployed, Graduates, Stay at home mums or wives, 

Secondary School drop outs, Underemployed, Special Groups and Entrepreneurs.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 11. 



The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

College To Industry/C2I Initiative 

https://swe.org 

 

The project is under Society of Women Engineers in Nigeria. 

For more than six decades, SWE has given women engineers a unique place and voice 

within the engineering industry.     As a young female African leader, I am valued for 

academic excellence and intellectual capacity which had been constantly proven by virtue of 

my academic achievements and community involvement in the society. As a proof of my 

capacity, I have earned numerous awards from academic institutions, received multiple 

awards of recognition from reputable organizations I volunteered with, for my selfless 

service and commitment to societal development. Because of my commitment and works in 

quality education and decent job creation, in 2019 I was listed among the African’s 100 

Most Innovative and Deserving Youth-SDG 4(Quality Education).  Through innovation I have 

created numerous program addressing key problems in education and employment through 

partnerships, sponsorship and research. Some of these programs includes the Share Your 

Story Project, Girls STEAM Ahead, C2I Project, International Women’s Day, International 

Day of Girls in Science, SWE/ SCC project, and SWE/Milex Project, just to mention a few. 

These programs usually have one woman as a speaker, who have had an international 

education to have a significant input. I create connections with Nigerian companies or 

citizens working in diaspora and give them the opportunity to engage with young folks, 

which eventually scales up impact.  Therefore, as a result of present global trends and 

innovations and trends I am seeking for an opportunity to learn, gain more skills, and 

update my knowledge in this field and propose solutions that would provide answers to 

problems keeping leaders in this field awake; so as to contribute to making Nigeria better 

and advance my career on this path.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

FemCode Africa 

http://femcodeafrica.org 

 

The project is under FemCode Africa in Nigeria. 

FemCode Africa is your No.1 Virtual Hub with the vision of educating and empowering all 

females across Africa with on demand tech skills for free without them having to leave the 

comfort of their homes. Femcode Africa is centered on equipping ladies with on demand 

tech skills for free.     FemCode Africa believes that every female can acquire a digital skill if 

given the opportunity, and they provide that opportunity. We have single-handedly trained 

over 1700 females across Africa on web and Android development, graphics design, social 

media management and content development.    We tend to offer females access to one on 

one mentor-ship and comprehensive boot-camps instead of just doing the normal 

introductory skill workshops or training.    Our trainings are centered mainly on Females 

who have the zeal to learn but lack the essential resources to make their dreams come true.    

Our boot-camps runs for the period of 3 to 6 months, enabling these ladies learn properly 

because from our research we have discovered that ladies have different learning pattern 

and time frame. We also try as much as possible to carry everyone along, making sure every 

one in the boot-camp gets the adequate training and support they need to help them get up 

to a high standard in their preferred tech field.    As a virtual hub that is aimed at equipping 

ladies with on-demand digital skills, FemCode Africa is positively changing the narrative 

and closing the gap when it comes to women inclusion in technology. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Innovationbed Smart Virtual Cities Upskilling - UN SPACE4Nigeria Computer-Aided 

Strategic Planner 

http://www.innovationbed.africa 

 

The project is under Programos Foundation in Nigeria. 

Objectives:  It is a computer aided SDG-Advisor initative that is being developed as part of 

the United Nations ICT4SIDS eNabler Project. It offers significant benefits especially to the 

developing countries because it can:   1. identify and resolve the key issues involved in 

leaderships of poor economies, and helps in evaluation & selection of the best alternatives 

before initiating a development project.   2. accelerate the development processes by 

quickly generating plans in hours instead of months  3. hide technical details and thus can 

be used by people with different backgrounds - hence we are teaching jobless graduates 

who now have ability to create new jobs aways from the displaced disruptions across the 

SDGs making them become relevant in nation-building  4. introduce and enforce the same 

standards and best practices quickly and uniformly across all users   • it is now used as a 

training and educational tool with more opportunities for youths in Africa who have been 

far from such costly contents.    Results for cohort (1):  1. local capacity development 

programme organised freely by Programos Foundation in collaboration with UN ICT4SIDS, 

for the maiden cohort which was made up of graduate youths drawn from diverse 

disciplines from Akwa-Ibom , Edo , Ogun , Kano , Katsina , Gombe, Taraba , Benue , Bauchi 

and the FCT as follows:  a. beneficiaries of the #SPACE4Nigeria programme now appreciate 

the need for the national dream being towards a Digital Economy and why they need 

support government,   b. Each beneficiary is currently on a national project of determining 

how well they can use the education attained to promote quality leadership administration 

in all ministries of their regions with the support of our foundation and UN ICT4SIDS by 

developing inexpensive digital hubs on education, health, agriculture that integrates within 

and outside communities of nigeria.  c. attained upskilling shows the UN ICT4SIDS is of great 

value to leaders.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG11. 

 

 



 

African ChangeMakers Initiative 

https://africanchangemakers.org 

 

The project is under African ChangeMakers Initiative in Nigeria. 

CATALYST FOR TRANSFORMATION & IMPACT.      African youth, women and girls are 

leaders of today, NOT tomorrow and they are our target audience. Investing in African 

Youth, Women, & Girls isn’t just about basic human rights, it’s about fully unlocking the 

potentials of one quarter of the world’s population. We are all about changing African 

women Mindset, Teaching Skill-set & Sharing Tool-set. Our vision amplifies leadership, 

entrepreneurial ingenuity and social innovations in every community across Africa and 

around the world, harnessing values-driven innovative solutions with sustainability in mind 

to champion transformation & impact across the world.        Our mission identifies, spark 

new ideas, nurture creative innovation and develop an engaged change-making leaders and 

communities through online and face-to-face connectivity programs of changemakers, 

game-changers, impact-makers, agent of change, movers and shakers of enterprise for the 



transformation of Africa and the world.   Our Slogan: African ChangeMakers, YES WE CAN.        

Mantra  Our Vision Inspires Us,  Our Mission Drives Us,  Our Purpose Guides Us to Spark 

Change.    Our Values: Diversity, Inclusiveness, Collaboration, Knowledge Sharing, Impact 

and a Connected World.        PROGRAMS    • African ChangeMakers Fellowship    • African 

ChangeMakers Mentorship    • African ChangeMakers Meet-Up    • African ChangeMakers 

Women    • African ChangeMakers Exchange    • And much more 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

 

Re-firing STEMM women and girls by doing 

https://www.facebook.com/eucharia.nwaichi/ 

 

The project is under Abia state University Uturu Abia state  in Nigeria. 

Dr. Eucharia Oluchi Nwaichi is an exceptional gender-conscious environmentalist working 

for the University of Port Harcourt (UNIPORT) and living in a developing country, Nigeria.  

The candidate has contributed directly to education evident in (1) her teaching career - she 

teaches biochemistry formally (as a Lecturer at the University of Port Harcourt) and 

informally ( https://youtu.be/GaMPTFBtSR4 and https://youtu.be/d2R542HrlSg) in 

Nigeria and  steps down any any new learning, spreading the message with anticipated 

renewed commitment from her passision to entrench safe environment for all with special 

passion for building capacity for women and girls. She trains corps members (manadatory 

one year post-graduation national service) yearly with her team on preparing a great CV, 

quality management, attending interviews, tips for staying safe and other soft skills. This 

initiative is to help them acclimatize in their new environment and excel. Dr. Nwaichi is 

often invited to holiday camps to charge children to love science courses and has 

volunteered severally to UNICEF to bring developmental activities around women and girls 

especially on child protection issues. She has worked with host communities to her 

university facilities to grow their capacities on basic environmental management and public 

health concerns. On the 12th of March 2020, she formed what she call Evidence Leaders 

team UNIPORT, that was commissioned to drive research evidence generation, validation, 

synthesis and use and is looking to inorporate policy makers in the team to improve their 

capacities to find and use research evidence. It is interesting to note that the Evidence team 

is made up of 75% women as she consciously strives to re-fire women and girls.  



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

 

The Visiola Foundation 

https://www.visiolafoundation.org 

 

The project is under The Visiola Foundation in Nigeria. 

The Visiola Foundaion runs an exciting residential program designed to stimulate the 

interest of teenage girls (13 – 18) in the STEM fields. Students are taught concepts and 

projects in Robotics, Electronics, Mechanics, Science, and Computer Programming. They 

build projects individually and as a group. They are also exposed to professionals in the 

STEM fields who serve as mentors to them.  The Visiola Foundation also runs and intensive 

five-week program to train girls and young women in the fundamentals of web design and 

computer programming. Best students provided with internships and Creation of a talent 

recruitment pool for corporates and development of tech entrepreneurs.  The Visiola 

foundation program customized as STEM Leadership and Entrepreneurship (STEMLEG) 

clubs hold at 20 Government Secondary Schools across the FCT.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, EMP, 8. 



The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Smart Gjøvik 

https://www.gjovik.kommune.no/prosjekter/smart-gjovik/ 

 

The project is under Gjøvik municipality in Norway. 

In our smart city programme, «Smart Gjøvik”, we use data and technology in new, smart and 

creative ways to underpin our city vision: “The University City of Gjøvik – leading in 

sustainable growth and development”. Our smart city projects will give us benefits and 

innovative solutions for climate, environment or resource issues, and are run in line with 

the principles from the Norwegian Roadmap for Smart and Sustainable Cities.  Please see 

more information available at: https://www.gjovik.kommune.no/prosjekter/smart-gjovik/ 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Metamorphosis of Energy 

http://www.comsats.edu.pk/ 

 



The project is under Metamorphosis of Energy in Pakistan. 

The Path for entry through gate 3 of our university incorporates a passageway for waste 

water. This entrance has a lot of significance as it holds a large space for car parking, so 

every individual has to use this path for entering inside the vicinity. No one can judge the 

volatile nature of this path as during rainfall the water level elevates considerably and tends 

to create menace for every person as the next gate is 5 minutes by drive away from this one 

and the other lots are always packed.  Every individual using this path during rainfall 

always appeals for clemency and certainly we have given an ample time for discussion to 

solve this problem, the only fruitful way of solving this matter is to coddle this problem and 

stop the irksome journey. By doing so we can easily depict that our efforts are masked by a 

pretense that there is always a possibility and simply repudiate all hardships and 

impossibilities. This Survey has shown its importance by becoming the mortar of this 

project and has become a glutton for success. As every individual working in this path 

believes in Confucianism. This survey has indeed given birth to a proclivity for hard work 

and has now desired an inclination for clean and green life and our work will simply display 

a beautiful rendition of success.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG7, SDG12. 

 

 

Code to Change Pakistan 

http://codetochange.org/dscbatch3/ 

 

The project is under Code To Change Pakistan in Pakistan. 

The Code To Change Pakistan has launched a program for the digital empowerment of 

women and youth. The Code To Change digital skills boot camps have opened doors for 

approximately 500 women, youth, and teachers to find innovative solutions to empower 

themselves and their students while taking care of their own economic situation amid 

COVID-19 related school closures.     Digital Skills boot camp has supported a series of 

capacity-building training to advance 500 young professionals’ digital skills for active 

citizenship, civic and economic participation through technology. These trainings targets 

specifically youth, women, and girls from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds, and aims to 

maximize impact and increase the visibility of the proven and possible ways to enhance 

digital inclusion and skills, with the ultimate goal of narrowing the digital divide and 

addressing the COVID-19 lockdowns related economic hardships among the disadvantaged 

groups in Pakistan.    These digital skills trainings provide the skills to both teachers (to 

deliver online classes to their students ) as well as women and youth (to find employment 

opportunities online in the freelancing sector and uplift women economically).     Previously 

our trainings were held on physical locations with our local implementation partners. Due 

to COVID-19, we had to look for alternatives and move our training online. The trainings are 

supplemented with online platforms and tools for the participants and organizing network 

activities. Currently, we are working with a hybrid (a combination of online and offline) 

model.  



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Schools Expansion  Enhancement & Digitalization 

https://www.telecomfoundation.com.pk 

 

The project is under Telecom Foundation in Pakistan. 

Telecom Foundation is a self-financed welfare trust under the Ministry of IT&T, 

Government of Pakistan, running 12 schools in the underprivileged areas across Pakistan. 

In 2020, the new management embarked upon a program that would not only add more 

new schools in the country’s underprivileged areas but also digitalize all of them (SEED 

project 2020-25). Under the initiative of SEED project, Telecom Foundation is currently 

establishing its first school in 20 years, in what is widely regarded as Asia’s largest shanty 

town/slum, Orangi, Karachi, due to be inaugurated by the Prime Minister by the end of May 

this year. The school based on sustainable development parameters, aims to primarily bring 

as many out of school children in the area into education and it has had a very encouraging 

response from the parents following surveys conducted in the area. The school would not 

only bring ‘out of school’ children into the education net, but also bring them straight into 

an environment that fosters ICT based learning ease.   Also as part of the SEED project and 

STEM education, the foundation in collaboration with Google, the Ministry of IT&T and Tech 

Valley Pakistan, has taken an initiative to introduce the learning of software coding for its 

underprivileged children through introduction of Google CS first in its schools via the ‘train 

the trainer’ concept for its teachers. This is enabling the children to have an opportunity to 

start becoming a part of the digital economy and earning even while they are at school. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

RUL-Predictor:Remaining Useful Life (RUL) prediction for predictive maintenance of 

in-service infrastructure 

http://ndt.pnec.nust.edu.pk/RULofABC 

 

The project is under NDT & Reliability Engineering Research Center in Pakistan. 

The project ‘RUL -Predictor’ was conceived considering the poor asset management of 

ageing infrastructure in the 3rd world economies combined with limited resources, no 

predictive maintenance and sudden failures of critical systems costing millions every 

minute of the downtime caused. Need of the hour is criticality and failure diagnosis. The 

project is aimed at maintaining quality, integrity and efficiency of any infrastructure under 

evaluation. The primary concept is degradation assessment and a statistical framework for 

estimating RUL utilizing historical NDT database; resulting into decreased rate of asset 

deterioration while effectively increasing its RUL.    NDT & Reliability Engineering team has 

focused on the following main objectives   1. Improved asset management  2. Predictive 



maintenance for ageing infrastructure when RUL is known  3. Better livelihood for 

communities by preserving limited and ageing infrastructure  4. In-country capacity 

building in the domains of NDT, reliability engineering and asset management  5. Promote 

R&D and industry-academia linkages for a better tomorrow   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG7, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Enabling Continuity Of Learning Through Technology 

https://sabaq.edu.pk/ 

 

The project is under Mera SABAQ Learning Systems (Private) Limited in Pakistan. 

The project enabled qualified and talented teachers in public schools to deliver classroom 

lessons and remedial lessons with technology. Once teachers are empowered they then 

helped students catch up on missed learning thereby mitigating learning losses. When the 

SELD Learning APP was launched by Education Minister in May 2020, we realized that 

teachers are not equipped with the pedagogy required for technology-based teaching. There 

is limited capacity at the government level for onboarding teachers and headteachers and a 

lack of community ownership for the integration of technology in public schools. Since the 

Sindh Education Department adopted technology for the first time it had limited resources 

to onboard and train teachers to teach with technology. Many older teachers are also not 

receptive to newer teaching methods that employ technology. Hence through this project, 

we trained teachers in 70 schools in the districts of Badin, Tando Allah Yar, and Tando 

Muhammad Khan (Sindh). The objective was to train them on SELD application and how to 

incorporate technology inside and outside the classroom. Through this project, we targeted 

15000 students and engaged with their parents to achieve community involvement and 

ownership in the use of technology. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

National Grassroots ICT Research Initiative 

https://www.ignite.org.pk/ngiri 

 

The project is under Ignite - National Technology Fund in Pakistan. 

National Grassroots ICT Research Initiatives (NGIRI) is aimed to promote R&D and 

Innovation at grassroots level by providing financial support to selected Final Year Projects 

(FYP) of undergraduate students, enrolled in ICT related disciplines of public & private 

sector institutions and universities all across Pakistan. The financial assistance under the 

program is aimed to enable students undertaking FYPs for building prototypes and working 

models in order to increase their creativity, innovation and hands-on engineering and 

development skills.     The program is being rolled out since 2012. Total 4,494 FYP have 

been approved for funding till 2020. Disbursements of PKR 172.08 million have been made 

against 3,032 approved FYP.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

Palestine Butterfly 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rozan-al-khazendar-749254112/ 

 

The project is under Roza Company for Advertising and Design in Palestine. 

3 years ago, I started an initiative called (Success Story 1). This competition targets women 

only for their economic empowerment. The initiative consisted of several stages: the stage 

of making questionnaires for marginalized women who have a craft or skill based on their 

hobby (making food, pastries, embroidery, or handicrafts), the stage of field visits (about 20 

women were collected), the stage of special training (leadership, How special projects work, 

promotion, marketing, making future plans), the stage of providing financial grants for the 

best 6 projects based on several criteria such as learning, progress, work plan, benefit from 

training, the stage of supervision and follow-up for women who received grants. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

International Girls in ICT Day - Palestine 2020 

https://www.facebook.com/Girls-in-ICT-Palestine-100775168279847/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Telecom & Information Technology in Palestine. 

The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in Palestine celebrated the 

International Day of Girls in the field of information and communication technology, a day 

set by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in order to encourage young girls 

to actively engage in studies in the ICT domain and enhance their knowledge about the 

sector, Girls in ICT day - Palestine organizers organized a celebration with the participation 

of more than 300 girls from different schools from all over Palestine. A Virtual Zoom 

meeting started 5:00 p.m and lasted till 7:30 p.m with the participation of school girls and 

met virtually with Palestinian Role models and entrepreneurs who spoke about their career 

paths and entrepreneurial initiatives in the ICT sector, they empowered girls and young 

women and encouraged them to see an exciting future for themselves in the information 

technology sector which is the fastest growing sector  in the world.  The event focused on 



three activities:   - Motivational messages and phrases for the participants through the 

participation of women in the field    - Presenting many of the challenges and difficulties 

faced by a number of pioneers and inspirations in the sector.   - Displaying a number of 

projects and ideas for distinguished girls in the sector that have had a great impact on 

Palestinian society.     The event was concluded by announcing the results for an online 

competition between the girls on innovative ideas for a mobile application that benefits the 

community, which allowed to showcase the girls’ creativity in the technology field, as the 

number of surfers reached more than 4000 views during a period of time not exceeding 

seven days, and many short motivational videos were shared, and many motivational and 

inspirational phrases and pioneering digital projects for girls, which contained introductory 

texts about them and highlights of their achievements along with ideas of their projects in 

this field.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5. 

 

 

 

Coding Academy of Jerusalem  

https://www.codingaj.com 

 

The project is under Coding Academy of Jerusalem  in Palestine. 

Coding Academy of Jerusalem is the first of its kind in East Jerusalem specialized in IT 

training. We built the Coding Academy of Jerusalem to get a majority of the public in East 

Jerusalem to learn, understand and love IT in its different fields and to solve the following 

identified problems:  1. Children & youth spend long time on mobile phones.  2. Minimum IT 

level among Jerusalem students. 3. In most schools, one technology lesson, 45 minutes per 

week. 4. Unfamiliarity with new technology i.e. Mac, IoT, Bigdata.  5. Absence of technology 

centers teaching programming.   6. Expensive trainings, when available. 7. For groups of 

children & youth in the same community, it’s difficult to commute to centers across 

Jerusalem. CAJ provides both curricular and extracurricular trainings, courses and 

workshops to address students’ needs and get them to the desired level of IT and computer 

literacy.   Objectives:  1. Improve the students’ level in IT and computer literacy     2. Expand 

on the curricular and extracurricular activities outside the typical classroom    3. Provide the 



students with the needed IT skills     4. Provide an IT environment outside the school to 

expand on the curricular     5. Provide the students the best IT environment including 

software and trainers to allow them to get creative     6.  Get the students exposed and 

interested in a different IT fields i.e. graphic design, programming, robotics, animation.   7. 

Computer literacy for older trainees       CAJ works with a number of target groups to 

maximize its benefits as the following     A. Youth 4-12th grade: MS Office course (Word, 

Excel and Power point), SketchUp, Scratch, Intro to Arabic & English fast typing, App 

Inventor, Intro to Mac operating system, Robotics WeDo2 & Ev3, Arduino Uno.         B. 8-12th 

grade students: web programming  PHP, JAVA, CSS, HTML; Graphic Design: Adobe 

Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, Movie making using different tools and techniques; 

Programming: C++ , JAVA, Python; Mobile programming: Android, iOS.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Jerusalem Organic Youth 

http://jesthub.org/ 

 

The project is under Jerusalem Entrepreneurs- society and technology in Palestine. 

Promote leadership and entrepreneurship among 15 to 16 years old schools student in East 

Jerusalem.   200 students were targeted by training programs in critical thinking, 

entrepreneurship, and leadership, and a selected group of around 20received 150 hours of 

coding in which they received training in Java and then worked on developing mobile 

applications.  The project consisted of  1- Practical hands-on experience in leadership and 

entrepreneurship for 200 students    2- To inspire 20 East Jerusalem youth with an 

entrepreneurial mind to pursue tech-oriented careers  3- Mobile applications developed by 

youth from East Jerusalem   Impact: schools in which the youth exposed to the program 

study reported a positive change in behavior for the students especially those that have the 

weak performance at school. Also now after 3 years from ending this project, the graduates 

are active members of the entrepreneurship participating in all competitions and events, 



attending meetups, and direct other students towards entrepreneurial path.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Enabling Teachers on Remote Teaching and Learning in the time of Pandemic 

https://www.facebook.com/dict.mc1 

 

The project is under Department of Information and Communications Technology in 

Philippines. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected almost all facets of our lives including how we access 

services in the areas of health, entertainment, commerce, and even education.  The 

pandemic has drastically disrupted education affecting millions of learners all over the 

world. Schools/universities were forced to embrace remote learning to ensure that 

knowledge-sharing continues amidst the global fight against the COVID-19.    Unfortunately, 

majority of the country’s public-school teachers were trained and only have experience in 

conventional or face-to-face mode of instructional delivery. Hence the need to conduct rapid 

and massive training to prepare educators for the academic year.     Together with 

University of the Philippines Open University, 84,632 total participants (56,242 or 66% of 

this were female) were enlightened on various techniques for remote teaching through the 

free 9-session program. The series came at no cost to the government and the teacher-

participants as it was conducted online through synchronous webinar sessions. 

Certification of training completion was released to participants who passed the learning 

assessment for each topic. One topic deemed critical to the preparations of the teachers, the 

Course Materials Preparation for Remote Teaching and Learning, was also offered as 

Massive Open Online Course to provide an online guided workshop to the participants.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG17. 

 

 

 



SAMi: Navigation helper for people with intellectual disabilities in digital 

environments 

http://sami.utad.pt/ 

 

The project is under University of Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro in Portugal. 

To increase digital inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities (I.D.), an accessible Web 

application that uses icons instead of Keywords for Web search and a database that allows 

the creation of accessible icons, were developed. SAMi was developed as a proof of concept 

on how to design graphic elements (icons) to be understood and used by the end-user. Has 

three levels of profile customization: background colours (contrast between the 

background and icon hyperlinks was ensured), audio helper animation (male/female 

professor), and Web search categories. The navigation system adds visual cues and audio: a 

local hierarchical menu with general and advanced searches by categories, breadcrumbs 

(aid of users with dyslexia and with screen readers), and also an easy access button to 

return to the homepage. To guarantee the easiness interaction of the navigation system, 

users’ only needs one-click to get video results. SAMi gets videos through the YouTube API 

and Video. 8 videos are presented, users can view more results by clicking the arrows 

options, if they wish to click in a video, it pops up and opens in another screen. The database 

was developed in the PHP programming language.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

lawyers Gateway-web portal & Brokers Gateway-web portal 

https://lawyers.moj.gov.qa/ 

 

The project is under Ministry Of Justice in Qatar. 

This project is implemented for lawyers and brokers, providing the all services for personal 

lawyers\brokers and lawyers\brokers companies.  providing integration with relevant 

government entities .  the project divided into 3 main modules:  •  The lawyers and the 

brokers web portals is meant to do the following:          o  Registration and license, renewal, 

and e-payment.        o  Concludes a contract with the customers.        o  Money laundry 

database and world check system to help the lawyers\brokers to check about their 

customers before they sign any contract.        o  Complaints and penalties on 

lawyers\brokers.        o  Interaction with MOJ backend users with requests.  •  MOJ Backend 

portal for Hierarchical approval workflow.  •  Portal for lawyers\brokers committee for 

voting, validation and Taking an oath.    This is one of the most important initiatives aimed 

at facilitating the launching of lawyers services and brokers services related to real estate in 

QATAR  and creating an attractive environment in which increase the volume of 

investments and justice.    The system fully adopts a paperless environment and largely 

decreases the lawyers and brokers visits to service centers which is particularly essential 

during the current crisis of covid 19.     The portals allow searching for any request easily 

through an intuitive basic search or an advanced search that lets them specify more details 



to narrow down your searches.     This system provides a statistic dashboard and tracking to 

the request flow. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, 6, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

Technograd Innovation and Education Complex 

https://technograd.moscow 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow in 

Russian Federation. 

Technograd is an innovative and educational complex located on the territory of the Main 

Exhibition of Moscow – VDNH.  It is a unique platform of the Government of Moscow, 

offering a new format of career guidance, training and educational leisure for residents and 

guests of Moscow, as well as training for the representatives of small and medium-sized 

businesses and the self-employed online and offline. About 160 thousand people took part 

in free online courses and workshops of the Technograd in 2020. "Technograd" training 

program is updated annually. It covers areas with the highest demand for employees. In 

2020, it was possible to participate in distance workshops on photography, graphic design, 

video blogging, sound engineering and 3D animation. They combined a theoretical 

framework and practical tasks. There is the Career Development Center operating on the 

basis of Technograd. It helps citizens to choose a profession, develop soft skills and learn 

about  the requirements in large companies. In 2020, the Center launched the "Mom Online" 

project allowing the participants to learn during parental leave. In total, in 2020, the center 

prepared more than 730 online trainings. Career consultants conducted more than 1.3 

thousand online meetings with applicants helping them create a resume, prepare for job 

interviews, and plan a career. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Women in Tech Russia 

https://women-in-tech.org/ru/ 



 

The project is under Women in Tech in Russian Federation. 

Women in Tech® is an international organization with a double mission: to close the 

gender gap and to help women embrace technology. The organization focuses on 4 primary 

areas that are a call for action: Education, Entrepreneurialism, Social Inclusion, Science & 

Innovation. The aim is to educate, equip, and empower women and girls with the necessary 

skills and confidence to succeed in STEM career fields.  More than an organization, we are a 

global movement made up of members, partners, and an ecosystem of networks that share 

our values and that have the same mission of striving for an Inclusive Tech industry. The 

issue of women empowerment in Tech is of major importance. We have to tackle it as a 

global community so as to drive sustainable change and create the necessary impact.  Our 

community is represented by persons of all abilities – regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, 

class, age, or sexual orientation. We have members in over 60 countries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, LEA, EMP, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

 

COVID-19 Essay writing contest 2020 

https://edigenrwanda.org/ 

 

The project is under Edified Generation Rwanda in Rwanda. 

COVID-19 Essay writing Contest 2020 seeks to promote and maintain  reading and writing 

culture as well as promotion of Book industry in Rwanda. The contest will not only provide 

assistance to the winners necessary to go  to schools in September 2020 but also will 

strongly focus on the following :  We need to understand  how they perceive this 



unprecedented  lock down caused by  COVID-19; Engaging children and youths in the art of 

reading and writing and  promotion of reading and writing culture in Rwanda; Exposing and 

nurturing young children/youths  into digitally literate  by applying  through the platform ; 

Integrating them into the journey of  the government of  Rwanda to curb  the spread of the 

Corona Virus.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Safwa Programme 

https://mobily.com.sa/wps/portal/personal/about-mobily/media-relations/corporate-

news/%E2%80%AAmobily-and-bharti-airtel-enter-into-strategic-partnership-to-enhance-

global%20operations%E2%80%AC/!ut/p/z1/pZLLbsIwEEW_pYsuo3GI82BJURQIQhWvQLJ

BdmKQqyQOjoHy9zWhqtoFzqJeea7OXGuuBzLYQVaTCz8SxUVNSl2nmbcPhtF4Es9QjIYJQtM

kGq_fQ9-eJhi2JmA9wJD9pz9Cff0JpG-

QlhGL1OLbDD05o16zFZHaIzNhkWObgW5mE4Dmgx5g0QN0sXSAaVSTw2yGIdVh-

c8BH1aQjn-

iNdLTxIfthbMrbGohK703q_v7Tc4LSAd2YXu5HViuE3gWxhRb1B1QKzigIXa8ghSIwgRB3Pc7

ehf5x-mUjSDLRa3Yp4JdJSgvb11ZKyJfUUv2D-1-tQgVZ_WrrljBiWRlt95tJ-VCNkIS3c-

uWsnVX8V6dLfkXPAD06OxVrJGsla_57riwEqudC2OklQVqyiTbbeGxmS3ktUFk9BUm019s-

JwGS4DtJ-HDs5ocH35AsjykXM!/dz/d5/L3dHQSEvUUtRZy9nQSEh/ 

 

The project is under  Etihad Etisalat Company (Mobily) in Saudi Arabia. 

The “Safwa Program” is considered one of the most important initiatives of “Mobily” to 

build and equip future leaders of national competencies. The initiative mechanism revolves 

around the investment factor in human capital by submitting candidates from the beginning 

of their recruitment to high-precision global professional selection criteria, and then they 

are appointed and developed their capabilities through Intensive training programs while 

they are at the helm of "Mobily". This program represents a major challenge in the field of 

developing national elements and investing in them to comply with the highest 

international standards. It is also one of the methods of localizing jobs with high 

professionalism in the interest of both parties, the employee and the company alike.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

3waalm - يكفي  ال واحد عالم ألن عوالم  

http://www.al-jazirah.com/2016/20160906/to5.htm 

 

The project is under King Saud University   in Saudi Arabia. 

Target Audience:  Saudi women aged 15-25  Objective:  Our initiative was founded with an 

aim to help close the gender technology gap by providing access to training and educational 

opportunities in STEM to widen the girls and women horizon and help them pursue 



opportunities in these fields. Also, to empower them to create innovative solutions to 

advance equality in their communities.    Create opportunities for more women and girls to 

play leadership roles by designing and creating their own workshop materials and give 

their own workshops  Goals:  1)spread technical knowledge among Saudi Women.  2) 

Facilitate technical knowledge for those who are not specialised in computer science.  3) 

Present new technical concepts that are revolutionising our world today.     Major Activities:  

1) three summer schools during (2016-2019) offered for free.  2) more than 7 workshops 

offered both within King Saud University and in other venues, all for free.  3) Consultation 

on the topics (robotics- internet of things IoT- Game development) for those interested all 

year round.  4) Social media platform used in spreading knowledge among Saudi women.  

5)Teaching more than 300 Saudi women throughout our programs. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

The Women Empowerment Program in Technology 

https://www.mcit.gov.sa/en/futureskills/227280 

 

The project is under Ministry of Communication and Information Technology in Saudi 

Arabia. 

"The WOMEN EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM in ICT sector is a national program providing 

opportunities for all, and particularly women, sits at the heart of our plan for digitizing the 

Kingdom.   Target audience: All women interested in technology, employees, students, 

managers, or entrepreneurs.   Major objectives: Bridging the gender gap in the ICT sector.   

Activities: Multiple events under the program such as:   I. Women Empowerment Summit   

II. Women in Data Science; in corporation with Stanford University.   III. She Inspires: 

Ramadan weekly Webinars about Women In Tech  IV. Women Training workshops   To 

close the gender divide, we have launched an extensive program for Women ICT inclusion, 

which includes 5 main streams:  1. She Inspires; Meetups and evets to raise awareness 

about women in Tech.  2. She Thrives; Digital Skills for Girls.  A sustainable training project 

to targeting to upskill women in ict workforce as per the market needs, future technology 

trends, and to inject new women talents in the market pipeline. Our goal is to train 8000 

lady by the end of 2020. So far, we’ve trained more than 6904 girls in emerging tech such as; 

AI, block chain, Data science, IoT, and much more.   3. She Works; Raising Women 

participation in ICT sector.   MCIT is working closely with Ministry of HR and created 

specialized national program to raise women participation in ICT sector.  4. She Leads: 

Women Leadership Program  A designed a PAID C -level executive training program, to 

enable women developing new leadership skills, and to prepare them for key executive 

roles in ICT market. 5. She Innovates; Women ICT Entrepreneurship  Innovation and 

entrepreneurship is a driving force for industry 4.0. Women custom-made initiative were 

designed to help starting their own business and become employers instead of job-seekers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 



 

 

 

3waalm 

http://www.al-jazirah.com/2016/20160906/to5.htm 

 

The project is under King Saud University in Saudi Arabia. 

Our initiative was founded with an aim to help close the gender technology gap by 

providing access to training and educational opportunities in STEM to widen the girls and 

womens horizon and help them pursue opportunities in these fields. Also to empower them 

to create innovative solutions to advance equality in their communities.  Create 

opportunities for more women and girls to play leadership roles by designing and creating 

their own workshop materials and give their own workshops.                                         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Enhancement of administrative and executive capabilities of female university 

leaders 

http://www.alriyadh.com/1803459 

 

The project is under Imam Abdulrahman bin Faisal University in Saudi Arabia. 

Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University opened its doors to women and men in 1975 with 

two pioneering colleges, the College of Medicine and the College of Architecture.  Almost 

four decades later this academic institution has grown into a leading research university 

with 21 colleges spread throughout the Eastern Province and a student population of over 

45,000.      As a preeminent research-based institution, Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal 

University continues to grow and develop, continually assessing and improving its curricula 

and expanding its academic capabilities in all disciplines, while at the same time engaging 

the public in addressing environmental and community challenges.   



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

ICT school   

https://www.stc.com.sa/wps/wcm/connect/english/individual/individual 

 

The project is under Stc  in Saudi Arabia. 

stc group is the arm of digital transformation towards vision 2030. The academy is 

considered the enabler towards this transformation by enabling and stc group leaders with 

the tools and techniques required to achieve the strategy objectives. Enabling leaders by 

focusing on building the mindset around technology trends, threats and opportunities to 

benefit the business in operational standpoint and enable expanding for new business 

opportunities.                                                                                                                                                                               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Talent Incubation Program  

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/stc_inducting-our-newest-batch-from-the-talent-activity-

6584761563205427200-yI-v/ 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

STC is a digital champion, always been focused on innovation and evolution, thinking about 

future to make it,  to stay ahead as a truly meaningful and purposeful organization.  It offer 

variety of ICT solutions and digital services in several categories including 

telecommunication,  IT, financial technology, digital media, cybersecurity, and other 

advanced digital solutions,   with that they are leading the digital transformation nationally 

and regionally.    TIP is one of the valuable development programs in the region that aims to 

provide fresh graduates with a variety of job tasks, wide professional exposure and the 

opportunity to work in the country’s most valuable companies. The Program includes 745 

Participants who are employed in a 10-month program and assigned to 5 different sectors.    

TIP benefit is:     - Competitive salary    - Knowledge & competency development program     

- Practical Onboarding journey      - Professional workplace      - Multi tracks development 

paths      Numbers of females in the TIP program is 374 female. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

impactU 

https://www.stc.com.sa/wps/wcm/connect/InspireUen/inspire/impactu 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

impactU is a program supports sustainability and social entrepreneurship projects, by 

developing a change-maker mindset while learning and practicing the skills, tools and 

methods used by the world's leading social entrepreneurs. impactU will guide you on a 

deeply impactful journey from initial idea to game-changing start-up.    Some of the points 

that impactU journey covers:  Creative thinking approaches to problem solving.  developing 

a theory of change.  measuring impact.  building partnerships.  refining your solution 

through iteration. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 6, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

PNU internship  

https://site.ekhaa.org.sa/ 

 

The project is under Ekhaa in Saudi Arabia. 

Internship course is an integral part of the CCIS Academic Programs. This course is designed 

to provide an opportunity for CCIS students to gain a supervised practical experience in 

computer environment of an approved company, an agency, a governmental or community-

based organization in KSA. The students will gain a valuable on-site working experience 

that is similar to that of a new entrant to the field of Computer Technology and knowledge 

learned during their academic study. It further allows the students to develop 

communication, teamwork and problem solving skills, which would ultimately benefit them 

in entering a competitive job market in their respective field. The student will be supervised 

by an academic supervisor and a supervisor in work' site. Each supervisor should provide 

an evaluation for the student' performance throughout the Internship.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 

SG Digital Office 

https://www.sdo.gov.sg 

 

The project is under Infocomm Media Development Authority in Singapore. 

With Covid-19 as the backdrop, this presented both challenges and opportunities for 

Singapore. SDO mobilised a whole-of-nation movement to build on and ramp up existing 



efforts to help the vulnerable segments. In the immediate term, SDO’s emphasis is to reach 

out to senior citizens aged 60yrs old and above, and stallholders in our local hawker centres 

and markets.     With an ageing population of 900,000 senior citizens by 2030, SDO believes 

it is important for our seniors to be comfortable with digital skills to lead meaningful lives 

in their golden years. Additionally, hawkers are a significant part of Singapore’s social fabric 

and culinary culture; they are vendors of merchandise (e.g. food stalls, dried goods, clothing, 

sundries etc.) sprawled in every neighbourhood, mostly operated by seniors. SDO believes 

in ensuring that these hawkers are comfortable with emerging technology, starting with 

simple e-payment solution, to sustain their commerce and personal safety in a post COVID-

19 economy which can be heavily reliant on e-commerce.      Since June 2020, SDO has 

recruited and deployed 1,000 Digital Ambassadors to provide personalised one-to-one 

support, to educate seniors and  hawkers on how to go digital. These engagements are 

available in vernacular languages which reflect Singapore’s cultural diversity and 

inclusiveness. SDO also set up island-wide SG Digital community hubs quickly with the 

support of our “3P” partners comprising our People, Public and Private sectors. We 

collaborate with industry partners to nudge behavioural changes through incentivizing 

seniors and hawkers for adoption of cashless payment.     Through SDO, we have reached 

out and raised the digital skills of over 100,000 seniors, teaching them how to use online 

communications, access digital government apps services and make e-payment. To date, 

SDO has engaged all 18,000 stallholders operating in hawker centres, markets, coffeeshops 

and canteens; of which 9,600 are onboarded with the Unified E-payment Solutions (UePS) 

cashless payment. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Data Science & Artificial Intelligence Capability Building Efforts Across the Whole-Of-

Government 

https://www.developer.tech.gov.sg/technologies/digital-solutions-to-address-covid-

19/overview.html 

 

The project is under Government Technology Agency of Singapore (GovTech) in 

Singapore. 

Digitalisation is a key pillar of the Government’s public service transformation efforts. The 

Singapore Government’s vision is to create a Government that is “Digital to the Core, and 

Serves with Heart”. A Digital Government will be able to build stakeholder-centric services 

that cater to citizens’ and businesses’ needs. Transacting with a Digital Government will be 

easy, seamless and secure. Our public officers will be able to continually upskill themselves, 

adapt to new challenges and work more effectively across agencies as well as with our 

citizens and businesses.    The Data Science & AI (DSAI) Division in GovTech has set out with 

a comprehensive strategy to equip officers in the Public Service with strong data literacy 

and relevant data skills.    Started in 2017 through 2020 and beyond, the team has built up 

an end-to-end suite of capability development initiatives spanning across competency 



frameworks, training roadmaps, community building, competitions and hackathons,  

masterclasses and training courses, as well as partnerships with industry veterans and best-

in-class ogranisations offering data solutions.    Collectively, the offerings from the team 

helps government agencies supercharge their data transformation efforts. To date, we have 

created a network spanning close to 100 government agencies, 3000+ community of 

enthusiasts and practitioners, and ran events for more than 5000 participants across the 

years. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Coronavirus and its Impact on the Sustainable Development Goals 

https://www.facebook.com/OutreachSocialCareProjectOscar/ 

 

The project is under Outreach Social Care Project- OSCAR in South Africa. 

"Outreach Social Care Project is a grass-roots non-profit organization based in South Africa 

and Democratic Republic of Congo since 2008, working with disadvantaged and 

underprivileged communities in townships and rural areas.     The organization has 

undertaken the initiative that delivered to and supported people affected and infected by 

COVID- 19, through the provision of prevention, awareness, livelihood as well the 

psychosocial support.    South Africa like the rest of the world is gripped by the coronavirus 

pandemic. Social distancing, promulgated as the most effective way to curb the spread of 

infection, is impractical for rural and informal settlements in South Africa, where people live 

in close-knit communities both physically and socially and lack basic housing, water and 

sanitation facilities. Many models point to the burden of disease being highest amongst poor 

people because of higher incidences of TB and HIV and weak and overburdened health 

services."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 

EmpoderaLIVE 

https://www.cibervoluntarios.org/en 

 

The project is under Cibervoluntarios Foundation in Spain. 

EmpoderaLIVE, is an international benchmark event on technology' use to better the world, 

promoted by Fundación Cibervoluntarios since 2006. Throughout these years, leading 

figures such as Jack Dorsay, co-founder of Twitter, among others, have participated. This 

year, its thirteenth edition took place on 16 and 17 September at the Teatro Echegaray in 

Malaga, Have a look at the official online report here. 2001 by social entrepreneurs in order 

to promote the use and knowledge of technology as a means to alleviate social rights, 

generate social innovation and empower citizens, favour their rights and enhance their 

opportunities. We currently have a network of 1,500 cyber volunteers and more than 700 



organizations with which we regularly collaborate directly. Thanks to our activities, we can 

reach about 30,000 people annually.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Visualfy Places: Hearing Accessibility through Artificial Intelligence 

https://www.visualfy.com/visualfy-places/ 

 

The project is under Visualfy in Spain. 

Visualfy Places is an artificial intelligence system that mimics the human sense of hearing, 

recognizing relevant sounds such as a fire alarm, a doorbell or a baby crying, among others, 

and translating them into visual and sensory alerts in any chosen connected device, like 

smart bulbs, a smartphone or smartband, allowing deaf people to react to them, and 

offering an inclusive user experience in public buildings.  System operation scheme 

Visualfy’s accessibility solutions are based on Artificial Intelligence and IoT, allowing 

continuous improvement, flexibility and scalability. They are easily integrable with other 

IoT technologies, facilitating customization to a wide variety of sectors and use cases. We 

combine different accessibility elements, depending on the space being adapted.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Moving Stick 

https://movingmood.com/ 

 

The project is under MovingMood in Spain. 

Main users: The sewing machine adaptation can be used by any person with food or leg 

impairments, men and women.  People with physical disabilities using a wheelchair, a 

prothesis, any other support, and people than have not strength on their legs.   Why is 

innovative?  For people with Physical disability It offers a new opportunity of learning a 

new profession,  It gives equal access to high education in the fashion and tailoring career.  

And it offers a new job opportunity, as a profesional tailor maker, or artisan and craft maker 

or as a hobby, even to adapt their own clothes. All those opportunities did not exist before 

for this community.  Of the product  The solution is open, free to downloaded, accessible 

and affordable.  Easy to make with any 3D printing machine.  Reduce the cost of adaptation 

to the maximum with an open 3D printing system. The traditional pedals are operated by 



levers using the forearms, with benefits:  It facilitate implementation by not having to 

search for the parts to build it. Removable in pieces to speed up printing, replacement in 

case of breakage, and to adjust to the desired height. Leave both hands free to work just like 

any profesional garment maker without physical disabilities.   The system can be applied on 

almost all machines , the most common ones are: straight flat, overlook and buttonhole. The 

detachable system allows the machine to be added and removed for use by people with or 

without wheelchairs.   An employment opportunity that breaks down barriers to access to 

jobs.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Girls In Technology 

http://girls-intech.blogspot.com/ 

 

The project is under Girls In Technology in Sri Lanka. 

Sri Lanka, becoming a hub for technology and innovation, offering a range of careers. But, 

girls pursuing these careers remain low. Skills mismatch In the tech industry growing due 

students studying outdated ICT curriculums. As a result gender disparity is growing.       

Girls in Technology (GiT) increase women participation in emerging technology careers by 

introducing a techno-extracurricular program in schools to improve analytical, logical and 

creative thinking and Training university girls on-demand skills like  IoT, Machine Learning, 

Cybersecurity and Design to bridge the skills mismatch and increase their employment 

opportunities.      For the past two years, GiT trained 4600 Beneficiaries island-wide. GiT 

gave some girls their first technology experience changing their career expectations. 

University Girls learned in-demand industry skills and got better jobs.      GiT was the first to 

start online teaching in Sri Lanka as a response to Covid19. Training students and teachers 

in 3 languages. Reaching more beneficiaries and bringing more girls and women into 

technology. The online program was participated by 2428 students, 528 teachers, 442 

university students     The project was awarded the UNESCO world prize for Girls’ and 

Women’s Education for its innovative approaches in making a difference in girls’ technology 

education.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Handiscover Accessibility Management 

https://www.handiscover.com/en-US/ 

 

The project is under Handiscover Sweden AB in Sweden. 

We are building the leading player in accessibility and disability data. We combine a 

community-based accessible accommodation booking marketplace dedicated to people of 

determination, with an Accessibility Management business to help businesses to assess 



their accessibility and increase their sales to people of determination. At our core lies our 

unique granular and verified accessibility that we use to classify properties according to our 

own classifications system. We started with mobility and are now starting to address visual, 

hearing and cognitive impairment as well as allergy    Our marketplace is 

www.handiscover.com with over 35k properties in over 100 countries, assessed for their 

accessibility. Our Accessibility Management system www.accessibility.handiscover.com 

offers Accessibility assessment and certification, as well as Accessibility Education and 

Content creation.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

COVID-19 Humanitarian platform 

https://www.covid19humanitarian.com/ 

 

The project is under Geneva Centre for Education and Research in Humanitarian 

Action in Switzerland. 

"The COVID-19 Humanitarian platform is a joint project of: Johns Hopkins Center for 

Humanitarian Health, Health in Humanitarian Crises Centre (of the London School of 

Hygiene and Tropical Medicine), and Geneva Centre of Education and Research in 

Humanitarian Action (of the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies 

and the University of Geneva). The three Centres created the COVID-19 Humanitarian 

platform to gather, curate, analyze, interpret and disseminate COVID-19-specific and -

sensitive interventions that are being implemented in a variety of humanitarian settings. 

The goal is to facilitate the sharing of context-specific field experiences about how 

humanitarian actors, with their programs, are responding to and being adapted to the 

COVID-19 pandemic."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Zen Connect 4 Kids, Families & Teens 

https://www.inntra.ch/ 

 

The project is under Innovative Trauma Relief Access  in Switzerland. 

"We are introducing 2 series of 30 minutes live-streaming episodes performed by our team 

in response to the COVID-19 outbreak.     Each episode proposes 2 carefully orchestrated 

activities (in art, music, dancing, relaxing body energy movement or singing) of 12 minutes 

each. This process follows a non-cognitive, holistic, creative, and solution-oriented 

approach to decrease stress and anxiety.      Our episodes will be aired regularly on our 

website and chosen social media platforms. They are accessible to everyone and are free of 

charge.    The series, led by high-level professionals with global field experience in child 

trauma, stress-management, and resilience, will benefit a wide range of stakeholders: 



families, children, teenagers, child health professionals, educators, and any organizations 

(private, semi-private or state) in charge of supervising children and adolescents.      Our 

series ‘objective will first, help children and teens to cope with the aftermath of the 

confinement and the ongoing anxiogenic impact of the pandemic; secondly, help parents 

smooth out possibly tense interactions with their children. Lastly, on a more global scale, 

these episodes complement efficiently the work of mental health and well-being 

professionals who are currently heavily solicited due to the traumatic and multi-level 

impact of the pandemic on individuals nowadays."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Rights Tech Women 

https://www.facebook.com/RightsTechWomen/ 

 

The project is under Independant  in Switzerland. 

I would like to nominate Rights Tech Women, because it is a very dynamic organization that 

has trained a big number of girls and women in robotics and programming (including my 

three girls). They always stress that this skills are part of our rights as a women, which I 

find absolutely fantastic.  The organization is always active, always organizing activities, 

lectures, trainings, publications, etc.  They have a great team.                                                                                      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG9. 

 

 

Women and Girls in Science Week 

https://voisins.cern/en/international-day-women-and-girls-science 

 

The project is under Conseil Europeen de la Recherche Nucleaire (CERN)  in 

Switzerland. 

CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, is one of the world’s largest and 

most respected centres for scientific research. Founded in 1954, the Laboratory sits astride 

the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva. Its business is fundamental physics, finding out what 

the Universe is made of and how it works. CERN's expertise builds broadly on three 

technical pillars: accelerators, detectors and computing.     CERN’s sustained commitment to 

diversity and inclusion in all their facets can be seen across the Organization and in its 

career opportunities. However, CERN still experiences a significant gender gap at all levels 

of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) disciplines. Overall, women 

represent only 20% of CERN employed members of the personnel, compared to 14% in 

1995.  Even though much progress has been made, women are still under-represented in 

the Organisation.     CERN organizes several outreach initiatives, both locally and 

internationally, to encourage women and girls to choose a career in STEM. For example, it 

holds public and internal events or communication campaigns for the Gender in Physics Day 



and the International Day of Girls in ICT.     One of the most successful initiatives, which 

deserves to be nominated for the Equals in Tech Awards, is a week of presentations by 

female volunteers in local schools on the occasion of the International Day of Women and 

Girls in Science. In December 2015, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted a 

resolution to establish an annual International Day to recognize the critical role women and 

girls play in science and technology communities and proclaimed 11 February of each year 

the International Day of Women and Girls in Science.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Smart Farmer/ Young Exporter : Online Access to Global Markets 

https://nea.ditp.go.th/ 

 

The project is under New Economy Academy, The Department of International Trade 

Promotion, Ministry of Commerce in Thailand. 

"Rural, agricultural SMEs are amongst the most vulnerable during periods of economic 

stress. They are also experiencing greater inequality. Although a third of laborers are in 

agriculture, they earn a tenth of GDP. During the spread of Covid-19, agricultural exports 



tumbled further impacting this sector. Meanwhile, low income drives the rural-urban 

migration of youths, causing agricultural communities to age rapidly.    New Economy 

Academy (NEA) believes that for rural, agricultural SMEs, education is a path to 

empowerment, socio-economic equality, financial security and better social outcomes. NEA 

has created webinars so it can continue to educate agricultural SMEs at the grassroots level. 

The webinars are hosted by national experts on exports, technology and business and are 

free.    The “Young Exporter from Local to Global” (YELG) webinars have 450 participants. 

Small-group coaching sessions (for 120 select participants) are also held to give individual 

coaching to SMEs. Participants learned about business, operational and export strategies, as 

well as documentation, logistics, and international law.    The “Smart Farmer - Knowledge 

Transfer for Online Global Markets” (Smart Farmer) webinars have 203 participants, with a 

focus on an education session and speaker-audience engagement. Topics include export 

procedures, online markets, export logistics and online payment."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

The Cyber Star Competition 

https://www.siberyildiz.com/ 

 

The project is under Information and Communication Technologies Authority (Turkey) 

in Turkey. 

Cyber Star is consist of the series of “capture the flag” type of competitions that are 

organized by TR-CERT within ICTA. Objective of the project is to reach citizens who are 

talented and interested in cyber security and provide them an opportunity to improve 

themselves. Also, improving the awareness in cyber security is targeted. Additionally, Cyber 

Star contributes, TR-CERT's efforts for capacity building.    Held for the third time in 2020, 

there was Cyber Star competitions in 2017 and 2019, in total the competition has hosted 

almost 30.000 competitors. Only prerequisite to admission is to be a Turkish citizen. The 

event welcomes all age groups and educational backgrounds. Competitors can participate 

individually or as a group for the 24 hours long competition.     For this year's event older 

challenges have revised and to improve competition new problems have added. The topic of 

these challenges include, threat intelligence,  computer forensics, reverse engineering, 

network security, web application weaknesses, mobile applications and exploitation 

development. Contest tests the competitors according to their knowledge, speed and other 

factors to determine the points. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9. 

 

 

Anna 

https://instagram.com/rmoonteam?igshid=r3kls3osi1pn 

 



The project is under Redmoon in Turkey. 

Our project brings disabled individuals who cannot speak, see, and hear to life aims to gain. 

Our project helps the user according to his disability. It is an application that notifies and 

introduces the object in front of a person who cannot see, understands and translates sign 

language for a person who cannot speak, stimulates incoming sounds with vibration, and 

shows them on the device, in short, it is an application that tries to remove the disabled of a 

disabled person. Artificial intelligence, one of the technologies of the future, was used in our 

project. Our project receives development every week, thanks to its artificial intelligence. 

Our project has its own artificial intelligence assistant compared to most examples in the 

market. Our project has its own algorithm. He cannot go out of the determined codes and do 

anything that will harm the individual. It has an open code and can be integrated into many 

different devices. It uses deep learning, a new technology, and thus acts as an eye. It can be 

easily installed on phones. Can give directions. It can instantly warn the individual of 

dangers from around. He can translate and write on his glasses screen while walking to a 

hearing-impaired person. He can be an assistant thanks to his high knowledge. Our project 

can work without any fee or additional parts. Having only a computer or a phone means 

that the user can easily use the application. Our goal is to make our project cheap and 

extremely useful for the use of disabled individuals rather than a commercial income. We 

found the idea for our project in June. We started to develop the idea of our project as a 

mobile in a short time.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Innovate, Incubate, Venture 

https://hct.ac.ae/en/inncuvation-spaces/ 

 

The project is under Higher Colleges of Technology in United Arab Emirates. 

According to the World Competitiveness Yearbook by IMD, 2018, the UAE is ranked 2nd 

globally in Entrepreneurship.  The HCT contributes to this global ranking with its clear 

vision and focus on the new generation to become technical leaders. The InnCuVation 

(Innovation, Incubation, and Venture) spaces launched by His Highness Sheikh Mohamed 

Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, UAE Vice-President and Ruler of Dubai, allow the sustainability of 

HCT's initiatives towards students and the economy's future.HCT was the first UAE 

university innovative Free zone, which is aligned to Article 6 of the Dubai 50-year Charter 

(i.e. Free Economic and Creative Zones in Universities). AED 100M has been set aside to 

fund Entrepreneurship at HCT over the next five years, i.e. AED 20M per year. This fund is to 

provide seed capital to startups established by students.    Key achievements and outcomes 

since launching in 2019:  1. HCT is the first UAE university innovative free zone   2. Two 

startups obtained initial commercial successes. The Fokuro, a ‘one stop shop’ media 

production company was awarded over USD 35,000 contract; Additive Health sold 600 

customized 3d Printed Ear Savers to a hospital in Al Ain  3.     Partnership and MoU with 

Huawei, Oracle, SAP, IBM, Micro Strategy, AI Academy, Mercedes Benz  4.    100% 



graduating students participating to bootcamps and accelerator program in 3 bootcamps     

Impact:      1.  Participate in the development of economy and the national agenda through 

the startup projects  2.     Manufactured 3D printed ventilator splitter help resolve the 

shortage of ventilators during COVID  3.  Manufactured low-cost emergency mechanical 

ventilator targeting low GDP markets and heavily impacted by COVID-19.   4.    The 

graduated startups  contribute to the growth of the economy through its generated revenue 

and aligned to the SDGs  The InnCuVation spaces heavily contributes to the achievement of 

HCT’s key strategic objectives under the pillars Graduate Employees, No Emirati Left 

Behind, and Technical Leaders.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

ProjectEVOLVE 

https://projectevolve.co.uk/ 

 

The project is under South West Grid for Learning Trust in United Kingdom. 

Children need certain skills to navigate the ever-changing digital landscape safely; abilities 

such as resilience and critical thinking. Current digital safety teaching focuses on online 

risks and harms and is taught by practitioners frequently one step behind the latest 



technologies. Being alive to online harms is clearly important but solely focusing on it is 

insufficient; we don't learn to drive a car by just watching films of car crashes    

ProjectEVOLVE has created a community of support around children, helping parents, 

teachers and carers to teach the skills that will keep children safe, now and in the future, no 

matter how the internet, technologies and platforms evolve. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, HEA, 9, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

TechUPWomen 

https://techupwomen.org/ 

 

The project is under TechUPWomen in United Kingdom. 

TechUPWomen is a collaborative pilot initiative which has recruited 100 underserved 

women from the less prosperous North and Midlands onto a 6 month programme to retrain 

in technology subjects, with the aim of helping them access entry level job roles or 

internships in the tech sector or gain career promotions.  Women of colour and women 

from underrepresented groups with a bachelors level degree (or equivalent) in any subject 

were encouraged to apply. Over 200 applications were received for the 100 places available, 

with preference given to women of colour, women with disabilities, LGBTQ+ women, and 

women with dependants.  The 6 month intensive programme was delivered through an 

amalgamation of existing online resources such as Codeacademy, EDX, and FutureLearn, 

supplemented with bespoke materials created by the university partners. The programme 

included one to one mentoring for all participants, mentors were drawn from our industry 

partners and volunteers from the tech community and they were encouraged to catch up 

once a week. Each woman on the cohort was guaranteed an interview with an industry 

partner for a job or internship opportunity at the end of the programme. By the final term, 

women were also able to specialise in one of four areas: ‘Developer/Tester’, ‘Data Scientist’, 

‘Business Analyst’, and ‘Agile Project Manager’, with the group naturally assuming a roughly 

equal split across these four areas.    The TechUP programme directly targeted minority 

groups particularly women of colour on a large scale, while other smaller scale projects do 

exist for some single minority groups, they do not exclusively target as many minority 

groups or on as large a scale. All 100 of our participants were women who are under-

represented in the tech sector and belonged to another minority group; women of colour 

(54%), disabled women (46%), women with dependants (40%) and LGBTQ+ women 

(21%).  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Browsealoud 

https://www.texthelp.com/ 

 

The project is under Texthelp Ltd in United Kingdom. 

Browsealoud is a web accessibility toolbar that helps organisations to make their digital 

content more available and accessible for everyone. It provides web visitors with instant 

access to supportive features, helping to remove online barriers. And empowering 

organisations to reach every website visitor. It is particularly beneficial for people who lack 

basic digital skills; have hidden disabilities, such as dyslexia or other reading difficulties; 

visual impairments; and, English Language Learners.     It provides individuals with all the 

features they need to…    ●  Hear content read aloud via the text-to-speech feature, making 

content easily accessible to people with dyslexia, reading difficulties and visual impairments   

●  Translate web pages into 99 languages, and hear translated text read aloud in 40 

languages - a perfect support for English Language Learners  ●  Magnify on-screen text to 

assist users with visual impairments  ●  Convert text to audio files for offline listening with 

an MP3 generator   ●  Increase the ability to focus with a screen mask and reading pane  ●  

Simplify web pages to remove ads and other distracting content, for easier reading  ●  Tailor 

their experience with custom settings, built in to suit individual user needs and preferences    

Browsealoud can be simply added to any website, making it an easy and effective way to 

provide individuals with a more inclusive online experience. Helping people to browse, buy 

and access content or services independently and with ease.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

WelcoMe - Assisted Customer Support Service 

https://www.neatebox.com/welcome 

 



The project is under Neatebox Ltd in United Kingdom. 

WelcoMe helps you deliver excellent customer service.    The platform enables you to 

seamlessly manage, understand and assist your disabled  customers.    With WelcoMe you 

will know your customer before they walk through the door.  Provides the venue staff with 

in the moment customer service training on how best to  support their visitors.    Neatebox’s 

mission is to create a scalable and sustainable company that creates solutions to the very 

real challenges faced by our society and aims to build smart solutions based on the 

challenges disabled people face every day. Smart technology has made total inclusion 

possible, however, this is only achievable if products meet the real needs of those who have 

been partitioned.     Founder Gavin Neate’s background with Guide Dogs UK as a Mobility 

Instructor for 18 years has led to having a comprehensive knowledge of visual impairment 

and the wider disability sector along with an increasing interest in new and groundbreaking 

assistive technologies.    This foundation has been built upon to develop 2 key products.     

WelcoMe, our disability aware Customer Service platform makes it easy to get the 

personalised accessible customer service at participating venues and enable staff to deliver 

excellent customer service every-time a user visits.     With Button, our remote button push 

app, you can use your mobile phone to any type of button. It can be used to open doors and 

operate pedestrian crossings safely and confidently.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

ICT SCHOLARSHIP 

https://www.tcra.go.tz 

 

The project is under TANZANIA COMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY AUTHORITY  in 

United Republic of Tanzania. 

"According to the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (TCRA) Act No. 12 of 

2003, one of the duties of the Authority is to enhance public knowledge, awareness and 

understanding of the regulated sector. Further, the TCRA Corporate Social Responsibility 

Policy provides among others; support on education. Furthermore, the TCRA strategic goal, 

as stated in the Corporate Strategic Plan, is to enhance the welfare of Tanzanians.    Based on 

these mandates, TCRA established ICT scholarship program during the year 2011 with the 

overall objective of contributing knowledge by developing human capacities that will work 

in the ICT sector in view to improve ICT development in the country. Through these 

scholarships TCRA offered Tanzanian students the opportunity to obtain degrees in ICT and 

related fields from accredited local Higher Learning Institutions. Specifically, the objectives 

of TCRA ICT Scholarship were as follows:    i) To contribute in the regulated sector through 

offering Tanzanian students the opportunity to obtain degrees in the field of Information 

and Communication Technologies (ICT) and related areas.    ii) To cultivate a culture of 

sponsoring higher education in the country by local public and private institutions; TCRA 

being an example for other institutions to embrace. The scholarship covers both University 

and Student costs for all sponsored programs, i.e. PHD students, Master and Undergraduate 



students. The program run for six (6) years, during that period a total number of forty seven 

(47) students benefited from these programs whereby eleven (11) were Girls. Beneficiaries 

of TCRA ICT scholarships are employed in both public and private sector within the united 

republic of Tanzania.  " 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Community Connects - young leaders increase digital inclusion and ICT literacy in 

their communities while learning job skills 

https://www.communityconnects.org 

 

The project is under Senior Connects Corporation dba Net Literacy in United States of 

America. 

Too many disabled, over-65, and low-income families with children attending school don’t 

have access to the devices or ICT training that they need to connect to online resources.        

Often times, older computers, laptops and other devices requiring repair are scrapped or 

discarded rather than being refurbished.       Young leaders in secondary school don’t always 

have extraordinary opportunities to give back to their communities while learning 

leadership, digital, team and job skills.     Community Connects is a community initiative by 

an NGO where 4700 young leaders in secondary schools have volunteered, refurbished and 

donated more than 44,000 computers, laptops and other devices to schools, public libraries, 

NGOs and families.      Older and broken computers, laptops and devices are donated by 

businesses, government and other organizations.      Secondary school teachers teach 

students how to repair the devices and the students volunteer after school to refurbish 

them.      The devices are donated and students use Community Connects’ ICT training to 

teach the elderly, the disabled and low-income families.      The program has partnered with 

100s of NGOs and provided computers to 100s of ICT centers, increasing broadband access 

to over 250,000 individuals.       1000s of unrepairable devices have been recycled in an 

environmentally friendly manner.           

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG17. 

 

 



 

45+ Entrepreneurs' Competition 

https://www.merageinstitute.org/45+/ 

 

The project is under The Merage Institute in United States of America. 

The Merage 45+ Entrepreneurs' Competition invites entrepreneurs with innovative ideas to 

a unique program with a $100K grant award for the leading startup.    In the last few years, 

we have seen an increasing number of female entrepreneurs with rich backgrounds from 

leading companies taking the next step in their career and turn to the startups arena. While 

women are founding more innovative startups than ever before, only 10% of investor 

funding worldwide goes to female-founded startups.    Our unique program is intended to 

encourage and support those entrepreneurs to develop unique ventures/technologies into a 

promising and successful business.    Each finalist will receive personalized coaching to 

prepare them for the actual pitching competition as well as access to workshops, knowledge 

sessions, networking events, mentoring, and media exposure. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Powering Potential Inc. 

https://poweringpotential.org/ 

 

The project is under Powering Potential Inc. in United States of America. 

Powering Potential designs and implements solar-powered computer labs with offline 

digital libraries (no Internet required) and provides training for schools in Tanzania. The 

offline digital library includes Khan Academy videos, Wikipedia articles, Ted Talks, medical 

reference books, UNESCO resources, typing tutors.    The target audience is rural co-ed 

secondary schools with little or not access to the national electricity grid. Secondary school 

grades are equivalent to 8-11 grades in the U.S. The ages of the students are typically 13-16.    

The major objectives are technology literary, increasing learning and improving 

opportunities for a career and advanced education. We have four programs: SPARC (Solar 

Powered Access to Raspberry Computing), SPARC+, the Pi-oneer and a Raspberry Pi Coding 

Workshop.    The SPARC program is a solar energy system, five Raspberry Pi user 

computers, three servers, an offline digital library, the Tanzanian digitized secondary school 

curriculum and three weeks of training for teachers and students.    The SPARC+ program is 

15 additional computers and an expanded solar energy system.    The Pi-oneer is a 

Raspberry Pi computer loaded with the offline digital library, a handheld projector, a 

projection screen and a solar recharging unit. Teachers can take this unit into their 

classroom to display various concepts using Khan Academy, Wikipedia articles and other 



materials. The Pi-oneer is included in the SPARC program.     The Raspberry Pi Coding 

Workshop is a two-day workshop. The first one was held in December 2017 at the 

Nainokanoka Secondary School in the Ngorongoro District of Tanzania. There were teachers 

and students from 12 schools including 10 female students. They were taught Scratch and 

created their own projects.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C5. Building confidence and security in the use of ICTs 
IT Risk management application 

https://elitgr.elit.dz/Admin/index.php 

 

The project is under El Djazaïr Information Technology in Algeria. 

Risk management is the process of identifying and assessing risks in order to develop a plan 

to address those risks and their potential consequences for a business. A risk represents the 

probability of loss or damage, which may be of an unintentional nature (accidental causes, 

errors, etc.) or intentional (malicious intent).  Aware of the importance of this activity, ELIT 

has developed a solution that automates the process of IT risk management according to the 

EBIOS RM method. The purpose of this application is to:  • Completely apply the information 

system security risk management method already chosen by the company  • Ensure 

optimization of time and delivery on schedule for the risk manager  • Ensure a single format 

for all risk management carried out;  • Automatically generate detailed and well-structured 

reports of the studies carried out  • Have a predefined knowledge base of the elements 

necessary for risk studies in accordance with EBIOS and the company's risk management 

process,  *EBIOS RM is an IT risk management method developed in 2018 by the French 

information system security agency ”ANSSI” .   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 



 

Security Awareness Training Platforms 

https://sec-awareness.elit.dz/home.php 

 

The project is under El Djazaïr Information Technology in Algeria. 

The challenge of raising awareness is to develop a security culture within the company, so 

that all employees can contribute to strengthening the IT security of their company.  For a 

company, information security awareness consists of :  1. Complying with regulations and 

making its employees aware.  2. Complying with international standards and certification 



audit requirements.  3. Complying with the regulatory requirements in force.  4. Evaluating 

the level of understanding and adherence of employees to the messages disseminated.  5. 

Ensure that staff have read and understood, at least once, the content of the platform.  The 

aim of the training is to cover fundamental notions related to information security, to 

provide users with a set of good practices and to encourage them to put them into practice. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 



Facebook Soy Digital 

https://wethinkdigital.fb.com/ar/es-ar/ 

 

The project is under Facebook Argentina in Argentina. 

Soy Digital aims to train users with basic digital skills as well as the ability to think critically 

about what they see online, communicate respectfully and be responsible digital citizens in 

the online world. Working in partnership with experts from around the region, Soy Digital 

provides the resources to build a global community of responsible digital citizens equipped 

with skills such as digital literacy, critical thinking, respectful communication, and empathy. 

In particular, we have 3 key pillars to the program: Raise awareness, Educate and Critical 

thinking. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, LEA, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Central Biometric Verification Monitoring Platform 

http://www.btrc.gov.bd/central-biometrics-verification-monitoring-platform-cbvmp 

 

The project is under Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission in 

Bangladesh. 

Project Description   During the last decade the usage of cellular mobile phones has 

infiltrated and revolutionized peoples’ life style in Bangladesh. Although it has already been 

proved that such usage has positive impact on the development of various disciplines of the 

society, it has some drawbacks associated with it as well. Different types of criminal 

activities such as extortion, intimidation and harassment over mobile phones have reported 

to be increased, which affected country’s image and provoked fear in the mind of general 

public. To prevent such activities the SIM registration process with biometrics verification 

including online personal identity verification documents has been promulgated as 

mandatory compliance from 16 December 2015. As a result, 112.1 million subscribers 

across all mobile operators re-registered their SIM through biometrics verification within 

31 May-2016. After this date the unregistered SIMs were disconnected.  In order to monitor 

the said verification activities and apply necessary regulatory tools to that system, a central 

biometrics verification monitoring platform was set up. The data center of that central 



system was placed at the BTRC’s office.   On July 16, 2017, the Central Biometrics 

Verification Monitoring Platform (CBVMP) was fully launched. As a result, all mobile 

operators’ SIM registration, re-registration, de-activation, replacement, ownership changes 

were being fully monitored.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Digitalisation - challenge and opportunity for the blind 

https://www.braille.be/ 

 

The project is under Brailleliga vzw in Belgium. 

Incorporating smartphones into a patients’ low vision rehabilitation provides multifaceted 

and mainstream options. Smartphones use touchscreen technology. This type of 

communication is a challenge for blind people. Due to his increased popularity, the devices 

themselves became also more user-friendly for blind people.Since the iPhone 3GS, Apple 

included screen-reading technology. VoiceOver enables blind people to easily find and 

identify screen information, make selections and navigate through different tasks and 

media.  Voiceover is controlled by finger gestures. A majority of our clients are over 60 

years old, we have to take into account their unfamiliarity with smartphones and the 

internet. The basic exploring is divided in two: physical and conceptual exploring.  

Accessible lay-out and other supportive accessibility features: The first accessibility tools 

are the general accessibility features in the iPhone settings. Here we find the possibility to 

adapt display and text size according to personal needs, we find the zoom function, Siri: The 

second useful tool for blind users is Siri. Siri works via the internet. This means they need to 

know other ways of calling or texting in case the internet doesn’t work. And here’s where 

VoiceOver comes in. We explain it by comparing it to a protective plastic cover on the 

screen: it allows you to touch the screen in a safe way and read it out loud, while not 



activating the things you touch. VoiceOver is a screen reader. To explore the phone, we let 

the clients touch the edges of the iPhone and discuss with them the use of the buttons they 

feel.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Digital Citizen 

https://www.cidadaodigital.org.br 

 

The project is under Facebook Brazil in Brazil. 

Digital Citizen (Cidadao Digital) is a mixture of capacity building and creative labs that aims 

to inspire, empower and support the protagonism of young people, by train the trainer 

model, to foster online safety, well-being, and media/digital literacy activities. In 2020 we 

trained 15 youth ambassadors who impacted more than 97,000 students and 61,000 

educators from public schools during the COVID-19 outbreak in Brazil. As of December 

2020, we had promoted 660 remote activities, such as online classes, Whatsapp activities, 

online games, video teasers, and live stream/open meetings, in 19 different Brazilian States. 

Partnerships were essential throughout the project, with 234 partners joining or organizing 

activities with us, particularly public schools, NGOs, and public education departments, as 

well as private companies and federal representatives. Our main goals achieved with 

success: empower teenagers from public schools; support educators with an e-learning 

course and educational materials;  provide capacity building, mentoring and resources to 

youth ambassadors, including a scholarship to support their activities with teenagers; and 

promote online events to highlight best activities to policy and local decision-makers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, LEA, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

 



COVID-19 Radio Response 

https://farmradio.org/our-work-on-covid-19-so-far/ 

 

The project is under Farm Radio International in Canada. 

At a time of physical distancing, radio is often the only source of information for 

marginalized communities. We are working with our network of more than 1000 radio 

stations across Africa on supporting communities with COVID-19. We are providing critical 

information to journalists across 41 countries to allow them to combat misinformation, 

answer frequently asked questions, and stay safe while reporting. We have also rolled out 

an emergency IVR hotline and a companion chatbot on Telegram and Facebook Messenger 

to arm journalists with the correct, up-to-date information on the pandemic. We have 

facilitated more than 50 social media discussions on WhatsApp and Facebook so far across 

ten countries where we work. We have moderated 19 five-day discussions with health, 

gender and nutrition specialists, allowing broadcasters to ask questions freely to inform 

their COVID-19 programming. Lastly, we launched a COVID-19 Support Fund for radio 

stations. The fund can cover fuel for generators, protective equipment, internet and phone 

costs for remote work, or other relevant needs. Broadcasters in twelve countries (Burkina 

Faso, Cameroon, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Malawi, 

Nigeria, Senegal, Tanzania, and Uganda) have been able to apply for the funding. All of this 

work with broadcasters is amplified by radio programs that reach out to tens of millions of 

listeners in both rural and urban geographies across the continent. At a time of physical 

distancing, radio is often the only source of information for marginalized communities.  You 

can learn more here:  https://farmradio.org/our-work-on-covid-19-so-far/   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3. 

 

 

Track querying APP 

http://www.chinatelecom.com.cn/ 

 

The project is under China Telecom in China. 

To help reopening the economies, getting people back to work, and continuing to protect 

the country, China Telecom has launched a product, namely track querying application, to 

provide the individuals subscribers with five major functions: itinerary query, contact 

query, epidemic forecast, return to city query and regional risk query. The itinerary query 

function allows queries to all cities or countries stayed or visited within the last 14 days. 

The contact query function checks close contact risks with infected person. The epidemic 

forecast function predicts the cumulative number of infected people nationwide. The return 

to city query function checks the number of people who have left their residence. The 

regional risk function calculates the close contact risk regarding the current location. 

Interfaces to other stakeholders are also provided.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 



 

 

IPification is building the backbone of mobile authentication of today and tomorrow 

https://www.ipification.com/ 

 

The project is under IPification in China. 

IPification is building the backbone of mobile authentication of today and tomorrow. By 

verifying the device, SIM & phone number via IP address. IPification patented technology is 

enabling secure, passwordless, zero-tap compatible mobile user authentication, 

registration, transaction approval, and fraud prevention solutions for any mobile 

application.     Advantages over other 2FA / MFA providers and “Possession Factor” 

authenticators:  1. Better security / usage of private data  - There is no private data exposed 

(like in Header Enrichment or SMS OTP technology)  - There is NO NEED for personal data 

to be used (like phone number or biometrics)    2. Better UX  - Does not require any user 

action  - Not exiting the app at all    Readily available across numerous countries and 

regions, IPification is trusted by some of the leading telco, technology, payment, and OTT 

companies including Microsoft, GBG, DataZoo, 3HongKong, Axiata Digital.  IPification has 

been implemented in 25 mobile operators on 4 continents; 45+ mobile operators currently 

in the implementation phase.    Bootstrapped with over $7 million investment, in 2020 

commercial rollout started with Merchants App developers and IPification started receiving 

healthy revenues from Q3.    Strategic plans for 2021-22:  2021  Extending connectivity to 

additional 55+ Telecoms across APAC, NA, MENA and EUROPE  Offering IPification for 

Cellular IoT based solutions    2022  Extending connectivity to additional 63+ Telecoms 

across APAC, NA, AFRICA, LATAM and EUROPE  Increase our Merchant base to over 500 top 

Digital players both directly and through Aggregators    Our team:  - Harry Cheung, Founder 

President  - Stefan Kostic, Chief Executive Officer  - Aleksandar Brankovic, Chief Technology 

Officer  - Maja Perovic Baines, Chief Marketing Officer  - Paul Tse, Chief Strategy Officer (HK 

based)    IPification is WSA 2020 Winner (The best and most innovative digital solution in 

Business & Commerce) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 



 

Cloud-based Parental Control Services for Preventing the Child from Addiction and 

Pornography 

http://www.10086.cn/index_5074.htm 

 

The project is under China Mobile Communications Corporation in China. 

Information and communication technology has made the Internet increasingly popular 

among children. About one-third of Internet users in the world are children, and there are 

175 million children accessing Internet in China. Affected by Covid-19, 572 million students 

in 30 countries have been influenced by school closures, leaving hundreds of millions of 

students reliant on online education. Therefore, if uncontrolled surfing habits prevail 

among children, it will cause nearsightedness, game addiction, exposure to pornography, 

which affecting children's healthy growth and well-being.    Under the policy of "no school 

suspension for children "in China, China Mobile actively explores a cloud-based centralized 

platform to launch a secure Internet access service for children. It supports parents to 

reasonably arrange children's online time and block pornography in real time, helping 

children to learn and entertain reasonably and healthily in various network scenarios such 

as mobile and domestic use.    At present, this service has covered 31 provinces nationwide, 

providing clean Internet access for nearly 30 million users, blocking pornography with an 



average of 15 million times per day. It has provided a reliable cyberspace for children and 

enhanced people's public trust in the information society, ensuring that ICT development 

can effectively protect the interests of children. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG12. 

 

 

Research and practice of 5G security assurance evaluation Technology 

http://cmri.chinamobile.com/ 

 

The project is under China Mobile Research Institute in China. 

5G has more and more impact on human society. Security issue becomes key point on 5G 

communication development. The security and trustworthiness on network element is 

highlighted by industrials and governments. It also requires global co-operation to make 

international standards and procedures for current and future usage.  This project builds 

test system for 5G network devices security assurance with international standards, SCAS 

from 3GPP and NESAS from GSMA. It can be used to prove 5G devices in compliance with 

standards thus to build confidence and security in use of such devices. Since 2018, nine 

categories of 5G devices has been evaluated, which represents more than 400000 devices 

deployed all over China, providing security assurance for the world’s largest 5G SA network.   

The evaluation result is public and accepted by operators and governments. As 5G devices 

are evaluated with standard security requirement in a standard way, the network could be 

built more resilient against security attack. What is more, it is benefit to reduce inequality 

among countries as the result could be used all over the world. The project provides a 

standard implementation for China's 5G industry, it also can be referred by other countries 

to build similar test system. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

 



Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) Attack Detection and Prevention 

https://124.16.139.62:9999/KKWeb/login/login.action 

 

The project is under ZTE Corporation in China. 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is now an significant driving force for 

economic growth, however, recent incidents in which organized attackers severely 

compromised several large-scale enterprises and government agencies indicates that  

protecting information infrastructure from impending attacks is critical for sustainable 

economic development of our society. To facilitate the realization of WSIS Action Lines and 

to achieve the objective of secure and well-protected cyberspace, ZTE Corporation, Institute 

of Software of Chinese Academy of Sciences, QI-ANXIN Technology Group Corporation and 

The National Computer Network Emergency Response Technical Team/Coordination 

Center of China (known as CNCERT/CC), proactively assume corporate social responsibility 

and have collectively developed an APT Attack Detection and Prevention System based on 

techniques of deep dynamic analysis of software. This core detection engine of this project 

is built upon hardware emulation framework, and proposes to detect unknown 

vulnerability exploits through instruction-level analysis of software execution exceptions. 

The project has won the pilot project of network security for the telecommunications and 

Internet industry of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s 

Republic of China. Other notable awards include the first-class prize of China Institute of 

Communications (CIC) Science and Technology Award and second-class prize of Beijing 

Science and Technology Award. In the future, the systems and techniques developed in this 

project can serve to protect overall security of networks ranging from enterprise network 

to IDC datacenters. The most important contribution of this project is to provide a paradigm 

for protecting the information security of global citizens from arbitrary organized attacks, 

which makes the project replicable and extensible. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 



Trustworthy frequency management based on blockchain in 5G RAN sharing 

scenarios 

http://www.chinaunicom.com/ 

 

The project is under China Unicom Research Institute in China. 

Nowadays, sharing non-renewable resource, such as frequency, is a consensus around the 

world. Trust system is the fundamental guarantee for just partnership and sustainable 

development. According to the sustainable development goals, the project aims to introduce 

a trusted solution to solve the frequency credit granting problem in RAN sharing scenario. 

This solution maximizes resources on the basis of fair trust, further reducing repeated site 

construction and saving energy. It has been verified in the commercial 5G network, and the 

shared resources are fair, visible, and reliable. It can be replicated to all operators that need 

spectrum sharing with fairness and reliability. Furthermore, the trustworthy management 

model, scheme and platform is extendable that can be replicated in other fields, such as 

supply chain, finance, multi-party information sharing, credit supervision, traceable food 

security, sustainable environment protection, reliable economic indexes. Last but not least, 

the trustworthy sharing project can promote just, peaceful and inclusive societies, reduce 

inequality within and among countries and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable 

development with resources trustworthy shared around the world. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG7, SDG8, SDG10, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Pandemic Control Tool Kit (PCTK) 

http://www.10086.cn/2020fy/tools/ 

 

The project is under China Mobile Information Technology Company Limited  in China. 

"As work resumption carried out across the country bringing up infection risks, China 

Mobile released a series of pandemic control tools (PCTK) in order to help tracking mobile 

phone users’ history access to high risk areas, provide infection contact risk alert and guide 

social distancing.   PCTK consists of high risk area access query, health codes, close contact 

risk alert, and student online check-in. The tool kit is based on China Mobile network 

signaling data, from which provinces and cities that mobile phone users visited in 14 days 

can be recorded. As to data security and user privacy, all data analysis and transmission 

process is strictly encrypted and protected against intercept. Moreover, detailed user track 

is not displayed, exposing less security risks." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 Anti-spam Comprehensive Treatment Platform 

https://www.isc.org.cn/english/Specails/Anti-Spam_Initiatives/listinfo-15414.html 

 



The project is under Internet Society of China in China. 

The Anti-spam Comprehensive Treatment Platform, which is run by the Internet Society of 

China (ISC), has formally opened.  The new platform is part of ISC's efforts in fulfilling the 

‘Sunshine and Green Network Project’ of the Ministry of Information Industry and 

safeguarding the implementation of ‘Internet Email Service Management Measure’ that 

became effective on March 31, 2006.  The platform includes a real-time database of spam 

sender IP addresses, an email server IP address database, email server IP address 

registration database and a dynamic IP address database. With these functions, it is able to 

receive and accept users' reports on spam and quickly identify the source of spam. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

 

Omoguru Inclusive  

https://widget.omoguru.com/ 

 

The project is under OmoLab komunikacije in Croatia. 

Omoguru develops tools that make it easier for people with reading difficulties, attention 

disorders and other cognitive difficulties to read, learn and create digital content. Omoguru 

Inclusive Widget offers a set of tools which are simple to use and enable each individual 

user to adjust content to his own specific needs, aimed at cognitive-based reading 

difficulties. The solution is designed to support independent and inclusive access to online 

content and services for people with cognitive disabilities. The tools available benefit all 

users, thus including vulnerable citizens affected by e.g. information overload, mental or 

physical infirmity, age or excessive credulity. The widget currently has the most impact on 

people with dyslexia, dysgraphia, ADD, ADHD and other reading difficulties and we look to 

improve the ability to access or create online content for over 90 million people in the EU. 

The key solution offers is easier access to online information to specific needs of a very 

heterogeneous group of users. Everyone reads differently and each specific reading 

difficulty adds another layer of individuality. Screen readers are amazing solutions but a 

solution such as Omoguru Widget empowers users to improve their reading skills and 

reduces effort required to improve.  Dyslexia is a reading disorder that manifests itself in 

confusion, the omission of letters, and difficulty following a line of text. People with dyslexia 

have orderly cognitive abilities, often extremely creative and above-average intelligence. 

Dyslexia and reading difficulties are highly individual, and the way the content is presented 

makes an important difference in whether someone will be able to read the text with 

comprehension.    



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Lemax ICT Supergirls 

https://www.facebook.com/events/2338159559795615/ 

 

The project is under Lemax  in Croatia. 

Lemax ICT Supergirls event-conference is a socially responsible initiative organized in 

Croatia by company Lemax for the last 6 years as a part of the global initiative "ITU's Girls in 

ICT Day".    Our main idea & our mission is to raise the awareness of girls and young women 

about the importance of technology and encourage them to consider a future in technology 

and pursue careers in the growing field of ICTs.    We want to break the stereotypes using 

examples of successful women leaders & role models in ICT to show young girls as well as 

the public that this sector is reserved equally for men and women, and that the key to the 

success of any company lies in young talented people hungry for new knowledge and 

challenges, regardless of gender.    The first event was organized in 2015. with 30 

participants and 8 speakers. Three years later, we wanted this initiative to have a much 

bigger reach and impact so we started to organize a big conference for 200 participants.    In 

6 years, more than 800 girls & women in Croatia have taken part in this worthy event. 

Considering that in the backstage of this event is a group of 5-6 enthusiasts and a lot of 

voluntary work with Lemax as the main support, I would say – #ideas, #enthusiasm, #great 

energy and THE BELIEVE can change this world!    Through this event, we have started a 

mentoring program “You Can Do IT” – an initiative that is meant to help girls get to know 

more about the opportunities and challenges of the business world.    This is an individual 

mentorship program through which we helped more than 30 girls focus more on 

developing STEM skills. Our mentors are volunteers who also develop their own leadership 

skills through mentoring others. We can say that this initiative is beneficial for both sides, 

mentees but also mentors.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Appui au renforcement des capacités des femmes et jeunes filles  

http://www.pifeva.org/ 

 

The project is under Pilier aux Femmes Vulnérables Actives in Democratic Republic of 

the Congo. 

PIFEVA (Pilier aux Femmes Vulnerables Actives) is a non-profit association for women 

created on June 04, 2004 in Bukavu (South Kivu) to promote women's rights and fight 

against inequalities against women following the persistence of cases of sexual and gender-

based violence and widespread poverty caused by multiple wars in the eastern part of DR 

Congo. PIFEVA's mission is to support women and local communities in the fight against 



poverty and injustice in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The main objectives of PIFEVA 

are: 1) Ensure the protection and promotion of women's rights and facilitate their access to 

decision-making bodies; 2) Promote peace and fight against violence, discrimination and 

other abuses against women to promote their social development; 3) Promote sexual and 

reproductive health and fight against STIs / HIV AIDS in favor of vulnerable women and 

girls; 4) Provide formal and non-formal education to vulnerable and marginalized children, 

girls and women; 5) Ensure food and economic security for women and vulnerable 

households; 6) Carry out advocacy for the rights of women, girls and children. Regarding 

the proposed project, PIFEVA conducted a study in 2010 which revealed the fact that in 

Bukavu (DRC), less than 1% of women have access to NICTs and especially to the Internet. 

The majority of this category of women do not know how to use computer and digital tools 

in this current dynamic of globalization. It is in this context that PIFEVA launched, on the 

occasion of International Women's Day celebrated on March 8, 2011, a local capacity 

building project for women and girls to facilitate their access and use of new 

communication and information technologies. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Renforcement de la connaissance de l'outil informatique chez les femmes et filles 

https://prixpublicpaix.org/nominations-2017/ 

 

The project is under Solidarité aux Personnes Vulnérables pour le Développement 

Communautaire, en sigle SOPEVUDECO ASBL in Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

The Congolese woman in general and that of South Kivu in particular is confronted with 

many problems of access and control of resources and factors of production due to 

discrimination and social consideration (sometimes like instrument of production and 

pleasure, sometimes as a sub-being that men can treat as they wish. The Women and Girls 

in this project are the Members of SOPEVUDECO ASBL living in the Slums and the outskirts 

of the City of Bukavu. 90% of them are not only heads of households and displaced from 

wars from their rural areas to Bukavu in search of an oasis of peace after they are 

abandoned or repudiated by their spouses because the incivists took advantage of them by 

raping them - Project description: Women play a key role in reducing poverty and 

promoting socio-economic development, both for themselves, for their family and for their 

country. ICTs are an essential tool for the socio-economic development of women and girls. 

Information and communication technologies (ICT) can provide education and skills 

training for women and girls, promote their literacy, improve their access to health care, 

and enable them to exercise their legal rights and rights. participate in government 

activities. Investing in women has a multiplier effect. Women reinvest in their families and 

communities. Accelerating women's and girls' access to broadband and ICTs promotes 

gender equality as well as the empowerment and socio-economic development of both 

women and men. ICTs have also demonstrated their ability to change the lives of women. 

For millions of them, the knowledge of computer tools offers the assurance of a new future. 



- The objective of this project is to train at least 250 women from the communes of Kadutu 

and Bagira in the use of computer tools.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Tujenge STEM 

https://ingeniouscity.com/ 

 

The project is under Ingenious City in Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

The Tujenge STEM support program sponsored by UN Women DRC and executed by 

ingenious City, has 2 components 1.supporting young women between 18 and 35 years old 

whose objectives are to promote the economic empowerment of young girls in the STEM 

sectors (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) by equipping young girls with 

digital literacy and practical knowledge for their preparation for working life but also by 

giving those with knowledge and business resources the means to create, lead and develop 

small enterprises. The various activities organized are training in digital and 

entrepreneurial skills and knowledge via an LMS but also masterclasses and workshops 

with experts on defined subjects and personalized support with a monitoring officer for the 

program welcoming 50 young women divided into 2 cohorts of 6 months out of the year. 2. 

Tujenge STEM program - African Girls Can Code is the initiation to the code of young girls 

between 12 and 18 years old. The goal is that by the end of 2020, 600 young girls will be 

introduced to the code in order to arouse their interest in ICT as a career and to empower 

them as promising innovative young women for the DR Congo. 25 young girls participate in 

a 4 hour initiation session where they assemble the Mbot robots in small groups and learn 

to program it online and offline. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

DIGITAL_EQUALITY  

https://www.afri-carrieres.xyz/2020/06/equals-in-tech-awards-2020-pour-les.html 

 

The project is under OKAFRIKA CORPORATION in Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

My name is BOROTO BISIMWA Jonathan, I am a young student in IT management at the 

Higher Institute of Information Technology and Management ISIG GOMA in acronym 

residing in DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO NORD-KIVU Province City of Goma I am the 

creator of the OKAFRIKA CORPRORATION group which is a group of young entrepreneurial 

scientists. Our project is called DIGITAL_EQUALITY is to put in place material and digital 

means for the promotion of gender equality in the digital development world in our 

communities. The DIGITAL_EQUALITY project targets the whole world but since we have 

limited resources at the moment we plan to operate in the DRC particularly in the East. In 

our communities, women are often discriminated against in many areas of which digital 



development is one. So we considered it important, my team and I, not to give up in the face 

of this situation, so we are in the process of setting up our DIGITAL_EQUALITY project 

which will constitute an adapted solution to solve this problem. For the success of the 

DIGITAL_EQUALITY project we must cooperate with: - OKAFRICA COORPORATION - 

Association promoting the socio-economic development of the different layers of the 

populations example: GOMA youth center,… - Equipped IT house example HOUSE NGENDO 

With the DIGITAL_EQUALITY project we intend to reach the following objectives and that in 

a few months: - To introduce women sufficiently in the development and digital 

manipulation. - Facilitate women to have a space for scientific sharing via an internet forum.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Digital initiatives for solidarity: how to support senior citizens in times of health 

crisis 

http://www.e-seniors.asso.fr/ 

 

The project is under E-Seniors in France. 

"E-Seniors acts, in normal times, as a local actor by proposing to seniors collective computer 

workshops in different places of Paris, thanks to partnerships with social centers and the 

districts’ town halls. When lockdown started, E-Seniors had to reinvent its activities in 

order to offer alternatives to its members, keeping in mind that this target group is a 

vulnerable population.  Therefore, the first measure was to offer newsletters to the 

members of the association, bringing together interesting initiatives proposed by local 

actors to keep busy at home. The feedback we received has been very positive and has 

encouraged our team to continue this initiative and even go further considering the demand 

for computer assistance. Indeed, seniors needed support to manage computer malfunctions, 

as computers have become essential in this particular period, both to keep in touch with 

family and friends and to run essential errands. Thus, E-Seniors' ICT trainers provided 

telephone hotlines and remote assistance with software like TeamViewer, which allows to 

take control of a computer remotely.  Finally, E-Seniors set up another activity: English 

conversation workshops via Zoom, during which seniors met with a native English-speaking 

trainer to discuss a variety of topics depending, on the interests of the participants."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

Speetra Design Studio 

https://www.speetrads.com/ 

 

The project is under Speetra Design Studio in France. 

Speetra is developing 3D Printed textiles to help fashion designers create sustainable and 



ethical fashion with digital. Speetra aims at digitizing the fashion industry by introducing 3D 

Printed textiles and clothing. An innovation that is zero waste, cruelty free and fully 

recyclable. We are a B2B service, we collaborate with fashion designers to help them 

introduce tech into design. We are the only initiative in the MENA region working on this 

vertical, and we have acquired the attention of international media outlets and been 

recognized as the leaders of 3D Printed fabrics and innovative textiles. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

Finding Digital Addresses 

https://twitter.com/FindingGambia 

 

The project is under Finding Gambia in Gambia (Republic of the). 

"In order to tackle the difficulties faced by The Gambian citizens while observing social 

distancing, Finding Gambia an initiative founded to provide addresses for every Gambian – 

in collaboration with Gambia Task Force on Plus Code Addressing System – launched a 

program that would allowed Gambians to find their generate address using google plus 

codes (which is also their exact addresses) anywhere they are in the country.  The initiative 

provided training for the Centre for disease control and the Ministry of Health COVID 19 

emergency team in plus code generation to help locate callers who suspect signs of the virus 

and need urgent medical attention. We trained volunteers from the ministry of youth  using 

the technology to help them on contact and provision of essential goods for the populations 

and help ensure social distancing.   We also partnered with the UNDP, Ministry of Youth and 

EU’s Youth Empowerment Office in Gambia and  provided training for  pharmacies and 

delivery companies to ensure that citizens stay home and still get their essential goods."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Easy Reading 

https://www.easyreading.eu/ 

 

The project is under H2020 funded research project (JKU LInz, TU Dortmund 

University) in Germany. 

"Main use case:    Actor: User with some kind of cognitive access limitation   Goal: Using the 

Easy Reading Tool to better navigate and understand a website of choice   Functional 

requirements: Installation of Firefox or Google Chrome Web browser   Precondition 1: 

Installation of Easy Reading as an Add-on in Firefox or Google Chrome Store   Precondition 

2: Creation of a personal profile, choosing gradually the helping tools needed, or starting 

with standard tools in pre-set profile (anonymous mode)    Basic Flow:   1. User visits a 

website of his/her choice e.g., Wikipedia, any shopping or news page.   2. User opens list of 

available support tools by clicking the Easy Reading Symbol on the right side of the 



webpage.   3. User clicks on desired tool (widget) implemented as an On/Off button. When 

the user selects the tool, the according Easy Reading symbol changes appearance to notify 

user that it is active.   4. User clicks on a paragraph/part of the website where he /she needs 

support.   5. The Website adjusts its appearance and sh"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

AMAneo - Assistive Mouse Adapter 

https://www.csslabs.de/cms20/en/products/amaneo-mouse-adapter/ 

 

The project is under CSS MicroSystems GmbH in Germany. 

For people with severe hand shaking (tremor), it is impossible to operate a computer with 

the mouse or a tablet via touchscreen. CSS has developed an adapter which compensates a 

strong tremor of the hands electronically and which can be easily used.  Millions of people 

worldwide suffer from a tremor, the strong shaking of the hands. Causes may be among 

others a Parkinson's disease or, often age-related, an essential tremor. This symptom can be 

a significant constraint, particularly when operating a computer or modern tablets via 

touchscreen.    The AMAneo Assistive Mouse Adapter from CSS helps people with hand 

tremor to use the mouse on the computer much easier or even making it possible at all. This 

adapter filters electronically the trembling of hand, which can also be very strong, so that 

the mouse pointer on the display moves smoothly anyway. With tablets, the control by 

touchscreen is replaced by a normal mouse or a special assistive mouse like e. g. a head or 

chin control.  It will be also possible to control iPads by assistive mice with the version 

AMAneo BTi. This opens up a new world for many people with disabilities.   The device is 

simply plugged in between mouse and PC or notebook or connected via Bluetooth with the 

tablet. That is all it takes to make mouse control and operation much easier. It works with 

any mouse and any operating system without any software installation. The intensity of the 

tremor filter can be adjusted easily. There is also a click delay (the mouse pointer stops at 

the mouse click). An automatic click function is also integrated. The essential features are 

connectivity for USB or Bluetooth, adjustable tremor filter, adjustable click delay and an 

adjustable auto-click. There are connections for external push-buttons for the left and right 

mouse button. 2005 there was a solution available from IBM based on studies (made by 

Montrose Secam Ltd).    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Free/Dem Media Pathshala 

http://www.freedem.in 

 

The project is under Ideosync Media Combine in India. 

Free/Dem - short for FREEDOM and DEMOCRACY - is a Digital and Media Literacy 



movement with and by marginalized communities to reclaim online media spaces.  

Research reveals a huge digital gender divide across South Asia, with women nearly 50% 

less likely to have access to mobile internet than men. The Free/Dem initiative addresses 

this by engaging with women and girls from the most disenfranchised communities on 

issues around digital and media literacy.   Under the Free/Dem initiative, community 

members sign up for a digital and media literacy training series that teaches them about the 

Internet, smart phones, gender, media - and the role of media in a democracy. They discuss 

ideas around freedom of expression, right to voice, data privacy and surveillance. They also 

learn to navigate the internet and use smartphones to create audio and video content, in 

order to create simple digital stories. The training also equips them to parse news and 

information, identify fake news and fact check information.  Free/Dem trainees run a 

WhatsApp Radio channel, a hyperlocal community channel  with over 1000 local 

subscribers including local stakeholders and local government authorities. Community 

trainees - mostly women and girls - are today actively producing podcast series titled  

"Women Who Talk Too Much” and "Free to Speak”. (Listen to these podcasts here: 

http://podcast.ideosyncmedia.org)  During the COVID pandemic the Free/Dem trainees 

created a digital help desk at the local community center in their area to help community 

members sign up for emegency assistance being offered by the Delhi government. They also  

produced a series of Corona Special podcasts looking at how the pandemic impacted 

women and girls' lives. These included narratives of abuse and violence, health and 

sanitation concerns, loss of livelihood and emotional trauma, and the lack of educational 

opportunities. (Listen to the corona special podcast here http://bit.ly/3sNB9lB).  See a 

short film about the initiative here: https://vimeo.com/507040890   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Program Jawa Barat Sapu Bersih Hoaks 

https://saberhoaks.jabarprov.go.id 



 

The project is under Department of Communication and Information, West Java 

Province in Indonesia. 

Jabar Saber Hoaks is a program / work unit initiated by the Regional Government of West 

Java Province which was formed on December 7, 2018 through the Decree of the Governor 

of West Java Number 700.05 / Kep.1261-Diskominfo / 2018 concerning the West Java Saber 

Hoaks Team of West Java Province.    Jabar Saber Hoaks has the duty and function to verify 

information or rumors whose facts are not yet clear which are circulating in the community. 

Information verification is carried out through a direct confirmation process with the 

relevant parties, as well as through compilation of data from credible sources or references 

to mainstream media - media certified by the International Fact Checking Networking 

(IFCN).    In addition to providing direct complaint services from the public (especially 

social media users), in its working practice, West Java Saber Hoaks also regularly 

strengthens the capacity for understanding digital literacy to multi stakeholders from 

various groups: students, NGOs, CSOs, ASN at the provincial level to village level 

government, RW / RT, both directly (online media) and directly (offline). Digital literacy 

activities carried out include socialization activities, seminars, workshops, as well as fact-

checking training. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

PPA IO-748 Digital Literacy Assistance 

https://www.facebook.com/PPAIO748/ 

 

The project is under ICT Volunteers Blitar Regency in Indonesia. 

PPA IO-748 Digital Literacy Assistance is a program for children and parents assisted by the 

Child Development Center (PPA) Cluster IO-748 Blitar, East Java, Indonesia. Children and 

their parents are designated as beneficiaries by PPA supervisors and administrators. PPA's 

mission is to help alleviate extreme poverty for children whose parents are not 

economically (poor) to get the cost of education, training, various skills facilities and 

channel their talents to be independent.  This Digital Literacy Assistance Program is a 

collaboration between PPA IO-748 Trisna Putra Blitar and ICT Volunteers in Blitar Regency 

as outlined in the form of a Cooperation Agreement Deed in July 2020.  The Digital Literacy 

Assistance Program aims to achieve the final results of Socioemotional development in 

accordance with the national Digital Literacy Movement in "community empowerment"; 

namely, facilitating community presence and resources, children in service, nurturing, 

positive content ambassadors, and "collaborative engagement" that is, pursuing massive 

and extensive dissemination of digital knowledge and ethics in popular and engaging 

formats.  The Digital Literacy Assistance Program to achieve the final goals of children 

served at PPA strengthens the implementation of digital transformation in Indonesia's 

digital economy programs, especially for children and parents who are cared for and served 

by PPA as stated in the Indonesian e-commerce roadmap.  It is hoped that after 



participating in this program children (and their parents) who are cared for and served by 

PPA can develop their potential in preparing and equipping human resources with digital 

literacy competencies to contribute to the success of the National Digital Literacy 

movement.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

ACEH SMARTCITY 

https://relawantik.or.id/ 

 

The project is under ACEH ICT VOLUNTEERS in Indonesia. 

Aceh Smartcity is the local (Aceh Province of Indonesia) initiative envisioned by several of 

youth communities in Aceh to scale up actionable and impact on Agenda for Sustainable 

Development.  This activities has led by Aceh ICT Volunteers as a hub for catalyzing 

partnerships, collaboration and coordinated action grounded in evidence-based strategies 

towards smartcity standing on civil society as the driven key.  Vision statement: Youth as 

Civil Society Core Driven Towards Smartcity, that is why we are exist. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Mobility Mojo 

https://www.mobilitymojo.com/ 

 

The project is under Mobility Mojo in Ireland. 

Mobility Mojo:  Hotel Accessibility Made Easy Mobility Mojo is an independent global rating 

system for hotel accessibility. The world’s first online access-auditing toolkit for hotels 

worldwide.  Our technology stack combines the most trusted platforms in the world, 

Microsoft Azure, Google Firebase and Salesforce. Using a progressive web application our 

software uses web technologies including HTML, CSS and JavaScript. It works on any 

platform that uses a standards-compliant browser, including both desktop and mobile 

devices.  Our technology is designed for hotel owners to complete an access audit. A link is 

delivered through to the hotel managers smartphone and the audit is carried out by walking 

through their hotels filling in questions, taking measurements and taking photos of their 

accessibility features.   To activate an iframe popup, Mobility Mojo’s SaaS technology is 

embedded onto the backend of the hotel’s website using 3 lines of code.   Hotels showcase 

their accessibility features on their own website in a standardised format, including photos 

and measurements within a matter of hours.   The iframe describes the accessible features 

of the hotel’s general area, bedroom and bathroom in enough detail for guests to determine 

if the hotel meets their individual accessibility needs before they book. Currently translates 



into English, French, Spanish, Chinese and German.  We provide each hotel with a follow up 

report showing how they can make accessibility improvements. As hotels make 

improvements, they can log into their personal portal to update photos and information 

instantly.  The iframe permits real time room bookings directly through hotel website to 

make it easier for guests with accessibility needs to reserve an accessible room or make 

further enquires by using the Call Now, Book Now, Email buttons.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Advancing Employment for Arab Women in the High-tech Sector in Israel 

http://www.itworks.org.il/ 

 

The project is under itworks - Empowering People in Israel. 

Equals Global Partnership Award    14. Describe the work of the nominated organization, 

including target audience, major objectives and activities (500 words max)    Established in 

2006, itworks’ mission is to close employment and income gaps between groups and 

genders, while diversifying the skilled workforce of Israel’s high-tech industry for a more 

broadly shared prosperity for all citizens. Although the high-tech industry is quickly 

growing in Israel, there are approximately 17,000 unfilled positions annually. At the same 

time, Israel is experiencing widening economic gaps, in particular between skilled and 

unskilled employment. itworks’ target groups include women, adults with disabilities, 

single-mothers, the ultra-Orthodox community, Arab society and other adults suffering 

from cyclical poverty and lack of opportunities.   itworks specializes in developing effective 

work models for different populations in need, forming and cultivating collaborations with 

state agencies and other partners and achieving the adoption of the work models for 

country-wide implementation. We work with more than 150 partner employers and 

maintain a 70% placement rate of program participants. More than 5,000 participants have 

benefited from the organization's assistance since its inception.  itworks was established by 

Ms. Ifat Baron in response both to the need for low-income adults to end cycles of poverty 

through quality employment opportunities, and for the country as a whole to have an 



equitable workforce with a national income derived from all sectors of society.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

'Handheld Library' 

https://www.knls.ac.ke/index.php/home 

 

The project is under Kenya National Library Service - Kibera Branch in Kenya. 

It has been very challenging for children especially within the informal settlements because 

many of those from the middle class and affluent families can access online lessons since 

they can afford smartphones and data for internet connection. Kibera slums have no access 

to ICT and cannot afford data for internet connection.  As a librarian, I believe every child 

deserves the chance to learn. In this case, our focus as a community library in the midst of 

school and library lockdown is on digital access and inclusion for the remote, socio-

economically deprived families living within the informal settlement. The children and 

youth need to continue reading despite the Covid-19 pandemic. This is happening by the 

use of the few devices we have managed to acquire through friends.   We download the ASb 

Reader App, educational games, and revision papers on each phone/tablet for children and 

youth then lend them to them.  Phones are loaned out to the children in the company of the 

parent. They are supposed to return to the librarian after one Month to assess, monitor, and 

evaluate usage. W e are also printing stories and revision papers for the ones who do not get 

the devices.  We are using smartphones, tablets, laptops, and Printer.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Joasher Technologies Girls in TECH 

https://www.facebook.com/Joasher-TechnologiesConsultancy-103944101364812/ 

 

The project is under Joasher Technologies and Consultancy in Kenya. 

Joasher Technologies and consultancy has worked to revolution and change the mindset of 

Kenyan communities on Women pursuing Computing courses. We gather girls from rural 

areas both primary and secondary schools who have a passion in IT. In this program we 

train the girls basic IT programs and software development. We make follow up and source 

internships for the girls and later on jobs. The company recognizes that girls from slums 

and remote rural areas have no mentors and lack support hence their goal. They fund for 

the girls attending academic conferences and trainings and ensures that the girls are kept in 

school. This has resulted to many girls completing their primary and secondary school 

education and enrolling to universities to pursue science courses. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG9, SDG10. 



 

 

 

Women Go Tech  

https://www.womengotech.lt/en/ 

 

The project is under Women Go Tech in Lithuania. 

Women Go Tech is a non-profit organisation, based in Lithuania, with a mission to empower 

talents to discover tech. Since 2016 the organization has been running a women-oriented 

mentorship program ‘Women Go Tech’. It is the first and only mentorship program in 

Lithuania for women, who seek to kick-start their careers in the technology sector.                                                                                                                                                                                      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Musodev Code Academy 

https://musodev.com/nos-projets/musodev-code-academy/ 

 

The project is under Association pour la promotion des femmes par les TIC in Mali. 

We are a non-profit organization whose vision is the development and empowerment of 

women through ICT created according to receipt N ° 0960 / G-DB in accordance with law N 

° 04-038 of August 05, 2004. We remain convinced that equipping women and girls with 

solid skills in different areas of ICT is a means for their development and empowerment. 

These skills, once acquired, will open the door to decent jobs. With a target audience in the 

13 to 35 age group, our objectives are as follows: Provide development opportunities to 

women and girls through ICTs. To design, develop and promote the participation of women 

in ICT-related professions. Promote vocational training and support for women and girls 

through ICTs. Put in place technological solutions allowing prevention as well as raising 

awareness of the common problems that women and young people face. For this our main 

activities and programs are: Musodev Code Academy It is a 9-month training program 

including 3 months of internship. According to the ITU in 2020 nearly two million jobs in 

the ICT sector will disappear for lack of skills, so it is more than urgent to take action on the 

ground to significantly reduce this number and reverse the trend .Through MUSCOA we 

want to: offer women and girls quality vocational training, adapted to the digital job market; 

Promote digital inclusion by reducing gender disparities in ICT; For the first edition, four 



fields are available, namely: web and mobile development, web marketing and Community 

Management. Zero GBV At MUSODEV, we work daily for the empowerment of women and 

girls through new technologies. However, since 2012, Mali has been going through a 

security crisis that is eroding the chances of empowering women. That is why we have 

decided to invest in activities relating to issues of peace, living together, well-being and the 

fight against gender-based violence.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

National Authentication Framework 

https://maupass.govmu.org/LandingPage 

 

The project is under Central Informatics Bureau, Ministry of Information Technology, 

Communication and Innovation in Mauritius. 

The National Authentication Framework of Mauritius aims to create the right governance, 

institutional mechanisms, the core infrastructure, the policies and a full-fledge system in 

order to develop a citizen-centric eco-system for governance and accessing e-services 

securely.   As part of this larger initiative, several government services are being provided to 

the citizens through electronic means. To ensure easier/quicker access to government 

services in rural/urban areas of the country, the Government has established Services 

Centres through the Mauritius Post as common service delivery outlets where the citizens 

can access all government services over the internet. The online service delivery 

mechanism has generated the need for electronically authenticating the identity of users.  It 

has also necessitated electronic authentication of the government websites in order to build 

trust. Moreover, an elaborated electronic authentication mechanism is required to create 

confidence and trust in the online environment which is always prone to identity thefts and 

other associated risks.     Therefore, in an endeavor to increase citizen’s trust in the online 

environment the Central Informatics Bureau has conceptualized the NAF to provide a 

uniform approach to managing identity authentications.  The framework first defines the 

principles of e-Authentication along with its various components such as Identity 

Management, Authentication, Authorisation, Credential Registration, Permission 

Assignment, Deregistration and Single Sign on.  The adoption of the NAF by all government 

departments will help mitigate identity related frauds, reduce duplication of efforts and 

achieve consistency of authentication approaches across several disparate project 

implementations.  Since the launch in Dec 2020, thousands of citizens have used NAF to 

access e-services in a seamless manner.  A national Level impact was generated by the 

project as it cuts across various e-services and provides a single sign-on platform for all 

govt e-services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, 6, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 



 

INFORMATION PRIVACY IN THE USE OF DIGITAL SERVICES 

http://www.ift.org.mx/usuarios-y-audiencias/privacidad-de-la-informacion-de-los-

usuarios-en-el-uso-de-servicios-digitales 

 

The project is under Federal Telecommunications Institute in Mexico. 

The Federal Telecommunications Institute (IFT) published the Report on “User’s 

Information Privacy in the Use of Digital Services” with the purpose of informing users 

about the privacy policies of the operating systems, terminal equipment, social networks, 

and digital services that provide services such as e-commerce, transportation and 

entertainment, as well as the information collected and its treatment.    The Report includes 

information regarding the following variables:  - What information is collected from users of 

digital services?  - Why do you collect my information?  - Can I manage my information in 

digital services?  - With whom do you share my information?  - Privacy of publications, 

activity and content of the profile.  - What measures do you take regarding my information 

when I delete my account?  The report highlights the main findings and provides 

recommendations on how to use this services in a better way.      Additionally, this report 

promotes the well- informed, responsible and safe use of digital services and contributes to 

the fulfillment of the Cybersecurity Action Plan implemented by the IFT, which seeks to 

create framework conditions to increase confidence in the digital environment in Mexico.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

RightsTech Women 

https://www.facebook.com/womenleadmyanmar/ 



 

The project is under CCEducare Myanmar in Myanmar. 

Edutech company called CCEducare Myanmar which is more than 2 years old. She started 

this organization to introduced many training centers in myanmar to use technology, 

promoting online learning and other innovative software to help them improve their 

businesses and also reach out to underprivileged students.   One of their Social project 

"WomenLead" is also aims to empower 200 women in vulnerable group to continue for 

education.   They have expanded their social project services not just in the main city but 

other areas in Myanmar. They have raised 42,000 Grant in total during this two years and 

expanding their partnership within ASEAN and more. Their ultimate goal is to become the 

top Edutech service provider to private and public sectors not just locally but also 

internationally. To reach that goal, she believe collaboration is a key to growth and sustain 

for the current and the future. During their one year of startup, we build a strong 

relationship with 52 organisations in total across Myanmar and ASEAN region and looking 

forward to grow more.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Feminist organizing toolkit – planning virtual meetings 

https://www.wecf.org/feminist-organizing-toolkit-planning-virtual-meetings/ 

 

The project is under Women Engage for a Common Future  in Netherlands. 

Together with WEDO, at the outset of the COVID-19 outbreak, we quickly realised that there 

was an urgent need for training on how to use online meeting tools such as Zoom by the 

members in our advocacy networks that we are part of. As a pro-bono initiative we quickly 

set up 3 training sessions (on accessibility & methodology , nuts & bolts, and safety). We had 

more than 200 people registering for each event and about 120-150 people attending. 

These were followed by the development of a toolkit in English which has been translated 

into Spanish and French, and which we aim to translate into Russian and Arabic as well.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG5. 

 

 

Cybersecurity inno6 

https://comerciolimited.com.ng 

 

The project is under Comercio Limited in Nigeria. 

- Filling the skills gap in cybersecurity    - Working with the young adults in Africa    - 

Creating leaders and Entrepreneurs    - Changing the narrative for the Continent                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 



 

 

 

Coding Academy of Jerusalem  

https://www.codingaj.com/ 

 

The project is under Coding Academy of Jerusalem  in Palestine. 

Coding Academy of Jerusalem, CAJ, is the first of its kind in East Jerusalem in Beit Hanina, 

we are specialized in IT training. The academy is equipped with PCs lab and Macs lab; we 

have a great team of trainers in a variety of subjects. CAJ along with its team makes the 

perfect place for any IT training/ workshop.   CAJ has recently launched a programmers’ 

club to connect programmers and those interested in other IT fields to share information 

and jobs.   CAJ provides both curricular and extracurricular trainings, courses and 

workshops to address students’ needs and get them to the desired level of IT and computer 

literacy.    CAJ main objectives are:  1. Improve the students’ level in IT and computer 

literacy   2. Expand on the curricular and extracurricular activities outside the typical 

classroom  3. Provide the students with the needed IT skills   4. Provide an IT environment 

outside the school to expand on the curricular   5. Provide the students the best IT 

environment including software and trainers to allow them to get creative    6.  Get the 

students exposed and interested in a different IT fields i.e. graphic design, programming, 

robotics, animation, …   7. Computer literacy for older trainees     Vision   Coding Academy of 

Jerusalem, CAJ, vision is to build a state-of-the-art portable IT center equipped with labs in 

order to reach different communities especially those in refugee camps and rural areas.     

Mission   CAJ, mission is to get the majority of the public in East Jerusalem and surrounding 

areas to learn, understand and love IT in its different fields.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

Cybersecurity Education in the Philippines in the time of Pandemic 

https://www.dict.gov.ph 

 

The project is under Department of Information and Communications Technology- 

Mindanao Cluster 1 in Philippines. 

Philippines is considered the largest known source of online sexual exploitation of children 

(OSEC) cases with an upsetting 264.63% increase between March 1 to May 24,2020 

compared to the same period in 2019. Last year, 957 cybercrime cases were reported with 

data leak, hacking, and phishing topping the list. To address this, a webinar called 

“Parenting in a Digital Age” focusing on child pornography, cyberbullying, internet addiction 

and proactive tips on modern parenting among others was successfully conducted with 



10,261 participants in a single conduct.   Furthermore, the DICT also partnered with Digital 

Tayo of Facebook during the country’s National Cybersecurity Awareness Month for a 

cybersecurity training series. With experts from across the Asia Pacific region ushered by 

the Digital Tayo team, the online course provided accessible learning modules on digital 

skills and cyber safety to shape the Philippine digital community. 14,555 attendees  finished 

with certificates and  Facebook livestream garnered 43,743 actual views. The wide reach  

acquired through the newly-devised strategy played a vital role in this endeavour towards a 

safe resilient digitized nation.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Joint Agreement Protecting Subscribers 

http://www.uke.gov.pl 

 

The project is under Office of Electronic Communications (UKE) in Poland. 

The President of UKE together with the Minister of Digital Affairs, NASK and Orange Polska, 

Polkomtel, P4 and T-Mobile Polska have entered into an agreement on cooperation in the 

special protection of Internet users against data phishing sites,including for personal data, 

during the states of emergency, such as an epidemic. The agreement will contribute to 

protecting consumer interests. In connection with the COVID-19 outbreak, Internet 

domains are increasingly appearing to mislead and phish for users’ personal data as well as 

financial resources, in particular using SMS and MMS. This is facilitated by increased use of 

electronic communications during the widespread model of remote work and online 

education 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5. 



The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

Sandtime  

https://sandtime.io  

 

The project is under Sandstream Development Sp. z o in Poland. 

Time tracker app for better reporting/managing the home office work. The tool has been 

developed by Sandstream company due to our internal need for reporting time spent on 

each project. The request came from the management. Therefore it is not only suitable for 

employees but also handles all the necessary things needed by managers, like: reporting, 

data for invoicing, managing assignments to the projects, etc.                                                                                                                    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

Digital Mobile Key  

https://www.autenticacao.gov.pt/a-chave-movel-digital 

 

The project is under Agência para a Modernização Administrativa / Administrative 

Modernization Agency in Portugal. 

The Digital Mobile Key (DMK) is the national mobile eID solution which allows citizens to 

digitally authenticate themselves in public and private websites as well as digitally sign 

documents, in a secure manner. It was developed to address the increasing demand of 

mobile solutions, as well as to offer a more user-friendly alternative to the Citizen Card 

mechanism, which requires a smartcard reader.   The Digital Mobile Key authentication and 



signature is done through a permanent password (PIN) and a temporary security numeric 

code, automatically generated and sent by SMS, email or a dedicated app.  By the end of 

2018, protocols with some of the major private service providers (banking, telcos, utilities) 

led to a significant surge of DMK’s subscriptions. The adoption of the DMK by service 

providers with recurrent interactions with Portuguese citizens has proven to be 

fundamental to the increased adoption of DMK, as it promptly became the preferred option 

of authentication within the national eID schemes, surpassing for the first time the “old” 

Citizen Card.  In 2020, this tendency remained unchanged, as the number of DMK 

subscribers continues to grow and it remains as the chosen eID mechanism in the national 

scene, and currently there are 2,36 million registered users and about 150 (public and 

private) entities using this mechanism in their websites. It’s worth mentioning that the 

DMK, being a simple and user-friendly solution, has proven particularly relevant during the 

COVID19 pandemic following on the need to increase the digital services interaction, due to 

the restrictions on face- to-face service attendance.   The DMK provides public and private 

organizations with a standardized and open API which supports authentication and 

signature reuse across government and third-party service providers, thus allowing 

significant savings in terms of developing costs. Also, the DMK is fully compliant with the 

European eIDAS Regulation, being recognized by the European Commission as a highly 

secure eID mechanism.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

 

National Communicable Disease Surveillance and Vaccination System 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

This project revolves around a system that has been developed and accelerated to go live 

during the Covid-19 Crisis. The system enables the accurate recognition of positive 



infectious diseases based on lab results and case reports received, including Covid-19 cases, 

their Geo-location based on address, understanding clusters and locations, and allows for 

contact-tracing of positive cases.    The project was based on  the technology of Analytics. 

The latter would use raw data as inputs and then interpret meaningful patterns in data. 

Analytics is a rising technology that is being used and developed more and more due to its 

efficiency.  It is insightful in areas where decisions need to be taken, and in areas which 

record a lot of data and information. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

Cyber Security Capacity Building through the National Cyber Security Drills 

https://www.motc.gov.qa/en/news-events/news/motc-organizes-8th-national-

cybersecurity-drill-%E2%80%9Cstar-8%E2%80%9D 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport & Communications in Qatar. 

STAR-X is Qatar's annual national cybersecurity exercise that aims to improve the 

cybersecurity resiliency of the Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) in Qatar by developing 

and maintaining a high standard of cyber skills within their workforce. STAR-X exercises 

address the weakest link in cybersecurity (aka. the human factor), via specially designed 

simulation exercises that aim to levitate the cybersecurity skills within the nation.    STAR-1 

in 2013, was the first initiative of its kind in the Middle East and the Arab World, and to 

date, we have independently designed, developed, and delivered 8 annual cybersecurity 

drills. In its latest itteration, STAR-8 was conducted virtually with more than 100 CNIs 

registering, represented by roughly 1,000 participants.    We strive to tailor the exercises to 

empower the attendees with cybersecurity skills necessary to successfully defend and 

protect the nation. Thereby, the simulation exercises are designed and scoped to the needs 

and specifics of the different economic sectors in Qatar; Government, Energy & Utilities, 

Telecom, Finance, Health, and Education, to name a few.    We aim to increase the frequency 

of these exercises and deliver to more employees to counter the ever-evolving threats and 

risks associated with well-established technologies and emerging technologies as well. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 



 

Customs Warehouse Management System by RFID 

https://customsgovqa-

my.sharepoint.com/personal/sherif_customs_gov_qa/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fp

ersonal%2Fsherif%5Fcustoms%5Fgov%5Fqa%2FDocuments%2FCWMS%2Emp4&parent

=%2Fpersonal%2Fsherif%5Fcustoms%5Fgov%5Fqa%2FDocuments&originalPath=aHR0c

HM6Ly9jdXN0b21zZ292cWEtbXkuc2hhcmVwb2ludC5jb20vOnY6L2cvcGVyc29uYWwvc2hl

cmlmX2N1c3RvbXNfZ292X3FhL0VSY0VqeWxVaEV0TmctYXl2YUU3Q2o0QndzaC16RGlNQ

m5Qc1FFWkdld2d6b0E_cnRpbWU9bzlZYWtMZkYyRWc 

 

The project is under General Authority of Customs in Qatar. 

Managing customs ports stores with RFID technology, system helps inspectors and 

storekeeper to record items transaction and monitor movement of items in real time and 

eliminate all paper work. it speeds up the customs clearance procedures and recording 

items for warehousing. the items moved from various stages of customs procedures are 

constantly tracked and recorded which helps the customs officers and customers to locate 

the goods. The system also help product owners like passengers and traders in following up 

their goods status by mobile notifications.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



 

TEACH FOR FUTURE – Educational Transformation of Adults through Innovation, 

Technology and Entrepreneurship 

http://www.teachforfuture.ro 

 

The project is under The National Association of Public Librarians and Libraries in 

Romania in Romania. 

" STRATEGIC ANALYSIS - understanding of the methods, approaches and tools used to 

promote the acquisition of ICT, innovation management and entrepreneurship 

competences. The preliminary analysis, documentation & initial research will be carried out 

both in the specific field of adult education and in the non-education sector. - formal, using 

recommendations / best practices, a structured learning plan and innovative teaching tools.    

- CURRICULUM DESIGN - design of methods of adult education that include both the 

expertise of the consortium members and the expertise of other entities recognized in the 

field.    - TRAINING MATERIALS - learning support materials for trainers and trainees based 

on good practices and case studies in the field, to optimize the training process and results.    

-PILOTING & TESTING - in 3 countries (Romania, Greece, Bulgaria) with the participation of 

210 adults in 3 countries"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Beeline AI - people search 

https://lizaalert.beeline.ru/ 

 

The project is under VimpelCom PJSC in Russian Federation. 

Since 2018, Liza Alert started to use drones during search operations in the forest and 

industrial city areas. Approximately 2,500 photos are received from the drones during one 

day of the search operation. A group of 30 volunteers needs an average of 5 to 7 hours to 

process these images. Moreover, human factor is an issue: drone images are sometimes 



hard to study and find signs of human presence and after several hours of studying 

volunteer might lose their touch.  In the summer of 2019, Beeline was the first in Russia to 

launch “Beeline AI – People Search” based on a neural network to process photo images of 

the terrain obtained by drones working over the areas where Liza Alert volunteers conduct 

lost people search.   Beeline and Liza Alert experts developed and trained the neural 

network including relevant experience of the latest solutions in this field.  The neural 

network has potential to locate people and objects in any search area such as forests, 

swamps, fields, cities regardless time of the year, clothes worn by the missing person 

because the algorithm is adjusted to any season and is potentially capable to recognize non-

standard body position such as of a person sitting, lying or partly covered by foliage. The 

system is adaptive, configuring to accurately locate search objects from 30-40 and 100-

meter flight heights alike.  “Beeline AI – People Search” cuts down the time required to 

study and sort the obtained photos, sorts out uninformative images and enables volunteers 

to focus on the photos with the potential signs of presence of the missing person, i.e. the lost 

person, elements of their clothes, equipment, etc.  With “Beeline AI – People Search”, it takes 

2-3 seconds to review 1 photo image cutting down the time needed to process the whole 

mass of images to 1-2.5 hours depending on the total number of photos.  The new 

technology enables Liza Alert volunteers to spend 2.5 times less time on reviewing and 

sorting the received images.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG17. 

 

 

A system to help people people with hearing disabilities to communicate with their 

friends 

https://github.com/Nuwayyir1993/project-4-frontend 

 

The project is under Islamic University in Saudi Arabia. 

A system dedicated to helping people with hearing disabilities  facilitate communication 

between them and their friends through the following: The system takes an audio file (such 

as voice recordings on WhatsApp) and converts the speech in the voice to the text written in 

front of them, converts the voice messages into a sign language for the deaf and dumb, if 

they prefer sign language, An important feature is that the system studies the emotions in 

the voice message and analyzes whether the sending party is happy   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Role Management & Mining – RBAC Implementation 

https://appaccess.stc.com.sa/iiq 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

stc Cybersecurity has adopted and implemented the capabilities of Identity Management 



Governance, which paved the road towards the enablement of role mining and 

management, thus helped stc to classify and managed the accesses of stc users based on 

their roles and responsibilities. In addition, increased the visibility of the granted accesses, 

user’s behavior and allowed for better IAM controls enforcement and risks mitigation.  

Powerful engine that increased the visibility over applications and systems accounts and 

accesses.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 

Cibervoluntarios Responde (Cibervoluntarios Response) 

https://www.cibervoluntarios.org/ 

 

The project is under Fundación Cibervoluntarios in Spain. 

"Cibervoluntarios Responde" is a Free online support to stay connected, for citizens who 

may need tehcnological AID during this health crisis. From home, anyone who may have 

technological questions can ask online to a team of 1.500 cybervolunteers. The platform has 

offer more than 150 answers in three weeks of confinement in Spain.  "Cibervoluntarios 

Responde" is a free online platform that helps and supports citizens in this period. 

Cibervoluntarios Foundation, make an extra effort in its aim promote the use and 

knowledge of new technologies as a means to alleviate social gaps and generate a more 

inclusive society. For example the new service can help elderly people to make online 

grocery shopping.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

University Business Linkage Center, Moratuwa University  

https://uom.lk/courses 

 

The project is under University Business Linkage Center in Sri Lanka. 

The University Business Linkage was set up by the directives of the Sri Lankan government. 

It is funded by the World Bank AHEAD Project and implemented by the University of 



Moratuwa. It's main objective is to commercialize final year University tech projects and it 

does so by developing a tech incubator and an entrepreneurship ecosystem in the 

University. It's main audience are tech university students with the intention of 

commercializing their projects. Currently they have 6 startups working on various areas 

from AI to control traffic to drone technology.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

CyberVictim.help 

http://www.cybervictim.help 

 

The project is under Together against Cybercrime International in Switzerland. 

All human activity has gone online since the coronavirus lockdown began. This has resulted 

in an exponential rise in fraudulent online activity. TaC International has developed a real-

time free assistance for victims  of cybercrime. The assistance is offered worldwide by 

trained Youth IGF (www.youthigf.com) Senior Ambassadors located on different continents 

around the world and able to assist in different languages (Arabic, English, French, 

Portuguese, Russian) and time zones. Online platform is used to deliver the real-time 

assistance for victims of cybercrime.  An app is foreseen to be developed as well.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

 

AAAMeet.in 

https://aaameet.in  

 

The project is under QRCrypto SA in Switzerland. 



Providing a safe and secure way for videoconferencing in India and the world. AAAMeet.in 

is free to use on PC/MAC and only 1$/CHF under the form of its companion app Devaaa 

available on Android & iOS.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP, 8, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Electronic UAE Family Book 

https://www.ica.gov.ae/en/services/services-for-individuals/u/issue-family-book.aspx 

 

The project is under Federal Authority for Identity and Citizenship (ICA)  in United 

Arab Emirates. 

The UAE electronic family book is a document, which contains information about Emirati 

national’s family members, including spouses, children, etc. Most of the government entities 

around the UAE are required to deal with the family book data and it is considered as one of 

the major challenges (e.g. for municipality, social security, education, higher college 

university, and other services). In the past, the family book photocopy had to be attached in 

the application and, afterwards, manually audited, increasing the risk of fraud. Moreover, 

the process was taking too much time to complete each application.   The (ICA) solution is to 

provide an electronic platform, where government entities can connect and pull the family 

book data automatically. The data is retrieved as metadata with auto-verification. All the 

information is stored in a SIM card and the Emirates ID.   All services related to the family 

book are automated and digitized, making them available through the mobile application 

and the ICA portal. This allows users to view, edit and apply for the services at any time 

without the need to attend the service centers for submitting their application.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, GOV, BUS, ENV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

Unified Digital Customer File  

https://www.ica.gov.ae/en 

 

The project is under Federal Authority for Identity and Citizenship (ICA)  in United 

Arab Emirates. 

The Unified Digital Customer File is a national pioneering project that comes under the 

significant development plans in the U.A.E. Nowadays; it is considered one of the 

governmental initiatives aiming at achieving the continued technological development and 

growth in all life aspects, in addition to being one of the digital governmental projects.  

Unified Digital Customer File helps you understand and engage your customers in real time, 

and With Unified Digital Customer Record you can:    • Get a full picture of your customer 

data across devices (web, mobile applications, IoT, servers, kiosks, and offline sources)  • 

Personalize every interaction by triggering actions based on real time customer data signals   

• Create a single customer view by building comprehensive customer profiles with 



advanced technology   • Streamline and activate your data   • Activate high quality machine 

learning insights to supercharge your audiences    Purposes and benefits of the UDCF:  • Set 

up and develop an accurate centralized database as well as secure the information security 

and secrecy.  • Issue a safe smart identity card to identify all the population of the UAE.  • 

Achieve linkage and integration with the various government and semi- government 

authorities.  • Provision of statistical information and data in support of planning and 

decision-making.  • Provision of a solid infrastructure for the Smart government project.  • 

Upgrade and ease of the governmental services level.  The UDCF includes a centralized 

database consisting of particulars and data of all UA nationals and residents of the UAE 

which were collected upon registration. The newly used technology in the UDCF helps avail 

the latest methods of protecting the data and information in addition to provision of a safer 

environment to identify and verify the identity of individuals   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, 8, 9, 

10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

UAE Smart Fire Detection Alarming and Monitoring System For Residential Villas 

https://home.moi.gov.ae/moi/index 

 

The project is under GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF CIVIL DEFENSE in United Arab 

Emirates. 

Description    UAE Smart Fire Detection Alarming and Monitoring System for Residential 

Villas is an integrated smart wireless system for early warning. The system works through a 

set of advanced smart technologies to provide protection for residential villas 24/7 within a 

system that triggers alarms in case of fire situations. The system communicates with the 

command and control center of the Civil Defense - Ministry of Interior.   The project started 

at the end of 2018, and known as Hassantuk "the name is inspired by the national anthem". 

It is mandatory for homeowners to subscribe to the system. The number of subscribers has 

now reached about 22,574.     THE MAJOR PURPOSES of the project is to Enable Federal and 

Local Civil Defense services to:  1. Be informed in the event of the system disruption, and 

sends the signal when the Fire is detected automatically without human intervention.   2. 

Provide a fast response to the fire in early stages.  3. Reduce the residential fires and their 

deaths.  4. Achieve a sense of safety for the population.  These various capabilities are 

enabled on the Hassantuk website. Additionally, policies and procedures have been 

implemented to support the provision and use of these accounts.      

https://home.moi.gov.ae/e 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

Jasmeen Talks 

https://www.jasmeen.co 



 

The project is under Jasmeen incubator in United Kingdom. 

"We encourage women diversity and inclusion in all sectors. We want to support women 

globally and encourage the m to collaborate and communicate together through Jasmeen 

talks, sharing the ir knowledge and experiences. These talks are vital to ensure women 

empowerment and engagement from around the world. It's the power of touch and 

communication that we want to empower and help women to adapt thd necessary digital 

skills needed for better future."                                                                        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, 

SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

#FixTheGlitch 

https://fixtheglitch.org/ 

 

The project is under Glitch  in United Kingdom. 

Glitch is a UK based charity recognised internationally for working to make the online space 

safe for all, by raising awareness of online abuse and its impact through an intersectional 

lens; advocating for long term and systematic change from both tech companies and 

governments as well as delivering a range of educational programmes on digital citizenship, 

digital self care and safety.     We do this by hosting workshops on Digital Citizenship and 

Digital Self Care, working with other organisations to highlight the impact of online abuse 

and campaigning so that decision makers implement policies that work  towards 

strengthening digital citizenship and ending online abuse.    Our Digital Citizenship 

workshop is about helping young people lead their best, most positive, responsible and 

engaging online lives. We deliver this to young people of all ages from primary school 

through to University.   Our Digital Resilience training is tailored to women in public life and 

public appointments, female candidates standing for elections and politically active women. 

We have one-to-one consultations, small group and large group bespoke training 

workshops.    All of our work is upheld by three pillars: Awareness, Advocacy and Action.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG16. 

 

 

Text to Speech Software 

https://www.clarosoftware.com/ 

 

The project is under Claro Software in United Kingdom. 

Claro Software develops assistive technology, for people with print and reading difficulties 

like dyslexia, to help them achieve all they can. We offer software for many devices and 

platforms: Windows, Mac, Android, Chromebooks, iPhone and iPads. The product can be 

bought and then downloaded on your computer, phone or tablet. Our software ClaroRead 



designed to be a simple, easy-to-use and flexible software program that helps to read, write, 

study, sit exams, and increase confidence. ClaroRead reads text aloud, reducing the 

frustration of stumbling through each word and losing comprehension. Reading becomes a 

pleasure and, as a result, learning enjoyment, productivity and potential are increased; the 

user can work more independently if reading is not a barrier. Also, ClaroRead helps with 

editing as it can check spelling and homophones, those tricky words that sound alike but 

often have a very different meaning, so a user can be sure that he is writing exactly what he 

means to say. This reduces anxiety and embarrassment and lets individuals focus on the 

meaning and not be held back by individual words. Our apps (ClaroSpeak, Claro ScanPen 

and ClaroPDF) provide text-to-speech and other assistance on the move. They can even read 

text from your photos. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

CareBox 

https://www.tendertec.co.uk/carebox/ 

 

The project is under Tendertec Ltd in United Kingdom. 

CareBox is a personalised care assistant opening the door to Care 4.0 through powerful AI  

& Data Science. It provides a safety and remote monitoring platform designed to act as a  

personalised assistant to caregivers. It enables the delivery person-centred care and  

safeguards vulnerable people and frontline workers in health and social care. Offering an  

array of features, CareBox operates as an integration hub opening the door to Care 4.0 –  an 

ecosystem of personalised, integrated and sustainable health and social care services 

supporting vulnerable people and their circles of care. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Let's Reinvent 

https://www.letsreinvent.org/ 

 

The project is under Let's Reinvent in United Kingdom. 

Let’s Reinvent's mission is to raise awareness and opportunities globally for women, youth 

and people of colour to thrive in tech.    We are entering the new era where technology 

disrupts our way of thinking, life, work and society.     In today’s world, not even half of the 

global tech workforce is represented by women and people of colour.     It is therefore of 

significant importance to take a robust collective action to generate awareness and 

opportunities to successfully onboard more and more people of disadvantaged backgrounds 

into the future of technology.    Let’s Reinvent tackles the challenge by offering mentorships, 

digital skills training workshop, and business incubation for free to our target audience in 

collaboration with like-minded tech startups and organisations in the UK.    Let’s Reinvent 



taps on Tech Nation’s UK network of startups and entrepreneurs to collaborate on all our 

programmatic initiatives. This includes the provision of free business and technical 

mentorships, digital skills training workshop, and entrepreneurial advice for early stage 

BAME entrepreneurs.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Apps and Girls 

https://www.appsandgirls.com 

 

The project is under Apps and Girls in United Republic of Tanzania. 

Apps and Girls is a Tanzanian award-winning social enterprise that empowers girls and 

young women to create the world they want to live in using technology. We give girls and 

young women  aged 12-24 from both privileged and underprivileged backgrounds, at 

secondary school, university, or out-of-school the skills and a platform to become effective 

tech-entrepreneurs, innovators, including high-quality software and hardware 

programming experts. We are implementing an innovative cyclical process of basic-

advanced coding training, entrepreneurship training, mentorship, and incubation. The 

process itself harnesses the power of digital technologies, notably through the creation of 

coding clubs in secondary schools, an offline and online women’s tech entrepreneurship 

incubator, e-learning and e-mentoring platform to match emerging tech entrepreneurs/ 

enthusiasts with mentors. Our mission to reduce the gender gap in ICT, tech-

entrepreneurship, and empower more change-makers in Tanzania and across Africa.   

Objectives:  To invest in girls and young women as potential tech entrepreneurs, tech 

creators, tech role models, and leaders, in Tanzania and across Africa.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

NATIONAL CYBER SECURITY COMPETITION 

https://www.tcra.go.tz 

 

The project is under TANZANIA COMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY AUTHORITY in 

United Republic of Tanzania. 

One of the TCRA’s strategic objective is to protect interests of stakeholders and enhance 

awareness of their rights and obligations. In order to fulfill the strategic objective TCRA 

implemented a project called cybersecurity competition. Cybersecurity competition was 

conducted through an online platform with the aim of raising cyber security knowledge, 

identify individuals with cyber security skills in Tanzania and raise cyber security culture 

(awareness) within the targeted group. The competition was conducted using online 

platform targeting youths at the age of 17 to 24 years as the only entry requirement 

whereby girls were more encouraged to participate. The competition covered three cyber 



security domains which are Hacking, Network defence and Incidents response. Sixteen (16) 

higher learning institutions were invited to attend and responded positively.  The overall 

number of registered individuals into the competition was 1005 whereby 136 were female 

participants and 869 were male participants.  After registration, all participants were given 

security materials and webinars with real activities related to cyber operations which 

required them to carry out studies and hands-on exercises that enhanced their capacity. All 

participants were given security materials and webinars with real activities related to cyber 

operations which required them to carry out studies and hands-on exercises that enhanced 

their capacity and innovation skills in solving problems. Hence 136 girls/women were able 

to improve their cybersecurity skills whereby four (4) girls managed to go until the final 

stage.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Digital Champions against FGM in Tanzania 

https://hopeforgirlsandwomen.com/ 

 

The project is under Hope for Girls and Women Tanzania in United Republic of 

Tanzania. 

Girls at risk of Female Genital Mutilation, FGM, in Mara region, Tanzania, live in very remote 

villages, far from the rule of law.  Hope for Girls and Women Tanzania has been protecting 

girls from FGM since 2017 and has mapped these villages into OpenStreetMap as part of the 

Crowd2Map project, to ensure girls can be found quickly, especially in the middle of the 

night when most calls for urgent help are received, particularly during the “cutting season”.  

In 2019 they worked with Social Welfare officers in Serengeti District to set up and train 

women and children protection committees in each of the 87 villages there. For the first 

time ever members saw a printed map of their village, to which they added any missing 

points.  They were also trained on how to use a smartphone, as for most of them it was the 

first time they had ever used one. They learned how to use the camera, the map functions, 

including how to add missing points into OpenStreetMap. There were heated discussions on 

what constitutes Gender Based Violence, and they were shown how to report cases via an 

online form on ODK, OpenDataKit.  One woman from each committee was selected to be the 

‘Digital Champion‘ for the village, and was loaned a $40 smartphone to support them in this 

role. The phone included downloaded videos and books in Swahili about FGM, Gender 

Based Violence and many other topics such as health and agriculture.  She is then 

responsible for disseminating this information throughout her village, as well as reporting 

girls and women at risk to the relevant authorities, and running girls’ clubs in their village.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG16. 



 

 

 

Leaf Wallet 

https://leafglobalfintech.com/ 

 

The project is under Leaf Global Fintech in United States of America. 

Leaf is bringing the financially excluded into the formal economy by creating a virtual bank 

for refugees, migrants, and cross border traders. Blockchain backed and accessible from a 

mobile device, Leaf offers secure storage and transport of assets across borders—no 

smartphone required.     With Leaf, users can travel without cash and rest assured that their 

money will be safe and accessible no matter where they go. Friends and family around the 

world can also deposit into a refugee’s account, regardless of location. Leaf gives users a 

better start with financial security and lessens their dependence on host countries. Leaf 

ultimately creates an economic identity that customers can use to establish themselves in a 

new country.     The Leaf Wallet has been live since September 2020 in Rwanda, Uganda, and 

Kenya for smartphones (iPhone and Android) and basic phones. Currently, most of our 

customers are refugees in Rwanda (55%). In addition to Leaf users reporting feeling safe 

crossing the border for the first time and being able to access digital financial services, in 

our first three months of operations we:     Registered 1,410 customers  Completed 6,102 

transactions on the Stellar blockchain worth $55,759  Directly helped 500 refugees during 

COVID by providing financial assistance 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, 5. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C6. Enabling environment 
JUMP! Conferencia de tecnología con inclusión de géneros 

https://www.vamosalajump.com/ 

 

The project is under Media Chicas (Fundación Conocimiento Abierto)  in Argentina. 

JUMP! is a program for diversity and inclusion in technology, with a potential to scale within 

the next five years, and its regional replication, with the aim of: learning and connecting, 

promoting diverse talent, sharing knowledge, making organizational diversity visible and 

influencing in the shift to a diverse culture. Within this program, we work with impact 

actions such as workshops, talks, conferences, research, and development of indicators. 

Along these lines, the kickoff took place in July, with the first virtual conference that 

addressed this issue, on technology with gender inclusion, together with different 

companies that are promoting the development of diverse cultures, and communities linked 

to inclusion in technology , at the same time making voices visible and giving space to 

different women and people from other groups linked to these areas. Thus, we have 14 

partner companies and the accompaniment of more than 30 communities. The conference 

had a great impact, with more than 3000 people registered, and 2690 live attendants 

through the various digital media where this initiative was broadcast: YouTube, Facebook 

Live and Periscope. 70% of the people registered were women and trans people, and 60% 

of each live attendee contemplated these genres, with different technological profiles, such 

as programmers, graphic designers, engineers, developers, UX designers and STEM career 

students. At a geographical level, we have the presence of 68% of women from Argentina, 

30% from different countries of the Latin American region, and 2% from European cities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Single electronic access platform for financial organizations: ASAN Finance 

https://www.digital.gov.az/en/projects/our-projects/asan-finans 

 

The project is under E-GOV Development Center in Azerbaijan. 

The “ASAN Finans” project is a single platform providing financial institutions with 



electronic access to state information resources. A unified system of informing citizens 

about the “ASAN Finans” project allows faster analysis of information. Hence, in case of 

citizen’s consent, institutions can easily access electronic information via the system, 

including one’s ID, workplace, TIN, existing property, and information about a person’s 

responsibilities before the state. By these means, institutions save time and resources. At 

the same time, citizens are allowed to use a number of bank services, create a bank account, 

and apply for credit via the system with their e-signatures. The system minimizes the use of 

paper and saves time for both citizens and institutions. Simultaneously, during the 

pandemic, two more services were developed and implemented in the real world under the 

“ASAN Finans” project (transmission of data on NGO grants and transmission of information 

on e-agriculture). Currently, “ASAN Finans” fully covers 55 institutions including more than 

90 percent of the banks operating in the country (25 banks) as well as 18 credit institutions, 

2 insurance companies, 1 clinic, 1 government agency, and 3 payment systems. The system 

provides transmission of various types of data over 10 services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

ekShop Phone e Nittoponno 

https://a2i.gov.bd/ 

 

The project is under ekShop, a2i in Bangladesh. 

ekShop is currently running the nationwide logistics of emergency groceries and medical 

supplies. ekShop has attained the support of “333”, a government ordained national call 

center to aid the citizens in this trying time. Locals can dial to 333 and NRBs can dial to 

09666789333 and ask their pressing concerns regarding  COVID-19. “333” operators will 

receive orders from citizens who are in search of emergency supplies.  Citizens can order 

medicines, groceries, and other emergency goods. After the order has been put through by 

333 operators, ekShop will then forward the order list to available volunteers, who in 

return buy from the nearest open shops. The volunteers and volunteer organizations are 

selected locally to the order delivery location, wherein a database has been created 

according to their delivery range. Orders are also taken through a Facebook page automated 

chatbot for maximum reach.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Bangladesh e-Government ERP Project 

https://web.grp.gov.bd 

 

The project is under Bangladesh e-Government ERP Project in Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh e-Government ERP Project was initiated for digitalization of Government office 

activities through development and implementation of a home-grown ERP system named 



GRP. The objective of the project is to build an accountable, transparent e-Government 

system as well as to leverage and enhance the capacity of the local ICT industry. GRP is 

currently being used by 10 Govt. offices.    GRP has been developed from scratch using 

Microservices Architecture for high scalability. The architecture, coding and security 

aspects of GRP have been developed following standard practices under close supervision 

of faculties from Department of CSE, BUET.    Compared to legacy manual processes, GRP 

has saved around 85% operational costs, 75% operational time, 90% paper, and 85% 

scheduled visits. The impact is quite significant. Transparency and accountability in 

performing Govt. office work has increased. Fair opportunities in promotion and transfer of 

employees, as well as proper justice in taking disciplinary actions have been ensured. 

Numerous employment opportunities for the unemployed youth have been created. 100+ 

people are honing their skills on cutting-edge technologies. 19 more ministries of the Govt. 

already showed earnest interest in using the software, the outcome of which will be a 

successful paperless interoperable e-Government system in the long run. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 

Minas Programam 

https://www.minasprogramam.com 

 

The project is under Minas Programam in Brazil. 

Minas Programam works to ensure that young women of colour in Brazil are able to learn 

about technology. In our context, social inequality and gender norms end up keeping girls 

and young women away from STEM. This is exacerbated for people of colour. We are a 

group of intersectional feminists, made up of mostly women of colour, who teach coding 

and programming to girls and women from our home town, Sao Paulo. Our main goal is to 

be a space where knowledge is shared in a safe, welcoming way. More than just sharing 

skills, we care about being a space where we cultivate the self-confidence and independence 

of our students. Beyond learning a variety of programming languages, our students also 

learn about the intersections of tech and society and about how technology influences the 

world around us. Our mission is to change the narrative about who gets to think, create and 

design tech. We envision a world where girls and women of color are decision-makers and 



stakeholders of the technology sector. We strive towards a world where technology is built 

taking social justice into consideration. Our main activities are programming courses, 

workshops and trainings. We also do mentoring programmes, support our students with 

career development, conduct lectures and produce content on issues we care about, such as 

the intersection of technology, education, gender and race. We also host study groups to 

debate the technology, gender and race and publish book reviews. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

“Emergency Star” Big Data based Emergency Warning System 

http://www.chinaunicom.com.cn/ 

 

The project is under China Unicom in China. 

As one of the largest telecom operators in the world, China Unicom operates 

communications networks in China. In order to employ and empower telecommunications 

data, China Unicom proposes an "Emergency Star" Big Data based Emergency Warning 

System.    Integrating various data (e.g., natural disasters, population positioning and 

environmental pollution, etc.),"Emergency Star" system provides a universal emergency 

warning support solution based on new technologies, such as 5G communication 

technology, AI and deep learning algorithms. The system has achieved intelligent 

monitoring of emergencies, locating missing persons and automated planning of personnel 

rescue programs in the case of emergencies, including natural disasters, environmental 

pollution, personnel loss, etc.     The application of "Emergency Star" system advises 

residents and companies to help themselves and guides government to make emergency 

management decisions, in this way to effectively improve resource utilization and disaster 

resistance as well as build safer and more reliable cities and communities, which is exactly 

to implement the WSIS action plan and promote the realization of SDGs.     By employing 

commonly-used open-source AI technology and tools to provide technical models and data 

analysis, the "Emergency Star" system has high portability. In the future, the system can 

develop customized services for different emergencies and different communities more 

efficiently. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG13. 

 

 

Jiangbei New District Enterprise Service Platform in Nanjing 

https://www.cicdi.com/ 

 

The project is under China Information Consulting & Designing Institute Co., LTD. in 

China. 

Under the background of "smart city", a new round of urban modernization characterized 

by urban wisdom will promote the intelligent integration of various innovative elements 



and the birth of new technologies, making Jiangbei New District Enterprise Service Platform 

in Nanjing the leader of China's smart city demonstration area. The innovative platform for 

government, enterprise and talent can provide stable and flexible comprehensive data 

services for administrative work, realizing offline connection, and comprehensively 

improving the experience of administrative organs and enterprises in line with WSIS action 

principles. The project also helps Jiangbei New District Enterprise Service Platform in 

Nanjing become an open center of data resources and data visualization, supporting the 

transformation of government services. The platform can improve service capabilities, data 

collection, and data sharing, realizing the visibility of command and the ability of social 

information sharing. Under the system planning strategy, the platform builds a sustainable 

production mode, achieving intelligent management and service results, which can be 

quickly copied to other cities and regions in the world. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, GOV, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Inspection and testing supervision service platform in Jiangsu Province 

https://www.cicdi.com/ 

 

The project is under China Information Consulting & Designing Institute Co., LTD. in 

China. 

The inspection and testing industry supervision service platform project in Jiangsu Province 

can effectively improve the scientific, accurate and forward-looking level of inspection and 

testing supervision and decision-making, and provide convenient social public services. 

Moreover, it uses big data technology to mine the value of data, improve the ability of risk 

early warning, and improve the efficiency of supervision by innovating supervision 

methods. In addition, the project can realize "innovation based on data-driven business", 

improve the initiative and accuracy of supervision, and realize the closed-loop supervision 

from credit supervision, risk early warning to supervision and inspection and illegal 

handling, and then to further improve the credit evaluation，and finally build digital, 

precise and closed-loop Internet plus digital regulation. Further, the intelligent supervision 

platform, credit supervision platform and comprehensive service platform formed by the 

project can be copied across regions and industries to all parts of the country, so as to 

strengthen the service quality and ability of the inspection and testing industry, and provide 

reliable guarantee for the high-quality development of modern social economy. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG12. 

 

 

KaiOS 

https://www.kaiostech.com/company/ 

 

The project is under  Technologies in China. 



KaiOS Technologies powers an ecosystem of affordable digital products and services and 

exists to empower people around the world through technology. Our flagship product, 

KaiOS, is the leading mobile operating system for smart feature phones. Over 135 million 

devices in over 157 countries run on KaiOS. Kai’s mission is to open up new possibilities for 

individuals, organizations, and societies by bringing mobile connectivity to the billions of 

people without internet in emerging markets, as well as providing those in established 

markets with an alternative to smartphones. KaiOS is based on HTML5 and other open web 

technologies. Devices running on the platform require limited memory and offer access to 

apps such as Google Assistant, WhatsApp, YouTube, Facebook, and Google Maps. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG12. 

 

 

Proyecto Comunitario con las tecnologías alcance de tus manos 

https://www.jovenclub.cu/proyecto-acercando-las-tecnologias-a-tus-manos/ 

 

The project is under Joven Club de Computación y Electrónica in Cuba. 

The Young Computer and Electronics Club in charge of providing services related to 

information and communication technologies to the family in Cuba, has the necessary tools 

to be able to offer education and provide services that promote the development of 

individual potentialities of every human being. The community social work carried out by 

the Young Computer and Electronics Club is one of the essence and foundation for which we 

were created, I implemented the project "With technology at your fingertips", with the aim 

of computerizing society and its Once reaching all the neighboring towns of the municipality 

of El Salvador, involving all age groups in the territory to bring technology closer to those 

people who are located more than 20 km from the municipal seat and who, due to their 

characteristics and conditions, do not have spaces physical that allow you to interact with 

computer media intended for the use of ICTs. For this reason, different activities are 

proposed that facilitate, to a great extent, their use both for recreational purposes and to 

enrich their cultural heritage.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Campaña Alfabetización Tecnológica  

http://www.scu.jovenclub.cu/ 

 

The project is under Joven Club de Computación y Electrónica. in Cuba. 

The Young Computers and Electronics Clubs have the mission of providing services and 

products related to information technologies, communications and electronics to promote 

the culture of information technology in society. It is our country's interest to work in 

numerous directions with a common objective: that Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICT) become a strategic development sector for the nation and promote a 



knowledge economy; as well as establishing sectoral programs for the adoption of ICTs, as 

expressed by Vice Minister Wilfredo González, at the opening of the I National Workshop on 

Informatization and Cybersecurity. Our institution has the trained personnel and the 

necessary infrastructure to provide part of the solutions demanded by the country and for 

this, the Technological Literacy Campaign has been considered as one of the ways to 

contribute to the necessary computerization in the Cuban society and improve connectivity, 

security and access to digital technology for women and girls.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

Igualdad de géneros en las TIC sobre ruedas 

http://www.uic.cu/ 

 

The project is under Unión de Informáticos de Cuba in Cuba. 

The Cuban Informatics Union (UIC) as part of Cuban civil society, has among its priorities 

the empowerment of women and girls in a digital context, guided by SDG 5 towards the 

United Nations 2030 Agenda, the project of technological intervention and social inclusion: 

Gender Equality in ICT on Wheels, part of the causes, characteristics and consequences of 

the digital gender gap in Cuba. It offers as a proposal for concrete action to contribute to 

reducing it, a schedule of activities designed based on the digital empowerment of women 

and girls in hard-to-reach communities, population settlements where the digital divide is 

more acutely appreciated. gender and who suffer from a technological infrastructure that 

enables the use of ICTs based on their personal and professional growth. Its principle is that 

the gap does not constitute a purely technological phenomenon, but is conditioned by the 

diverse realities in which women live from the economic, political, social and economic, 

political, social and accentuated inequalities by the patriarchal pattern that coined roles that 

limit their performance in the world of ICT, such as domestic overload, caring for dependent 

people, coupled with technological limitations for access to ICT.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Scratchers Cuba 

https://www.facebook.com/scratchersdecuba/ 

 

The project is under Universidad de las Ciencias Informáticas in Cuba. 

As part of the Third Improvement of the Education System in Cuba, in primary and 

secondary education transformations are being carried out in the curricula, in order to 

achieve a contextualized and more participatory teaching-learning process. One of them is 

programming in the school curriculum, with the implementation of the Scratch language 

that will allow learning to program from an early age. The Scratch computer tool 

encourages creative learning, systematic reasoning, and collaborative work, essential skills 

for life in the 21st century.   The objectives of the Scratchers Cuba project include: To 

stimulate in girls, boys and adolescents from an early age the skills of algorithmization, 

computational thinking and computer programming. Motivate girls and adolescents to the 

study and careers associated with Computer Science and Computer Science and train 

teaching staff in Computer Science to strengthen the teaching-learning process from the 

primary level with the requirements demanded by current transformations. Likewise, it 

promotes reflection on the usefulness of programs to represent ideas and solve problems, 

encourage the creation of programs by students, so that they are not limited to being users 



of applications made by third parties, stimulate the confidence of students through the use 

and execution of programs designed by themselves, and promoting a responsible use of 

technologies and collaborative work.   The Scratchers Cuba project has collaborated with 

the Scratch communities in Mexico through organized programming contests, with female 

representatives among the participants winning. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

CMAI ICT World Communication Summit & Awards  

http://ictwca.com/ 

 

The project is under CMAI Association of India TEMA in India. 

CMAI is the only integrated professional registered Association in India for Mobiles, 

Telecom, ICT, Education, Cyber Security, Communications, Multimedia, Manufacturing 

Industries and Infrastructure Sector having more than 48,500 members. It is an apex 

premier body with more than 54 International and National MOU partners and 

representatives all over the world. CMAI is known for Digital India, Make in India, Skill 

India, Start Up India, Cellular Services, Mobile handset industry, National and State Level 

Education Summit and Awards. CMAI has so far trained more than 20,000 delegates in 

Cyber security- Ethical Hacking and Safe Web Development. In Education field CMAI 

interacts with more than 1, 00,000 Educational Institutes. CMAI is also known for CMAI ICT 

World Communication Awards, Global ICT Forum. CMAI is member of more than hundred 

Government Committees.  The purpose of the conference is to provide the platform to 

demonstrate various innovations and applications of various ICT and technology across the 

globe and to adapt them in present academic scenario. There would also be Industry 

sponsors who would be willing to adopt the innovations for commercial use. Suitable 

innovations would also be awarded during the ceremony.The uniqueness of the conference 

is that it excellent work done by companies, individuals in ICT sector who are working for 

the betterment of our Country. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

 

Skill development of de-notified, nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes (DNTS) and 

economically backward womens for entrepreneurship 



https://adalovelacesoftware.com/ 

 

The project is under Ada Lovelace Software Private Limited in India. 

The main objective of the project is to provide training and linking and unemployed rural 

women who are below poverty line with the industry for better employment opportunity 

and thus providing skilled and trained professionals to the industry, meeting its demand for 

the better and skilled professionals. Following will be the area of focus in training.     

Enhancing the capacity and making the existing system more capable so that everyone 

could be benefited by it.     Maintaining quality and rejuvenating process and ways of 

learning so that the professionals could be created in tandem with the best in the industry.    

 Skill development in women workers of the unorganized sector, which would further 

create a better and professional atmosphere both in professional and personal terms.     

Catering the need of skill up gradation alongside the formal pattern of education so that the 

problem of educated unemployment can be addressed and contained.     Bridging the gap 

of shortage in demand and supply of the trained and skilled workers due to boom in growth 

of manufacturing and services sector.     Capacity building of institutions for planning, 

quality assurance and involvement of stake holders.     Lowering entry barrier i.e. training 

program which target youth who are either 8th pass / 10th fail etc. and cater to school drop 

outs in age group of 18 to 35 years.      Preparing and maintaining the most updated 

training curricula by which the latest inputs could be given to beneficiaries so that they 

should be in tandem with latest in the industry.     Providing proper industry linkage 

through tie ups with the relevant industries so that their employability can be assured.    

Making proper arrangements for the advertisement of these training programs so that the 

benefit could reach to the deprived and those who are in real need and cannot afford to pay 

hefty training fee of the professional institutes. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 



 

Bogor Berkebun (Bogor Gardening) Campaign 

http://bogorberkebun.kotabogor.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Dinas Komunikasi, Informatika dan Persandian Kota Bogor in 

Indonesia. 

"Bogor Gardening Movement" is a movement carried out by various elements of society 

massively, both individuals and groups / communities to jointly carry out activities to 

develop eco-friendly urban agriculture (ecological urban farming) which includes 

cultivation, production processes, processing and marketing; by utilizing existing land and 

resources to produce various agricultural, livestock and fishery products of high economic 

value, in order to strengthen food security, increase welfare and accelerate the economic 

recovery of Bogor City.    Objectives:  1. Increasing the use of yards, public facilities in 

housing, and abandoned land as environmentally friendly agricultural land, including land 

around office areas, commercial building environments, schools, parks, narrow alleys, and 

roofs of buildings.  2. Building community-based urban agricultural ecosystems 

(production, marketing, funding)  3. Strengthen farmer group institutions and based 

systems community / cooperative marketing   4. Fostering community innovation and 

creativity in environmentally friendly urban agriculture.  5. Growing micro, small and 



medium enterprises based on urban agriculture.  6. Contributing to the acceleration of the 

economic recovery of Bogor City.    The project is strengthen with the massive campaign 

that use social media, website. Diskominfostandi Kota Bogor contribute in building the 

website, manage the social media and put relevant information online so citizen of Bogor 

city can find the communities nearby through: 

http://bogorberkebun.kotabogor.go.id/petaberkebun/  The project (website, maps and 

contacts in the website) lead and enable people to have a good access to information. And it 

also  build good ethics, habits in using ICT for best benefit. The activities can be seen also in 

https://www.instagram.com/bogor.berkebun/   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG8, SDG11, SDG12, 

SDG13, SDG16. 

 

 

Pandu Digital Indonesia 

https://pandu.kominfo.go.id/home 

 

The project is under Kementerian Komunikasi dan Informatika in Indonesia. 

Pandu Digital (Digital Guide) is a tiered model of digital literacy training presented by 

Ministry of ICT of Republic Indonesia.    I was held since 2018 and can recruit 3000 Pandu 

Digital across all Indonesia. The method of recruitment was offline (2018 - 2019). The 

method was changed since COVID-19 leads us to digital transformation, so almost all of 

activities turn to online method.    Since mid-2018, this program was held as a nationwide 

program. As the project goes on, it has covered for more than 100 events held, with more 

than 3000 participants. For more information about the achievements of this adopted-

project, everyone can check it out in https://pandu.kominfo.go.id    The people who are 

become Pandu Digital are come up from many profession. They are students or teacher, 

small medium business owner and volunteers.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Inclusive Travel for people with disabilities informative Data platform 

https://www.accesstravel.com/ 

 

The project is under AccessTravels in Israel. 

Accesstravels is a travel solution for people with disabilities and seniors. It is developing a 

community-based web platform for reliable, accessible worldwide tourism. Accesstravels  

offer updated, in-depth, detailed information through Big Data API about  accessible travel 

destinations around the world for biggest Travel Industry Companies as Amadeus , 

HotelBeds  in the matter to make inclusive every travel service on every web site  Travel 

services  with reviews of local guides with disabilities (experts in accessible travel in their 

area that share experience,  collect   reliable user-generated Data with special smart 

algorithm that can check accessibility ), motivate and   can earn to their next travel and  

support of  professional guides and assistants that can help  to start travel, including 

visually impaired people    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, 8, 9, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

EVE - Femtech Hub and the Arab Initiative 

https://www.evefemtechhub.com/ 

 

The project is under EVE - Femtech Hub Ltd. in Israel. 

EVE is an innovations hub aimed at promoting the Femtech sector and help Femtechers 

(entrepreneurs with technological ideas relating to women healthcare) to ideate and 

accelerate their innovations. Femtechers joining EVE receive a comprehensive custom-

tailored package, containing end-to-end tools needed to maximize their startup’s potential 

and to promote it businesswise, technology-wise and financially. When we mapped the 

Femtech-related startups in the Israeli ecosystem, we couldn’t find any that were founded 

or led by Arab women entrepreneurs, meaning that the Arab sector is an untapped source 



for new Femtech related ideas tackling women’s health from a perspective not yet seen in 

Israel: new ideas that are specifically suited to the Arab sector and/or existing ideas that 

need to be adjusted to suit Arab women. Moreover, we believe that Femtech can empower 

Arab women, giving them the confidence they need to become technological entrepreneurs 

and driving change in their status in the Israeli workforce. Femtech is the only technological 

sector in which women entrepreneurs have an advantage over men entrepreneurs: they are 

the end consumers, they know the needs on a personal basis, and have probably 

experienced most of them on themselves. Hence, they are the perfect candidates to ideate 

and develop such products!     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Electronic auction for granting subsoil rights for hidrocarbons 

https://traderesources.gosreestr.kz/en/traderesources/res-subsoil/res-hydrocarbon/info 

 

The project is under Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan in Kazakhstan. 

Mission and main objective: creating favorable conditions for fair competitive bidding.  E-

AUCTION - electronic submission of applications for obtaining subsoil use rights for 

hydrocarbons, their processing  In 2020, a system of electronic auctions was launched to 

provide the subsoil use right for hydrocarbon deposits in electronic form, that is, online. In 

the context of the threat of the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and a number of 

restrictions on the conduct of events, this innovation is very relevant.    Applied information 

services with a high level of format-logical control are integrated with government 

databases and payment systems.  Multi-format services: G2B (Government to business), 

B2G (business  to Government).  The project is unique, as it is a way to reduce user costs for 

documenting processes, increase the level of comfort in obtaining government support and 

transparency of all internal processes.  E-AUCTION is a vivid example of the fact that in 

Kazakhstan, due to the availability of ubiquitous access to the Internet, favorable conditions 

are created for conducting fair competitive bidding.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 



 

 

 

E-AGROINSURANCE 

https://agrin.kz 

 

The project is under AGROINSURANCE LLC. in Kazakhstan. 

The main goal of the project is to enable farmers and insurance companies to interact online 

for agricultural insurance. The insurance products developed by the Swiss company "Swiss 

Re" and the data provider, the Dutch company "VanderSat" were fully online.   1. Conclusion 

of insurance contracts;  2. Monitoring of fields;  3. Making insurance payouts.    We want to 

provide transparent insurance for all project participants.  Our service was especially 

relevant in a pandemic and movement restrictions due to exposure to Covid-19 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

ELECTRONIC PASS REGISTRY AGRORUQSAT 

https://ruqsat.qoldau.kz/ 

 

The project is under Joint Stock Company "Information and Accounting Center" in 

Kazakhstan. 

Mission and main goal: Providing the population with food in the context of restrictive 

government measures aimed at countering the spread of COVID-19  In 2020 most countries 

have enforced severe restrictions on movement, social contact, and access to public spaces 

across the board to limit the spread of COVID-19.    However, restrictive measures also 

affected farmers and other agribusiness entities that provide the population with food and 

foodstuffs.    Thus, in April 2020, the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan K.K. Tokayev 

was instructed to ensure the unhindered crossing of quarantine zones for farmers and other 

agribusiness entities.    In this regard, the IAC in a short time developed and launched the 

electronic service AGRORUQSAT, which allows farmers to form an application for a pass 



online, while the service automatically verifies the data on the applicant from about 15 state 

databases, information on the pass is automatically transferred to the checkpoints.    The 

introduction of the service made it possible to avoid direct contact between farmers and 

government agencies, eliminated the need to travel to administrative centers and provide 

paper documents, thereby eliminating the risk of the spread of COVID-19.    Since 2020, 

230,374 passes have been issued, of which 184,914 for farmers, 45,460 for other 

agribusiness entities, 149,809 passes for vehicles and agricultural machinery have also been 

issued. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Sports 4 Digital Women 

https://sites.google.com/view/kenyalittleleague 

 

The project is under Kenya Little League in Kenya. 

We promote two new sports in Kenya namely Baseball and Softball under our strategy 

Baseball for All, Making Champions 2016/20. The two sports have gained high profile with 

inclusion in the Tokyo 2020 Olympics with Baseball Men and Softball Women. This clearly 

displays the gender disparities where baseball has been promoted as a male sport and 

softball as a female sport. For the reason, KeLL use the sports as examples of gender 

marginalization. Our target audience is the youth, teachers and community whom we train 

as coaches to help in the program.   Major Objectives are: Promotion of sports with a focus 

on baseball and softball, Promotion of Life-skills and Promotion of SDGs. Activities are 

promotion of Baseball and Softball that include training of Coaches, Umpires, Scorers and 

Administrators who run the program in schools, colleges, Universities and community. We 

appreciate that sport is the most powerful marketing tool, bringing people together, 

breaking tribal, racial, social, age and language barriers. We have easily penetrated the 

universities as we train their teams and run their baseball league. On life-skills, we train on 

safety including first-aid, exercise for physical, health and social benefits. Our SDGs 

activities cuts across the 17 SDGs including SDG 5. In Narok County, we are using the sport 

as part of the fight against gender based violence (GBV) especially female genital mutilation 



which leads to forced and early marriages and dropping out of school for girls. We have 

started maasai baseball morans teams for boys and working with girls rescued from FGM. 

Narok, Nyeri, Meru and Nairobi Slums program are earmarked for digital promotion 

through training 100 University Graduate trainers who will train 2,000 female teachers in 

ICT and mobile devices use and maintenance, audiovisual productions like video 

productions for web TV and podcasts. Talent development in youth is key and involve in 

STEM activities like Students Science Congress, SDGs like Circular Economy, Biodiversity 

and Climate Change. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

MOBIGIRLZ: Empowerment of Young Women in ICT  

https://www.emobilis.ac.ke/mobigirlz 

 

The project is under eMobilis Mobile Technology Institute in Kenya. 

MobiGirlz is an initiative by eMobilis Mobile technology Academy that targets young women 

in marginalized areas/ slums as well as underprivileged women in Universities that are 

passionate about technology. We focus on redressing the gender imbalance in Africa’s tech 

industry by encouraging, empowering and offering scholarships to support these young 

women which introduces and up-skills more female technology talent while providing 

women access to tech opportunities and jobs.        We achieve this through:     • Training 

young women     • Mentoring young women     • Community Participation in Women in Tech 

Activities and events    • Offering financial Scholarships to bright deserving young women    

• Promoting top female students, industry high achievers and working with them to inspire 

more women into tech    • Inviting lead female developers to give talks, to share real life 

experience in the tech profession and networking.        Our core mission is to enhance and 

increase the participation of women in the tech Industry, uplifting their innovations and 

talents in the industry, and exposing them to opportunities at an early age to benefit from 

the Tech Space and future of work. For the longest period, the tech space has been male 

dominated with women taking up a mere 28% of the representation. We encourage young 

women to venture into the STEM field in order to achieve digital gender equality.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Moneylender Information System 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=my.gov.onegovappstore.iKrediKom&hl=en

&gl=US 

 

The project is under Ministry of Housing and Local Government in Malaysia. 

As the regulator of legal moneylenders in Malaysia, the Ministry of Housing and Local 

Government (MHLG) is serious in raising awareness regarding legal moneylending 

operations to protect the public from illegal moneylenders. This is in line with the United 

Nation’s Sustainable Goal 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities) and Goal 16 (Peace, 

Justice and Strong Institutions).    The i-KrediKom mobile application allows users to easily 

search for information on any legal moneylender such as the moneylender’s license expiry 

date, valid operating premises and contact details. Furthermore, the user can easily utilise 

the i-KrediKom’s built-in map function for directions to their selected moneylender’s 

operating premises. This helps users to easily identify legal moneylenders and avoid falling 

prey to loan sharks.     i-KrediKom can be easily downloaded from Google Play Store 

(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=my.gov.onegovappstore.iKrediKom&hl=en

&gl=US) and Apple App Store(https://apps.apple.com/my/app/i-

kredikom/id1457648577). This mobile application has been downloaded and used by more 

than 5,000 people and is actively used with more than 500 maps Application Programming 

Interface (API) usage per day.     In the near future, MHLG intends to coordinate more 

awareness campaigns for the use of this mobile application in order to reduce loan shark 

activities in Malaysia, thus providing a harmonized environment and community in our 

beloved nation. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, SCI, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG9, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Screening and follow-up of potential patients through digital platforms 

https://test.covid19.cdmx.gob.mx/ 

 

The project is under Digital Agency for Public Innovation in Mexico. 



An automatic screening tool for people who suspect they might be infected with 

coronavirus is available for the residents and visitors of Mexico City through several 

channels: via SMS (free of charge), Facebook Messenger, doing an online test or calling the 

non-emergency number (Locatel). The aim is to monitor potential patients and provide 

follow-up to the cases of people whose symptoms worsen, in order to give them better 

attention and work to contain the spread of the pandemic in Mexico City.   The automatic 

question flow provides a general diagnosis that classifies each case as low, moderate or high 

risk. All suspects, regardless of the level of risk, receive a medical kit and provisions in their 

homes. Their cases are also given follow-up days later to monitor the evolution of their 

symptoms.  High risk cases are directly contacted by the doctors from LOCATEL and given 

personalized attention.  The service is also available in English, as to cover foreign visitors 

to the city that have symptoms and require immediate attention.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 



 



I know My Consumption   

http://conozcomiconsumo.ift.org.mx// 

 

The project is under Federal Telecommunications Institute in Mexico. 

A user of a telecommunications service who is properly informed is empowered to choose 

the best service options that fits him. Therefore, the online tool “I Know My Consumption” 

allows the user to enter their consumption profile and consult, in a personalized and 

detailed way, the characteristics of the current and available offers of mobile and fixed 

services in the modalities of single play, double play and triple play, taking into account the 

consumer needs.    To generate a consumption profile, users must inform about their state 

and municipality, the type of contract and the basket of services they require. Based on that 

information, the online tool “I Know My Consumption” generates a list, ordered from the 

lowest to the highest monthly cost, with the offer that best fits with their needs. The tool is 

constantly updated and is the only one of its kind created by a government institution in 

Mexico.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

 

EESTech Challenge  

https://eestechchallenge.eestec.net/ 

 

The project is under Electrical Engineering STudents' European assoCiation in 

Netherlands. 

EESTech Challenge is an international student competition that creates opportunities where 

students gain knowledge in the field of EECS and develop a professional network. This year, 

the competition is focused on Human-Computer Interaction: Assistive Technologies and 

competes with fellow students around the world. It is taking place in Local Rounds all over 

Europe, with tasks supporting the Goals #3,8,9,10 namely “Good Health & Well Being”, 

“Decent Work and Economic Growth”, “Industry Innovation and Infrastructure” & “Reduced 

Inequalities”.    In general, the topics chosen are to support the growth of the Sustainable 



Development Goals provided by the United Nations as much as possible. Namely, last year 

the topic was about Smart Universities, with respect to Goal #11 and “Sustainable Cities and 

Communities”. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE FOR MOTHERS WITH CEREBRAL PALSY 

CHILDREN IN NIGERIA  

https://biolinky.co/specialneedsinitiativeforgrowth 

 

The project is under Special Needs Initiative for Growth (Initiative for National Growth 

Africa) in Nigeria. 

Special Needs Initiative for Growth provides empowerment tools, resources and programs 

for children, early adults, young adults and aged persons with disabilities such as Down 

Syndrome, cerebral palsy, visually impairment and autism spectrum disorders.  We proffer 

digital solutions and IT Entrepreneurship for mothers with PWDs to thrive better in their 

businesses and social lives. In 2019 till date the initiative has mentored and provided grant 

seed capital to 10 low income mothers of Cerebral Palsy children to successfully start viable 

businesses. Simultaneously, they also proffered arts skills to their CP Children. They 

sourced a fintech social enterprise that is closing the credit gap for low-income female 

entrepreneurs in proffering the mothers fintech solutions and data management for their 

business growth through online investments after sales. Also, the mothers were trained on 

the fundamentals of digital marketing and IT Entrepreneurship. This was important for us 

because the mother's experience challenges which affect them physically, emotionally and 

financially. This project enabled us to train, monitor and evaluate 10 low income mothers 

who are now independent and able to sustain themselves through their new businesses and 

provide social, medical and educational intervention for their CP Children.  Also, from 2019 

till date, we proffered google digital skills, IT Entrepreneurship for productivity, policy 

knowledge on Internet Governance and ISOC to promote policy making on Technology 

Rights to Inclusion (Visually-impaired). 31 blind adults from the Federal Nigeria Society for 

the Blind Lagos state, Nigeria benefited from this program and are undergoing mentorship 

and have been provided internship platforms to invest on themselves and on the 

opportunities granted to them.   This positive impact has led to a Call to Action; ongoing 

Policy Reformation to implement those unpopular policies regarding assistive devices for 

the vision impaired community in the Nigerian community. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 



 

Fufu powder  

https://www.facebook.com/Olaoluwa-Ventures-789666454486931/ 

 

The project is under Owooluwa  Ventures  in Nigeria. 

As we all know that after a days work most women use to get tired . This is the reason this 

organisations like to produce Fufu powder:   1. To  save time  2.  To  prevent food wastage   

3.  To Meet people's need  4. To meet peoples taste  5. To reduce stress                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 6, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 



 

Smart IoT Joker 

http://www.comsats.edu.pk/ 

 

The project is under Smart IoT Joker  in Pakistan. 

homes, businesses, vehicles and potentially almost anywhere. This advance enables 

virtually any device to transmit its data, to which analytics can then be applied to facilitate 

monitoring and a range of operational functions. The ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) makes use of 

Internet connectivity to add a new layer of capability around the ubiquitous Global scaling 

of ‘Interactions and Events’ between Intelligent Devices. This is a different layer with 

distinctly different functionality and technology to the ‘Internet of the Web’ with its focus 

what and how ‘Content’ can be used.  A Smart IoT Jocker (SIJ) is an innovative technology 

that enables the user to access smartphone-like features on a small bot. The SIJ is embedded 

with electronic components such as a microcontroller, motors, Wi-Fi module and tires etc.      

Key Areas:  1. Electric circuit analysis  2. Controls and system   3. Electric machines   4. 

Digital logistics and designs  5. Image recognition  6. Computer Software    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Wastewater Recycling System 

http://thesedrop.com 

 

The project is under SE DROP in Pakistan. 

Water Scarcity and Water pollution are two of the most pressing water related issues. 

Nearly half the global population are living in water scarce areas, of which 73% live in Asia. 

Whereas 80% of the global wastewater is dumped into environment untreated.  SE Drop 

provides a single solution for these two pressing issues: Wastewater Recycling. We have 

designed a versatile, efficient, compact, cost effective wastewater treatment plant, based on 

novel technology, which recycles more than 70% of wastewater for reuse. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, HEA, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG6. 

 

 

Property Tax Innovation through Digital Technologies  

https://pk-sng.org 

 

The project is under Sub-National Governance Programme in Pakistan. 

The project uses AI and Deep ML to do the following: (i) Integrate existing data on 

properties for purpose of taxation to develop a consolidated data set with common 

identifiers to auto-detect properties in the system of Excise & Taxation Department; (ii) 

automate current field survey and link it with the ML tool to develop intelligent workplans 

for field staff to optimise survey and collection of data; (iii) overlay surveyed data with 

satellite imagery and google maps to identify uncovered areas for property taxation to 



inform future work-flows of field staff; (iv) create a digital identify plate for each property 

(currently over 5 million properties, which are estimated to be just 20% of the total 

potential properties) for auto detection, upgradation & online payment for tax and; (vi) 

two-way engagement and facilitation application for tax-payers to resolve complaint, 

update information, generate receipts, make payments and most importantly use 'nudging' 

for better tax compliance. The planned project is substantial improvement over the existing 

manual, non-transparent, discretionary and inefficient system that has failed to increase 

revenues, involves too much engagement with citizens/tax-payers and fails to be facilitative 

or free of informal transactions. The direct impact of the project is increased tax-base, 

increased tax revenue, reduced field expense by efficient and transparent surveys, full 

transparency and traceability of the property tax regime, elimination of paper based tax 

administration and collection, reduced human to human contact (important from COVID-

SOPs), direct payments trceable in the system, improved governance and facilitation fo tax 

payers and deployment of effective nudging to use behavioural science for better tax 

compliance. Finally, the property tax is collected for delivery of local services such as health, 

education and WASH, a greater collection would mean better provision and project will use 

nudging to demonstrate link between local benefits and tax collected.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

National Incubation Centers 

https://ignite.org.pk/nic/ 

 

The project is under Ignite - National Technology Fund, Ministry of IT & Telecom in 

Pakistan. 

The Government of Pakistan has a vision of accelerated digitization and transformation 

towards a knowledge based economy to spur economic growth through innovation and 

entrepreneurship.  Keeping in mind the critical role played by startups in economic growth, 

job creation, financial inclusion, reducing the income divide, and building a knowledge 

economy, Ignite under the auspices of Ministry of IT & Telecom, launched a program to 

build a network of National Incubation Centers (NIC). IGNITE has successfully established 

five (05) incubation centers in federal capital and all provincial capitals of the country.      

Network of five(05) NICs  has been established in Islamabad, Lahore, Peshawar, Karachi & 

Quetta. However more than six hundred and ninety (690+)  startups have been inducted. 

Startups have been provided mentorship and networking by leading entrepreneurs, 

corporate chieftains, top professionals, investors and global entrepreneurial organizations 

through numerous events and meet-ups. Other facilities includes rent free office space, high 

speed broadband Internet, makers lab, usability labs, Fintech Lab, Design Thinking Lab etc. 

These centers also offer curriculum that teaches pitching and learning by doing. Legal 

assistance, coaches, vertical mentors, financial experts and trainers are also available to 

nurture startups. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 6, 11. 



The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Global Barter Communities 

https://jocellebatapasigue.com 

 

The project is under Global Barter Communities in Philippines. 

"Last May 8, 2020, the Bacolod Barter Community was started as a Facebook Group by local 

innovation leader Jocelle Batapa Sigue. The objective of the group is to alleviate the growing 

poverty, unemployment and food scarcity among resistance of Bacolod and Negros 

Occidental by providing an online platform for people to use items, goods and services 

instead of cash for exchanging and getting what they need.     In less than 3 months, local 

from almost 200 other cities and provinces, and Filipinos overseas created barter 

communities on Facebook and continuously helped communities.    The revival of barter 

system helped thousands of Filipinos around the world and in the Philippines secure their 

basic needs such as rice, eggs, medicines and other essential items.    Two weeks after 

creating the Bacolod Barter Community, Batapa-Sigue established the Global Barter 

Communities, a group page of founders, administrators and moderators of various barter 



communities around the country and overseas as a venue to exchange notes and share best 

practices.     She created the Global Barter Communities Handbook as a guideposts for all 

founders."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG1. 

 

 

Al-Asas Security Robots 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

Al-Asas security robots are robots that perform patrols in both residential and public areas 

of the country to educate the community on the importance of preventing gatherings.The 

goal of these robots is to spread awareness about Covid-19.  It will also detect violators 

during its rounds as each robot is equipped with 6 fixed cameras and is controlled by the 

security systems management. It also has a face recognition feature which is linked to the 

government database in the National Command Centre (NCC) to detect violators and 

penalize them with the assigned imprisonment sanction for a period not exceeding three 

years and a fine not exceeding QR 200,000, or by either of these two penalties. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Qatar Customs Clearance Single Window "AL Nadeeb" 

https://ecustoms.gov.qa/qccsw/jsf/common/custExternalHome.jsf 

 

The project is under General Authority of Customs in Qatar. 

Al-Nadeeb displays real-time information and data on revenue, Customs declaration dwell 

time, and performance of Customs operations as well as it provides alert notifications 

through user defined criteria in order to track potential non-compliant trade transactions: 

specific uses can choose alert method either SMS, Fax, or email when a new declaration 

meets user defined criterion’s condition.    In connection with all of the above, the highest 

standards of transparency and integrity is also achieved through a clear framework for legal 

and administrative procedures aiming at optimizing coordination of customs procedures 

between all parties, which will contribute in attracting foreign investors, promoting the 

commercial relations, and reaping greater benefits for all stakeholders. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 6, GOV, BUS, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

A programme of practice-focused training in cybersecurity 

http://www.cbr.ru/eng/press/event/?id=8337 

 



The project is under the Central Bank of the Russian Federation  in Russian Federation. 

A programme of practice-focused training in cybersecurity that builds on the experience of 

leading digital economy companies has been developed as part of the national programme 

Digital Economy of the Russian Federation.  The Programme includes modules of lectures 

on the following topics:  information security methodology;  the main trends in the 

information security in a digital economy;  interaction between the state, business and 

citizens on information security  in a digital economy.  The Programme combines the latest 

theoretical problems of information security and international and Russian practices from 

the best experts in the field, including lectures, discussions, case studies and analysis of best 

practices, which involve international experts.  1,400 Bank of Russia employees and 920 

representatives of law enforcement agencies, such as the Federal Security Service of Russia, 

the Interior Ministry of Russia, the Federal National Guard Troops Service, the Investigation 

Committee of the Russian Federation and the Prosecutor General’s Office have completed 

the training. The training is conducted in online format, and more than 100 training events 

have been held. The programme is particularly relevant, given the growing scale of 

fraudulent transactions in the credit and financial sector and the development of new 

information technologies. The programme implementation significantly contributes to 

combating fraud, improving cyber security, which will definitely have a beneficial impact on 

the development of the financial system and society, as well as enhancing and strengthening 

digital immunity which will result in a quicker response to information security  incidents  

The Bank of Russia will continue to implement the Programme. In Q1 2021, the training will 

be provided to organisations of the credit and financial system; in Q2, the training is 

planned for faculty at higher education institutions in the field of information security; it is 

planned to provide training to leading digital economy companies. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

 

“I am at Home” Good Deeds Aggregator ("Ya-doma.ru") 

https://ya-doma.ru/ 



 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

"Stay home. We will help!" In March of 2020, the Moscow Social Development Complex 

launched the "I am at home" portal, a good deeds aggregator to support citizens during the 

pandemic and self-isolation period. When it became clear that the COVID-19 pandemic was 

inevitable in Moscow, the Moscow Department of Labor and Social Protection launched a 

new "I am at Home" Portal.  2 million citizens of 65+ age group and people with chronic 

diseases were the first to enter self-isolation – it was necessary to organize social help, 

informing and online leisure for them. For others, the portal is a platform for good 

initiatives of the authorities, business, Non-Commercial Organizations and an effective tool 

for the volunteers of the "My Social Assistant" project.  In 11 months, "I am at Home" has 

developed into an online platform uniting the initiatives. The audience has exceeded 1.77 

million visits and 975 thousand unique users since its launch. Every month, new categories 

and landing pages of social projects for all Moscow citizens are added. 35 projects and 

landing pages are now available on "I am at Home". Every month it is used by about 80 

thousand people, who find something interesting on the portal. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, LEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

 

Moscow Innovation Cluster i.Moscow 

https://i.moscow/ 

 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

The main goal of the platform is to create a unified digital space for search and 

communication between innovative companies, business partners, suppliers, customers and 

investors in projects on scientific and industrial cooperation, R & D and innovative 



products.   i.Moscow unites tools and services for innovation projects from applying for 

support measures and pilot sites online to help in search for new partners and investors.  

The cluster unites the innovative infrastructure and creates conditions for the innovation 

development.  i.Moscow includes 19 691 participants and partners, 11 thousand innovation 

companies, 110 pilot sites, a marketplace with 734 000 products and 127 thousand 

services, a contract manufacturing exchange with 104 manufacturers, a partner search tool, 

and 190 developed projects. It also provides online services such as premises and 

coworking rental, patent exchange, factoring companies aggregator.   Social innovations are 

an important in the operation of the cluster improving the quality of life. The possibility to 

submit an online application for the provision of services allows all citizens including 

disabled users to access the services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Automated Information System "Soulful Moscow". 

https://душевная.москва/ 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of the Government 

of Moscow in Russian Federation. 

Soulful Moscow is the information system of Moscow for the citizens and non-commercial 

organizations (NCO).  Deploying the unified ecosystem uniting citizens, non-commercial 

sector, authorities, business on the basis of information solutions provided by Soulful 

Moscow is what makes the project unique.    Digital services of Soulful Moscow cover the 

following main areas of work with non-commercial sector:   - Uniting range of data about 

non-commercial sector, including NCO registers (socially oriented NCOs, beneficiaries of 

NCOs, charity organizations etc), registering all interactions of NCOs with the authorities of 

Moscow.  - Support for the activities of public and other non-governmental NCOs, assistance 

in establishing contacts with the authorities of Moscow, holding joint events  - Resource and 

information support for the activities of volunteers, assistance in establishing contacts with 

the authorities of Moscow, holding joint events;  - Assistance to youth and students in 

promoting social initiatives, providing support, assistance in establishing contacts with the 

authorities of Moscow, conducting joint events with educational institutions  - Coordination 

of the work of authorities to improve the social partnership system  - Informing residents 

and participants of the non-profit sector about social events in the city using a network of 

specialized Internet resources managed from a single administration center. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Contract Digitalization Project 

https://www.stc.com.sa/wps/wcm/connect/english/individual/individual 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

The digital contract Project refers to an information system that stores and manages a 

company’s contracts and other contract-related documents. The purpose of the system 

digitizes the current paper transactions to be sustainable and to enhance the monitoring of 

a contract’s life cycle from contract negotiations to electronic signature. The system also 

provides information on the status and development of the contracts so that the company’s 

business operations are managed as efficiently as possible, not forgetting risk management 

and best customer experience in this regards. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, 6, BUS, EMP, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

 



Regulatory Sandbox for delivery applications 

https://ssobusinessportal.citc.gov.sa/ 

 

The project is under Communications & Information Technology Commission in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Communications & Information Technology Commission (CITC) Regulatory Sandbox was 

implemented to smartly control and regulate the KSA Delivery Apps ecosystem while 

nurturing and support the innovation & entrepreneurship culture, in line with the national 

agenda and the 2030 vision in order to support, enable, and sustain the growth of the 

delivery apps ecosystem.  In its own, this should lead to the protection of the different 

parties of the ecosystem represented in the Delivery Apps, Consumers, Producers, and 

Riders 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 

PaySlipBanSA campaign 

http://www.payslipbansa.co.za 

 

The project is under PaySlipBanSA  in South Africa. 

PaySlipBanSA tackles labour market wage discrimination against women. To combat 



income inequality in Tech (as in other sectors), job adverts must be upfront about pay and 

employers must compete fairly for talent. Pay Slip Ban SA challenges Monopsony power as 

jobseekers are too vulnerable to stand up for their rights. Most CEOs are males who decide 

how wages must be negotiated, we challenge this convention by publicly asking CEOs if they 

conspire on wages.  While threatened with litigation, not even the most experienced law 

firm has pushed a case to meet us in court.  Our work is controversial yet unstoppable as it 

positively impacts women's wages in all sectors.    We have compiled evidence based on 

contributions from the public, and have sufficient material to proceed to court to prosecute 

firms violating Constitution and Competition Law when recruiting.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

REINICIA (Restart). The Digital Programme for Business Renewals 

https://theglocal.network/ideas/reinicia 

 

The project is under ANDALUCÍA EMPRENDE, FUNDACIÓN PÚBLICA ANDALUZA  in 

Spain. 

‘Restart’, an entirely digital programme, set up under the auspices of the Andalusian 

Government, in collaboration with various other public and private sector institutions 

within this region’s entrepreneurial ecosystem, has been facing the challenge of generating 

really useful initiatives and solutions for entrepreneurs, the self-employed and small and 

medium-sized enterprises. It seeks to provide assistance in the reorientation and 

reactivation of their projects and business initiatives, more so before the uncertainty- 

ridden economic context derived from the pandemic. As a result, it enabled entrepreneurs 

to assimilate and embrace new business models more in accordance with the current needs 

and demands of the market, successfully bringing to bear whatever leverage they had to 

keep their business and professional activities afloat, and, therefore, their own jobs. From 

its inception, the main objective of the project was to reactivate and reorientate business 

and entrepreneurial activity, by using the information and communication technologies 

(ICTs), in order to make headway towards a diversified, competitive and sustainable 

development, despite a bleak and worldwide socio-economic panorama.  The advisory staff 

working in Andalucia Emprende took charge of the implementation and coordination of 

activities as scheduled by the "Restart" programme.  In their mission, they have been aided 

by partners and socio-economic stakeholders related to the labour environment, 



entrepreneurship and Andalusia plus other regions’ business milieu (business angels, 

business associations, not-for-profits and non-government organisations reputed experts, 

mentors,..).The programme consists of 3 consecutive, interconnected parts: ON, PLAY, 

RESET-: one phase gets underway only when the previous one has reached its end.  The 

participants may complete the 3-stage itinerary. The programme has mainly been 

addressed to the whole Andalusian society, but at the same time paying special attention to 

youths, women and the rural environment.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Safe Cities for Women Thinkathon; a UN Women and UNICC Partnership 

https://www.unicc.org/in-focus/2020/12/14/un-women-and-unicc-sponsor-safe-cities-

for-women-thinkathon/ 

 

The project is under United Nations International Computing Centre in Switzerland. 

Women and girls experience and fear sexual violence in public spaces, including the online 

space. COVID-19 restrictions have intensified this challenge. UN Women and the United 

Nations International Computing Centre (UNICC) are working to make these spaces safer by 

hosting local thinkathons, forums for ideation and design thinking.    In December 2020, 

they organized a Safe Cities Thinkathon in Guadalajara, Mexico, to amplify women’s voices 

and needs for access to safe and inclusive public spaces. Using the collaborative problem-

solving thinkathon, participants identified a set of issues based on their own experiences to 

come up with creative solutions using digital tools. They will use this event, included in UN 

Innovation Network’s ‘Best of 2020’ initiatives, as a best practice model to develop a series 

of thinkathons around the world.    The organizers teamed up with local partners: girls, 

young women, civil society organizations, academic organizations, private sector and local 

governments participated in the session, with the goal to inform investment in public safety 

with a gender perspective at the local level. As more cities participate, UN Women and 

UNICC envision building a playbook to scale solutions and assist to build a prototype of the 

best idea. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Implementation of a National Central Equipment Identification Register  

https://sajalni.tn 

 

The project is under Centre d'Etudes et de Recherche des Télécommunications in 

Tunisia. 

The parallel market of ICT devices, counterfeiting and theft have become a growing problem 

with serious economic and social consequences. In Tunisia, the illegal importation of mobile 

phones and tablets makes up 60 percent of the mobile phone market, costing the legitimate 

importers considerable lost sales and the government about 10 million TND tax revenue 

losses in addition to a significant number of direct and indirect lost jobs.   Due to scale of the 

negative impacts to the mobile ecosystem, the Tunisian government decided to put in a 

place a proper regulatory and technical framework that can serve as an excellent 

foundation to controlling the proliferation of counterfeit, illegal, non-compliant & stolen 

devices.  The Centre d’Etudes et de Recherche des Télécommunications (CERT), together 

with the cooperation of the Ministry of Communication Technologies, developed and 

implemented a technology-based system, known as SAJALNI (the equivalent to register me 

in Arabic), to enforce regulations.  SAJALNI is a National Central Equipment Identity 

Register that enables identification, registration and control of devices connecting to the 

nation’s mobile networks. It is a decision support tool for citizens, which provides the status 

of mobile device (new, used, and rejected) by simply dialing the USSD code.    The main 

benefits of the system are:  - Avoid illegal importation of ICT devices  - Fight against stolen 

ICT mobile devices  - Limit the use of non-compliant phones  - Protect the economy and 

generate additional tax revenue  - Protect consumer safety  - Ensure a good quality of 

service to consumers  - Protect the national frequency spectrum   A public awareness 

campaign was launched on 16th December 2020 targeting importers, distributors, traders, 

and customers to ensure that all the ecosystem is aware of this new regulation and ready to 

register mobile. Different communication channels: SMS mesages, TV, Radio, etc. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 



 

 

 

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment for Education and Environment 

https://www.turkcell.com.tr/egitime-donustur/index.html 

 

The project is under TUBISAD Compliance Scheme in Turkey. 

WEEE-4-EE is a platform to donate WEEE for the sake of education and environment; a 

closed loop for transferring a social good. With the help of WEEE-4-EE, the donor gets a 

chance to help lift students in need out of poverty and a chance for WEEE to circulate in the 

economy in an environmentally sound way, by engaging trained volunteers to inspect 

recycling efforts by licensed plants and keep inventory of accessed WEEE on site.     Since its 

kickoff; the project reached out to; 2.480 scholars, 230 tons of WEEE donation and 305 

collection points. In 2019 the biggest telecommunication company in Turkey Turkcell 

decided support WEEE – 4 – EE by merging a sister project: Recycle to Education. By 2020, a 

new beneficiary: KAHEV, an organization providing scholarship to students; kids of 

healthcare providers who were deceased during pandemic was added.    With donations 

made by WEEE collections under WEEE-4-EE, we were able to technologically furnish our 

stakeholders’ 72 educational centers in 51 different cities; by placing refurbished items off 



of donated WEEE (53 desktop computers, 21 LapTops, 11 projectors, 6 laser printers). By 

providing resources and technological supplies we aim to create technological literacy and 

encourage investment in human capital where it is most needed.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG12. 

 

 

Mohammed Bin Rashid Innovation Fund 

https://www.mbrif.ae 

 

The project is under Ministry of Finance in United Arab Emirates. 

Mohammad Bin Rashid Innovation Fund (MBRIF) is a program conceived by the Ministry of 

Finance (MOF) in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The program is MOF’s response to the 

UAE’s Innovation Strategy; a national plan that sets out to create an innovation enabling 

environment and develop the UAE economy across 7 priority sectors through the nurturing 

of cutting-edge innovative programs. The MBRIF brand was launched with its 1st sub-

program called the Guarantee Scheme to support high potential innovators through a 

government-backed guarantee. Innovation Accelerator (IA); MBRIF’s 2nd sub-program 

designed to further nurture and support high potential innovators to thrive in the UAE with 

a support ecosystem to drive the growth of their businesses.   Guarantee Scheme members 

received a loan more than $6 million upon receiving the guarantee. The loan was issued by 

the RAK  BANK, which currently the partner bank of the MBRIF. These loans have provided 

a positive signal to other investors, allowing firms to tap into further funding opportunities.   

Innovation Accelerator program has delivered 432 service to 40 members in 2 years. 

Innovation Accelerator members has raised funds of more than $25 million since joining 

and receiving the specialized services of the MBRIF IA program. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



 

ICT PACK 

https://www.tcra.go.tz 

 

The project is under TANZANIA COMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY AUTHORITY  in 

United Republic of Tanzania. 

"One of the TCRA’s strategic objective is to promote efficient and affordable communication 

services and increase access to postal and ICT services to under-served and un-served 

areas. In order to fulfill the strategic objective TCRA created a project called ICT Pack, which 

has been adopted in the subsequent annual action plans and budget.  The project aims at 

facilitating access to ICTs for designated groups such as women, youth and disabled. Since 

year 2015 TCRA has been conducting the ICT pack project, which involves issuing of ICT 

facilities such as Computers, printers, specialized computers for the blind and low vision 

girls students, and provision of Internet services. The project has benefitted more than six 

thousand (6000) girls students from twenty one (21) schools located in remote areas in 

Tanzania. Below are some of the results of the ICT Pack project:      1. Girls Students who 

registered for ICT National Examination have been noted to have good performance in their 

examinations due to presence of computers for learning. Before having the ICT Pack project 

the students’ performance in ICT subject were not satisfactory in National Examinations.      

2. The internet service provided in the project helps teachers to prepare teaching materials 

from different online sources for students.      3. As the results of having the project many 

girls students have been encouraged to take the ICT subjects which compelled schools to 

register them and seat for the National Examination in ICT Subject. Before the project, only 

few girls students were registering for ICT subject during the National Examinations.  " 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 



 

 

 

El sector de energía necesita de más talento y diversidad! 

https://blogs.iadb.org/energia/es/el-sector-de-energia-necesita-de-mas-talento-y-

diversidad/ 

 

The project is under Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo in United States of America. 

The campaign targets a general public, in particular mothers and fathers of girls and young 

people (and also girls themselves), but also public policy makers, energy experts, academia 

and others. We seek to open questions and reflections about how we are raising the new 

generations and skewing their interests based on gender, and to stimulate the youngest to 

question the images that the adult world projects on them. The piece also seeks to serve as a 

call to learn more through the content offered by the bank on its platforms, such as blog 

articles, activities and news.  At the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) we are 

convinced that fostering an open and diverse scientific community, based on a variety of 

unique experiences and points of view, is a necessary step to achieve the sustainable 

development of our region. In particular an energy sector with more women will be a more 

innovative, productive and inclusive sector. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 6. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG7, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C8. E-business 
Takalidi : Ecommerce Platform fo all arab crafters & handmade traditional products 

https://www.takalidi.com/ 

 

The project is under Takalidi.com in Algeria. 

Takalidi is an e-commerce platform for all Arab artisans and handcrafted traditional 

products that enables them to open their online store and display their products and 

services in the world  Because most craftsmen have a problem with marketing. Exactly in 

the Covid-19 pandemic. The world stopped doing traditional business and e-commerce / e-

marketing has flourished so much that our goals are to help craftsmen, especially women, 

who depend on these crafts as their primary income in their daily lives and strive to 

continue this industry, a cultural identity they are proud of.  The platform also gives them 

the opportunity to learn how to manage projects and create a brand for each craftsman to 

improve the quality of their products 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, BUS, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG12. 

 

 

 

The Techgirls Competition 

https://www.techgirlsmovement.org/competition/about 

 

The project is under The Tech Girls Movement Foundation in Australia. 

The Tech Girls Movement Foundation's (TGMF) vision is of a society in which women can 

confidently contribute to their communities and the economy through STEM 

entrepreneurship and leadership.      The Techgirls Competition actively challenges negative 

gender perceptions which limit girls’ participation in STEM through school-based programs 

for girls aged 7-17. The Competition does this by highlighting the fundamental value of 

technological innovation and the vital roles that women play in this, both historically and 



into the future.     The flagship project of the TGMF, the Techgirls Competition, is held 

annually across Australia and New Zealand, the 12 week program invites teams of 

schoolgirls to solve real-world problems through ICTs. Each team is matched with a female 

STEM industry expert who mentors them through the program.  In addition, gender 

stereotypes are challenged via a series of books titled ‘Tech Girls are Superheroes’.  These 

are produced and distributed in every primary and secondary school in Australia (9 966 

schools) and engagingly present real-life women in STEM as superheroes changing the 

world for the better. To boost skills, a series of workshops are delivered to girls on coding, 

robotics, and entrepreneurship, and professional development workshops for teachers to 

explore more effective delivery of the Australian Digital Technologies Curriculum.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, 

ENV, AGR, SCI, 8, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

COVID-19: Education through Community Radio in Bangladesh   

https://bnnrc.net/covid-19-education-through-community-radio-in-bangladesh/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication in 

Bangladesh. 

BNNRC has been mobilizing all community radios for broadcasting awareness building 

programs on COVID-19: to protect lives and livelihoods since March 1, 2020     BNNRC has 

been working on COVID -19 covering with the following issues: 1. Animate CSOs, 

Government, health service providers and communities for reinforcing collective action in 

pre and during COVID-19, 2. Response for achieving keeping community people’s daily life 

normal and livelihood functional, 3. Mobilize further cooperation among government, CSOs, 

local market and communities’ response.    From 1st June, 2020 BNNRC has developed 

Adaptation plan to help to look at the response through an equity lens, focus on people’s 



enhanced capabilities & follow a coherent multidimensional approach for achieving of the 

four specific objectives below:     -Enhance the capabilities of affected communities through 

an equity lens.  -Focus on enhanced capabilities of Broadcasters and Stakeholders for 

exercising new normal   -Accelerate of ICT applications for benefitting community people in 

all aspects of life  -Effective public access to reliable and timely information through ICT and 

media for countering info emic. The panic among the community people has been reduced 

gradually and people are taking precautionary measures to prevent contamination. 

Community peoples are making phone calls, sending SMS and using ICT during the live 

broadcasting. They are maintaining social distancing, wearing masks, hand washing and 

avoiding all gatherings.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

e-Enabling, e-Engaging & e-Empowering Transgender Community through Radio in 

Bangladesh 

https://bnnrc.net/e-empowering-transgender-community/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication in 

Bangladesh. 

BNNRC has been implemented the project for empowering, voicing & connecting 

Transgender community through resilience, awareness on the rights. The radios are 

broadcasting altogether 142 hours program per day on information, education, local 

entertainment, human rights and development motivation activities.    The goal of the 



project is to sensitize for social inclusion and recognition of and empowerment of 

Transgender community.    The Objective of the project is to e-enable, e-engage & e-

empower of Transgender Community for promoting rights increasing skills and access to 

social safety-net.    The Transgender community are socially excluded. At present, there are 

10,000 Transgender people are living in Bangladesh. These radio programs have been 

contributed to make aware about transgender community as well as multi-stakeholders for 

access to health education and media as well as involve them under social safety-net 

program. It is important to create employment opportunity for the community.    After 

implementation of the program now the Transgender community are raising their voice to 

the local administration through community media which promoting and increased their 

participation as well as access to health services and social safety net.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Comunidades Digitais (Digital Communities) 

https://portal.comunidadesdigitais.org.br/marrecas/ 

 

The project is under Instituto Bem Estar Brasil in Brazil. 

Digital Communities is a program of IBEBrasil that are running more than 10 years in the 

North of Rio de Janeiro, in rural and peripheral areas, in partnerships with public 

universities. This project foresee a Community Portal, that allows the community to access 

internet and to create a communication channel with the users, associated in the 

community provider. Through the self-management process of the community provider is 



possible to maintain the internet access and to create contents with local digital services. In 

this scenario, the community of Marrecas (in north of Rio de Janeiro) is feeding their local 

community portal with information about the prevention and fighting the pandemic, 

posting information to the residents of the community in how to act in face of COVID19.  

The local server will be prepared just in time to launch the local webTV/Radio, improving 

the community communication and generate more interaction with the residents. Since last 

year, the community internet provider of Marrecas (through the support of APC-LOCNet 

Grants) is expanding the network to other communities near them, like Quixaba community 

and in a few months Cazumba community also.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

 

NanYouJiaYu——"Introducing Ancient Ceramic Culture to School" Project Based on 

Virtual Reality Technology 

https://vsl.nankai.edu.cn/WebRoot/ 

 

The project is under Museum of Nankai University in China. 

You may have never noticed the striking fact that, of the 40 million artefacts in China's 

museums, merely 5% of them are on display, while at the same time, of the 249 million 

children in China, more than 100 million from rural areas have never ever got the 

opportunity to visit a museum. On the one hand, there are relics that have been in storage 

for years, and on the other hand, there are children who cannot get out of the mountainous 

areas. In today's China, it is really a great issue to make heritage knowledge truly accessible 

to a wider range of children, and that is the reason for the birth of our project——Nan You 

Jia Yu.  Within the belief that information technology can give traditional culture a new lease 

of life，the project "Nan You Jia Yu" uses virtual simulation technology to restore the firing 

and use of ancient Chinese ceramics from thousands of years ago, aiming to offer primary 

and secondary school students an immersive ceramic artefact lesson that can be seen, heard 

and experienced.  With the goal of inheriting ancient ceramic culture, "Nan You Jia Yu" 



combines advanced information technology with ancient traditional culture education, 

taking a step forward in education innovation during "post-epidemic era", breaking the time 

and space boundaries and resource limitations of research education, and promoting the 

sharing of quality educational resources. Today, our project has already reached a number 

of schools with more than a thousand students, and will reach 300 primary and secondary 

schools in remote and rural communities, covering more than 100,000 students in the near 

future. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 

Saksham Project 

http://saksham.org/ 

 

The project is under Saksham Trust (and its subsidiary Saktek Foundation) in India. 

Saksham empowers persons-with-print-disabilities (PVIs) through technology-solutions, 

education and skill-development by using ICT-infrastructure/devices to remove 

environmental and attitudinal-barriers1Saktek online-store  a. Objective: Active 

participation of PVI in education, employment-sectors amid shift to online-learning/work 

amid lockdown.  Result: 350+ students provided digitally literacy A.T. solutions at 

subsidized-rates with training and content (including laptops, smartphones, tablets, DAISY-

players, Dotbooks, RBDs) through support of Embassy-of-Germany and other partners.   b. 

Objective: Timely-delivery of A.T. products/devices including medical/health-products so 

that PVI are independent and self-reliant especially during COVID-19.   Result: Delivered 

3000+ A.T. solutions from Saktek’s portfolio of 160+ products for PVI with all necessary 

precautions. Procured and disseminated devices relevant for pandemic like talking-

oximeter  2. Accessital  a. Objective: Meet urgent demand of accessible-book-production 

while following necessary restrictions amid shift to online-learning and PVI inability to 

travel and buy bulky braille-books.  b. Result: Through Accessital, web-based-platform for 

converting print into accessible-format Saksham registered 300+ volunteers worldwide 



who supported efforts with complete online workflow. We partnered with local disability-

NGOs (Enable, Amogh) and employed 25 PwDs thereby offering them steady livelihood-

opportunity.   3. Sugamaya Pustakalaya  a. Objective: PVI students have accessible-books 

irrespective of their location to appear for exams. Adequate support is offered to new-users.  

b. Results: Sugamaya-Pustakalaya provided accessible-books for PVI including to Delhi-

University students. Recorded 14% increase usage of this tech-platform with 700+ new 

users and 400 new-titles being created and uploaded during Covid. Library enabled users to 

download, read books from hometowns. Saksham-Helpline was created whereby students 

could directly place and receive  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

 

"ngabuburit online "with the theme of Downloading Blessings of Ramadan" 

http://www.rtikbojonegoro.or.id/ 

 

The project is under ICT Volunteer  Bojonegoro in Indonesia. 

"We went through this year's Ramadhan in a very different atmosphere from previous 

years, we had to find various ways so that the atmosphere of the fasting month this year 

was still felt, for that we present the event ""ngabuburit online with the theme of 

Downloading Blessings of Ramadan""    ""ngabuburit online"" is an Islamic religious lecture 

carried out during the Ramadan of 2020, due to the Covid-19 outbreak that we have an 

impact on all aspects of life, we try to help the speakers by utilizing digital technology to still 

be able to do lectures from their respective homes , this is important for us to do where 

currently in Indonesia there is a large activity limitation (PSBB). This activity takes place by 

utilizing the Google Meet application so that the face-to-face atmosphere between lecturers 

and auditors can still take place from their respective places,"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 



 

OLASKEMBAR 

https://olaskembar.id/ 

 

The project is under ICT Volunteers Blitar Regency in Indonesia. 

The olaskembar.id project is a tour package that was previously for students, but now open 

also for public. The ‘Olaskembar’ stands for " Ojo Lungo Adoh Sakdurunge Kemput Blitar", 

(No Travelling away out of Blitar before visiting the local tourist destinations). This Tour 

Package  that carried on in line with the Health Protocol againts pandemic of Covid-19, was 

launched by the Regent of Blitar, Mr. Rijanto at the Serang Beach, Panggungrejo sub-District, 

Blitar Regency, on Sunday, October 20th, 2020.   The Olaskembar Tour Package through the 

olaskembar.id project is one of the Excellent programs in Blitar district. This project is a 

project managed by ICT Volunteers Blitar in collaboration with Blitar regency 

Communication and Information Service, The The Service of Tourism Culture Youth and 

Sport of Blitar Regency, and also  with Blitar Regency Tourism Promotion Board.   This 

program is aiming at increasing the interest of local tourists to visit Blitar tourist 

destinations before traveling outside the region. Therefore, Olas Kembar through the 

olaskembar.id project is expected to be an excellent program to introduce tourism 

destination and places of interest of  Blitar Regency to the world through the IT platform.   

The implemention of  health protocols to get standard of cleanliness, health, safety, and 

good environment in tourism  will convince people to have safety travel to Blitar. Local 

people need travelling with This Olaskembar Tour Package in some reason that  this 

package warrant them to get a safety tour and they can prove to the world that Blitar 

Regency tourist destinations are ready to welcome them.   This Project by ICT volunteers of 

Blitar will promote the package of Olaskembar to the world through the platform of IT and 

show the world that act locally can influence globally.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, BUS, EMP, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG14, SDG15. 

 

 



 

Arab Culture and Arts Network 

https://tiroarts.com/ 

 

The project is under Tiro Association for Arts in Lebanon. 

Arab Culture and Arts Network, was established during the Corona pandemic crisis at the 

initiative of cultural activists with the aim of networking individuals and cultural and 

artistic institutions, for the sake of cultural solidarity, and creating a link and channels for 

the exchange of events and festivals and experiences in art and culture in the Arab region 

and building cultural bridges in the Middle East region, and work online.   TAA will 

implement within this project, weekly organized sessions and seminars. Spreading artistic 

and cultural creations, events, and grants through the network's website and its social 

media platforms. Preparing technical programs through the website and radio online (an 

electronic platform open to all). Holding various technical training workshops online. 

Issuing a monthly electronic newspaper to shed light on the cultural scene in the Arab 

region. Annual organization of regional meetings, seminars, conferences and meetings. 

Partnership in organizing and supporting newly emerging festivals. Provide grants to 

institutions and individuals and support emerging experiences. Create training programs 

for institutions and volunteers in order to organize festivals, cultural events and online 

training workshops.  These activities and programs aim to connect individuals and 

institutions by featuring online workshops and training sessions where there are no 

marginalized people in this act. This goal is achieved by featuring website, radio, and online 

training schedules. By achieving this TAA is achieving also equality and balance between 

people where all are equally able to interact and be an effective and interactive individual in 

their field of interest.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG13, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

TLAYOLCHIKAWALIS (ACTIONS TO PROTECT THE HEARTS) CAMPAIGN 

http://tayolchikawalis.org/ 

 

The project is under Redes por la Diversidad Equidad y Sustentabilidad AC in Mexico. 

"The TLAYOLCHIKAWALIS (ACTIONS TO PROTECT THE HEARTS) CAMPAIGN  is aimed at 

making effective the right to know of the masehual people of Cuetzalan in order for them to 

help each other. With very scarce access to infrastructure, services and information in their 

own language, there has been a worrisome trend of misleading information and fake news, 

and the need for a campaign which not only provides reliable information but enables the 

community to organize themselves to help and see for each other, In order to mobilize and 

organize community members for the provision of supplies and other economic relief in this 

economic crisis in Cuetzalan, the campaign is absolutely necessary.    The campaign is being 

led by a long established local “Union of Cooperatives Tosepan” that brings together 395 

Indigenous communities of the Sierra Norte of Puebla, but we need help for the campaign 

costs in Cuetzalan del Progreso and surrounding communities. Currently, TOSEPAN is being 

accompanied by the Mexican NGO Redes por la Diversidad, Equidad y Sustentabilidad A.C. 

in a very important indigenous telecommunications network project together with 

Telecomunicaciones Indígenas Comunitarias A.C. and Rhizomatica."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG16. 

 

 



 

InspireIT Mentoring 

http://www.inspireit.online 

 

The project is under InspireIT in Nigeria. 

InspireIT encourages and supports young girls and women studying or interested in STEM 

(science, technology, engineering and mathematics). InspireIT's vision is to be one of the 

most transformative communities providing support, mentoring, and training to girls and 

women who want to be digitally literate, who are studying STEM courses or interested in 

pursuing STEM careers.  InspireIT encourages young women to pursue careers in STEM 

through various projects and campaigns, one of such project is the STEM Club, which 

encourages young girls in primary, and secondary schools in Nigeria to learn digital skills, 

basic programming skills, and build strong foundation in science subjects. Through this 

project, more than 1225 girls in various primary and secondary schools across Nigeria  have 

been reached. More than 150 girls and women interested in STEM have also been mentored 

through InspireIT.  InspireIT also creates awareness on the need to have more women in 

STEM through social media platforms, workshops, and mass media.  Due to the many 

challenges faced by children with autism and the discrimination a lot of them face in 

Nigeria, InspireIT is expanding the STEM club project this year to include children with 

autism, teaching them digital skills and coding skills.      Their major objectives are:     1. To 

inspire creativity and promote innovation among young girls    2. To create a learning 

environment that fosters more understanding of science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics (STEM)    3. To increase skills in problem solving, and critical thinking among 

young girls and women 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Chingari 

https://www.instagram.com/chingariofficial/ 

 

The project is under National incubation center  in Pakistan. 

Chingari is a fashion brand, we provide customers customize dresses, we send them a 

questionnaire online and by that we know their taste, we design the clothes for them 

according to that. We have launched 3 collections this year and we use e-commerce to 

increase our outreach. We also appeared in the startup competition here in Pakistan and 

secured a place in top 12 startups. We are also working to expand our market by 

introducing bridal wear so that we can tap this segment of the market as well. One of our 

main platform is social media channel - Instagram.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG5. 

 

 



 

Thar Carpets and Handicrafts 

https://tharcarpets.com/ 

 

The project is under Thar Carpets and Handicrafts  in Pakistan. 

Thar carpets is social enterprise established for community development particularly 

support the residents of district Tharparkar by empowering women artisan in the form of 

selling their unique handmade products. Thar Carpets and Handicraft is manufacturer and 

retailer specialized in knotted carpets and handmade accessories. It is based in Karachi, 

Pakistan with manufacturing facility in district Tharparkar Sindh Pakistan. Offer wide 

variety of design in keeping long traditional styles for their valuable customers. In carpet 

categories major types includes lounge and bedroom carpets, commercial and contract 

carpets, and rugs. In handmade they have gift items and elegant ladies embroidered product 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, EMP, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

#PhilharmonicatHome #сфилармониейдома 

https://en.sgaf.ru/vkz 

 

The project is under Sverdlovsk Philharmonic in Russian Federation. 

Starting from March 20, 2020, on a daily basis the Sverdlovsk Philharmonic's Digital 

Concert Hall broadcasts educational programs and concert recordings from its archive 

collection for free, from 13.00 to 17.00 (Philharmonic lessons, lectures, daytime family 

concerts) and from 18.30 to 21.00 (evening concert programs). Live streams are also run 

via our accounts in social networks and partner websites (cultural media, digital cinemas, 

city news portals), reaching from 70K to 130K views per day.  We fully utilized our Concert 

Hall without Borders technology (WSIS Champion 2018) when we faced the lockdown 

situation. Our goal was to continue the concert activities of the Sverdlovsk Philharmonic 

and keep on providing the public with free access to musical education and cultural values.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 



Digital tourist service RUSSPASS  

https://russpass.ru/ 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow  in 

Russian Federation. 

Digital tourist service RUSSPASS  is a new online travel service for organizing travel in 

Russia designed for both residents of the country and foreign tourists. Residents from 

anywhere in Russia and in the world can easily plan their visit to Moscow, St. Petersburg, 

Vladivostok, Kaliningrad, Kamchatka and other regions and cities of Russia in already 

familiar digital format.  Tickets to museums, theaters, cultural events, unique tourist routes, 

objects of cultural and historical heritage of the regions of the Russian Federation, flight and 

railway tickets, hotel booking-all this can now be found in one place.  All routes and tickets 

are available in the personal account of the RUSSPASS user.  The digital travel service 

RUSSPASS was developed on the initiative of the Government of Moscow. The 

implementation of the project is supervised by the Moscow City Tourism Committee 

together with the Department of Information Technology.  To date, more than 300 partners 

cooperate with the service, including over 90 tour operators in Moscow and the regions of 

Russia. Among the partners of RUSSPASS there are major players and aggregators of travel 

services, such as Booking.com, OneTwoTrip, as well as the international travel holding TUI, 

tour operators of the capital, major museums, theaters and other attractions. In addition, 

over 80 regions of Russia have signed agreements with RUSSPASS, and 58 of them are 

already presented in the service. To date, the RUSSPASS database contains more than 1,100 

offers for travelers, including regional activities, tours and original routes. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Discover Moscow 

https://um.mos.ru/ 

 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

Discover Moscow is a joint project by the Department of Education and Science, the 

Department of Cultural Heritage and the Department of Information Technologies of 

Moscow. Interactive showplace guides contain descriptions of more than 2 thousand 

buildings, 659 monuments, 326 museums, 383 territories, facts about 267 historical figures 

and 145 thematic walking routes.    Every user can suggest their own route or to add 

information about the objects including audio- visual elements.    Discover Moscow app is 

available on AppStore and GooglePlay https://www.mos.ru/mosapps/#mosgid.   The map 

of the service shows objects near to the user’s location. In Augmented Reality mode users 

can now see the information about objects or showplaces interesting for them. The App also 

allows to make personal selections by architectural styles or year of construction and to see 

personal statistics.      The Augmented Reality mode allows not only to get information about 

the object but also to see some parts of its history using the digital vision technologies.    All 



online guides are created to make online walks possible, too. This is in demand during the 

pandemic. For example, the users can see Moscow sighs from a birds eye view, walk down 

the stairs of the famous Pashkov’s house, to see the details of the Petrovsky Palace and 

Hotel  “Metropol” interiors without leaving their homes.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Digital Transformation Center 

https://digicenter.rw 

 

The project is under Rwanda Information Society Authority in Rwanda. 

Digital Transformation Center (DigiCenter) is a project unit of the Digital Solutions for 

Sustainable Development Program (DSSD). It is implemented by the German Development 

Cooperation (GIZ). The purpose of the DigiCenter is to support digital transformation in 

Rwanda through developing digital solutions by Africans for Africans. DigiCenter 

commenced its program from 2018 as a space which focuses to rethink and redesign 

processes and interactions between the government and its citizens by leveraging 

technologies to work in new ways and solve problems. Through the development of digital 

innovations, the center plays important role to drive cultural change across the government. 

Furthermore, the center supports  the local digital ecosystem and create linkages between 

the government, private sector and civil society. Under its initiative, an innovation space 

with makerspace is being built that will bring together social innovators to innovate 

solutions that would solve myriad of social challenges with local stakeholders and civil 

societies 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, BUS, HEA, ENV, AGR, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Jaska and Črnomelj’s heritage gets to be ‘cool’ too. For everyone. / Tudi dediščina 

Jaske in Črnomlja je lahko ‘cool’. Za vse.  



https://kul-tura.hr/ 

 

The project is under Laboratory for Telecommunications, Faculty of electrical 

engineering, University of Ljubljana in Slovenia. 

Along the Slovenian-Croatian border, there are more than 50 smaller historical towns with 

an abunding cultural heritage. The heritage in these places represents the main untapped 

potential for reviving their squares and streets. The challenge of kulTura project was to take 

advantage of this heritage and tourist trends to make more of them visit less developed 

border areas, so that small border towns are exposed and recognized alongside Zagreb, 

Ljubljana, Piran, Rovinj and other more prominent tourist cities in Slovenia and Croatia. As 

part of the project, we developed and tested an integral new cross-border tourist 

application (app) named kulTura for Jastrebarsko and Črnomelj, and we are now 

coordinating the app’s expansion to other under-represented towns. KulTura app offers a 

comprehensive way of discovering the heritage of small towns and is based on gamification, 

connects the local offer, provides interactive walks and local experiences, and enables 

digitally and AR (augmented reality) enhanced live encounters with historical characters 

and stories. The app is additionally supported by a cross-border digital bonus system and 

the app’s guided stories along the points of interests are tailored to people with physical 

disabilities.   KulTura is an example of a human-centered approach to application design, 

and by including the respective local communities, it is also deeply aware of the importance 

of approaching digitalization in a manner that provides a sustainable societal impact while 

building on existing (local) sources.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 



 



BINTI TEHAMA (GIRLS IN ICT) 

https://www.tcra.go.tz 

 

The project is under TANZANIA COMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY AUTHORITY in 

United Republic of Tanzania. 

One of the TCRA’s strategic objective is to coordinate implementation of National, Regional 

and International Sector commitments. As a member of International Telecommunication 

Union, TCRA has an obligation to commemorate International Girls In ICT Day which is a 

global initiative to empower girls and young women in the field of ICT.  Noting the above, 

each year TCRA has been conducting activities to encourage girls and young women to 

understand and consider studies and careers in the sector of Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICT). The event attracts more girls from secondary schools, 

higher learning institutions and institutions mainly specialized in ICTs. Through this 

initiative, around 400 girls’ students were engaged, motivated and gained more ICT skills.  

In the year 2018, TCRA coordinated the events on 24th and 25th April 2018 by doing the 

following:   a) Issued two laptops to the best girls students in ICT; one for Certificate of 

Secondary Education Examination (2017) and  another one for Advanced Certificate of 

Secondary Education Examination (2017) examinations;  b) Conducted computer 

workshop/boot camp. In which girls leant on designing of website and content 

management;  c)   Inspirational session to the girls in which women ICT specialists from 

TCRA and other Institutions demonstrated their roles, challenges and how they achieved 

their ICT career;  d) Invited a Female University lecturer to provide an inspirational speech 

to the girls who participated in the event.  e)   Set up exhibition booths for various women in 

ICT to demonstrate ICT products and services offered by their institutions so as to inspire 

girls towards ICT career path. The sessions were interactive through discussion and the 

girls students were encouraged to consider pursuing ICT career in future. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C9. E-learning 
Tutorials ULP 4.0 

https://www.youtube.com/c/TutorialesSanLuis40 

 

The project is under University of La Punta in Argentina. 

The provincial government provides free broadband connectivity to the entire population 

and Internet penetration reaches 95%, which also makes it possible to offer multiple 

services, educational platforms and digital tools to the entire population. Tutorials 4.0 

enables the training of all San Luis residents so that they can take advantage of these tools 

that are made available to them.  The objective is that they appropriate these tools and new 

technologies so that our society is part of the future and that it surpasses the stage of 

consumption of technology and information, to be a generator of content, innovation and 

technology.  During 2020, the world was affected by a pandemic that forced strategies to 

face it, such as how to continue teaching classes or develop epidemiological surveillance 

systems. Tutorials 4.0 accompanied with its content the development of the initiatives that 

arose to combat the pandemic and its effects.  The Government of San Luis has developed 

different applications with services to the community in the areas of Health, Safety, 

Infrastructure and Education. Each of these applications has an explanatory tutorial of its 

operation and objectives.  The tutorials, available on the Tutorials 4.0 YouTube channel 

(https://www.youtube.com/c/TutorialesSanLuis40) and others aimed at specific audiences 

such as health professionals that were made available to each area, are a strategy 

communication so that the whole society can access simple explanations about each service 

or application.  In 2020, 50 tutorials were produced, including tutorials on the use of 

Classroom for teachers and students, on the Epidemiological Surveillance Application 4.0 

(both for citizens and for health professionals), on the use of different educational 

platforms, tutorials to use different software that allows making video calls or virtual 

meetings, among others.  During the last year the channel received 185,322 views and the 

number of subscribers increased by 600% 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 



 

Digital awareness program: Towards Digital Journalism 

https://www.digital.gov.az/en 

 

The project is under E-GOV Development Center in Azerbaijan. 

“Towards Digital Journalism” program, implemented by the “E-Gov Development Center”, 

aims at eliminating the impact of misinformation and data pollution on digital services, 

bridging the digital divide in society, increasing digital literacy, and ensuring correct and 

timely delivery of information on digitalization, e-services and institutional innovations to 

the target audience.  Representatives of the media working on IT, e-government, e-services, 

digital solutions, as well as digital enthusiasts willing to increase their knowledge in this 

field to grow as a young blogger and contribute to public awareness attended at the 

program. “Towards Digital Journalism” program consisted of two stages. In the first stage, 

webinar training sessions took place on June 17-20 (the first) and September 29-October 2 

(the second) covered the topics on "Latest trends in journalism", "Ethical rules in journalism 

and media law", "Electronic projects", "Digital banking", "E-government portals", "Startups", 

"Artificial Intelligence", "Blockchain Technologies" and others. In the second stage, a writing 

competition was held among the participants successfully completing the webinar training. 

In this section, research of real cases on selected topics and delivering information on 

digital services in the language of the reader was implemented. Participants who 

successfully completed the program were awarded a special certificate by the Center. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9. 

 

 



 

COMMUNITY RADIO RESPONSE TO THE COVID – 19 PANDEMIC IN BANGLADESH 

https://bnnrc.net/covid-19/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio & Communication in 

Bangladesh. 

"Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication (BNNRC) has been mobilizing all 

community radios for developing and broadcasting awareness building programs on 

COVID-19: Coronavirus contamination to protect lives and livelihoods since March 1, 2020. 

www.bnnrc.net    Now 18 Community Radios stations in Bangladesh have been 

broadcasting 165 hours Coronavirus prevention education in line with the National 

Preparedness and Response Plan for COVID – 19, published by Directorate General of 

Health Services, Health Service Division, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 

Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. There are 200 community youth and 

youth women working as community broadcaster.    Contribution: The COVID -19 demands 

cooperation among government, CSOs, local business communities, multi-stakeholders. 

BNNRC are continuing work 24×7 to reach rural communities in Bangladesh with life-

changing information through the community radio. It’s not easy to get information to the 

hard-to-reach at the best of times, and we will continue to strive to make sure the needs of 

these communities are not forgotten. To that note, we’ll be continuing to share stories of our 

work, and the work of community broadcasters and rural people, while also supporting 

communities in getting the information they need about COVID-19.    In this perspective, 

BNNRC has been working on COVID -19 covering with the following issues:    Animate CSOs, 

Government, health service providers and communities for reinforcing collective action.    

Keeping community people’s daily life normal and livelihood function    Mobilize further 

cooperation among government, CSOs, local market and communities’ response"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG16. 

 

 

Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication 

https://bnnrc.net/bnnrc-covid-19-adaptation-priorities-objectives-broadcast-contents-

through-community-radio-community-visual-radio-in-bangladesh/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio & Communication in 



Bangladesh. 

COVID-19 in SDGs: Adaptation Priority - Objectives & Broadcast Contents through 

Community Radio & Community Visual Radio in Bangladesh    "Bangladesh NGOs Network 

for Radio and Communication (BNNRC) has been struggling for the last 20 years for opening 

up and strengthening the community media sector including Community Radio and giving 

focus on its vital role as voices of the voiceless rural people from 2000. www.bnnrc.net |     

BNNRC has been mobilizing all community radios for developing and broadcasting 

awareness building programs on COVID-19: contamination to protect lives and livelihoods 

since March 1, 2020 to 31 May 2020.      During March 1, 2020 to 31 May 2020 BNNRC has 

been working on COVID -19 covering the following issues: 1. Animate CSOs, Government, 

health service providers and communities for reinforcing collective action in pre and during 

COVID-19  2. Response for achieving keeping community people’s daily life normal and 

livelihood function, 3. Mobilize further cooperation among government, CSOs, local market 

and communities’ response.    1. Enhance the capabilities of affected communities through 

an equity lens for adapting/coping/surviving with the new normal situation     2. Focus on 

enhanced capabilities of Broadcasters and Stakeholders for exercising new normal and 

building resilience    3. Accelerate of ICT applications for benefitting community people in 

all aspects of life    4. Effective access to reliable information through ICT and media for 

countering infodemic and keeping lives & livelihood easy"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

 

Fellowship for Youth and Youth women in Community Media and Journalism 

http://www.bnnrc.net 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication  in 



Bangladesh. 

We are working for raising awareness, building social commitment, leveraging resources 

and knowledge, increasing the capacities of community media broadcasters to achieve 

digital gender equality and to improve the livelihoods of community people. BNNRC has 

provided fellowship to 184 rural Dalit youth and youth women for creating social justice 

and dignity. The objective of the fellowship program was to reduce social discrimination of 

disadvantaged communities and increase participation of the youths of marginalized 

communities in the process of development. Now they are working at community radio as 

broadcasters. Presently, 18 community radio stations are on air in the country, aiming to 

ensure empowerment and right to information for the rural communities, producing and 

broadcasting 165 hours of daily programs on different need-based issues of the rural 

communities focused on exploring, connecting and recognizing unheard voices for change. 

The fellowship program is a part of capacity building for the rural marginalized young 

women to establish them in the mainstream Bangladeshi media. At present, community 

radios reach 8.79 million listeners of 117 Upazilas under 17 districts in Bangladesh. A total 

of 1000 young broadcasters are now working with these stations throughout the country; 

half of them are young women and belong to the marginalized groups. In pursuit of their 

fellowship program, over 1700 radio programs and about 425 newspaper reports were 

published and broadcasted focused on the impact of the traditional caste system, good 

practices in health for women and children, early marriages, social discrimination, violence 

against women, promote education, establish human rights, Govt. Social Safety Net program 

and freedom of expression of the marginalized and disadvantaged people. Using the 

information technology in broadcasting the empowered youth and youth women 

journalists, the majority who come from Dalit families are working with community radio, 

mainstream media, and another notable profession.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Fighting against Misinformation, Disinformation and Mal-information through 

Community Radio in Bangladesh 

https://bnnrc.net/fighting-against-misinformation-disinformation/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication in 

Bangladesh. 

Fighting against misinformation, disinformation and mal-information through fact checking 

become important challenge in rural Bangladesh.     The goal of the initiative is Empowering 

Community People Promoting Access to Reliable and Timely Information through 

community radio broadcasting.  The objective was to disseminate reliable and timely 

information to fight against the issues through Community Radio based on fact-checking 

using the techniques of information verification before program broadcast.     The 

intervention accelerated ICT applications for benefitting community people through 

effective public access to reliable and timely information through ICT and media for keeping 



lives & livelihood easy.  The Community Radio stations with their new technologies and 

ideas are fighting against the issues. In the age of fast-growing information technology, it is 

necessary to adopt the techniques of checking genuine facts and learn best practices.    The 

ability of the community radio broadcasters is enhanced through the interventions of fact-

checking.    Community radio stations deepened their critical understanding of how 

community media can better serve for fighting against the issue and expanded media 

environment, and the risks of ‘information disorder’ to the country. Understood the factors 

that drive trust in community media and how much trust can be sustained or rebuilt. Be 

able to explain to someone else why community radios are working on the issue    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG13, SDG16. 

 

 

Fighting against Misinformation, Disinformation and Mal-information through 

Community Radio in Bangladesh (Revised) 

https://bnnrc.net/fighting-against-misinformation-disinformation/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication in 

Bangladesh. 

Fighting against misinformation, disinformation and mal-information through fact checking 

become important challenge in rural Bangladesh.     The goal of the initiative is Empowering 

Community People Promoting Access to Reliable and Timely Information through 

community radio broadcasting.    The objective was to disseminate reliable and timely 

information to fight against the issues through Community Radio based on fact-checking 

using the techniques of information verification before program broadcast.     The 

intervention accelerated ICT applications for benefitting community people through 

effective public access to reliable and timely information through ICT and media for keeping 

lives & livelihood easy.  The Community Radio stations with their new technologies and 

ideas are fighting against the issues. In the age of fast-growing information technology, it is 

necessary to adopt the techniques of checking genuine facts and learn best practices.    The 

ability of the community radio broadcasters is enhanced through the interventions of fact-

checking. Community radio stations deepened their critical understanding of how 

community media can better serve for fighting against the issue and expanded media 

environment, and the risks of ‘information disorder’ to the country. Understood the factors 

that drive trust in community media and how much trust can be sustained or rebuilt. Be 

able to explain to someone else why community radios are working on the issue    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, 9, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Semantis-Le Monde des Possibles-Eurolinc 

https://www.possibles.org/ 



 

The project is under Semantis in Belgium. 

Semantis together with Le Monde des Possibles initiates and conducts ICT projects with a 

special focus on the inclusion, training of the young and less favored persons, migrants and 

diasporas in Belgium and EU States, notably in the Balkan and Caucasus area. We also put a 

specific emphasis on human rights, multilinguism and the creation and diffusion of digital 

content in local languages. These initiatives are supported by the EU, the European 

Parliament and OIF. In addition, our longtime Partnership with the association Eurolinc 

enlarges our scope to Internet access, networks and services to the citizens, as well as a 

foresight perspective for cyber norms and codes of conduct world wide, including with 

academics.Furthermore our cooperation with the Sirius School and Hub in Liège offers new 

opportunities for ICT skills and social cooperative in the field. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Tsena, Botswana Online 

https://www.tsena.co.bw 

 

The project is under Mascom Wireless Botswana  in Botswana. 

Tsena, Botswana Online was and still is Botswana's first online community portal. The 

project was launched with the aim of promoting ICT usage in the country and was on this 

reason offered for FREE to all subscribers on the network. The project's goal is to give 

locals, both citizens and non-citizens, access to a native platform through which they can 

communicate and interact with each other, sharing information not only with each other, of 

themselves but with the World at large since it is accessible via the World Wide Web.   

Tsena, has not only made advances in achieving this but set new records on ICT penetration 

locally. For the first time ever, local sport achieved viewership of over 60 000 viewers, 

online, mostly on mobile and this has made a massive impact on local perception towards 

mobile media. Mobile user confidence has risen since this achievement and still on the rise, 

with more production houses also gaining the confidence to invest in this space and offer 

their services.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, 6, BUS, LEA, 8, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 



Exhibition of the Era of 5G and the Internet of Things 

https://www.bifnc.cn/ 

 

The project is under China Branch of BRICS Institute of Future Networks in China. 

“The Era of 5G and the Internet of Things” is an exhibition about science, technology, and 

application of the 5th generation of the mobile network(5G) and the Internet of Things 

(IoT). The exhibit explains the scientific foundation, technology development path, and 

applications of 5G and IoT, and shows how the new technologies will impact society, 

industry, and people’s daily life.      5G technology is a powerful mobile internet technology 

operating across a broad spectrum of radio waves that will allow for greater bandwidths, 

lower latency, and ultimately faster connection speed. The technology can facilitate new 

data-driven technologies, such as automation, self-driving cars, and artificial intelligence. 

Meanwhile, the technological revolution leads to big changes in housing, healthcare, 

education, transportation, city management, etc. Depending on the technology, more and 

more applications are developed to improve and empower the systems of smart home, 

smart healthcare, smart education, smart transportation, smart city, etc.      The general 

public is the target audience of the exhibition. It not only tries to illustrate the knowledge of 

5G technology but also inspires the public to use the new technology to build up a more 

balanced, equal, efficient, sustainable and environmental-friendly world. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Official website of Accessibility Research Association 

https://www.bifnc.cn/ 

 

The project is under Accessibility Research Association in China. 

“The Era of 5G and the Internet of Things” is an exhibition about science, technology, and 

application of the 5th generation of the mobile network(5G) and the Internet of Things 

(IoT). The exhibit explains the scientific foundation, technology development path, and 

applications of 5G and IoT, and shows how the new technologies will impact society, 

industry, and people’s daily life.      5G technology is a powerful mobile internet technology 

operating across a broad spectrum of radio waves that will allow for greater bandwidths, 

lower latency, and ultimately faster connection speed. The technology can facilitate new 

data-driven technologies, such as automation, self-driving cars, and artificial intelligence. 

Meanwhile, the technological revolution leads to big changes in housing, healthcare, 

education, transportation, city management, etc. Depending on the technology, more and 

more applications are developed to improve and empower the systems of smart home, 

smart healthcare, smart education, smart transportation, smart city, etc.      The general 

public is the target audience of the exhibition. It not only tries to illustrate the knowledge of 

5G technology but also inspires the public to use the new technology to build up a more 

balanced, equal, efficient, sustainable and environmental-friendly world. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 



The project is relevant to SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

CMHS Radio Caibarién | La Voz de la Villa Blanca 

http://www.radiocaibarien.icrt.cu 

 

The project is under CMHS Radio Caibarién in Cuba. 

This project has as a general objective: to inform, to spread the material and immaterial 

culture, the history and the human values of the municipality of Caibarien, Cuba and the 

World. Among the results achieved, the most valuable is the condition of Champion Project 

of The World Summit on the Information Society 2020, the OX Awards for spanish-american 

websites, several awards from the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment 

(CITMA), awards for hypermedia journalism granted by the Cuban Institute of Radio and 

Television (ICRT) and the Union of Journalists of Cuba (UPEC), among others. At 2019, our 

project received 110529 visits to the page, from 43938 users. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, AGR, SCI, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG11, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Media 

http://www.radiocaibarien.icrt.cu 

 

The project is under CMHS – ICRT in Cuba. 

Since the first positive cases of COVID-19 were diagnosed in Cuba (March 2020), the Radio 

Caribbean website started a series of publications using in particular journalistic genres to 

provide a real information for people about the COVID-19.The information provided by the 

Radio Caibarien website always use all accompanied by ICT linked to the hypermedia 

journalism and it use in the articles texts, images, audio, etc; all to provide a real 

information about the COVID-19 in Cuba and in the world.                             

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

Media 

http://www.radiocaibarien.icrt.cu 

 

The project is under CMHS - ICRT in Cuba. 

Since the first positive cases of COVID-19 were diagnosed in Cuba (March 2020), the Radio 

Caibarien website started a series of publications using in particular journalistic genres to 

provide a real information for people about the COVID-19.    The information provided by 

our website always use all accompanied by ICT linked to the hypermedia journalism and it 

use in the articles texts, images, audio, etc; all to provided a real information about the 

COVID-19 in Cuba and in the world.                                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

A voice-based community media platform to support rural and low-income 

communities in dealing with the fallout from COVID-19 

https://gramvaani.org/?p=3631 



 

The project is under Gram Vaani Community Media (Onion Dev Technologies) in India. 

"Our technology solution empowers hard-to-reach communities (low literacy, rural, 

without internet) for    combating COVID-19 through Awareness building, countering 

misinformation, seeking community    feedback, self-assessment survey and guidance and 

grievance redressal. Launched on March 23rd, 2020    it has partnered with 

27+organisations and received 600k+ calls from 200k+callers, 8k+ user stories. Our    

solution is fully operational and is being used in 80+ districts in 10 states and through few 

country-wide    programs too. Operated on basic phones, Mobile Vaani (a community media 

platform) provides not only    an option for communities to access information but also 

contribute towards reporting the ground    situation,this is useful for policy makers. MV 

phone application accessed via smart phones provides an    easy option to forward audios to 

those without internet. We’ve build more than 150 audio capsules    based on technical 

advisories for issues such as building empathy and understanding among users;    keeping 

children and parents engaged at home during lockdown. We are connecting users with 

partners    for relief measures like running community kitchens, providing cash, and helping 

with health    emergencies. Self-assessment survey results are shared with trained partner 

response teams and    collated information is being shared with state/district government 

machinery for quick action."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, LEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, 

SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Qeemle Magazine 

http://www.qeemle.com 

 

The project is under Qeemle Magazine  in India. 

Qeemle Magazine was founded in 2019 to enable students to have questions answered by 

pioneers of their fields of interest. Most of these young people are first-generation students 

who belong to low-income families and have moved to the city from unheard of villages and 

towns across the country. They often have a hard time navigating the whole college 

experience without the added stress of looking for internships and relevant work 

experience, as well as planning their futures. From embracing the abstract to engineering 

the real, education is imperative for one to obtain the tools necessary to enact upon 

thoughts. However, attending university can be a daunting experience if you feel that you 

have no reliable means to assuage your doubts, especially when your parents cannot relate 

to your struggle and the onus of succeeding in the classroom and getting your money's 

worth fall on your barely out-of-teenage shoulders. The student community at Qeemle 

interviews influential personalities and leaders of diverse fields; everyone from SEO experts 

to high-ranking government officials to CEOs of multinational corporations and travel 

bloggers are interviewed using questions formed by these students. 50,000+ readership of 

our content. 35+ impactful articles published. A women entrepreneurs centric series in the 

works. Fundraiser ongoing(60% of target achieved) to organize medical camps benefitting 

up to 800 underprivileged people in rural Ghaziabad, especially women and young girls. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Talkshow Literasi Teknologi Informasi Komunikasi Suara Madiun ( Voice Of Madiun  

Literacy ICT Talkshow ) 

http://talkshow.rtikmadiun.or.id 

 

The project is under Relawan Teknologi Informasi Komunikasi Madiun in Indonesia. 

Information and Communication Technology Literacy (TIK) is a talk show program 

specifically designed for adults, parents, women and people with diffabilities. It is design to 

talk about knowledge and development of ICT. This program is a relaxed talk show 

program.  This is a weekly program, it is broadcast on every Wednesday, at 7 to 9 PM 

(Jakarta’s time), with a duration of 120 minutes. The selection of broadcast time is taken 

based on considering the prime time (primetime), as well as the psychological listeners 

aspects. Those hours are the potential time. Because it is their relax time and good time to 

learn something new, from the educating and entertaining broadcast.  The broadcaster who 

lead the talk show, must have several criteria so that the appearance could fulfil the demand 

of the audience. The speakers will be different in each week, they are practitioners, 

academics and ICT observers in the region of Madiun and its surroundings. Each speaker 

will tell about the experience about using ICT safely, good and healthily. Every episode of 

this program will involve listeners who want to interact with the speakers who. Listeners 

can interact by line phone, whatsapp and Facebook Fanpage of Pemerintah Kota Madiun.  in 

addition to being transmitted via the 93.0 FM frequency,  in order to reach a wider audience 

for desimination information , can also be accessed via the streaming channel:  

https://facebook.com/pemkotmadiun/  here are examples,  1. 

https://www.facebook.com/pemkotmadiun/videos/524110464837524/  2. 

https://www.facebook.com/pemkotmadiun/videos/418781908849125/  3. 

https://www.facebook.com/pemkotmadiun/videos/529558720915131/  and Podcast on 



http://anchor.fm/openmadiun 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Sosial Media JSC 

http://smartcity.jakarta.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Jakarta Smart City in Indonesia. 

Information transparency is one of the essential elements in creating good governance. For 

that, the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government needs communication media to distribute it. 

The Jakarta Smart City (JSC) social media is here to embody this element. With the JSC social 

media channels, the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government can expand its reach in 

disseminating official information to the public more easily. More than that, the JSC social 

media also acts as a forum for creating freedom of opinion and expression, which is the 

community's right. JSC social media currently has a presence on Twitter, Instagram, 

Facebook ,and Youtube channel. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

Social Watcher 

https://watcher.social 

 

The project is under Social Watcher in Kuwait. 

Social Watcher is a large-scale community service which utilizes media and ICT tools and 



expertise. The service utilizes Artificial Intelligence, Text Mining, Big Data analytics and 

visualization, and Natural Language Processing to analyze the public opinion on social 

media regarding political and social issues in Kuwait and study the impact of those political 

and social issues on the Kuwaiti society. Through this analysis, our platform monitors 

contents and activities on social media in Kuwait, identify and analyze public opinion 

trends, analyze public sentiment, and finally delivers analytics reports, infographics, and 

interactive dashboards showing the results of our analysis in an open, transparent, 

objective , and scientifically motivated manner. The analytics reports are published on our 

mobile friendly web platform, social media, and local media.      The analytical reports, 

infographics, and dashboards published on Social Watcher web platform provide  effective 

tools for the decision makers, media professionals, political analysts, and the public through 

helping them in understanding public opinion trends and sentiment on social media 

towards political and economic issues in Kuwait, and the change in these trends within a 

specific timeframe.     Social Watcher also allows the user to view trending Twitter hashtags, 

word, and phrases in Kuwait through a user-friendly interface available on our web 

platform. Our trend data collection system updates its database with Twitter trends in 

Kuwait every hour through integrating with Twitter Official API. Historic trending hashtags, 

word, and phrases in Kuwait are also available through our historic archive of Twitter 

trends in Kuwait which is available since March 2014. The user can retrieve the historic 

trends through our web platform. We utilize the data stored in our archive of Kuwait 

Twitter trends in our analysis reports through applying data analysis, text mining, and data 

visualization on this archive. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Social Watcher 

https://watcher.social/site/en 

 

The project is under Information Age Consulting Kuwait in Kuwait. 



"Social Watcher is a large-scale community service which utilizes media and ICT tools and 

expertise. The service utilizes Artificial Intelligence, Text Mining, Big Data analytics and 

visualization, and Natural Language Processing to analyze the public opinion regarding 

political and social issues in Kuwait and study the impact of those political and social issues 

on the Kuwaiti society. Through this analysis, our platform monitors content and activities 

on social media in Kuwait, identify and analyze public opinion trends, analyze public 

sentiment, and finally delivers analytics reports, infographics, and interactive dashboards 

showing the results of our analysis in an open, transparent, objective , and scientifically 

motivated manner. The analytics reports are published on our mobile friendly web 

platform, social media, local media and circulated among interested professionals.   During 

Corona Virus outbreak, we developed an online indicator which provides an analysis of the 

public interaction with the spread of the Corona virus in the State of Kuwait during the days 

when the virus spread in the country. The indicator implemented as an online dashboard 

which shows daily updates statistics abort corona virus cases in Kuwait using Data 

Visualization techniques. The dashboard also shows the trending tweets and hashtags in 

Kuwait on Twitter during the period of the spread of Corona virus in Kuwait. The trending 

tweets and hashtags in Kuwait are identified throughout advanced analysis systems that 

depend on Geographic Information System (GIS) supplemented for tweets and retweets and 

the rate of circulation and interaction is determined according to smart software through 

the number of retweets, and throughout other indicators. The benchmarking is updated 

automatically on 11:45 of every day evening. The indicator's dashboard is available on this 

page:    

https://dashboard.watcher.social/published/409dc608124fec99b154cb8e2727a4c5/kuwa

it-corona-statistics-index-english-version#"    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

G-Taw Zagar Wyne Podcast (Myanmar First Feminists Podcast) 

https://purplefeminist.org/ 

 

The project is under Purple Feminists Group in Myanmar. 

Objective: To amplify women and girls voices through podcast    According to the 2014 

Myanmar national census report, women and girls make up more than half of the country’s 

total population. However, women’s positions in media, politics and leadership roles are not 

representative. Rather, women are systematically marginalized and sidelined socio-

politically, economically and culturally. As part of PFG’s mission, we work to promote 

women and girls’ voices to a larger audience so that they can be heard and integrated into 

critical sectors in society, such as politics, education, and healthcare.     Through the 

Myanmar Feminist Podcast, we will provide a platform for women and girls to voice their 

ideas and experiences to the broader community online. The Internet is increasingly playing 

a vital role in changing people’s mindset in Myanmar.  We believe that using the relatively 

new accessibility of the internet in Myanmar to broadcast women’s ideas and intellect is key 



to reaching a broad audience and impacting community perspectives throughout the 

country. The topics will differ each week, as The Podcast will interview women who are 

working and struggling in different sectors of Myanmar society (i.e. a psychologist, a 

healthcare specialist, a laborer, a politician, a mother, a student, etc).  In most cases, The 

Podcast will include a range of topics as most women wear multiple hats and must be 

responsible for multiple identities in their personal lives and society. The podcast will 

emphasize solutions and shed light on how women are already striving to improve not only 

their lives but better the path for the next generation of women and girls. The podcast will 

invite/interview women and girls from across all of the states and regions of Myanmar, 

including rural and hard-to-reach areas, to share their ideas and experiences. We have 

produced 9 episodes on Myanmar languages about abortion, menstruation, mental health, 

domestics violence and two episode in english about art and abortion.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 8, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

AReality - AR that sale 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1t-

blsjN401Kqu2nWidEjPol3g3pth2dOH2iQdpbonKs/edit?usp=sharing 



 

The project is under Reality Unit sp. zo.o in Poland. 

Augmented Reality (AR) as a tool that allows eCommerce and retailers visualize real-life 

view of products before buying them.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

Government Media Analytics Service 

https://www.motc.gov.qa/en/qatar-digital-government/programs-shared-

services/shared-services/media-analytics-service 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport & Communications in Qatar. 

This is one of the Government shared services that is offered to ministries and government 

departments in order to enable them to listen to and analyze any public eContent over the 

internet. There are 170 million resources including all social media platforms, newspapers 

websites, news agencies, blogs, magazines, research centers, libraries and many others.   In 

addition, since Qatar is a diverse community of many nationalities , and dealing openly with 

the globe, the service offers its capabilities in 70 languages.  Government departments now 

can proactively determine the users’ satisfaction about their provisioned services, identify 

any opportunity to enhance their current services or introduce new services, based on 

users’ public discussions.  The can also respond to users’ complaints, even if the user 

doesn’t approach the right complaints channel (such as email or call center).  Qatari 

embassies are able to track and analyze news about Qatar in their presence countries. 

Qatari universities are able to monitor research progress in specific areas, and many others 

can utilize the service for different use cases. The tool covers more than 240 countries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 6, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Culture.ru 

https://www.culture.ru/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of culture of Russian Federation in Russian Federation. 

Culture.ru is a unique project about Russian cultural and historical heritage. This is cultural, 

entertaining and educating media. There is no other similar project of this type in Russia.    

The idea of Culture.ru is to make culture interesting and exciting for people, so that people 

would like to spend their free time reading an article about cultura, visit a museum or 

theater, watch an educating lection. For professionals this project is a cultural society where 

there is a possibility to tell about your organization and to join the community.    Web-site 

contains three main parts:   1. editorial materials about culture, history and traditions,  2. 

LIVE section, where users can join over 10 online streams from cultural organizations from 

all over the country,  3. video library, which contains more than 5 thousand films, plays, 

lectures and concerts.  All content is free for users to read, watch and listen on the web-site.    

1,3 million of people are subscribed on social media platforms: Facebook, Instagram, 

TikTok, Telegram, VK, Odnoklassniki and other. Special activities for users are organized in 

accouts during each year. For example, Museum night and Art's night.    Culture.ru is an 

important project not only for users interested in culture, but also working in culture. These 

people can place their events in special section of web-site where you can fine schedule of 

events, working hours of cultural organizations, etc. This is a special marketing activity 

which is avaible to each professional user of cultural industry registrated on web-site. More 



than 115 000 events are downloaded on Culture.ru by professional users. Also there are 

may vebinars about cultural marketing held for representetives of cultural institutions. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Russia-wide festival of student media works "RePost" 

https://repost-fest.ru 

 

The project is under Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher 

Education "St. Petersburg State University of Telecommunications named after Prof. 

MA Bonch-Bruyevich" in Russian Federation. 

"RePost" is a unique student festival in the media sphere. The project is aimed at supporting 

young and talented authors of student media, creating a unified information environment 

for the development of communications and exchange of experience among student youth. 

Participants of the competition are individual and/or groups of students of educational 

organizations who provide video, audio, photo, text materials with illustrations and 

interactive projects. The festival creates an opportunity for personal and creative self-

development. It allows females to realize their creativity and demonstrate their skills in 

using modern information technology when creating a media product. Every year, the 

number of female participants and winners is growing. For example, in 2019, out of 28 

winners in nominations, 18 were females. Their work was appreciated by a competent jury. 

And in the nomination "Radio" the winners were females. Girls perform at the festival not 

only as participants, but also as speakers, sharing their experience of work in the media 

sphere and their successes with the contestants. By their example, they inspire and 

motivate the young audience for personal development. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 8, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 



 

The Smart City Pavilion at the Exhibition of Achievements of National Economy 

(VDNH EXPO) 

https://www.mos.ru/city/projects/smartcityvdnh/ 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow  in 

Russian Federation. 

The Smart City Pavilion is a free permanent exhibition of Smart City technologies at the 

Main Exhibition of Moscow – VDNH.   The exhibition consists of 6 interactive zones 

presenting technologies and electronic services of the modern city. Each zone represents 

the main areas of urban life - education, healthcare, landscaping, transport, housing and 

communal services and others. Guests discover technologies, programs and online services 

that allow residents to access public services, and the city to effectively solve daily tasks.  

Visitors can watch multimedia installations that demonstrate how "smart" sensors control 

traffic and much more.   Also, they interactively get acquainted with projects like Moscow 

Electronic School (MES) and other modern educational services that help students to study 

effectively and allow parents to feel calm for their child.  Visitors can take a virtual tour of a 

self-driving taxi, turn on architectural lighting in Moscow, grow a tree with  "Our Tree"  

program for young parents, learn about patient-oriented healthcare, get acquainted with 

Mos.ru portal, etc.  On October 26, 2020, a 5G demo center was arranged in the pavilion, 

which is engaged in the search, testing and support of city services based on fifth generation 

network technologies. The 5G demo center site allows the business community to test their 

developments, and city structures to decide on the feasibility of their implementation. The 

first working groups of developers will begin to work in the pavilion as soon as the 

restrictions associated with the pandemic are lifted. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 6, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 



 

 

 

ICT.Moscow - an open platform about digital technologies in Moscow 

https://ict.moscow/en/ 

 

The project is under JS-company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

ICT.Moscow (https://ict.moscow/) is an open platform about digital technologies in 

Moscow.  The platform is the base for building a fuller picture of the technology market 

development in the city and outside it. It is a convenient information, service and 

communication hub for professionals working in IT.  The platform launches various 

information campaigns and special projects, sends technology digests, conducts polls and 

regularly publishes exclusive editorial materials (reviews, selections of expert opinions, 

news, interviews, etc.) to attract attention to advanced technologies,.  ICT.Moscow provides 

access to industry information and to the catalogue of technological solutions: there are 

more than 2500 cards describing them.  ICT.Moscow launches new projects for specific 

purposes regularly: from a service for finding coworkings in Moscow to an interactive 

showcase of the best smart practices. Moreover, knowledge bases of case studies in various 

IT technologies such as artificial intelligence, COVID-Tech, 5G, blockchain, VR/AR are 

available on the platform.Users can access the catalogue of more than 1,500 investigations 

and presentations about technology and digital services consumption in Russia and 

worldwide.  The project facilitates efficient spending of the city budget by:  - Uniting the 

industry on one platform  - Forming involved ICT-Community  - Market scanning and 

cataloguing technological solutions  - Collecting independent expert opinions   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 6, 9. 



The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

TUBY  

https://tuby.laywagif.com/en/ 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

The internet has everything, but not everything is ok to be viewed by our kids as they 

develop their personalities and discover the world, which is why Tuby app was launched. 

To fill that gap. Tuby offers everything the parent need to control their children’s viewing 

online. From time spent control to limiting the type of content they browse – the app give 

parents the peace of mind they need whenever their kids are on the phone or tablet.  Tuby 

filters the content and keeps what is best for kids. The app allows parents to log in, set a 

specific time to what to watch and even filter down the type of content the kid is allowed to 

view at any given time.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

Mwajuma Simama! 

http://www.ourcries.org/ 

 

The project is under Our Voices Against Harassment (OVAH) in United Republic of 

Tanzania. 

As children and young adults in Tanzania are forced to stay home after the National schools 

closure to prevent the spread of the novel Coronavirus (Covid-19), there are now more 

subjected to frequent harassment and abuse from their family members and neighbors. 

During this time more children and young adults especially girls and women are subjected 

to violence, trauma and psychological stress.  We have already observed in Ruvuma, 100 

girls have been impregnated in these three months of school closure. If the issue of sexual 

abuse and harassment continues we will see the rise of child pregnancies, child marriages 

and school dropouts rates exponentially. Mwajuma  Simama is a series of animation that 

aims to educate girls and young women about Sexual assault and abuse and how to deal 

with it. Our content will educate girls and young women about what sexual abuse is in a 

simplest and relatable manner possible.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 



 

Safe Connects - young leaders engage with and use media in their communities and 

schools to increase Internet safety awareness 

https://www.safeconnects.org 

 

The project is under Senior Connects Corporation dba Net Literacy in United States of 

America. 

Tens of millions of youths around the world learn how to use ICT every year but Internet 

safety is not always explained in a way that engages young people.     Young leaders in 

secondary school don’t always have extraordinary opportunities to give back to their 

communities and learn new leadership, digital, team and job skills.     Safe Connects offers 

three programs that develop young leaders and promote Internet safety:    Media 

partnerships.  An initiative where students work with the media and have scripted and 

starred in 36 Internet safety public service announcements (PSAs) carried on television and 

watched by approximately 500,000 individuals (example- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXV1la7geqQ&ab).      Community partnerships.  Over 

500 students (60% women) have learned videography skills during nine six-week programs 

and produced over 350 voice-of-youth Internet safety and other videos.  The videos have 

been hosted on numerous websites and have been viewed many 100,000s of times 

(example-https://youtu.be/Uyog-5w8H-s).       School partnerships.  Using Safe Connects 

media and training materials, secondary school students guided by their teachers customize 

their Internet safety program and conduct in-school Internet safety training presentations 

at primary schools.  95% receiving the safety training recommended it to their friends.    

We’ve also worked extensively with the media to promote Internet safety and digital 

inclusion awareness.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 8, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

 

WSIS Action Line C10. E-health 
Preventing abuse of ICTs against women in Bangladesh through Community Media  

https://bnnrc.net/preventing-abusive-of-icts/ 

 

The project is under Bangladesh NGOs Network for Radio and Communication in 

Bangladesh. 

Women in Bangladesh are targeted by online and technology facilitated violence and 

harassment. While the expansion of ICT and growing internet penetration are considered as 

positive indicators of development in the country, but their interaction with certain pre-

existing social-physiological settings related and inadequate legal protections have led to 

increased cyber violence against women. The issue has become a big challenge in 

Bangladesh. BNNRC has been implemented a program for Preventing abusive of ICTs 

against women in Bangladesh through Community Media.    The goal of the initiative was to 

empower women through preventing abuse of ICTs against women in Bangladesh     The 

objective was to disseminate reliable and timely information to prevent abuse of ICTs 

against women in Bangladesh through Community Radio.     The intervention accelerated to 

prevent abuse of ICTs against women for keeping lives normal & easy.  In the age of fast-

growing information technology BNNRC provided necessary information to the community 

people especially women and girls to protect from abuse ICTs for violation their 

fundamental rights and learn best practices.    Community radio stations endowed their 

critical understanding of how community media can better serve for preventing against the 

issue. The women understood the factors that drive trust in community media.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 6, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG16. 



 

 

 

Educadigital Institute 

https://www.educacaovigiada.org.br 

 

The project is under Instituto Educadigital in Brazil. 

New mapping initiative shows exposure of Brazilian education to “surveillance capitalism”  

The Educação Vigiada (Education Under Surveillance) project shows that 65% of public 

universities and state education offices are exposed to “surveillance capitalism”. The project 

calls attention to the lack of transparency and regulation in public-private relations in 

technological platforms and services, compromising users’ rights such as privacy and the 

protection of personal data. Official launch with live transmission will take place on March 

26th.    https://aberta.org.br/mapping-surveillance-capitalism/ 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: SCI, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 

Young Women Leaders for Peace  

https://gnwp.org/ 

 

The project is under Canadian Council of Young Feminists in Canada. 

The Young Women Leaders for Peace (YWL) program of the Global Network of Women 

Peacebuilders (GNWP) enhances the leadership potential and peacebuilding skills of young 

women in conflict-affected environments and humanitarian situations. Through a global-

local approach, the program uniquely links the United Nations Security Council Resolution 

(UNSCR) 1325 and the corresponding Women, Peace, and Security Agenda to UNSCR 2250, 

UNSCR 2419, and the Youth, Peace and Security Agenda. The overarching objective of the 

program is to enable young women to become peacebuilders, leaders, and change agents. 

The program’s specific components are: literacy, leadership, economic empowerment, 

media and theater.    The Young Women Leaders for Peace program recognizes and 



supports the agency of young women as leaders and actors for peace. It enhances their 

capacities to take a stand against discrimination and gender inequality, and prevent violent 

conflict. This program was recently recognized in the UN Secretary General’s first report to 

the Security Council on youth and peace and security.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, EMP, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Apprise Audit 

https://www.apprise.solutions 

 

The project is under United Nations University in China. 

"As the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted supply chains around the world, stakeholders 

have been engaging the Apprise Audit team to discuss potential modifications to the 

application as they adapt and adjust its operational usage in the evolving circumstances. For 

example, due to travel restrictions between and within countries, some auditors have been 

unable to complete routine factory inspections where they utilized Apprise Audit. The 

absence of these inspections may leave workers more vulnerable to exploitation as 

mechanisms to ensure accountability and compliance are interrupted. Although designed as 

a tool to be administered by a frontline responder and used by workers, stakeholders have 

expressed interest in modifying Apprise Audit to allow workers to instead self-administer 

the questionnaire.    In other cases, local audit teams are able to visit factories, and there has 

been interest from stakeholders in adding new questions to the Apprise Audit questionnaire 

to inquire about COVID-19 related matters. These could include questions regarding the 

availability of hand-washing facilities, mask distribution and usage, adherence to social 

distancing guidelines and any other protocols mandated by governments or corporations 

that are applicable in factories. This will continue to support major corporations to 

understand practices in the factories that comprise their supply chains."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

COVID19 emergency response: Venezuelan Migrants 

https://abbacol.org/index.php/emergencias/ 

 

The project is under Fundacion Abba Colombia in Colombia. 

"Since Covid 19 started, Fundación Abba Colombia is developing a key work  in frontline 

response; Together with national authorities the organization is helping and providing aid 

to migrants Venezuelan families who have been affected during COVID19 in the city of 

Bogotá, Colombia. Fundación Abba Colombia, is also supporting refugees and migrants 

during the COVID19 pandemic, including deploying humanitarian and social support teams 

to provide aid in refugee camps built by Venezuelans in Bogota, Colombia.   With the use of 

ICTs, together Fundación Abba Colombia  with the pertinent authorities in Colombia: police, 

red cross Colombia and migration Colombia are responding during the emergency the 

country is facing. the use of mobiles and other technology equipment has enable us to have 

effective response and help in an immediate way the migrants who are at the bus terminal 

in north of Bogota to return to Venezuela.    The social impact that Abba Colombia has done 

so far is possitive, helping during this emergency, and at the same time building stong 

connection with other entities so we can achieve together the goals.   The main activities for 

this project we are focussing on are:   - Registation on a database platform of venezuelan 

migrants who are receving support during the covid19 emergency   - Giveaway sanitary kits 

to the venezuelan families   - Logistic support and coordination so venezuelan families can 

return to Venezuela in buses  To highlight, this is with the use of ICTs, which makes our 

project coordination easier.   Since covid19 started, Fundación Abba Colombia has provided 

help to: 200 Families monthly.   It is also to highlight that most of the migrants who are 

receving help from Fundacion Abba Colombia are also included in a process of access to 



work, sanitarion, education, this with the help of national entities."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Construction of gender in the commercial television advertising discourse of 

Cubavisión Internacional 

https://todocubaonline.com/cubavision-internacional/ 

 

The project is under Universidad Central "MArta Abreu" de Las Villas/Unión de 

Informáticos de Cuba in Cuba. 

This research characterizes the construction of gender in the commercial advertising 

discourse present in the exchange programming of the Cuban television channel Cubavisión 

Internacional (CVI), during the year 2019, from a qualitative perspective. The Multimodal 

Discourse Analysis method is assumed, to analyze gender assignments, relationships and 

ideology in television commercials. To systematize theoretical references, the bibliographic-

documentary method and its corresponding technique, the bibliographic-documentary 

review, are used. Also, as a technique, the semi-structured and structured interview is 

applied, both to those in charge of the insertion of commercial advertising discourses in 

exchange programming, as well as to experts in gender issues and television advertising.  



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, LEA, EMP, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

 

CONNECT & STOP VIOLENCE 

https://www.womenvai.org 

 

The project is under WOMENVAI in France. 

A device based on IOT that will be disseminated to end violence (sexism, rape, racket, 

violence at home, on campuses, in public and private transportation etc) and collect legal 

proof.  "- iot, 4G, block chain and Artigicial Intelligence are used in this project;  - it is being 

piloted in two geographical areas in France (Paris suburbs and geneva border /french 

side)"                                                                                                                                                          

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

CONNECT & STOP VIOLENCE - You can save lives with one click 

https://www.usinenouvelle.com/editorial/ingenieure-tech-for-good-ines-aivazian-la-

technologie-au-service-des-femmes-battues.N1031489 

 

The project is under WOmen and Men in ENVironment and Artificial Intelligence in 

France. 

In France, at 2019, XXIst Century, over 200’000 women live with a violent consort, 94’000 

women victims of rape or attempted rape, 4 million of people victims of incest, 1.2 M of 

women victims of sexist injuries and one in three employees claims to have suffered sexual 

harassment at work. Far from their mobile phone, victims of domestic violence are 

powerless to launch the alert and trigger an intervention: how to trigger surely, without 

taking any risk, an alert followed by an intervention? Is the key question CONNECT & STOP 

VIOLENCE addresses. The solution is IoT based miniaturized and autonomous alert device, 

which sends an alert without the need for a telephone (Long range signal). Discreet, 

modular, open system (connectable to online Apps...), it provides immediate access in all 

circumstances to any violence victim. Target market includes any abused person at home, 

people experiencing gender-based and sexual violence in public and private places 

(businesses, communities, university campus), abused minors, etc. and Distribution of the 

CONNECT & STOP VIOLENCE device is planned directly through the security services 



(police, private services, etc.), health services (doctors, hospitals, midwives, pharmacies, 

etc.), supermarkets, via anonymous individuals, through school services, municipalities, 

local assistance associations, etc.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, GOV, HEA, 8, 9, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

The Internet, a Public Good in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Do we need more Internet 

governance?  

https://pc19ig.eu 

 

The project is under BardyConsult in Germany. 

The Internet, in its nature as a public good (even though it can be monetized and can 

exclude users from access), produces benefits, sets challenges and may create hazards. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, both the positive and negative impacts of the Internet have 

become very meaningful, and this has perhaps forever changed how society views and uses 

this service. Production and consumption of any public good are fostering sustainable 

development. With the Internet, the most outstanding connection is to the sustainable 

development goal of building strong partnerships, and the role of the Internet in fighting 

COVID-19 is about implementing the health-related sustainable development goals. The 

effects of the pandemic and the situation it creates should induce policy makers to 

reconsider the way in which public and private entities provide and regulate the Internet. In 

order to contribute to this investigation, the authors have reached out to several experts 

who partake in various expert advisory groups in the U.S., Germany and Switzerland. The 

first task is to design formats for involving leaders in business and government. The next 

step would be to test how these formats can be applied in a decision-making process on a 

transnational scale. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, HEA, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG6, SDG17. 

 

 

Smart surveillance of countryside constructions by UAVs 

http://sdi.mashhad.ir 

 

The project is under ICT Organization of Mashhad Municipality in Iran (Islamic 

Republic of). 

Mashhad’s Countryside area is over 86000 hectares that in some parts of this area, illegal 

construction has intensified, and traditional patrols to monitor construction face with 

problems such as the extent of the area, the lack of a network of suitable roads to access all 

parts, The cost of the traditional construction monitoring system, the possibility of 

corruption in the traditional construction monitoring system, and so on. This project has 

been implemented as a pilot in an area including six villages with an area of 1172 hectares, 

and the project stages include aerial photography with drones every 5 days from the area 

with high construction intensity, image processing, discrepancy detection (complete 

addition of the building Adding classes, etc.) using artificial intelligence and machine 

learning algorithms, converting discrepancies to map layers, loading map layers in a special 

system for sharing and updating spatial data (SDI), sending web service from The SDI 

system is a system for monitoring construction violations, sending patrol and monitoring 

teams to the site, enforcing the law and storing in the archive. In this project, an ebee x 

drone equipped with ppk technology has been used. The number of conflicts extracted by 

the new method during the project period is more than 45 times that of the old mode, and 

the time for detecting changes has been reduced by half, and the costs of the new mode have 

been reduced by about 20% compared to the old mode. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 6, ENV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11, SDG15. 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING THE NEEDS OF REFUGEES THROUGH HARNESING BIG DATA 

https://www.unescwa.org/ 

 

The project is under Central Administartion of Statistics in Lebanon. 

Lebanon continues to host the largest number of refugees relative to its national population, 

where 1 in 6 people is a refugee. Since 2011 over 5 million Syrian refugees and 6 million 

internally displaced persons (IDPs) have been forcibly displaced due to the ongoing crisis in 

neighboring Syrian Arab Republic.  Although Lebanon has officially adopted a 

‘disassociation policy’ towards the crisis in Syria, the impact and discourse on the presence 

of Syrian refugees for Lebanon have been highly polarized. There are increasing claims that 

the presence of refugees is contributing to high unemployment rates, weakened 

infrastructure, security instability, and even the spread of diseases. Like most major global 

displacement waves, refugees are regarded as burden on their host communities and are 



often used to fuel political bigotry. Additionally, this refugee situation is further complicated 

by their cross-border mobility and their status as migrant workers. These have caused 

tensions and even led to some serious security incidents, contributing to internal political 

disputes. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Click Wisely Campaign: Online Public Awareness on Internet Safety and Security 

http://www.klikdenganbijak.my/ 

 

The project is under Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission in 

Malaysia. 

Click Wisely Campaign: Online Public Awareness on Internet Safety and Security takes a 

holistic approach on awareness and education on Internet safety and security by promoting 

a shared culture of responsibility with families, schools, industry, government and others in 

the community, all playing their part to promote the positive use of the Internet. The 

programme hopes to:-  a) Generate literate users of technology and new media content 

(Internet savvy);  b) Create a sense of responsibility among Internet users to be ethical and 

sensitive to other users;  c) Educate Internet users about the importance of self-regulation; 

and  d) Create a safe environment for the users of the Internet.  The programme 

incorporates the values enshrined in Malaysia's Rukun Negara (National Principles) and its 

main themes are to promote safety, security and responsibility amongst Internet users.  

This campaign has been strengthened during COVID-19 pandemic as more people going 

online for work, study, entertainment and even connection with friends and family, thus, 

digital and Internet safety issues are increasingly important across Malaysia and around the 

world.  MCMC also collaborated with various agencies to provide a platform for strategic 

partners to raise media literacy awareness as an alternative measure to content restriction 

by a government body.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Mobile App for the Elimination of Gender Based Violence 

https://fasil.mu/lespwar/ 



 

The project is under Prime Minister's Office in Mauritius. 

It was proposed to develop a mobile application (App) for victims of GBV in Mauritius 

which will be operational 24 hour, seven days a week.    In line with international 

experiences, such App serve to increase Victim’s Safety by providing the right platform for 

victims of GBV to feel secure, protected and taken care of by authorities concerned in order 

to maintain a stable and healthy life.  The App will act as:   • An information Point   • A link 

to Services   • A Rapid Response Request.     Already thousands of citizens have downloaded 

the app with more than   100 citizens having tested the panic button.    Around 10 alerts 

required the intervention of the Police and the victims were assisted since launching on 25 

November 2020. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, GOV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

#SíHayExpertas. Commitment to promote gender equality in panels, conferences and 

publications. 

https://conectadas.org/foros_incluyentes/ 

 

The project is under Conectadas in Mexico. 

 Women's participation brings countless benefits: innovation, creativity, productivity, 

growth, peacemaking and social spillovers. That is why the voice of female experts needs to 

be heard in all public forums, particularly in the digital ecosystem. However, their 

participation in these spaces is still very low. Closing the gap requires to completely rethink 

the way in which these events are organized.   Conectadas and Chicas TIC launched the 

#SíHayExpertas permanent campaign, calling organizations and individuals to sign a public 

commitment and apply the "Guide to adopt equality practices in events".   The campaign 

was officially launched in a regional webinar with the participation of Gabriela Ramos (then 

OECD, now UNESCO) and Veronica Zavala (IDB), and organizations such as IFT, ITU, CITEL, 



ASIET, GSMA, Conecta Latam, SSIG, ICANN, ISOC, Comtelca, INAES, Internet MX, Futurecom, 

5G Americas.   Anyone can join the commitment at anytime at 

https://conectadas.org/foros_incluyentes/  where they can also access the Guide and see 

the list of people who have joined.   By January 23, 2021, over 150 organizations and 

individuals had joined.   This campaign has set in motion an expanding movement where 

organizations and people joining #SíHayExpertas are opening spaces for female experts 

event by event, which is already showing in regional conferences.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Stakeholder-informed ethics for new technologies with high socio-economic and 

human rights impact  

https://www.sienna-project.eu 

 

The project is under Stakeholder-informed ethics for new technologies with high socio-

economic and human rights impact  in Netherlands. 

The SIENNA project (2017-2021) addresses ethical issues in human genomics, human 



enhancement and AI and robotics. SIENNA focusses on ethical and human rights challenges. 

While these technologies offer significant benefits to individuals and society, they also 

present major ethical challenges, e.g., in relation to human autonomy, equality, personal 

liberty, privacy, and accountability. In collaboration with a variety of stakeholders, SIENNA 

has identified and assessed ethical and socio-economic issues, public opinions, legal 

regulation and human rights implications of each technology. It has developed ethical 

frameworks based on social, ethical and legal analyses that address major present and 

future ethical issues in human genomics, human enhancement and AI & robotics.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10. 

 

 

The Lagos Slums Project 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6649673617850400768/ 

 

The project is under Rhemarite Geospatial in Nigeria. 

The Slum Project is the brainchild of Adeola, a GIS consultant, Drone expert, and Mentor to 

young girls who desire to grow in the drone technology/photography/videography and GIS 

space. There are over 500 slums in the Lagos metropolis and as such it poses a threat to the 

residents. There are lots of vulnerable children especially young girls who are molested and 

exposed to sex at a tender age. My Slum project is to save as many vulnerable children by 

helping them channel their youthful energy to a goodly cause. Many of these children are 

born and raised in these slums, some migrated to Lagos without a plan and ended up living 

in the slum. Growing up in a slum comes with its downsides which include unhindered 

access to drugs, illicit sex, absence of education, unruly behaviours, absence of parental 

guidance and control and lots more.   COVID-19 ACTIVITY  With our meagre resources with 

the support of family and friends, we are reaching out to these slums one at a time. In April 

2020, in the heat of the lockdown, we visited a slum at General Paint near The Lagos 

Business School, there, we distributed food and relief materials to over 160 families out of 

the over 700 shelters in the slum. We started teaching some young girls and ladies crafts 

such as Soap Making, Fashion Designing, Hair Dressing and a few who showed interest in 

Technology are taught drone operations and applications, Microblogging, Videography and 

editing and photography.     OBJECTIVE  1. To raise a set of visionary girls who will become a 

source of inspiration and influence on others  2. To train and expose young girls to drone 

and mapping technology  3. To train and equip them with globally acceptable skills   4. To 

save as many from falling into a distasteful lifestyle of drug abuse, prostitution and other 

vices    TARGET AUDIENCE  1. Young and Vulnerable girls living in the slums  2. Young girls 

within the age of 14-18    The Covid-19 relief material was done with the support of Asseco 

Nigeria Limited   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Prosthesis 

https://ncra.org.pk/ 

 

The project is under Robot Design & Development Lab,NCRA in Pakistan. 

Prothesis Domain is mainly working on the prosthesis and is responsible for creating 

products for people having physical impairments whether it’s the loss of limbs or the need 

of additional support. We working on passive foot design that is more energy efficient if 3-D 



printed using thermoplastic polyurethane TPU Material. We aim to aid these people to 

overcome these impairments. Our main target audience is the hospitals and individual 

people of the society Our team has launched an orthosis insole product for people having 

foot related issues. Another product we have is the prosthetic arm for people having upper 

limb Amputations. In the pandemic situation of Coronavirus, where people cannot 

distinguish between Flu, runny nose, cough, Mucus cough, etc. we made the App to screen 

yourself for COVID-19 at home and also 3D print the Head visors to make face shields for 

doctors and nurses fighting coronavirus. Our team is working on prosthetic foot for lower 

limb amputees, portable bed recliner for Post-surgery recovery patient. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1. 

 

 



 

Alto al Ciberacoso 

https://www.altoalciberacoso.com/ 

 

The project is under Telefónica del Perú in Peru. 

In Peru, 52.5% of girls, boys and adolescents between 6 and 17 years old constantly access 

the Internet (GFK and CHS Alternativo, 2019). Today, the generation of digital natives has 

multiple development opportunities thanks to technology: from improving learning with 

innovative methodologies, to having immediate access to information and communication. 

However, just as digitization opens up many opportunities, it can also expose girls, boys and 

adolescents (NNA) to various risks. According to a study carried out by GFK and CHS 



Alternativo (2019), 55% of children and adolescents claim to have had contact on the 

Internet with strangers and 47% to have made a meeting. In addition, between 2018 and 

2019, the High Technology Crime Division of the National Police of Peru registered 425 

cases of online material of sexual abuse of girls, boys and adolescents between 6 and 17 

years old.  We established a strategic alliance with the NGO Capital Humano y Social 

Alternativo (CHS Alternativo) and the international organization End Violence Against 

Children for the management and development of “Stop Cyberbullying”, seeking the 

protection of minors in digital environments. The Stop Cyberbullying strategy aims to train 

and empower girls, boys and adolescents in risk prevention in digital environments through 

the online course "Stop Cyberbullying" and the use of high-impact didactic tools. Seeks that 

children and adolescents can identify common forms of bullying, such as grooming, 

sextortion and cyberbullying, and have tools for its prevention and reporting. In addition, it 

seeks to train teachers with pedagogical materials to accompany their students in risk 

prevention and to identify if any of them are facing a situation of online bullying; as well as 

sensitize parents in relation to safety and protection in the most popular social networks for 

their sons and daughters. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Minors Relations Management System 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17niZ6Vlq2lhEBrVolk-xcDuefpje3SDs/view?usp=sharing 

 

The project is under General Authority for Minors Affairs in Qatar. 

Minors Relations Management System (MRMS)is one of the digital Transformation 

Initiatives of the General Authority for Minors Affairs focusing on providing  Social 

,Financial ,legal ,Investment , real estate  as well as care and guidance services  for Minors, 

People with disabilities and other beneficiaries  through a robust paperless single window 

system integrated with GAMA internal departments equipped with an innovative 

intergovernmental correspondence system and an enterprise content Management system 

in addition to a direct integration with Qatar ministries and Authorities through a reliable 

Nationwide government network; all these services can be attended via a modernized 

service hall in its headquarters to ensure providing appropriate, instant, in-person aid 

;interactively  by our well trained service representatives to this important segment of 

Qatar society.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, GOV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Digital Prosecution Project 

https://eservices.pp.gov.qa/ 

 

The project is under Public Prosecution in Qatar. 

"The Digital Prosecution project aim is to use ICT to automate the entire processes in Qatar 

Public Prosecution, as well as providing innovative digital services to various types of 

stakeholders.   As a result of the project and for example, the complainant can now file-in 

the complaint and attach all documents and evidence electronically without the need to visit 

the Public Prosecution, the convicted person can pay the amounts of fines and bail digitally, 

as well as inquire about the status of the criminal cases and the dates of the hearing 

sessions. Lawyer firms can obtain electronic copies of case files without leaving their offices, 

and it has become possible to conduct investigation and hearing sessions and renew pretrial 

detention using video conferencing tools.  Public Prosecution provides 64 digital services to 

the public including the following categories (Individuals, Lawyer Firms, Private Sector, 

Government Entities) which represent 98% of the total number of services PP provides to 

the public. Currently, many services are provided through the following channels:  1- PP e-



Service Website Portal (https://eservices.pp.gov.qa). Public can reach the services and data 

through the website from anywhere.  2- PP Self-Services Machines 

(https://eservices.pp.gov.qa/About-Kiosk). The Kiosk is located in public areas for people 

to access PP services.  3- PP Mobile Application. Mobile devices such as tablets and 

smartphones can be used to access PP services"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Charitable Fundraising Service of Moscow 

https://www.mos.ru/ 

 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

Charitable Fundraising Service is a project of the Moscow Government dedicated to the 

development of the charitable initiatives within the city. The project has become the first 

instrument to allow making donations at the official Moscow Mayor web-site, mos.ru. It 

represents the optimization of transferring funds, verifying the status of non-profit 

organizations for the largest social-oriented web-portal for more than 13 mln Muscovites. 

During the pandemic, donations decreased by up to 50%. Citizens’ mistrust for little-known 

organizations collecting money on unspecialized websites only aggravates the situation.   

Charitable Fundraising Service of Moscow has become the first tool enabling users to 

donate while using mos.ru, the official portal of public services of the Mayor and the 

Government of Moscow, which unites optimization of donating process, reliable NCOs and 

the biggest audience in Moscow.  Users of mos.ru can donate without banking charges while 

paying their bills.  The service shows only the projects of proven and authorized funds, 

which are divided into categories by the recipient: children, animals, adults, elderly people.   

The project aims to involve mos.ru users in charity and promote charity projects among a 

big community, thus building a transparent and efficient charity sector in Moscow.     

Integration with mos.ru simplified the donation process making it easy and transparent 

both for those who donate and charity organizations. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, GOV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Missing and Found Pets Search Service    

https://www.mos.ru/pgu/ru/services/link/4033/ 

 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

Missing and found pets search service is the first citywide project in Russia for searching for 

missing pets launched on the official portal of the Moscow Mayor mos.ru . The service can 

be accessed both by those who have lost their pet and those who have found missing 

animals. The project includes a register of all missing and found pets in Moscow.  The new 

service is in the “Animals and Environment” category of the “Services” section on mos.ru.  

The user chooses the purpose (“Pet missing” or “Pet found”) and presses the “Search” 

button. After that the citizen can see all announcements published by other users. There is a 

possibility to describe the pet and add additional information to simplify the search and 

filter results. Announcements have contacts button.  If no announcement matches the query 

the user can post a new announcement.  The service also allows to register update 

notifications by settings (such as breed and color).  The database can be viewed by all users. 

However, only users authorized on mos.ru can post announcements, see the contacts and 

subscribe to register update notifications.   The citizens have published 210 announcements 

using the new Missing and found pets search service since the launch of the project on the 

23rd of December. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 

 "Let's be Friends!" Project 

https://dobrayamoskva.ru/nastavniki/ 

 

The project is under Moscow Department of Labour and Social Protection of 

Population in Russian Federation. 

"Let's be Friends!" is forming an institution of mentoring orphans, children left without 

parental care and in difficult life situation.    Participants can choose one of options for 

participation:  - social volunteering (tutoring, labor volunteering, organization of events in 

orphanages, etc.)  - organization of a one-time master class  - mentoring    Social 

volunteering involves regular participation in the life of a child or institution in different 

formats. Organizing a one-time master class is for people with no free time. Mentoring is a 

con-stant and close communication with a child (at least once a week), through which they 

get to know themselves, the world around them, achieve self-determination and cope with 

different age difficul-ties.    The mentor is a significant adult who can take part in the life of 

the child as a friend.    All mentors in the project are selected by a questionnaire, testing and 

a conversation with a psy-chologist. After passing the first stage of selection, all participants 

have special training about working with this category of children. After that, participants 

collect documents: a certificate from a neurologist, a certificate of non-criminal record and 

letters of recommendation.    The child and the mentor are accompanied by a tutor and a 

psychologist during the entire communication process. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, 6, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 



 

Innovate4Disability Inclusion Hackathon 

https://www.risa.rw/news-detail/news/innovate4disabilityinclusion-hackathon-

application-deadline-18th-semptember-

2019/?tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=

d832ab3e8b800fb6b3e42811f27b64aa 

 

The project is under Rwanda Information Society Authority in Rwanda. 

Rwanda Information Society Authority (RISA) in partnership with MINIYOUTH, the National 

Council of People with Disability (NCPD) with the support of UNDP invites all Innovators in 

Rwanda to participate in the INNOVATE4DisabilityInclusion Hackathon. The 

INNOVATE4DisabilityInclusion Hackathon is a national design competition which consists 

of developing Assistive Technologies (with digital solutions) that contribute to addressing 

needs of people with disability, increase their equal participation, safety and autonomy.  

Developed solutions will be key for Rwanda to bridge the disability digital divide.  Focus: 

This competition is in line with the SDGs and NST1 principles to leave no one behind. 

Innovators are free to address the needs of people with different forms of disability (ex: 

physical, sensory, psychiatric, neurological, cognitive and intellectual or multiple disabilities 

etc.)     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, EMP, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Sustainability Digital Platform  

https://www.stc.com.sa/wps/wcm/connect/english/stc/socialResponsibility/ 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 



Sustainability Digital Platform project supported the non governmental sectors or  charities 

by allowing them to register to stc as a beneficiary and avail volunteering opportunities to 

stc employees covering the COVID opportunities engagement which has a positive effect o 

society.    Expanding Access to Technology and Connectivity, Enhancing Economic Impacts, 

Doing business with integrity, Advancing Digital Opportunities, Caring for the Environment 

as well as Enriching Lives and Experiences and Empowering People.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6, LEA, ENV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Public, Private, People, Partnership Digital Innovation Hub 

https://4pdih.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Faculty of electrical engineering, University of Ljubljana in 

Slovenia. 

4PDIH connects and empowers an ecosystem of industry, education, public administration 

and communities to digitally transform Slovenian society and economy.It serves as a one-

stop-shop for inclusive digital transformation and digital competence development, 

including pursuing sustainable development.     By offering a supportive environment for 

development, testing and use of solutions in the field of the latest digital technologies to 

local communities, i.e. municipalities or consortia, start-ups, economic operators, scientific 

research institutions, educational institutions, public administrations, NGOs and individuals, 

in particular marginalized groups, 4PDIH, since 2019, when it was first established, 

conducted several needs analyses in Slovenian municipalities, education, economy sector, 

developed digital tools for testing and implementation to identify priorities of the involved 

parties, organized several webinars and workshops on digital skills and trainings, designed 

initiatives for communities in close collaboration with policy makers and other relevant 

stakeholders also in regard to the global pandemic of COVID-19.     4PDIH is an example of a 

human-centered digital transformation orientation, however by tackling digitalization in 

the widest sense possible, it is also deeply aware of the importance of approaching 

digitalization in a manner of being able to contribute to sustainability, having an important 

societal, as well as techno political impact.  



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 

Digital Community Center Project 

http://digicommune.net/index.php 

 

The project is under Office of the National Digital Economy and Society Commission  in 

Thailand. 

Digital Community Center (DCC) is a learning center for community to use and take 

advantage of digital technology. With the intention to reduce inequality, create economic 

and social value through digital technology. Its target groups are all groups of people, 

including the elderly, the disabled, children and youth, women and the disadvantaged or 

residents in remote areas.   In addition, DCC also a one-stop service center for people in 

community which integrate collaboration of government agencies, both central, regional, 

and local. It provides internet connectivity and service point for the government sector, 

providing business and career knowledge via online system as well as being a center for 

economic and social activities in areas such as education, agriculture, health care, trade, 

services, tourism, social welfare etc.     At present, DCC are located in all regions, 77 

provinces, a total of 2,277 centers located in various rural areas such as temple, educational, 

local government organizations, communities, professional development centers, district 

office, community product center, etc.   From the results of operations, DCC can create 6,000 

community entrepreneurs within 1 year and can create value in online merchandising for 

people in the community of over 7 million USD. This is a good starting point for the 

development of community entrepreneurs. This will bring a reflection to the overall strong 

economic development of the country.   Currently, it is in the process of upgrading the ICT 

community learning center to DCC. By adjusting the location and equipment to be more 

modern and be able to fully support the use of the people in the area. The center will not 

just be a computer room, it will be the center of the community to learn to trade products 



online through e-commerce which will be on Thailand Post mart website extending the 

economic and social development.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, 

ENV, AGR, SCI, 8, 9, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Unified Family Platform 

https://fcs.ae/c 

 

The project is under General Women's Union in United Arab Emirates. 

General Women's Union [GWU] places family cohesion as the topmost priority, believing 

unity efforts, integrating roles, and cooperation between entities can create high-quality 

services; based on this concept, GWU developed a unified family counseling platform with 

their strategic partners. The platform efficiently uses ICTs to helps bolster social cohesion 

and facilitate the family's challenges to ensure social stability.      The platform provides free 

consulting services for all citizens, residents, and UAE visitors. They can access the services 

via the portal or the smart app. The users will select the consultation based on his/her 

preferences where they can have it in 3 types:  • Instant text consulting  • Visual 

consultations with an appointment   • Consultation with the appointed entity     The expert 

consultants communicate remotely to understand challenges and cordially support while 

ensuring their privacy. The consultations can be social, legal, psychological, matrimonial, 

and educational.    Furthermore, the platform also provides access to 70 family services 

around the country classified either according to types of service, which include charitable 

services, social support, home care, counseling, delivery services, entertainment, education, 

and health, or according to target groups that include senior citizens, People of 

Determination, vulnerable families, residents, and the general community.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 



https://www.inmarsat.com/covid-19/ 

https://www.inmarsat.com/covid-19/ 

 

The project is under Inmarsat  in United Kingdom. 

"Inmarsat is providing further enhanced support to the vital aid and NGO sector during the 

Covid-19 pandemic, ensuring emergency responders can continue delivering critical aid and 

relief. Inmarsat’s Broadband Global Area Network (BGAN) and IsatPhone 2 services are 

crucial connectivity tools for land-based organisations, especially for aid agencies and 

NGOs.    The new initiatives include enabling Inmarsat’s BGAN Link plan for usage globally. 

This means that the normally static, geo-specific service can offer organisations the 

capability to operate cost-effectively and without complexity within a wider geographic 

range as they carry out their vital operations.  Inmarsat will also offer its BGAN Pro Plan, 

with a new discount of 50% on the cost of any data usage over the monthly allowance.  To 

support IsatPhone 2 pre-paid users, Inmarsat introduced an emergency voucher including 

50% more airtime allowance and a longer validity period for users. Additionally for the 

IsatPhone 2 GSPS Standard plan, a 50% discount on calls over the monthly limit will be 

applied.    These new initiatives will ensure aid and NGO organisations have access to the 

connectivity they need to do their job, wherever they are."      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, HEA, ENV, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG9, SDG13, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

We explore ways to use AI/ML to understand those suffering Alzheimer's Disease 

https://www.Kin-Keepers.com 

 

The project is under Kin-Keepers.com in United States of America. 

Kin-Keepers is dedicated to elderly populations. It uses AI to give seniors a synthetic voice. 

Its product called the "Assistive Self "is a Machine Learning algorithm that translates the 

utterances of those suffering from Alzheimer's Disease. Finding a way to understand elders 

suffering from cognitive decline, is key to reducing anger, frustration, and the rising cost of 

long-term care. Yet how can this be done when memories fade and the self shrinks away? 

The key is to use artificial intelligence to uncover a communication channel based not on 

fleeting memories, but on the enduring emotions, humans carry with them until death.      

Our objective is to bring forth non-invasive, non-pharmacological remedies to an aging 

world. All of us are living longer and having fewer babies. The offerings are not only for our 

grandparents and parents but for ourselves.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 6, BUS, HEA, ENV, SCI, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 



 

 

Action line C11. E-employment 
South School on Internet Governance 

https://gobernanzainternet.org/ssig2020/ 

 

The project is under CCAT LAT in Argentina. 

The objective of the South School on Internet Governance is to train professionals in the 

Americas free of charge on Internet-related issues in order to promote their participation in 

spaces where rules, regulations and other standards related to the Internet are defined. The 

South School on Internet Governance awards scholarships to all its participants, which since 

its inception in 2009 have awarded scholarships with a complete gender balance. (50% 

women 50% men).  The main objective of the school is to train the new and new leaders of 

Internet governance in Latin America. In its 11 consecutive editions, it has already awarded 

more than 4000 scholarship recipients, many of whom today have already been actively 

involved in leading different Internet activities. The South School on Internet Governance 

rotates between countries to encourage the participation of different communities. It has 

simultaneous translation in all its editions during the five days of the training. It is also 

transmitted in a virtual way through social networks, allowing the participation of 

thousands of people from many countries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, LEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Digital technology to solve a Sustainable  plant nutrients for global food production .  

http://krishibiddurlave.blogspot.com/2018/02/satellite-bangabandhu-one.html 

 

The project is under Northern Agro Services Ltd in Bangladesh. 

Summary of the Solution – Sustainable plant nutrients for global food production.  Based on 

a new technology : have a proof of concept. Providing a safe alternative to chemical 



fertilizers.   Chemical  crop fertilizers are responsible for environmental pollution all around 

the world. A more sustainable alternative would be to replace them with living microbes 

that can interact with the plants to stimulate their growth and health.  A way  that supports 

social responsibility and environmental sustainability. www.northernfertilizer.com   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, ENV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG6, SDG9, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15. 

 

 

DaPoPE 

https://www.avr.be/en 

 

The project is under AVR in Belgium. 

With this innovative solution, developed by a consortium of partners in Europe, we are 

connecting the farmer and the processing industry in terms of data exchange. High-end AI 

driven image recognition systems give insights into the width/length of the harvested 

potatoes in realtime (while harvesting). This information is linked to the correct field and 

farmer. By doing so the food industry has an unique view where to find which kind of 

potatoes for a certain order to have to make for the retail e.g. In this project we have 

combined this with overall yield measurement and prediction models (done with drone 

flights during the growing season).    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

COVID-19 Hygiene Hub 

https://hygienehub.info/ 

 

The project is under Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology in Canada. 

The COVID-19 Hygiene Hub is a free service to help actors in low- and middle-income 

countries rapidly share, design, and adapt evidence-based hygiene interventions to combat 

COVID-19. We bring together governments, international agencies, and NGOs along with 

technical advisors and researchers in public health, behaviour change, and implementation 

science to enable effective hygiene programmes that curb human-to-human transmission of 

the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) responsible for COVID-19 in homes, communities, 

schools, health care facilities, and other public spaces. Ours broad partnership is housed at 

the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) that draws on scientific, 

operational, and creative expertise from a network of organisations. This initiative was 

developed by individuals from LSHTM, the Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation 

Technology (CAWST), and the Wash’Em team. The strategic direction of the COVID-19 

Hygiene Hub is guided by a steering committee comprising senior representatives of 

leading international agencies, including the World Health Organization, the World Bank, 

UNICEF, the Global WASH Cluster, the International Federation of the Red Cross, WaterAid, 

Oxfam, and Action contre la Faim.   



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10. 

 

 

 

Regional Digital Market strategy  

https://alianzapacifico.net/que-es-la-alianza/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Foreign Relations of Chile in Chile. 

The Pacific Alliance (PA) is a regional integration mechanism with the participation of Chile, 

Colombia, Mexico and Peru. One of the PA objectives is to promote the development of a 

Regional Digital Market (RDM), the strategy seeks to enable the free flow of digital products, 

goods and services that are marketed through the Internet among member countries.The 

MDR also seeks to establish a cooperation framework among the PA countries to promote 

the digital economy, electronic commerce and the use of emerging technologies. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

 



world internet of things convention 

http://www.wiotc.org 

 

The project is under world internet of things convention in China. 

Established in 2015, the WIOTC is a forward-looking and leading global conference aimed at 

promoting the World IoT economy and has successfully held 5 annual conferences and 100 

international meetings.  The goal is to make the endeavor to build the IoT and achieve 

economic development, deliver benefits to the people in terms of smart life and production 

and make a contribution to the UN SDGs.  1.It has proposed that the IoT is an ecological 

network combining digitization, informationization, and intelligence and that it is the 

attribute and definition of a global new economic carrier in which the digital economy and 

the real economy as well as a new generation of information technology are deeply 

integrated. Meanwhile, it has originally created the concept and cognition of "Smart 

Revolution".  2.It has planned the framework of the new economic system composed of 17 

fields including the industry, agriculture, etc.  3.It has introduced the new economic 

framework model of the IoT with visualized real-time tracking+retrospective+commercial 

customization and the direction of the sustainable development of the IoT.  4.It has created 

and developed the world IoT connect operating system and the IoT trade shopping 

architecture.  5.Released the "World IoT White Paper" & " Beijing Declaration on the World 

IoT".  6.Established the "Top 500 World IoT".  7.Opened the online "IoT World Fair".  The 

WIOTC has received active attention and participation from more than 100 countries, 

regional governments; representatives of UN agencies have attended WIOTC’s annual 

conferences and delivered speeches in its activities; leaders of the EU, Philippines, France, 

and  ISO, IEEE, CENELEC have sent congratulatory letters; it is attended by ambassadors, 

counselors, and diplomats from more than 30 countries and representatives of 4K leading 

IoT companies. It was reported  by many national think tanks, and 1K of media worldwide. 

It has become the world's most cutting-edge and leading international organization and 

conference brand for the IoT. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 



 

The World IoT Connect Operating System 

http://www.wiotri.org 

 

The project is under The Connection Operating System Research Institute of World IoT 

Research Institute in China. 

The World IoT Connect Operating System consists of device connection management 

platform, industry application enabling platform, and big data visualization management 

platform .The platform adopts a completely modular and plug-in design concept,which 

enables it to flexibly extend its application according to the needs of users; it boasts such 

characteristics as full connection, high concurrency, low delay and hot swap as well as 

safety and reliability. For users in the high-end industry, the WIOTCOS will provide a 

complete solution for the most advanced and mature IoT platform. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 5, GOV, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

The World IoT New Economy Structure Model 

http://www.spiot.org 

 

The project is under Smarter Planet Internet of Things Co., Ltd. in China. 

The IoT economic structure model of “Visual Real-time Tracking and Tracing Plus Trade 

Order” developed by the Smarter Planet Internet of Things Co., Ltd is a new economy 

pattern that allows consumers to enjoy a visualized experience beforehand when it comes 

to the procedures of production and manufacturing as well as logistics and delivery of 

commodities and products. Not only can it guarantee the quality and accuracy of products 

and reduce the costs of commodities and the costs of circulation, it can also effectively 

safeguard the rights and interests of consumers. Through this model, manufacturers 

(including service suppliers) will directly buy and pay on the IoT internet platform, which 

makes possible the building of a fair economic society. The aim is to build a global IoT new 



economy and promote the sustainable development of world economy and society. The 

structure model was introduced to the world through the World IoT White Paper in 2018 

released by the World Internet of Things Convention and earned the engagement and 

support of UNESCO, UN organizations in China, and EU as well as experts and scholars from 

China, Germany and Russia, ambassadors and envoys from over 100 countries and 

representatives from top 500 enterprises. In addition, it has been reported and publicized 

by tens of hundreds of media including China News Service, PR Newswire, Bloomberg News 

and World News Network and attracted the attention of billions of viewers all over the 

world. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, BUS, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG12, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Scratch4All Contest 

https://www.facebook.com/scratchersdecuba 

 

The project is under Universidad de las Ciencias Informáticas in Cuba. 

First Edition of the Science and Technology Projects Contest Scratch4All. We invite children 

and adolescents to think, create, contribute, innovate, undertake. Their project will be a 

contribution to their school and their community. We promote reflection on the usefulness 

of programs to represent ideas and solve problems. Stimulate trust through the use and 

execution of programs designed by the participants, with the promotion of a responsible 

use of technologies and collaborative work.                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, LEA, SCI, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

ICT for Comprehensive Community Development in Agriculture  

http://aradina.kenanaonline.com 

 

The project is under Ministry of Communications and Information Technology – Egypt 

in Egypt. 

The overall goal of ICT4CCDA is to contribute to strengthen the agriculture knowledge eco-

system in the MENA region by leading and moderating the generation and management of 

credible, integrated and specialized knowledge portals and agriculture ICT based services 

that increase the food production and incomes.   The project is composed of three 

integrated pillars as follows:  I) Aradina “Our Lands” portal, 

www.aradina.kenanaonline.com   Aradina is initiated based on three key concepts which 

are: i) the significance of knowledge for community development, ii) the value of 

establishing a sustainable mechanism for producing, managing and updating specialized, 

authenticated, efficient and professionally-presented Arabic content in the agriculture 

sector, and iii) the power of partnerships and networking for establishing knowledge-based 

organizations and building the knowledge society.      II) The Expert system, 



https://kenanaonline.com/expert_systems   This system investigates the most efficient 

agriculture knowledge management and utilization of solutions that can empower farmers 

with the expertise knowledge whenever needed in an easy optimized and updated way to 

improve their agriculture productivity; hence share in overcoming the problem of food 

security in Egypt.   III) The advanced Knowledge applications:  This pillar assists the 

agriculture institutions with advanced smart applications using the latest technologies.  

Examples: The Smart Water Management System to regulate, preserve, and protect the 

underground water resources by creating knowledge portal of water management best 

practices and technologies, managing and aggregating data from IoT sensors on the 

targeted urban areas wells to monitor and analyze water consumption patterns, and 

support decision makers with timely dashboard of important indicators.   Another Example: 

The Fish Productions and Prices Monitoring Services that includes database of all the 

production and fishing data across Egypt and display reports.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG5, SDG6, SDG17. 

 

 

 

 "Program of Numerical Literacy", in anagram, "PÁNUM-Digital" a Social-

Humanitarian Project  

https://www.onavedra.website 

 

The project is under Multi-sector NGO Onavedra in Equatorial Guinea. 

In the ALPHANUMERIC CAMPUS, a Social-Humanitarian Project is being carried out, called, 

“NUMERICAL LITERACY PROGRAM” (digital or computer literacy), in anagram, “PÁNUM-

Digital”, an initiative that has born of the population and for the benefit of the population 

itself, by taking FREE COURSES, IN CONTINUOUS MODULAR SYSTEM, ON THE 

INITIALIZATION OF BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTERS AND PRACTICAL HANDLING OF 

COMPUTERS, THEIR ACCESSORIES AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS. PÁNUM-Digital, not only 

instills in the population the basic knowledge that they must possess for all, but also 

guarantees to enjoy the human rights inherent to the development of people who live in 

popular masses to advance towards a cultured and informed.    OBJECTIVES:     a) Contribute 



to the eradication of the vulnerability of basic computer knowledge in the country:  From 

the position of civil society, contribute to the appropriation by the same vulnerable 

population, the "culture of new technologies", displaying free courses on initiation and 

training on basic computer skills and practical use of computers.      b) Secondary to the 

development actions carried out by the public and private sectors, as well as other actors 

and development partners in the matter of the “culture of ICTs (new information and 

communication technologies), reach all levels and most vulnerable social classes of the 

population ”.      c) Teach and evaluate basic concepts and computer skills so that vulnerable 

and disadvantaged social classes and layers, as well as people with disabilities and / or 

Disabilities of the Equatorial Guinean and resident population respectively, can use ICT in 

their daily lives and, to develop new social and economic opportunities for the benefit of 

themselves, their family and their community”, as well as for their country.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

SDG Integrated Planning and Reporting Toolkit 

https://iprt.uneca.org 

 

The project is under United Nations Economic Commission for Africa in Ethiopia. 

The Integrated Planning and Reporting Toolkit (IPRT) is a software  sponsored by the ECA 

and developed in response to the needs of the African Member States to  simultaneously 

adopt and integrate both the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and  Agenda 2063 

into their national development and be able to report progress in a harmonized  way. With 

the goals, targets, and indicators of the two Agendas already in-built into the software,  

users can visually assess the level and strength of alignment between the two Agendas at 

the  click of a button. The in-built dashboards allow for visualization of summary 

information on the  alignment of the two Agendas as well as country performance regarding 

alignment with the two  agendas and progress in implementation of the national goals and 

targets as aligned as well as progress reporting towards achieving national, regional, and 

global development commitments.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, 

SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Women in Innovation Network  

https://www.eieiforum.org 

 

The project is under Europe Israel Economic & Innovation Forum  in Finland. 

EIEI Forum is a Networking & Business portal platform. Creating, nurturing, supporting, 

developing, utilizing all business connections between Europe – Israel.      Location – We are 

an NGO & Nonprofit Register in Finland as a European entity. The organization aims to unite 

and collaborate with all parties in order to develop and increase the trade between Europe 

& Israel.    During the project we are planning to facilitate to 100-200 Tech professionals the 

following -    1. Best practice for women to navigate the changing tech, innovation & Funding 

landscape in both counties as Covid-19 sweeps the globe.     2.  Which opportunities are 

available for women in tech entrepreneurship and establishing a network and fundraising 

community?     3. What is done to ensure that the inclusion of women in innovation is not 

side-lined and overlooked when business find themselves under the extreme pressure.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 

 

CommunityHeroes  

https://communityheroes.eu 

 



The project is under Scrypt.Media  in France. 

"We have built CommunityHeroes, an application enabling digital connections for a better 

offline world. The solution facilitates the exchange of hour-based services and support 

within communities and links community members to non-profit organizations and causes 

in their area. At the same time, it enables organizations to build campaigns around causes 

and to recognize community engagement, creating a new form of cross-sectoral 

engagement.   This project was started at the onset of the crisis with the vision to (1) 

organize and encourage community-driven support systems, (2) create a positive impact on 

both mental health and future outlook for people affected by the crisis and (3) enable long-

term partnerships between communities and organizations that can make a lasting impact 

way beyond the current crisis.  We are one of the winning projects of the EUvsVirus 

hackathon (co-organized by the European Commission) and have received continued 

support by the European Innovation Council."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, HEA, EMP, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

BODA Community Smart City Pandemic and Epidemic Suite 

http://www.bodacommunity.io 

 

The project is under Casantey  Business Solutions Group in Ghana. 

Citizen alert, contact tracing, contact monitoring and  data  maangement solution                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, 6, GOV, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Covid-19 Quarantine Alert System (CQAS) 

https://gis-

dm.ndma.gov.in/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=ed92091887564746b2a6e60a

dcece1a7 

 

The project is under Department of Telecommunications in India. 

Department of Telecom (DoT) along with CDOT and Telecom Service Providers has 

designed COVID-19 Quarantine Alert System -CQAS, an indigenous, innovative system, with 

zero additional cost to contain the spread of Covid-19 pandemic. It is a comprehensive 

solution, catering not only to smartphone but also feature phones, for effective monitoring, 

management and enforcement of the quarantine geo-fence, a virtual boundary. The solution 

tracks the breach of geo-fence when the confirmed or the suspected or potential Covid-19 

positive person moves away from his quarantined location with a reasonable accuracy, 

automatically triggers SMS/email alerts to authorized Government agency. User Location 

information is received from telecom networks, periodically over a secure network with 

due protection of data, through automated processes without any user dependency.   Impact 

:   Till date CQAS has served 2.720 million targets of 18 State Govts of India, serving  



generating more than 180 million breach alerts, keeping 850 million citizens safe.     

Objectives achieved:  1. CQAS is plotting quarantine geo-fence breach alerts on NDMA GIS 

Portal with multi-feature layered map for easier visualization by the higher authorities.   2. 

CQAS is sending real time geo-fence breach alerts by quarantined persons to State Govts, 

right from State Nodal Authority down to District & Zonal Teams only on designated email 

IDs.   3.CQAS does not require human intervention of keeping GPS Location always ON for 

mobile device. It provides an edge over GPS edge based solutions which are dependent on 

human behavior and works only for smart phones.   4. CQAS is sending alerts for switched 

OFF/ unreachable mobile phones as well.   5. CQAS has provided assistance to State Govts in 

localizing the migrants for providing timely help & relief to them in terms of food; make 

shift shelter& travelling facilities.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, GOV, HEA, SCI, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

RightHear 

https://www.right-hear.com/ 

 

The project is under RightHear in Israel. 

We are an Israeli startup company that has designed the world’s most advanced spatial 

orientation solution for people who are blind or visually impaired, as well as any individual 

with orientation challenges.  Our solution allows for users to independently navigate public 

spaces. Since we launched in March 2016, more than 800 venues have turned their public 

spaces into accessible environments for people with low-vision or orientation challenges. 

RightHear users can now access in 26 different languages hundreds of places that were 

previously inaccessible, all independently. Every day, new places are joining our network of 

accessible environments and more and more users are joining our growing global 

community of independent travelers.  Our solution does not require users to have an active 

internet connection, and unlike other solutions, allows them to navigate independently 

without the use of an external guide or additional hardware.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Decision Makers Program 

http://www.parliament51.com 

 

The project is under Parliament51  in Israel. 

Parliament51 is a social impact initiative aimed to achieve gender equality and equal 

opportunities for women in the workplace, focusing leadership positions. P51 is a global 

and growing community of leading companies and leading organizations, who commit to 

promote gender equality through continuing conversation, acting programs and creative 

solutions. We work with companies through P51's activities and methodology - ""Design 



Equality,"" a top-down process created to increase the number of talented women in 

leadership positions, with an emphasis on technology positions. We lead change from the 

top by creating a C – level forum from different organizations and industries. The sessions 

are attended by both male and female committed to P51’s principles. These teams gather to 

discuss equality in the workplace and pitch changes. Parliament51 sees these discussions 

contributing to awareness of the issue and motivating people and companies to achieve 

equality. Based on these discussions, P51 tailors specific programs for each organization 

based on company’s needs and characteristics. Through workshops, consultants and 

lecturers help advance equality throughout the company. We have also acted to create a 

global network of female leaders that promote women’s empowerment in different events 

and workshops. Our organization is dedicated to equal recruiting and promotion 

opportunities, guiding equal pay decision makers, providing middle and senior managers 

awareness for equality policies, workshopping empowerment and management skills with 

women, empowerment, and monitoring company policies. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 



e-audit 

https://www.valoritalia.it/ 

 

The project is under Valoritalia srl in Italy. 

Valoritalia is the main Italian certification body for the Italian Product-with-Designation-of-

Origin  and Product-with-Geographical-identification  wines and is a national player for 

Organic and Integrated-Pest-Mandagement products. Valoritalia has been partner of the 

IoF2020 project, which has been the European H2020 project designed to generate 

maximum impact, bringing closer together and integrating the supply and demand sides of 

IoT technologies in the agri‐food sector. IoF2020 has developed and tested a series of IoT 

components and solutions by a number of use cases.  Valoritalia case focused on IoT and 

certification. The certification of agro-food systems and products is a pillar of EU quality 

policy, implemented through the wide regulatory framework on PDO production, put into 

place more than 40 years ago, and the organic production system regulation, in force  for 

more than 20 years. Further voluntary certification schemes exist and are recommended to 

access to some local international market.      E-audit is a product of the IoF2002 EU project. 

IoF2020 comprises 120+ partners from 22 countries. The project was led by Wageningen 

University & Research  Different technology partners have been selected to solve the 

different project challenges. Hitachi CBT in the initial project phases and then Uquido, gave 

support in the software development for the cellar exercise and Abaco did for the vineyard 

exercise. Sensor provider was a Portuguese start up named Winegrid.  Cellar tests were 

performed the wineries: Azienda Agricola Ricci Curbastro, Azienda Agricola Moroder, Nosio 

Spa (Cantine Mezzocorona), Visintini Vini, La Biancara di Angiolino e Alessandro Maule and 

Fattoria di Petrognano.   Vineyard tests were performed in the Valoritalia offices using data 

coming from Cantine Ferrari, Azienda Agricola Ferghettina and ARTEA. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

GovtechLAB Platform  

https://www.caf.com/es/temas/g/govtech/ 

 

The project is under CAF - Development Bank of Latin America in Mexico. 

The GovtechLab Platform has been developed focusing on a key aspect of the WSIS 

Declaration ‘seek and effectively implement concrete international approaches and 

mechanisms, including financial and technical assistance’. The Platform is the first regional 

initiative aimed at supporting the govtech ecosystem, comprising a new brand of tech-

based, data-driven startups that work with governments to solve public problems through 

innovation.     Its objective is to align 6 action lines to support the nascent govtech scene in 

the region:    1) The 'Govtech Index 2020': the first quantitative work aimed at modeling and 

measuring the govtech ecosystems in Latin America, Spain and Portugal.    2) The 'Govtech 

and the Future Government' Report: the first qualitative work aimed at analyzing the state 

of the art and develop concrete recommendations for govtech policies in the region.    3) 



Govtech Investment Programme: a 2 million USD programme focused on equity and 

convertible notes for govtech startups working  to tackle COVID-19 related issues. Through 

these resources we are supporting startups in Colombia, Dominican Republic, Mexico, 

Spain, and Uruguay.    4) Financial resources for technical cooperation: to support national 

and local governments to design and deliver govtech policies. The Platform has supported: 

tColombia, with their Govtech Innovation Lab; Córdoba in Argentina, to develop and 

implement the first public govtech investment fund in the region; and Mexico City, to 

develop their digital procurement system.    5) Govtech Observatory: a collaborative 

platform to identify startups, understand their impact in terms of aggregated revenue and 

job creation, and to enable a marketplace environment to match startups supply with 

government demand (to be published in 2021).    6) Outreach and Evidence:  to understand 

the barriers and opportunities of specific solutions, as well as to test diverse methodologies 

to understand the government's Return on Investment when working with govtech 

startups. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, GOV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, 

SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Internet awareness and capacity building 

https://learninternetgovernance.blogspot.com/ 

 

The project is under RayZnews in Nepal (Republic of). 

"1. Toolkit on Fact checking   https://learninternetgovernance.blogspot.com/p/fact-

checking-toolkit.html  2. Internet awareness and Capacity building program   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0Yu3eAr7Cw&t=314s  3. Report on Data Breach and 

PRIVACY in Nepal During COVID19 by Shreedeep Rayamajhi   

https://www.slideshare.net/ShreedeepRayamajhi/report-on-data-breach-and-privacy-in-

nepal-during-covid19-by-shreedeep-rayamajhi"                                                                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

The WOW Dinner  

https://wowdinnertoronto.com 

 



The project is under The WOW Dinner  in Netherlands. 

The WOW Dinner is part of an inspirational global series of networking events taking place 

around the globe, aims at promoting diversity and the empowerment of women in tech and 

related industries.    We connected over 1000 women and attendees left our dinners with 

multiple clients and valuable connections. We work with big global events and big reliable 

partners. We support other causes and we managed during the covid to collect laptops for 

innercity kids, arranged a partnership between one of the largest supermarkets and the 

foodbank. In Canada we supported a foodbank and an indigenous cause.     We give students 

free access to our dinners and we encourage them to engage with the rest of our attendees.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Vehicle Inspection through X-rays 

http://www.comsats.edu.pk/ 

 

The project is under Vehicle Inspection through X-rays in Pakistan. 

The X-Ray technology is still used for various purposes around the globe in many different 



fields such as inspecting the passenger luggage at the airport or even to scan vehicles but 

the use of this technology has not yet been implemented to scan vehicles before now in 

Pakistan. Our project, VIX has the potential to completely revolutionize security system of 

the public points. At present the vehicles are searched manually by guards which is a highly 

inaccurate and inefficient method. Because of this the security of various public points is at 

high risk and could be compromised. Our project will provide a system which is efficient 

accurate and time saving which would ensure that the public points are not vulnerable 

anymore. The vehicles would just have to pass and the as they do so they would be 

monitored using X-Ray scan. This product could be the advancement that is required in the 

security department. Even if not an advancement itself. It a big step in the right direction 

and due to this, the VIX project could attract giant companies to buy it. This product could 

set a new security standard and in order meet that standard more and more companies 

from public and private sector are expected to approach. Also, this product, since, it is 

locally manufactured is expected to be cheaper than the imported ones. Therefore, it is also 

expected to give a massive competition to the imported car scanners and many companies 

that are willing to invest huge sums of money to improve their security would prefer a 

cheaper alternative. This product has a massive room for improvement and is even 

expected to get offers from international companies if equipped with features that are in 

accordance with the international standards.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: EMP, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Foreign Trade Portal 

https://www.psa.gov.qa/en/statistics1/ft/pages/default.aspx 

 

The project is under Planning and Statistics Authority in Qatar. 

The foreign trade system is an open government information system, promoting the use of 

business intelligence to facilitate access to foreign trade data in support for the knowledge 

community. The portal offers important trade information including exported and imported 

commodities and volumes and countries of trade in a friendly way.     Via the cleaning and 

consolidation of timely trade data, the portal attempts to support business planning in an 

evidence based fashion where data is sharable as part of the government attempt to 

empower business society with sustainability and growth tools contributing eventually to 

the grown of the Qatari economy. Through the support for knowledge-based economy, the 

government thrives for the support of entrepreneurs especially youth, women and disabled 

people along with prosperity to population and reduction of poverty.   The use of the portal 

via external business communities also promotes open trade and international and regional 

trade cooperation towards the global economic growth and thus poverty reduction. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 

GLOBAL CHALLENGE — ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT GOALS  

https://skai.sk.ru/en/ 

 

The project is under Skolkovo Foundation in Russian Federation. 

An international program “Global Challenge – AI for SDGs” is one of the initiatives created 

by the Skolkovo Foundation and its partners in the field of Artificial Intelligence that aimed 

to achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The main objective of the Fund's 

program is to promote 17 UN goals among the technological community, which can become 

a powerful driver of their achievement.   At the first stage, AI innovative use cases related to 

SDGs were selected to create the first SDGs/ESG AI case map. At the moment, an interactive 

map of AI technological cases is available online in English. The map introduces innovative 

technologies of 40 finalists of the first year. Their AI-based solutions for healthcare, 

education, retail and fintech have great potential to fulfill SDGs. The map will be constantly 

supplemented by the cases of the international program participants and will become a link 

between socially responsible businesses, startups and the government.   First-year program 

results:      A national PR campaign promoting SDG among hi-tech community (10000 

entrepreneurs)  Promotion of the SDGs among the technology community at the largest 

Russian conferences (Startup Village, Open Innovations, AI Journey) and international 

conferences (Belt & Road Summit, SWITCH, Singapore Fintech Week)    280 ICT companies 

as participants     40 finalists on the online interactive SDG’s/ESG  AI case map in English    3 

business missions - to Switzerland, China, Singapore (28 participants)    24 sessions with 

mentors    3 studies of the patent landscape in AI in the Russian Federation and worldwide    

5 program laureates nominated for participation in the Innovation Factory AI for Good 

conference hosted by ITU   Accreditation of the Skolkovo Foundation in SDSN, submission of 

documents for membership in UN Global Compact   Launch of a joint project with ITU, AI for 

Good. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, BUS, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, 



SDG11, SDG12, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Knowledge Lab 

https://klab.rw 

 

The project is under Knowledge Lab in Rwanda. 

kLab was established in 2012 as an unique open innovation center in Kigali where students, 

fresh graduates, entrepreneurs, and other innovators come to work on their software 

ideas/projects to turn them into first level of products/services to Minimum Viable 

Products (MVPs) which may be turned into viable business with the help of experienced 

mentors who provide both technical and business assistance to members. While the 

preliminary focus of the kLab is capacity building at or near the base of the ICT 

entrepreneurs / innovators’ pyramid and making idea into reality through trials and errors, 

some notable start-up businesses have emerged from the kLab. After nearly 9 years of 

existence, kLab has established itself as an important landmark within the Rwandan ICT 

scene. The space generally held an “open door policy” for mostly young innovators within 

the software development sector.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, ENV, AGR, 

SCI, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Fabrication Lab 

https://www.fablab.rw/ 

 

The project is under Fabrication Lab in Rwanda. 

FabLab was established in 2016 adjacent to the kLab. It provided digital fabrication tools 

and materials to individuals with aspiration of creating physical prototype and digitally-

enhanced products. Following the FabLab charter, FabLab Rwanda became an open space 

for its members to turn innovative ideas into prototype and to create small batch products, 

as well as to provide a platform for capacity building and integration of hardware skills with 

software knowledge. The space provides a platform for capacity building for digital 

fabrication and integration of hardware skills with software knowledge. These capacity 

building opportunities will prepare Rwandan innovators to take advantage of the 

opportunities brought force by digitally enhanced connected devices such as Internet of 

Things (IoTs). Moreover, the space foster collaborative community, knowledge sharing, and 

innovation business models with a focus to increase Rwanda’s competitiveness in the fields 

of design, engineering, electronics, fabrication and new digitally enhanced businesses. 

FabLab Rwanda also serves as a model for the Government, civil societies, and industries to 

experience, first hand, grass-root approach in providing technical capacity and literacy, 

promoting new innovation, and transforming traditional industries with digital fabrication 

agents.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, ENV, AGR, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Tech Champions 

https://techchampions.sa/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in Saudi 

Arabia. 

A program aimed at enabling digital transformation and elevating technical capabilities, 

Tech Champions takes ambitious digital entrepreneurs in a 10-month entrepreneurial 

journey from training and competency development all the way to post-accelerator 

consulting and mentorship. This is targeted toward the early-stage startups, and focused on 

taking their projects from ideas to MVPs.     In quest of achieving MCIT’s objectives of 

enhancing the development efforts in the sector, driving the digital transformation agenda 

in the Kingdom and providing a solid training ground for the ambitious, the inaugural Tech 

Champions opened its doors for more than 3,000 startups and aspiring entrepreneurs, from 

four different cities, and in the fields of health, e-commerce, Hajj & Umrah, sports & 

entertainment, and smart cities to submit their business ideas. Of which, 350 were selected 

for a two-week bootcamp that involved training and mentorship activities, giving 

participants a chance to strengthen their business and entrepreneurship foundations.     



What followed was a four-month accelerator for the carefully-selected 60 participants, 

offering more training programs, consultation sessions, mentoring and business support 

leading to a closing ceremony that featured identifying the winners for a grand total of SAR 

300,000 in grants. Meanwhile, 50 partnerships were created with vertical owners – private 

and government entities, locally and globally – to highlight challenges and opportunities, 

and to adopt the success stories of the program to assure its sustainability.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 6, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

Global AI Summit 

https://www.theglobalaisummit.com/ 

 

The project is under Saudi Data and AI Authority  in Saudi Arabia. 

The Global AI Summit, organized by the Saudi Data & AI Authority (SDAIA) and G20 Saudi 

Secretariat, is the world's premier platform for dialogue that brings together stakeholders 

from public sectors, academia and private sector, including technology companies, 

investors, entrepreneurs and startups to shape the future of Artificial Intelligence (AI).    It is 

a unique global opportunity to explore what the new global era means to AI, how AI's 

transformational potential can be best used to create a better future for all, and what this 

means for policy and decision makers interested in leveraging the potential, for the good of 

humanity. Three strategic agreements between SDAIA and leading companies were signed.    

The Global AI Summit aligns with the Kingdom’s aspirations to be a world leader in data-

driven economies and artificial intelligence. The summit also sheds light on the role Saudi 

Data & AI Authority plays in spearheading alternative economies, in cooperation with its 

partners and other entities, to achieve the Kingdom’s Vision 2030 goals. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Intelligent watering taking advantage of the existing irrigation installation 

https://youtu.be/IBjvWjPTIbg 

 

The project is under BRIOAGRO TECH, S.L. in Spain. 

Our first prototypes started working in 2016, and by the end of 2017 we started connecting 

to irrigation equipment to do Smart Irrigation based on the information from our irrigation 

algorithm. In 2018 we started to incorporate satellite images to make the solution more 

competitive in price, while using the concept of guidance sensors, to reduce the investment 

in sensors.  The adoption / market validation stage has passed in the years 2018 and 2019. 

And since the last quarter of 2020 we have entered the Proven / Scalable stage, starting in 

new markets such as the Italian in Europe, and the Mexican in America.  BrioAgro has more 

than 250 installations, most of them in Spain, with all kinds of producers in the agro-food 

industry. In addition accumulates experience in more than 40 different crops.      

https://youtu.be/3vu9t_dMolE  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, AGR, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13, SDG17. 

 

 



 

ITU Digital World 2021 

https://digital-world.itu.int/events/2021-ha-noi/ 

 

The project is under ITU Telecom in Switzerland. 

ITU Digital World 2021 is the next physical ITU Telecom event, reflecting the breadth of 

technologies powering our communications ecosystem.     Taking place in September 2021 

at the National Convention Center in Ha Noi, Viet Nam, ITU Digital World 2021 will be an 

international exhibition for digital solutions, a world-class forum of insightful debates, an 

Awards programme recognizing innovative solutions with social impact and a networking 

hub connecting nations, organizations and individuals. It will be your opportunity to 

connect with governments, industry and tech SMEs, explore common challenges, share 

ideas and build partnerships. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Remote Monitoring of funding using a blockchain Trusted technology 

https://keeex.me/ 

 

The project is under UEFA Foundation for Children in Switzerland. 

Through sport and football in particular, the UEFA Foundation helps children and protects 

their fundamental rights, in particular by promoting access to health, education, health care, 

education sport and the integration of minorities. The Foundation is currently providing 

grants to over 100 projects running across the globe.   KeeeX is a French technology startup 

that delivers Blockchain certification and traceability of documents, processes and 

decisions.    Initial problem: How to monitor efficiently and in a mutual trusted way the 

funding used by Non-Governmental Organisations and the implementation of activities? 

With the pandemic it has become increasingly difficult for the NGO’s themselves to travel 

and to be sure that their reporting was accurate.     Solution: KeeeX proposed its Photo Proof 

solution to the Foundation, involving a back office and a mobile application. The back office 

allows the management of users, access to statistics, generation of a code connection (QR, 

link) of the scenario on the mobile app as well as the possibility to check the authenticity of 

the photos/videos taken. The integrity of the files is guaranteed by KeeeX technology and 



blockchain. The app is put at disposal of the NGO’s. The user are able to take probative 

photos/videos related to the funded event, that embeds proof of integrity, identity, time 

stamping, geolocation. This application is put at disposal for all our partners and provides 

an extremely easy way to report activities, material use, infrastructure development. It can 

be used on any smartphone across the globe and can be easily used by the volunteers in the 

field.     Thanks to the remote audit solution, the UEFA Children's Foundation and the NGO’s 

record significant financial savings linked to travel, significant time saving and contributes 

to the limitation of the of its carbon footprint. The management of funding for NGOs is thus  

more efficient. It is more easily controlled, and the savings made will enable the Foundation 

to finance additional projects. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP, 8, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Cyber Shield 2019 Exercise  

https://cybershield.gov.tr 

 

The project is under Information and Communication Technologies Authority (Turkey) 

in Turkey. 

The national CERT of Turkey (TR-CERT), held an international cyber security exercise on 



December 19-20th, 2019. The Cyber Shield 2019 Exercise was co-organized by the Ministry 

of Transport and Infrastructure, and Information and Communications Technologies 

Authority, the host institution  of the TR-CERT. Cyber Security Alliance for Mutual Progress 

(CAMP) and International Telecommunications Union (ITU) were the supporting 

organizations of the exercise, which was participated by nearly 90 participants from 17 

different countries. Teams from Lithuania, Uzbekistan, Iraq, Spain, Nepal, Malaysia, 

Palestine, Albania, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Morocco, 

Montenegro and Turkey were competed in the event. During the exercise, the information 

on the measures to be taken against possible cyber attacks was shared while participants 

were provided an applied cyber security experience with technical infrastructure and 

scenarios developed by TR-CERT. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

 

In-Person Event Signed By Covid-19 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLf9Zjuu1kOtU1J3SipzufPnXtJ_3bbP6V 

 

The project is under General Women's Union in United Arab Emirates. 

Building your own ICTs environment, benefit from all available tools, be more flexible in 

using your resources.  Upon the global developments of COVID-19, and under the social 

distancing requirements, The pandemic proved that all challenges could become an 

opportunity for a new normal.    We can ensure everything will not be perfect at the start. 

Still, using the concept of open innovation and adapting the idea of participatory culture 

with flexibility and good planning, the General Women's Union [GWU] was able to develop 

and launch an extraordinary virtual event, such as:   The first virtual forum between the 



UAE and Saudi Arabia, "Safe Family, Safe Community." The discussion highlighted the 

importance of exchanging experiences and expertise in the area of family guidance. It is 

planning to enable families in both countries to address developments and create a safe and 

stable community. It comprised four discussion sessions held remotely over two days in an 

unusual way that the 10,000 attendees and participants feel they are in one place.    

Moreover, GWU launched the first virtual market for productive families, "MATJERY," which 

spares 2000 shoppers the burden of leaving their homes and enables them to buy whatever 

they want online with the ability to speak directly to shop owners.    Generally speaking, it's 

essential to adopt ICTs tools to build innovative solutions. We hope our experiences will 

encourage other entities to create the new normal of making the event via expanding the 

ICTs Tools.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, 8, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

 

UAE Ministry of Finance Economic Substance Filing Portal 

https://www.mof.gov.ae/en/StrategicPartnerships/Pages/ESR.aspx 

 

The project is under Ministry of Finance in United Arab Emirates. 

The ESR Portal designed, developed, and delivered a first-of-its-kind, fully digital and web-

based solution to enable companies licensed in the UAE to meet their obligations under the 

Economic Substance Regulations. Licensees can submit information related to the activities 

they undertake in the UAE, respond to requests for information from Regulatory 

Authorities, and pay penalties for violations. The government-facing interface allows 36 

Regulatory Authorities, plus the Ministry of Finance and Federal Tax Authority, to review 

cases, share information, issue penalties, export information to the OECD, and flag high-risk 

licensees for audit using a fully automated risk assessment engine. Within 30 days of go-

live, the system was already adopted and being used by more than 35,000 licensees and 300 

government employees and auditors. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

 

Hamdan Bin Zayed Initiative for Distance Learning in Refugee Camp School 2020 

https://www.rcuae.ae/ 

 

The project is under Emirates Red Crescent in United Arab Emirates. 

Under directives of His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Zayed Al Nahyan the Emirates Red 

Crescent (ERC) Chairman, to implement the distance education programs in refugee camps 

in light of the outbreak of the Corona Covid - 19 pandemic. Therefore, the first phase of the 

initiative was launched in the Emirati Jordanian camp, " Mareejeeb Al-Fahd ", which is a 

refugee camp for refugees fleeing the Syrian Civil War located in Jordan.   The initiative 

targets 2000 students, through which digital tablets were distributed. The initiative enjoys 

strategic partnerships from the ministries of education in the target country for the 



curricula approval. Additionally, the initiative developed a digital library. Furthermore, ERC, 

made partnerships with specialized Information Technology Company, conducting virtual 

courses for teachers and students' parents in coordination with the relevant authorities and 

prepared regulations and systems in line with the distance learning system with free 

internet services. In addition, ERC coordinate with Yahsat satellite services for internet 

services via industrial gambling.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG17. 

 

 

 

ECA Launch Event 

https://european-champions.org/ 

 

The project is under European Champions Alliance in United Kingdom. 

The ECA builds cross-border bridges between Scale-ups, SMEs, Corporates, Institutions, 

Civil Society Organizations, Academia and the Supporters of the Tech ecosystem in Europe 

to harness the power of smart collaboration and support the growth of European digital 

champions.  The ECA launch event brings together visionary professionals who believe in 

the power of European tech and cherish the idea of building European Champions through 

combinatorial innovation. Join to meet likeminded professionals and partners keen in 

working together to leverage European tech leadership. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Solar treatment of biomass for power generation using carbon slurries in hybrid 

renewable energy systems 

https://cera.leeds.ac.uk 

 



The project is under Dar es Salaam Institute of Technology in United Republic of 

Tanzania. 

Electricity demand across the continent is expected to double between 2012 and 2035. 

Several African countries have significant fossil fuel resources in the form of coal and gas 

that could be used for power generation. However, Africa’s vulnerability to the impacts of 

climate change suggests that new electricity generation capacity should preferentially be 

from low carbon sources. This project aims to tackle the challenge of universal access to 

clean modern energy in sub-Saharan Africa, using two readily available energy sources: 

sunshine and biomass.  This project is novel because it seeks to overcome the major 

renewable energy constraint of storage of solar power through solar treatment of biomass 

and using the stored treated biomass as a fuel for electricity generation. The project is 

designed primarily for capacity building, containing a major element of training through 

PhD student development and research exchange. It also seeks to enhance gender‐balance 

in renewable energy capacity.  Objectives: Using biomass as the primary energy source  

Storing solar energy by using concentrated solar power to treat biomass  Converting solar 

treated biomass into a fuel that can be used directly in modified electricity generators  

Developing a scalable hybrid renewable electric energy system for rural electrification in 

order to integrate the mix of renewable energies  Integrating different sources of electricity 

in hybrid renewable energy systems    Equipment to build the Micro-grid Lab has been 

approved by The Royal Society. Apart from the Micro-grid lab installation, we have ordered 

purchases of the wind-solar hybrid system. We are waiting for the equipment to be shipped 

from China to Tanzania, and once they are in Dar es Salaam, we will conduct the training on: 

“Design and installation of Wind-Solar Hybrid system- installation of a working hybrid 

system. The system will be used as a pilot system to demonstrate the potentials of the 

hybrid system to small scale business (SMEs), who can scale up the production."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, ENV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG7, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Remote surveying of child caretakers in Rwanda 

https://www.savethechildren.org 

 

The project is under Save the Children US in United States of America. 



"Rwanda, like most countries in the world, has taken different prevention measures 

including “lockdown” (mandatory sheltering in place within citizen’s homes), social 

distancing, travel restrictions, closure of schools and other activities to manage the spread 

of the pandemic. Schools tend to be the safest places for children around the world because 

they are the primary conduits for recognizing and reporting child neglect and abuse, so 

their closures in particular put children at risk.     Save the Children Rwanda is working to 

ensure that girls and boys (with or without disabilities) are safe in their homes and are able 

to exercise their rights to learn, survive and be protected. As a key part of that effort, Save 

the Children has teamed with GeoPoll to use that company’s software platform to conduct a 

2-way SMS survey of adults caring for children in Rwanda. The goal of the survey is to 

establish the extent of caretakers’ support for their children’s learning and well-being while 

schools are closed due to the pandemic in order to respond with appropriate services and 

interventions."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

AI Literacy – a learning and teaching website for parents and teachers with AI "good 

practices" experiments, videos and games 

https://www.AILiteracy.org 

 

The project is under Senior Connects Corporation dba Net Literacy in United States of 

America. 

We use artificially intelligence (AI) every day when we access email, smartphone apps, web 

search, social media and make online purchases.    When our children learn about ICT 

literacy, AI literacy and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), they will be more 

knowledgeable, more employable and live more fulfilling lives.    AI Literacy is the first 

website that makes it easy for all parents to show their teens how AI will impact their lives. 

It also helps non-technically-oriented teachers introduce AI to their students. Translated 

into 104 languages, it has links to 100s of curated “good practice” articles, short videos, 

simple online experiments and engaging online games that increase critical thinking skills.    

For parents. It uses videos and games to show teens how AI is affecting their lives and the 

world. Easy-to-understand "learning blocks" enable parents to guide their teens after 15-20 

minutes of preparation.    For teachers. Curated resources with editor’s comments help 

enrich lesson plans. It explains what is AI, how we are using AI today, AI myths, ethical AI, 

how AI is achieving the SDGs, and more.    For students. Some of the best free AI courses and 

career planning insights.    Submissions are vetted by a data science degreed AI practitioner.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG17. 

 

 

Digital Villages 

https://www.americantower.com/corporate-responsibility/society.html 



 

The project is under American Tower Corporation in United States of America. 

The reach and benefits of the internet remain limited in many developing countries due to 

cost, scalability, power outages and educational barriers. To help alleviate this problem, 

American Tower Corporation (“ATC”) is using its communications infrastructure in an 

innovative way by building Digital Villages near tower sites.     Digital Villages are computer-

equipped learning centers that use the uninterrupted power supply and broadband 

connection from ATC’s tower sites to enable internet access and provide local communities 

with free education and training in ICTs. The goal of the Digital Villages program is increase 

digital literacy and create digitally empowered societies to help countries address some of 

the most pressing challenges, including reduction of poverty, unemployment, economic 

inequality, access to quality education and achieving gender equality, as aligned with the 

WSIS Action Lines and the Sustainable Development Goals.    As at year end 2020, ATC has 

established 241 Digital Villages across its international markets with over 71,000 students 

enrolled onto ICT training courses and more than 64,000 graduates since inception. ATC 

intends to expand the deployment of Digital Villages in other markets where ATC owns 

tower infrastructure.    The following video provides a visual overview of the Digital Village 

project: https://vimeo.com/464228795/77e56655c7 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, BUS, LEA, EMP, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Worldie - Nonprofit Social Media Network 

http://Worldie.com 

 

The project is under Worldie in United States of America. 

Creating Social Media for Good as a nonprofit social media network system. We created 

Worldie to be the most benevolent social media platform with worldwide leadership and a 

network of partners. With social projects, programs, and goals, we can create and encourage 

positive social influence.    Worldie is connecting people worldwide with positive social 

impact and a helpful social media system.    We want people to benefit from social projects 

and services, all-in-one integration, and to feel safe to express themselves with personality. 

We support safety and are against cyberabuse with an innovative, ethical policy and system 

as positive social effects tech.    We want you to meet new people, have new experiences, 

and to open your world.  We want a new era for social media: Positivity, Safety, and 

Tech4Good.  We support female leadership in social media, stop violence against women 

with technology, and provide a protective environment which supports SDG Goal 5.    We 

have over 1400 registered users, of which the specific genders are not known. However, we 

have 4 female board members out of 5, 2 female co-founders, and 2 women on our oversight 



and leadership committee, which provides leadership in communication technology as a 

social media platform. We have 9 official partnerships which are global, including Women 

Cybersecurity Society. Unofficially, we are partnering with Safe Haven Community to help 

expand it to the USA which has people donate rooms directly to domestic abuse victims. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

 She Hacks Africa  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/olufunke-oyedun 

 

The project is under Working to Advance Science and Technology Education for 

African Women in United States of America. 

The Working to advance STEM Education for African women (WAAW) foundation’s She 

Hacks Africa Coding boot camp is a one month intensive in-person training workshop, 

where African youths learn software programming and then practice what they have 

learned in project-based exercises that aim to simulate the every-day work environment 

and build their self-confidence as community change makers and technology innovators 

and entrepreneurs. She Hacks Africa is a hands-on coding boot camp that aims to build self-

confidence in African youths as change agents and technology innovators in their 

communities while giving them relevant skills to build technology enterprises.    The STEM 

Chapter project recruits, trains, equips and facilitates a chapter consisting of 9 – 12 African 

University students to provide STEM tutoring, computer science training and mentoring to 

3 – 5 public secondary schools in their communities. WAAW currently operates 19 STEM 

chapters in 11 African countries, with over 200 fellows, 75% of our fellows are our African 

girls that was awarded scholarship through our STEM initiative.     Our STEM initiatives 

emphasized computer science and programming as well as how Technology will be used to 

solve energy problems and clean water problems in Africa, using integrated inquiry based 

learning heavily based to hands on learning experience. During our 2016 STEM camp, there 

was an in-class project to design a website describing a science experiment which was used 

to teach the HTML, they were introduced to website designing using “Yola”.  These are some 

of the sites developed by the girls. Over 40 applications were built and published to the 

store for users around the world to download them.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG10, SDG17. 



 

 

 

Aspire Artemis Foundation Inc.  

https://www.aspireartemis.org 

 

The project is under Aspire Artemis Foundation Inc.  in United States of America. 

The Aspire Artemis Foundation educates, empowers and supports women and children in 

vulnerable and marginalized communities worldwide by offering opportunities for cultural 

exploration and holistic educational training. By highlighting the achievements of 

trailblazers and change-makers and harnessing the power of creativity in young adults, the 

foundation acts as a catalyst toward inspiring leadership and improving upon quality of life 

through its skills training, internship and mentorship activities. The foundation applies a 

unique approach they call “Emmie” EMI which combines education, mentorship and 

internship opportunities to bridge the gap between theory, policy and practice.     The 

Foundation has recently launched a Global Innovation symposia intended to encourage 

more girls and women to pursue STEM based careers through incorporating arts and 

culture in STEM education and programming. They held an event at UN Headquarters in 

March 2019 focused on building equitable opportunities for disadvantaged youth and 

women and allowing them a seat at the table to share their stories and aspirations for a 

STEM centered future. The foundation partners with the private sector through a collective 

action and broad based inclusive partnership approach. One of their core partners, 

Microsoft also trains and mentors youth in emerging countries to prepare them for careers 

in tech and innovation. The foundation encourages and promotes out of the box thinking in 

youth so they could come up with solutions towards meeting the SDGS.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 



 

WSIS Action Line C7: eAgriculture 
Application for the National Support Scheme for Farmers 

https://akshi.gov.al/ 

 

The project is under National Agency for Information Society  in Albania. 

The electronic service "Application for the National Support Scheme for Farmers", offers to 

farmers the possibility to apply online for national support scheme funds, as a way to obtain 

financial support for further development in agriculture.  We have seen the absolute 

importance of having a digitalized government especially with the recent case of the 

farmers. It is crucial to have most public services available wherever and whenever needed 

without having to spend money, print paper, and mostly having to sacrifice time for long 

waiting lines. Our take on this experience is that the digitalization of state services and e-

Gov is not only extremely important, but indispensable in the continuation of services from 

state institutions to citizens, and many more groups benefiting from the already existing but 

ever evolving platform. One of the key lessons we have learned during the past years is the 

importance of taking the difficult decision of providing online-only public services to 

citizens or businesses. This approach will be followed by criticism and mistrust, but in the 



end, everyone will understand why this is the best approach. On the other hand, it is crucial 

to implement centralized technology solutions such as interoperability platforms, which 

enable secure and real-time data exchange, reduce single investment costs and relieve 

citizens during the fulfilment of online forms since a majority of data is already prefilled.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Webgis Solution to Provide Analytics for Precision Farming 

https://www.ggpen.gov.ao/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Telecommunications Technologies Information and 

Social  Communication  in Angola. 

GGPEN Mission is to Promote the peaceful use of space, as well as conduct strategic studies 

aimed at establishing cooperation agreements with technical and scientific institutions in 

the space domain, ensuring the creation of national technological and human competencies 

and the transfer of technology and know-how within the scope of the Angola Space 

Program.     The project that we are applying for as institution is being coordinated by Joana, 

a GGPEN technician in space applications.                                              

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG12, SDG15. 

 

 

 

Disease and Pest Forecast with Artificial Intelligence-iMETOS 

https://metos.at/about-us/ 

 

The project is under Pessl Instruments GmbH in Austria. 

Plant Disease Models and Pest Forecast globally with real time weather data and cloud 

based disease and pest forecast models - FIELDCLIMATE     SPRAY AND IRRIGATE WHEN IT 

IS NEEDED – DO NOT SPRAY AND IRRIGATE WHEN IS NOT.    With this technology farmers 

will spray less due to better weather information from the fields and save money and 



protect the environment.  Some diseases are difficult to control and timing of fungicide 

application is crucial in keeping diseases under control for over 80 different crops. We help 

growers worldwide comply with the legislation and have a healthy crop with less pesticide 

usage. Use Metos to protect the environment and crow a better crop.     A COMPLETE 

SOLUTION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING, DISEASE MODELS, SOIL MOISTURE, 

INSECT FLIGHTS AND MORE.  iMETOS is a durable and flexible data logger for all climatic 

conditions, powered by rechargeable battery and a solar panel.    The data logger has a built-

in modem for direct communication with the FieldClimate platform, and can handle up to 

600 sensors through the intelligent sensor bus system. The system is extremely reliable due 

to non-volatile internal memory and can store up to 8 MB of logged data (ca. 1 month).    

The iMETOS can also send SMS Alarms (user-defined via Internet) to alert you in cases of 

frost, strong rain, high temperature and more.    Data is regularly uploaded to FieldClimate 

platform where you can access it from any place at any time in real-time. Along with 

accessing the historical data and daily evapotranspiration values, you can also take 

advantage of decision support solutions like localized Weather Forecast, Disease Models 

and Irrigation Management. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

farming.software 

https://www.xylem-technologies.com/ 

 

The project is under XYLEM Technologies in Austria. 

farming.software provides its users with standardized software modules with defined 

applications. In addition, individual requirements and and cost-effective way, individual 

requirements and scenarios can be can be implemented. It is not your business or company 

that has to adapt to the software, but rather the software adapts itself individually to your 

requirements and ensures that your processes are optimally supported.     The solution does 

not take decisions from its users, but structures the multitude of data available today, in 

order to provide a sound basis for quick and efficient decision-making. In doing so, the 

software helps it's users to identify the effects of agricultural measures - with their 

numerous interdependencies and interactions - and to optimize them.    For example, 

farming.software is the first solution on the market that allows to interactively plan optimal 

crop rotations. It takes into account the crops to be grown, the corresponding acreage and 

allocation on the farm over multiple time periods (e.g. seasons, year) and a defined 

chronological sequence of growing crops of the same species on the same land. The system 

allows it’s users to contrast divergent objectives such as carbon footprint, food quality and 



safety, resource use efficiency (i.e. fertilizer and irrigation water use), environmental impact 

of agriculture on soils, etc. when making decisions.     For example, the maximum allowable 

CO2 value for the farm can be set as a limit and the system shows which crop rotations can 

achieve the allowable value. The highly complex decision problem is presented to its users 

in a very simple way on the screen, so that farming.software can be used without prior 

knowledge and training. By optimizing crop rotation, we enable positive development of 

soil nutrient content, control of pests, diseases and weeds, support biodiversity, and enable 

risk diversification, thereby making a significant contribution to energy policy goals.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

PROGIS Software GmbH, Geomatics Intelligence, Mayer Consultant Office,  

http://www.progis.com 

 

The project is under PROGIS Software GmbH, Geomatics Intelligence, Mayer Consultant 

Office, Club of Ossiach for education, Club SDCC for synergetic products for global 

partners in Austria. 

Grown up on a food wholesale and retail and farm- and forest-enterprise, then aprentice 

and journeyman followed by HBLA college for Agriculture, University Vienna of Forestry, 

embedded with avalanches and torrents that integrated ecology and economy as do a 

failure in Alpine regions has fast negative outcome. Then practice in enterprises 25.000 ha I 

did as profession a public authorized Civil Engineer, managing big enterprises and started 

software development solving with IT agro-forest-environment problems. Big interest, start 

as CEO ZEMA, became APPLE, later, as Steve Jobs quit ACER distributor for Austria, then 

Eastern Europe incl. Russia! In parallel I worked as expert at courts for valuation of farms, 

forests and damages! As 1st expert-group educated by Ministry for “environment damages”! 

“Dying forest and bad air” book, I wrote 1985, won high court decisions, guided Austria to 

close emissions exhausting sectors early! Then founded PROGIS, developed WinGIS, many 

SAFER apps: Sustainable Agro Forest Environment Risks”, did export 40 countries, ~10.000 

products WinGIS, WinGIS LT, Doku-Plant, Forest Office, Logistic, mobGIS sold, then IDINMA 

images and EnvirOffice! 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, ENV, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 



 

Pixofarm 

https://pixofarm.com 

 

The project is under Pixofarm GmbH in Austria. 

Category 5 – Food loss and waste / Food safety and traceability  Category 3 – Agriculture 

innovations systems and sustainable farming    Pixofarm is a digital solution, which 

empowers fruit producers worldwide to get the most out of their orchards by providing 

reliable yield monitoring and forecast data. With these data, they can increase their 

production and efficiently plan and optimize their operational activities like logistics, 

packaging, warehousing, sales and marketing. All they need to do is taking pictures of a 

certain number of fruits and trees with their smartphones. We use artificial intelligence, 

machine learning, image processing technology as well as satellite data to accurately 

measure and count fruits and calculate forecasts.   By digitalizing manual processes like 

fruit counting and fruit measurement and using state-of-the-art technologies, they can know 

in advance, which quality classes they are going to have at the end of the season, they can 

market them correctly and decrease food waste.   And they can benefit from all these 

advantages without any investment in infrastructure or any hardware devices. All they need 

is their smartphone.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

EAİS(EKTİS) 

https://eagro.az/ 

 



The project is under Agro Researches Center under the Ministry of Agriculture in 

Azerbaijan. 

- Operativeness and transparency  - Collection of documents  - Identification of parcels  - 

Lack of interaction with organizations  - Easy to use and manage      Tech: Web platforms 

(forums, communities, e-governance); Remote sensing (satellites, planes, drones); Sensors 

(weather, GPS tagging, livestock); Broadcasting (TV, radio, online, SMS); Digital 

communication (telephone, messenger, email); Software solutions (programs and 

packages)    Currently, agriculture in the country is developing in conjunction with state 

subsidies and other incentive methods. At the same time, new strategies, innovations, and 

information and communication technologies(ICT) are being implemented for the 

development of agriculture through the Ministry of Agriculture, our organization, and other 

sub-organizations. An example of the application of Information and Communication 

Technologies(ICT) is the Subsidies module of the Electronic Agricultural Information 

System(EKTIS)  created by us and the largest platform of the Ministry of Agriculture. This 

system contains all farmers' information of the country, all parcels, and other agricultural 

staff of the country. Thus, gathering data, creating analytical reports, and build models that 

form a basis for planning future development and become the key requirement of modern 

data – “Big Data”. Farmers declare their area of activity through the system and can apply 

for a subsidy. This system has the ability to set up monitoring mechanisms to ensure the 

proper implementation and development of agricultural processes, as well as tracking 

processes in real-time. Provide better services with high satisfaction, make it easier for the 

farmers and government. Monitoring is also carried out on the basis of satellite images 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Farmer Query System 

https://www.mpower-social.com/agriculture.php 

 

The project is under mPower Social Enterprises Ltd. in Bangladesh. 

"Rural farmers face a lot of challenges in their crop production and they usually seek advice 

from extension agents (Govt. and private companies), input retailers. Restricted movement 

due to COVID 19 means these farmers cannot access their natural knowledge source. But 

getting timely and customized information for their crop problems is crucial. Otherwise, 

farmers are likely to make choices that will accumulate at higher costs and even produce 

less than the expected amount of yield.     Considering farmers’ local realities and 

technological efficiency, mPower has been offering it’s remote agricultural expert 

consultation service ‘Farmer Query System’. Farmer Query System (FQS) is a mobile app-

based remote consultation service where users (farmer or infomediary) can place queries. 

An agronomist provides appropriate and unbiased recommendations via phone call and 

SMS to the farmer’s phone. To broaden the scope and impact we have partnered with local 

stakeholders such as NGOs, Donor funded projects, MFIs whose field staffs work as an 

infomediary to place the query from farmers. FQS has been installed in 16,600 mobiles 



across Bangladesh and 89,077 cases were administered.       The iCHASS of the University of 

Illinois has evaluated the impact of the service where 90% of farmers reported that the 

answer to their questions was adequate. As a result, 98% of farmer users trust the service 

as an information source."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG13. 

 

 

Food For Nation 

https://foodfornation.gov.bd 

 

The project is under Aspire to Innovate Programme in Bangladesh. 

"The pandemic has disrupted the normal transport and proper marketing of vegetables, 

seasonal fruits, and other agricultural products. Currently, farming is the most widespread 

source of income for the majority of Bangladesh’s population. In this context, the 'Food for 

Nation' platform has been launched to enable marginal farmers to get fair prices as well as 

consumers to get the required food grains and agricultural products as per their demand 

easily, in a short time and at the right price. It is Bangladesh's first open agricultural 

platform supported by the government.    All types of buyers and sellers involved here can 

buy all agricultural products including vegetables or collect information by contacting the 

mobile number given in the profile. The buyer and seller will pay the price by purchasing 

the product and will transact by selecting the medium at their convenience. This 

marketplace is a completely free platform. It can be used to buy, sell, or advertise for free.     

The “Food for Nation” platform houses more than 1791 farmers onboarded with more than 

2000 products across the country. It has reached 4500 wholesalers and 55 e-commerce 

companies and 6 logistics companies regularly find agri-suppliers with the assistance of the 

GIS map."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, BUS, LEA, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 



 

Foodgrain Procurement Management System – bridging food department with poor 

farmers of Bangladesh 

http://fps.dgfood.gov.bd 

 

The project is under Bangladesh Computer Council in Bangladesh. 

FPS system is developed & operated jointly by Bangladesh Computer Council (BCC) and 

Directorate General of Food (DGF) office. It helps DGF and other stakeholders to manage 

paddy/rice procurement activities throughout the entire procurement process.  FPS system 

was established to elevate the living standard of farmers by ensuring hassle free foodgrain 

selling directly to Government in a fair price. FPS assists DGF officials for a transparent and 

faster approach in managing procurement activities.  For better usability and accessibility, 

an android app (for farmers) was developed to work integrated with the FPS system.   FPS 

System and Farmer’s App was first used in 16 upazillas from Nov 2019. In current Aman 

2020 season, it’s being used in 75+ upazillas of the country. Farmers register (one time) in 

the system and express interest for paddy submission for current season. They get notified 

about application status through SMS in native (Bangla) language. Computer based lottery 

is utilized to select farmers. Date/Time and nearby location to submit paddy is also notified 

through SMS. Farmers can take help from 333 call center or UDC(Union Digital center) 



entrepreneurs.  Results achieved:  FPS has achieved few mentionable milestones in 3 

seasons - 2,50,000+ verified database of famers, paddy procured equivalent of 

100,00,00,000+ BDT,  3,30,000+ Farmers’ EoI processed, 40,000+ Tonne paddy procured, 

1,100+ Verified Mills added, 4,000+ Tonne Rice procured, 50,000+ times app downloaded.   

Impact:  FPS is making the paddy/rice procurement easier by letting Farmers/Millers apply 

from home using fingertip. Farmers/Millers can anytime check application status through 

Bangla SMS, Mobile and Web. FPS is enabling DGF and their officers with real-time 

monitoring facility. This system is not only making procumbent system transparent for 

Farmers/Millers but also helping DGF and other stakeholders to carry out their task faster 

and efficiently. FPS system is the largest verified Farmer database in Bangladesh.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG8. 

 

 

 

WatchitGrow 

https://remotesensing.vito.be/applications/remote-sensing-agriculture 

 

The project is under VITO in Belgium. 

WatchITgrow helps to monitor the status and evolution of crops very closely.  WatchITgrow 

uses various types of data starting with satellite data combined with e.g. weather data, soil 

data, IoT data and field data provided by the grower. These data are combined using new 

technologies such as big data analytics and machine learning to provide growers with more 

timely and personalized advice. It gives you an overview of the status of all your crops 24/7. 

The platform is available at any time to gather all necessary crop-related data. Users receive 

warnings when something goes wrong and get timely advice on where and when actions 

need to be taken (fertilize, irrigate, … ). This allows growers to save time and cost while 

production can be increased.  They have access to their data in just a few clicks to achieve 

higher and more sustainable production.  WatchITgrow is a collaboration platform for 

everyone in the sector, from growers, contractors and advisors to buyers. The platform 



offers numerous functionalities and benefits to monitor your crops more smoothly, but it 

also offers the possibility to set up a closer cooperation between individual growers and 

buyers.   The platform allows growers to access and store large amounts of data via a 

personal account. The data of the user remain property of the user at all times and will not 

be shared with third parties unless the user explicitly gave permission. VITO, as an 

independent party, guarantees full data privacy, data security and data access. Main 

principle in this setup is that the user can indicate whether or not he wishes to share his 

data, which data he wants to share and with whom he wishes to share this data. The user 

can revoke or change any of the decisions at any time. If the owner of the data approves, 

certain data can be used for scientific research in order to develop new features which will 

be made available to the users again via the WatchITgrow platform. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

GeoJSON ADAPT plugin, an open source solution for machine interoperability 

https://www.cnhindustrial.com/ 

 

The project is under CNH Industrial  in Belgium. 

See attached figure “Agricultural Ecosystem and Use Case Visualisation.jpg”.  The GeoJSON 

ADAPT plug-in provides a solution to handle different communication languages used by 

farm machines. It is a main enabler for off-line and real-time electronic communications 

between IoT entities in Ag (Agriculture), and as such an important enabler for the Ag Data 

Ecosystem and Data Space.    The first problem is that the data coming from Ag machines 

are either in a format that is not easy or impossible to be read (e.g. proprietary OEM’s 

format or a standard but complex format such as ISO11783-10). This creates an 

interoperability issue where users of the farm machines cannot share or easily share the 

data generated on those machines with the FMIS (Farm Management Information Software) 

of their choice. The solution facilitates the sharing of the data of those machines thus solving 

the interoperability issue.     An underlying key driver is that authorities and stakeholders in 

the ag value chain request different kind of documentation/reports that use different rules 

or data depending in which region they are located in. For example: what is planted in the 

field can be described very differently, how much of pesticide is applied on the field can be 

calculated differently. This means that it is near impossible for OEM’s to create tailor-made 

reporting tools for all the different reporting authorities in Europe or worldwide.     To solve 

this, we need standardized reporting and we identified that communication standards are 

the first step to that. How data is shared and communicated relies on many things such as 

data formats, data conversion, M2M communications and IoT Platform architectures.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 



 

Optimilk 

https://optimilk.mljekarirs.com/ 

 

The project is under Kompeks, ICT Company, East Sarajevo in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

The feeding costs share with more than 50 % in total costs of dairy production. The dairy 

farmers should to optimize dairy cows ration to achieve better economic production 

performance. It needs a very complex mathematical calculation with Simplex algorithm 

(Linear programming method). In other hand, there are a lot of small dairy farms in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, without feeding experts. They do not have the necessary knowledge to 

optimize the ration of dairy cows and they need a simple and user friendly solutions. There 

are a few desktop applications with module for optimization dairy cows ration in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina. But, they have a very wide specter of modules and they are a very 

complex for a wide range of small farmers. Also, the farmers have to spent a lot of money for 

installing some of them. OPTIMILK is web oriented application with user-friendly interface. 

There is a feed database with their nutrition components and default values of them. 

Farmers can access to the application through their web browser, make a profile and use it. 

Also. they can record their ration(s), change nutrition values, share ration etc. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

Meteobot 

https://meteobot.com/ 

 

The project is under Prointegra Ltd. in Bulgaria. 

Prointegra Ltd. develops Internet of Things solutions with focus to sustainable agriculture 

and farm management. The main products of the company are weather stations for 

precision farming with brand name Meteobot.    Meteobot is state-of-the-art product which 

use a simple and cost-effective way to get meteorological data seamlessly transmitted from 

the fields to the smart device in users’ hands. It combines data from the fields, orchards or 

vineyards with a reliable hardware and an intelligent software to help farmers make data-

driven decisions in order to determine the best time to plant, spray, fertilize, irrigate and 



harvest.     By the assembling of the weather stations are used only high-quality components 

from established suppliers of sensors. The products have proven EU origin and unique 

unrivalled level of value for money targeted at the needs of even the smallest farmers.    The 

weather stations give local information about unlimited historical data, real time weather 

data and 10-days weather forecast via cloud server and Meteobot mobile app for Android 

and iOS. Meteobot app securely stores the data from all weather stations, for an unlimited 

period of time. Thus, there are no gaps or omissions – as compared to manual records 

keeping on paper. The mobile application is with intuitive user interface and provides 

farmers with information from their weather stations organized in graphs and tables. There 

are calculated such important agronomic indicators as temperature sums (growing degree 

days), cumulative rainfall sums since beginning of growing season or seeding, 

evapotranspiration, dew point, etc.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

Amelioration of Agriculture Advisory services through ICT during Covid 19 

https://enjealnysagro.wordpress.com/ict4agd-projet-mefoup/ 

 

The project is under ENJEAL NYS AGRO in Cameroon. 

Develop an online platform where Agriculture extension and Advisory services worker can 

find short messages on good Agriculture practices to share with Smallholder farmers. The 

online platform is been developed via worldpress, any practician can have access to it. 

Smallholder farmers receive counseling through  their mobile phones in form of short 

messages system (SMS)                                                                                                                                                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 



Agritools Project 

http://www.agritools.org/le-projet 

 

The project is under Africa Resilience Association in Cameroon. 

The Agritools project is a virtual center where people can exchange information and make 

contact with other ICT users working in the countryside. Agritools is the first multimedia 

research project that tries to explain how innovative African technologies and technology-

based start-ups are revolutionizing the agri-business sector and promoting the 

development of rural cultural and political values.   The overall objective of Agritools is to 

investigate the resulting impact that this digital revolution is having on the lives of local 

people and their relationship to land, nutrition and traditions.  The secondary objectives 

are:  -To educate, inspire and encourage youth to contribute to the growth of the primary 

sector through ICT innovation.  -To give a voice to the local population, offering them an 

opportunity to share their experience and knowledge to a wide audience (local, global).  -

Stimulate curiosity about Africa by deconstructing stereotypes in the international media.  

Agritools is creating a new model for sustainable agricultural development by facilitating 

innovation in the agricultural sector, networking farmers using technology to change 

primary sector practices and telling the story of how digital innovation is transforming 

agriculture.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12, SDG13, 

SDG17. 

 

 

AGRIVI Farm Management Software 

https://www.agrivi.com/ 

 

The project is under AGRIVI d.o.o. in Croatia. 

Small-scale agriculture strongly depends on the value chain support as most of the 

smallholders are not fully stand-alone and market independent. Because of that, it is very 

important to empower the collaboration of smallholders with the value chain.     The 

uniqueness of our organization and its setup comes from our key pillars:     Product-fit for 

growers – Support all key grower’ needs about insights, know-how and traceability to 

access the market and provide it in a very simple to use and affordable way     Product fit for 

value-chain – Support all key value-chain needs for collaboration with their grower eco-

system.     Customer success – 50% of success with technology solutions comes from 

product-fit, but the other 50% comes from ensuring that customers receive the value from 

the solution. We have a strong focus on proactive customer success activities and strong 

collaboration with growers and the value chain to support them in change management and 

adaptation of solution.     Internationalization – growers mostly speak only their own 

language, ensuring fully localized customer experience through product interface in a local 

language, all supporting materials localized, customer success support localized, etc.          An 

example of an existing project with smallholders is in Myanmar where a food company has 



a cooperative of over 1000 smallholder rice growers and they utilize our platform to have a 

farmer registry in one place, provide agronomic advice to growers through the platform, 

track actual farming practices of each grower, get traceability and sustainability reports 

with a click, get big-data analytics on best rice growing practices. The platform is brought to 

smallholders by the food company and the cost is covered by the food company as their ROI 

comes from risk mitigation, ability to get traceability for exports, lower cost of operations, 

and more sustainable supply chain.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

CleverFarm 

https://www.cleverfarm.ag 

 

The project is under CleverFarm a.s. in Czech Republic. 

Category 4 – Disaster risk management and early warning systems  Category 3 – Agriculture 

innovations systems and sustainable farming  CleverFarm addresses the challenge of 

helping to feed fast growing global population while the amount of available land for 

farming is reducing. CleverFarm vision is to make  the agricultural practices more 

automated, economically efficient and sustainable with strong accent on environmental 

protection. This we achieved by engaging new technologies in such as IoT, Remote sensing 

and using artificial Inteligence for analytics. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 



 

NEWMAN 

https://ullmanna.eu 

 

The project is under ULLMANNA in Czech Republic. 

Ullmanna is an agro tech solution builder focused on scaling organic food production via AI-

driven weed control. The proprietary technology NEWMAN (Non-chEmical Weeding 

MAchiNe) helps organic farmers replace manual labor with an intuitive robotic system and 

also supports conventional farmers in positioning themselves against future regulatory 

restrictions with a more sustainable deep tech approach.  The system is capable of intra-

row weeding even at the earliest stages of crop growth. Weed control has undoubtedly been 

the number one enemy of modern food production. As a result, sustainable agriculture faces 

two major challenges: decreasing the use of pesticides and scaling organic production. 

While conventional farming in Europe relies on 380 000 tons of pesticides to grow crops 

every year, organic farming is heavily restricted by the cost of manual weeding. The 

initiatives such as the EU’s Green Deal enhances the level of urgency to quickly adopt 

advanced and more sustainable approaches.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 



 

 

 

Pitstop+ - Automated Precision Supplementation 

https://www.pitstopplusmanager.com 

 

The project is under MicroFeeder A/S in Denmark. 

We have developed Automated Precision Supplementation (APS) in response to a needed 

rethinking of dairy cow supplementation. APS means that dairy cows’ need for minerals, 

vitamins and protein throughout the lactation is adjusted to their needs, even despite they 

are fed Total Mixed Ration (TMR) feeding. A better resource economy is achieved by 

reducing the content of protein, minerals and vitamins in the TMR, and instead offering 

more of this to the cows during the critical transition period from about 3 weeks before 

calving and until about 3 months after calving. By this is achieved a dramatic improvement 

in dairy production resource economy, and the cows’ health are substantially improved due 

to better immune status, which in turn also increases their productivity and means better 

animal welfare. Other important effects count reduced environmental loads and climate 

footprint of dairy production.    Our commercial solution for APS is called Pitstop+, which is 

an IoT technology that via advanced supplement feeders and cloud-based services and data 

integration enables individual and restricted supplementation of dairy cows.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Fresh.Land - Straight from the Farm 

https://fresh.land 

 

The project is under Fresh.Land in Denmark. 



Category 1 – Regulatory Frameworks/ Enhanced market access/ Financial services and 

insurance    The model of the food industry is in many ways broken. Moving fruit and 

vegetables from farm to dinner table can take months as the food travels through a number 

of middlemen before arriving with the customers. To endure the journey, the food is filled 

with chemicals. The end result: Fruits and vegetables are months old, chemically laden, 

tasteless, and with little nutritional value. Additionally, the many actors involved compress 

the value left for farmers, and especially smallholder farmers are struggling to make ends 

meet, as the only way to compete is through quantity, not quantity. Finally, the long journey 

and the many actors involved result in high pollution in terms of a high food waste, energy 

for refrigeration and artificial ripening, excessive use of packaging materials, and inefficient 

transportation between middlemen.     In short, the process is unnecessarily slow, unnatural 

and polluting, and deprives farmers of value.    With its innovative digital platform 

Fresh.Land shortens the food supply chain by cutting 3-5 middlemen - with Fresh.Lands 

model the farmers’ trees and fields become natural “warehouses” as they harvest fresh for 

every shipment. Instead of months, products take only days to reach consumers across 

Europe.     The Fresh.Land model provides value for the ones who matter; the farmers, the 

environment and customers:  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Valued Grain Chain 

https://valuedgrainchain.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/SAH-VGC-step-by-step-

generic.pdf 

 

The project is under Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke) in Finland. 

We have developed together with farmers and technology providers a digital grain value 

chain from field to markets to increase the profitability of cereal production.  Identifying the 

value of the grain yield in in-field scale before the harvest has been difficult and laborious. 

Also, the logistics from field to markets including harvest, handling and storing for the 

identified separate grain lots has been difficult in practise. However, if made easier, this 

could increase the profitability of cereal production farms. So, in this experiment, available 

digital smart farming solutions are integrated to identify, show and realize the value of 

different grain lots produced in farms. The experiment is carried out in close co-operation 



with farmers and technology providers.   The experiment includes   1) precision/smart 

farming technologies,  2) defining the quality of grain lots and   3) giving them IDs in farms,   

4) selling the grain lots with attached product data in electronic grain marketplace.  Data 

integration between the farmers’ digital services are realized following networked software 

architecture, were a data bus type data intermediator service connects diverse farmers’ 

services.       Precision farming technology is used in farms to optimize recourses use. From 

production processes collected data are used to monitor climate and environmental impact 

through indicators like nutrient balances (N, P) and carbon footprint (used also as product 

data in the markets), but also economic cost structure and revenue. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, BUS, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

Sustainable food production in modern cities 

https://ifarm.fi/ 

 

The project is under iFarm in Finland. 

Great system to grow food automatically in places where people are living. Technology of 

vertical farming. sofwtare and hardware. iFarm innovation is in technology, we are 

combining together all modern hardware and software developments and researches. 

iFarm hardware may fit room in house, and industrial size from 20 to 20,000 sq meters. 

iFarm system planting without pesticides, giving clean and tasty ecological food the whole 

year round. iFarm SaaS-solution is based on a wide range of modern technologies such as 

IoT-sensors and controllers, robotic irrigation, planting and harvesting systems, blockchain 

technology, computer vision and machine learning. It helps to plant automatically and 

accurately, maximizing workload, issues clear instructions to plant breeders on planting 

care and monitors the progress of daily agricultural and technical work, provides tools for 

online monitoring of climate and production on farms, allows to get a predicted crop at a 

given time and significantly reduces the burden on farm staff.    iFarm innovation is in user 

interaction methods, when consumers are not obliged to know how crops are growing, 

rather just deciding what they want to grow and push one button on their PCs. iFarm 

system is easy to use, economically feasible and truly universal, giving a possibility to grow 

almost anything due to self-educational technology and a lot of agrotechnical maps of crops 

inside. iFarm is constantly working on adding new agrotechnical maps of crops, having 

more than 120 by the date and adding 20 more each month. iFarm system is also flexible 

and allow to change personal characteristics of food by defining climate in totally controlled 

indoor environment by the wishes of customers.  iFarm innovation in business model, when 

we go to all customers groups same time, with help of partners, providing them our IP how 

to build and giving our software as service to both customers and other farm builders. We 

are building new markets for us we selves.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 



 

 

 

On-farm dry matter monitoring: from silage sampling to mobile total mixed ration 

(TMR) recipe adjustment 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/news/videos-operational-group-smartfeed 

 

The project is under University of Oulu, Unit of Measurement Technology in Finland. 

Smartfeed EIP-AGRI project developed silage quality monitoring system that enhances time 

management at the farm by combining silage sampling to other work tasks and provides 

tools to measure dry matter and edit the total mixed ration (TMR) recipe on site. Thus, 

farmers can react to changes in silage dry matter even daily. This makes a huge difference to 

current situation for example in Finland, where farms take silage samples manually or by a 

sampling drill and send them to feed analytics laboratory via milk truck or by post/cargo. 

They will get the results within 2 days – 2 weeks depending on the provider and analysis.    

Proper feeding is important for cattle wellbeing and productivity of dairy farms. Maximizing 

milk yield requires constant monitoring of silage quality in order to consider the qualitative 

changes within and between the silage batches. The amount of concentrated feed fed to the 

cattle depends on the dry matter (DM) content of silage. Therefore, the economic impact can 

be significant if too dilute or concentrated total mixed ration (TMR) is fed resulting in milk 

yield reduction or extra bough-in feed costs. ProAgria Rural Advisory Services has 

calculated that in Finnish farms a rise or a decrease by five percentage points in silage DM% 

can lead to a loss of 400-500 € in profit per month in a 100-cow cattle if the change in dry 

matter has not been considered in feeding planning. The costs result from use of 

unnecessary bought-in feeds or from loss in milk yield.    However, even today, the process 

of editing a TMR recipe is quite manual: the changes in dry matter are taken into account by 

farmer’s own estimation or through the results of a feed analysis done by external 

laboratory from few samples representing large sample batches, and then used to update 

the feeding plan. Thus, the adjustment of recipe is not possible on a daily or a lot-by-lot 

basis.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 



Soil Scout monitoring service and wireless underground sensor solution 

https://soilscout.com/ 

 

The project is under Soil Scout Ltd in Finland. 

Soil Scout produces and presents soil data easily and wirelessly from where it matters with 

by a great margin furthest wireless above ground and underground range and up to 20 

years of maintenance free fully buried totally wireless soil sensors.     Soil Scout Hub is the 

online cloud service for storing and presenting the data aims to develop towards proving 

ever better usablity and enable further analysis and better land use decisions for the users.          

The access to soil data can be easily shared to any desired users or forwarded to other 

software platforms for analysis and connection to use of data e.q. to irrigation control or 

frost prevention or other purposes.          We wrote the book about how radiowaves 

travel and transform through soil at it’s varying electromagnetic properties and developed 

an antenna that can autonomously tune for these changes in the soil environment    This 

breakthrough will enable sensors and other electronics to be positioned underground with 

very little limitations compared to older solutions that need above ground parts or wires or 

power sources or access to grid electricity.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Big Wine Optimization 

https://www.hdigitag.fr/fr/agriculture-revue-usages-anrt-digitag-1206019 

 

The project is under STMicroelectronics in France. 

A complete IoT system solution was developed to collect the data coming from the vineyard 

and cellars, perform data analysis and use the results to provide useful information to the 

wine grower/wine producer to make the more adequate viticulture and wine making 

monitoring decisions.  This solution was developed targeting smaller and middle holder 

farmers. It is modular and unexpensive solution. When it will be deployed at large scale, the 

price of the hardware (the IoT devices) will be less expensive than today because more 

solutions coming from different suppliers will be available. The final cost will be related to 

the farm size and the number of devices to be deployed. It should be noted that in the 

current project the adoption of a LoRaWAN network avoids us paying a telecom 

subscription.   During the design phase, the end customer requirements were considered. 

One of them was essential, for a product to put in the market, to have the right user 



interface efficient, easy to use and available at anytime and anywhere. Furthermore, the 

system behind must be completely reliable and transparent for the end customers.  

BUSINESS MODEL (under consideration)   - Payment: Subscription to access to 

Process2Wine FMIS + Subscription to an additional module devoted to IoT management  - 

Pricing: depending on version: basic, standard, enterprise  - Ownership: the devices 

(sensors, gateways) owned by the winegrower.  - Data remains the winery property    

https://youtu.be/Eukm0wFvA4o 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, BUS, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

STRATEGEEK / SYSTERRE® 

https://www.arvalis-infos.fr/SYSTERRE--@/view-277-arvoad.html 

 

The project is under Arvalis - Institut du végétal in France. 

In a context where agriculture is confronted with different challenges, the "ideal" cropping 

system does not exist. Improving performance on one criterion by using a single leverage 

inevitably impacts the other criteria positively or negatively. Farming is a complex system 

that must be considered as a whole in order to optimize its strategy and then act in the best 

possible and sustainable way, with full knowledge of the facts.  Agriculture has to succeed in 

reconciling many different challenges, as food production, energy production and 

conservation of the environment. Amongst other strategies, crop diversification has 

tremendous potential to achieve this goal. As a systemic solution, it must take into account 

many aspects, including regulatory constraints, the presence of supply chains, the 

agronomic potential, the willingness of the farmer, etc. If collectively and consistently 

implemented, crop diversification strategies are expected to provide clear benefits at farm, 

value chain and territory levels. The promotion of crop diversification requires to describe 

innovative diversified cropping systems but also to assess their technical performances as 

well as their sustainability.   STRATE-GEEK/SYSTERRE® opens up the possibility of 

developing the most promising farming strategies for any specific agricultural context or of 

offering individualised advice with the aim of to calculate their performances and assess the 

medium and long term sustainability. It is based on a set of indicators designed to assess the 

technical, economic and environmental performance of crop production on an arable, mixed 

crop/livestock, arboricultural or agroforestry farm.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, ENV, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

DIGI-PILOTE  

https://www.arvalis-infos.fr/index.html 

 

The project is under Arvalis - Institut du végétal in France. 

In a context of population growth and climate change leading to more and more 



unpredictable climatic conditions, European agriculture is faced with the need to improve 

its production while coping with increasingly reduced or heterogeneous water availability 

(IPCC Special Report on climate change, 2019).  To face these constraints, which can affect 

the agricultural production, both in terms of quantity and quality, the farmers need to 

precisely control their production and cropping practices throughout the year.   To ensure 

an optimal monitoring, farmers ask for efficient solutions to manage their farming activities, 

in particular for nitrogen and water supply.  To respond to their request and as part of a 

global plan for reliance of cereals sectors, Arvalis and its partners are developing through 

DIGI-PILOTE (a French Flagship Innovation Experiment), a Decision Support tool, accessible 

on any devices for real-time control of nitrogen fertilisation and wheat irrigation, adapting 

to the year's climate and the crop conditions.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

Real-time digital food supply chain auditing, powered by blockchain 

https://connecting-food.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Connecting Food in France. 

Improves food chain traceability, food safety and consumer transparency, while reducing 

food wastage.    The objective is three-fold:  First, to provide end-to-end supply chain 

traceability to all food chain actors; Second, to leverage new technologies to help food chain 

actors identify issues and make decisions in real-time; and Third,  to allow food chain actors 

to respond to the growing consumers demands for transparency in where their food comes 

from and how it is made.                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 



 

Bakus, full electric and autonomous vineyards robot 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FxC6Aa0o3s 

 

The project is under VitiBot in France. 

VitiBot is a French industrial company, on the market of autonomous and electric vineyards 

robots. The company accompanies the winegrowers in the improvement of their vineyards 

with the latest technological solutions. VitiBot reconciles contemporary environmental and 

economic issues by offering a driverless solution. Finally, our vineyards robots ensure 

greater hygiene and safety for workers in the vineyards.    VitiBot has created a universal 

platform to accommodate a large number of smart and power tools. The company's 

objective is to place the technological breakthrough called Bakus in the context of 

sustainable viticulture.    OUR VISION  “Meeting the challenges of sustainable viticulture 

together.”    Designing and producing vineyards robots : VitiBot’s ambition is to make wine-

growing practices evolve towards a sustainable viticulture with practical and concrete 

answers to the major contemporary challenges: increase the safety of operators, protect the 

vineyard and biodiversity, reduce the environmental footprint of viticulture.    VitiBot is 

committed, as an industrial company, to create materials that respect the environment, 

biodiversity, vines and people on a global scale.    More than 80% of our products are made 

with Made In France components in order to favour proximity with our service providers, 

suppliers and collaborators and to reduce our carbon footprint.    You will find most of 

demonstrations on our Youtube Chanel :     https://www.youtube.com/c/vitibot    for 

example :   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2yrJKVK46M --> demonstration in English  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FxC6Aa0o3s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nxqAoxy7cE  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdUEJU7oBv8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5a0j7gqYVM 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 



 

 

SinaSens Smart Agri 

https://www.sinafis.com/our-products/?lang=us 

 

The project is under Sinafis SAS in France. 

SinaSens Smart Agri is a solution composed of sensors that measure the temperature and 

humidity of the soil, air and leaf humidity. The data is sent over a low frequency radio 

network, Sigfox, and then displayed on a secure client internet site. The system is modular – 

you can plug in different sensor configurations based on the crop type and lifecycle – and 

alerts can be set for each sensor on a system (high/low temp, etc.). Using the same 5 data 

point, here are the results for all crops and selected extraordinary results for specific crops:    

All crops  Identification of the Available Water Content zone – Farmers identify the range 

between saturation and the wilting point to ensure the correct amount of irrigation.  

Increased efficiency in the application of auxiliaries (larvae, mini wasps, bumblebees, etc.) 

by correlating the plant's life-cycle and the various measured values of the environment  

Better disease prevention and optimization of bio-control treatments.    Vegetable farmers  

Up to 20% reduction in water consumption  Better quality and longevity since the 

vegetables are not over- or under-irrigated.  Re-organization of the farm tasks since a longer 

shelf-life means that the produce can be harvested earlier for the markets, freeing up time 

for other tasks.     Vineyards  Early frost detection  Ground cover management – measures 

when the ground cover begins to compete with the vines for water resources.  Detection of 

water born diseases in anticipation of treatment – For example, if the leaf humidity remains 

high for a certain period, there is a heightened probability of the formation of mildew.  

Reduction in the quantity of phyto-sanitary treatments by up to 25% – Monitoring the leaf 

and air humidity, growers can identify the optimal condition for application for a better 

adhesion to the leaves and less over-spray.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

VITIROVER 

https://www.vitirover.fr 

 

The project is under VITIROVER SAS in France. 

Vitirover replaces Glyphosate for the permanent maintenance of vegetation in agricultural 

(vineyards and orchards) and industrial plots (railways, airports, photovoltaic farms,...) 

with fleets of connected industrial autonomous mower-robots.    The world's population is 

made up of 7.3 billion people in 2020 and will grow to 9.7 billion people in 2050, Food 

production must increase by 70% (FAO) by then.  Farmland cannot be extended, farmers 

must fill this gap with technologies (robots, data,…).  It is not simply a matter of automating 

existing processes using technology, but of inventing new processes.  With Vitirover, we are 

deploying herds of autonomous robot weeders, which replace Glyphosate by a permanent 



work of maintenance of the vegetation.  Vitirover robots are exclusively powered by their 

solar panel, they work in the GPS coordinates of the plots, they are small (20kg) and slow, 

they do not compact the soil   and contribute to the creation of meadows which become 

carbon sinks contributing strongly to reduce the carbon footprint of agriculture.  We can 

talk about carbon-positive robots.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Sencrop : Precision ag-weather solutions 

https://sencrop.com/fr/ 

 

The project is under Sencrop in France. 

 Sencrop develops and implements connected, accessible, and collaborative solutions based 

on agro-weather data collection in order to make precision agricultural monitoring 

technology available to everyone. Sencrop strives to develop more accurate, efficient, and 

environmentally responsible agricultural techniques and practices for widespread 

implementation.  Easy to install and connected to a friendly application designed for 

farmers and winegrowers, Sencrop's rain gauges, anemometers and wetness sensors allow 

professionals to instantly access their plots' ultra-local weather data, anywhere and 24 

hours a day. The data is transmitted by a 0G signal.  Users can, in real time, access their data, 

personalize alerts to position an intervention at the best time, and intervene in the event of 

diseases or frost. The accumulations can be calculated in order to position a treatment after 

a rain, or to predict phenological states thanks to the accumulations of degree days and cold 

hours. Climate data can be exported in different formats for permanent storage.  Today, 

Sencrop is the first in its field in Europe: more than 15,000 farmers and winegrowers 

already use this solution, within family farms or cooperatives. The latter provide quality 

service to their communities through the creation of private interconnected networks, 

which allow access to different devices with a subscription to the app.  With giving real-time 

data on their fields, farmers don’t need to travel in their fields to access conditions, and 

reduce their travel. Sencrop linked to DST saves crop protection inputs and therefore 

pollution from machinery: ‘Depending on climatic conditions, DST allows a gain of 3 

treatments yearly on average’ (Arvalis, French Agricultural Institution).   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 



 

xarvio portfolio: xarvio SCOUTING| xarvio FIELD MANAGER| xarvio HEALTHY FIELDS 

https://www.xarvio.com/global/en/ 

 

The project is under xarvio (TM) Digital Farming Solutions in Germany. 

FIELD MANAGER helps farmers optimize crop production from seeding to harvest for 

multiple crops in multiple climatic zones. Field and field-zone specific input factors 

combined enable a fully digital and automatized solution to improve yield, efficiency and 

sustainability in crop production. Features such as variable rate application maps and spray 

timing recommendations ensure that the right product is used, in the right dosage, at the 

right time. This reduces often the volume of crop protection and nutrition products used, 

while maintaining or even increasing the yield potential of a field even under drought 

conditions or a rection to climate change. The advantages are diverse including increased 

savings of up to 32 € per ha (xarvio field trials in GER, FR, UK, PL, BE, UKR 2017 – 2019 (n = 

81)) for the spray timing feature (compared to the standard three fungicide applications) 

and up to 33€ per ha for variable rate application maps (compared to flat rate application), 

lesser environmental degradation and convenience in farming operations.   Launched in 

2020, xarvio HEALTHY FIELDS is a market first. It is an outcome-based digital solution that 

provides a field and season specific crop protection strategy that guarantees plant health at 

the start of the season for a fixed price. If the calculated crop protection strategy doesn’t 

work, then the farmer is financially compensated. Farmers can access the program which is 

based in the background of a highly complex field zone specific crop production algorithms, 

which monitors, analyzes and executes the most efficient strategy for each field. The 

assured outcome of HEALTHY FIELDS is for winter wheat and winter barley. HEALTHY 

FIELDS is fully transparent, with every application recorded and documented to for fulfil 

legal requirements.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

AquaC+ 

http://www.vkr-bb.de/ueber-uns/ 

 

The project is under Versuchs- und Kontrollring für den Integrierten Anbau von Obst 

und Gemüse im Land Brandenburg e. V. in Germany. 

Water is an essential factor for plant growth as well as to achieve high fruit quality and for 



storage. If precipitation water is insufficient for the development of plant and fruit, orchards 

need to be irrigated to avoid low yields and/or food waste at harvest or in storage. But how 

much irrigation water do fruit trees need - and when?   AquaC+ provides an internet-based 

information and advisory system for improving water use efficiency in orchards: 

Precipitation, temperature, solar radiation, humidity and wind speed, but also soil 

properties affect the moisture content in the root zone and thus the water availability and 

irrigation needs of the plants. Soils in the State of Brandenburg are often charcterized by 

sand and clay lentils located next to each other, with significantly different evaporation 

rates. Thus, the need for irrigation may vary considerably in an orchard. The impact by the 

soil is spatially assessed in AquaC+ through mapping the apparent electrical conductivity 

(ECa). These measurements provide information on the site-specific variability of the 

particle size distribution in the soil and, consequently, on the calculated value of soil water 

status in the root zone. However, rooting depth of modern orchards, orchard-individual 

timing of crop coefficients, and individual leaf area per tree haven’t been available so far.  

Already in FAO guidelines (Allen et al., 1998) the adjustment of water balance to the 

orchard conditions has been pointed out. In the AquaC+ approach, the water balance is 

made available online and in a mobile app, also considering the leaf area and timing of Kc 

based on the fruit growth rate  Commercial fruit growers, extension service, and young 

researchers in AquaC+ currently developed a solution for precise irrigation in fruit growing.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

High-Precision Weed Control in Organic Farming 

https://en.fh-westkueste.de/en/home/ 

 

The project is under West Coast University of Applied Sciences in Germany. 

The aim of this project is the further development of an existing prototype (Bonirob) for 

automatic weed control of organic carrots from 1-lane to 8-lane operation. In the project, 

the system should be developed taking into account user-friendliness, area output, and the 

costs of development.  The prototype system currently being developed is to be duplicated 

and parallelized with special consideration of the multi-module solution.  The system is 

achieved by the parallelization of multiple detection and destruction units and conversion 

to an 8-track system. By developing a system that attaches to a towing vehicle, it is accepted 

by users and has user-friendliness. This is also due to the gradual increase in performance 

and success in practical use through technical innovations such as special IT infrastructure.  



Project work in agricultural practice takes place in three phases: commissioning of the 

designed towing-vehicle infrastructure, field testing of the optimized towing vehicle 

infrastructure as an integrated overall system. At the end of the project there is an 

evaluation of the overall system in terms of quality and area efficiency, as well as an initial 

economic and ecological assessments of the new system.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG4, SDG9, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

FarmLab 

https://stenon.io/en/ 

 

The project is under Stenon GmbH in Germany. 

Due to a rental business model also smallholder farmers can rent our system for a short 

time and affordable price, to check their current soil properties. A jointly rental from 

several growers is even possible to reduce cost per grower.    Due to usability of our current 

mobile solution, we are mainly targeting:  - vegetable (high value crop) growers  - 

agronomists and other agent-like people  - regenerative agricultural growers  - carbon 

farmers    But in general, all farmers can benefit from our system.      From 01.01.2019 - 

30.12.2020 we processed a 1.7mioEUR sized joint-research project together with the 

Leibniz Institute of Vegetable and Ornamental Crops to improve our device Usability and 

develop fertilization recommendations for the optimization of fertilization management 

based on the FarmLab technology.    https://www.igzev.de/projekt_type/farmlab/?lang=en 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 



 

Biodiversity Taxis 2.0 

http://www.agroscience.de 

 

The project is under RLP AgroScience gGmbH in Germany. 

Connecting isolated terrestrial habitats (biodiversity cabs 2.0)  An innovative concept for 

the promotion of transhumance shepherds and biotope connectivity by using machine 

learning algorithms for the detection of new grazing potentials and geodata-based drift path 

simulations in the West Eifel, Germany.  Sheep farming needs landscapes rich on ecotones 

and permanent access to connecting pathways as corridors. These basic conditions are 

decreasing more and more because of intensification of agriculture, abandonment of 

unprofitable sites and climate change. Sheep farming cannot survive without sufficient 

acreage, secure shoot routes, and adequate economic recognition for its services. On the 

other hand sheep grazing has a strong influence on the grazed landscape. Anatomy, 

physiology and food preference of the sheep lead to a characteristic grazing pattern which 

differs from other livestock animals. In everyday shepherding operations, clarified drift 

path conditions are an important premise for the smooth running of the daily work.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12. 

 

 

 

IRMA_SYS, a participatory Decision Support System for irrigation management 

http://www.irmasys.eu/ 



 

The project is under IRMA_SYS in Greece. 

IRMA_SYS is available at http://www.irmasys.eu/  Photos are attached. Credits: all photos 

are property of IRMA_SYS and it is allowed to be used by ITU and FAO.  “2019 is the fourth 

year I used IRMA_SYS to make irrigation decisions. Kiwifruit typically demands up to 1.000-

1.200 mm of water during the irrigation period in our area, most of which has to be 

provided by irrigation and we irrigate every second day. By using IRMA_SYS, I managed to 

use at least 30% less water and to perform 15 irrigation events less during the irrigation 

period. This means both water, energy to pump water, transportation to reach the field and 

labour savings.”  Lambros Kostas, Kiwifruit grower  T: +306970985420, email: 

lambrosk1987@hotmail.com     “I work as agronomist for a major fruit cropping and trading 

company of Arta and I am in charge for large kiwifruit orchards in the area. I started using 

IRMA_SYS in 2020 and I am impressed by its performance as I validated its results using 

measurements from soil moisture sensors. I think that it has great potentials as a tool for 

irrigation decisions”  Tilemachos Vadivoulis, Agronomist  T: +306996114277, email: 

tile_vadi@yahoo.gr     IRMA_SYS core developing team consists by Ioannis L. Tsirogiannis, 

Nikolaos Malamos and Antonis Christophides.  The ENHYDRIS platform is developed and 

operated by the National Technical University of Athens.  The public network of 

agrometeorological station of the plain of Arta has been installed and operating by the 

Decentralised Administration of Epirus and Western Macedonia, the Region of Epirus and 

the University of Ioannina.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

 

gaiasense 

https://www.neuropublic.gr/en 

 

The project is under NEUROPUBLIC S.A. in Greece. 

The gaiasense smart farming system is a Greek innovation that combines information 

technologies with agricultural science in a holistic way. gaiasense is pioneering at a 

European level in the field of smart farming; it enhances and optimizes the decision making 

and precise applications in agricultural crops no matter how small or large scale they are.    

gaiasense collects data from the field, the satellite, the scientist / the agronomist and the 

farmer, and provides the tools to the agricultural advisor, the researcher and the farmer in 



order for them to take advantage of every opportunity to produce better, more and 

economical agricultural product from the fields.    The gaiasense system, along with the 

agricultural advisor who harnesses its tools, accurately calculates the quantities of 

fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation water that are required by each crop under specific 

conditions. Combined with their timely application, they prevent excessive and unnecessary 

use. This helps farmers to significantly reduce their production costs and increase their 

profit, while at the same time reducing the impact of their agricultural activities on the 

environment.    gaiasense supports a high number of crops in Greece and abroad (Spain, 

Portugal, Poland, Ukraine and Cyprus at the moment), such as grapes, olives, potatoes, 

cotton, peach, almonds, tobacco, kiwi, vegetables and many others. For each one of these 

crops scientific models for the irrigation, the fertilization and crop protection have been 

developed in collaboration with experienced researchers. These models are “fed” with the 

necessary data from the satellites, the atmosphere, the soil and the field in order to provide 

an initial version of the advice - which is eventually provided taking into consideration 

many more parameters such as field observations, measurements and sampling, among 

others.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, LEA, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Agromedium 

https://agromedium.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Agromedium in Hungary. 

The Agromedium is a mobile application, a digital information database for the farmers and 

agricultural advisors. The users can use it offline and online too, and they can get up to date 

information about the agricultural input market.    Our solutions target are the big farms 

and the smallholder farmesrs too. Each type of farms need to make good decisions about 

input products.    The Agromedium is an up to date digital database for the hungarian 

farmers about plant protection products, fertilizers and seeds. It is a mobil application on 

apple, google and huawei platforms.     Target group: Everybody who needs to make 



decisions about plant protection, nutrient replenishment and sowing 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, 6, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Moonsyst Smart Rumen Monitoring system for dairy and beef cattle 

http://www.moonsyst.com 

 

The project is under Moonsyst in Hungary. 

Advantage of Moonsyst Smart Rumen Monitoring system  The used communication 

technology LoRaWAN and NarrowBand IoT allows us to use the monitoring system in the 

case of outdoor farming where the covered area are much bigger than indoor farming. (for 

example: Grazing dairy farm in Ireland)  Moonsyst Smart Rumen Monitoring system is able 

to communicate with 3rd party LoRaWAN networks. (no need for investment on Gateways 

if it already exists on a farm. Moonsyst’s reseller partner in the UK deploys LoRaWAN 

networks)  Moonsyst gateways can operation across mobile networks, therefore fixed 

landline not required at farm.  Size of the device - the small sized Moonsyst Rumen Bolus 

can be used in heifers (veal production)  Moonsyst is open and ready for any kind of 

integration with other systems (API development)  The use of the newest data processing 

methods like Machine Learning and Artificial intelligence     PRODUCT & SERVICE 

PROPOSITION  The Smart Rumen Bolus stays in the rumen of the animal and continuously 

measures different parameters. The data is forwarded to the cloud-based data processing 

software where sophisticated algorithms translate the raw data into information for more 

efficient farm management. The system creates alerts for the farmers, who are then able to 

manage it earlier than when the physical symptoms can be seen.  The system can alert the 

farmer in a case of estrus, before calving, abnormal water intake, fever and other health 

related anomalies. Additionally, the device can measure the pH level, which is a main 

indicator of the rumen’s condition. Moonsyst has just started a new development for 

monitoring the rumen’s contribution, which also provides an important insight into the 

animal’s health.   The Mooncloud web application gives a detailed overview of the herds for 

the farm managers. All the data, graphics, alerts, tasks, statuses, etc can be seen on a 

dashboard. Each cow has an individual timeline with related issues.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

Tracking high value Hungarian grey cattle herds in pastoral livestock management 

using IoT technology 

https://szomordezso.eu/ 

 

The project is under Tracking high value Hungarian grey cattle herds in pastoral 

livestock management using IoT technology ÖMKi in Hungary. 

Monitoring, traceability and livestock management, delivered as an advisory package.    In 



order to monitor the motion, geolocation and environmental parameters of Hungarian Grey 

Cattle (longhorn), especially the high value breeding bulls, put on the herds wandering 

around large areas of the Hungarian Kiskunság Puszta (national reserve), a durable, long 

lasting and long distance solution was developed and used, based on IoT technology, by 

LoRaWAN radio communication.     The aim of the practice is to provide an efficient ICT 

solution to the tracing, monitoring and data collection needs of livestock management of 

native and other cattle breeds based on grazing in pastoral environment, in accordance with 

the national zootechnical development strategy, connecting related product and service 

development opportunities, with affordable technical solutions according to the ranchers' 

financial capabilities, by state of the art ICT technology, based on software and hardware 

integration.    By the monitoring of the movement of the bulls, not only the position and 

condition of the most valuable individuals are traced continuously and in real time, but also 

the location of the herd itself (expected in close proximity of the bulls), in the remote areas, 

which could be difficult to find otherwise by traditional means. Even UAV technology may 

have several limitations in this aspect. By the evaluation of the herd movement and the time 

spent at different grazing locations, the use of the pastures can also be monitored. The 

accelerometer provides activity related information, while the temperature can also be 

useful by comparison of environmental and individual data series.        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

Leveraging Information and Communication Technology for Irrigated Agricultural 

Information 

http://lisa.id/ 

 

The project is under 8villages in Indonesia. 

"Our project promotes the use of technology to reduce the face-to-face activity on the 

ground of the irrigated farmers in Garut (West Java) and Lombok (West Nusa Tenggara). 

The conventional activities among farmers and extension worker is usually conducted by 

face-to-face to exchange information and extract solution from the extention workers. But 

since the Covid-19 Pandemic, people will reduce the conventional way of exchanging 

information as much as they could. In result, farmers have to find alternatives to 

communicate better to get needed information regarding farming.  Through our platform, it 

will be possible for farmers to get information not only from their designated extension 

workers, but also broaded from many extension workers and farmers with the similar 

problem with them from all over the country. It even made possible for extension workers 

to act as the surveyor and extract crops data from farmers without jeopardizing the health 

of both parties; the farmers nor the extension worker.   It also has been proven that the 

exchange of information in the platform is more effective and more efficient than the 

conventional way, since we also provide information in the form of articles, videos, crop 

calendar, price information and so on." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 



The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

Leveraging Information and Communication Technology for Irrigated Agricultural 

Information 

http://lisa.id/ 

 

The project is under 8villages in Indonesia. 

"Our project promotes the use of technology to reduce the face-to-face activity on the 

ground of the irrigated farmers in Garut (West Java) and Lombok (West Nusa Tenggara). 

The conventional activities among farmers and extension worker is usually conducted by 

face-to-face to exchange information and extract solution from the extention workers. But 

since the Covid-19 Pandemic, people will reduce the conventional way of exchanging 

information as much as they could. In result, farmers have to find alternatives to 

communicate better to get needed information regarding farming.  Through our platform, it 

will be possible for farmers to get information not only from their designated extension 

workers, but also broaded from many extension workers and farmers with the similar 

problem with them from all over the country. It even made possible for extension workers 

to act as the surveyor and extract crops data from farmers without jeopardizing the health 

of both parties; the farmers nor the extension worker.   It also has been proven that the 

exchange of information in the platform is more effective and more efficient than the 

conventional way, since we also provide information in the form of articles, videos, crop 

calendar, price information and so on." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 



 

RegoPantes 

http://regopantes.com 

 

The project is under 8villages in Indonesia. 

"With the low demand from culinary businesses, making farmers' incomes decrease 

significantly, the alternative taken is to sell to end consumers, a digital market is needed to 

connect farmers directly to end consumers so that in this difficult time farmers still get the 

proper income.  RegoPantes.com (means FairPrice) by 8villages continues to try to be a 

marketplace between farmers and consumers and keep involve farmers in the value chain 

to reduce dependence on many parties. Shopping for vegetables and fruit online is no longer 

a lifestyle, but has become a necessity." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, ENV, AGR, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG6, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Regopantes-Fair price by simplify the value chain directly from farmers 

http://regopantes.com/ 

 

The project is under 8villages Indonesia in Indonesia. 

RegoPantes is an online market solution for agricultural products that connects farmers 

directly to end customers and industry with guaranteed product quality and fair prices for 

all parties. By the platform, farmers can sell their crops in reasonable price while the 

customers will get fresh products. The fair prices for farmers and consumers are calculated 

by the system by finding a new balance between farmer prices and consumer prices at the 

market. This new balance will ultimately increase farmers’ income and relatively lower the 

costumers’ price. Through this platform, it is expected that all parties will get the right 

quality and price, and then encourage the development of the welfare of farmers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 



 

 

Pasar Bumi 

http://pasarbumi.id/ 

 

The project is under RELAWAN TIK INDONESIA in Indonesia. 

Pasar Bumi is a platform that helps market organic agricultural products that produce 

healthy food.  Bumi Market products are products of assisted farmers in several villages 

who have been trained and given an understanding of the concept of agroecology and love 

for the environment.    The difficulty of farmers in obtaining factory fertilizers is one of the 

obstacles in the agricultural sector, in addition to the difficulty that the price of fertilizers is 

relatively expensive. This results in decreased agricultural productivity. What's more, the 

use of chemical pesticides becomes a polemic that can damage the environment and disrupt 

the health of the poison residues on the consumed plants. Apart from helping farmers' 

marketing, Pasar Bumi and SINTESA also trained in making liquid and solid organic 

fertilizers from household waste, agricultural crop waste, livestock manure and livestock 

urine as well as making organic pesticides from plant materials in the village. So that 

farmers can reduce agricultural production costs.    Pasar Bumi in collaboration with the 

village government to form a Climate Resistant Village. In improving the farmer's economy, 

Pasar Bumi also trains farmers in organizing farmer groups in the form of cooperatives, 

arranging cropping patterns so that farmers can earn daily, weekly and monthly income. All 

of these are the application of the concept of agroecology to prevent global warming.    Pasar 

Bumi, especially now during the Covid-19 pandemic, has greatly helped farmers and 

consumers. Farmers are helped by selling their crops because during the pandemic there 

were no buyers entering the village and consumers can order agricultural products online 

without having to leave the house often to go to the market.      Until now, as many as 12 

villages have been guided by Pasar Bumi and SINTESA in terms of supplying food and 

vegetable stocks and mitigating global warming.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Villages Information Services - Leveraging ICT For Irrigated Agricultural Information 

https://lisa.id/ 

 

The project is under 8villages Indonesia in Indonesia. 

By Leveraging Information and Communication Technology for the Irrigation Agricultural 

Information Program, the program provided technical assistance that will improve 

information delivery to farmers to help improve their livelihoods. We will strengthen the 

use of existing information and communication technology (ICT) to deliver low-cost, timely 

and actionable extension information to smallholders tailored to their needs to enhance 

their ability to increase yields. Project locations were implemented in two districts to 

identify strategic locations, crops and value chains with high potential to increase 



production, increase profits, and increase income for small farmers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG4. 

 

 

Leveraging ICT for Villages Empowerment: Improve the delivery of information to 

villages to help enhance their livelihood 

https://www.baktikunegeriku.com/ 

 

The project is under PT Telekomunikasi Seluler Indonesia in Indonesia. 

Baktiku Negeriku is an activity by Telkomsel contribution to rural communities. This 

contribution is manifested in assistance community with focus on improving people quality 

of life in various Indonesia regions, through community empowerment. The project 

involved Telkomsel employees in implementing various activities such as volunteering, and 

building digital center facilities.To reinforcer contribution, the project present Baktiku 

Negeriku Applications for intended to empower rural areas to access extensive information 

on strategic issues in countryside related to villages potential development, supporting 

agriculture sector and implementing digital community-based economy. This application 

focus on empowering rural communities starting with farmers by giving them “good 

information” including agricultural best practices and market prices. In addition, farmers 

can connect directly with business interests through the platform provided. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

ApisProtect Honey Bee Monitor 

https://apisprotect.com/ 

 

The project is under ApisProtect in Ireland. 

"ApisProtect has developed honey bee monitoring technology to increase productivity and 

prevent honey bee losses powered by IoT and AI.    The global bee population, vital for the 

environment, human health, and food security, is declining and under continued threats, 

including climate change, biocides, pathogens and poor management practices.   Our 

technology has the potential to have a major positive impact on several UN SDGs and EU 

Green Deal goals.    Since the late ‘90s, diseases and pests have devastated most of the 

world’s 91 million hives, making the lives of beekeepers supplying the >€8 bn honey and 

>€1 bn pollination markets increasingly difficult. Bees pollinate 1/3 of the world’s crops 

bringing a value of €153 bn to global food production(1). Currently, apiculture production 

capacity is not increasing while pollinator-dependent crops have tripled over the last 

decades (2).    In many countries, up to 41% of hives (UN FAO) are dying annually. In the US, 

beekeepers lost 40% of colonies in 2018/19, the highest in 13 years (3). These losses are 

dramatically reducing profitability, driving beekeepers out of the industry despite growing 

demand for honey, pollination, and other by-products. Beekeepers’ inability to detect 



problems early or increase productivity due to a lack of information are major issues.    Our 

solution combines the power of the IoT and AI to address these issues.     IoT enables our 

unique combination of sensors to remotely observe conditions inside hives. AI analyses the 

raw data to provide clear actionable insights, allowing beekeepers to make well-informed 

and timely decisions. Insights include whether a hive is dead or alive, hive strength and 

colony population trends. Earlier intervention in hives requiring attention is facilitated by 

our insights, allowing beekeepers to use their existing skills and knowledge far more 

effectively.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 

Farm Sustainability Audit 

https://www.teagasc.ie/ 

 

The project is under Teagasc in Ireland. 

"Currently, the Irish dairy industry is focused on sustainable intensification and expansion. 

The removal of the milk quota has resulted in rapid expansion of dairy farms. As well as the 

expansion, consumers are becoming more aware of the food products they are buying and 

eating. This provides a unique challenge as well as an opportunity to the Irish dairy 

industry. This project is aiming to develop a robust sustainability audit systems applied to 

Irish dairy farmers to ensure sustainable practices are being carried out. The overall goal of 

this project is to identify key sustainability metrics and to facilitate benchmarking and the 

improvement of sustainability at a farm and national level through the combination of on-

farm sensors, existing farm data, internationally recognized models, integrated databases 

and various key players in Irish agriculture. The project will facilitate quantification of 

sustainability metrics and future deployment of benchmarking methodologies.   Using 20 

dairy farms as ‘Development and Deployment Farms’ this project is developing and 

implementing an on-farm sustainability audit system for milk production in Ireland. The 

basic thrust of the project is to measure a range of sustainability related parameters on 

these farms, develop metrics and benchmarks around the data, and then provide useful and 

real-time information back to the farmer so that sustainability can be monitored and 

improved.   The information will also be available to milk processors and marketing 

agencies to assist with telling the sustainability story of milk production to the ultimate 

consumers of the products. Ultimately the system and service provided by this project will 

be replicated and delivered through systems and services provided by Bord Bia and each of 

the milk processors to provide more useful and robust objective measurements for 

consumers.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



Data Collection Robot for Monitoring of Greenhouse Crops  

http://www.growponics.co.uk/ 

 

The project is under Growponics Ltd. in Israel. 

Greenhouses today employ modern techniques such as hydroponics, which convert them 

into sophisticated vegetable production facilities, producing millions of tons annually.  

Although these greenhouse are built to give the best conditions to the plants, it is still very 

difficult to know the condition of the various crops, and often times the farmer may 

overlook a disease, a malfunctioned equipment or another problem that could lead to 

suboptimal, and even detrimental conditions for the plants, and spell considerable losses of 

profit. In order to fully appraise the ever changing conditions, the farmer must hire an 

expert team of agronomists and engineers to monitor and manage the greenhouse, and even 

then, they will not be able to detect all of the warning lights on time. Our vision is to allow 

the farmer to get maximum information with minimum effort.   To achieve this vision, 

Growponics Ltd. has developed an inspection and Data Collection Robot for greenhouses 

and farming applications. The robot is rail mounted, battery powered, and equipped with a 

powerful camera and other sensors. Remote connection capabilities enable it to monitor the 

greenhouse from anywhere.  The robot analyses the imagery and sensor measurements 

from strategic points in the greenhouses, and provides vital information to the farmer that 

optimizes plant growth and yield. Advanced data analysis using artificial intelligence (AI) 

can yield priceless information on any predicament in the field that requires attention, 

based on minute changes in growth rate, colour composition, or other parameters. The 

success of the innovative DCR will be demonstrated by improving the yield.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Irritec Digital Evolution 

https://www.irritec.com 

 

The project is under Irritec S.p.A. in Italy. 

Irritec digital solutions provides sustainable improvement of irrigation and fertigation 

practices by means of products, technologies and solutions that can be adapted to different 

crops and application needs.  It is aiming to efficient and effective optimization of primary 

(water and energy) and secondary (fertilizer) resources; providing management, control 

and active monitoring to all processes (supply, distribution and application) relating to 

water in its path for irrigation  prevention and management of risks and waste thanks to 



automatic and semi-automatic detection systems and evaluation processes.       tech:Web 

platforms (forums, communities, e-governance); Sensors (weather, GPS tagging, livestock); 

Internet of Things (IoT) (M2M, WiFi, networks); Software solutions (programs and 

packages) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, ENV, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

EMERGE  

https://www.emerge.biz/en 

 

The project is under EMERGE  in Italy. 

We give a FREE B2B digital showcase to small food producers connecting them directly with 

buyers (restaurants, supermarkets, distributors etc). A small food producers can create for 

FREE a profile on EMERGE showcasing its products and describing its story to our 

community of buyers.   Using the digital to connect producers and buyers is much more 

sustainable than food exhibitions. It's simple but innovative because now small food 

producers can emerge and be discovered by buyers worldwide, today they are searching 

product online even more!  Small farmers can upload their products at no cost and be 

discovered by local restaurants or consumers..      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

 

vite.net 

https://www.horta-srl.it/ 

 

The project is under Horta srl in Italy. 

The transition from conventional to sustainable viticulture requires increased knowledge of 

the farming system and makes decision making for crop management complex. In Europe, 

the framework for sustainable viticulture is directive 128/2009/EC on Sustainable Use of 

Pesticides that makes Integrated Pest Management (IPM) mandatory across Europe. IPM 

promotes low pesticide control of harmful organisms based on crop monitoring and tools 

for decision-making.   A Decision Support System (DSS) called vite.net® was developed for 

vineyards by Horta, in order to help farmers in the decision making process for the 

sustainable management of the crop. Vite.net® is a web-based tool able to: i) collect 



multiple information/data in real time about different vineyard components (air, soil, 

plants, pests and diseases) by using IoT technologies; ii) analyse these data by advanced 

modelling and bigdata solutions; and iii) make up-to-date information, alerts and decision 

supports for vineyard management. The DSS considers grapevine growth and development, 

risk for diseases (downy and powdery mildews, black rot and Botrytis bunch rot), pests 

(berry moth, American leafhopper and mealybugs), abiotic stresses (low temperature, 

water deficiency). Other functionalities of the DSS are related to the use of Plant Protection 

Products (PPP), and the calculation of sustainability indexes. The DSS platform is open to 

the integration of new components or add-on services provided by the last results from 

research.  The DSS was validated over a network of 21 organic farms in Italy in seasons 

2011 and 2012, where disease control and control costs were compared in those parts of 

the vineyards managed using vite.net® to those parts managed according to the usual farm 

practice.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

Agricolus platform 

https://vimeo.com/450272449/968fd13141 

 

The project is under Agricolus s.r.l. in Italy. 

Agricolus is a cloud platform accessible directly from the web by creating an account. It is 

composed of the main applications of precision agriculture:      - geolocated field mapping 

(GIS technology)    -vegetation indices (vigor, water stress, chlorophyll) elaborated by 

Agricolus team from satellite imagery (satellite used: Landsat 8, Sentinel 2, coming soon 

Airbus Spot 6 and Pleiades)    -forecast models developed with proprietary algorithms) for 

phenology, irrigation, pest and diseases       -crop scouting with mobile App       -task 

management       -prescription maps for fertilization          https://vimeo.com/288515193 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Finapp Cosmic Rays Neutron Sensing  

https://www.finapptech.com/en 

 

The project is under Finapp srl in Italy. 

A correct water measurement is a fundamental prerequisite for many applications, from 

meteorological forecast to flood prediction, drought, agriculture and, in general, water 

management.  FAO states that water is the biggest problem that humanity will face in this 

century. At global level, 70% of water resources, used by humanity, are currently destined 

to agriculture. In 2050 the water demand will grow by 50%, especially in developing 

countries. The water supply emergency currently affects about eighty countries in the 

world, involving 40% of the world’s population.   It is evident that the programmed and 



sustainable use of the water resources in agriculture is crucial, not only to meet the food 

demand, but also to the water lack. Precision farming is the answer to this problem. 

Irrigation is needed and we need to do it better, without wasting water. The advantage of 

irrigating crops is evident: with irrigation, farmers can produce more food. Irrigated 

agriculture accounts for only 20% of the total cultivated land on the planet, but produces 

40% of the food it needs.  Our company aims to provide a solution for sustainable 

consumption of water in agriculture. Our product is able to measure the water content of 

the soil, mediated on a large area (about 5 ha), up to 50cm deep with only one probe by 

measuring the neutrons produced by cosmic rays. This quantity is directly related to the 

water content in the soil.  Precise knowledge of soil moisture content, available for plant 

growth, is one of the key pillars on which precision farming is based. This new technology 

will be the key for an efficient and cost-effective environmental monitoring. We can obtain a 

sustainable agriculture only employing programmed irrigation, in order to both maximize 

crops and minimize waste, above all. The most rational use of water will be, in the near 

future, not only a goal to be pursued in agricultural production, but also the qualifying 

element of policies in Italy, Europe and all around the world   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Digitalization in aquaculture 

https://www.smartagrihubs.eu/ 

 

The project is under Department of chemical, pharmaceutical and agicultural sciences, 

University of Ferrara in Italy. 

The solution introduces an innovative automated system in aquaculture to continuously 

control water quality at fish/mussel farming sites. The information coming from different 

kinds of sensors is 24/7 collected and stored in a dedicated server-cloud. The scope is to 

inform in real-time aquaculture operators through a dedicated app about the onset of 

critical situations. Traditional parameters used to assess water quality (such as, dissolved 

oxygen, temperature, pH, conductivity, salinity and oxidation reduction potential, ammonia, 

nitrites, chlorophyll, turbidity, etc.) are continuously monitored by the moving sensor 

network GPS-controlled. Through the help of mathematical algorithms and control charts, 

data are processed to support decision making. Operators will be able to continuously 

monitor the through a very intuitive control dashboard (customizable to meet specific 

needs), with the possibility to be promptly informed (e.g., through alert via smartphone 

app) about the need to intervene in case of criticality. Meanwhile, the aquaculture 

monitoring system will record and store all measured data to create an aquaculture 

database that will be useful for obtaining relevant information on aquaculture facilities to 

be used to further refine the performance of the integrated automated system. Aquaculture, 

more than any other agriculture productions, are exposed to climate changes, 

demographical changes in rural areas and, meantime, an increase in demand of sea 

products. Fish farmers  are among the most conservative and reluctant to new technologies 



and progress. Combination of these factors makes the future scenario regarding 

aquaculture extremely critical and fragile.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, ENV, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14. 

 

 

 

IoT for smart farming and treatment and water managementt 

https://www.netsens.it 

 

The project is under NETSENS SrL in Italy. 

Netsens s.r.l. is a company committed in designing and manufacturing systems for 

agrometeorology and environmental monitoring. Established in 2004, Netsens is located in 

the neighbourhood of Florence, Italy, where all administrative and operative activities take 

place in a proprietary building of 10.000 ft2, including R&D and production.  Netsens’ 

products cover a wide area of applications in the fields of precision agriculture, 

sustainability and smart farming, focussing on real-time microclimatic parameters analysis 

and water management.   Netsens offers a wide range of modular solutions either for the 

professional market or for the high-end consumer market, thanks to the integration of 

proprietary communication 2G/4G platforms, IoT Wireless Sensor Network architecture, 

responsive LiveData® cloud platform compatible with smartphone/tablet for data 

rendering and proprietary DSS models for pathogen infection risk assessment, real-time 

microclimatic conditions mapping and water saving.   Netsens’ IoT solution can cover areas 

up 50.000 acres with several tens wireless units connected to a single 2G/4G base station, 

thus making obsolete the traditional solution based one single weather stations and 

matching the expectation of both individual farmers to reduce production costs and to 

increase the yields of their crops.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 



 

Optimizing Nitrogen Use Through Variable Rate Application of Controlled Release 

Fertilizers in Vineyard 

https://www.unicatt.it 

 

The project is under  Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore in Italy. 

Operational environments for these trials were small vineyards of about 0.6 and 1.5 ha 

which well represent the rather small size of vineyard farms in Italy. The trials carried out 

so far as well as the procedures required for applying VR fertilization in allow to identify 

this operation as very well targeted for smallholder farmers. The only requirement is that 

vineyards are characterized by a certain grade of variability in yield and/or canopy 

properties representing a critical aspect to be tackled.   Single blocks represent therefore 

the smallest unit to be managed according to the proposed method. However, the technique 

was demonstrated to be a mature technology (for instance by reaching the highest 

Technology Readiness Level in Europe corresponding to TRL 9) and is ready for scaling-up. 

As part of this process, innovation can be easily transferred and applied in bigger wineries 

as well as on larger wine districts worldwide.  There is no doubt that larger companies will 

have easier access to the proposed technologies as well as they will be able to directly 

involve experts for managing their conversion to PV. However, this seems ideal condition 

also for smallholder growers associated to cooperatives that might guarantee large scale 

satellite image acquisition and data processing and share vigor and prescription maps 

among their associates. In this specific case, contractors owning hi-tech spreaders would be 

able to act prescription maps and to perform VR fertilization in mid-to-large wine districts 

encompassing several smallholder farmers.  Most recently, proximal sensing offered novel 

solutions allowing the grower to map by himself vineyard variability through sensors 

mounted on board of tractors and/or other vehicles already used for performing traditional 

operations. As a consequence, vineyard mapping will be easier, and based on reliable on-

the-go estimation of grapevine features allows, for instance, fertilizer schedules might be 

implemented in real time. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG4, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 



 

FAROS - Farm satellite Observation System 

http://www.iptsat.com/index.php/it/ 

 

The project is under iptsat in Italy. 

Category 3 – Agriculture innovations systems and sustainable farming    Promising practice  

With the accurate information on their plant, agronomists and farmers can have a clear, 

current understanding of what is happening in each individual field at each crop growth 

stage, enabling them to monitor crop growth dynamics, detect issues early, and take smart, 

timely actions.     Objective:   This system aims to combine satellite remote sensing 

technology, precision farming applications in a simple and immediate system to use, which 

leaves artificial intelligence to process data and give the user the best decision.   The main 

objective is:  1. To launch an innovative WEB service in the field of “precision agriculture” 

aimed at farms  2. To transform BIG DATA from SPACE into SIMPLE INFORMATION (maps 

for farmers)  3. To enter the emerging market for commercial      tech: Web platforms 

(forums, communities, e-governance); Remote sensing (satellites, planes, drones) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

 



blockchain for beer traciability 

http://posti.world 

 

The project is under Posti in Italy. 

Category 5 – Food loss and waste / Food safety and traceability  Category 3 – Agriculture 

innovations systems and sustainable farming    Our practice consists in the complete 

traceability of all parts of the beer production chain, from the cultivation of barley to the 

bottling and marketing of the finished product. During the traceability process the 

information are gathered manually and automatically and transcribed in an opensource 

blockchain platform in order to enhance transparency and guaranty an efficient 

communication to the receiving customer. During the traceability process we go across 

different phases:  1. Assessment: at first the objectives, the actors, the times and the process 

are defined.  2. Products: in this phase the raw materials used, the products and the recipes 

are defined. We begin to study the production chain by going into the details of each single 

phase.  3. data model: once the relevant information of the process to be traced has been 

defined, the data acquisition model is established.  4. Content Creation / Storytelling: in this 

phase the acquired contents are processed.  5. Customer Experience: the delivery channels 

are identified (QR code, notification, etc.).  6. Marketing & Communication: This is probably 

the most important phase.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Solarfertigation 

https://www.solarfertigation.com 

 

The project is under SF System srl in Italy. 

Today we face major problems such as poverty and the shortage of primary resource. Water 

consumption is growing: since the 1980s it has increased by 1% every year and it is 

estimated that by 2050 it will be born by 20-30% compared to the current ones. Our 

practice seeks to address and solve some of the challenges we are going through. Water 

management in agriculture represents a strategic area for guaranteeing sustainability and 

competitiveness if supported by research and innovation. In many cases, it is subsistence 

and/or small-scale agriculture, with low levels of productivity, and highly dependent on 

climate trends. Consequently, production destined for self-consumption is often scarce and 



unstable, as is the presence of a surplus destined for the market and any resulting income. 

The solution for us is a process of agricultural growth mainly through increasing 

productivity, especially that of small producers.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

OPI - Observe, Prevent and Intervene 

https://evja.eu 

 

The project is under Evja in Italy. 

OPI is an agri-climatic intelligence system based on predictive agronomic models, machine 

learning, data analytics and sensors. It helps to make the best decisions, optimizing 

irrigation, protection and nutrition and allowing for the highest sustainability.    It addresses 

mainly challenge number two, “Capacity development and empowerment”, and challenge 

number three, “Agriculture innovations systems and sustainable farming”:  - Capacity 

development and empowerment:  OPI empowers growers with the know-how related to the 

introduction of robotic solutions in open fields and greenhouses, giving them the 

instruments in order to exploit in the most efficient and conscious way possible the new 

technologies.  Moreover, it augments awareness of the advantages of the technological 

upgrade, in terms of environmental and socio-economic impacts, promoting acceptance for 

growers and final consumers.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 



Wenda Platform 

https://wenda-it.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Wenda srl in Italy. 

Food supply chain actors struggle to manage paperworks, data sheets, cold chain softwares, 

compliance tools. Many people are poisoned by food each year. Food loss and waste, safety, 

traceability are urgent issues, impossible challenges to face without connecting all the Food 

supply chain links and governing the millions of data points generated by tracking tools.  

Wenda is the universal and collaborative Platform that allows you to easily manage, analyze 

and share temperature and track & trace data from production to consumer, supporting the 

most common tracking devices and monitoring systems. The Platform collects, analyzes and 

automatically shares Food supply chain data, automatically integrating with measuring 

equipment, data loggers and management, logistics and quality softwares already in use. 

This way, it delivers support for decisions and statistics about temperature and track & 

trace data to all the protagonists of each specific supply chain.  With Wenda, Food chain 

players can:  Track data at every stage of the supply chain, reducing Food Waste and 

improving Food Safety and freshness;  Decide intelligently based on organized, clean and 

unified data, simplifying, automating the management of quality, logistics and supply chain 

data and alerts;  Collaborate in the supply chain, sharing selected information with clients, 

suppliers and collaborators to increase transparency, traceability and the connection with 

the protagonists of the chain.  The Wenda  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

xFarm 

https://xfarm.ag/ 

 

The project is under xFarm in Italy. 

  xFarm aims to offer a platform with a lot of functions for different cultures, to achieve this 

goal, in a short period of time, we need to integrate services of other AgTech startups, 

specialized in particular areas.   Because of this open approach we collaborate with 



numerous partners:   - Spacesense for remote sensing service. They take data from Sentinel 

2, processes it, and allows us to offer NDVI for free to all farmers, prescription map, and 

vegetation index as a premium service. Now we are collaborating to develop an algorithm to 

create seeding maps and prescription maps based on multiple sources (yield map, soil 

analysis, vegetation index...)  - Idroplan for irrigation advice, our platform sends the data 

taken from our IoT sensors in the field and they give back to the users the prediction on 

when and how much to irrigate.  - Appsforagri for defense, we send them the data from the 

field and they provide indications on the optimal moments to carry out the treatments with 

a pesticide to optimize and to reduce their number.      The application is translated into 6 

different languages and is available for everyone in the free version, so it suitable for farms 

with different needs, dimensions, and possibilities.   In fact, the xFarm platform supports 

400 different crops and offers a multi-device experience. Due to its nature, the software is 

easily scalable and it is possible to spread it in different countries of the world. Indeed, it is 

enough to have an internet connection to download the application.  Besides, there is a 

premium version with paid modules, which are very competitive in price and affordable for 

different farmers' pockets.  Even the hardware, that is the sensors, are scalable and still 

suitable for the needs of small farmers. But in this case, of course, the cost of the solution 

gains more relevance.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

Parmigiano-Reggiano Cheese direct Selling via Social Media 

https://www.fondazionecrpa.it/ 

 

The project is under Fondazione CRPA Study e Ricerche in Italy. 

The general objective of the project was the creation of a platform for direct selling of 

Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese based on the social media communications an channels 

(Twitter, Facebook, Instagram) . This platform was created by means of an adaptation and 

combination of the main on line and  webmarketing tools and by adding other elements of 

marketing such as the social responsibility of  the dairy farm. Beside cheese direct selling an 



important part of the project was aimed to bring consumers to visit the production system 

and the integrated supply chain. For this objective specific experiences were created in 

global platforms such as Airbnb and Tripadvisor. This side activity did create and extra 

income for the farmers involved in this project.  The overall objectives were also the 

creation of a new corporate identity and a new brand based on preliminary studies and on 

specific characteristics of the producers (dairy farm and cheese companies). The creation 

and management of the social community and social marketing exhibits explicitly the 

activities of the producers, the traceability of the inputs, the territory and the social 

responsibility of the dairy farm. The realization of the logistic program and the processes of  

certification is defined by preliminary studies. The final objective was also to aggregate 

other producers around the new sales platform, this objective was mainly reached with 

local honey producers, cured pork producers, wine producers.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

SUPERVISION TECHNOLOGY  DIGITAL LAND MONITORING 

https://lands.qoldau.kz/ 

 

The project is under Joint Stock Company "Information and Accounting Center" in 

Kazakhstan. 

Since one of the factors of the well-being of the country and the world as a whole depends 

on the rational use of agricultural land, the main goal of the project is the inventory and 

implementation of state control over the use of land.  The land monitoring project has been 

developed in order to modernize the agricultural sector, increase productivity and control 

the rational use of agricultural land. The project processes information from satellite 

systems and uses remote sensing data of the earth to confirm the fact of use / non-use of 

land by indices, and also monitors compliance with the load norms on pasture lands.   In 

2020, in order to identify unused arable land and irrationally used pastures, the IAC 

digitized the territory of some regions through a web portal as part of the implementation 

of measures to monitor the use of agricultural land. According to the data of the first stage, 

8.3 million hectares of unused pasture land were identified. 2.6 million hectares of pastures 

have already been voluntarily returned to state ownership, owners of 5.7 million hectares of 

land have received electronic notifications about the need to take measures to remedy the 

situation. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG9, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

 

The Dairy Union of Kazakhstan 

https://kazsut.com/ 

 

The project is under Digital Supply Chain Management  in Kazakhstan. 

We foster the use of a free mobile app called Collect Mobile to digitalize our suppliers of raw 

milk. Dairy factories in Kazakhstan buy milk from hundreds of small farms and having this 

digital solution saves time for supply chain management and allows dairies to provide 

better support to small farmers. With support from the FAO and EBRD, we developed 

standard reports using Power BI to analyze the data. This is helpful to improve food safety 

parameters and milk and plan milk procurement quantities.   We believe the innovation 

consists in bringing the tool (Collect Mobile) from forestry to agribusiness and in trying to 

establish a direct dialogue with our farmers, by-passing the middlemen (milk traders). 

thanks to the survey, developed by the FAO experts, dairies' staff holds a direct dialogue 

with small farmers and this will lead to relations of trust and mutual understanding. We 

believe only trust and responsible behavior from both sides of the value chain can result in 

inclusiveness and competitiveness of the industry as a whole.   Our industry association 

unites milk processors of Kazakhstan. Every year, Kazakhstan's dairy industry buys over 2 

M tons of raw milk from farmers, 50% of them are smallholder farmers. Giving them a hand 

requires knowing them, understanding their performance. Collect Mobile for us is very 

helpful in that.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

Definition of crops and creation of a database for the Automated System for Planning 

and Monitoring of Crop  

https://tapipedia.org/content/ministry-agriculture-food-industry-and-melioration-mafim-

kyrgyz-republic 



 

The project is under GIS Pro in Kyrgyzstan. 

Digitalization and automation is one of the main directions in the development of the 

economy in the country. Digitalization reduces the risks of the emergence of corruption 

systems in local governments, and also allows the efficient provision of services to the 

population. An automated system allows the population to receive information in a timely 

manner and without wasting time. The resources of geospatial information available in the 

Kyrgyz Republic on agriculture, and in particular data on soils and vegetation cover of 

pastures, remain on paper and are not fully utilized, which prevents the realization of all the 

potential benefits of using a wide layer of potential users.  Today, high-resolution satellite 

images are available free of charge, with the help of which you can obtain up-to-date data 

that can be used in many areas. This data can be used in the planning of crops, it will also be 

a powerful tool for the government in supporting exports or helping to sell farmers' 

products, since using this data it is possible to determine in advance how much area is 

occupied by a particular crop and how many tons on average a farmer will receive from a 

certain plot. From satellite images, you can get what types of crops are grown in a certain 

area with a resolution of 10 meters. And also it will allow farmers to monitor the soil 

moisture of their own areas, as well as determine the state of vegetation using the NDVI 

index. Also one of the main advantages is that you can analyze up to 20 years by crop type 

to avoid soil erosion. Those if every year the same crop is grown in a certain area, then the 

soil will be depleted, a correct systematized system of sowing crops is required. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, EMP, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Implementation of Web-based FAO Food Price Monitoring and Analysis Tool  

http://fpmatool.stat.kg/public/ 

 

The project is under FAO  in Kyrgyzstan. 

Web-based FAO Food Price Monitoring and Analysis (FPMA) Tool was implemented in the 

National Statistics Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic. This tool gives access to everybody to 

the National Statistics Committee’s full database of price data for 56 consumer goods in 19 



cities throughout the Kyrgyz Republic. It provides easy visualization of time series data as 

well as basic analysis and reporting features.    The FPMA Tool is a major component of the 

FPMA activity. It provides an advanced technical solution for dissemination and analysis of 

price information. The Tool was developed in 2010 as part of FAO’s initiatives to address 

the soaring food prices.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, GOV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Development of an Animal Identification and Traceability System in Kyrgyz Republic  

http://www.fao.org/3/a-br254e.pdf 

 

The project is under FAO  in Kyrgyzstan. 

Animal Identification and Traceability System critically contributes to increased food and 

safety and security for The Kyrgyz Republic and income of farmers and other stakeholders 

through improved disease monitoring and control, reduced restrictions export of livestock 

products and improved animal health and productivity and pasture utilization. 

Furthermore, the AI&T provides a basis upon which to build future systems for improved 

livestock management and genetic selection. So under project the Ministry of Agriculture 

and Melioration (MoA&M) of The Kyrgyz Republic, was supported to develop a national 

strategy and action plan for animal identification and traceability (AI&T) and to design the 

information technology (IT) system required and develop the necessary software for data 

collection, storage and exchange.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Strengthening of the National Food Security Information System in the Kyrgyz 

Republic  



http://www.fao.org/3/a-bd520e.pdf 

 

The project is under FAO  in Kyrgyzstan. 

In order to facilitate price data collection (obtained from nine markets throughout the 

country), the project assisted National Statistics Committee to develop a CAPI (Computer 

Assisted Personal Interviewing) application, built on an Android-based open source 

platform and toolkits. Special software was developed. The project also equipped 21 data 

collectors with tablets connected to the central server.   To improve the reporting of current 

agricultural statistics, the project contributed to the development of a user-friendly 

software application running under SQL Server 2007 to facilitate data input into a 

centralized server located at the National Statistics Committee office in Bishkek. So the main 

result was shifting of price collection from paper based system to e-based system.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Telegram bot "DyikanDos"  

https://t.me/strong_village_bot 

 

The project is under State Enterprise Information Marketing Center "Aiylmaalymat"  in 

Kyrgyzstan. 

Many different digital solutions and products are being created, many books and various 

information, but farmers do not know about them, and farmers also have many template 

questions. The telegram bot serves as a tool for providing information to farmers, as a tool 

for prompt feedback. In this project, the telegram-bot technology is used, a system that 

allows you to respond to user requests in an online format and provide users with all the 

necessary information as quickly and conveniently as possible. The bot is also able to 

monitor the number of clicks and give users an estimate of the quality of this or that 

information, which will allow keeping only the most accurate and useful information for 

farmers in the bot's database.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG11. 

 

 



 

TITRIS (The Applied Research and Results Information System) 

https://www.lzukt.lt/ 

 

The project is under LAAS (Lithuanian Agricultural Advisory Service)  in Lithuania. 

The system of TITRIS was developed to disseminate good practice. Farmers can adapt the 

announced innovations in TITRIS on their farms or gain experience access with them. 

Scientific innovations and farm management models are also announced which can 

contribute to the successful performance in the farms of farmers as well.    Applications 

should be user-friendly, accessible to all, affordable, adapted to local needs in languages and 

cultures, and support sustainable development. To this effect, local authorities should play a 

major role in the provision of ICT services for the benefit of their populations.The providers 

of data on applied research and innovation to TITRIS system are scientific institutions, 

farms, and other specialized producers. Prior to publicizing innovations in TITRIS, all data is 

carefully evaluated by a competent specialist of the Lithuanian Agricultural Advisory 

Service. The purpose of this evaluation is clarification, novelty, adaptability and relevance of 

the publicized information.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

Mobile application “NMA agro”.  

https://www.nma.lt 

 

The project is under National Paying Agency under the Ministry of Agriculture of the 

Republic of Lithuania in Lithuania. 

In 2018 the NPA (Paying Agency of Lithuania) launched a free and easy to use mobile 

application named “NMA Agro”, both for IOS and Android. Currently, there are more than 

11000 users. It allows to send pictures with precise coordinates and azimuth directly from 

the area and it can also measure the distance and size.   This modern solution helps farmers 



to report about their performed activities, including cultivation of specific crops, 

implemented investment projects or the problems related to the fulfilment of commitments 

not only to NPA, but also to State Veterinary and State Plant Protection services. On the 

other hand, it helps Paying Agencies and other related institutions to implement the checks 

from the office and save a lot of time, human, administrative and financial resources, and 

thus, reduce administrative burden for farmers. The importance of such mobile application 

is especially visible during the Covid-19 pandemic, when during and after the quarantine 

period most of the checks can be done only remotely.  The mobile application has access 

also to all the main LPIS (Land Parcel Identification System) layers, for example, soil 

erosion, Natura 200 territories. Also, it provides access to constantly updated satellite 

images of the Copernicus programme "Sentinel", e.g., vegetation index or crop water stress 

index, which allow farmers to monitor and assess the condition of the crops grown in their 

fields and, if necessary, to carry out instantly the necessary farm activities.  Moreover, any 

Lithuanian citizen can freely see all the annually declared parcels and crops in Lithuania and 

can report about unattended areas with overgrown trees and shrubs, uncultivated land, 

environmental irregularities, etc. In this way, the transparency of EU subsidies is ensured.    

Tech: Remote sensing (satellites, planes, drones); Internet of Things (IoT) (M2M, WiFi, 

networks); Broadband internet (mobile, satellite, cable); Digital communication (telephone, 

messenger, email); Software solutions (programs and packages) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, GOV, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

“REPORT 2019 ON MOBILE SERVICE COVERAGE IN MEXICO'S AGRICULTURAL AREAS”  

http://www.ift.org.mx/usuarios-y-audiencias/cobertura-del-servicio-movil-en-las-zonas-

agricolas-de-mexico-en-2019 

 

The project is under Federal Telecommunications Institute in Mexico. 

The "REPORT 2019 ON MOBILE SERVICE COVERAGE IN MEXICO'S AGRICULTURAL AREAS”  

allows to identify the agricultural areas that have access to mobile service coverage 

according with the information provided by dealers. The results considers these access 

technologies: 3G, which is mainly used to provide voice, SMS and data services, allowing a 

higher speed of data transmission; and 4G, which is mainly used to provide a high-speed 

data service.    This Report is unique in Mexico as there is no precedent of this kind of 

reports that makes available the information about the regions where there are 

technologies that can be leveraged or implemented more efficiently.     The Federal 

Telecommunications Institute designed this report as  an information document that 

identifies agricultural areas (seasonal and greenhouse) that have access to mobile service 

coverage reported by the concessionaires, in order to provide an input for the  targeting 

actions that enable development and innovation in this economic sector of our country.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12. 



 

 

Smart Agriculture Hub 

http://skyfarms.io 

 

The project is under SkyFarms in Netherlands. 

Let thy food be thy medicine.  We are involved in organising community resources and 

connecting AgTech to areas that are in desperate need of better food security, and to secure 

future food supply chain strength.  Providing access to the tools everyone needs to keep 

food local and available, which helps populations fight Covid-19 with ample, healthy, fresh 

local food. Moving consumers to food citizens is crucial for future survival of new outbreaks 

and crisis preparedness.                                                               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

Ida – the intelligent dairy assistant 

https://ida.io/ida-demo-2020/ 

 

The project is under Connecterra in Netherlands. 

Farmers are under tremendous pressure on multiple fronts and need the help of advanced 

technologies to make a transition. There is not enough skilled labor on farms and farmers 

are constantly dealing with market and milk price volatility. Therefore, decisions must be 

measured and well thought through. To be able to take farming to a next level, digitization 

in agriculture is crucial.  As the world population continues to grow, the agricultural sector 

is faced with the problem of meeting the increasing food demand, while struggling to reduce 

the impact of farming on the environment. Increasing farm efficiency and actively working 

towards a net-negative carbon effect of farming are among the key priorities.  In the dairy 

sector we see more consolidation, as farms are getting bigger and more professional. The 

tools and requirements of farmers and suppliers change as well. Using technology to 

monitor animal health and wellbeing will help significantly improve productivity and 

efficiency. This smart utilization of resources will result in a lower ecological impact. By 

empowering farmers with the right technology, we believe our practice can help address 

the growing demand for food and climate issues.  We developed Ida – the intelligent dairy 

assistant . It uses artificial intelligence to learn the behavior of each cow and provide 

actionable insights on health, fertility, and farm operations. The real-time delivery of this 



information means farmers can make informed decisions that improve herd health and 

productivity, without raising costs, resource consumption and labor requirements.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG7, SDG12. 

 

 

Akkerweb 

https://www.wur.nl/ 

 

The project is under Wageningen University and Research in Netherlands. 

Akkerweb (www.akkerweb.eu) is a web-based portal for precision agriculture. Many 

platforms offer advice to farmers, but they often look at a single task (e.g. irrigation, or 

fertilization) and rely on a single data source (e.g. satellite or drone images, soil moisture 

sensors). The main strength of Akkerweb is that using a single platform the farmer can 

receive advice on multiple tasks using multiple data sources.   Akkerweb is composed of 

many apps (26, with more in the pipeline at the moment) each addressing a different 

farmer task (e.g. fertilization, pesticide application, tractor route planning) using different 

data. This is possible because Akkerweb is a collaborative effort between research 

institutions, farmer cooperatives, and private companies.  In fact, each of these actors can 

stage their own apps in Akkerweb, like crops models from Wageningen University and 

Research, decision support systems for fertilization from Agrifirm (an agricultural 

cooperative), or herbicides apps from Syngenta. Several apps that offer basic functionality 

(e.g. visualization of satellite images) are free whereas others are available for a fee (e.g. the 

late blight app costs 250 €/year per company).  Akkerweb provides farmers and their 

consultants with access to external data sources such as parcel boundaries, global weather, 

satellite imagery, and farm management data stored in the commercial Farm Management 

Information Systems (FMIS) Crop-R1 and CropVision2. In addition, Akkerweb allows users 

to upload their own geo-referenced data. Frequently uploaded data include maps of soil 

ECa, drone imagery, and the output of tractor-mounted canopy reflectance sensors. High-

resolution, multi-band drone images of several GB in size can be accommodated without 

problems. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Nedap CowControl 

https://www.nedap-livestockmanagement.com/dairy-farming/solutions/nedap-

cowcontrol/ 

 

The project is under Nedap Livestock Management in Netherlands. 

Nedap CowControl makes a significant contribution to improving animal welfare and 

sustainability on dairy farms worldwide. It also offers farmers a solution to the shortage of 

skilled labor that is prevalent in almost every country and provides them with a better 



work-life balance. Finally, the system and data can contribute to transparency throughout 

the entire chain and increased consumer confidence.    At Nedap we believe in ‘Technology 

for life’. This means helping professional farmers run a profitable, sustainable and enjoyable 

business. The technology we develop enables them to automate everyday tasks and make 

informed decisions based on individual animal identification and data. This is valuable as 

livestock producers today find themselves in an increasingly challenging environment.    

The growing global demand for affordable animal protein presents an enormous 

opportunity, yet at the same time a scarcity in skilled labor and other resources forces a 

more efficient production. Meanwhile, demands are rising when it comes to animal welfare, 

sustainability and transparency.    We empower farmers by technology, so they can respond 

to the growing global demand for animal protein in a way that is both profitable and aligned 

with consumer expectations.    Nedap CowControl is a wearable, wireless precision farming 

sensor technology.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG12. 

 

 

Artificial Intelligence for morden livestock management 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1zZprHOBfUtdW1lvS_5ljy8EnH0nC-AAp 

 

The project is under Serket B.V. in Netherlands. 

Inspired by the hardworking farmers who feed the world, Serket is developing a sensor-free 

artificial intelligence that uses camera vision to enhance farm productivity and promote the 

health of individual animals.By monitoring changes in animal behaviour in real time, we 

enable farmers to pin-point sick livestock and intervene immediately. With Serket, farmers 

can minimize antibiotics usage, reduce feeding costs, and lower mortality rates to animal 

welfare and raise healthier livestock.   Serket addresses key problems faced by the EU 

livestock sector: 1) the need to control contagious diseases and epidemics; 2) the need to 

reduce antibiotic use (today, 70% of the world's antibiotics are used in livestock;75% of this 

usage is non-therapeutic) and zinc-oxide in livestock management; 3) the need for Decision 

SupportSystems to improve livestock health; and 4) the requirement to comply with 

Council Directive 2008/120/EC on animal welfare. 5)The expectation of the alignment with 

SDG of UN that challenges are facing globally-Zero hunger,Good Health and Well-

being,Decent Work and Economic Growth and Industry, Innovation and 

Infrastructure(specifically the agricultural industry)   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

Soil Heroes Fairchain Platform 

https://www.soilheroes.com/10-facts/ 

 

The project is under Soil Heroes Operations B.V. in Netherlands. 



The Soil Heroes Fairchain Platform is a digital platform connecting farmers and businesses 

around regenerative agriculture. It is our firm belief that (re-)building soils through the 

practices of regenerative agriculture is a principal solution for the current degradation of 

agricultural soils all over the world. We believe that the transition to regenerative (organic) 

farming practices will structurally sustain and improve the world’s capacity to provide 

healthy, nutritious and tasty food for a growing world population. Regenerative farming 

also provides answers to climate change and to biodiversity and nature loss, resulting from 

an agricultural system that is broken.    There is a large potential of farmers interested in a 

transition towards regenerative farming. These farmers recognize the solutions that 

regenerative farming practices can provide:  - Restauration of production capacity  - 

Mitigation of risks of extreme weather conditions  - Higher resilience of crops against pest 

and disease  Many of the potential farmers lack financial possibilities (for a great deal to 

current agricultural market conditions and relations) and/or knowledge to make the 

transition to regenerative farming.    On the other hand, there is a growing number of 

businesses and organisations that (may) recognize the value of such a transition and want 

to contribute actively to that in terms of finance, knowledge, networking power, or 

otherwise. Often these businesses or organisations lack access to farmers, specific 

regenerative farming knowledge and/or the know-how and tools to connect this transition 

to their processes, systems and propositions to create value for their business.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, ENV, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

HZPC Decision Support System 

https://www.hzpc.com 

 

The project is under HZPC Holland BV in Netherlands. 

HZPC is the global leader in potato seed breeding and trading, with strong emphasis on 

innovating new varieties that are high-yielding, more climate resilient, and responsive to 

consumer demand.  It distributes potato seeds in 95 countries and actively collaborates 

with growers and others in the potato value chain for innovations.   HZPC wants to support 

growers to maximize the potential of its potato seeds.  Potato is one of the most water-

efficient staple crops (vs. rice and maize, for example) and therefore key to global food 

security amidst new climate challenges such as drought and irregular rainfall.  However, it 

is also a sensitive crop in terms of yield and quality, and special attention and grower 

training are required.  For example, different varieties are suitable for different geographies, 

and planting decisions must consider season timing, soil type, row distance, irrigation 

among others.  Crop care activities such as fertilization management and haulm killing must 

also be optimized based on specific environmental conditions.  Plot history should also be 

well-documented as potato is usually rotated with 1-2 other crops for soil health and 

reducing certain pest problems.  In short, potato offers a significant opportunity to improve 

food security for the world, but it involves a high degree of complexity to achieve optimal 

yield and quality, and to preserve the environment in the longer-term.  The challenge to 



deal with such complexity is high particularly for small / medium-sized growers who have 

more limited access to know-how (such as in-house or visiting agronomists), and this is 

especially true for emerging markets.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG10, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Proactive auditing 

https://www.wur.nl 

 

The project is under Wageningen University in Netherlands. 

In terms of digital excellence in agriculture we study, model, design and provide solutions 

for transparency and traceability of agriculture and food (agri-food) products across the 

value chain. In this aspect, we realized that there are two distinct approaches in addressing 

sustainability concerning, i.e. issues concerning the origin of products, the quality of 

products, animal welfare, emissions, etc. The first one is product tracking and tracing, 

generally referred to as transparency. Transparency (or the lack thereof) has been a major 

concern to consumers. The second one is auditing. Auditing a key mechanism for enforcing 

good practices and has a formal and legal character. Auditing is done by adopting an 

existing or new certification scheme and enabling an independent auditor to do an audit 

once a year.  Both practices have multiple issues in the way they are practiced now. 

Transparency system provides real-time information when implemented right—as has 

been the case in a few exemplary supply chains. However, transparency is not widely 

adopted because it requires the gathering of detailed data from across the supply chain, 

providing unprecedented access to the data, and deploying a transparency system. When 

these are archived (as was the case with our pilot partners), there is no direct tangible and 

measurable business value. Moreover, developing a digital transparency system is 

expensive. Auditing on the other hand has direct business value.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 



 

AI powered, fully automated food waste monitor 

https://www.orbisk.com 

 

The project is under Orbisk in Netherlands. 

By outfitting the (organic) waste bin in restaurants with the Orbisk monitoring equipment 

(a weighing scale and a intelligent camera unit) and then interpretation by means of AI 

image recognition technology, we enable absolute frictionless registration of what food is 

going to waste, on a very detailed level (1000 ingredient classes). Moreover, by including 

the context of the waste action - such as the food being thrown away from a pan, a cutting 

board or a plate - we can identify in what part of the food providing process the food was 

lost.    This information can then be used to recognize, address and optimize the 

inefficiencies in the restaurant process. By means of action oriented dashboarding we can 

help you to balance portions, optimize stocking and plan more efficiently, resulting in 

savings up to 70%. Most tangibly, this will result in significant economic value due to 

savings on  your buying, an annual saving of €15.000 - 50.000 and up, plus saving 4000 kgs 

and up of edible food! Indirectly, the restaurant will also be saving on personnel and waste 

disposal + utility cost, which are harder to quantify but will generally double the savings on 

buying still.    Most importantly though, this way food waste can be prevented as opposed to 

reappropriated, annually saving over 4,000 kilos of food of going to waste, preventing the 

emission of 15 tons of CO2 and 14M liters of water use. Our ambition to grow to 300 

locations in 2020 has the potential of preventing 1.2M kg of food annually, after that the sky 

is the limit! 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 



 

Smart Irrigation system (Smais) 

https://smartirrigation.uniabuja.edu.ng 

 

The project is under University of Abuja in Nigeria. 

This Smart irrigation system (Smais) automates the process of irrigation by monitoring the 

soil moisture and humidity relative to the plant being cultivated, factors in weather 

condition, and adaptively sprinkles water on the land as required. The system is monitored 

and operated from a web app.  The objectives are to make efficient use of water and 

minimise labour required for all-season farming. The system uses wireless moisture 

sensors placed in the soil to monitor water levels, monitors the water level in a reservoir 

using a float sensor, gets weather updates, upload all sensor data to a cloud database and 

displays them on a webpage,  starts irrigation from the webpage, and generates reports of 

the volume of water used over a given period. The prototype is to be scaled and tested on 

University of Abuja farms. The rainy season in the city of Abuja and neighboring 

communities is rather short, running from the month of May till October when planting is 

done. This device will make it possible for these predominantly agrarian communities to 

plant different types of crops all year round. This will contribute to significant reductions in 

hunger and poverty in this region and other places with similar weather patterns. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG6, SDG9. 

 

 

VIPS 

https://www.nibio.no/ 

 

The project is under NIBIO in Norway. 

VIPS is an Open Source technology platform for prognosis, monitoring and decision support 

for integrated pest management in agricultural crops. The VIPS system, originally 

developed to meet the needs of Norwegian agriculture, is designed with flexibility in mind, 

aiming to create new and improved tools for better implementation of integrated pest 



management at an international scale.  VIPSweb is an online tool for integrated pest 

management, particularly addressing two IPM principles; i) Tools for monitoring and ii) 

Threshold values as basis for decision making. The service includes pest risk models and 

early warning of relevance for the most important pests and diseases of Norwegian 

agriculture, targeting crops such as cereals, apples and field vegetables. Observations of 

pests and diseases are reported to the system by agricultural advisors, addressing both 

inputs to models and reports on pest and disease observations. The VIPSweb allows for 

local adaptations, including multi language support, incorporation of models and other 

services. This opens for easy customization for international use. Alternatively, model 

output views can be incorporated in existing web sites or distributed on smart phones or 

tablets.  The overall architecture and design of the VIPS platform is developed to allow for 

international collaboration. Data from most online weather stations, public weather data 

networks and weather forecasts can be used, allowing pest and disease models to be tested 

and validated under local conditions, with multiple sources of input data. Observations of 

pests and diseases can be easily reported and visualized in online maps. We aim to initiate 

international research collaboration to create new and improved tools for better 

implementation of integrated pest management.   As part of the combat against Fall 

Armyworm in Africa, elements from VIPS has been implemented in the FAMEWS mobile 

app. Current outputs include facilitation of access to weather data through the FAMEWS 

app.         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

Agrisurge Innovation Challenge Competition 

https://ignite.org.pk/agrisurge/ 

 

The project is under Ignite - National Technology Fund in Pakistan. 

Ministry of Information Technology and Telecom (MoIT) along with the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of UN (FAO) launched a national call for industry 4.0 centric 

solutions that address the current challenges being faced by the agriculture sector in 

Pakistan including water shortage, food security, nutrition and others.     The AgriSurge 

Innovation Challenge (AIC) is an Open Innovation Challenge seeking to transform 

agriculture sector in the country through groundbreaking ideas to meet the growing 

challenges with new solutions submitted by inspiring individuals and teams – of students, 

professionals, entrepreneurs, startups, and ordinary citizen innovators.  AIC aims to ignite 

innovation to enhance the agricultural productivity of the country using 4IR technologies of 

AI and Big Data to help feed the growing population.     The objective of the AIC is to support 

the brilliant ideas from the talented innovators by providing them conducive environment 

and resources including funding, mentorship, incubation and etc. to make agriculture 

development more rapid, more inclusive, and more resilient.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 



 

 

 

المستدامة الزراعية التنمية   

https://dspace.qou.edu/contents/mooc/index.html 

 

The project is under Al-Quds Open University in Palestine. 

التنمية أهمية ابراز أجل من تطويره تم االنتشار واسعة المفتوحة اإللكترونية المقررات من هو المستدامة الزراعية التنمية مقرر  

على للحفاظ تواجههم التي والتحديات وقضاياهم لمشاكلهم ابداعية حلول انجاز خالل من طنينالموا حياة تحسين في الزراعية  

ظاهرة حول الوعي نشر الى باإلضافة أفضل، بشكل الطبيعية الموارد لإلدارة الزراعية بالنظم  والنهوض الزراعي الموروث  

والنهوض المائية للموارد المستدامة االدارة تشجيعو والمزروعات، التربة جودة وتحسين استصالحها  وكيفية األراضي تدهور  

اآلمن الغذاء توفير أجل من وتنميتها وحمايتها استغالل أفضل المتاحة الموارد كل الحيوانيةواستغالل للثروة المستدام باإلنتاج  

الزراعي المجتمع ألفراد كفاية وبأقصى الطويل المدى وعلى باستمرار الزراعية والمنتجات النظيف .  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

E-services using drones for quantity buyer 

http://wodr.poznan.pl/ 

 

The project is under Wielkopolska Agricultural Advisory Centre in Poznan  in Poland. 

The Flagship Innovation Experiment within the SmartAgriHubs project has run and 

implemented e-services advisory system for agriculture with the use of drones. It has 

consisted 4 services, especially on the market of small and medium-sized farms, which at 

the moment cannot afford expensive solutions. Important element for the experiment was 

financial analysis carried out by Digital Innovation Hub - DIH Agro Poland.  The solutions 

and services exist but are limited to a narrow market or are in the experimental phase. The 

task of the pilot was to implement, test and prepare e-services for mass use. The reduction 

of costs was related to the connection of services with public agricultural consultancy, 

which supports a large number of farms in a given area (grouping of recipients and 

services).  The scope was to analyze, choose and implement minimum 4 of 10 identify 

possible e-services.  The experiment involved 26 farms: large, medium and small ones. 



Farms cooperating with Wielkopolska Agriculture Advisory Centre as demonstration 

network farms. In experiment we have completed 119 tests and validations.  To the 

innovation experiment involved team composed of system analysts, business analysts, 

economists, programmers and testers. An important factor of the experiment was the 

involvement of final users of the targeted services.  Most important challenges was:  - enable 

high tech drone services for mass using, especially for small and medium farms  - 

implementation and dissemination online tools for close cooperation between farmers, 

advisory and ICT providers  - combine drones mapping with complex agriculture advisory  - 

determination of financial challenges, cost-effectiveness of e-services and accessibility for a 

mass audience  - adequate understanding of the needs of the users in the aspect of the 

availability of services at the level of medium and small farms     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

Biological control of the European corn borer in the air 

https://www.agrofly.pl/ 

 

The project is under Agrofly in Poland. 

Agrofly combines the knowledge and experience of many specialists in the field of 

agriculture and information / digital technologies to offer a specific solution to the client. In 

accordance with the idea of Industry 4.0, we combine the physical, digital and biological 

world into a product that solves problems that cannot be solved from the ground.    Our 

technology is based on:  1. Hexa-copter and octo-copter drones with an autonomous flight 

and altitude maintenance module of Polish production,  2. Applicator of the Trichogramma 

preparation with its own GNSS module and a Polish production drop counter,  3. Moth exit 

monitoring network (light traps) - own production,  4. Biopreparation with Trichogramma 

larvae in the form of balls - a product of the Biocare.de company    Both drones have a quick 

assembly system for the Trichogramma can in the form of balls. Both drones and 

applicators have their own independent navigation system.  The drone's flight path is 

planned on the computer and uploaded to the drone's operating system. On its basis, the 

drone moves around the planned points.    The applicator is responsible for the precise 

application of the TRICHOSAFE® beads. The applicator (box) has a capacity of 1,000 balls 

and is made of ultra-light materials.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 



Phorland 

https://phorland.pt/landing 

 

The project is under Phosphorland Lda in Portugal. 

Phorland provides the perfect management tools to farms.     A solution based in the most 

important concept "FROM agronomists TO agronomists".    Is a farm management software 

owned by Phosphorland lda, a portuguese company located in Braga and allow to register 

all information of your farm. As a responsive cloud-based software, is available everywhere 

and to everyone. It is also a very intuitive and user-friendly system. The digitalization has 

come to improve all sectors and agriculture will receive a boost adoting these practices.     

Phorland gives farmers the ability to empower their collaborators to register their daily 

work and to develop more taks everyday. Improves the management of any farm and gives 

information to increase sustainability, in term of consumables and products harvested. All 

products have a traceability file to assure food safety.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

AgroRadar - Soil-Water-Plant anomalies detection 

https://agroinsider.com/ 

 

The project is under AgroInsider in Portugal. 

The AgroInsider developed a powerful software and infrastructure called AgroRadar which 

develops automatically the following tasks:  - Upload any geographic unit (GU) that exists 

interested in monitoring and inspecting around the world.  - Look for all S1 and S2 images 

that intersect the GU uploaded previously and cut those images in order to store only the 

area of interest.  - Process previous images in order to obtain: a) proprietary soil and crop 

structural indexes – radar indexes; and b) crop textural indexes – optical indexes.  - 

Calculate, for each index, all the descriptive and spatial statistics associated to it.  - Create 2 

or/and 3 management zones for each GU and for each index in observation.  - Gives the 

possibility of automatically select smart sampling points taking into consideration the plot 

management zones calculated previously.  - Based on the “big data” collected in each GU 

(crop plot) and considering self-learning algorithms trained by our specialized agronomist 

staff, a report is automatically built and sent to the final user (farmer, technical team, etc.) 

informing on the soil-water-plant anomalies found in each plot.  - The final user receives the 

reports in a smartphone App dedicated exclusively to the automatic reports, in order to 

reduce any user interface barriers. The smartphone App has 3 menus: i) choose the plots 

that will start/end a specific campaign; ii) choose the type of reports to be seen (red, yellow, 

green and grey) in a previously chosen plot; and iii) view a chosen report listed by date.  - 

For more detailed information and plot activities, a WEBGIS App (SAS) can be used in any 

browser with a PC/smartphone connected to the internet.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 



 

 

Farmoo 

https://www.agroop.net/ 

 

The project is under Agroop in Portugal. 

Farmoo is a multiplatform software that is using 4 different data sources to generate value 

added insight that in turn will help our customers (farmers) to:    1.  Better irrigate their 

crops;  2. Prevent risk factors, such as pests, diseases and fungi;  3.  Improve their yield; For 

us water management is the ideal entering point, but gradually we are adding new features 

to open more.    Our end goal is to target smallholder farmers, however, to reach the 

business sustainability as soon as possible we are currently targeting, mainly, medium and 

large farmers since they represent bigger revenue tickets.     The technologies that we are 

integrating in our Farmoo multiplatform are supplied by companies like Pycno (IoT), 

Onesoil (IoT), Skywatch (Satellite), Sentinel (Satellite) and Weather bit (Weather forecast).     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

Irristrat 

http://www.hidrosoph.com/EN/ 

 

The project is under Hidrosoph in Portugal. 

Provide accurate, site specific, irrigation recommendations. Our solution integrates several 

converging methodologies and is based on more than 10 years of data from thousands of 

sites and sensors .  Our solution has allowed farmers to optimize performance and surpass 

expected yields by matching the specific daily needs of each crop and site.                                                                                                                                                                                    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

e-Exploração 

https://e-exploracao.ruralbit.com 

 

The project is under Ruralbit Lda in Portugal. 

Farmers (mostly livestock producers) need to keep record of their animals, both to make 

consistent and objective management decisions and to meet legal obligations. Our work has 

been to develop a software solution to record different kinds of data related to livestock 

production at the farm level: identifications, productive and reproductive data and 

genealogies.   We have developed an online platform called “e-Exploração” (it can be 

roughly translated as “e-farm”) where livestock producers can register data and get reports. 

These reports can be used to identify the best and worst animals according to the farmer’s 

criteria (such as calf’s weight at birth and/or at weaning and calving interval, longevity of 



cows) and make a rational selection. They can also be used to meet legal obligations (filling 

in legal documents, which often require information on livestock).   This platform is 

currently being used in the management of nearly 1500 farms, mainly beef producers, and it 

is proven to be a useful tool. As it works online it can be accessed from any device with an 

internet connection.   E-Exploração has a modular structure  and, at this time, the modules 

for cattle, sheep, goats and horses are available. Each producer only subscribes to the 

modules he/she needs.  Access can be done by each producer individually or you can 

delegate that task to an entity, such as a farmers’ association. This entity is responsible for 

registering the information and delivering to each producer the reports that are important 

for the management of their animals.      It has been implemented since 2008 and at the 

moment more than 1 million animals are registered, belonging to more than 1500 farms. 

There are 1065 registered users     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

N3tSensors AGRO Plus/Plus Plus w/ Hawk-EyeTM Systems Build-in 

http://www.numbersagain.pt 

 

The project is under Numbersagain, Lda. in Portugal. 

N3tSensors AGRO with the built-in Hawk-Eye™ system (N3tSensors AGRO +/++) are Smart 

Software Platforms aim to the Agribusiness, accessible through a simple Internet browser, 

crafted for the automation of the monitoring and control of Sensors and Agricultural 

Systems.  N3tSensors AGRO takes into account that the main Producers' Challenges have to 

face, are:  Maximize the Harvest Yields and Quality to give an answer to the "Market 

Demand", and increase "Add Value" of their harvests or crops.  Optimize Inputs, Labor and 

Operational Costs, in the path of reach the "Best Practices", where the pursuit of Enhance 

and Maximize Profits is the key focus.  Also, there are Key Variables that could affect the 

Final Outcome, such as, Weather & Environment, Water, Soil, Plant, Virus, Fungus & 

Bacteria, Chemicals, and Labor.  To meet the Producers' Challenges and mitigate the weight 

of the Key Variables, we built-in Hawk-Eye™ systems, from Itri Corporation, a remote 

thermal and visual image capture by land cameras system.  By exploiting the Internet of the 

Things, the Hawk-EyeTM Systems enables Plants to “Talk” to Producers & Agronomists.  

"Talk" continues with N3tSensors AGRO that will deliver data or act where needed 

(Equipment, Systems & Facilities) is.  The data measurements of a crop’s canopy and 

connecting the result of its analysis, guide water usage in irrigation/fertigation systems.      

Tech:Sensors (weather, GPS tagging, livestock); Internet of Things (IoT) (M2M, WiFi, 

networks); Broadband internet (mobile, satellite, cable); Cloud (data storage and 

computing, Big data); Digital communication (telephone, messenger, email); Software 

solutions (programs and packages); Remote Thermal and Visual Image Data Cameras 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12. 



 

 

LOTA DIGITAL 

http://www.bitcliq.com/en/home-eng/ 

 

The project is under BITCLIQ TECHNOLOGIES, S.A. in Portugal. 

Lota Digital is a fresh fish e-marketplace powered by AI and Blockchain Technology, 

connecting fishing boats with buyers, enabling the first sale of fish after it is caught at sea. In 

addition to connecting fishermen with buyers, this platform also integrates logistic partners 

and  allows end2end  digital traceability, increasing the level of transparency and trust from 

the point of catch to the retail store.  Lota Digital creates value for both parties with 

fishermen exercising greater control of fish pricing, while buyers, including fishmongers, 

supermarkets, restaurants and hotels, have guaranteed the best supply and quality level.   

The B2B app operates a pay-as-you-go model, enabling fish to be sold upon capture at sea at 

the price the fisherman has requested, using blockchain to track it from the time of catch to 

delivery.  For the buyer, the advantages include guaranteed quality and freshness from 

stringent, traditional quality control, combined with lot tracking by blockchain and an 

optimized buying process.   The process is boosted further by an automated AI-powered 

search to find the best options available for the desired species up to a specified time limit.  

The marketplace also connects users with logistics partners, ensuring tailor-made 

packaging and transportation options. A Smart Label is placed on packaged fish, facilitating 

the traceability from catch to delivery using the data recorded on the Lota Digital platform.  

Although the marketplace disrupts the entire trading process of small-scale fisheries, it 

maintains their traditional, non-industrial style of fishing while optimizing the commercial 

process.  Lota Digital's technology combined with the artisan fishing style ensures 

adherence to the EU's Common Fisheries Policy and its sustainability requirements on the 

method of catch, the avoidance of waste and delivery to the most local markets.   This is 

made possible because buyers can source fish caught as close as possible to the point of 

sale.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Wisecrop 

https://www.wisecrop.com 

 

The project is under Wise Connect, S.A. in Portugal. 

Wisecrop is the Agricultural Operating System. A centralized easy-to-use online platform to 

completely manage the farming business. Specifically designed for small farmers growing 

high-value open-field crops, it also supports medium and big holdings growing any type of 

fruit, vegetable, herb or cereal. Wisecrop serves as an aggregator of different technologies 

and sources of data, centralizing and enhancing the usability of the data collected. Being 

able to gather data from sensors independently on their technology/protocol (IoT) at the 



same time it connects with irrigation controllers for remote control of crop’s irrigation 

needs, it becomes a centralized interface to improve efficiency when managing the field. 

Also, it connects with other sources of data such as machinery and scales, combining this 

data with manual inputs of several users (from the field to the board of the company), 

providing actionable, predictable and comprehensive insights about the company’s results, 

day after day, season after season. Because of its integrative features, Wisecrop is also 

useful for Associations/Cooperatives, supporting their experts to better manage their 

associated farmers, which usually have very small areas. By aggregating many farms in the 

same interface, it allows better time and resources management, improving the final results 

for each farmer – and for the association itself. Wisecrop also has an Online Store, which 

becomes a “One-Stop-Shop” for the farmers to buy and subscribe different products and 

services from other providers.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

Increased efficiency of pest control spraying  

https://www.sogrape.com/home#intro 

 

The project is under SOGRAPE VINHOS SA in Portugal. 

Before the practice was implemented, heavy rain episodes (> 10 mm / day) following 

spraying events would washout plant protection products (PPP) leading to environmental 

pollution, crop loss and increased costs from repeated spraying.     Generic national or 

regional based weather forecasts would not have necessary resolution for accurate 

planning of spraying timing, most specially in rugged mountainous areas. Introduction of 

autonomous weather sensors in vineyards (recording data every 15 minutes) allowed for 

forecast models using real data from the farm site on top of regional and national data.     

Modelling provided forecasts at a resolution allowing for vineyard-specific spraying 

planning to be made.     To our knowledge, this was the first time, such a situation was 

deployed in practice for viticulture in both flat and mountainous environments.     ICTs 

allowed for fast recovery of data and timely production and delivery of high-resolution, at 

both spatial and chronological scales, forecasts for farmers and farm managers.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 



 

Genpro 

https://www.ruralbit.pt 

 

The project is under Ruralbit Lda in Portugal. 

Genpro is an online platform developed for recording data related to the management of 

Stud Books, presently being used in the management of 67 breeds (of cattle, sheep, goat, 

horses and pigs) representing nearly all of the Stud Books existing in Portugal. Our 

application allows the recording of all kind of animal data, such as ear tags, ID numbers, 

genealogies, weights, artificial insemination and medication, and many others. It has, so far, 

nearly 8.2 million animals registered and more than 2200 users.  Genpro was developed for 

farmers’ unions and associations that manage Stud Books and the development of this 

platform has kept us in close contact with them, giving us a deep knowledge of the livestock 

production sector in different regions.  Maintaining healthy populations of indigenous 

breeds is a challenge: these breeds are mainly maintained by small farmers, in isolated 

areas, often in the mountains; hence, difficulties arise in marketing products and ensuring 

sustainability.  Keeping data recording is crucial for the monitoring of local domestic breeds. 

It is important to identify the animals, study the breed population (often dispersed in 

numerous small scale farms) and implement breeding strategies that allow for:   a) keeping 

the genetic health of the breed, avoiding inbreeding   b) prevention that the use of industrial 

crossing leads to the extinction of the breed   c) the development of provisioning and 

marketing strategies of these animals, making the local communities more sustainable.   By 

using Genpro, the technicians form the farmers’ associations can collect the data from all the 

several farms and obtain a full portrait of the breed they manage. Those data can then be 

used to design and implement conservation programs, taking the information back to the 

farmers. By keeping the data collection and analysis through Genpro these programs are 

constantly monitored, allowing them to be evaluated and reformulated if necessary.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 



 

AgroBI 

https://consulai.com/en/ 

 

The project is under CONSULAI, Lda in Portugal. 

“CHALLENGE: All the data but none of the information”  AGRO BI aims to provide real-time 

and ubiquitous information that traditionally requires a lot of time and resources to compile 

and organize, enabling faster analysis and management of KPIs in each activity through 

custom dashboards. AGRO BI powered by Microsoft services does not replace conventional 

work processes already installed, such as database-based management programs or excel 

files, but rather allows them to be combined and integrated into one environment and 

workspace.  Business Intelligence (BI) allows the collection of data and consequently their 

transformation into useful information and timely for decision making in areas such as 

purchasing and sales, operations, human resources and sustainability.  Whether on laptop 

or mobile phone, implementing AGRO BI will enable you to achieve three key goals these 

days:  1) better knowledge of data and organization;  2) better analysis of useful data;  3) 

monitoring of important indicators with impact in the organisation.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG8, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Qatar Beautification  and Our kids planting 1 Million Trees Campaign 

https://geodev.ashghal.gov.qa/home/ 

 

The project is under Public Works Authority (ASHGHAL) in Qatar. 

"As part of contribution to the environment, every entity will be part of Planting trees 

Campaign.  The Tree Planting campaign is often led by entities and members of entity who 

organize tree planting activities to reach the target ""Qatar Beautification and Our Kids 

Planting 1 Million Trees Campaign"""  This opportunity will affect both the environment, as 



well as the youth within the nation, who will be putting in the effort themselves.  The 

relationship that is planted between the youth, and the nation, by witnessing it's trees to 

grow year by year, will form a solid understanding within the youth regarding communal 

service. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, HEA, ENV, AGR, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG11, SDG15. 

 

 

 

Virtual Tours for producers and exporters 

https://moldovafruct.md/en/ 

 

The project is under Fruit Producers and Exporters Association Moldova Fruct in 

Republic of Moldova. 

After borders closed and flights were grounded due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Fruit 

Producers and Exporters Association of Moldova created an alternate way for prospective 

buyers to ‘visit’ some of Moldova’s producers and exporters. Using 3D panorama imaging 

technology and videos, buyers that are interested in Moldovan fruit and grapes can ‘step 

into’ orchards, vineyards, and post-harvest facilities of Moldova’s producers and exporters 

through virtual tours. The tours capture the entire horticultural infrastructure of each of the 

ten participating companies, from production to post-harvest handling. Foreign buyers, as 

well as any interested consumer, can virtually view the super intensive orchards, modern 

cold storage facilities, as well as available sorting, grading, and packaging equipment, while 

enjoy breathtaking views of Moldova’s countryside.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

Information and early warning system for Integrated plant protection 

http://igfpp.asm.md/en%20http://eco-con.net/ 



 

The project is under Institute of Genetics, Plant physiology and Protection in Republic 

of Moldova. 

Integrated plant protection system.     Improved the management of existing data bases, 

data hanks and other information sources: the modalities of collection, storing and analysis 

of the agrometeorological information improved, the physical set up of drought monitoring 

system, the personnel of  Hydrometeo service training, greater utilization and repackaging 

of interact-source information to support policy-oriented    action at various levels;    The 

objective of the use of the ICT                     Improved development planning processesI for 

integrated plant  protection at national level ;    •  Enhanced capacities for integrating 

environmental data and information into development      planning at various levels;    •  

Enhanced collaboration and co-ordination between the key national institutions as well as 

other       stakeholders at various levels;    •  Greater participation of stakeholders in decision 

making processes on evaluation, prevention and Integrated plant protection   •  Public 

awareness concerning  integrated plant protection ,the agrometeorological forecasts 

improving, the expertise in using agrometeorological data extended to communities and 

farms level.  " 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

Apiary Book 

http://www.apiarybook.com/2017.html 

 

The project is under Apiary Book Ltd. in Romania. 

"Great Apiary App Just what every beekeeper needs to create accurate records readily."      

Apiary Book objective is to help all beekeepers from around the world to make better 

informed decisions based on historical data, current conditions and best practices, and to 

minimize bee colonies loses, increase productivity. We are providing a complete solution for 

management of apiaries (applications developed for different devices: smartphone, tablet, 

computer), monitoring of beehives (remote IoT sensors) and data analysis (decision system, 

big data).  Beekeepers - test and use solution, provide feedback, improve, provide best 

practices  Beekeeping associations - collaboration/communication tools     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12, SDG15. 

 

 



 

Agriculture innovations systems and Sustainable farming 

https://en.supercam.aero/ 

 

The project is under Unmanned systems LLC in Russian Federation. 

Our company designs modern and pioneering solutions that contribute to the development 

of precision agriculture. The company’s activities help farmers and SMEs to deploy 

advanced technologies which are known for the acquisition and processing of accurate data 

to assist users in the agricultural management. Learning on the crop development 

constitutes the foundation for vegetation strategies and estimating the crop yield. The 

multispectral sensor mounted on the unmanned aerial vehicle in addition to the RGB 

camera makes a great tool when assessing the field and orchard conditions. Application of 

the UAV in contrast to the satellite coverage has its benefits in that it reduces the time to 

collect imagery, minimizes the costs and secures the room for manoeuvre to deploy the 

drone if the previous set of image does not have the required quality because of inclement 

weather conditions in the area of operation. Devising a strategy of chemicals and fertilizer 

distribution is the cumbersome procedure given the strict regulation that centers around 

the environmental state of protection and soil restoration. Farmers have to keep in mind 

these observations, while maintaining the crop and performing the function of observation. 

Another concern for SMEs and local farmers is the rational use of water as a resource that 

might be limited and also causes the risk of fertilizer washout in case of excessive 

consumption as well as its ingress in surrounding rivers, ponds and other water objects. 

UAV represents an early and regular system of monitoring and observation. Multispectral 

sensor that enables to detect the reflection of the sun energy from plants and their tissues is 

considered to be an optimal solution for precise and sustainable agriculture.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG7. 

 

 

ExactFarming 

https://exactfarming.com 

 

The project is under ExactFarming LLC in Russian Federation. 

Our key solutions include land productivity assessment, agrochemical soil analysis support 



and VR fertilizer application prescription maps ensuring wise land treatment and soil 

fertility preservation, as well as satellite monitoring of vegetation making crop production 

informed and resilient.  The proprietary developments of ExactFarming are a unique guide 

on pests and diseases and a unique algorithm of field agrophytocenosis development 

anomalies foci detection empowering farmers to grow and treat crops knowledgeably and 

sustainably. Particular use cases and the results of our pilot projects prove the fact our 

solutions allow farmers to get higher yields and save money.    Our solutions are based on 

the processing of Big Data within the framework of the proprietary platform for their 

storage and analysis. We work with such technologies as machine learning, computer vision 

and neuronets. ExactFarming collects data from different sources: field sensors, weather 

stations, satellites, UAV — and simultaneously acts as a data source itself using the 

accumulated and adapted system information. The system of detection includes operations 

of a raster image transformation to a 2-dimensional array of objects, erosion of the array 

with the consequential clusterization and filtration of the objects, useful features extraction 

by way of the marker image generation and the identification of spatial coordinates of the 

results obtained. The results obtained are downloaded in a .geojson file and can be used as a 

route for scouters.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

Biological protection of plants by entomophages using unmanned aerial vehicles  

http://flyseeagro.com/ 

 

The project is under LLC "Fly and Look Agro"  in Russian Federation. 

The proposed technology contributes to the protection of plants from insect pests without 

the use of insecticides. Pests do not develop resistance, pesticide load on the land is 

reduced, land degradation slows down due to the use of pesticides.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 



 

Good Agricultural Practices “Saudi G.A.P” 

https://www.mewa.gov.sa/ar/eServices/Pages/SaudiGAP.aspx 

 

The project is under Ministry of Environment, Water and Agriculture  in Saudi Arabia. 

The agricultural sector in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia faces many threats to the future of 

agriculture. Moreover, challenges and pressures lead to a negative impact. For example, The 

decrease in available water resources, in addition to their limitations, and climate change. 

All this confirms that the natural resource base is deteriorating due to the excessive use of 

irrigation water, fertilization in excess of the need of plants, and the excessive use of 

pesticides, which led to the destruction of the biological life of the soil.     The main scope of 

the Good Agricultural Practices “Saudi G.A.P” is disseminating and adopting good 

agricultural practices as a new vision for agricultural work comes in a way that serves the 

protection and sustainability of natural resources and the preservation of the environment, 

including its biological diversity, and activating the role of human resources to achieve the 

optimal use of these resources.    This project is coming under the digital transformation 

initiative that focuses on the Good Agricultural Practices “Saudi G.A.P” providing a platform 

to help the beneficiaries wishing to apply for services.     This project aims to enrich the 

sustainability of vital resources, indulge in raising the efficiency of the agricultural sector, 

and direct subsidies to beneficiaries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

AgroSense 

https://biosens.rs/?page_id=12564&lang=en 

 

The project is under BioSense Institute in Serbia. 

AgroSense is a multi-functional digital platform that provides support to farmers and 

agricultural companies in planning and monitoring the growth of crops and coordinating 

the agricultural activities in the Republic of Serbia. AgroSense was developed by BioSense 

Institute (Institute for Research and Development of Information Technology in 

Biosystems) based in Novi Sad, Serbia. The northern province of Vojvodina in Serbia is 

known for being the most important agricultural area of the country. Even though 

agriculture is one of the strongest export sectors of Serbia’s economy, the demands of a fast-

growing national ICT sector has made us prioritise digital skills and technologies. 

Agriculture is still a very traditional field and bringing innovation to a system where most of 



the business are family run and very manual can be an opportunity, but also a challenge. 

The farmers and agricultural producers in arable farming and horticulture in Serbia operate 

in a traditional manner and in their work use information from various sources. 

Unfortunately, more often than not, the sources are unreliable or not specific enough in 

terms of location, to provide key information for farming and precise forecasting. The 

information is scattered, and many useful data points are unavailable for farmers. Although 

in many cases aware of issues, farmers are deeply reluctant to adopt new farming practices 

and ICTs. The change of mindset demands a lot of effort and time. The specific challenge for 

AgroSense was the development of a solution that would enable the farmers to easily access 

key information and data from one place, have aggregated data across time and use it for 

forecasting and have also have platform to enter costs and revenues related to their parcels 

and crops.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9. 

 

 

 

agroNET – digital platform for sustainable farming 

https://digitalfarming.eu/ 

 

The project is under DunavNET in Serbia. 

Optimizing farm inputs and resource utilization, supporting more sustainable farming.    

Providing holistic management of farm activities leading to introduction of sustainable 

agricultural practices by automatically optimizing inputs and resource utilization, resulting 

in high quality crops and reduced negative environmental impact.    The first benefits 

recorded were related to the irrigation optimization. Reduced water consumption of up to 

30% was recorded thanks to the optimized number of irrigation cycles. Furthermore, using 

precise pest and disease prediction models contributed to a decreased pesticide usage of 

20%. This all leads to the reduced carbon emissions, water savings and reduced 

degradation of soil as natural resource, thus contributing to UN SDG2, SDG13 and SDG15. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 



 

Blockchain Powered Connected Supply Chain 

https://dibizglobal.com 

 

The project is under DIBIZ Pte Ltd in Singapore. 

DIBIZ is a Blockchain powered platform seamlessly connecting all stakeholders in a 

Sustainable Chain digitizing trade transactions thus providing very low cost Traceability, 

End-to-End Visibility, Resiliency in Supply Chain.  It is a disruptive digital platform which 

can revolutionize ANY global supply chain and reduce COGS (Cost of Goods Sold).      DIBIZ 

ALSO PROVIDES AN ONLINE PLATFORM AND A MARKETPLACE. SUSTAINABILITY IS A 

GLOBAL ISSUE AND PALM OIL INDUSTRY ATTRACTS THE SEVEREST CRITICISM. 

FOUNDERS OF DIBIZ WHO HAVE MORE THAN THREE DECADES OF DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

AND HIGHEST LEVEL CONNECTS IN THIS INDUSTRY. HENCE WE HAVE DECIDED TO 

FOCUS CURRENTLY ON PALM OIL IN SOUTH EAST ASIA.    DIBIZ AIMS TO REDUCE THE 

IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENT BY:  - REDUCING/AVOIDING DE-FORESTATION BY 

IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY AND YIELD OF PALM OIL PRODUCTION THROUGH 

DIGITIZATION, BLOCKCHAIN, WORKFLOW AND DATA ANALYTICS    - MONITORING AND 

AVOIDING HUMAN EXPLOITATION THROUGH FREE TO USE MOBILE APPS    - BRINGING 

ONBOARD SMALLHOLDERS (WHO PRODUCE NEARLY 40% OF PALM OIL) TO AN 

ORGANIZED SUPPLY CHAIN THUS EMPOWERING THEM TO GET INCENTIVES FOR 

EMBRACING SUSTAINABILITY    EVENTUALLY, DIBIZ AIMS TO BUILD THE WORLD'S FIRST 

'SUSTAINABILITY EXCHANGE' WHERE PRODUCERS CAN TRADE VERIFIED SUSTAINABLY 

PRODUCED GOODS WITH IMMUTABLE DATA ON TRACEABILITY AND 

SUSTAINABILITY/CARBON CREDITS.    DIBIZ has built a free Mobile App for Smallholders 



whereby they can conduct their daily agri activities and get onboarded to an organized 

supply chain thus empowering them to produce sustainably.  They will now have a platform 

to get rewarded by MNCs and NGOs/Regulators who are looking to incentivize such 

smallholders who produce sustainably. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS, LEA, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15. 

 

 

AGRISELANA ACCESS TO MARKETS 

http://smartagriot.co.za 

 

The project is under SMART AGR IOT in South Africa. 

South Africa sits in the fortunate position of having a world-class national food system, thus 

is largely self-sufficient in terms of food production, and will in all likelihood remain so in 

this pandemic and beyond. While highly productive, the food system is characterized by 

high levels of concentration, with 96% of farming units (Census 2011) falling in the SMME 

category as per the Department of Trade and Industry’s definition (agricultural operations 

with a turnover of R35 million and below). This positions South Africa as a nation of 

relatively small-scale family farms, with over 3 million farming units considered subsistence 

in nature.  Our focus as a company are to the 3 million farming units considered subsistence 

in nature as we believe that the growth in the sector will only emerge if they are developed 

to becoming small scale commercial and later large commercial farmers. Our INNOVATIVE 

MVP focuses on taking smallholder famers to the next level by creating access to local and 

export markets for them using digital Agriculture marketplace, developed and owned by 

ourselves.    This solution provides innovation in the following ways:   1. Business Process 

innovation – we offer post harvest service with a pre-harvest and logistics service. By 

buying the produce at the back of the offtake, farmers are paid 3-6 months faster than they 

would if they wait for the transportation and delivery period. 2. Technology Innovation – 

placing of farmers produce in a global marketplace, to exhibit their products, estimating 

potential farming revenues prior to farming, providing backoffice support including 

quotations, invoicing, payment. 3. Supply Chain Innovation – we secure the buyers for the 

farmers relieving them of the stress to find buyers, as they do not have the marketing skills 

required. Smartagriot assist these farmers across farm management cycle.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

BIF-APP 

https://innovation.digitanimal.com/ 

 

The project is under Digitanimal in Spain. 

Ever since the 20th century most of the countries across the globe are still using the 

traditional way of farming and it’s still going on for the demand and supply of people. As we 

all know that by the year 2050, 80 % estimation of the world population will have been 

living in urban areas which can lead the total population of the world to increase by 3 billion 

people. With this large amount of increase in population, scientists and researchers are 

quite worried about the farmland which will be required to generate such a huge demand 

for food supply to fulfill the necessity to survive. Noticing this fact in mind as what would be 

the future source of alternative solutions to solve such a type of problem a concept was 

proposed named “In-House Farming”.     Can you imagine eating food without 

contamination, under a scheme where the minimum of invaluable resources such as water 

or soil has been used? We certainly can! At Bees Digital Farm (BDF) we have decided to 

start with the source of inefficient production and contamination in our food systems: the 

agricultural production process. The goal? To build-up to tomorrow’s food for today’s future 

by linking farmers and tech communities. Our platform will help them share best practices, 

prototype, and test digital tools, and improve the currently unsustainable production chain.     

Here at Bees Digital Farm, we enable a trivial solution of farmers, tech-developers, and 

investors together using a sustainable community-based platform to valorize the 

technologies and systems all under one roof.        One-time sell, Regular service, Part of 

advisory service    https://youtu.be/IQTJ5OhyReE video describing solution developed 

thanks to H2020 FTI project “Cattlechain 4.0”  https://digitanimal.io/locator/  user: 

demo_digi  ; password: demo   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, BUS, AGR, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 



 

 

Automated Olive Chain 

https://www.hispatec.com/ 

 

The project is under Grupo Hispatec Informatica Empresarial S.A. in Spain. 

Traceability solution that links the preharvest and postharvest area regarding the Olive Oil 

value chain. Related to preharvest, it is a production manager for optimizing the water and 

energy consumption regarding irrigation activities and for enhancing the olive production 

with best practices based on data obtained from IoT devices installed on the fields. Related 

to postharvest, it is an Olive Oil quality and estractability manager using IoT devices 

installed in the mills. These two areas are linked in order to assure traceability for food 

safety.    IoT devices installed on the fields and Olive Mills. Using ETL  (Extraction, 

transformation and Load) processes, all the data are gathered in a cloud based solution. 

Using Artificial Intelligence and BIG DATA, serveral agronomic models are deployed in 

order to calculate the best practices for irrigation, oil quality and oil estractability, linking 

all the data for assuring traceability. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

EASE ( use of GNSS ) 

https://www.essp-sas.eu 

 

The project is under ESSP in Spain. 

The EASE (Egnos sAvingS in agriculturE) tool intends to provide farmers with cost-benefit 

analyses on the introduction of EGNOS for machinery guidance in some of their typical 

agricultural labours. A comprehensive (but pragmatic) model has been built, in order to try 

to be simple but also in line with reality. The methodology takes into account the specific 

circumstances, considering both costs and labour practices, of each farmer. The tool can 

perform scalable studies, including as many operation tasks as the farmer considers 

relevant. In the end, the user can print or export the results obtained. The EASE tool is 

recommended for those types of crops that do not require very high precision solutions, i.e. 

extensive crops in dry areas, such as dryland cereals, legumes and sunflowers.    Tech: 

Sensors (weather, GPS tagging, livestock); EGNOS is a European free of charge service that 

corrects GPS measurements.    EASE is a tool that allows users to decide if EGNOS is a 

technology worthy  to be adopted by them for machinery guidance.    EGNOS  benefits for 

farming  are  available in this other free of charge tool: GEAR  https://egnos-user-

support.essp-sas.eu/new_egnos_ops/resources-tools/egnos-agricultural-demonstrator         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8. 

 

 



IoT-based Platform for Greenhouse Vegetable Production, iVeg 

https://es.mathworks.com/company/user_stories/universidad-de-almeria-develops-and-

deploys-greenhouse-models-as-a-service-to-maximize-crop-production.html 

 

The project is under University of Almería in Spain. 

In this solution, some challenges are present, such as processing and accessing sensor data, 

building a cloud solution that can scale up depending on the data requirements, providing 

an open system so that new and heterogeneous sensors and devices can be easily added, 

and the possibility to provide greenhouse models as a service.  The aim of this work is to 

contribute to this digitalization of the agricultural sector, where the implementation of a 

cloud-based solution for greenhouse crop production is presented. The proposed approach 

provides different services for economic and environmental benefits of the agricultural 

activity and improving the system efficiency by providing suggestions for the use of water, 

pesticides, fertigation, or energy.   In this sense, historical and real-time data are available 

for each of the greenhouses registered in the platform. An open model to allow adding new 

devices spread over the world has been defined. Weather forecast options are also offered 

as a service and are used as a novel service called GMaaS is integrated into the platform, 

where greenhouse predictions models are available to estimate indoor climate, crop 

production, fertigation necessities and as an early warning system      Fully free to use, Open 

source, community approach, Donations free of choice 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

 

IoT Supply Chain Platform for Animal Feed Industry 

https://www.insylo.com/ 

 

The project is under Insylo in Spain. 

Insylo has developed an IoT sensor for Feed Silo's and a Collaborative Smart Feed Logistic 

Platform (SFLP) applying ‘Vendor Managed Inventories’ (VMI) principles. The IoT collects 

volume+environmental data from silos, gathers farms/suppliers’ historical data from 

Enterprise Data Storage Systems (EDSS), process it through Machine Learning (ML) / 

Optimisation Model algorithms and generates a Digital Twin System (DTS) that reflects the 

real world into a digital representation optimising businesses. This becomes a decision-



making tool with the aim to give farmers / feed suppliers high-valuable insights of their 

daily operations.      EU livestock consume ~477M tonnes of feed each year1 but the feed 

industry lacks advanced software solutions in its supply chain. Farmers/feed suppliers still 

rely on manual inventory over logistics, wasting >£2bn/year globally.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

 

The world's first food-as-a-service platform 

https://www.blendhub.com 

 

The project is under Blendhub in Spain. 

The current food supply chain model is obsolete and inefficient. 30% to 50% of all food we 

produce is thrown away. At the same time, 1 in 9 people are malnourished and millions of 

people face severe food insecurity.   Centralized production is inefficient: big conglomerates 

dominate the industry, but they respond to less than 20% of the global food production. 

Meanwhile, SMEs produce and distribute 80% of the food available. And they get little to no 

support in R&D, technology and processes.  Food products that could be sourced locally 

often must travel long distances - even intercontinental - to reach manufacturing centers. 

Then, final products ought to be transported other lengths to reach final consumers. Besides 

adding costs and increasing the final prices of products, all avoidable transportation implies 

the use of massive amounts of fossil fuels that contribute to gas emissions and an increased 

carbon footprint.  If we decentralize production and stimulate local supply chains, we can 

revitalize forgotten crops, we make food production cheaper, generate local employment 

and decrease gas emissions.   Blendhub’s solution to tackle these issues is a collaborative 

platform-based business model to offer food-as-a-service. We have built a localised 

production model, closer to raw materials and final consumers, through a network of 

production hubs, portable factories that are developed and installed according to a unique 

replication model designed by Blendhub, which are transported in a 40-foot container and 

are operational anywhere in the world within six months, near the raw material sources 

and near the final consumer, optimizing logistics. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, ENV, AGR. 



The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

ChickenBoy 

https://faromatics.com 

 

The project is under Faromatics in Spain. 

The ChickenBoy is a robot that monitors chicken health and welfare and thereby helps 

poultry farmers improve productivity. The robot monitors a large variety of parameters 

that are important to the chickens well-being and uses artificial intelligence to identify early 

onset of intestinal diseases, as well as to monitor chickens and equipment. The ChickenBoy 

reduces mortality, medicine use and rejections at the slaughterhouse. It improves feed 

conversion and reduces the risk of poultry farming.    We target farmers, also independent 

farmers, but economics don't work unless the shed size is about 20,000 chickens. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Chemometric Brain 

https://www.chemometricbrain.io/en/ 

 

The project is under Chemometric Brain in Spain. 

Testing agricultural products is time consuming and costly - so doesn't happen. We provide 

a cloud based software solution where a user can take a simple Near Infrared scan of any 

product (wheat, corn, oil etc) and analyse it to confirm its composition in line with a 

standard and then optimise where the product can be sold. A digital certificate can be 

shared between supplier and customer. The analysis is carried using a number of 

techniques including AI/Machine Learning and Qualitative Analysis.    Please see the video 

at https://www.chemometricbrain.io/en/videos/ 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Ignitia's Digital Weather Intelligence for the Tropics 

https://www.ignitia.se 

 

The project is under Ignitia  in Sweden. 

Ignitia's unique forecasts are enabling farmers in the tropical belt to reduce weather related 

risks and allowing agribusiness and other supply chain stakeholders to leverage highly 

accurate, hyper local weather data to optimize the food system from crop input use to post-

harvest handling.    While alternative weather information exists, it’s either inaccurate in the 

tropics, non-specific to a farmer’s location, fails to be distributed efficiently, or presents 

information in a non-actionable way to farmers. There are three main actors who produce a 

vast majority of the forecasts for the entire globe: the UK Meteorological Office (“UKMO”), 

the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (“ECMWF”), and the National 

Center for Environmental Prediction (“NCEP”). Other services repackage these models that 

are optimized for the mid-latitudes and have poor accuracy in the Tropics as demonstrated 

by Vogel et al, 2018. Due to limited capacity and deteriorating ground-based infrastructure, 

National Meteorological Agencies (“NMAs”), rely heavily on these three main global 

providers output, resulting in poor forecast quality. Commercial weather services (“CWS”) 

focus on re-packaging of forecasts and visualization to enhance end-users’ experience. West 

Africa is an underserved market in this regard. Of the largest actors, only Foreca, StormGeo, 

Ubimet, Meteoblue, and Skymet operate within our markets, at limited scale. However, all of 

these players have either accuracy issues in the Tropics and/or do not target our market 

segment.       The key aspect that the competitors have in common is that the forecasts 

originate from models that are not accurate in the tropics compared to ignitia. Hence, ignitia 

has competition in terms of producing data and offering it to the public, but little if any 

competition in terms of data quality or accuracy.   ignitia currently serves more than 1.3 

million active subscribers across West Africa, maintaining a 97% customer retention rate.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5, EMP, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 



 

 

Moving Floor Concept 

http://movingfloor.se/?lang=en 

 

The project is under Moving Floor Gotland AB in Sweden. 

Moving Floor Gotland AB (MF) is a Swedish technology company with a mission to 

fundamentally improve global animal protein production by increasing yield and reducing 

emissions and antibiotic use. MF aims to disrupt the animal husbandry industry by bringing 

a completely automatic and digital cleaning solution for farm buildings allowing for a more 

sustainable and circular system. MF has developed a patented technology, the Moving Floor 

Concept, to give farm animals “a toilet” substantially improving the living conditions for the 

animals and, for pigs, resulting in estimated 19% less carbon footprint.     The non-

automatic pig farms of today produce 75% of all ammonia emissions in the EU (FAO, 

transforming food and agriculture to achieve the SDGs, 2018) and the lacking barn hygiene 

makes pigs sensitive to diseases, which is prevented by an excessive use of antibiotics, 70% 

of all antibiotics globally are used for animals. The over-use of antibiotics fuels the 

occurrence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR), which is predicted by the World Bank to take 

10 million human lives per year from 2030, bringing some perspective on COVID-19; so far 

killing > 1 million (World Bank 2017, Drug resistant infections).     Tech: Robotics (agrobots, 

driverless tractors) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8. 

 

 

 

helioCORE Light Control 

https://www.heliospectra.com 

 

The project is under Heliospectra AB in Sweden. 

The helioCORE light control system delivers consistent, high-quality crop production year-

round, 365 days a year. Heliospectra’s helioCORE integrates and connects adjustable 

spectrum LED horticulture lights, sensor technologies, automated light response and 

programmable light intensities so commercial cultivation teams can immediately respond 

and control changes to their growing environment in real-time. helioCORE enables 

commercial food growers to re-define nature’s potential with reliable, predictable harvest 



forecasts and higher yields, taking fresh, nutritious, and locally grown foods to retail 

markets and consumers faster.     Using the helioCORE control modules and user-friendly 

interface and reporting tools, growers can build their own robust libraries of lighting 

strategies and production schedules for a diverse array of crops–from herbs, leafy greens 

and tomatoes to cereals, grains, and seeds–and easily track data, metrics and results to use 

water, energy, light and natural resources as efficiently as possible while also scaling and 

expanding their business.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

IRRIOT - wireless precision irrigation automation platform 

https://www.irriot.com/ 

 

The project is under IRRIOT in Sweden. 

IRRIOT - saves 50% of water for irrigation and increases cropyield with 30%  IRRIOT offers 

a completely wireless solution that fully automates irrigation. The brain in our system is our 

base station(controller) which communicates using LoRa(long range radio) with remote 

stations. The system can communicate up to 5 km distance.    The remote stations have two 

tasks: the first is to execute the irrigation commands send by the base station, the second 

task is to gather sensor data(soil moist, air/soil temp, pH, salinity, flow meters etc) and send 

that sensor data back to the base.    The logic is stored locally in order to have redundancy 

against internet being down but once the base is connected to wifi everything can be set up, 

monitored or edited through our cloud software platform.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 



 

TreeCoin 

https://tree-coin.io 

 

The project is under Global Tree Project AG in Switzerland. 

Treecoin is a sustainable investment project that uses blockchain technology to provide 

investors with transparent long-term returns based on the sustainable harvesting of hybrid 

eucalyptus trees at our property in Paraguay. To date, we have reforested 290 ha. of fallow 

lands in Paraguay, with an additional 200 ha. earmarked for our short-term efforts.     Our 

security token (TREE) represents a claim on a share of the profits generated over a 23 year 

period.     **10% of all profits go directly into funding social improvement and charity 

projects on the ground in Paraguay    In addition to the TREE token, we have developed the 

TreeCoin (TXC) payment token and are working with our partners on the ground in 

Paraguay to develop a more sustainable and friendly ecosystem for local communities.     

We have partnered with a number of local businesses (grocery stores etc.) that will accept 

the TXC as a payment method and offer reduced prices on necessary goods for those paying 

with TXC. Our goal is to provide rural communities and young people with simple digital 

financial infrastructure to directly address the issue of "unbanked peoples". Our pilot 

project for the TXC ecosystem is set to launch in Q1 2021 - with TXC being provided to our 

reforestation workers and their families in addition to their wages.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 

Crop climate and weather risk analysis, monitoring, and prediction 

https://www.meteoblue.com/ 

 

The project is under meteoblue AG in Switzerland. 

Automatically gather and combine weather, climate, and crop data. Present information 

panels about risks for crops in an easy to grasp way.     The graphical representations are 

suitable for the Walker Institute’s Participatory Integrated Climate Services for Agriculture 

(PICSA) approach; see for example https://ccafs.cgiar.org/resources/tools/participatory-

integrated-climate-services-agriculture-picsa.    Farming advisors can assess local climate 

change, how it affects specific crops, and derive advice on what crops to preferentially grow 



locally.     Farming advisors, local cooperatives, and individual farmers can make decisions 

on which crop to plant this season, when to plant, when to fertilize, irrigate, harvest, etc.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

QuickTrials 

https://www.quicktrials.com 

 

The project is under RESONANZ Group in Switzerland. 

Any innovation that improves food production or promises increased yields, needs to be 

trailed in the field in order to actually verify the assumed benefits in local conditions.  A new 

variety of seed, a different way to apply fertilisers, an adapted soil treatment or an 

improved growing protocol, might all perform well in one area but less well in another 

region due to the inherent complexities of natural ecosystems.   The only way to know with 

more certainty how an innovation might impact a particular farm or region, is to conduct 

scientifically based field trials that compare the new approach against a control group in a 

comparable area.    Conducting scientifically rigorous field trials can be complex and involve 

a lot of data, time and effort.  Our solution QuickTrials, provides a modern, innovative way 

to perform agricultural field trials using mobile devices (phones and tablets).  QuickTrials 

greatly simplifies the process of collecting and collating data, as well as enabling powerful 

analysis possibilities.  QuickTrials reduces the amount of work required to conduct field 

trials while also making the results available much sooner.  Our users have said that results 

are available immediately with QuickTrials instead of taking months to collate and analyze 

the findings when using traditional approaches such as paper and pen.      Reducing the time 

and effort needed to conduct field trials means that more field experiments can be 

performed, and the results can be incorporated sooner into the decision process.  This 

results in a positive, virtuous cycle that leads to faster innovation based on more accurate 

and relevant data.  The overall outcome is an acceleration of the innovation process and an 

improved ability to measure tangible benefits at the region and farm level.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 



AI-powered OneSoil platform 

https://onesoil.ai/ 

 

The project is under OneSoil in Switzerland. 

The OneSoil team of 44 people develops free OneSoil web and mobile apps. Our apps run on 

satellite images, machine learning algorithms, and big data analysis. Our mobile app offers 

field monitoring and crop scouting features, as well as weather forecasts to every farmer. 

For advanced and more experienced users, we offer data visualization from agricultural 

equipment and variable-rate application of seeds and fertilizers in our web app. OneSoil 

web app ensures interoperability for various brands of agricultural equipment: a farmer can 

upload files of different types to the system and download files with tasks for onboard 

computers of various brands.  1. Automatic field boundaries detection using AI and satellite 

images. This simplifies user onboarding.  2. NDVI is calculated in seconds. This saves time 

and efforts on crop scouting and field monitoring.  3. Crops, sowing and harvest dates, yield, 

and growth stages — all this data can be recorded for all fields in a handy way.  4. 

Productivity zones are calculated in seconds. This helps understand the best- and worst-

performing field zones.  5. Variable-rate seeding and fertilizer application maps are created 

automatically in a couple of clicks.  6. Notes for field problem areas ease the crop scouting 

routine.  7. A 5-day weather forecast helps plan fieldwork.  8. The spraying time feature 

helps select the best time to spray crops.  9. Growing degree-days and accumulated 

precipitation charts help predict growth stages and plan fieldwork.  10. Onboard computer 

data visualization helps check the accuracy of field operations. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

 

Farmy AG 

https://www.farmy.ch/?locale=en 

 

The project is under Farmy AG in Switzerland. 

Farmy.ch is an online market place for sustainable grocery shopping in Switzerland, offering 



more than 12000 products from more than 1000 producers.   The disruptive aspect: It is 

NOT an inventory, but a cross-docking business model, meaning that we do not hold any 

inventory for perishable items at all, but all products are being produced, harvested or 

baked at the same day. Then they are sent to our hubs in Zurich or Lausanne, where they 

are being packed and then sent to the client at the same day. Like this we work 100% 

withour any food waste and thus reduce CO2 exhaustions.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

ForFarming 

http://www.forfarming.co/ 

 

The project is under ForFarming in Turkey. 

In a world where population is growing rapidly, arable areas are decreasing, and freshwater 

is getting more and more scarce every year; we have to find better agricultural methods to 

grow more food in smaller areas by using fewer resources.    Using our cloud-based IoT 

solution; Using basic equipment, we can connect remotely to any farm and automatically 

control all parameters required for controlled environment vertical farming. We also 

benefit from our agricultural knowledge by providing plant recipes. This allows anyone to 

start a smart farming business anywhere without developing sophisticated technology, 



purchasing expensive automation systems, or prior farming experience.With ForFarming, 

securely record all your activities for every batch, from sourcing seeds to harvest. Make 

your plants' journey visible.  Strengthen your customers' trust in your products by 

transparently advertising your certificates, facility analysis reports and travels of your 

facilities to them.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG7, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

Augmented Reality Voice Policy Application 

https://www.tarsim.gov.tr 

 

The project is under TARSIM - Agricultural Insurance Pool in Turkey. 

Augmented Reality Voice Policy Application integrated to TARSIM Mobile application is 

designed for cattle, sheep & goat breeders, beekeepers, poultry breeders, fish breeders and 

farmers. It is the first Augmented Reality (AR) technology used insurance mobile 

application in Turkey. It works on a tablet or a smartphone by scanning the QR code on the 

contract or by selecting the policy from the policy list; an augmented reality scene comes 

into view through the policy contract or surface with visual effects, 3D models, buttons 

which gives specific information about the policy. TARSİM’s mascot who explains audio 

visually what to do in case of loss occurrence, the communication channels and the details 

of the policy, appears on the scene created on a virtual platform specific to the policy.    The 

producers buy insurance by going to an agency or calling an agency. As agencies want to 

offer low prices, they may issue policies with missing or wrong information. They might not 

inform producers according to the policy with the same intention. Therefore, producers 

may get a narrow scope of cover without any knowledge on additional covers.     For 

example, for wheat, both the product and the stem could be insured in 2020. Wild boar 

coverage could be bought as an additional coverage. Premium amount was calculated 

according to the yield, the risk zones and the land size. The agency takes out a policy with a 

standard yield of 300 kg without stem element and wild boar coverage in order to reduce 

the premium amount for a land with a real yield value of 500 kg, it causes non-payment in 

case of wild boar damage; or no payment for stem in case of damages; and since it is written 

300 kg instead of 500 kg product there might be no or low indemnification. These kinds of 

situations may cause being less indemnified or not being indemnified in case of loss 

occurrence. That also might cause reducing confidence in agricultural insurance.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG15. 

 

 

TARGIS-VRA: Smart Variable Rate Fertilisation  

https://app.hassastarim.com 

 

The project is under GEOSYS GIS & Consultancy Services Ltd.  in Turkey. 



fertilization needs according to the specific conditions and needs of the land and the 

weather conditions.    Additionally, TARGIS®-VRA was awarded to the First Phase support 

fund provided by the European Commission for SMEs, merited the Certification of 

Excellence for 8 times between years 2016 to 2020.    Farmers need machineries compatible 

with ISOBUS based systems to benefit from precision farming. Conventional SME Machinery 

Manufacturers in the world are not able to implement such systems into their traditional 

machinery because of complexity and cost.     The main beneficiaries of TARGIS-VRA are 

manufacturers of machinery and fertilizers & resellers with a supply network of regional 

and national scale. Statistics show 4500 registered manufacturers, 450 machine types in 

European Region only. The manufacturers have low R&D and product improvement budget 

during their production processes. GEOSYS, get in contact with the manufacturers to 

integrate TARGIS®-VRA to their traditional/retro fertilizer machines-spreaders etc. 

Manufacturers will able to improve the technology level of their products without any R&D 

or industrial investment and TARGIS®-VRA will be disseminated through the current 

business networks. On the other hand, it is hard to reach end users to sell TARGIS®-VRA. At 

this point, the consortium will use the impressive business and sales network to reach 

farmers (end users) in national and international scale. Additionally, after-sale support of 

the hardware side of the TARGIS®-VRA will be offered through these networks to end-

users. To summarize, with the commercialization and marketing plan of the product, a win-

win business model will be offered on a B2B level. The consortium will not need any sales 

or technical support dealer in the sub-regions of the intended market area. In this 

commercialization and marketing model, the assembly process of TARGIS®-VRA will be 

done directly by our customers. The customer will be reached directly and via stakeholders 

like  CEMA - European Agricultural Machinery. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Smart Village 

http://en.tabit.com.tr 

 

The project is under TABİT in Turkey. 

Access to information and the technology is limited for nearly 550 million small family 

farmers in the world, living in villages, with a low education level. The rural-urban 

migration fastened as the farmers faced challenges to produce like they have always used 

to, as the competitiveness rises in the global market conditions as well as global climate 

change. The migration results in agricultural production decrease and inability to maintain 

living conditions as an unskilled workforce where they are unfamiliar. Our goal is to tackle 

the problem by developing easy to use solutions for the small family farmers so they can 

have access to information and technology by themselves. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 



 

 

Agriculture innovations systems and sustainable farming 

https://www.farmerexpert.com/en 

 

The project is under Farmer Expert in Turkey. 

In order to address the main challenges a platform approach is required.     In our platform 

there are different sections:    1. Registration of farmers, agronomists, customers, logistics 

companies, (additional modules are being added). All of this is for free, everyone can add as 

much information as they like for everyone to see. (Farmer profile example from system - 

https://farmerexpert.com/en/farmer/korkmaz-tarim/1050) . Customers and farmers can 

buy and sell from each other without intermediaries. Intention is to make this global.     2. 

Our platform is blockchain based, therefore integrations are possible, so we API integrate to 

companies who provide satellite imagery, logistics, door to door delivery and others.     3. 

Use of fertilisers and companies providing seeds, sprouts  and other necessities of farmers 

are integrated.    4. We have manufactured drones that we are testing now for farmers to 

use.     5. Companies for juices, organic fertilisers, canned produce and other relevant parties 

who get ugly fruits and extra produce from farmers are being integrated.       The end goal is 

to make an all in one platform for farmers where they would receive all benefits for free 

from the technology out there.     We have profiles in our platform, but we integrate 

logistics, satellite, tractors, drone sensors and e-commerce platforms for the benefit of 

farmers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Agriculture innovations systems and sustainable farming 

https://www.farmerexpert.com/en 

 

The project is under Farmer Expert in Turkey. 

We provide farmers the access to everything they need to grow the best produce providing 



traceability for customers, and c currently adding (ugly fruit section, and factories to collect 

was from farmers). This platform is blockchain based, has multiple API connections 

including satellite imagery company. We have decided to provide an access point for 

farmers, customers and third parties together, where everyone sees everything, prices, 

farmer location and other multiple features. In addition we are currently integrating sms 

companies for farmer messaging, opening up a chat section for all farmers to communicate 

togethers, adding a brokerage section where customers will purchase from farmers in 

advance , additionally requesting price matching if this service is desired. Therefore our 

goal was to enable all technologies for farmers for free, where this system would be global.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

BIOsens Myco 

https://sens.bio 

 

The project is under BIOsens in Ukraine. 

Three powerful BIOsens advantages for customers are gained thanks to the device’s 

architectural and software breakthrough. Technically, BIOsens solution consists of two 

components: a unique hardware solution – portable electromechanical device of 

40х25х15cm size with disposable cartridges with reagents and a developed software 

solution – mobile app and web platform to securely store data, analyze it and make 

predictions powered by AI algorithms.  Unique structure of the device allows it to run the 

whole process of mycotoxins testing within only 21 minutes reducing the time required for 

food analysis by dozens of times with a comparison to existing solutions. The device 

provides both qualitative (whether the product contains mycotoxins or not) and 

quantitative (how much of mycotoxins is in the product) analysis.   BIOsens testing device 

automatically conducts the process of crops analyses:  1. Sampling and milling. User selects 

the crop sample to be tested. Selected sample is milled to the required consistency and 

loaded into cartridge’s sample compartment (container #4). Each sample preparation and 

respectively analysis requires a new disposable re-filled cartridge with reagents.  2. Sample 

preparation. After loading a milled sample into BIOsens device an automated sample 

preparation follows the next procedures. The whole process is controlled and monitored by 

a microcontroller (#5).   3. Analysis. Integrated fluorimeter is turned on and measurements 

are conducted. Sensor detects fluorescence signal from analyte in specific spectral range. 



Microcontroller calculates results accordingly to acquired signal and calibration values and 

delivers results.   4. Results delivery. At the last step, qualitative and quantitative results 

appear on the BIOsens screen and are delivered to the customer’s web platform or mobile 

app.  Software part of BIOsens mycotoxin testing solution consists of mobile and web 

applications.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 6, HEA, ENV, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG6, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16. 

 

 

Vkursi Zemli 

https://vkursi.pro/zemli 

 

The project is under Vkursi Agro in Ukraine. 

The Vkursi Zemli platform is a service that provides data and analytics about the land of 

Ukrainian agricultural producers broken down by land plot, owner, and user.    In Ukraine, 

legal entities may not own land; they rent land from individuals to engage in agribusiness. 

64% of 32.7 million hectares of all arable land in Ukraine are cultivated not by owners but 

by tenants. Such land relations create a significant administrative burden on agribusiness 

because the more land they rent, the more individuals have to enter into lease agreements, 

register them with government agencies, correctly calculate and pay rent, etc. In Ukraine, 

these are complex processes for a number of reasons. The transfer of land from the state-

owned property to private ownership was chaotic and was documented only on a paper 

medium; the cadastral database in an electronic format has been filled only since 2003 and 

still does not cover the entire territory of Ukraine; in 2013, the State Register of Property 

Rights to Immovable Property was created in which information on titles to land registered 

before 2013 has not been entered. This, as well as other factors, has led to fundamental 

land-use problems that still need to be addressed.    What are these problems, and how does 

our service help solve them?  Land raiding. Raiders exploit gaps in existing laws and the 

land registration of their victims, take illegal possession of land plots, harvest in the fields, 

or entire enterprises. Our service enables agricultural companies to carry out an automated 

audit of their land banks, identify internal accounting errors, discrepancies between their 

data and that contained in land registers and correct them. The feature of instant 

notifications about changes in the state register data informs users about illegal registration 

actions, which allows taking the necessary legal measures promptly.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG6, SDG15. 

 

 

Agrotec 

https://robotec.ua/agrotec.html 

 

The project is under Robotec in Ukraine. 

We can do all the same as our competitors:  • autonomous precision movement across the 



field  • work of a fleet of robots  • computer vision  • recognition of weeds and diseases  • 

precision local impact  • analysis of information in the Cloud  • weed control  • elimination 

of diseases, fungi, bacteria  but we do it all with no-till and chemical free method.  We 

conduct series of experiments, research  work that will allow:  • increase the efficiency of 

microwave exposure  • bring microwave technology to a commercial  level  • select the 

exact drop size and ozone  concentration in the water mist  • select the frequency of 

processing both weeds  and crops both by microwave and ozone    Agrotec offers no-till, 

chemical-free, fully autonomous farming based on artificial intelligence. OH-/H2O2 Mist 

Sanitization - we are experimenting with a developed OH- mist spray system to sterilize 

crops without the use of chemicals and are planning to be among the first to introduce this 

technology.  Weed control - no-till and chemical free farming is a modern, integrated 

farming system that requires special equipment and technology. Our agrocomplex quickly 

identifies weeds at an early stage and eradicates them using precision high density 

microwave treatment. Here we also have great advantages, and after numerous 

experiments that we are conducting, we plan to get an effective tool for weed control.  

Intelligent Vision System - a combination of multispectral images and can be analyzed using 

AI algorithms to detect anomalies at an early stage in pathogen development.  Autonomous 

movement: our robot senses its environment using GNSS RTK (GPS), stereo camera, IMU 

and wheel odometry and special algorithms developed at ROS. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

Integrated One Stop Shop for farmers to access finance, markets, inputs, and 

knowledge 

https://agrianalytica.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Agrianalytica LLC in Ukraine. 

Integrated One Stop Shop for farmers to access finance, markets, inputs, and knowledge. 

Agrianalytica is a farmer-centric ecosystem, which also offers functionalities for financial 

institutions, input suppliers, processors, traders/buyers, and agricultural consultants. The 

main idea is to provide one integrated place with value added services for relevant 

stakeholders’ groups centered around farmers and their needs.  Small farmers have 3 main 

challenges (to which agrianalytica.com developed solutions):  1. Access to finance:  lack of 

accounting or its poor quality, lack of simple tools for accounting and production planning, 

low financial literacy of farmers and their inability to substantiate their financial needs, lack 



of understanding by bank loan officers of the agribusiness specifics, lack of credit analysis 

tools and risk assessment for banks to lend to small farmers.  2. Access to markets and 

inputs:  lack of tools for comparing financing proposals of banks, suppliers and buyers in 

one place as well as for choosing the most suitable options  for material and technical 

resources purchases, lack of tools for finding fellow farmers to form the tradable volume of 

products in order to profitably sell the crop.  3. Access to knowledge:  lack of knowledge 

where to find credit at best conditions and how to compare different credit options: bank 

loan effective interest rate, input suppliers credit conditions, processors/traders’ pre-

finance options conditions; lack of knowledge how to prepare a business plan and a package 

of documents for a lender, how to submit an application, lack of economic analysis 

knowledge to improve profitability, lack of knowledge of efficient production and crop 

technology, lack of knowledge of how to keep accounting in the right way.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Kray Protection 

http://kray.technology 

 

The project is under Kray in Ukraine. 

World’s society faces a grave threat of the climate change consequences: food shortages and 

desertification driven by a number of feedbacks already in action. Yet the severity of 

consequences depends on our ability to suppress or reverse these feedbacks. The main 

feedback drive is farmer’s poor economics, while the key metric of the dynamic is the soil 

carbon content change.   We urgently need a solution which is efficient in reversing yield 

decrease, land degradation and carbon emissions, and it must be profitable for farmers.  No-

till agriculture sinks CO2 and restores the degraded lands addresses emissions, 

productivity, and soil conservation problems.  Still three main challenges exist for no-till 

agriculture. First, the transitional period is often characterized with reduced yields and 

further yield variability increases. Second risk is increased N2O emission if more fertilizers 

are applied to increase yields. Third danger is the higher potential for pests which requires 

more precise and frequent crop protection.  Improvement of the application cost and timing 

closes Yield Gap and overcomes No-till Productivity Challenges.    Yields-affecting changes in 

N uptake could be corrected along with N2O emission reduction by the timely and multiply 



split foliar applications of decreased overall N fertilizer amount. The limitation is the cost of 

crop protection and fertilization applications and applications accuracy and availability.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

METEOTREK 

https://www.meteotrek.ua/ua/ 

 

The project is under "Meteotrek", LLC in Ukraine. 

Our solution helps farmers receive accurate information about the current state of the 

weather at the place of installation of weather stations, effectively plan technological 

operations depending on the short-term weather forecast, quickly respond to sudden 

changes in weather conditions, use irrigation systems in the most optimal and efficient way, 

depending on the soil condition, receive online alerts about possible fire risks. As a result, 

farmers reduce the cost of processing fields and increase yields from each hectare, tree and 

bush    For small farmers - timely harvest before heavy rains (weather forecast in 

METEOTREK), which helped save the entire berry harvest  For average farmers - a company 

using irrigation systems reduced water consumption by 21% by monitoring soil conditions 

at several levels  For large agricultural holdings - a fraud for $ 120,000 was found, when, 

according to all the documents, plant protection products were applied, and its low 

efficiency was written off for the rains. after analyzing our data, it turned out that the 

technics did not apply fertilizers, and there was no rain during that time period   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 



 

FarmForesight 

https://farmforesight.com 

 

The project is under FarmForesight in Ukraine. 

FarmForesight is a gamified business simulation, that allows training of decision-making 

skills. It shows great results as a staff assessment and training tool, as an aid for HR in 

choosing proper candidates, as a team-building and event instrument.     FarmForesight is a 

web-application built on Java and React.js which allows to model multiplayer sessions of 

virtual plant production company, that can be tuned to be similar to real company (region, 

company size, specific weather and prices condition).   Core analytic algorithms in modeling 

are based on BigData and tuned by experts to give as realistic forecasting as it is possible in 

virtual modelling. Gamification makes the modeling process fun and involving.  The model 

can be adapted to almost any crop type in any country if there are enough historical data to 

analyze and build cause-effect links. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 



 

FluroSense 

https://flurosat.com/flurosense 

 

The project is under FluroSat in Ukraine. 

FluroSense platform automatically collects a range of data for an agricultural field (satellite 

imagery, soil maps, equipment application maps), and applies a range of 

scientific/agronomic and ML&AI models built into it. A biult-in crop simulators used to 

simulate crop behavior, its input requirements, and yield potential across all food 

production environments. To power this simulator FluroSat has developed technology to 

translate satellite imagery into crop phenology metrics, geo-located crop stress markers 

and site-specific fertiliser recommendations. Some additional technology examples include 

ML models to identify crop types post-season and in-season, ability to translate satellite 

imagery into nitrogen sufficiency maps and identify whether a farm has conservation 

practices used on the field (no-till, cover crops and more). Using these information layers, a 

decision support tool for each of the key agornomic decisions from planting to harvest, and 

again to planting are offered to the farmer and their agronomic advisor. The technology is 

widely available across the majority of the features, and is now being used in 45 countries 

around the globe.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

Financial services and insurance 

https://agroapp.com.ua/ 

 

The project is under Fintech Pro, LLC in Ukraine. 

Our service is based on the consolidation of data from more than 70 open registries such as 



company register, land register and many other state registers.   Our chatbot allows to apply 

for a loan from messenger anywhere with a minimum mobile Internet coverage. No 

registrations needed, no special mobile applications download.   Based on the open data 

received, the system generates a credit report, which, through our CRM system, goes to 

partner banks to make a decision on issuing a loan. Typically, the traditional process takes 

months and is complicated by paperwork.   AgroAPP significantly reduces the time, which is 

very important when it comes to a sowing company. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

i-bee   

http://www.i-bee.net/ru/ 

 

The project is under IT INNOVATIONS in Ukraine. 

The main problem in recent years in beekeeping is the massive death of bees as a result of 

chemical poisoning during spraying of fields, as well as a result of sudden changes in 

weather conditions and microclimate inside the hives. The bee is recognized as the most 

important creature on the planet, therefore, constant control and monitoring of the state of 

their vital activity is a very important task. with the help of i-bee system, beekeepers get the 

full control over their apiary using special devices and  smartphone with the app. I-bee 

helps to receive push notifications in the application in the shortest possible time in case of 

emergency. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG12. 

 

 



 

Per Plant Farming 

https://www.smallrobotcompany.com/ 

 

The project is under Small Robot Company in United Kingdom. 

Small Robot Company is reimagining farming to make food production sustainable. Using 

robotics and artificial intelligence, we have created an entirely new model for ecologically 

harmonious, efficient and profitable farming. We call this Per Plant farming.         Meet the 

Robots:   Tom is our monitoring robot. Similar to the Mars Rover space explorer robots, 

Tom scans the plants and the soil, creating a detailed map of the field so that farmers know 

what to do. Tom is a multisensory monitoring robot: using cameras, microphones and 

sensors he can see, hear and smell to check what needs doing on the farm. Tom is now 

commercially available.    Dick is our crop care robot. The first thing he will be doing is non-

chemical weeding, using Rootwave weed zapping technology. He zaps weeds by sending 

electricity right through the plant to the root. It’s like a mini-lightning strike. When the 

electrode touches a weed, electricity flows through it and the natural resistance of the weed 

turns this energy into heat, boiling it from the inside. Moisture in the plant is released as 

steam. The weed can then be left in place to naturally decompose. Our in-field prototype 

Dick is currently in field trials and will be going onto farm trials shortly.    Harry is our 



digital planting robot. He is currently still in the lab, developed to Technology Readiness 

Level 4.0 with proof of concept prototype complete. Harry will next be developed to in-field 

prototype, anticipated to go into field trials next autumn  Harry provides farmers with a 

driverless, super accurate drill that punch-plants seeds at a uniform depth, making minimal 

soil disturbance. He is able to accurately record exactly where he has placed individual 

seeds, and feeds this data back to the Small Robot Company’s artificial intelligence platform, 

called Wilma, to produce a per-plant crop map.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

OLIO 

https://olioex.com/ 

 

The project is under OLIO Exchange Limited in United Kingdom. 

OLIO connects neighbours with each other and with local businesses so surplus food can be 

shared, not thrown away. This could be food nearing its sell-by date in local stores, spare 

home-grown vegetables, bread from your baker, or the groceries in your fridge when you go 

away. For your convenience, OLIO can also be used for non-food household items too.    

OLIO is super easy! To make an item available, simply open the app, add a photo, 

description, and when and where the item is available for pick-up.    To access items, simply 

browse the listings available near you, request whatever takes your fancy and arrange a 

pick-up via private messaging.    Here at OLIO we believe that small actions can lead to big 

change. Collectively – one rescued cupcake, carrot or bottle of lotion at a time – we can build 

a more sustainable future where our most precious resources are shared, not thrown away. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 



Drone Ag Limited 

https://skippy.farm 

 

The project is under Drone Ag Limited in United Kingdom. 

Skippy Scout is a smartphone app and cloud-based reporting system that automates leaf-

level, real-time crop analysis using standard, off-the-shelf drones.    Skippy allows Farmers 

& Agronomists to check growth stage, green area index, pest, weed & disease levels 

throughout crops - remotely and with no arduous processing time.    Skippy utilises a 

standard DJI drone such as a Mavic or Phantom - and a normal smartphone.  The phone is 

connected to the drone's controller, this way, the app flies the drone around a field, 

descending at multiple points to only two metres above the crop.  At each point, the drone 

takes a high-resolution, leaf-level image of the crop and sends it back to the user's 

smartphone. The app then uploads the image to the cloud to be processed in near real-time, 

using its custom AI system and then, reporting back to the user with a concise, clear PDF 

report, showing what it sees in each image, down to fine details. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

FoodTech Data Navigator by Forward Fooding 

https://forwardfooding.com/ 

 

The project is under Forward Fooding in United Kingdom. 

Forward Fooding is the world’s first collaborative platform for the food & beverage industry 

fostering innovation via FoodTech Data Intelligence and corporate-startup collaboration.  

Headquartered in London with satellite offices in Barcelona and Rome, we run a global 

network of AgriFoodTech entrepreneurs powered by entrepreneurs since 2015. We act as 

an ecosystem enabler to provide the necessary support and velocity to enable meaningful 

collaborations and partnerships between established food organisations and startup and 

scaleup companies.   In 2018 we built and launched the Food Tech Data Navigator, the 

world's largest data intelligence platform for the AgriFoodTech ecosystem. This tool now 

counts over 10,000 actors of the global AgriFoodtech ecosystem to help farmers and other 

AgriFood stakeholders to identify and engage with the best tech companies that can help 

them to tackle many agriculture challenges such as carbon sequestration, water filtration, 

precision farming among others.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, ENV, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG7, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

Herdsman+ 

https://bit.ly/3kr6THJ 

 

The project is under UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE in United Kingdom. 



Dairy farmers are experiencing pressure to increase food production to secure the food 

supply for a growing global population. Precision Livestock Farming is a means to meeting 

demand for good quality, sustainable food products not only addressing issues of animal 

welfare but also deriving benefits in reducing greenhouse gas emissions by optimising 

production and feed. Animal husbandry centres on the continuous monitoring of animal 

health, wellbeing and productivity in turn informing on the most appropriate way to 

optimise all three. Precision is founded on utilising key information relating to the condition 

of livestock communicated to a decision support platform that assists farmers in the 

execution of daily operations. The application of artificial intelligence coupled to the growth 

in the availability of cost effective low power computing platforms, have accelerated the 

adoption of on-farm technologies that support the decision making of farmers. An exemplar 

of the evolution is encapsulated by the development of activity monitors for dairy cattle, 

migrating from simple step counting devices designed to identify the onset of oestrus to 

systems that continuously monitor individual cattle and provide insights into the time spent 

eating, ruminating, calving and other key welfare events such as lameness and mastitis.    

Herdsman+ is a decision support and services  provisioning platform that harnesses digital 

technologies to support the integration of multiple on-farm data streams, the foundation for 

the provision of a rich mix of data-driven animal-centric services that bring further benefits 

to the livestock community.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Outfield provides a yield measurement and orchard management system for high 

value fruit crops.  

https://outfield.xyz/ 

 

The project is under Outfield in United Kingdom. 

Category 5 – Food loss and waste / Food safety and traceability  Category 3 – Agriculture 

innovations systems and sustainable farming    Outfield helps you track yield estimates 

throughout the growing season, from blossom to fruit. This data let’s you plan harvest 

campaigns, deploy farm resources efficiently and arrange sales contracts with confidence. 

Outfield makes growers more efficient, sustainable and profitable but also helps reduce 

fruit wastage.           We are also running project with other organizations that will allow the 

use of automated precision spraying as well as automated and autonomous variable 

fertilizer applications. In addition, we are also working in a project which involved 

measuring the size and colour of the fruit in the orchards several months prior to the 

harvest date.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG12. 



 

 

 

Assembly of autonomous lightweight agricultural robots 

https://www.acornbots.com/ 

 

The project is under Acorn bots Ltd in United Kingdom. 

“We are slowly losing the battle against weeds in our crops as the chemicals are being 

withdrawn and there are no new ones on the horizon. Hand weeding is our only alternative 

which is costing us £450/ha. Acorn bots vehicles will revolutionise weed control. We would 

immediately buy 4 units when they are available.”    “We see tremendous opportunities for 

this kind of product… look forward to assisting Acorn bots Ltd… initial potential of around 

50 units… this will expand dramatically as people become familiar with the concept.”    “We 

would be keen to purchase a high number of units when they are commercialised and see a 

potential for over 100 within the first 5 years, probably many more as this new market 

expands. We can also offer support and servicing by skilled technicians.”      Our 

autonomous lightweight robotic vehicles can carry out most tasks on a farm. They can make 

very precise application of a treatment that reduces chemical usage in the environment. 

They also dramatically reduce water usage. Finally, they avoid soil cultivation and minimise 

CO2 release into the atmosphere, helping to reduce climate change.  Our software enables 

easy classification by AI of weeds, pests and diseases.  Other software enables a whole field 

to learn the best tretmentf for that field which is revolutionary.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 



 

Agro 

https://www.agro.co.zw/ 

 

The project is under  Agro   in Zimbabwe. 

Farm Wise: Smart solution hub to empower smallholder farmers and women in agriculture 

giving access to dire needed farming tools.  The problem: women in farming and 

smallholder farmers inability or their reduced chances to access farm funding, inputs, 

farming skills/know-how, viable marketplace, smart farming technology and farming jobs.  

We create online platform to give smallholder farmers empowerment and sustainability in 

their entire production and supply chain.  AgroHow gives farmers tailored knowledge about 

farming, what they want at their fingertips reducing uniformed farming where a farmer 

uses an application where farmers ask and get responses specific to their farm conditions 

and also get constant updates on farm diseases and help at each stage of crop.    AgroCart for 

farmers to sell their produce and buy inputs directly from/to manufactures eliminating 

wastage, increasing efficiency in supply chain, removing middleman and increase farmers 

profit and lowering prices for consumers online website and whatsapp chatbots    AgroTeq 

gives small farmers access to smart farm technology through community renting eliminates 

unguided farming by precision farming, where farers in a community access drones and soil 

sensors for precision farming    Agrolink is online networking smallholder farmers to list 

jobs and look for farm jobs whilst doing online website. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, BUS, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG12, SDG16. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C7: eBusiness 
 

Sustainable development through Deep Learning Theory   

https://www.univ-boumerdes.dz/ 

 

The project is under Boumerdes university  in Algeria. 

Several countries, despite the natural wealth it possesses, are still below the poverty line. 

This mainly comes down to the misuse of these resources for real human development 

which is the main element of the countries development. In this project, a new human 

resources management strategy for sustainable development is proposed. This new 

strategy is based on the theory of DeepLearnig. It allows exploiting all resources and human 

qualities (national or abroad) for the national development in all sectors and this within a 

competitive framework. The new strategy can, in a few times, increase the number of 

development and research teams, transform the university from an economic burden to a 

primary economic partner, create several direct or indirect job positions, and particularly 

promote national education, fight against poverty, hunger and foreign dependence. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, ENV, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

 Madeserv 

https://www.madeserv.com/ 

 

The project is under Madeserv in Algeria. 

Madeserv is web platform that represent a new network model which includes freelancers, 

small/medium/big companies , public administrations ..etc, in order to improve direct 

communication between the customer and the service provider , by providing a services 

related to appointment management, as well as allowing professional users to benefit from 

a portal to display their activities according to their previous content settings.   Madeserv 

has a professional search engine specific to all users of the platform, it takes two main 

parameters to start search, namely the geographical area and the nature of the business to 

be searched.  Madeserv is an emerging platform for professionals and individuals that 

allows them to work comfortably, creating a new dynamic in the world of the digital 

economy, and will also be available as mobile applications in Android and OS. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



E-services and e-Business 

http://www.azagence.com 

 

The project is under ZEMRI Abdenour in Algeria. 

We stil in creation for this project be cose we are in collect for the bussiness clients and 

economique entreprise in different sectors for our data base.  this project consist to the 

realisation a global database and is the market leader in business intelligence, providing 

company information through our online platform and integrated workflow solutions. 

Whether you are looking for business leads, company financial information, credit risk or 

insights about which technology a company is using, Global Database provides a unified 

platform to cover everything. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, BUS, EMP, ENV, AGR, SCI, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (Intelligence Economique) 

https://www.moufidbi.com/ 

 

The project is under EURL MOUFID BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE in Algeria. 

Le site permet de contrôler la régularité et la conformité de la comptabilité générale et les 

déclaration fiscales (liasse fiscale) par rapport à la réglementation et aux lois.  Il permet 

aussi de faire un diagnostic financier des entités (entreprise) et les groupes d'entreprises 

(Holding) avec une consolidation automatique en ligne.  Autres services sont intégrés en 

ligne comme le conseil et la formation.  L’utilisateur du site peut injecter un fichier Excel 

selon un format disponible sur le site, les requêtes du site exécute des fonctions qui 

préparent plus 20 rapports préétablis sur les services :  • Contrôles de régularité comptable 

et la liasse fiscale.  • Diagnostic Financier  • Consolidation des comptes du groupe  • Analyse 

des KPI du groupe (Holding)   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG9. 

 

 

Tasrihatcom 

https://www.tasrihatcom.dz 

 

The project is under caisse national des congés payés du batiment in Algeria. 

Tasrihatcom is a twenty-four by seven digital service, that allows users to send all their 

types of declarations, make life easier for our customers, enabling them to upload and 

download all kinds of documents required to their business.  New features have been added 

recently to the platform, like a dedicated space, that enables users to see the treatment of 

their demands, or giving the possibility to the user to declare heatwave that causes a 

working inability.  The usage of the portal was phenomenal during the covid-19 pandemic,   

we reach 100 % of usage during this period, which is good for our business and clients 



because the health and the well-being of our customers are at the top of our priorities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Online application and systematic registration for the social security of the self-

employed 

https://damancom.casnos.dz/affiliation 

 

The project is under National Fund for the Social Security of the Self-Employed in 

Algeria. 

An online application service is accessible by the self-employed population in order to be 

filled with the needed information and submitted to our agencies for processing and 

validation. Every step of the validation process will be notified with a SMS and an email in 

order to keep the applicant informed.  As for merchants specifically, an exclusive systematic 

registration service has been put in place. Our control agents are also equipped with tablets 

and smartphones secured with a VPN connection in order to use our dedicated Android 

application enabling them to conclude compulsory registrations.  This project allowed us to 

over simplify and accelerate the registration process to our social security without the need 

for physical presence or physical documents, every aspect of the registration process is 

handled online in a digital manner.   The main wanted result for this project was to 

increment the number of registrations, without the need for the self-employed to be present 

physically to complete the process, due to the usage of this project, over 270000 

registrations has been established up to this date.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

 



"SmartCell" mobile application 

https://rabita.az/az/index 

 

The project is under Data Processing Center  (DPC) of the Ministry of Transport, 

Communications  and High Technologies of the Republic  of Azerbaijan. in Azerbaijan. 

Mobile application combines facial recognition (Face ID) and electronic signature. It allows 

to identify the real-time image of the customer with the image on the ID card, to sign the 

subscription agreement with an electronic signature. It’s possible to track the whole process 

electronically during the sale of numbers.  The process of selling a number with the 

SmartCell mobile application is as follows:  1. The MRZ code of the customer's ID card is 

read to get the number;  2. a person's ID is formed by automatically calling personal data;  3. 

A one-time electronic signature of an individual is drawn up for signing the contract;  4. The 

client takes a picture with the camera and this picture is identified with the picture on the 

ID card;  5. a contract is formed after the successful identification;  6. The person signs the 

purchase agreement.  The mobile number is picked up from sales centers or delivered to the 

customer by courier.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 5, 6, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

LIFT 

https://www.lift.apmterminals.com/ 

 

The project is under LIFT in Bahrain. 

The operator of Bahrain's one of most important assets, Khalifa Bin Salman port (KBSP) and 

a maritime trade facilitator, APM Terminals launched LIFT, a self-service IT platform which 

is available through desktop and mobile devices. Supporting Bahrain's transportation and 

logistics-sector growth, LIFT provides real-time containers, vessels, and terminal updates 

while enabling faster and efficient cargo flow at the Kingdom’s only commercial port.   It 

enables business customers to order services, book appointments, and pay online through 

desktop and mobile devices. It currently serves more than 50% of port’s customers, 

elevating the traditional working of various logistical processes and integrating it online to 

provide greater cargo visibility to customers in the most transparent, timely, and accurate 

manner.   LIFT also serves as KBSP’s central communication channel for sharing terminal 

announcements, status notifications on the booked appointments, terminal status or user 

management updates. Using the portal, up to 450 appointments can be booked per day by 

APMT customers for import delivers and de-stuffing services in the port. APMT customers 

can book containers and follow the progress of their container transport via a real-time 

dashboard.   A significant step in digitalizing and facilitating logistical services, KBSP is the 

second terminal globally to launch LIFT customer service portal in the APMT network of 74 

operated ports. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 



 

 

ekShop Bazar Bondhu 

https://ekshop.gov.bd/ 

 

The project is under ekShop Micro Merchant  in Bangladesh. 

The purpose of the initiative is to build the number of user cases and outreach of digital 

innovations at the rural level using e-commerce aggregation platform ekShop and assisted 

trade mode. It is implementing a business model that inducts Micro Merchants as e-

commerce agents and transaction points for products and services dissemination to rural 

consumers. Additionally, it is creating the necessary market linkage for rural products to 

reach urban areas and vice versa. This initiative is operational with the help of 546 Micro 

Merchants in four districts of Bangladesh. Along with the creation of the Micro Merchants, 

the project has established the usage of DFS (thus be financially included) through the help 

of the e-commerce aggregator platform ekShop. After the completion of the project 63% of 

the Micro Merchants have opened formal financial banking accounts as a part of the 

financial inclusion and to avail the facilities of online payment. These 4 districts now have 

access to the vast e-commerce market and they are selling their local products on the same 

channel.  Micro Merchants are also working as an extended delivery support for those 4 

districts as well were before the project normally it took 9/10 days. Now the overall 

delivery time is around 5 to 7 days.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

PROGRAMME CODDA  

http://www.casodd.org/en/home-en/ 

 

The project is under CONVERGENCE DES ACTIONS SOLIDAIRES ET LES OBJECTIFS DE 

DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE (CAS-ODD ONG)   in Benin. 

In Benin, half of the population is under 35 years of age. Many of these young people are 

unemployed or underemployed. Failure to use or under-exploit the capabilities of this large 

segment of the workforce hampers economic growth and leads to social instability. This 

instability favors the loss and wandering of young people who think they will find the social 

balance of their life somewhere; what leads to the phenomenon of rural exodus and illegal 

immigration to the northern countries. There are also unhealthy and criminal acts on the 

part of very ambitious young people in search of an easy life.  Despite the efforts of the 

Beninese government and its partners, indicators related to youth unemployment are far 

from promising. To rethink strategies for an inclusive achievement of the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), young people are positioning themselves for “the achievement 

of the SDGs by young people and for young people” through the Understanding the SDGs for 

Better Action (Program CODDA) which has two general objectives such as :   Achieve 

coordination of the SDGs by young people and promote entrepreneurship through 



sustainable projects and activities in urban, peri-urban and rural areas;   Contribute to the 

reduction of the phenomenon of rural exodus of young people to cities as well as illegal 

immigration in the quest for social balance.  The effective appropriation of the SDGs and the 

advantages linked to their achievement require communications, awareness-raising, 

information and training.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, HEA, EMP, ENV, SCI, 8, 9, 

10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, 

SDG14. 

 

 

eKadaiBrunei.bn 

http://www.ekadaibrunei.bn 

 

The project is under The Authority for Info-communications and Technology Industry 

of Brunei Darussalam in Brunei Darussalam. 

"eKadaiBrunei.Bn is a directory website that connects the general public and businesses to 

local eCommerce Platform, eCommerce Vendors, logistic and delivery services. The website 

serves as a business matching platform between local businesses in adopting eCommerce 

activities by the Micro, Small and Medium enterprise (MSMEs) especially home base 

businesses.  At the moment there are 14 eCommerce Platforms, 6 eCommerce Vendors and 

18 logistic and delivery services registered to the platform since the date of initiation, 1 

April 2020. eKadaiBrunei.bn enables MSMEs to select the any available local eCommerce 

platforms to sell their products or services in accordance to their preference.     In relation 

to the COVID-19 Situation, the website provides awareness to enables general public for 

online purchasing of their daily need items such as food, groceries, clothings, home items 

and many more without any social interaction. This is to provide the general public to 

experience the ease of eCommerce tractions in daily activities especially to those individual 

who are in the quarantine period. Meanwhile for businesses, the website provides an 

alternative solution for businesses to gain more customer and sell their products via 

online."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

 

PayMeQuick 

https://www.paiemequick.com 



 

The project is under PAYMEQUICK Ltd in Cameroon. 

a digital platform that allows everyone to carry out all types of banking and financial 

transactions without resorting to cash, and without having contact with either individuals 

or objects.  an opportunity for those excluded from the banking system to be able to use 

their telephone as a real bank account.  an innovative solution that resolves crucial 

problems in Africa:  Scarcity of small change, resurgence of counterfeit money, income 

security, value-added services.  compared to the current context of COVID-19, PayMeQuick 

allows populations to continue to carry out commercial and financial transactions while 

respecting the barrier measures: pay an invoice, settle a purchase, assist a person in distress 

[...] all these operations can be done from his phone without physical or oral contact with 

third parties. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG10. 

 

 

The Large-scale Online Education Practice under COVID-19 

http://www.10086.cn/index_5074.htm 

 

The project is under China Mobile Communication Group Co.,Ltd in China. 

At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 outbreak suddenly triggered a worldwide large-

scale revolution of online learning practice, which has shifted the teaching and learning 

from physical classrooms to the Internet. Taking advantages of 5G and information 

technology, China Mobile promptly proposed and provided the "Online Education" solution 

to meet the differentiated interactive needs of students of different grades. It has realized 

three kinds of teaching modes: live broadcast mode of grades, interaction mode of classes 

and multi-screen recording and broadcasting mode. Meanwhile, the solution adopts specific 

measures for students in remote rural areas, such as building solid networks and providing 

free data, ensuring 730 million times online learning and 1.2 million times in 31 provinces

，multi terminal and multi network convergence enables learning anytime and anywhere. 

It not only creates a global practice model of online education, but also helps to control the 

pandemic spreading and guarantee education fairness. The "online education" solution has 

stimulated an in-depth education revolution in the "student-oriented" resource allocation, 

and teaching mode, which further accelerates the development of the fair, personalized, and 

lifelong education. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Huawei Fintech 

http://www.huawei.com 

 

The project is under Huawei in China. 



1.7 Billion people remain unbanked, without access to safe, secure and affordable financial 

services, Huawei Fintech focuses on transforming the lives of unbanked individuals & 

organizations by providing financial services based on mobile communications. It provides 

mobile wallet services (such as cash-in/out and P2P transfer), merchant payment services 

(such as NFC, QR Code, Super APP) and finance services (such as overdraft, micro loan, 

saving & insurance) seamlessly through feature or smart phones using communication 

network capabilities.    Huawei Fintech serves over 300 million users globally, accounting 

for 30% of total registered mobile money accounts, Huawei Fintech's top customers include 

Kenya M-Pesa, Bangladesh bKash, Pakistan JazzCash, Myanmar KBZPay.    In 2020, 

transaction value in the platforms exceeded $200 billion. During the pandemic, multiple 

governments used Huawei Fintech to distribute relief payments with a total value of over $2 

billion covering more than 50 million people. In Kenya, Fuliza provided cumulative 

overdrafts of over $50 billion to traditionally unbanked individuals to help people to 

survive the hardest of times financially. In Myanmar, KBZ connected 280,000 merchants 

and provided payment support for more than 20 scenarios such as recharge, e-commerce, 

entertainment, online-education, catering, transport with a monthly transaction of over $1 

billion, much of which would not be possible using physical payment due to ongoing health 

restrictions. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

EGNSS4CAP 

https://www.egnss4cap.eu/ 

 

The project is under European GNSS Agency (GSA) in Czech Republic. 

EGNSS4CAP is a mobile phone application for Android and iOS that digitises procedures for 

farmers in the European Union to satisfy their reporting requirements under the current 

and post-2020 Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform.    New rules adopted by the 

European Commission for the current and upcoming CAP allow a range of modern satellite-



based technologies to be used when administering and controlling area-based payments. 

For example, automatic monitoring procedures employing data and signals from both the 

Copernicus and Galileo programmes can be used to reduce the number of On The Spot 

Checks (OTSC).    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG12, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Open Ecosystem Network 

https://open-ecosystem.org/ 

 

The project is under Nokia in France. 

OpEN is about Business to Business networking. How do we capture the potential of digital 

transformation agilely and fluidly, matchmaking ideas, assets, capabilities, and more into 

new value clusters? How do we take advantage of viewpoints, ideas, and people across the 

spectrum to attack unsolved problems and develop new business value solutions? How do 

we unleash the power of new technologies to positively impact the world?  OpEN is tackling 

this challenge head on. A web-based platform open to everyone (technologists, researchers, 

academia, vendors, suppliers, customers, students, individual thought leaders, and more) 

OpEN enables people, especially women, and businesses to connect in communities and on 

specific challenges at the crossroads of business and technology. They can form 

communities focused on specific value clusters, openly share information to supercharge 

ideation while providing paths to shift a connected cluster of individual contributors into 

more private, secure spaces. A particular cluster may eventually shift into more formal 

relationships to drive proof of concept initiatives, joint partnerships, start-ups, and more.  

This is the first platform to openly connect all different communities of thought leadership 

driving to solve complex techno-economic challenges and create new business value. And it 

is free.  OpEN is the brainchild of Nokia who created and hosts the platform, but it is not 

monetized in any way (fees, ads, etc.). While many of the staff at Nokia have embraced the 

platform to innovate with the broader community, the OpEN community is much broader 

than Nokia.        

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, 

SDG12, SDG13, SDG17. 



 

 

 

Greenplan - Dynamic Tour Optimization 

https://www.greenplan.de/en 

 

The project is under Greenplan GmbH in Germany. 

Greenplan is a tour planning algorithm applicable for customers in the logistics and (field) 

service sector. The cloud-based software as a service solution aims at improving tour 

planning processes by applying cutting-edge mathematical optimization. A holistic planning 

approach helps customers in their transition from static to dynamic tour planning. 

Greenplan considers the overall delivery area to solve the underlying planning problem – 

without relying on predefined geofenced subareas. More efficient planning with less tours 

and shorter distances is the result. The algorithm is also capable of planning the distance 

between different locations in space and time.  Greenplan enables fast and robust 

calculations reducing manual workloads. A broad range of excellent features such as time of 

day dependent speed profiles or the identification of the optimal tour start time emphasizes 

a wide applicability. The algorithm’s operative as well as strategic excellence fosters long-

term decision-making and an optimized usage of internal resources. Several use cases 

proved that Greenplan is more than a theoretical construct: customers upgraded their 

existing planning approaches through better fleet utilization, more appropriate workforce 

allocation and realized cost savings of up to 30%.    Greenplan serves the purpose of more 

sustainable logistics by substantially lowering CO2-emission. Optimized planning leads to 

more eco-friendly operations. Hence, customers can rely on a strong partner supporting 

their individual green strategies.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

 

Digital Solution for Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) Project 

http://www.gifec.gov.gh 

 

The project is under Ghana Investment Fund for Electronic Communications in Ghana. 

In Ghana, SMEs contribution to employment and poverty reduction cannot be 

underestimated. With over 70% of Ghanaian businesses categorized as MSMEs and 

contributing about 70% and 80% to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Employment 



respectively, one cannot downplay their significance to the economy. Despite these 

significant strides made by the sector to national development, most SMEs as revealed 

empirically by experts, have still failed to reach their full potentials and reach a larger 

audience for a myriad of reasons. Key amongst them includes their inability to integrate ICT 

in their operations.       Based on this, the Ghana Investment Fund for Electronic 

Communications (GIFEC) and the National Board for Small Scale Industries (NBSSI) jointly 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding to commission a study into ICT Utilization among 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in Ghana.     Broadly, the study sought to 

find out the Use of ICT by MSMEs in Ghana. In doing so, the study focused on the following 

specific objectives:  i. Examine the extent of ICT use by MSMEs  ii. Identify the ICT needs of 

specific categories of MSMEs   iii. Identify the barriers and  challenges to ICT use by MSMEs    

The findings from this Survey informed the introduction of the Digital Solution for MSMEs 

Project with special focus in the rural communities of Ghana.     The specific objectives of the 

project are to;  i.    Increase use of digital solutions  in recording keeping and accounting by 

MSMEs  ii.   Adopt the usage of epayment platforms for business transactions  iii.  Train and 

equip MSMEs in digital skills to enhance business operations.   iv.  Training in the use of 

digital solutions and e-commerce applications for marketing and sales    Results  i.    400 

MSMEs have been supported with SMART phones and laptops to enhance business 

operation  ii.   400 MSMEs Owners trained and equipped with digital skills to enhance their 

business operation  iii.  400 MSMEs have their records digitized and utilizing epayment 

platforms 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, 

SDG11, SDG14. 

 

 



 

ServicePlus - A metadata based eService Delivery Framework 

https://serviceonline.gov.in 

 

The project is under National Informatics Centre in India. 

ServicePlus is versatile application which acts as a framework for ensuring integrated 

eService Delivery. It offers exclusive platforms for service definition and service 

consumption. Being  a low-code/no-code (LCNC) development platform, it allows the 

service owner to dynamically generate various forms, process and combine them together 

to generate an end-to-end service.    ServicePlus  is a visual integrated development 

environment (IDE) which augments the service definer to customize and organize the 

application components, connect them together and create a web/mobile application. This 

modular approach allows the stake holders who are not software developers, to build, test 

and launch applications quickly. It can be categorized as a generic, configurable, metadata-

based framework. It offers multi-tenancy wherein each tenant (the department or local self 

government) can configure their services as per their requirement. ServicePlus ensures the 

highest degree of scalability, reliability and flexibility.   It is a powerful tool that strengthens 

good governance and empowers the citizen to avail services online. It reduces the gap 

between service provider and service seeker by facilitating information exchange wherever 



required. ServicePlus promotes transparency and accountability in the working of service 

providers as well as service seekers.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Kururio 

http://kururio.co.id 

 

The project is under Relawan TIK Malang in Indonesia. 

We are developing a Mobile Application that provide online transportation services and 

food/goods delivery. We creating a Online Marketplace for store and restaurant include 

delivery driver.  Right now our apps already implemented on more than 100 city in 

Indonesia.     For next fixture we prepare ocean transportation services that provide 

transportation across islands, because Indonesia is a large islands country. Our objective is 

to simply the transportation services across regions.   Kururio is a mobile apps that simplify 

the process off transportation and delivery. We hope this apps will increase economic 

growth, because every transaction is Online, buyer and seller meet on apps. We try to 

develop digital environment that support production, distribution and consumption. We 

Hope this apps support social distancing program. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 

DOITA - Cashless Payment For Small Medium Enterprise 

http://disperindagkop.polmankab.go.id/statis-29-alat-bayar-doita.html 

 

The project is under Relawan TIK Indonesia in Indonesia. 

DOITA is an electronic money-based payment instrument that functions as:  1. a means of 



payment for digital content in applications such as cellular phone credit, electricity tokens, 

for monthly bill payments, etc.  2. payment tools at offline product sales counters by using 

the QR (quick response) scan feature in shops or goods that have been equipped with a QR 

code    The application that can be downloaded in the playstore is a collaborative platform 

as a co-branding with T-Money, the owner of a license from Bank Indonesia (as an organizer 

of server-based electronic money transactions).    DOITA can be used as a means of payment 

in remote areas, in order to avoid cash exchanges that are indicated as a medium for the 

spread of the corona virus.  This application has been used in underdeveloped areas since 

2018 manually pending approval from Bank Indonesia. After the permit was issued, in early 

2020 this application was published on Google Play with various names, one of which was 

DOITA for the Polewali Mandar area, West Sulawesi.    This application has been 

implemented in payment instruments in e-commerce and merchants/ shops in the West 

Sulawesi area, one of which is being the only means of payment in the cashless culinary area 

in the Square of Polewali Mandar Regency. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG12, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Kampung Marketer Educating Village Youth For Being Skilfull Human Resource in the 

E-commerce Field. 

https://kampungmarketer.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Kampung Marketer in Indonesia. 

Kampung Marketer was founded in a small village in Purbalingga, which is included in the 

top ten districts with lowest income in Central Java, Indonesia. Our project of organization is 

making village youth to be skillful human resources in the new era digital 4.0. It will be 

difficult to get decent work if we are not understanding about technology, that is why we 

founded Kampung Marketer in small village, we want to solve below issue:      1. 

Unemployment of village youth    2. High urbanization flow.    3. Low skill of e-commerce      

We are founding Kampung Marketer in the small area because this area is having a lot of 

unemployment because they do not have skills to apply for jobs in this era. If they want to 

get jobs, they need to go to the big cities, it means they wander and leave their family in 

their hometown. Village youth who want to learn about technology can come to Kampung 

Marketer to register themselves, we will call them for the training program based on the 

schedule. The training program will take time around 1 week for being expert customer 

service and 1 month for being a good advertiser. After they finish the training, we will filter 

and match them with our partners which are SMEs in Indonesia for collaboration. By this 

collaboration, they will get decent work and good monthly income without leaving their 

hometown. During their collaboration, Kampung Marketer is monitoring performance of 

human resources to keep SME's satisfaction.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG8. 



 

 

 

Linkap Integrated IoT Solution 

https://www.linkap.net/en 

 

The project is under Linkap (Rahbaran Internet Ashya Co) in Iran (Islamic Republic of). 

Pointing out three main impact of our "Linkap Integrated IoT Solutions" project, we must 

mention improving quality of life, increasing security and reduction of energy consumption. 

With the help of the "Linkap Integrated IoT Solutions" organization, businesses and 

individuals will be able to have their IoT devices from variety of brands, working with 

different protocols such as ZigBee, LoRaWAN  and so on, connected to a single platform and 

controllable through it which is provided by "Linkap IoT Core" technology. Using "Linkap 

Integrated IoT Solutions" has made it really easy for the users to work with the IoT platform 

and easily add new devices from any brands and protocols to their home. It has alsp 

provided a great opportunity for companies producing IoT devices for smart homes and 

smart buildings to get a bigger share of the market regardless of what protocols to adapt.  

By our project, companies will find it much more easier to enter other countries' market, 

especially those in the developing countries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 6, BUS, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

WEACT  

https://www.wonderventures.com 

 

The project is under WEACT  in Israel. 

WEACT is a community of 3500 female entrepreneurs providing access to opportunities, 

networks and knowhow for female entrepreneurs     3500 members of the community. 

Hundreds of meetings and meetups between female founders and investors. 50 women 

entrepreneurs come to Silicon Valley on 3 Week long delegations. 12 founders open 

branches in US. Many raised funds, dozens of millions raised to date.  Dozens of women 

investors supported.  3 startups sold.  Many female founders were connected to be speakers 

at conferences and media.  Dozens of opinion ads by women, published. And many other 

initiatives under this community.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 6, BUS, 11. 



The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

National SME Digital Platform (NSDP) – ODELA 

https://www.odela.com.my/ 

 

The project is under Small Medium Enterprise Development Bank Malaysia Berhad in 

Malaysia. 

ODELA is a fulfillment of the Government’s aspiration in creating a digital platform for 

Malaysia’s Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) to transform and embrace digital 

technology for its business-to-business (B2B) activities.    A subscription-based facility, 

ODELA aggregates multi-platform of e-marketplaces which include promoting businesses, 

provide smart financing and entrepreneur development programmes for majority of the un-

bankable MSMEs. The platform is designed to meet the International Standard Industrial 

Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) and ready to replicate market demand by any 

sub-sectors and the capability is not limited to ASEAN but also to other countries around 

the world.    As at to date, ODELA has 72,000 Stock-Keeping-Unit (SKU), housed 176 

merchants from various sectors and recorded more than RM4.6 million business 

transactions. In line with global trend of digital services, ODELA’s innovations have become 

the baseline to boost growth and sustainability for Malaysia’s MSMEs. In addition, ODELA 

has raised the digital adoption rate of MSMEs in Malaysia and encourage enrichment on 

technology knowledge, thus contributing significantly to the national digital economy and 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG7, SDG8, SDG9. 



 

 

Digital & Social Media Marketing for Women-led Small Enterprises 

https://ncb.govmu.org/portal/sites/ncb/index.html 

 

The project is under National Computer Board in Mauritius. 

ICT is fully recognised as an efficient tool for the promotion of gender equality and the 

empowerment of women. The National Computer Board (NCB) caters for equal access to 

ICT tools and Internet for women and promotes ICT literacy for women through trainings 

and workshops. It remains a fact that Mauritian SMEs are under equipped, which explained 

the low capital productivity index. The net result being that local SMEs have in the current 

circumstances exhausted their productivity growth possibilities from technology catchup. 

The NCB has launched the project Digital & Social Media Marketing, targeting these Women-

led Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) especially women entrepreneurs to adapt 

to new methods of digital marketing. The programme consists of Awareness and Training 

sessions. This project is to guide Micro Small Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to avail of new 

opportunities for Online presence and Digital & Social Media Marketing (DSMM) for 

boosting their business and expand their client base.     The main objectives are: to 

encourage women-led enterprises to adopt IT tools, social mead and digital marketing for 

expanding client and market base; initiate use of ICT and creation of social media business 

accounts; introduce basic digital marketing tools and skills; build up skills in user friendly 

graphic and video tools for posting; support adoption of e-commerce.     This is the first time 

that such a course is being provided to women in digital and social media marketing, where 

women entrepreneurs were given concrete take away action lines for online presence and 

marketing of their products. It is widely known that a large portion of small enterprises in 

Mauritius are women-led and they rely mainly on word of mouth or ad-hoc local exhibitions 

to market themselves.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

One-Stop Construction Permit Window 

https://tramites.cdmx.gob.mx/ventanilla-construccion/public/ 

 

The project is under Digital Agency for Public Innovation in Mexico. 

The application process for a construction permit in Mexico City can involve up to 14 

different permits. These need to be issued by multiple authorities and can vary depending 

on the type of construction involved.   The One-Stop Construction Permit Window reduces 

the regulatory burden for contractors, incorporating many of the procedures into a single 

step. This is true for urban and environmental impacts for single-family homes (type A 

constructions), non-residential or mixed-use constructions of up to 5,000 m2, and for 

mixed-use residential construction up to 10,000 m2 (type B construction).   Thus far, the 

number of pre-requisites has been reduced from 93 to 32. Resolution periods have been 

reduced 346 working days to only 90. In the coming months, the impact of the  initiative is 

to be expanded, further reducing the number of requirements, resolution periods, and the 

number of interactions between contractors and authorities.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Fastdok 

https://fastdok.com 

 

The project is under Overflow Digital Solutions in Morocco. 

Every day, you, me, and other people spend a lot of time searching in google or asking our 

friends for a template to create, project pricing document, a medical certificate, a business 

plan, a business canvas, an invoice, or any other document. Even when we find that 

template, we need to adapt it, modify it, fill it with our custom texts, and structure it. This is 

from the past. Fastdok brings you an EASY, EFFECTIVE, and FAST process to get your 

document ready to use in a few minutes, sometimes seconds!  Fastdok offers actually more 

than 14 document templates in 7 sectors including HR, IT, Healthcare, Finance, Legal, 



Business, and Education. Later, more documents template will be available.  The Fastdok 

platform has generated traction with more than 200 signups in its first week of launch, was 

featured 4th product of the day in ProductHunt, and it's currently a finalist in the 

Productivity category in this year's Golden Kitty Awards 2020. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 Pite Pite Interactive Financial Inclusion Chatbot  

https://www.facebook.com/PitePiteBeta 

 

The project is under ThitsaWorks Solutions Myanmar Co., Ltd.  in Myanmar. 

ThitsaWorks was founded by a group of professionals who are dedicated to a belief that 

poverty can be solved. ThitsaWorks aims to help financial institutions grow & make better 

credit decisions. ThitsaWorks provides a suite of financial technology solutions for 

Microfinance Institutions in Myanmar to collect, manage and analyze data needed to run 

effective operations and to mitigate risks. Our solution suite also includes an interactive 

financial inclusion chatbot called Pite Pite, a name derived from Myanmar word “Pite San” 

(money). Pite Pite is working towards to achieve greater financial inclusion in Myanmar 

with three prong tracks: (1) Access to financial information, (2) Access to finance, and (3) 

Access to digital financial literacy. Pite Pite is integrated with messaging platforms such as 

Facebook Messenger and Viber which are already widely used in Myanmar. Users will be 

able to check and apply for suitable financial products, locate financial institutions around 

them, look up latest commodity prices and receive digital financial literacy contents. Pite 

Pite is Application Program Interface (API) driven and can connect to information systems 

managed by our partner organizations to push or pull data. We envision Pite Pite as the first 

possible touch-point for a potential new relationship between consumers and financial 

institutions and also as a knowledge base for basic digital financial literacy education.  Our 

target customers and users of Pite Pite are young women microentrepreneurs living in rural 

Myanmar who also represent the target demographic for growing the Microfinance 

Industry in Myanmar. We aim to enhance the financial health of women in an underserved 

market. Our financial inclusion chatbot teaches financial and digital literacy to the potential 

borrowers and helps them find MFIs near them.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Jazz xlr8 

https://jazzxlr8.com.pk/ 

 

The project is under VEON in Netherlands. 

Entrepreneurs in Pakistan have historically faced a number of barriers to success, 



particularly accessing funds and industry expertise. Jazz xlr8, the start-up accelerator 

programme by Jazz, a subsidiary of VEON in Pakistan, helps to build a thriving and 

sustainable start-up ecosystem by discovering and supporting Pakistan’s best start-ups and 

empowering them through technology.     Jazz is the country’s largest mobile operator in 

terms of voice and data network size and customer numbers. Jazz’s xlr8 runs entrepreneur 

training programmes, including the incubation program at the National Incubation Centre 

(NIC) in Pakistan, followed by a fast-track start-up accelerator that empowers 

entrepreneurs through global partnerships, learning and mentorship. The programme is a 

first of its kind public-private partnership, teaming Jazz with Pakistan’s Ministry of 

Information Technology & Telecommunication.     The xlr8 programme has brought 

together innovators, mentors and investors in a state-of-the-art facility, offering technical 

training, access to leading communications technology and networking opportunities to 

create a start-up cluster that is driving technological and economic innovation in the 

country. These interventions provide a model of sustainable development for the country, 

through innovation and technology-driven economic growth.     During the 2019-2020 

period the programme took on over 40 start-ups in areas including artificial intelligence, e-

commerce and FinTech.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Business meets Technology 

https://welti.org.ng/ 

 

The project is under Women Economic and Leadership Transformation Initiative  in 

Nigeria. 

The Awesome entreprenuer applying Critical thinking (No.1 skill to sail through COVID-19  

and the New future).  This webinar series  developed their minds,showed them 

technological start-up tools  etc                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

Remittance gateway for promoting financial inclusion of Pakistani freelancers via 

JazzCash 

https://www.mobilinkbank.com/ 

 

The project is under Mobilink Microfinance Bank Limited in Pakistan. 

Payoneer’s 2019 Global Gig Economy Index ranked Pakistan as the 4th fastest growing 



freelance market globally, with a 47% increase in freelance earnings within the Payoneer 

network during the second quarter of 2019 as compared to 2018.  However, with only 21% 

of Pakistan’s population considered to be banked as per World Bank’s Global Findex 2017, 

Pakistan ranks low on financial inclusion. The non-availability of favorable 

financial/banking arrangements make bank account opening a cumbersome process for 

freelancers who face difficulties in providing required documentation that shows valid 

income streams generated through employment or entrepreneurship.     Pakistani 

freelancers without bank accounts are thus unable to use cross-border payment platforms 

such as Payoneer and access the global freelance market and have to source work from local 

clients only. If freelancers choose to use third-party bank accounts to register on 

international payment platforms, the high fees imposed by intermediary account owners 

significantly cut into their net earnings.  MMBL’s JazzCash partnership with Payoneer has 

removed this major impediment faced by Pakistani freelancers. Instead of going through a 

cumbersome account opening process at bank branches or locating third party account 

owners, freelancers can open JazzCash Mobile wallets in a matter of minutes over a basic 

feature phone or a smartphone and link it with their Payoneer accounts.   The partnership 

has provided Pakistani freelancers with the back-end financial infrastructure needed to 

immediately receive cross-border payments from international clients. Low transaction 

costs and favorable exchange rates for MMBL JazzCash have also incentivized freelancers 

previously using traditional bank accounts to use mobile wallets and increase net incomes 

earned.   To date, more than PKR 4 billion ~ USD 25 million has been processed starting 

December 2019, with more than 100,000 freelancers having linked their Payoneer accounts 

with MMBL’s JazzCash.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Khpal Bazaar 

https://khpalbazaar.com/ 

 

The project is under Khpal Bazaar in Pakistan. 

Khpal bazaar is a B2B e-commerace platform which is providing ease and comfort to the 

retailers of our backward society by purchasing items on wholesale prices with free 

delivery, which is making their quality of lives better and creating time and investment 

oppertunities to perform better and earn more.  We have started operations since 20th 

December and registered more then 80 retailers with us, which is growing day by day. We 

are facing issues in inventory managment as we have 700 items on our website and in stock, 

looking forward to overcome and grow exponentially. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

Fanera 

https://www.fanera.co 

 



The project is under Fanera in Palestine. 

Fanera tackles language cultural and geographic borders and unites fans across the globe in 

a one-stop-shop allow fans to contribute content and let their voice heard, easy to navigate 

platform to follow all their favorite teams, players and influencers. Our platform helps 

influencers monetize their content by providing a revenue sharing model, and enables 

football agencies the ability to enrich their social content, reach and promote their agencies 

globally which feeds their country of origins tourism and GDP     Fanera is on the road to 

bigger and greater things. Since launch, we won the challenge 22 competition for being a 

disruptive sports solution for the world cup, we gained over 75k active users who publish 

and engage with over 20 thousands content a month with a 200% increase since the 

Covid19 pandemic, Fanera generated $43k in revenue and most importantly we piloted 

Fanera in partnership with the host of the world cup 2022 in Qatar.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

VR Expo Shop 

https://immesense.com/vr-exposhop/ 

 

The project is under Immesense in Palestine. 

No more waiting crowded people in companies showrooms, we have moved to the next 

generation of showing products & customer care techniques.  At Immesense, we have 

provide a virtual showroom system that allows customers to browse the exhibited 3d 

products and have an immersive experience in interacting products and services using 

virtual reality technologies.   Customers are now able to give commands using simple hand 

gestures, with real-time movement tracking without using any medium or touching a 

physical handset to stay safe during CoViD-19 pandemic safety measures.  Furthermore, 

clients are able to place orders from within the virtual showroom, for customers can select 

exhibited virtual devices/products in the showroom, select their preferred device and make 

virtual experience with it. Clients’ orders are then forwarded to the sales team in an email 

that contains all client information.  With the virtual showroom, the companies are able to 

display thousands of products, without worrying about the physical space as you would in a 

real physical showroom. Interaction with an support employees would not be necessary, 

thus minimizing needed human resources interaction as to improve safety measures during 

the pandemic. And lastly, your customers will enjoy the new immersive experience in this 

new and exciting virtual world where anything they need is a hand gesture away. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, GOV, BUS, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Digital literacy 

https://www.facebook.com/ibtikar.palestine 

 



The project is under Ibtikar For Empowerment and Social Entrepreneurship in 

Palestine. 

Ibtikar has been implementing weekly online sessions on digital literacy.  Those sessions 

are done through Facebook lives on the official page of the organization. Each session of 

those addresses one of the fundamental terms needed to be able to use technology and its 

applications- as an example of that, one of the sessions was about email and how to use it.   

The audience of the sessions are the people who lack technological skills, especially 

students' parents who need to help their children with the online learning due to the 

current health status. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

 

BOWWE 

https://bowwe.com/ 

 

The project is under BOWWE in Poland. 

Bowwe helps to sell products and services online, suggests how to do it more efficiently and 



monitors the results. Everything is supported by easy to use a website builder for users 

with no IT or eCommerce experience. We helped SME owners to start their business online 

in the time of the pandemic.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS, LEA, EMP, ENV, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

Implementation of personalized cosmetics recommendations tailored to the client's 

needs   

https://feecompass.com/en/2020/06/18/creamy-pl/ 

 

The project is under innect feeCOMPASS sp. z o.o. in Poland. 

"The project is a response to market challenges, including the consequences of Covid-19. 

The goal is to implement an innovative recommendation engine on the website (stage 1) 

and a conversational interface - chatbot (stage 2). As a result of the implementation of this 

tool, the client will receive personalized advice, which he could count on so far in the 

stationary shop. Due to the closure of the brick-and-mortar store and the cancellation of the 

fair and SPA activity, the client was deprived of the possibility of an individual conversation 

and the selection of cosmetics that would meet his/her needs. In stage 1, the Needs Survey 

was implemented. After answering a few simple questions (e.g. age, complexion, major skin 

problems), the user-friendly survey recognizes the most important needs and recommends 

best-suited products. The purpose of stage 2 is to implement a conversation interface 

(chatbot) that provides individual customer service online 24 hours a day and enables the 

finalization of the transaction. Models of interface conversation paths were developed on 

the basis of prepared transcripts of real conversations with clients, professional knowledge 

of Creamy employees and the use of a set of data obtained in the survey. The goal of stage 2 

is also to define customer profiles with different skin needs, segmentation and analysis of 

the product portfolio, which will further improve the e-commerce sales process."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

Digital Transformation of SMEs  

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

The program has been designed to support SMEs in being at the cutting edge of ICT 

Development. It offers exclusive content and events, and focuses on three specific areas : 

clouds, e-commerce, and web presence. The program enhances awareness of the benefits of 

using modern technology in the business sector, and helps SMEs to connect with the right 

service providers and begin the business digital transformation journey.    The technologies 

used for this project were mainly Clouds and online interfaces and platforms that enable 

SMEs to connect with providers. Cloud is the ability to host a software platform or service 



from a remote location that can be freely accessed and used anywhere via Internet access.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

e-commerce Directory 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

"e-commerce Directory was found to provide an easy way for people in Qatar to reach their 

favorite shops or services easily via online throughout the current situation of COVID-19.  It 

Facilitates the process of searching the retail stores or services by using clear and easy 

categorizing for the user. The category list includes the following: Electronics / Healthcare / 

Grocery / Fashion / Apparel & Accessories / Home & Kitchen, etc.    Also, it covers the most 

important services requested by the Citizens and residents of Qatar to prevent them from 

socializing during these events."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

Kahramaa Webpage for Consultants & Contractors 

https://www.km.qa/Consultant/Pages/default.aspx 

 

The project is under Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation ”KAHRAMAA”  in 

Qatar. 

Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation " Kahramaa" has implemented a webpage 

which contains over 30 services for all consultants and contractors in Qatar. These services 

are automated and integrated with Ministry of Municipality and Environment which save 

time and energy of the end-user. Kahramaa makes sure that all signed contractors are 

aware of the services procedures by organizing awareness workshops for contractors and 

consultants about the institution’s procedures and services. Service connection is one of the 

most used services. It requires time and efforts because it consists of six stages which are:  

1. Initiate Request   2. Fees Confirmation  3. Meter Confirmation  4. Fees Payment  5. 

Requirements  6. Meter Installation    But using this website, it eases the process and notify 

the user once a status updated. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG7, SDG8. 

 

 

Theqa 

https://www.theqa.qa/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport & Communications in Qatar. 



Theqa is a non-for profit governmental program that aims to support all the online 

shoppers' community in Qatar regardless of their gender. "Theqa", which means “trust” in 

Arabic, is an eCommerce Trustmark, an electronic label indicating that an online merchant 

has demonstrated its conformity to standards regarding business practice, privacy, and 

security.  Theqa was created to help drive eCommerce in Qatar given the high internet 

penetration rate. This badge of trust gives peace of mind to local residents and nationals 

that it is safe to shop from local merchants due to the challenging market.   Theqa aims to 

inspire trust and empower growth across Qatar by encouraging spend and facilitating entry 

to market of new eCommerce players. The entrance of new merchants will increase job and 

investment opportunities across the country.      The Ministry of Transport & 

Communications (MOTC) has been working on setting up the Trustmark for over a year and 

officially launched in October 2019 with 42 early members from the local online merchants 

community. MOTC is planning to grow nationally with local service providers and 

internationally by partnering with international Trustmark associations to ensure their 

common goals are achieved together and the network of eCommerce in Qatar becomes 

international.      Today, the program have successfully certified 187 merchants. Also Qatar 

will be one of the first countries piloting social eCommerce by piloting Social Theqa. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, BUS, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Hosting Call center – virtual automatic telephone station (VPBX) 

https://moscow.rt.ru/b2b/telephony/vats 

 

The project is under PJSC Rostelecom Private Sector in Russian Federation. 



"Due to the current pandemics, a lot of medical organization decided to promptly set-up 

hotlines to provide support to the public in connection with issuing illness certificates. 

Rostelecom has been deploying call-centers on short notice on the basis of the Virtual 

Telephone Exchange service (VPBX) with allocation of a nationwide phone number, 

enabling millions of people to make free phone calls at the allocated number and ask 

questions of interest to them.     Also, under the quarantine, demand for home delivery of 

goods and food products has been experiencing dramatic growth rates. For instance, in 

Kaliningrad region Rostelecom has helped two large companies to arrange promptly an 

over-the-phone ordering, order handling and distribution process using call-center 

facilities. Having in place a high-tech cloud-based solution, the companies are now able to 

handle much higher order volumes.    In order to offer support to small and medium 

businesses against the backdrop of fighting the COVID-19 infections, Rostelecom has 

launched a Home Office service based on the Virtual PBX solution. The new offering will 

enable entrepreneurs to maintain efficient channels of communications with employees, 

customers and partners, while staying at home.    Virtual PBX service makes it unnecessary 

for its customer to buy and maintain any networking equipment, because such equipment is 

deployed in the provider server, while subscribers are connected via the cloud. Additionally, 

Rostelecom offers its customers an opportunity to implement any scale of telephone service 

ranging from small start-ups to large nationwide companies, featuring a broad selection of 

extra options, like call monitoring, call recording, etc. Customers, owning Virtual PBXs are 

able to independently manage their telephone networks using the private cabinet 

capabilities and make settings of their networks to meet their business needs."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

 

Investment Portal of the City of Moscow  

https://en.investmoscow.ru/ 

 



The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

In order to develop the investment environment of the city of Moscow, the Government of 

Moscow launched the official portal investmoscow.ru, which has become part of the digital 

ecosystem of interaction between the city and business in the G2B segment.   It provides 29 

online services for investors and facilitates the support for investment. The portal is an 

investor’s online office: all updates on the Portal are determined by digital trends, they 

simplify business and implementation of investment projects.    The digital services help to:  

• get the insights about investment projects, city auctions, learn about the measures to 

implement the investment projects in Moscow;  • participate in investment projects;  •          

apply online for municipal financial consulting and organizational support;  • effectively 

communicate with the municipal authorities     The portal is an investor’s online office. It 

provides online services and latest news and analytics.     Services on the Portal are 

classified as follows:    Projects. The services for investors and entrepreneurs giving an 

opportunity to apply for choosing sites for localization and to submit their investment 

initiatives online  ·   · City Auctions is an opportunity to get informed about city’s property, 

consult and apply online for object viewing   · Support measures is a possibility to apply 

online for subsidies and other support measurers.  · Direct communication. Services 

designed for resolving of all questions arising in the investment and entrepreneurship 

processes.  · Information Services are for informing all the interested persons on the wide 

range of topics related to conducting economic activities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Automated Information System "Supplier Portal" 

https://zakupki.mos.ru/en 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow in 

Russian Federation. 

Supplier Portal is the Government of Moscow resource for conducting online transactions 

between government customers and suppliers representing of small and medium - sized 

enterprises, increasing the transparency of contractual relations.  Registration and 

participation in online transactions is free.  The resource uses three main methods of 

procurement:  1. Electronic store. Small and medium-sized enterprises publish price lists 

for goods, works or services, and government customers choose reliable partners offering 

best price or terms of delivery.  2. Mini-auction. The customer places a list of required 

specifications, suppliers place bids, and the winner is selected automatically by the lowest 

price of the last offer.  3. Collecting offers. The customer places a list of  specifications, 

suppliers provide price lists, and the customer determines the winner offering best terms.  

Following the results of the procurement, there is the electronic document flow, including 

the contract in electronic form concluded using a digital signature.  There is a catalogue of 

goods, works, and services containing more than 1 million items formed on the basis of the 

suppliers ' price lists.  An open integration gateway ensuring the connection of information 



systems of the regions of Russia and state information systems regulating transactions of 

state institutions has been developed. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, GOV, BUS, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

Go Geek 

https://gogeek.kku.edu.sa 

 

The project is under King Khalid University  in Saudi Arabia. 

The Go Geek program is a non-profitable gender inclusive program, that includes a number 

of technical initiatives that aim to enhance and develop the technical talents and 

experiences of the young Saudi generation to meet the Kingdoms 2030 vision, through 

offering equal opportunities for all genders and ages in the society.  The Go geek program 

includes a number of initiatives that are in constant growth and expansion , the program 

includes systematic plans for each initiative which all aim to continue and develop their 

activities in the future .    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

Ehsan 

https://ehsan.sa/all 

 

The project is under Saudi Data and AI Authority  in Saudi Arabia. 

Saudi Arabia has an amalgam of charities aiming to support different groups who don't have 

access to basic needs, families in debt, orphans' needs, digital enablement and supplies for 

school, refugee camps, medical support and equipment for individuals with health 

conditions: down syndrome, diabetes, specialized surgeries, children heart surgeries, eye 

surgeries, vaccinations for kids, artificial limbs, and dialysis.      In the past, each association 

managed donations and operations individually which resulted in lack of proper education 

to find a reliable source of donation and lack of having a unified regulated platform for the 

different charity organizations and the beneficiaries.      Therefore, Ehsan platform emerged 

which targets the integration and support of development projects, and builds on an 

integrated technical system to govern donation management and sustainability. Ehsan 

unifies local, national and international charities and organizations (e.g. King Salman 

Humanitarian Aid And Relief Centre).     It has unified different functions and linked all 

within one core system by designing and providing the following operational 

functionalities:     Building a unified platform that enables individuals to donate easily to 

charities, charitable foundations and government agencies in the Kingdom    Promoting 

reliability, transparency, and ease of donating    Promoting values of humanitarian work and 

social responsibility among society 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, BUS. 



The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11, 

SDG13, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Supply Chain Excellence – Aramco eMarketplace 

https://www.saudiaramco.com/en/workingwithus/suppliers/become-a-supplier 

 

The project is under Saudi Aramco/IT/Computer Applications Department in Saudi 

Arabia. 

The Saudi Aramco Supply Chain Excellence (SCE) project has pioneered Saudi Arabia In-

Kingdom cloud solutions deployment. This strategic initiative has deployed an innovative 

integrated cloud based digital business marketplace, bridging gaps between supply chain 

processes and supporting systems, through the creation of an online collaborative 

environment to enable secure electronic bidding and enhanced supply chain efficiencies 

corporate-wide and for international Saudi Aramco affiliates, as well as opening wider 

business opportunities for the in-Kingdom supplier-base through exposure to international 

customers via the SAP Ariba Supplier Network. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, GOV, BUS, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

Qiwa Platform 

https://qiwa.sa/en 

 

The project is under Ministry of Human Resources and Social Development in Saudi 

Arabia. 

In recent years the labor sector in Saudi Arabia has been developed rapidly, which allows 

HRSD to innovate new platforms and services, and being dynamic to adapt new ideas in 

short time.    Qiwa Platform for the provision of solutions and services in an effort to 

improve electronic services for the business sector. Qiwa is the empowerment, localization, 

business continuity and will be the engine of the job market in Saudi Arabia.     Since Qiwa is 

launched in 2019, more than 500,000 registered establishments, more than 10,500,000 

employee profiles, 279641 daily visits, 788,743 visas issued, 66,775 working licenses, 

127,021 established policies approved, 13,884 The number of issued incorporation visas,  

4,763 Number of establishments benefiting from incorporation visas. 83% of procedures 

upgraded to simplify businesses.  90% customer satisfaction with services.  During 2020 

only the "Amicable Settlement service" had more than 87,352 cases with more than 4,163 

million Saudi Riyals (1,110 million US Dollars) settled to workers.     Before Qiwa, both 

employees and employers found difficulties in HRSD services. In the past, some services 

took 8 months  (e.g. issuing a labor visa). Now Qiwa providing all those services with few 

clicks and within a few minutes.  Qiwa now is preparing to launch new services related to 

Labor Reform Initiative (LRI) will give expatriate workers freedom to secure exit and re-

entry visas, receive the final passport exit stamp and gain employment in Saudi Arabia 



without the approval of a sponsor.    The initiative expected to enhance the competitiveness 

of the local Saudi labor market and expected also increase the Kingdom’s ranking on 

international competitiveness indicators because the initiative (via Qiwa services) will 

bring the labor regulations into line with international practices. HRSD is seeking to boost 

its private sector and make it more attractive to foreign talent.    Qiwa expected the launch 

of the new services during Mar 2021.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, EMP, ENV, 8, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Estishraf  

http://nic.gov.sa/estishraf 

 

The project is under Saudi Data and AI Authority  in Saudi Arabia. 

Estishraf Program is the analytical arm to the National Information Center in Saudi Arabia. 

It enables decision makers and government officials to unlock the powers of data science to 

drive factual decision making. The program employs an elite multidisciplinary team to 

apply advanced analytics and artificial intelligence technology to the centralized big data in 



the Data Bank to produce valuable business insights and to tell domain stories. It supports 

government entities in obtaining advice and recommendations that support informed 

decision-making. It utilizes data analytics tools and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies 

to make diversified insights to assist leaders and government entities in obtaining advice 

and recommendations that support informed decision-making. Throughout its three years 

of operations, Estishraf implemented over 85 analytics projects which were implemented 

across more than 25 government entities helping decision-makers in formulating economic, 

political and social policies, and contributed to finding opportunities to achieve potential 

savings and nonoil revenues for the state treasury by more than SR 80 billion. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

 

E-GREENMARKET 

https://pijaca.minpolj.gov.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"During the COVID-19 outbreak in Serbia, the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Water 

Management in Serbia initiated the first electronic greenmarket portal as a substitute for 

traditional greenmarket and wholesale facilities that were closed due to the pandemic. e-

Greenmarket portal (“ePijaca” in Serbian language), was launched on April 10 2020 to 

support the trade of fruits, vegetables, dairy products and all other products normally 

available at green markets throughout Serbia, that is, to connect stores, shoppers and those 

who were ready to deliver the goods   e-Greenmarket is available to all agricultural 

producers in Serbia, majority of which are small or family producers, who due to the 

pandemics and the country lockdown could not sell their products on the green markets.   

The registration of buyers, sellers and distributors is very simple. On the map, a buyer can 

easily identify a food producer in his area, check through the offering, select products, and 



ask for delivery. Organic food is specially marked.   On the first day of operations of the 

electronic green market, 771 food producers registered and more than 19,000 people 

visited e-Greenmarket. It managed to attract over 2,000 registering farmers as sellers of 

farm products, and mapped 1.300 agro producers in April 2020."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, BUS, HEA, EMP, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3. 

 

 

SHE IS ONLINE 

https://sheisonline.com.co/ 

 

The project is under SHE IS FOUNDATION  in Spain. 

SHE IS ONLINE is a social company based in Colombia, its major objective is to be the first 

digital space made for women and by women. She Is Online is going to reunite all kinds of 

social entrepreneurs from Colombia and all over the globe to sell their goods specialized 

only for women. SHE IS ONLINE expectations are to become the women´s Amazon. It is for 

that reason, that we are committed to recieve and search for small, medium and large 

companies from all over the globe that promotes gender equality inside their main goals 

and sustainability in their production, this way we are also addressing the environmental 

footprint from all kind of industries and in the process, changing the way consumers behave 

towards the world.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Supporting Sri Lanka Technology Startups during COVID-19 

http://www.startupsl.lk 

 

The project is under Information and Communication Technology Agency in Sri Lanka. 

ICTA estimates a thriving startup ecosystem will result in a minimum of USD 1 billion of 

foreign exchange revenue by 2025 brought in by exports, investments, and startup exits. All 

possible measures taken to save these startups now will determine our socioeconomic 

development in the next 5 years. There were many synergies between tech startups and 

tech freelancers but lacked a common platform. With that, the StartupSL initiative was born 

with the objective of gathering technology startups and freelancers to www.startups.lk 

platform enabling representation of their unique offerings. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

Local Food Nodes 

https://localfoodnodes.org/en 

 



The project is under Local Food Nodes Röstånga ek Förening. in Sweden. 

We create an independent, donation based, fully financial transparent and not for sale, 

digital open source solution, for peoples driven, pre-orders only, local farmers markets, and 

a sales tool for small scale farmers to build real life first hand relations with their costumers, 

without revenue loss.    This as a way to encourage small scale local food production for 

local markets, to increase local resilience and local food sovereignty.    The key reason we 

started the project was to find ways to help existing small scale producers get to market, 

and provide them with tools for better financial sustainability, aswells as pave the way for 

more people to step into small scale local food production.    target: Small scale food 

producers that wants to sell to end consumers first hand, and building and owning the first 

hand relation between them without third party interference. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, BUS, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Linking Central American Women Business Enterprises with the Global Gifts and 

Home Decoration Market 

https://www.intracen.org/Central-America-Women-and-e-commerce/ 

 

The project is under International Trade Centre in Switzerland. 

The project, which is funded by the European Union (EU) and implemented by the 

International Trade Centre (ITC) in collaboration with the Secretariat for Central American 

Economic Integration (SIECA) and national implementing partners, aims to support 200 

Central American women-led businesses from Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, 

Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama to export their handicrafts through e-commerce channels.    

Alongside work to improve product quality and design, the women-led businesses are 



trained and prepared to list on international online marketplaces such as Etsy and eBay, 

develop and optimize their own websites, use different digital marketing channels to 

generate traffic and sales, receive online payments, prepare orders for shipment and 

provide quality customer service. The project applies the train-the-trainers methodology: a 

network of trainers from local trade promotion organisations are trained by ITC to support 

the businesses on their e-commerce journey. In addition to the training of trainers, ITC has 

piloted the e-lab model to provide specific support to the most advanced businesses in the 

project. The e-labs follow the lean-start up methodology that combines testing, measuring 

and learning. By testing different online channels and digital marketing techniques, and 

measuring the performance, the more advanced businesses can develop their e-commerce 

strategy and share lessons learned with beginners. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, BUS, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Zimba Mart - SME E-commerce and Digitization Resilience Programme 

https://www.zimbamart.com/ 

 

The project is under Zimba Women in Uganda. 

Women-owned Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which make up an estimated one 

fifth of the Ugandan economy in terms of employment, are likely to suffer 

disproportionately as a consequence of this outbreak. As Zimba Women, we have 

introduced the SME E-Commerce and Digitization Resilience Programme through the Zimba 

Mart e-commerce platform to respond to this challenge by (1) Identifying women-owned or 

women-led SMEs which have fundamentally sound value propositions but have been 

severely impacted by COVID-19; (2) Providing dedicated COVID-19 impact analysis and 

contingency planning to these SMEs through offering business training and digital literacy 

training via our online platforms; (3) On-boarding SMEs onto the women-owned, women-

tailored e-commerce platform to both adjust to the market dynamics created by COVID-19 



lock down actions and begin to take advantage of the latent market opportunities offered by 

e-commerce in Sub-Saharan Africa; and (4) Provide bespoke follow-on support to the 

women-owners/leaders to enable them to protect their enterprises and take full advantage 

of e-commerce opportunities. All support is also provided remotely when necessary.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 

STAMPSDAQ.POST - Global Postal Blockchain for Crypto Philately 

https://www.stampsdaq.post 

 

The project is under STAMPSDAQ LLC in Ukraine. 

STAMPSDAQ.POST is a dedicated blockchain platform, designed specifically for Crypto 

Philately to secure maximum users’ engagement and satisfaction, global marketing 

advantages, cost-efficient operations and maximum market liquidity and profitability by 

bringing gradually all already existing stamp motifs/designs of the whole 180 years of 

philatelic history onto a United Postal Blockchain marketplace. Additionally, the Posts can 

issue crypto-only stamps. Crypto stamps can also be used to pay for postage service if the 

Post decides so and local legislation allows.    Technically, STAMPSDAQ.POST Blockchain 

will be built as a Layer 2 solution on top of the Etherium blockchain’s mainne as today, 95% 

of crypto collectibles are being issued and traded on Etherium blockchain. It is financially 

and technologically not feasible to issue crypto stamps directly on Etherium’s mainnet due 

to its scaling limitations resulting in slow transaction validation and high transaction fees 

for the users     Going with Layer 2 Etherium solution will enable STAMPSDAQ.POST to 

realize faster execution of transactions, low transaction fees and tailored blockchain 



philately smart contracts, yet remaining connected to the biggest global blockchain 

environment for digital collectibles today.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

AgriFinance 

https://www.agrifinance.io/2 

 

The project is under LLC "Grafit Group" in Ukraine. 

 Agrifinance – is a digital platform which allows interacting with farmers in the process of 

forwarding financing:  - It allows investors to simplify and expedite the scoring process of 

farmers’ credibility;  - Farmers can easily and fast get financing using crop receipts on 

competitive market conditions;  - Creating a new modern approach to financing farmers and 

its execution.    The service became possible and high in demand because of several reasons:  

- High demand for financing caused by long production term and opening of the land 

market;  - The slow and difficult process of existing financing programs;  - Development of 

crop receipts what extremely raised total collateral value;  - Opening access to Cadastral 

map of Ukraine and the real estate register allowed to make the process of estimation 

computerized;  - Development of digital partners like cloud calculations and satellite 

services.        How it works: The platform which attracts new farmers, scores them using 

own algorythms, provides analysis to the creditor and monitors borrower's status.    A new 

approach to relationships between farmer and investor, fast and computerized scoring 

brings to Agrifinance a wide range of competitive advantages:  - The average duration of 

request consideration will decrease from 14 to 2 days;  - The subject of collateral will be the 

future harvest but not the farmers’ assets which cause huge growth of credit market;  - 24/7 

customer support and partnership approach.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

ICA Smart Channels  

https://smartservices.ica.gov.ae/echannels/web/client/default.html#/login?langarr 

 

The project is under Federal Authority for Identity and Citizenship (ICA)  in United 

Arab Emirates. 

ICA Smart Channels is a web-based, state-of-the-art online platform where citizens and 

residents of the UAE can perform standard governmental procedures from the comfort of 

their homes or offices, using any internet-connected device with a web browser.     With ICA 

Smart Channels, users can apply for +600 services such as passport renewal, visa permits, 

employment permits… etc. without having to halt their workday or get stuck in traffic 

congestions. Moreover, the platform is integrated with powerful backend systems that 

support rapid processing of applications, which adds great value to the overall user 



experience.   Taking UAE as an example, ICA eChannel represents the largest e-Government 

services platform in the country, with +280 services implemented and ready for use, and 

millions of transactions performed per month.    • Online platform that can be accessed 

through any web browser (desktop, mobile, or kiosk)  • Powerful backend integrations that 

enable the rapid processing of applications  • 600+ Standard services ready for 

implementation to enhance e-Government operations  • Capability to establish connections 

with the incumbent government entities to validate submitted information and reduce the 

number of required attachments  • Advanced identity verification options using ID readers, 

e-signatures, and message verifications in order to allow only authorized people to access 

the services    The project’s goals align with SDGs 4, 9, 8, 11, 16, and 17 by focusing on 

lifelong learning opportunities for all, sustainable industrialization, by fostering innovation, 

promoting peaceful and inclusive societies and revitalization of the global partnership for 

sustainable development.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, EMP, ENV, 

SCI, 8, 9, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Electroneum and AnyTask.com are changing the face of freelancing and welcoming 

unbanked freelancers to earn a living online 

http://electroneum.com/ 

 

The project is under Electroneum and AnyTask.com in United Kingdom. 

Electroneum is a cryptocurrency and blockchain organisation that has created a payment 

platform that facilitates the transfer of value from one mobile device to another from 

anywhere in the world without the need of a bank account. It's first primary use case, 

AnyTask.com, launched in February 2020 and has since grown to more than 600,000 users 

worldwide. The platform enables anyone, including unbanked citizens, to sell digital tasks 

online to thousands of buyers around the world. No bank account is required and no fees 

are payable - unlike competition sites like Fiverr.com which charge 20% in fees. Freelancers 



get paid immediately, as soon as their task is approved by the buyer, and Electroneum 

(ETN) earned through the sale of their task can be used to purchase a range of services such 

as mobile airtime and data, electricity, and very soon a selection of other services like 

medicine, building materials, and food. Alternatively, freelancers can exchange their ETN 

into other cryptocurrencies and FIAT currency via an exchange. Together, Electroneum and 

AnyTask.com is changing the face of freelancing worldwide and providing new earning 

opportunities for thousands of unbanked citizens worldwide. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 6, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8. 

 

 

Maoni online 

http://maoni.co.tz/ 

 

The project is under APA consulting company ltd  in United Republic of Tanzania. 

Consulting and advisor firm providing training and coaching to businesses owner enabled 

them developing sustainable business on the part of marketing, sales and customer 

retention.They have develop the system call maoni.online helping business owners received 

feedback from their customers for decision making and policy and operations procedures.   

MAONI ONLINE is a digital platform where users can voice their opinion on any of the 

company listed on the platform.                                                                                                                                                                              

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 



 

COVID Toolkit  

https://www.demo.softserveinc.com/people-counting/ 

 

The project is under SoftServe in United States of America. 

We have developed a series of applications (tool kit) that can be used to prevent further 

spread of COVID as businesses re-open safely.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Women in Cloud Microsoft Accelerator 

https://www.facebook.com/womenincloud 

 

The project is under Women in Cloud  in United States of America. 

Women in Cloud is a community-led organization with a vision to enable economic success 

for women technology founders and business builders around the world.  Founded in 2018, 

Women in Cloud aligns to SDG#5 Gender Equality and chartered it’s operating model to 

enable $1Billion in economic impact by 2030 and produces 5 core areas for female-centered 



tech entrepreneurship   1) Powerful community   2) Industry sponsorships cloud hyper-

scalers such as Microsoft  3) 6-month accelerator cohort   4) Access to enterprise contracts   

5) Public-Private diversity supplier policy and engagement commitment    In Digital 

Transformation, market analysis points to over $400B in cloud opportunities today and 

unfortunately less than 1% of women tech entrepreneurs participate successfully in this 

market opportunity. Women face unique challenges including:   1. Access and capabilities to 

support enterprise scale  2. Access to readiness and resources that support women in 

leading cloud-enabled enterprise solutions  3. Connections to buyers and procurement 

officers  4. Lack of pathways to develop relationships with industry cloud providers, hyper-

scalers and vendors    To mitigate this challenge, Women in Cloud developed a strategic 

partnership with Microsoft to launch the Cloud Accelerator, an immersive 6-month program 

designed to help female-led tech companies to build an enterprise ready solution and 

become a Microsoft co-sell ready business to access the enterprise customers. The selected 

entrepreneurs in every cohort develop their cloud business model, enterprise ready cloud 

solution, source target enterprise customers, and are provided access to subject-matter 

experts and executive mentorships. To date, over 50 women have completed the Cloud 

Accelerator with $70M in enterprise customer opportunities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

SenetecGas 

https://www.facebook.com/SenetecGas-107853721221919 

 

The project is under Senetec Africa in Zimbabwe. 

About 63.5% of all households in Zimbabwe do not have access to electricity and still 

depend on fuelwood and charcoal for their cooking requirements. Low-income urban 

households regularly pay a large portion of their paltry household income to purchase small 

quantities of solid fuel and LPG for their cooking and heating requirements. They even walk 

long distances looking for LPG and spend long hours queuing for the cooking gas exposing 

themselves to the Covid-19 pandemic in the process.     SenetecGas is, however, a smarter 

and simpler way of ordering LPG in the comfort of your home on your phone and get it 

delivered to your doorstep. SenetecGas is the convenience of fast, clean, and affordable 

cooking gas all the way to your doorstep, wherever you are. SenetecGas helps prevent the 

spread of the Covid-19 pandemic by enabling customers to order LPG whilst in the comfort 

of their homes on their phones. SenetecGas provides affordable, quality gas to save on 

energy bills, mitigating escalating electricity costs, while protecting the environment as it 

reduces the cutting down of trees for firewood and charcoal. SenetecGas combines smart 

metering and mobile technology innovation with  clean energy to bring affordable clean 



energy services to the millions without access to conventional power. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: BUS, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG7, SDG15. 

 

Prize EMP 
Online services : DAMANCOM web space  

https://damancom.casnos.dz/ 

 

The project is under National Fund for the Social Security of the Self-Employed in 

Algeria. 

DAMANCOM is a personal web space that contains various web services dedicated for the 

self-employed and offering many benefits related to their social security. Once logged in; 

using the social security number and a randomly generated password by our agencies, the 

user has access to the services listed below:  - Online statement of the annual revenue used 

to calculate the annual contribution to his social security.  - Online statement of any new 

activity.   - Online payment of the amounts due using a bankcard.  - Order documents online.   

- Have access to different information related to his social security such as administrative 

information, account statement, medical consumption, retirement and disability pension 

monthly payroll…  - Submit his application for retirement online, once all the requirements 

are satisfied.   In addition, DAMANCOM offers an additional set of web services dedicated 

exclusively to the pharmacists, which allow them (in addition to the services listed above) 

to:  - Have access to different information related to the self-employed and his medical 

consumption.  - Have access to the reimbursement vouchers.  This personal web space 

allowed us to over simplify and accelerate many administrative processes by 

dematerializing them, such as the annual revenue statements, the payment of 

contributions…, without the need for physical presence or physical documents, especially 

for those living in the rural  communities far away from our agencies, every aspect of these 

processes is handled online in a digital manner.    The results achieved since launching this 

project can be resumed in over 4000 online annual revenue statements, over 900 

documents ordered, and over 2 million users.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 



 

Woman DNS Academy 

http://womandns.academy/ 

 

The project is under Chapitre Bénin de l'Internet Society in Benin. 

The Benin Chapter of the Internet Society is the main stakeholder organization of the Benin 

DNS Forum (along with 4 other non-profit organizations). Through the Benin DNS Forum 

initiative (www.dnsforum.bj), the Woman DNS Academy Program has been initiated. The 

Woman DNS Academy Program is a high-level certification training exclusively for women 

on the development of skills in Internet technology engineering and digital leadership. The 

Program was launched in 2016 and, after 4 successful editions, is now a big hit with women 

engaged in the Internet technology ecosystem. Each year, the Woman DNS Academy 

Program selects 20 young women aged 18 to 30 at the end of their studies in ICT 

engineering or active in professional life following a call for applications to benefit from a 

full scholarship for this training. The organizing committee receives an average of 80 

applications each year. The participants, during this program, learn and implement Internet 

technologies (TCP / IP networks, virtualization, Internet CyberSecurity, Domain Name 

System) but also develop skills on economic models around domain names and 

entrepreneurship in the DNS (Domain Name System) sector. The objective is to offer not 

only an in-depth knowledge of Internet technologies (such as IP (Internet Protocol), DNS, 

other open protocols) but also to create a real craze within the female gender to be 

interested in issues related to the development of Internet technologies and Internet 

governance. During each training course, the 20 women beneficiaries take a practical 

approach to the technical aspects of DNS, the economic aspects and entrepreneurship 

around DNS and Internet technologies. The program also initiates a networking meeting 

between new and old beneficiaries with women leaders and digital and Internet pioneers in 

Africa through WDA Networking. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 



 

 

 

Connect an Employee Initiative 

https://www.bocra.org.bw/ 

 

The project is under Botswana Communications Regulatory Authority in Botswana. 

Connect an employee is an initiative developed by BOCRA to encourage Government, 

Parastatals and Private sector to connect their employees to residential broadband internet. 

This includes employers paying for monthly residential internet of their employees as an 

incentive/ benefit that will allow them to work from home.   This initiative was developed in 

2014 with minimum set internet speed for residential connectivity  at 2mbps. However, in 

2020 the speeds were revised considering changes in market trends with demand for more 

data hungry applications as well as to carter for working from homes. The newly revised 

speed is minimum of 10mbps which will allows for virtual meetings, continuous use of 

multiple applications and devices connected to the internet whilst giving the user best 

reception.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, GOV, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Upgrade traditional industries in Yunnan Province of China by using 5G network to 

promote electronic employment 

http://www.cicdi.com/ 

 

The project is under CHINA INFORMATION CONSULTING &DESIGNING INSTITUTE 

CO.,LTD in China. 

5G network with its "large bandwidth, low delay, high reliability" technical features has 

become the main content and aspect of China's new information infrastructure 

construction. In recent years, Yunnan's economy has developed rapidly and its economic 

growth rate is much higher than the national average. Especially, the potential of digital 

economic development is even greater. How to build a new infrastructure with the internal 

growth demand of digital economy as the main content is 5GCombining with each other is 

the current research content which is more advanced and has practical significance.A good 

combination of the two will achieve the benign development situation of "5G Enabling 

Society and Society Feeding 5G".    The traditional tourism industry, Plateau Characteristic 

agriculture, mining industry and metal smelting industry in Yunnan all need to be upgraded 

and replaced urgently in order to promote the sustainable, healthy and rapid development 

of related industries and realize the overall development goal of "user satisfaction, 

environment friendliness, economy and efficiency".    Since 2020, Yunnan Telecom has built 

more than 7000 base stations in the whole province through joint construction and sharing 

with Unicom, covering the prefecture seat and key counties, achieving good coverage of 5G 

network, and providing a good network basis for the combination of 5G and traditional 

industries in Yunnan.At the same time, in the network construction, the frequency strategy 

and deployment distance are refined according to the different requirements of bandwidth, 

delay and security in different scenarios.For example, industrial intelligent control in 

mining and metal smelting that requires time delay and safety uses a dedicated frequency 



band of 3300-3400MHz, while sinking the UPF to the plant to ensure that the requirements 

for high time delay are met.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

Pedius Work Inclusion Solution 

https://www.pedius.org/ 

 

The project is under Pedius in Italy. 

The Pedius Work Inclusion Solution offers Deaf & Hard of Hearing employees the ability to 

fully participate in work activities by activating a personal number with unlimited incoming 

& outgoing calls, conference calls capabilities and specialized incoming call notifications.     

We currently support ALL TIM Italia employees and ENEL employees throughout Italy. The 

activation time is 48 hours and requires no existing infrastructure OR habit changes, 

allowing businesses to continue business as usual.     Now more than ever, we wish to 

support Deaf & Hard of Hearing employees in this new Smart Working boom. By enabling 

these employees to stay connected and fully participate in daily work activities, both at 

home and in the office, we are not only supporting inclusion and accessibility but also the 

overall performance of individuals and the company. This, in turn, may reduce stress, fears 

of losing jobs, thus supporting mental health.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Pwani Teknowgalz 

https://www.pwaniteknowgalz.org  

 

The project is under Pwani Teknowgalz  in Kenya. 

Pwani Teknowgalz is a fast-developing, young, women-led, non-profit organization that 

aims to bridge the gender gap of women in STEM careers by providing a holistic 

environment for women and girls through practical STEM training, mentorship, and 

workshops.   Our objectives are:  To spark interest in high school girls to pursue STEM 



careers.  We have pioneered and conducted a broad spectrum of practical STEM projects in 

both public and private high schools in Mombasa Kenya. These programs  include; 

Technovation Girls, Africa Code Week, Mombasa Girls in STEM, and STEM CAFE KENYA.   To 

equip women with employable coding skills. We equip young women aged 17 -28years 

from marginalized communities in Mombasa, for example, Kisauni, Mvita, Bamburi, 

Changamwe, Likoni, Maweni, with free three months employable coding skills through our 

CodeHack initiative to allow them to be self-sustainable, economically empowered, and to 

have the confidence to contribute to the digital economy. Pwani Teknowgalz run Women in 

STEM conference yearly in October in the coastal region during an Innovation week called 

Pwani Innovation week. During the conference, female speakers and mentors from 

companies dealing in technology like Safaricom, Huawei and  Cellulant attend to share their 

journey and experiences in STEM careers.  Pwani Teknowgalz conducts mobile application 

programs for both private and public school students through technovations girls’ project. 

We have worked with 23 high schools since 2015.  Pwani Teknowgalz conducts practical 

website development, computer essentials, and mobile development at Swahilipot hub, a 

technology space in Mombasa where  girls and young women come to acquire such 

invaluable skills. Additionally, we involve girls in both public and private schools in 

practical STEM projects.  Covid-19 pandemic has changed how we do things and as women 

in technology organisation, we have adapted to the changes and are currently running our 

website development classes online.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

ZINAKE 

https://www.zinake.com 

 

The project is under Engoho Kuku Farmer in Kenya. 

Zinake is a cloud based platform that conveniently connects temporary workers to job 

opportunities in their locality at the click of a button. Zinake is a community innovation that 

ensures that users (individuals or organizations) are guaranteed of quality service from 

temporary workers without having to undergo the complex, tedious, expensive and time 

wasting recruitment and verification process. When a user needs services of temporary 

worker, he/she creates a request on the Zinake platform. The workers who have enlisted to 

provide that service are notified of the available job opportunity. Interested workers 

respond to the request by bidding. The user then checks the bids submitted and selects the 

winner. The winning worker is then notified to go and work. Upon completion, money is 

transferred from the Employer’s wallet to the  worker’s wallet. The users then rate/review 

each other after every transaction. Zinake through collaboration with strategic partners 

carries out thorough background checks and competence verification of all signed up 

workers. The workers are insured against accidents and professional indemnity. Zinake was 

founded with the vision of reducing poverty, idleness and unemployment among the youth 

in Kenya. After years working with thousands of casual laborers, it became apparent that 



convenient access to other key stakeholders was key. Through customer discovery 

interviews and feedback, it became apparent that there was need for convenient access to 

reliable and competent temporary workers across different sectors in Kenya. Hence Zinake 

was founded so that employers do not have to undergo the complex, tedious, expensive and 

time consuming recruitment and verification process.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG8. 

 

 

 

CodeGirls  

https://codegirls.consulnet.net/ 

 

The project is under CodeGirls  in Pakistan. 

CodeGirls is a fully-funded coding and business skills boot camp run by ConsulNet 

Corporation with its partners United Global Initiative and WomenInTechPK. It is a women-

only program and is working towards  achieving gender parity in the tech industry as well 

as in the economy.    We are a skill training organization that has gained support from 

organizations like w4.org, upwork, and atlassian.                                                                                                                                    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 5, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

GGateway for Outsourcing Information Technology 

https://www.ggateway.tech 

 

The project is under GGateway for Outsourcing Information Technology in Palestine. 

A Palestinian full profit, private IT outsourcing company, and social enterprise is an 

innovative women-led impact business that maintains a high level of female beneficiaries 

aims to empower them to be able to transform their lives.   GGateway market-driven 

professional IT services and learning environment promotes Palestine as an international 

ICT outsourcing destination. GGateway believes that impact business changes human lives, 



while inspired and empowered youth will change the world.  GGateway is an innovative 

hybrid business model that aims at creating professional development and economic 

opportunities for youth in Gaza especially females in the technology sector. GGateway has 

an innovative employability and capacity building programs that map donors' money to 

build the technical and personal capacity of youth to be employable in the ICT outsourcing, 

freelancing, and remote working industries. GGateway as well is an outsourcing business 

that seeks contracting opportunities with clients from all over the world and employ the 

trained youth in these projects. Through their working and employment time, continuous 

activities of career development and capacity building continue to ensure that youth leave 

the enterprise after at least one year with a professional practical and educational 

experience in the ICT industry. As a summary GGateway provide the following activities:   - 

Technical ICT (programming, design) skills training.     - Soft skills and employability 

training.     - Mentoring and career development empowerment activities.     - Employment 

opportunities in the ICT and digital industry.     So far GGateway was able to build the 

capacity of 1000+ youth, outreached 4400, created 220+ long term job opportunities, and 

empowered hundreds of youth to work as online remote workers and freelancers where at 

least 50%+ are females. At least 86% of GGateway former employees sustain a long term 

income after they leave the enterprise.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Sayyad 

https://www.sayyad.ps/ 

 

The project is under sayyad in Palestine. 

Sayyad platform offering services to jobseekers and opportunities of projects in Palestine. 

We are linking between companies that have job, alumni and freelancers to give the 

opportunities to show their experiences. We have a comparative advantage that differ us 

from other sites that our recruitment process is go through into two stages, the first stage is 

the question page and after success at this stage, the register start the interview process. We 

work to solve the problem of wasting time by hiring many companies and choosing their 

best by identifying the applicants before hiring them through a video of the person 

explaining his skills and experiences. We hope to be the first platform in the field of 



employment in Palestine. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

The reBIRTH on the internet (REviver na Rede) 

http://revivernarede.blogspot.pt 

 

The project is under REviver na Rede in Portugal. 

"The reBIRTH on the internet project (REviver na Rede) is an initiative to support online 

social networks to strengthen new forms of active job search and promote employability, 

social integration, socialization, and social and digital inclusion in the Madeira Region, 

Portugal.    The aim is to help unemployed adults to take advantage of social networks (e.g. 

Facebook) to improve their employability. These global social instruments can respond to 

these needs and contribute to the development of local communities. Currently, the various 

online spaces involve more than 50,000 people, in a region with less than 255,000 

inhabitants.     In view of the various implications of the coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19), 

from the social level of individuals to their professional and economic situation, the project 

has mobilized a number of initiatives to help the relief of social isolation, improve the good 

use of social networks, strengthen media literacy and digital skills, and promote job search 

through social networks.    These initiatives have a strong pedagogical, social and solidarity 

basis, relying on voluntary work, in a spirit of social entrepreneurship."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

National Wide Recruitment Platform 

https://kawader.adlsa.gov.qa/recruitment-cycle 

 

The project is under Ministry Of Administrative Development ,Labor and Social Affairs 

in Qatar. 

The objective of KAWADER platform in to connect Qatar’s rapidly growing population with 

sustainable employment strategies.   "Kawader" is a smart, integrated, normative and multi-

stakeholder portal. Which aims to provide access to jobs in both the public and private 

sectors, as well as provide nomination opportunities to jobs and enables adequate, end to 

end cycle of employment process starting from interviews to actual recruitments.    The 

main goal of the project was to build human and institutional capacities necessary for Qatar 



to become a more sustainable, prosperous and cohesive society to achieve this vision.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, GOV, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 

Kahramaa Mobile Application - Employee Section 

https://apps.apple.com/qa/app/kahramaa/id595448187,https://play.google.com/store/a

pps/details?id=com.vipera.dynamicengine&hl=ar&gl=US 

 

The project is under Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation ”KAHRAMAA”  in 

Qatar. 

Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation " Kahramaa" has made employee life much 

easier by providing most of human resources services in their hand. The aim is to increase 

the user experience by creating smarter solutions and automotive services. An employee 

can submit many request through his phone such as: leave request, certificate request, exit 

permit, and loan requests. In contribution to WSIS action line C3 " Access to information 

and knowledge" , this solution provide accessing to data like latest deals and offers, 

employee directory. Kahramaa employees have the advantage of looking into their data 

history such as leave history, attendance report, and pay slip records.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 



 

Online platform for professional training and further employment of specialists with 

various disabilities 

https://evland.ru/ 

 

The project is under VimpelCom PJSC in Russian Federation. 

The platform consists of four main elements: testing and assessment of motivation, 

pumping-up professional skills, test tasks with mentor support and further employment. On 

the first stage, real professional level and communications specifics of the specialist with 

disabilities are determined through two levels of tests and interviews. A highly customized 

model to pump up skills is fully adjusted to the specific needs of the candidate with hearing, 

visual or motor disability. Further stages involve working on real-life tasks that come from 

private and corporate clients. On these stages the candidates form their portfolio and enter 

the open labour market.  A distinctive feature of the platform is its consistent and coherent 

approach to the employment of specialists with disabilities: every phase is designed to 

develop and pump up both hard and soft skills needed to work in emerging digital 

professions. The platform determines real professional level and communications specifics 

of the specialist with disabilities through two levels of tests and interviews. The model to 



pump up skills is fully adjusted to the specific needs of the candidate with hearing, visual or 

motor disability.  Various professions are presented on the platform including text and 

video content specialists, PR, graphic and web designers, web-developers, lawyers. All these 

jobs are of high demand on the market and allow remote work. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG10, SDG17. 

 

 

 

“My Career” Specialized Employment Center 

https://mycareer.moscow/#/applicant 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow  in 

Russian Federation. 

"My Career" is a social opportunities online space, uniting Moscow citizens, socially 

responsible organizations and industry experts. The center provides a whole range of 

services to all residents of Moscow. Residents can get assistance in finding vacancies, advice 

from a career expert, and psychological support. Specialists will help create a resume, 

organize a job interview and tell how to prepare for it.  Those who want to start their own 

business can also seek advice from the experts of the center. Specialists will help you 

navigate through all the stages - from choosing an idea to registering a company or self-

employment, finding clients and investors.  The center helps Moscow families with 

substandard income with customized assistance to give the chance to improve their lives. 

Participation in the project requires a minimum of documents.  The center organizes free 

summer employment programs for youth in a new format. Young Moscow citizens get the 

access to online personal growth trainings, discover the most in-demand professions, 

participate in developing of a significant urban project and get their first work experience.  

A School of Social Volunteering has been established on the basis of the My Career Center. 

We practice a conscious approach to helping citizens in a difficult life situation. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, EMP. 



The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Future Work Program 

https://teleworks.sa/en/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Human Resources and Social Development in Saudi 

Arabia. 

HRSD set a plan to utilize all the capabilities of the community by defining new types of jobs. 

The main characteristics of the new jobs should be resilient to human needs and utilize 

unused capabilities of society like handicapped and women.  The first type is: “Dynamic 

work” (https://mrn.sa) simplify the contracting between workers and worker-owners, 

where the worker can work on flexible hours, and worker-owners pays only for the actual 

working hours. With “Dynamic work”, the economy can utilize the skilled workers who have 

special conditions (e.g. handicapped). The second type: “Freelance” (https://freelance.sa) 

provides an official license to the workers to work on special skilled jobs depending on the 

workers’ free scheduled time, one of the targets is to increase the workers’ income (as a 

second job). The Third type: “Telework program” (https://teleworks.sa/en/) allows the 

worker-owners to build remote teams, control and evaluate the team performance without 

the need of being co-located.  Statistics say:  1."Dynamic work" has “989,1662” visits. 

“126,030” registered users. “2087” companies registered. “941” contracts are 

created/canceled e-contracts.  2. “Freelance” issued 327,380 freelance certificates, and 

Supporting 10,233 Productive families. Supporting 400 Crafts. Serving 59,024 of 

empowering beneficiaries of rural development. “117,764” specialized services provided 

over the portal.  3. "Telework program portal" has “ 65,123,264”. “360,097” Resumes 

uploaded, integrating with 17 job agencies. 2000 job announcements  Each portal is 

complementary to other portals.  The positive impacts of portals are many. First, achieve 

the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (“No poverty”, “Decent work and 

economic growth”, etc.). Second, produce more job opportunities. Third, utilize the unused 

skills and capabilities of the society in developing the country. Fourth, being ready for 

pandemics like the Coronavirus pandemic.       

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, EMP, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 



 

Hi-Potential Leadership Program - HiPo 

https://www.stc.com.sa/wps/wcm/connect/english/individual/individual 

 

The project is under STC in Saudi Arabia. 

STC is a the major digital enabler in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, a true digital champion.  

We are driven by the desire to contribute to the realization of the country’s Vision 2030 

through digital transformation. Our values and our everyday practice is a focus on our 

customers while constantly innovating and “moving forward” for growth and the benefit of 

society.   We invest heavily in our people to build the capabilities required to realize our 

ambitions and vision.   The company offers a variety of ICT solutions and digital services in 

several categories including telecommunication, IT, financial services, digital media, 

cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, advanced telecom networks and infrastructure and 

other digital solutions, with that they are leading the digital transformation nationally and 

regionally.     The Hi-Potential Leadership Program (HIPO) plays a significant role in 

rigorously identifying and selecting talent with high-potential into leadership. By 

accelerating the leadership development and career growth of this talent, it ensures that 

STC has a robust leadership pipeline to meet future organizational objectives.  The HIPO 

program is carefully integrated with placing the best talent in critical roles and placement 

on succession plans. To date, over 80% of HIPOs, both male and female, have been 

promoted at least one level higher, including promotions to the GM level.   Three years ago 

there were no females in the HIPO program but we have accelerated the female 

participation rate an affirmative rate as the female workforce population grows.  We will 

continue this trend.  Finally, we have exceeded our retention goals ensuring out top talent 

continue their leadership journey with STC numbers of women’s benefitted as a result of 

HiPo (23) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 



 

Sri Lanka Holiday Bungalows 

http://www.srilankaholidaybungalows.com/?fbclid=IwAR17oe0qCE7kuMtSyMjR1fZ0ZmLf

-Q1OzFq_XtcxIFiIaM-oLZ07BzMx4Gk 

 

The project is under Blaze Web Solutions in Sri Lanka. 

Sri Lanka Holiday Bungalows is a private company established in 2003. We are engaged in 

travel arrangements by assisting group travelers in finding wide variety of travel 

accommodation solutions in all destinations of Sri Lanka. At present we promote and 

handle reservations for over 250 bungalows in Sri Lanka. Our main audience is Sri Lankans. 

The company assists the bungalows by providing the opportunity to obtain the services of 

its trained customer service agents. Bungalow reservations through these agents are free of 

any charges, once the property is registered with Sri Lanka Holiday Bungalows. In addition, 

the company provides assistance for customer service and web marketing, therefore not 

requiring any initial cost by the registered bungalows.    Sri Lanka Holiday Bungalows has 

an experienced and dedicated female staff team with extensive knowledge on the country 

and culture. At the moment Sri Lanka Holiday Bungalows has a team of ladies working from 

home.    We have noticed online booking systems reduce the no of jobs, where as we have 

created jobs with increase of the hosts. 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

 

Our Actions Against Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

http://www.bigm.adalet.gov.tr/ 

 

The project is under General Directorate of Ministry of Justice of Turkey Government 

in Turkey. 

With the remote working model, technical personnel were enabled to continue their 

planned work at their home with the remote working model. Remote desktop solution 

allows them to access everything they need for a productive working day. All the meetings 

started to be held via teleconferencing and video conferencing. Pre-planned or needed 

meetings are currently hosting live online conference system. All IP telephones in office call 

forwarded to GSM number of our staff. COVID-19 awareness trainings were prepared and 

offered to our staff through our e-learning portal. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 6, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

MyCroLend- For Small Holder Farmers in Uganda 

https://www.m-omulimisa.com  

 

The project is under m-Omulimisa  Innovative Agricultural Services  in Uganda. 

m-Omulimisa is an Agritech company that leverages mobile technologies ,farmer networks, 

and partnerships to provide critically needed agriculture services to smallholder farmers in 

Uganda.   The services are distributed in form micro input loans through a network of 

commission and mobile based village agents which provides self employment  

opportunities for rural youth. The project will operate an ICT powered village agent model 

that will use a network of village agents to provide a bundle to agriculture related services 

including Agriculture insurance , inputs demand aggregation and distribution , mobile 

based agriculture extension , soil testing and micro loans.     The network of over 40 village 

agents works with over 300 farmer groups with a combined membership of over 9000 

members across 9(nine) districts across the Lango and Acholi sub regions in Northern 

Uganda. The model offers all incentives to all actors in the agriculture sector to remain in 

business : demand is created for the input suppliers , farmers are willing to invest in 

improved technologies which have been tested and proven market ready since they have 

access to affordable credit; micro finance institutions have access to a wide market of well -

organized farmer groups that present a low risk due to  agriculture insurance, and due to 



increased demand for agriculture products , village agents earn more commission too in the 

long run. For input distribution, we have partnered  with suppliers of agricultural inputs 

and through our network of community based agents, we distribute genuine and low priced 

inputs for farmers in their hard to reach communities.  For Agricultural loans our village 

agent model follows a holistic approach so it provides a variety of services such as inputs 

acquisitions, agricultural finance, production and marketing. For mobile based extension, 

the platform leverages human mediation , video, imagery and text messaging to create a 

mobile and web based virtual consultion space amongst the hard to reach smallholder 

farmers  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 5, GOV, EMP, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Online quest on safe employment and trafficking prevention ‘Looking for a job? Try 

yourself!’ 

https://quest.stoptrafficking.org/start 

 

The project is under International Organization for Migration (IOM) Mission in 

Ukraine – the UN Migration Agency in Ukraine. 

As socioeconomic challenges and psychosocial distress caused by the COVID-19 pandemic 

make people more vulnerable to trafficking and exploitation, IOM Ukraine developed an 

innovative online quest to help Ukrainians be better informed about safe travel and 

employment, develop their critical thinking skills and identify risky situations. The 30-

minute virtual adventure allows users check what could happen if they sign a contract 

without reading it, agree to take parcels from a stranger when flying abroad, hand their 

passport over to their employer, accept or reject a number of other risky offers during their 



journey. The quest is a multiple scenario game, reflecting key gender, age, and professional 

aspects. Upon its completion, the users get an analysis of their decisions made during the 

game and receive information about safe travel and employment rules. They are also 

referred to the IOM-supported Counter-Trafficking and Migrant Advice Hotline and relevant 

websites for further information. In October 2020-January 2021 over 16,000 Ukrainians 

have completed the quest, 85% of whom as a result could tell basic safe migration and 

employment rules. The quest is suggested as an interactive online tool for further use in 

targeted prevention work to replace offline activities not possible due to quarantine 

restrictions. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

The Virtual Labor Market Platform 

https://careers.mohre.gov.ae 

 

The project is under Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratization in United Arab 

Emirates. 

Following the fourth industrial revolution, MOHRE strategic plan for smart transformation 

and as part of the overall initiatives taken by UAE to limit the effects of the emerging 

coronavirus pandemic on the economy and labor market, MOHRE launched Virtual Labor 

Market Platform as pilot project in October 2019. It aims representing a channel for 



providing quality government services, attracting qualified people and protecting their 

rights and duties through a smart government platform that covers the shortcomings of 

private virtual sites that exploit the worker's need in the search for decent work, especially 

in cases of global crises and disasters.  An innovative platform to provide employment 

services to job seekers and companies used artificial intelligence, which facilitate the 

process of matching between job requirements published by companies and job seekers 

files to achieve the aims of connecting the two parties in an interactive way.   The virtual 

labor market platform aims to re-employ unemployed workers within the country, in order 

to support national efforts in maintaining public security in cases of worker strikes, and to 

serve the policy of job seekers, and to search for competencies in companies wishing to hire 

through a reliable federal government umbrella that takes into account. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

 

Inmarsat support for seafarers 

https://www.inmarsat.com/covid-19/ 

 

The project is under Inmarsat  in United Kingdom. 

"To promote seafarer well-being Inmarsat has formalised a 50% discount for crew voice 

calling services for three months until the end of June.  It is also ensuring that calls made to 

the SeafarerHelp service provided by welfare organisation ISWAN (International Seafarers’ 

Welfare Assistance Network) are available free of charge over the same period.  The 

discount is available day and night to customers using FleetBroadband voice services. Steps 

are also being taken to accelerate the launch of ChatCard services for Fleet Xpress, with an 

introductory discount. Inmarsat’s Fleet Xpress retail users will also be able to benefit 

immediately from the launch of a free of charge COVID-19 video call service with a trained 

health professional, especially developed in conjunction with crew health management 

solutions provider Vikand and software platform provider FrontM to help shipping cope 



with the impact of the crisis. This is a pro bono service over dedicated bandwidth that 

allows the Master or Chief Officer to connect by video call to a trained health professional 

from Vikand. This is not a clinical care or emergency service, but it is a vital information 

resource to help crew at a difficult time for everyone."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS, HEA, EMP, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG14, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Yamafrik-Beauty 

https://as1together.wixsite.com/ngo1/post/project-yama-beauty 

 

The project is under TogetherAsOne For Community Developement in United Kingdom. 

YAMAFRIK-BEAUTY is a High-Quality of Fashion workshop project of reinventing African 

brand (mark) on the national and the international level by producing the high quality of 

African fashion style. It will deeply engage young girls disadvantaged aged between 15 to 25 

from rural areas into the professional field. It trains young people (vulnerable children all 

sex without distinction) from rural areas to urban cities, from poverty into professionalism 

to give a sense of their lives.                                                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

Women in Data  

https://web.facebook.com/198099617316377/ 

 

The project is under Tunga Tanzania Data Lab (dLab)  in United Republic of Tanzania. 

dLab is a center of excellence for data and data-driven innovation that brings together 

critical components of the ecosystem that need to be in place for evidence-based decisions. 

dLab started as a project under the Data Collaboratives for Local Impact program (DCLI) - 

which was funded by PEPFAR and implemented by MCC at the University Dar es Salaam 

Computing Center (UCC) and later was registered as an NGO. dLab envisions “Africa where 

data is frequently and effectively used to inform policy and decision making at all levels.” 

dLab’s mission is “To strengthen data ecosystems and data usage in innovation, policy, and 



decision making on health, economic growth, and gender in Tanzania and Africa.”  Through 

the first year of dLab existence, we realized that less than 30% were women engaged with 

dLab activities. Therefore we decided to establish a Women in Data program which aims at 

equipping more women with digital literacy skills and aspire young girls to take STEM 

subjects and eventually pursue careers in tech such as data science. The main aim of the 

Women in Data program is to create a pipeline of female data scientists and engineers. This 

program aspires to light a spark of curiosity in data science, analytics, and ICT in general, 

that could end up leading to a career with endless opportunities. So far, around 1470 girls 

and young women have been reached by women in tech programs.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 DevelopHer Salary Negotiaton Income Share Program 

https://developher.com/ 

 

The project is under DevelopHer in United States of America. 

"DevelopHer is a career development platform founded by Lauren Hasson that offers 

women in tech a repeatable, scalable framework to build their value, increase their 

earnings, and bridge the gender wage and opportunity gap.     Lauren launched DevelopHer 

in late 2017 with only personal savings and continues to flourish with no outside 

investment. Since the launch of DevelopHer, Lauren has helped thousands of women 

negotiate $30,000 to $80,000 more in salary, bridging the gender pay and position gap.    As 

an every-woman who has overcome gender pay discrimination, Lauren teaches, inspires, 

and pulls other women up, so they have the tools to succeed and understand there are 

kindred spirits for inspiration.    Lauren inspires women to seek understanding of their true 

value and to learn and seek growth continually. Women who know their value and know 

their relative value in the marketplace will be better able to self-advocate and command 

higher positions and salaries.    Through DevelopHer, Lauren works with top tech 

companies, including Google, Dell, Intuit, Armor, and more, and higher education 

institutions, including Indiana University, Texas A&M University, Tufts University, and 

more. DevelopHer has recently partnered with Kappa Alpha Theta women's fraternity to 

provide online training for their members.    The most amazing accomplishment is that as 

Founder of DevelopHer Lauren has achieved these successes, grown DevelopHer to have an 

international presence, and influenced thousands of women, all while working full-time as a 

successful software and application security engineer for a Silicon Valley payments 

company herself.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, BUS, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C7: eEnvironment 
No food waste 

http://NofoodWaste.innodev.dz 

 

The project is under INNODEV in Algeria. 

Food waste, one of the greatest social scourges that the world nowadays silently brave. 

According to a study by Verdicité and FNE, it is estimated that food waste represents 10% of 

household and similar waste. Households throw away, on average, between 500 and 1500 

euros per year of still edible food. On the other hand, restaurants are responsible for 14% of 

food waste (FAO).    Our Start-up aims to harness technology to build a network for the 

benefit of the destitute. Our platform (based mainly on mobile applications) aims to put in 

contact:  - Donors: (restaurant, a family or a person who is moving very soon).  - Couriers: 

Volunteer people who want to transport a hot meal to a poor family on their way to work, 

for example.  - The recipients: the individual who is in need of this food donation, this 

individual can be an association that takes care of the redistribution.    The Platform will use 

Artificial Intelligence AI algorithms to ensure the distribution of food products in the safest, 

fastest and easiest way for stakeholders to promise continuity of service. Business 

Intelligence BI can use the data collected by the platform to extract statistics that represent 

an asset for social activities (local authority, association, etc.) and also for commercial 

services.       Together for a world without hunger, and above all without waste.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG6, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Al Nawras 

https://www.fps.gov.bh/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transportation and Telecommunications in Bahrain. 

“Al Nawras” is a flight permission and scheduling system and the first aviation approval 

online system in the Middle East; completely developed and led in-house by women staff 

members of the Information Systems Directorate in the Ministry (MTT). The project 

automates the entire manual paper-based flight approval and scheduling process done by 

the Air Transport Directorate to an efficient, reliable, highly available, accurate, 

environment friendly and cost-cutting electronic system. The main goal is to simplify and 

streamline the aviation services offered to all airlines, agents or private aircraft owners 

worldwide and establish higher levels of convenience, support and access for the 

international aviation community. Al Nawras provides the means to apply for Flight 

Landing Permits, Flight Overflying Permits and Flight Scheduling Permits online from any 

electronic device at any time. Any aircraft landing to Bahrain, overflying through Bahrain’s 

flight airspace/region, or operating a seasonal flight schedule must get a flight permit 

through Al Nawras.   The system integrates several internal and external entities involved in 

the flight approval process and allows them to automate their part of the approval process, 

do their tasks and take decisions all through one central system saving cost, time and 



efforts. The internal entities using the system are the Air Transport, Aeronautical Licensing, 

Air Navigation and the Financial Resources Directorates. The external entities are Bahrain 

Airport Company and Bahrain Airport Services. The system also provides monitoring 

screens for Air Traffic Controllers to monitor flights permitted to land or overfly. It 

currently provides services to around 1,600 users and has reduced the processing time 

significantly from days to minutes provided that all the needed requirements are submitted 

correctly. It also focuses on improving the safety and security of aviation by making sure the 

e-services have the checks and controls that adhere to international laws and regulations. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 5, GOV, BUS, ENV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG13, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Effective female involvement through ICT in raising human awareness of the harmful 

effects of millimeter waves in the ecosystem  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ntahangwa_(commune) 

 

The project is under Consultation framework for widows' associations in Burundi in 

Burundi. 

Our organization focuses on the following areas   continuously collect and process an in-

depth study on the situation of widows and orphans for advocacy actions; ensure and 

support and/or facilitate training and/or research activities likely to help CCAVB member 

associations to promote and protect the rights of widows and orphans; increase income-

generating capacities and carry out multisectoral activities such as the fight against HIV-

AIDS but also to fight against ecosystem degradation.   The target audience of this 

association is widows and their dependants, and therefore orphans.   The main objectives 

assigned by the association are those of defending and promoting the rights of widows and 

orphans.   The association ''ccavb'' has the following main activities including various 

trainings; legal, medical and psychological assistance; environmental justice; empowerment 

of widows; appropriate technology; lobbying and advocacy; education; information and 

communication; creation of income generating activities and peace education.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, ENV. 



The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 

Prey Lang - It's our forest too 

https://www.facebook.com/PreyLang/ 

 

The project is under Prey Lang Community Network in Cambodia. 

Since 2007 PLCN has advocated against illegal logging and large-scale, government-

sanctioned land grabbing on their ancestral lands. Together with their partners, PLCN has 

developed an app for smartphones (known as the Prey Lang app), making it easy for local 

patrols to geo-reference, document, and upload information about forest resources and 

illegal activities. The data is used to document the importance of the forest to local 

livelihoods, international biodiversity conservation, and to report illegal activities to the 

authorities. PLCN is at the core of the partnership and the partners are supporting the 

network in achieving its goals. The core of PLCN’s work is to; i) patrol the forest and 

document forest crimes and; ii) advocate for the long-term protection of Prey Lang as a 

continuous landscape and the recognition of local communities as co-managers.  

Achievements: Regional and local patrols have been conducted with the participation of 

hundreds of community members. Illegally felled timber has been burned. Chainsaws and 

other logging equipment have been confiscated, and reports filed. Patrols are conducted 

based on principles in the Forestry Law and the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples. PLCN’s advocacy led to Cambodia’s government drafting a sub-decree to gazette 

Prey Lang as a Protected Forest. PLCN has organized consultations from village to national 

level to inform the process. PLCN has communicated the importance of environmental 

protection effectively at the national and international level empowered by the use of 

smartphones. Since the initiation of the partnership in 2014, eight Monitoring Reports on 

the Status of Prey Lang have been published.  PLCN has used the reports as an advocacy tool 

for pressuring the government to take action against forest crimes. The reports have 

received extensive national and international media coverage, resulting in increased 

awareness of the widespread deforestation in Prey Lang.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ENV, SCI, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15, SDG17. 

 

 



 



Next Generation Hyperscale Computing Infrastructure Project 

https://www.chindatagroup.com/solution.html 

 

The project is under Chindata Group in China. 

The next generation hyperscale computing infrastructure project adopts a new type of 

design and operation method, which is strategically located around megacities to achieve 

high scalability and cost-effectiveness as well as scale-effect synergies with renewable 

energy supplies, dedicated power distribution network substations and high-efficiency 

sites. In this case, the project can provide the society with infrastructures with faster 

delivery, lower cost, and higher performance. The project contains highly integrated 

professional, mission-critical infrastructures that allow for ICTs to analyze, manage, and 

store the most important data. Meanwhile the project brings the society unique value. Its 

customization, high flexibility and scalability enable the digital companies to quickly and 

sustainably develop their business and related needs for computing infrastructures.   

Meanwhile, the project can also meet the needs of the entire society for information 

technology, the project lead a new flag to reduce the cost of digital infrastructure as much as 

possible, so that information technology can provide more people with better and cost 

available services, contribute the wisdom to mend the digital divide, and truly create value 

for society. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, ENV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG17. 

 

 

 

4G/5G collaborative intelligent energy-saving management 

http://www.chinaunicom.com/ 

 

The project is under China Unicom Research Institute in China. 

The power consumption of a single 5G station is about 4 times that of a single 4G station. 

With the expansion of 5G network construction scale, the energy consumption problem of 

communication network equipment has become increasingly prominent. As one of the 



world's largest telecom operators, China Unicom has a large amount of 5G base stations. In 

order to reduce energy consumption, and better protect the environment and better 

implement WSIS Action Lines in order to promote the realization of SDGs, the 4G/5G 

collaborative intelligent energy-saving management project was proposed for 

environmental protection.     4G/5G collaborative intelligent energy-saving management 

project is dedicated to improving the application of AI technology. It positively integrates 

telecom traffic data with base stations energy data, and network performance data for the 

first time to achieve network traffic  prediction and energy consumption tracking. The 

project can reduce the contradiction between the growth of mobile communication network 

data and the problem of high energy consumption. According to statistics, the energy-saving 

platform saves more than 10% of base station electricity, saving approximately 350 billion 

kWh a year in china, assuming there are 10 million 5G base stations. What is more, the 

project can count base station energy consumption, and provide support and reference for 

government guidance and decision-making. The project is also proved to have the 

transplant ability, which can be applied in other fields and different communities as it 

provides a technological model and architecture.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Xiong'an New District Smart Monitoring System Construction Project (Phase I) 

http://www.chinaunicom.com/ 

 

The project is under China United Network Communication Group Co.Ltd in China. 

The ecological environment intelligent monitoring system project of Xiongan New Area 

aims to comprehensively improve the ecological environment quality of Xiongan New Area 

and Baiyangdian area, innovatively integrates the application of 5G technology in ecological 

environmental protection monitoring, and uses technologies such as the Internet of Things 

and big data to continuously improve the environment Regulatory benefits, leading the 



transformation and upgrading of environmental management. The project has been initially 

put into use. Relying on the low-latency and high-bandwidth characteristics of 5G, the 

ecological environment monitoring is transformed from the original single structured data 

collection to the data and video fusion collection, and the breadth and depth of 

environmental monitoring continue to expand. The completion of the project is conducive 

to the realization of ecological civilization construction, promoting industrial 

transformation and sustainable economic and social development, and promoting the 

coordination and overall planning of ecological environmental protection management.    

The construction of the project has deposited a batch of patents and applications with 

independent intellectual property rights, and the products are highly replicable. Through 

the object-oriented ecological environment full-element data governance, based on the big 

data center, it can meet the generation and configuration of various businesses, so that the 

system has good scalability. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Huawei & RFCx Nature Guardian Project 

https://www.huawei.com/minisite/tech4all/en/environment.html 

 

The project is under Huawei Technologies Co.,LTD in China. 

Deforestation accounts for 15%-20% of Global Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, while 

Illegal logging causes 50%-90% of deforestation worldwide. In response to this global 

challenge, Huawei has worked together with Rainforest Connection (RFCx) to apply cloud 

and AI technology to protect forest from illegal logging and poaching, and conserve the 

endangered species since 2018.   With Huawei’s support, RFCx has created the world’s first 

scalable, real-time bioacoustics monitoring system named Nature Guardian which will 

monitor the ecosystem soundscape at selected locations 365 days a year. When the 

monitoring system detects sounds of illegal logging, such as chainsaws and trucks, it 

immediately pushes the specific location to forest rangers through an app so they can 

quickly locate the incident. Huawei's AI technology can also analyze the sounds of 

endangered animals, aiding research into protecting them. With the help of AI, forest 

rangers and biologists are no longer alone in their fight to safeguard the world's forests 

ecosystem.  In partnership with RFCx, Huawei had deployed the nature guardian solutions 

in 18 countries by the end of 2020, with applications ranging from fighting illegal logging 

and poaching to monitoring spider monkey and the Darwin fox. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 



 

TIP SESSIONS 

http://www.tipsessions.org/ 

 

The project is under TIP SESSIONS CHARITABLE TRUST in India. 

A two-pronged solution approach to a community engagement platform: TIP Sessions and 

Baeru. Both platforms join together to create a hybrid model that focuses on climate action, 

civic awareness, and sustainable consumption and livelihoods. TIP Sessions is a community 

intervention program that addresses climate action and sustainability. Baeru takes off from 

where TIP Sessions builds connections, through the production of handmade lifestyle 

products with locally sourced ingredients and recycling material segregated from TIP 

Sessions’ waste management centers. Through Baeru and TIP Sessions, we’re creating a 

circular economy and creating employment for rural women.   They are individuals who 

have access to traditional methods of material reuse and consume traditional forms of 

culture for entertainment:  Our market for sustainable products such as:  • Honey  • 

Handmade organic soaps   • Cloth bags  • Areca plates  is consumers who are unable to 

afford expensive organic products and recycled lifestyle products, and also enthusiasts of a 

sustainable lifestyle.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, EMP, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG11, SDG13. 

 

 



 

Integrated waste management software 

http://wmo.mashhad.ir 

 

The project is under ICT org of Mashhad municipality in Iran (Islamic Republic of). 

Due to the importance of recyclable waste segregation in environmental protection and 

reduce urban management costs, in collaboration with waste management organization of 

Mashhad municipality and private sector, ICT organization of Mashhad municipality 

designed and developed SIMAP mobile application .  This application helps people to 

facilitate waste segregation and send their collection request through mobile application. 

Based on obtained statistics, use of this software has doubled the recycled and separated 

waste in the city after one year. Therefore it's worth mentioning that before implementation 

of SIMAP app about 11% of collected waste in the city of Mashhad was recycled and this 

amount increased to 20% after about one year. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG15. 

 

 



 

Comprehensive system of passive defense and severe crisis management 

https://mdmd.mashhad.ir/ 

 

The project is under ICT Organization OF Mashhad Municipality  in Iran (Islamic 

Republic of). 

The wide range of issues of crisis management and passive defense, given the facilities 

available in the country, has made development a priority for the city to help in widespread 

crises. This system is one of the methods of operations research (such as methods of 

optimization and mathematical planning) and decision-making systems and methods in 



management and information management systems, despite a comprehensive crisis 

management system in the country that can predict and identify risk factors. Prevent the 

occurrence of crises or in case of crisis, be able to prioritize, plan, organize, guide, lead and 

control, successfully perform the necessary activities to intervene, direct and control the 

crisis and recovery after the crisis. It can be hoped that many crises will be anticipated and 

contained before they occur, or that if they occur, the consequences will be minimized, 

including the eight core systems, the Comprehensive Passive Defense and Tough Crisis 

Management System. Information Management) Comprehensive Database of Crisis and 

Passive Defense (Action Management) Action Plan (Resource Management, Preparedness 

and Empowerment) Training and Maneuver (Risk Management) Risk and Vulnerability 

(Physical Assets Leveling and Resilience, Location and Response Emergency and 

management (command) operations 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

 



Digital Approcahes to Risilience and Adaptation in Jamaica (DARAJA Project) 

http://www.caribbeancic.org/ 

 

The project is under Caribbean Climate Innovation Center  in Jamaica. 

The proposed solution will be a new climate resilience and adaptation methodologies and 

technologies to improve climate risk management and COVID19  responses  in Jamaica 

through this program.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, BUS, LEA, ENV, AGR, 9, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, 

SDG17. 

 

 

 

refillme 

https://www.instagram.com/refillme_kz/ 

 

The project is under refillme in Kazakhstan. 

The eco startup company refillme produces on-tap dispensers for selling household 

cleaning products such as dishwashing solutions, laundry detergents, and floor cleaner. The 

process at refillme is simple: we refill empty bottles with household liquids to decrease the 

plastic waste. In 6 months, we’ve prevented the production of 220 plastic bottles. refillme is 

promoting the growth of zero-waste households, and also the growth of the circular 

economy in Kazakhstan.  According to United Nations statistics, 40% of plastic produced is 

packaging, which is used just once and then discarded. This issue of single-use plastics, and 

also the low rate of plastic-recycling overall, is causing the vast amount of plastic in landfills 

to end up in the oceans. By reducing the amount of plastic waste in landfills, refillme is 

preventing the creation of microplastics, which are tiny particles that enter water sources 

and threaten the health of animals and humans.    For the refillme team, our most important 

achievement since we began 6 months ago is that we prevented the production of 220 

plastic packaging. In turn, this saved 20,900 litres of water and reduced CO2 emissions by 

18 kg. All of this also led to the reduction of usage of oil, electricity and landfill space. 

Although 220 bottles may not seem like a lot, the ripple effects of the reduction of waste are 

vast. We at refillme are so excited to make and continue even greater long-lasting positive 

impact. The most important factor, the refillme team consists of girls who are engineering 



students, and also me Economics student. By doing what we like, we would like to promote 

this idea: no matter what gender you are you can still make the world better. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG6, SDG9, SDG12, SDG14. 

 

 

 

FIE20: Groundwater and meteo sensors 

https://groundwater.smartagro.lv/fie/index.html 

 

The project is under Baltic Open Solutions Center, Ltd. in Latvia. 

The FIE 20 solution utilizes weather forecast and weather model data for visualization of 

weather forecast on given locality for 7- and 14-days period. It provides visualization of 

weather model data corrected by measurements to provide information about the current 

situation in the locality. Long-time series of weather data in combination with current 

forecasts are used for analyses supporting interventions planning - namely soil 

trafficability, sowing and spraying windows, frost risk prediction, crop weather risk etc. 

Deep learning methods are used in the background of these weather data analyses.   The 

last mile application of the FIE20 solution is a web map application based on the HTML and 



Javascript utilizes open-source web mapping library HSLayers NG for spatial data 

visualization. This web map application contains the main map window visualizing 

available spatial data and geometrical results of analyses and additional portlets for sensor 

data visualization and interface for individual analytical functions.    The FIE20 solution as 

an integrated application was developed in the last 2 years, but some individual 

components and services used by the FIE20 solution were developed during previous 

projects and activities in the last 5 years and was integrated in FOODIE Innovation Hub. 

This Hub was used for experimentation.  Sensor data management is realized by utilization 

of the SensLog solution that is developed by a team of several entities for more than 10 

years.   The FIE20 solution was presented in several workshops during the running period 

of the experiment in several stages of development. We were collecting feedback by asking 

users to fill in questionnaires. These results from questionnaires were used for the 

application improvements and adding further functions users would like to have. Most of 

the responders have mentioned the advantage of availability of data and analytical 

functions in one web application and variability of the solution to be adopted to the needs of 

particular farmers.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, 6, BUS, ENV, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Development of an Experimental Apparatus and Analysis Technique for Observation 

of Fundamental Biomass Reaction Behavior  

https://www.facebook.com/officialmaeu/ 

 

The project is under Myanmar Aerospace Engineering University   in Myanmar. 

The depletion of fossil energy is the reason for the exploration of the possibility of the use of 

renewable energy resources. This research paper presents the concept, design, and 

construction of the device to thermogravimetric measurements and the results of tests 



carried out on wood pellets. The purpose of this paper is to study the characteristics and 

thermal degradation behavior of wood pellets for biofuel production via gasification 

technology.  The elemental properties of the feedstock were characterized by an elemental 

analyzer while thermal properties were investigated using a thermogravimetric analyzer 

(TGA). The gasification processes were being carried out at room temperature up to 900°C 

in the presence of nitrogen and air as a gasification agent, gas flowing at 500 ml/min. The 

investigated parameters are particle sizes and heating rates. The particle size used in the 

range of 425 to 500 um. The heating rates applied 10°C/min. The sample weight varied 

from 0.5 to 1 gram, and the stainless steel tray was used for the test. The further part of the 

paper contains the results of the tests carried out on wood pellets in the form of 

thermogravimetric curves. These studies are conducted by looking at opportunities to 

improve the energy efficiency of the gasification process of biomass.    Unfortunately, 

commercially available apparatus for thermogravimetric analysis is expensive. Due to the 

high price of devices an attempt was undertaken to build a thermogravimetric snap to a 

precision scale for the purpose of equipment of the Laboratory of Fuel and Propellant 

Engineering Department, Myanmar Aerospace Engineering University.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Tarsheed Summer Camp Website  

https://www.km.qa/sites/TarsheedCamp/Pages/default.aspx 

 

The project is under Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation "Kahramaa" in 

Qatar. 

With Qatar General Electricity and Water Corporation "KAHRAMAA" commitment to Qatar 

Vision 2030 goals for sustainable development, Kahramaa has launched the National 

Program of Conservation & Energy Efficiency "Tarsheed" which encourages and empower 

all people in Qatar to make their homes, workplaces and lifestyles reflect a sustainable, 

efficient and environmentally friendly nation.  The target audience are children ages 

between 7 and 14. The aim is to familiarize them about electricity and water conservation, 

and the environment. Year of 2020 is different in all aspect, due to the COVID 19 pandemic 

which shuts down any kind of physical interaction between people worldwide. These 

circumstances have impacted the annual habit of conducting the summer camp, however, 

KAHRAMAA provided alternative creative solution by holding the summer camp event on 

its time virtually through a website. The website provides daily and weekly activities, sport 

and stories which they can do safely at home and share it with other through the portal. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 



 

“Digital region” 

https://smart-region-rt.ru/ 

 

The project is under Public Joint Stock Company "Rostelecom"                        in Russian 

Federation. 

“Digital region” is an ecosystem of 20+ digital solutions, divided into three main product 

lines: “security”, “manageable city” and “comfortable urban environment”. Currently, we 

have implemented some 750+ digital products in 70+ regions of Russia.    Safety solutions 

consist of intellectual video surveillance and establishment of emergency response centers, 

which predict incidents, process exhaustive information and respond to emergencies 

rapidly.    Manageability solutions improve efficiency of urban services: from intelligent 

transport system and energy efficiency to ecology and waste management.    Due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, safe management of medical wastes is gaining special relevance. The 

platform includes information system that allows controlling all stages of medical waste 

processing and disposal.    Comfortable urban environment is achieved among others 

through the implementation of multifunctional complex solutions such as smart bus stops, 

smart outdoor furniture, smart lighting, automatic public transport fare collection, etc.   

Results:  • Emergency response time is reduced by 35%;  • Predictability of emergencies is 

increased up to 90%;  • Energy consumption is decreased by 3.5 billion kWh in 12 regions 

of Russia;  • More than 250 thousand violations and emergencies were predicted and 

prevented.    Impact:  • Reduced number of incidents, casualties, etc.;  • Improved energy 

consumption efficiency;  • Optimization of transport system and traffic capacity increase;  • 

Digitalisation of public urban services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 

The official web-site of Budgetary Environmental Protection Institution 

“Mosecomonitoring” 



https://mosecom.mos.ru/home-page/ 

 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

Official website of the Budgetary institution of the Moscow city Government 

“Mosecomonitoring” (mosecom.mos.ru) was upgraded and resumed functioning in March 

2018 as the official source of data on air quality in Moscow.   The data on 16 analyzed 

pollutants received from 54 automatic air pollution control stations located in Moscow is 

aggregated in real time in the Unified City Environmental Monitoring Database. For the 

convenience of users data are visualized as the interactive map.  Mosecomonitoring 

publishes online:  - Weather data from the Ostankino TV tower , the tallest building in 

Europe and Russia: wind speed, pressure, humidity, range of visibility, air temperature,  - 

Information on weather conditions preventing the dispersion of pollutants in the 

atmosphere received from temperature profilers every 10 minutes in real time.  Ecologists, 

public organisations, international community (for example ranking agencies) as well as 

Moscow citizens, interested in environmental issues are the main users of the site.   The site 

has attracted attention - the average number of visitors of mosecom.mos.ru is 8 000 per 

month.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, ENV, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11, SDG13. 

 

 

Reduction of water consumption by the citizens of Moscow 

http://mos.ru/services/pokazaniya-vodi-i-tepla 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow in 

Russian Federation. 

Since 2012, Muscovites have had an opportunity to transmit water and electricity meter 

readings online through service on the Moscow Mayor web-site Mos.ru, which monthly turn 

over is 1 million people. In 2021, the service will be significantly modified.   Product-leads 

and programmers have come up with  new functionalities of the service that allow citizens 

to reduce water consumption and their personal expenses on utility bills. Muscovites now 

have a unique opportunity to assess their water consumption and compare it to the average 

of more than 5 million households in Moscow via easy access to analytical visualization of 

the Water Consumption Data. If the rate of consumption is decreasing, service will notify a 

citizen with a positive sticker. For those who are looking for specific tips, how to reduce 

water consumption, there will be a special section on the webpage. New PR campaign based 

on AR technologies has been launched to promote new functions and raise awareness. The 

idea is to show the long path that water has to make to enter homes of Muscovites. From the 

drop of the rain to the tap in the south of Moscow, you may explore the virtual water 

Moscow map. From the drop of the rain to the tap in the south of Moscow, you may explore 

the virtual water Moscow map. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG12. 



 

 

B2Climate 

https://rusclimatefund.ru/projects/co2calc.html 

 

The project is under Fund for the development of environmental projects and 

assistance in solving climate change problems " Russian Сlimate Fund ” in Russian 

Federation. 

Forests sequester carbon and produce oxygen. This makes forests a defender of climate and 

humankind. That’s why tree planting projects are becoming a priority in international 

climate policy. Because   the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere continues to grow, 

indeed.    We have developed a carbon footprint calculator that allows you to calculate the 

total amount of CO2 released into the atmosphere as a result of the activities of a company 

or an individual, and also gives recommendations on the number of trees that need to be 

planted to compensate for these emissions.    By analyzing the carbon footprint data, a 

company or individual will not only help to plan actions for sustainable development, but 

also can make a real contribution to minimize the impact on the planet of their services and 

products.  The calculator was launched in 2020 and more than 50,000 trees were planted in 

5 regions of Russia. More than 1,000 volunteers were involved in the planting trees.  The 

goal is to involve companies and the public in the process of carbon footprint compensation 

and  to planti 1 billion trees in  Russia  by 2050.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, ENV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

 



ec2ce 

https://www.ec2ce.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Easytosee Agtech SL in Spain. 

We develop predictive models for production, pest evolution and crop quality, and decision 

making and optimization tools based on those models.  1. Improve productivity    2. 

Optimize the use of water and fertilizer    3. Diminish the use of pesticides    4. Support the 

commercial strategy of the farmer  The solutions is available for different sectors like olive 

oil, berries, veggies, ...         Web platforms (forums, communities, e-governance); Robotics 

(agrobots, driverless tractors); Digital communication (telephone, messenger, email); 

Satellite Imagery; Sensors; Software  The technology has been developed by our company 

and is focuss on machine learning and its applications            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, GOV, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

Water-Map 

https://water-map.org/site/project.html 

 

The project is under European Water Project in Switzerland. 

Created in 2019 by the NGO European Water Project, Water-Map pursues the following 

goals:  - Participate and contribute to the reduction of disposable plastic waste by 

promoting the consumption of tap water rather than that of bottled water.  < - Encourage 

the use of the web app Water-Map: it allows individuals to go to the nearest drinking water 

points to fill their water bottle for free.  - Support actions to develop the installation of 

drinking water fountains in public places so that it is accessible to all. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

Recycle into Education 

https://www.turkcell.com.tr/egitime-donustur/index.html 

 

The project is under Turkcell in Turkey. 



As Turkcell, we implemented Recyle into the Education project throughout Turkey in 

collaboration with TüBISAD (Informatics Industry Association). Electronic waste will be 

disposed at recycle boxes in all 1335 Turkcell stores, and the income from these products 

was donated to the Educational Volunteers Foundation of Turkey (TEGV) for Quality of 

Education until September. Since September this income is started to be donated as sholar 

to the  children of health workers, who are passed away during global pandemic.   Turkcell 

is the first company in Turkey who feels responsible for the techno-waste of its customers.  

We started a technological waste recycling campaign. We opened all our stores for techno 

waste recycling. This year, we collected 6.5 tons (techno wastes belonging to customers, not 

Turkcell). As Turkcell, we are already recycling our own electronic waste. What is important 

here, we make a difference by turning this process into a mobilization and we are making 

able also to measure the amount of electronic waste resting in the drawers of our 

customers.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG12. 

 

 

Carbon Footprint Calculator 

https://carbon.lab.epam.com/home 

 

The project is under EPAM Systems in United States of America. 

Carbon Footprint Calculator is an application that allows users to calculate their individual 

carbon dioxide emissions into the Earth's environment. Users take quizzes about their 

activities and the app provides statistics about their carbon footprint. In a corporate 

context, it offers statistics on CO2 emission from EPAM employees' actions.    Since its 

launch, the application has attracted more than 6500 users from all over the world. Along 

with tracking personal progress, CFC gives recommendations on how to decrease the user's 

footprint and provides opportunities to offset it. Also, it contains an ecologically-focused 

news section. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG13. 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C7: eGovernment 
 

Permission to leave the house e-services 

https://e-albania.al/ 

 

The project is under National Agency of Information Society in Albania. 

All citizens leaving the house for: 1. Grocery shopping, pharmacies or urgent matters; 2. 

Working reasons; 3. Health-related reasons; 4. Business-related reasons; are required to 

obtain a special permission from the e-Albania portal. Interoperability ensures that: The 

online form with personal vehicle data already prefilled is provided to the citizens who own 

a vehicle and have it registered under their name.After the real-time validation, the 

permission is sent immediately electronically to the citizen via email/SMS and the QR code 

ensures the authenticity of the permission when showed to the police officers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

Online retirement requests 

https://retraite.cnr.dz/fel 

 

The project is under National Pension Fund in Algeria. 

This solution mainly targets the approximation of the administration to the citizen in 

general  and to the retiree in particular, through the efficient and optimal use of Information 

and  Communication Technologies (ICT). The partners involved are emplyers and fund 

agencies. The solution is intended for Employers only, which consists in submitting (online) 

the form  (employees retirement requests) and following-up the pension file (from 

admission to  payment). The main goals are as follows:  ▪  Submit information without 

moving;  ▪  Have real visibility on the processing of the submitted files;  ▪  Have traceability 

on backlog files;  ▪  Optimize resources (data entry and statistics) at local agencies;  ▪  Have 

real time statistics;  ▪  Promote decision making.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

Itinerant counter 

https://guichet.casnos.dz/ 

 

The project is under National Fund for the Social Security of the Self-Employed in 

Algeria. 

The itinerant counter is a vehicle equipped with laptops and 4G connection, that roams the 

country, more precisely the rural and isolated areas, in order to provide the self-employed 

with all their needs in term of social security, and to meet their expectations.  The 



connection between the vehicle and our servers is secured with a VPN, to make this 

itinerant counter capable of delivering every service available at our agencies right at the 

doorstep of the self-employed, without the need of their physical presence to complete their 

administrative procedures, the team managing the itinerant counter is composed of: all-

round skilled agents, control agents and doctors.  During 2020, we managed to organize 

over 1500 shifts, visiting almost 1200 municipalities resulting in over 80000 cases taken 

care of.  This initiative had a positive feedback amongst the self-employed population and 

especially those located in rural/isolated areas and the working from home housewives, 

since it simplified many procedures without the need for the physical presence, so instead 

of them visiting our agencies, it's our teams that visit them and take care of their needs.   

And to make this project even more effective, a new web portal allowing the general public 

and the self-employed to visualize the shifts plan of the itinerant counter by selecting the 

district and municipality, this is a radical move in promoting the presence of this initiative 

in order to serve the largest numbers possible. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

 

SMART MANAGER 

https://smanager.ansej.dz/ 

 

The project is under AGENCE NATIONAL D'APPUI AU DEVLOPPEMENT DE 

L'ENTREPREUNARIAT  in Algeria. 

L’objectif de la plateforme Smart-Manager est de piloter l’Agence à travers des indicateurs 

construits de façon périodique, à l'intention du responsable, afin de guider ses décisions et 

ses actions en vue d'atteindre les objectifs de performance. Le but principal est de fournir 

une aide à la décision et à la stratégie de l'agence dans son ensemble.  Le nombre de 

données brutes que regroupe le système décisionnel  peut parfois paraître écrasant. 

Surtout, si elles ne sont pas représentées dans un contexte qui justifie leur utilisation. Elles 



ne valent alors plus rien et peuvent même conduire à faire des erreurs. Afin d’avoir un 

aperçu clair et ordonné de ces informations, il est nécessaire de les ranger dans un tableau 

de bord. Celui-ci a pour but de rendre accessibles et compréhensibles toutes ces données 

brutes. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1. 

 

 

Buenos Aires Urbanistic Code in 3D 

https://planoabierto.buenosaires.gob.ar/ 

 

The project is under Buenos Aires City Government in Argentina. 

CUR 3D is the first Buenos Aires city interactive and three-dimensional map that showcases 

precise visualizations of buildable areas, maximum admissible heights and construction 

surfaces, according to the new urban code in force in the city since 2019.     It is an 

interactive tool that integrates regulatory, geospatial and location data in order to improve 

the planning, design and management of public and private construction and real estate 

projects. The platform summarizes and delivers a wide range of information on 

construction plans possibilities, impacts and land use of building plots all over the city that 

until today were not digitized, saving time, avoiding the subjectivity of interpretation, 

making data transparent and speeding up the evaluation and processing of construction 

projects in the City, available to all the citizenship.    CUR 3D is meant to generate an 

optimization of resources which will generate savings per $ 635 million pesos to the city, by 

reducing by a 7 day average the approval of project studies and projects, and by a reduction 

of 25 days on average for the file processing process among the city government 

dependencies and the impact on medium and large scale constructions requests, according 

to the Urban Development Secretary. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, GOV, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG11. 

 

 

Proactive e-government portal based on private cabinet: “myGov”  

https://my.gov.az/ 

 

The project is under E-GOV Development Center in Azerbaijan. 

MyGov, established by the “E-GOV Development Center” under the SAPSSI, is a personal e-

cabinet that provides interactive citizen-centered services. This system connects citizens, 

government, and business entities on a single platform based on a predictive government 

concept. Citizens get acquainted with the information provided by government agencies in 

their personal cabinets at the "myGov" portal (www.my.gov.az), apply to the e-services, 

obtain e-references and other documents, verify the accuracy of the information, and 

regulate the data transmission process to other entities. The portal aims to provide a 

transition from reactive to proactive e-government, facilitate the life of citizens through the 



provision of e-services, transparency, and efficiency. Functions of the portal are 1) obtaining 

personal information (financial, educational, etc.) by the citizens, 2) informing and 

reminding notifications (i.e. the need for renewing passports, driving licenses, or citizen’s 

data), 3) transmission of data to a third party only after approval of a citizen, 4) access of 

citizens to appeal to institutions, and 5) the use of e-services provided by government 

agencies. Even though the myGov portal is operating in beta, during this period, more than 

441,364 users logged in exceeding 12,628,492 times and used the 710 different e-services 

provided on the portal. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

"Citizens' Electronic Appeals" system 

https://e-qebul.az/ 

 

The project is under Data Processing Center  (DPC) of the Ministry of Transport, 

Communications  and High Technologies of the Republic  of Azerbaijan. in Azerbaijan. 

The project has been implemented in  Shamakhi region of the Republic of Azerbaijan. The 

population of Shamakhi region is about 10% of the country's population. The e-appeals 

system provides citizens living in the area with online applications, complaints, and 

suggestions without going to various local government agencies.  The purpose of the project 

is to ensure the transition to digitization in the country and at the same time to minimize 

physical contact with government agencies in a pandemic. In addition to reducing the 

number of contacts, it also reduced the time of consideration of appeals. Applications 

previously considered for 15 days are now considered for 7 days. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, GOV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

 



Unified Public Transport Payment System 

https://inkart.az/ 

 

The project is under Data Processing Center  (DPC) of the Ministry of Transport, 

Communications  and High Technologies of the Republic  of Azerbaijan. in Azerbaijan. 

The project has been implemented in the Shamakhi region of the Republic of Azerbaijan. 

The population of the Shamakhi region is about 10% of the country's population.   The 

project allows passengers to use any bank cards and a “Prepaid” card to pay the transport 

fare. The buses are provided with special NFC (Validator Velitek) devices. “Prepaid bank" 

cards were introduced to replace the bank cards. This card can be obtained in the branches 

and departments of two banks (Azer-Turk Bank OSC, Azerpost LLC), as well as, in devices 

(Vendomart) installed in different parts of the city. Besides as the transport card, also used 

as payment cards where electronic cards are used. Also, have the opportunity to receive 

information about tourist facilities. In addition, eliminates queues for obtaining cards or 

increasing customer accounts during the pandemic, minimizing contact, and providing 

comfort.  The system provides discounts through cards for persons belonging to special 

social groups (disabled people, pensioners, martyrs` families, etc.).   The project also for 

agencies responsible for passenger transport to track transactions in real-time and receive 

reports.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, 6, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Single Data Base of the producers of the Azerbaijan Republic  

https://azexport.az/ 

 

The project is under Azexport.az in Azerbaijan. 

Azexport.az was created according to the order "On creation of a unified database of goods 

produced in Azerbaijan Republic".  Mission of Azexport.az, is to provide information about 

products of Azerbaijani origin and becoming the beneficial platform for their sales on 

foreign and domestic e- Commerce platforms. During the coronavirus lockdowns, the portal 

became a free online platform not only for exporters also for local producers. Due to the 

coronavirus restrictions, most businesses have closed. The portal gave them the 

opportunity to place their goods on an electronic platform for sale. There is no charge for 

using the portal services. All services are free.  As a result of the successful activity of the 

portal, the representation of SME in international e-trading platforms has increased more 

than 100 times, and the representation of domestic products on international e-trading 

platforms has increased more than 500 times. At first glance, portal has been established as 

e-commerce platform, but now the portal is transforming to the center of national exporters 

of Azerbaijan. Implementing first in the world Single exporter application cut the expenses 

and time spent for export procedures up to 10 times. Also, Azexport according to 

Presidential decree earlier this year start issuing Free sale certificate. Portal completed 

within one circle all process - finds buyers for national entrepreneurs in foreign markets, 

provides consultancy services for export procedures and complete custome clearance upon 



single application. More than 10,000 quotation requests and orders from 150 countries has 

been placed in the portal since January 2017 around the world. Requests from non-

traditional export countries such as Indonesia, Philippines, Dominican Republic, Macedonia, 

Japan, Korea, etc., has been received. Same time we are incresed export to traditional 

markets like such as Russia, Ukraine, Georgia, Turkey etc. In total, 2 billion US dollars export 

orders have been received by the portal, from the world's largest countries   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, GOV, BUS, LEA, EMP, AGR, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

Digital Trade Hub of Azerbaijan 

https://dth.az/ 

 

The project is under Center for Analysis of Economic Reforms and Communication in 

Azerbaijan. 

The Digital Trade Hub is an electronic Public-Private Partnership platform established with 

the goal of further developing an infrastructural base of e-commerce in the country and 

strengthening the position of Azerbaijan as a digital trade hub in the region.  We have 

cooperation with both government and public sector. This helps us to give the opportunity 

to non-residence to get a much more wide amount of services.   Our services:  e-Residency & 

m-Residency  e- company  e-banking  e-wallet  e-document and so on  By getting electronic 

or m-residency non residents could establish their e-company in Azerbaijan 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, BUS, EMP, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 

 



The National Suggestion & Complaint System (Tawasul) 

https://services.bahrain.bh/wps/portal/tawasul/!ut/p/a1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMA

fGjzOItLNydDY0sjLwMfH0sDBwDAiwcLQOcjQ2MzIEKIoEKDHAARwNC-

oMTi_TD9aNQlfmHuDgaODp6-Ru5-

ZgaGfgbQRU4uzt6mJj7GBj4u5gZGji6mxkZmboFGhl4mkEV4HFHQW5EhWemoyIAPLRxdA!!

/dl5/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/ 

 

The project is under Information & eGovernment Authority in Bahrain. 

In Bahrain, handling the citizens and residents’ complaints were handled differently in 

governmental entity and with different service level agreement as well as different 

customer expectations. Moreover, there was no data governance at leadership level for the 

most frequent cases to take the overarching actions and policy making.     In January 2014, 

the National Suggestion & Complaint System been established by Information & 

eGovernment Authority (iGA) under the name “Tawasul” to unify the process of handling 

public's suggestions and complaints related to public service delivery at the respective 

government entity within a pre-defined and unified service level agreement and standards 

under direct supervision of the office of the Crown Prince and Prime Minister who have a 

dashboard showcasing all entities performance in Tawasul. The main aim is to empower all 

citizens & residents in resolving their complaints and handling their suggestions at anytime 

and from anywhere and leaving no-one behind, while upskilling the efficiency of 

government employees in dealing with complaints and suggestions in-line with the 

objectives of the National Development Agenda 2030 and the Government Action Plan. The 

initiatives also aimed at providing the leadership with a bird-eye view of the most cases that 

arise in the public service delivery to take the necessary actions and establish/ amend the 

necessary public policies.       Tawasul is web-based system as well and a mobile app 

through-which the public can submit their complaints & suggestions easily and directly to 

all government entities. The government has taken the necessary measures to ensure 

citizen’s & residents complains are been handled professionally and within the pre-defined 

service level agreement (SLA) through the automated escalation of breached SLA to the 

Minister directly and the office of Crown Prince and Prime Minister, in addition to the yearly 

high-level award by the Crown Prince and Prime Minister to honor the entities with 

excellent performance in Tawasul. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Electronic Interagency Document Management System 

https://nces.by/service/smdo/ 

 

The project is under Republican Unitary Enterprise “National Center for Electronic 

Services” in Belarus. 

Establishment of the Electronic Interagency Document Management System(hereinafter 

referred to as the “EIDMS”) was carried out with a view to:    promote informational 



interaction between State bodies of the Republic of Belarus, Business and Citizen;    improve 

promptness of managerial decisions’ making;    shift from hard-copy paperwork to 

electronic document management.    At present about 14,000 Belarusian organizations and 

agencies are working in the EIDMS and conveniently and promptly exchanging electronic 

documents. Among them are all Ministries and agencies, including those subordinated 

(reporting) to the President of the Republic of Belarus, establishments of education and 

health care, culture and sports, real economy and social sphere. An approximate number of 

documents transmitted via the EIDMS constitutes 1 000,000 per month. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, GOV, BUS, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

BOTSWANA EGOVERNEMENT APP 

http://www.iloveswagmedia.co.bw/index3.html 

 

The project is under E GOVERNMENT App in Botswana. 

Service delivery has been a challenge to most Botswana as many have not been able to 

access government well on time anywhere. The has contributed to poor service Standards 

across government and it has impacted negatively on development to inefficiency. 

Botswana EGOVERNMENT Web and Mobile app is an app tailor made to deliver Botswana 

Government services online to provide efficiency during pandemic time's. The App 

categorizes the different Ministries in Botswana, it uses an appointment booking system to 

book to request the services that one wishes to acquire from the different ministries.   The 

App has integrated communication API’S from popular worldwide communication Apps and 

services as Facebook Messenger, Telegram, Email and webchat so that the citizens of 

Botswana can be able to talk and request for services from the Different Ministries of 

Botswana Through already well known and established communication services.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

A blockchain technology based platform for resumption of work and production in 

epidemic situation 

http://fugong.jx-cloud.com/ 

 

The project is under China Unicom Research Institute in China. 

With the COVID-19 epidemic under control, in order to meet the needs of epidemic 

prevention, the development of personnel-intensive social production activities needs to be 

approved by the epidemic prevention department and other government departments. The 

goal of the project is to build a platform that uses the advantages of blockchain technology 

such as anti-tampering and multi-node synchronization to solve the problems of remote 

online reporting, rapid synchronization across provinces, cities, and departments, and the 

security and credibility of filing data, and avoid the on-site personnel gathered to improve 



the efficiency of filing and relieve the worries about the government's resumption of work 

and production.   At present, the project is being used in many cities in Jiangxi Province 

(China), supporting more than 300 enterprises' application for resumption of work and 

production, and is being duplicated to 15 provinces and cities across the country. With the 

sporadic appearance of the epidemic in China in 2021 and the large-scale epidemic abroad, 

the results of this project can greatly help high-risk areas at home and abroad, improve the 

efficiency of resumption of work and production and cross-regional information exchange, 

and help achieve sustainable development. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Application project of electronic police intelligent monitoring system based on 5G 

http://www.cicdi.com/ 

 

The project is under CHINA INFORMATION CONSULTING &DESIGNING INSTITUTE 

CO.,LTD in China. 

Based on the current construction of road monitoring safety facilities and traffic 

management technology facilities in Binhai New Area, Tianjin, this project further improves 

road monitoring management, strengthens intelligent traffic organization and management, 

improves command and coordination capabilities, meets the security needs of public areas, 

and eases traffic conflicts. urban traffic congestion, to achieve accurate and efficient traffic 

management, maintain traffic order. Realize a real-time, accurate, and efficient traffic 

monitoring system that works on a large scale and in all directions. Combining 5G 

technology and AI-assisted law enforcement system, it conducts structural analysis of 

vehicle characteristics, further improves traffic safety, regulates road traffic order, and 

improves the level of urban safety, the realization of the functional positioning of the city, 

and the optimization of the image of the city will play an active role. This project takes the 

lead in realizing the application of 5G network in the field of intelligent monitoring and 

intelligent transportation, has continuous market demand, and provides portable practical 

experience for 5G to promote the intelligent transformation of urban public area monitoring 



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

1200.CO domains for entrepreneurs in Colombia 

https://micrositios.mintic.gov.co/dominio.co/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Information Technology and communications in 

Colombia. 

Provide a domain name .CO, COM.CO, 3 corporate accounts associated with the selected 

domain name .CO, COM.CO, hosting for 1GB, and a template to create a web page- for free, 

during one year, to 1,200 companies in Colombia. This will help close the digital gap 

between micro, medium and small companies in the country, through the promotion, 

appropriation and use of digital tools for their growth and consolidation      Specific 

objectives:  A. Identify the different actors of the digital ecosystem to involve them in the 

promotion, appropriation and use of the .CO domain name, and the benefits of having a 

digital presence for their company.  B. Streamline the use of the .CO domain name and 

website building for SMBs and STARTUPS in Colombia, to positively impact the 

commercialization of their products and services on the internet.  C. Digital literacy for 

SMBs and STARTUPS in Colombia, for the identification of their .CO domain name, the 

launch and operation of their website, as tools for customer diversification, digital 

marketing, brand positioning and new business opportunities .   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Programme Implementation through Grievance Monitoring- Enabling Responsive 

Governance 

https://cmo.wb.gov.in/Default1.aspx 

 

The project is under The Chief Ministers' Office, Government of West Bengal in India. 

In conformity with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, West Bengal, a 

provincial government in India having a population of 110 million people launched a 

comprehensive online web enabled Grievance Redressal Project in June’ 2019 to enable a 

transparent, accountable, responsive environment for public services delivery system 

under the state sponsored welfare schemes.  Using innovative ICT including GIS Mapping, 

Dynamic Dashboard, Grievance tracker etc. a robust back end user interface covering 

administrative units at all levels of the provincial government (4505 in total) has been 

developed under constant vigilance of the highest provincial administrative authority. 

Besides service level, this portal also offers grievances status update to ensure transparency 

and accountability bestowing legitimacy and public trust. Respondents’ feedbacks are also 

obtained to assess the effectiveness of the redressal mechanism.  Till date, within a period of 

one and half year- this portal handled more than 1.0 grievances in online mode with 95 per 

cent disposal. Offline this programme helped the provincial government to reach out nearly 

4.0 million people for providing food and shelter and another 2.0 million migrants with 

travel assistance during covid-19 outburst and resulting country wide lockdown  Besides 

redressal of grievances, the inputs in the form of requests and grievances from the public 

are constantly analyzed and used as a tool for required process re-engineering of different 

flagship schemes of government with policy prescriptions and implementation level 

suggestions. These data analytics are shared with the provincial policy making and thus the 



largest public outreach programme in the country called "Duare Sarkar" (Government at 

your doorsteps) was conceived and rolled out in a campaign mode. Over 25.1 million public 

visited the camps for guidance and necessary information gathering. 13.1 million 

applications were received for service request. 10.5 million applications have already 

benefitted.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Gram Panchayat Development Plan 

https://gpdp.nic.in/ 

 

The project is under National Informatics Centre in India. 

The Ministry of Panchayati Raj (MoPR), Government of India has been advocating for 

holistic rural development through the Panchayati Raj system. Panchayats(rural local 

bodies) have been mandated for the preparation of Panchayat Development Plan (PDP) for 

economic development and social justice utilizing the resources available to them. The PDP 

planning process has to be comprehensive and based on participatory process which 

involves the full convergence with Schemes of all related Central Ministries / Line 

Departments related to 29 subjects enlisted in the Eleventh Schedule of the Constitution of 

India.     Government of India is committed to  enable and encourage panchayats in 

preparing Panchayat Development Plan by making use of ICT so  drives a campaign during 

which panchayats do prepare the plans and upload them to the portal.    During the 

campaign, , the portal enables facilitators to register with the portal and upon getting 

approval can report the progress on Gram Sabhas conducted at each panchayat. Panchayats 

can prepare the plans by converging funds from various sources. These plans are available 

in public domain for transparency.     By the end of the campaign, around 2,50,000 



panchayats prepared their plans and uploaded them to the portal.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG6, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Duare Sarkar 

https://ds.wb.gov.in 

 

The project is under Government of West Bengal in India. 

Duare Sarkar (Government at Your Doorstep), possibly one of the world’s largest global 

government outreach programmes, is an ambitious administrative innovation, to reach 

crucial public service benefits under twelve existing government schemes and more, to all 

citizens. These include members from transgender community, senior citizens, persons 

with disabilities,  commercial sex workers, prison inmates, the poor and the most 

disadvantaged and marginalised who hitherto could not access government services.   

These benefits which include health coverage, social security pensions, educational 

scholarships, assured income for farmers,conditional grants to widow,aged and 

disabled,financial support to adolescent girls targeting early marriage and educational 

empowerment, etc. are being accessed in more than 28,000 community level outreach 

camps. During the first sixty days, these services have been delivered to over 13 million 

citizens.   A huge database has been created during registration of each citizen visiting the 

camp, generating valuable evidence and ideas from the grassroots for improved planning, 

towards equitable and sustainable development for the state. This database enabled 

simplification of the existing processes of each welfare scheme and process re-engineering 

on a dynamic basis.  The backbone of the campaign has been an integrated MIS portal where 

an array of ICT technologies are seamlessly integrated across various operational units for 

real time capturing and monitoring of every activity and processes of the campaign making 

achievements of such magnitude possible within such a short time.   Subsequently, Paray 

Samadhan, an initiative to address community-level neighbourhood needs of infrastructure, 



human resource and services was launched based on the feedback from citizens accessing 

DS camps. This new initiative has been built on the DS ICT system, confirming its 

robustness. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6, GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG12, SDG16, 

SDG17. 

 

 

 

Sabooj Sathi Online 4.0 

https://wbsaboojsathi.gov.in 



 

The project is under Backward Classes Welfare Department in India. 

State Government's endeavor and commitment has established primary and upper primary 

schools within walking distance. The students, particularly from economically and socially 

disadvantaged background and especially Girls many a times had to drop out from high 

Schools owing to the distance. To ensure that all students graduating from upper primary 

schools (8th Standard) could continue in the high schools, Government of West Bengal 

announced the flagship scheme titled "Sabooj Sathi" in 2015-16 for providing bi-cycles to all 

students of Class IX to XII in Government Schools with main objective to increase access to 

high schools.    The scheme was also expected to increase retention, inculcate sense of 

confidence amongst the girl students and promote environment-friendly and healthy means 

of transportation, aligned to four Sustainable Goals of agenda 2030- SDG3: Good Health & 

Well-being, SDG4: Quality Education, SDG5: Gender Equality and SDG13: Climate actions.    

Sabooj Sathi Online 4.0 (https://wbsaboojsathi.gov.in) is the e-Governance mechanism 

which ensures end-to-end ICT enabled management of entire processes involved in 

implementation.    Hon’ble Chief Minister of West Bengal Mamata Banerjee flagged off the 

Sabooj - Sathi on 29th October 2015. Around 8.50 million students have already received bi-

cycles so far, another 1.8 million will receive bicycles by 2021. The scheme is continuing and 

the students are receiving bi-cycles immediately on admission in class IX.    In last five years 

of implementation, enrolment in high school increased by 12%; among the students 

appearing in Board exams. The bi-cycles have increased mobility of the students, 

particularly the Girls. These bi-cycles are being used for various domestic and social 

purposes. According to Pratichi (India) Trust, founded by Nobel Laureate “Dr. Amartya Sen,” 

these bi-cycles are breaking many boundaries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG13. 

 

 



 

BanglarShiksha Online 3.0, Digital Platform for School Education of Bengal 

https://banglarshiksha.gov.in 

 

The project is under School Education Department in India. 

BanglarShiksha (Education in Bengal), is a flagship programme of School Education 

Department, Government of West Bengal, designed to ensure universalisation of Education. 

BanglarShiksha Online 3.0 is eGovernance mechanism of the programme & a tool for 

Educational, Socio-economic & Digital Empowerment for the Children of the State.    It is a 

single data repository of 64,000 Schools, 14 mn Students & 0.4 mn Teachers. This digital 

eco-system consists of database of every Children of the State, School going children, 

Schools & its infrastructure, Integrated Digital Payment Systems for providing Scholarships 

of all Students, Conditional Cash Transfer for adolescent Girls, Cash Incentives for 

procurement of Tablet PCs for continuing Online Classes, Supply Chain Management System 

for various incentives for Students, like, Free Text Books, School Bags, Uniforms, Shoes, Bi 

cycles etc. In School Management System, Class Routines, Class Logs etc. are dynamically 

updated by Teachers in School Websites & viewed by Students, Parents & Guardians. The 

basic objectives of BanglarShiksha Online 3.0 are:  • To facilitate universalisation of 

education by tracking each & every Student of the State.  • To develop a comprehensive 

online system for all services related to School Education.  • To develop a comprehensive 

digital eco system for all stakeholders of school education sector.  The independent impact 

assessment study carried out by PRATHAM TRUST reveals in its “ANNUAL STATUS OF 

EDUCATION REPORT” that West Bengal has recorded the minimum ‘Students drop out’ of 

1.5% in the Country & best State for free distribution of Text Books (more than 99%). Also, 

more Girl Students appears in Secondary Examination at present.    The State of West Bengal 



has indeed achieved universalisation of School Education through its ICT driven sustained 

efforts. The BanglarShiksha Online 3.0 played a pivotal role to bring all Stakeholders 

together under one single digital platform to usher in Educational, Social as well as Digital 

Transformation. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

Covid Heroes 

https://kendarikota.go.id/covid19/index.php?/home 

 

The project is under Relawan TIK Indonesia in Indonesia. 

Self-quarantine application or we call it covid hero, which aims to control and monitor 

people who have the potential to contract Covid-19. The map filling and health condition 

features are very helpful for tracing close contacts if there is a new cluster. The expected 

result is to reduce the number of spread of Covid-19 by carrying out independent isolation 

under direct supervision of the local government. The impact on the community is to reduce 

suspicion about the surrounding environment whether or not their neighbors have Covid-

19. because we provide a marker bracelet for those who self-quarantine Covid-19. The 

result we got today is that the Health Service, which is the leading sector in handling Covid-

19, can properly record people who have the potential to contract Covid-19. our application 

is already on the google play store. CovHeroes Kendari for community use and CovHeroes 

Puskesmas for use by the health office.    We really hope this system will reduce the spread 

of covid-19 and make our lives return to normal. anxiety or suspicion that limits our social 



life as a result of us together not knowing whether our environment is really safe. this 

system provides invaluable information to minimize our anxiety about the exposed 

environment.    the impact is very real, that is, our social activities become normal and the 

whole society returns to productivity and runs everything as usual. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

Online Population Administration Registration Services 

http://poedak.gresikkab.go.id/ 

 

The project is under department of population and civil registration of gresik regency 

in Indonesia. 

POEDAK App [http://poedak.gresikkab.go.id/] is an online application for population 

administration registration services in Gresik Regency through the Department of 

Population and Civil Registration. Acceleration and savings are references in application 

development. This is also encouraged by the Minister of Home Affairs Regulation Number 7 

of 2019 concerning Online Population Administration Services.  Poedak itself is digested in 

the typical food of Gresik Regency, so that using the POEDAK App name will be able to boost 

local wisdom. On the other hand, POEDAK offers online management of population 

documents through the stages of registration, registration, filling out data forms and 

uploading required documents. Although it is a web-based application, this application is 

responsive to the current IT form and size as well as the mutant file upload capacity 

requirements.  The main highlight, with the presence of POEDAK which was tested on 

October 30, 2019, it forms a paradigm that adminduk services are easy, fast and economical. 

Systematic services are set according to the SOP but service loci appear not covered at one 

point. The existence of POEDAK brings services closer to the community, so that the 

principle of the presence of the government feels real "active system". 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

Pantau Banjir 

https://pantaubanjir.jakarta.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Jakarta Smart City in Indonesia. 

Pantau Banjir is a concrete form of public information transparency. The public can monitor 

the water level in their neighborhood, the water level at the floodgate, information on the 

water level at the observation post, and the condition of the water pump in operation. 

Before the Pantau Banjir platform's existence, the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government 

experienced difficulties in distributing information about flood points as a preventive 

measure against disasters. Officials and stakeholders who carry out disaster-related tasks 

also experience difficulties in coordination. A system based on information and 



communication technology is needed to solve these problems. Pantau Banjir has created 

information transparency to the public and made it easier for the public to know Jakarta's 

condition. Therefore, taking preventive steps related to disaster management is faster and 

more precise. The existence of the platform also creates a clear flow of coordination and 

procedures among officials and stakeholders. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15. 

 

 

 

Jakarta Kini 

https://jaki.jakarta.go.id/ 

 

The project is under Jakarta Smart City in Indonesia. 

The JAKI platform plays an important role in the realization of a one-stop service for the 

Jakarta Provincial Government. The JAKI platform is able to integrate various services 

belonging to the Regional Government, Central Government, and Business Actors (such as 

start-ups) into one digital platform. The JAKI does not only transform conventional services 

to digital, but streamlines major aspects of everyday life (all needs from waking up to going 

back to sleep are easily served), and provides a complete experience for citizens. In fact, 

during the Covid-19 pandemic, the JAKI greatly can be felt its existence from being able to 

replace the role of face-to-face administrative services with digital services, such as 

licensing, teaching and learning activities, self-testing for the risk of Covid-19 symptoms, 

queuing for public health centers, public complaints, and others integrated into one 

platform, it will foster a digital experience for citizens who will visit, currently living, and/or 

will leave Jakarta.  JAKI has several features, such as: JakWarta (official news), JakLapor 

(complaint handling), JakCorona (Covid-19 information, self-assessment, large-scale social 

collaboration), Jejak (contact tracing and check point monitoring), JakISPU (air condition 

monitoring), JakSurvei (survey platform),  JakSiaga (emergency contacts), JakPantau (water 

level information, river status in Jakarta and flood information) , JakPangan (food price 

information), JakCo (app links of collaborative stakeholders), JakSekolahmu (digital 

education access), and JakAman (connecting citizen in emergency condition).    One of the 



advantages of the public complaint service at JAKI is that it is connected to the Citizen 

Relations Management (CRM) application. It is an integrated system for regional work units 

in an effort to resolve public complaints in an effective, efficient, accountable and 

transparent manner. It integrates 14 Official Complaint Channels of the Jakarta Provincial 

Government (one of them is JAKI). 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

AgroRuqsat 

https://ruqsat.qoldau.kz/ru/information 

 

The project is under "Information and Account Centre"  in Kazakhstan. 

Coronavirus showed how important the agricultural sector is for the economy, especially 

for the food security of countries. During the quarantine outbreak in Kazakhstan, a state of 

emergency was declared and the government decided to prohibit movement across the 

borders of all villages, districts and regions. Farmers, whose farm fields can be located in 

several districts and even regions, encountered difficulties in sowing and field work due to 



difficulties in obtaining paper passes, which put Kazakhstan's food security at risk. 

Therefore, it was necessary to implement the solution as quickly as possible so that the 

sowing took place at the right time.    AgroRuqsat is a free online service designed to 

address the issues of providing transportation permits for farmers and their suppliers in 

quarantine zones by remotely receiving applications for electronic passes, processing these 

applications, and maintaining a register of electronic passes. To obtain an electronic pass, 

you do not need to physically contact government agencies, fill out a lot of papers and 

collect stamps. The pass is free and valid for the entire period of emergency and quarantine. 

Within a few minutes to one business day, the applicant receives an electronic document 

granting the right to cross the roadblocks to proceed to their land plots.    The transparency 

of the service helped solve the problem with fake passes and minimize the risks of the 

spread of the virus. Data is automatically uploaded to the “Sergek” system installed at 

checkpoints and made available to all police officers. In addition, upon receipt of a pass, an 

automatic check is carried out on state databases, which excludes the receipt of passes by 

those who are not involved in spring field work and ensures compliance with quarantine 

measures.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG8. 

 

 

E-SUBSIDIES IN AGRICULTURE 

https://subsidies.qoldau.kz/en/subsidies/startpage/startpage 

 

The project is under Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 

Kazakhstan. 

Mission and main objective: Sustainable development of agriculture and rural territories 

through the formation of an accessible and multi-service digital ecosystem.    E- SUBSIDIES 

as part of ICT and digital solutions in e-agriculture used by society as innovative ways to 

boost the agricultural sector, foster sustainable agriculture and drive socio-economic 

development, while also contribute to most pressing challenges – such as climate change, 

drought and desertification with influence to the SDGs.     E-SUBSIDIES - electronic 

submission of applications for subsidies, their processing and payment.    The project is 

unique, as it helped to reduce user costs for documenting processes, increase comfort in 

obtaining government support and transparency of all internal processes.    This became 

possible due to the active use of geographic information services and crowdsourcing 

opportunities.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG9, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

NATIONAL REGISTRATION AND IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (NRIS) OF MALAWI 

https://www.mw.undp.org/content/malawi/en/home/projects/national-registration-and-

identification-system-project.html 



 

The project is under UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM in Malawi. 

Project Goal: To ensure a permanent and continuous national registration and identification 

system is established in Malawi  Project output: Design, establish and manage the necessary 

systems, infrastructure and equipment for the National Registration and Identity system, 

employing biometrically secure Smartcards    Results achieved: 10 million Malawians were 

issued smart national IDs hence, achieving SDG16 target 9 of providing Legal ID to adults 

(the project has extended to add children registration due to the success of adult 

registration). Following linkages of Legal ID (National Smart Card) with Ministries, 

Departments Agencies brought the digital dividends of development:    1. Electoral Rolls 

prepared using National IDs for easy, quick, and accurate voter registration underpinning 

“One Person, One Identity, One Vote” sans inclusions or exclusion errors resulting in savings 

of US$10 million.   2. NRIS and CRVS systems are interlinked. Each birth certificate issued by 

birth registration software will include Unique National ID, thus establishing one national 

ID from cradle to grave. Child registration will commence this year.  3. National ID is used as 

tax ID resulting in combating identity fraud in income tax returns and refunds, and will 

combat tax evasion  and it is also used as the primary source of identification for KYC. 

Moreover, it is linked to civil service payroll, resulting in identifying ghost workers  4. 

Unified Beneficiary Registry: Malawi’s social benefits registry for cash transfers for poor, 

social grants and benefits are linked with National ID. The Unified  Beneficiary Registry now 

contains National ID field.   5. Ministry of Health: using Unique ID as patient ID, recording 

vaccination  combating medicines smuggled to neighboring countries.  6.. Ministry of 

Agriculture: on linking fertilizers distribution or other subsidies to farmers with National ID 

card 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, 5, GOV, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 



 

iPantau : Integrated Project & Analysi Update 

https://ipantau.icu.gov.my 

 

The project is under National Data Bank & Innovation Centre in Malaysia. 

The iPantau system is a holistic mechanism used for the purpose of coordination and 

monitoring of national development projects in Malaysia. It is created in line with the 

national agenda and the direction of the stakeholder to ensure the country's development 

performance at the best level. Below are the objectives of the system:  i. Improving the 

quality of Government delivery services through:  a. Centralized and up to date project site 

visit information  b. Efficient sharing of project site visit information, problems and 

solutions.  c. Evaluation of project management best practices by the Ministry / Agency.  d. 

Monitoring project site visit as Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for Minister and Secretary 

General.  ii. Strengthen the planning and implementation of development projects 

throughout the country with detailed and effective project problem monitoring 

mechanisms.  iii. Enhancing the image and credibility of the Government.  The iPantau 

system gives high impact to the Government of Malaysia, especially in the area of 

development industry and citizens live. Effective monitoring and solution of project 

problems has benefited Contractors and the development industry (G2B). Project problem 

information and solutions are used to resolve project delays and cross cutting issues 

between Ministries / Agencies (G2G). The finding of implementation issues and solutions is 

used as a lesson learned and risk control for future projects. The citizens can enjoy the 

public facilities and services provided by the Government (G2C) as a result of this effective 

project monitoring. This initiative has contributed to the annual expenditure performance 

of over 90% and the late schedule project was maintained below 7%.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 



 

 

Setting up of COVID-19 LIMS at CHL for Mauritian and a passenger LIMS at SSR 

International Airport to test incoming passengers 

https://safemauritius.govmu.org/ 

 

The project is under Central Informatics Bureau in Mauritius. 

OpenELIA is a computer-based information management system created specifically for 

public    health laboratories to efficiently enable the management of instruments and data so 

that accurate information is provided quickly. The OpenELIS delivers test results for patient 

care, monitors quality of testing systems, and provides real-time disease surveillance test 

results. The OpenELIS increases the capabilities and capacities of diagnostic and public 

health laboratories.     The OpenELIS has been customised to support workflows for Central 

Health Laboratory—as well as the repository to store laboratory data—while supporting 

the Ministry mission. The goal is to deliver correct and complete information to laboratory 

staff, Director of Laboratory services and citizens of Mauritius, incoming passengers & 

tourists as efficiently as possible by following main processes.     Through the 

implementation of the COVID-19 & passenger LIMS at CHL and at the Airport, both 

laboratories have achieved the following results:-    1. Track laboratory information during 

the testing process (from sample log-in to reporting)  2. Faster processing of orders and 

tests  3. Reduce turnaround time for diagnostic test results  4. Collect, store, archive and 

analyze laboratory data  5. Report test results for patient care  6. Results are transmitted to 

passengers via SMS and e-mails  7. Incoming passengers to Mauritius and citizens, upon 

request receive a COVID test certificate from the Ministry of Health and wellness (MoHW).  

8. The contact tracing has been very effective in Mauritius to curb the proliferation of 

COVID-19 in the community  9. Report data, statistics to MoHW administration, Prime 

Minister's Office (PMO), Ministry of Health & Wellness (MoHW), Communicable Disease 

Control Unit (CDCU)  and other agencies.    The country has been able to efficiently and 

effectively managed the pandemic through the use of open source ICT tools and has been 

hailed for this endeavour at various forum in Africa.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

IFT´s Electronic One Stop Shop  

https://ventanilla.ift.org.mx/ 

 

The project is under Federal Telecommunications Institute in Mexico. 

One of the most important initiatives of the regulatory improvement policy of IFT has been 

the design of the IFT´s Electronic One Stop Shop, which enables a digital contact point from 

IFT website that serves as the unique platform to attend the procedures and services at his 

charge.  It was design with the objective of giving remote attention to the 

telecommunications and broadcasting licensees, by providing them a reliable electronic 



platform for the fulfillment of their obligations, as well as the full exercise of their rights. 

The main benefits of this institutional effort consists of putting our regulated entities at the 

center of our decisions in order to reduce the costs imposed by regulation, achieve greater 

efficiencies and, generate significant savings for the regulated industry.    The IFT´s 

Electronic One Stop Shop initiated operations in January 31th 2020 with the 

implementation of ten procedures in a first stage, which represents about 60% of the whole 

affairs entered to the IFT in 2019. In this sense, IFT´s policy will consist in incorporating a 

greater number of procedures to the platform in order to positively impact on the reduction 

of costs imposed by regulations and their procedures, and amplify the benefits for the 

telecommunications and broadcasting operators. The second stage of this initiative foresees 

the incorporation of eight more IFT’s procedures.    In addition to the above, the platform 

has allowed to maintain the remote operation of the procedures, which strengthens the 

measures undertaken by the institution to combat the effects of the global pandemic caused 

by the spread of SARS-CoV-2 COVID-19 virus, by offering the regulated an electronic 

platform to carry out their procedures at the authority remotely.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

 

Digital Government Strategy & Llave CDMX 

https://llave.cdmx.gob.mx 

 

The project is under Digital Agency for Public Innovation in Mexico. 

Government procedures are known for being complicated and time-consuming. Information 

available online is often incomplete or out of date. Face-to-face procedures nearly always 

require multiple visits to multiple government offices, agencies and desks. In unequal 

contexts access to them is also mediated by clientelistic and corrupt practices.  Llave CDMX 

allows for the creation of a digital means of identification, and a documents archive, such 

that city residents don’t have to re-submit them for every subsequent claim or application 

process. It allows citizens to carry out multiple procedures online, without uploading 

personal documents more than once and even without leaving their homes.   The 

information provided by the citizens, as well as their personal documents, are used under 



the terms of the Federal Law for the protection of the data of individuals. The software is 

designed following protocols of data protection and encryption.   The use of this tool, 

implemented in 2019, increased significantly in 2020 in the context of the pandemic, as well 

as the pace at which the Digital Government Strategy was implemented. Currently, 52 

procedures can be carried out completely online using Llave CDMX.   Learn more about 

Llave CDMX in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0KeBGoElp4 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

PortNet: "National Single Window of Foreign Trade 

https://Portnet.ma 

 

The project is under PORTNET S.A.: "National Single Window of Foreign Trade in 

Morocco. 

Initiated in 2008 by the National Ports Agency (Port Authority in Morocco), PortNet is the 

result of a strategic alliance between port communities and international trade. It is a tool 

that is specific to the Moroccan Government which aims at implementing several sectoral 

strategies to improve the business climate, trade, port and logistics competitiveness as well 

as the generalization and the Innovation of e-gov services. In fact, PortNet is a successful 

model of the national partnership between the government and the private sector in order 

to improve the business climate.  Since its creation in 2012, the PORTNET Public Limited 

Company is in charge of setting up the project of the National Single Window for the 

facilitation of all port procedures and trade. Collaborating with all the stakeholders in the 

port community and foreign trade, PORTNET Public Limited Company intends to act on 

levers to improve port competitiveness and economic operators of Morocco.  The objective 

of the  implementation of PortNet is to simplificate the dematerialization and the 

digitalization of  the international trade ecosystem community to join them  together into a 

single platform which leads to: 120 digitalized services to the  benefit  of 55,000  users, the 

initiative has an impact on the national economy and Financial environment by reducing the 

costs and lead time .   Indeed, the initiative to implement PortNet as a community tool is the 

result of the awareness of this need for sustainability of the performance of national 

economic actors. Therefore, It constitutes a major operational lever of competitiveness that 

provides logistical ecosystems and ecosystems inherent in foreign trade, and a capacity for 

anticipation, proactivity, cost control and traceability of commercial operations destined to 

the international community.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

DEFENSORES 

https://defensores.mdp.gov.py/#/ 

 



The project is under TEDIC in Paraguay. 

It is a web platform and mobile application that allows a sustained record of torture cases 

within the police stations and prisons of Paraguay. Specifically, it facilitates the effective and 

permanent monitoring of this type of crimes by public defenders and will generate qualified 

information for different institutions such as the National Mechanism for the Prevention of 

Torture, the media, journalists, civil society organizations and citizens.  A record of 

allegations of torture and ill-treatment available to the public can sensitize authorities and 

citizens about the serious prison situation in the country and promote actions. In addition, it 

leaves a replicable precedent for the use of technology to guarantee the protection of 

human rights.  Registration can discourage acts of torture and ill-treatment. Through the 

tool, a database with the information and corresponding evidence of the complaints is 

generated, it will identify the perpetrators and all those who do not comply with the norms 

and laws, and thus facilitate the work of the victims' defenders when defending them in 

court. It is expected that public defenders' access to a confidential and immediate complaint 

channel will facilitate the presentation of cases to the Public Ministry and, in the long term, 

will contribute to an effective policy to punish torture.  It is expected that both the web 

platform and mobile application will be replicated by torture prevention mechanisms 

(NPMs) and public defenders in other countries of the world, in view of the fact that they 

use a free and free source code that facilitates adaptability and improvement. of the 

application and web platform according to the need that each country identifies.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1. 

 

 

Delivering eGovernment Services through the Zamboanga City GovNet 

https://i.gov.ph/govnet/ 

 

The project is under Department of Information and Communications Technology in 

Philippines. 

Delivering efficient eGovernment services to the public requires fast Internet connectivity, 

among others. The Government Network, or simply known as GovNet, is a project of the 

Department of Information and Communications Technology (DICT) under the National 

Broadband Program that aims to interconnect government agencies in the country to 

enable faster communication, better coordination, easier access to online services, and 

simplified processes.     Zamboanga City, located in the southern part of the Philippine 

Archipelago with a population of One Million people, has been identified as one of the 

priority sites in the country. The project started in 2018 and was launched in June 2020. It 

involved the laying out of 33 kilometers of fiber connectivity to 88 government offices and 

schools in the City. As of writing, 102 government offices and schools are connected to the 

Government Network because of the high demand, and this number is expected to increase 

in the coming months.     The Government Network is critical in Zamboanga City, and 

especially relevant in this time of pandemic where the government shifted to online 

transactions to deliver its services.  Through GovNet, agencies can maximize the use of ICT 



in the new normal in facilitating government transactions and at the same time, addressing 

Government to Government, Government to Business, and Government to Customer 

transactions.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG9, SDG11, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Digital Mobile Key 

https://www.ama.gov.pt/ 

 

The project is under Administrative Modernisation Agency in Portugal. 

The Digital Mobile Key (DMK) is the national mobile eID solution, provided by the 

Administrative Modernisation Agency (AMA), which serves to authenticate national 

andoreign citizens when accessing online services. Besides the citizen’s phone, whose 

number is registered during the enrolment process, authentication requires a user- defined 

PIN to receive a one-time password, which is then validated by the authentication services. 

There is also a mobile app that allows citizens to receive the code through a push 

notification. This way, citizens can access digital services anywhere and anytime, in a 

secure, free-of-charge and user-friendly way. With the outbreak of COVID-19 and as 

Portugal entered a state of emergency, developments were made to ensure any DMK 

remains active until June 30, regardless of the expiration date on the physical ID card, to 

avoid unnecessary travels to onsite services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 



 

Interoperability Platform of the Public Administration 

https://www.iap.gov.pt/ 

 

The project is under Agência para a Modernização Administrativa / Administrative 

Modernization Agency in Portugal. 

The Interoperability Platform of the Public Administration (iAP) is a platform that enables 

the public administration to exchange data in an anonimous and secure way, providing an 

easy and integrated method of delivering digital multichannel services for citizens and 

businesses. Examples are the Medical ePrescriptions, the Automated Social Energy Fare 

(processing of social benefits related to the energy bill) and the Automated Income Tax 

Declaration (prefilling of citizen's income statement).   Implemented in 2007, the iAP is used 

by over 120 entities, offers more than 100 services and covers both public (all areas of 

governance) and private sector (mostly from the finance sector and ERP software 

developers). It open standard-based, easy to use and replicate by entities that wish to 

reinforce security and efficiency in their service delivery.   iAP’s impact is evident, with an 

accumulated total of over 1900 million interactions (250 million in 2020 alone) and 

significant savings in time (over 500 million hours for citizens + public administration), 

money (over €6500 million) and natural resources (over 495 tons of neutralized carbon; 

more than 31700 spared trees).  The national eDelivery node is about to be made available 

through iAP, connecting it to international access points and further broadening its scope   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 5, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG9, SDG16. 

 

 



 

e-Court 

http://motc.gov.qa  

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

In light of the Covid-19 situation, Qatar leveraged e-Court to ensure accessibility to justice is 

maintained during the social distancing period. E-Court is a paperless e-case management 

solution that covers the full court process lifecycle from case filing to issuance of a 

judgement. It allows parties to file and access case papers and communications with the 

court and regulatory tribunal. e-court can be accessed from any portable electronic device 

to retrieve case files, attend virtual court hearings, and send or receive communications 

from anywhere in the world. Available in both English and Arabic. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Kahramaa Official Website 

https://www.km.qa/ 

 

The project is under Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation ”KAHRAMAA”  in 

Qatar. 

Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation " Kahramaa" has launched the official 



website in 2010 and revamped in November 2020. The project is develped to achieve the 

goals of the 2018-2022 National Development Strategy on the development of a sustainable 

infrastructure for the national economy, high quality and ability to keep up with the latest 

smart technology systems, high quality communications infrastructure and information 

technology and safe from risks. Also to achieve Qatar's Vision 2030 on institutional 

modernization and development and supporting the focus of the 2018-2022 National 

Development Strategy for capacity inclusion and establishing institutional values to 

upgrade the level of services provided to individuals and companies, increase the efficiency 

of government administrative processes and effective use of information technology in the 

delivery of public services. The website provides more than 30 services for customers, 

contractors, business and governemt. It has user-friendly interface and minimal steps in 

completing services. There are many services for individuals such as bill payment, meter 

reading, move in to a new premise, service connection request. Most of the online services 

are integrated with other entities through a web service or database to ease the data 

management and provide effecient services such as Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice, 

and Ministry of Municipality and Environment. All of these services are provided to have 

paperless work, fast interaction and time saving. In addition, it was upgraded recently to 

latest Windows 2016 server and SharePoint 2019 with latest security and OS patches 

implemented.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

MME Mobile Application 

http://www.mme.gov.qa/cui/view.dox?id=743&siteID=2 

 

The project is under Minsitry of Municipality and Environment in Qatar. 

"MME Mobile Application (OUN) allows all the Qatari community to apply for more than 

129 MME Services from their mobile devices (IOS and Android) from the comfort of their 

locations. The services provided cover the needs of wide spectrum of the community 

individuals and Business entities in different sectors (Municipal, Agriculture, Environment, 

Urban Planning and Public Services). The application changed the common method of 

applying for services by personal appearance at Service Centers or from MME website.   

OUN considered a partnership with the community to provide high quality services and it 

integrates information between several national partners and created an opportunity for all 

community groups to apply for Government Services.  OUN is developed in-house by MME 

IT staff with full supporting Infrastructure, which makes replicating such an experience at 

other Government Entities is doable with considerable save in time, cost and efforts.  OUN is 

based on electronic services deployed at MME; therefore, the application road map is 

guaranteed. The application manifests the right to access information within a secure 

framework and allows the public to check the status of their applications securely. OUN 

promotes the responsibility of providing correct information in return of 100% transparent 

application request rules. "   



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG11, SDG13. 

 

 

 Smart Mobile Application ( Metrash 2 ) 

https://portal.moi.gov.qa/metrash2/en/index.html 

 

The project is under Ministry of Interior in Qatar. 

"Metrash2 is a smart mobile native application designed and developed to be the Ministry of 

Interior’s electronic service delivery channel for smart devices. It offers electronic, 

integrated, and sustained services for visitor, citizens, residents, public and private 

organizations and to make them accessible to all categories of the Qatari community.  

Features  • Total active users on Metrash2 approx. is 1,998,512 users while Qatar 2020 

population is estimated at 2,881,053 people  • Metrash2 Supported Platforms: iOS, Android 

and Supported Devices: Mobile, Tablet  • Metrash2 supports six languages, they are English, 

Arabic, Spanish, French, Urdu, and Hindi.   • The total number of completed transaction 

services are approx.  7,000,000 transactions in year 2020.  • Metrash2 provides end to end 

e-Services including Submission, Approval, payments and door delivery.  • Secure and 

encrypted services, information and platform.  • Metrash2 provide more than 220 electronic 

government services such as  1- User Notifications  2- Check Expiry Dates  3- Send 

Reminder for User  4- Request Execution Service  5- Deliver Documents  6- Pay Online  7- 

Execute Operation Automatically   8- Police Clearance Certificate  9- Security Permits  10- 

Delegate Services  11- Coast Guard Services  12- Criminal Complaint  13- Consulting 

Community Policing  14- Economic & Electronic Reporting  15- National Address  " 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, GOV, BUS. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Qatar Government Contact Center 

https://www.motc.gov.qa/en/service/qatar-government-contact-center 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and communications in Qatar. 

"The Ministry of Transport and Communications (MOTC) implemented the ""Government 

Contact Center"" project to provide a centralized first line of support service to the public 

and government entities, and to enable communication between with public and with 

government departments that provide services for the public.    In 2007, the Ministry 

established ""Government Contact Center” that represented by number (109) which is 

being considered the official contact center supports Qatar government services 24/7.    

Companies, citizens, residents, and visitors can contact QGCC any time from any destination 

to ask about all government information or raise complaints or suggestions.    QGCC is 

providing the contact center response with 9 languages through various communications 

channels.    It is worth mentioning that MOTC has developed the Government Contact Center 

at the highest levels of technology, adopted the best practices in industry (ITIL, COPS, ISO) 



to ensure the highest quality standards in the provisioned service.    Nowadays QGCC is one 

of the largest government contact centers in the Gulf region, and it accommodates a large 

number of government entities and institutions."      END DATE : Below entered as a future 

value, only because this is an ongoing initiative, always increasing the services and 

languages.  But it is not supposed to end in 2022. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 6, GOV, BUS, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Anti Money Laundering and Terrorism funding system 

http://cds.customs.gov.qa/ml/ 

 

The project is under General Authority of Customs in Qatar. 

The system to record and monitor the Money, Precious Metel, stone or Barrier Negotiable 

Items which is transferred by hand by the passengers thru the borders of Qatar. The 

application collects the required data from the passengers which was earlier collected by 

paper and is saved in to database. The date is integrated with the Qatar Central bank and is 

used for the economical planning and cash flow monitoring. It is also used for various 

preventive studies against money laundeing and terrorism funding by the government 

agencies. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8. 

 

 

 

MME Mobile Application 

http://www.mme.gov.qa/cui/view.dox?id=743&siteID=2 

 

The project is under Minsitry of Municipality and Environment in Qatar. 

MME Mobile Application (OUN) allows all the Qatari community to apply for more than 129 

MME Services from their mobile devices (IOS and Android) from the comfort of their 

locations. The services provided cover the needs of wide spectrum of the community 

individuals and Business entities in different sectors (Municipal, Agriculture, Environment, 



Urban Planning and Public Services). The application changed the common method of 

applying for services by personal appearance at Service Centers or from MME website.   

OUN considered a partnership with the community to provide high quality services and it 

integrates information between several national partners and created an opportunity for all 

community groups to apply for Government Services.  OUN is developed in-house by MME 

IT staff with full supporting Infrastructure, which makes replicating such an experience at 

other Government Entities is doable with considerable save in time, cost and efforts.  OUN is 

based on electronic services deployed at MME; therefore, the application road map is 

guaranteed. The application manifests the right to access information within a secure 

framework and allows the public to check the status of their applications securely. OUN 

promotes the responsibility of providing correct information in return of 100% transparent 

application request rules.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, ENV, AGR, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

My Moscow Mobile App 

https://www.mos.ru/mobile/ 

 

The project is under "JS-Company "Electronic Moscow in Russian Federation. 

 My Moscow is an official App of the Moscow Mayor official website, allowing the citizens to:  

• use the most in-demand city services: by using this app, Muscovites get access to a number 

of services, ranging from booking a doctor's appointment to paying bills to checking when 

their child arrived at school in just a couple of clicks;  • learn the latest breaking city news;  • 

promptly get information from the Citywide Contact Center agents.   The app makes 

receiving services much easier; the entire process is now time-saving. For example, a few 

years ago, a person did not find out about a fine imposed on them till they received a notice 

in the mailbox–and even then, they could only pay it through the bank. Nowadays, all they 

have to do to pay a fine is to receive a push notification and then make an instant payment, 

so it now only takes a few minutes.     Due to app being convenient, user-friendly and 

available for any mobile phone, it is considered an indispensable daily assistant for many 

citizens, as evidenced by the increase in the number of installations. More than 2 million 

people have downloaded the App since its launch.  The My Moscow App is available on iOS , 

Android, and Huawei AppGallery.  Nowadays, a modern Muscovite cannot imagine their life 

without a mobile phone access to services, latest news to do with Moscow or resolution of 

technical issues arising while receiving public services anytime anywhere.  The application 

provides a vital support for disabled citizens, freeing them from unnecessary visits to public 

institutions. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 



The “Public Services of Moscow” mobile app 

https://www.mos.ru/mosapps/ 

 

The project is under JS-Company "Electronic Moscow" in Russian Federation. 

The “Public Services of Moscow” mobile app is an official app of the Government of Moscow 

that allows the citizens to use the most popular and demanded mobile  · Education  · 

Housing  · Information  · Transport  · Social  · Payments    Objectives:  · To increase 

accessibility of public services in digital form  · To increase efficiency and quality of using 

mobile services by the Government of Moscow  · To ensure a unified channel for user access 

to various services by the Government of Moscow in the framework of unified mobile “city-

citizen-city” communication network. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

The Social Navigator 

https://dszn.ru/navigator 

 

The project is under Moscow Department of Labour and Social Protection of 

Population in Russian Federation. 

The interactive "Social Navigator" map of services available on the website of the Moscow 

Department of Labor and Social Protection was launched in June of 2019 and has become a 

popular online service.  It has already been accessed by 835 thousand users since its launch.  

The service helps users to find the social service for various life situations in a few clicks- 

ranging from free psychological and legal assistance to job search and disabled children 

rehabilitation. The service provides about 140 services in 22 categories at more than 650 

addresses in Moscow. These are services provided not only by the city, but also by about 

100 partner socially oriented non-commercial organizations, as well as several corporate 

projects of social responsibility of Moscow business.  The most popular categories of social 

services that citizens searched for on the Social Navigator map in 2020 were "Job Search 

and Training" (19.3% of all requests), "Social Service Centers" (9.1%), and "Assistance to 

families with disabled children" (7.5%). The categories of "Legal assistance" (7.2%), 

"Assistance in a crisis situation" (6.6%) and "Psychological assistance" (5.8%) are also in 

demand among users. On the “map of good deeds” users can find projects of non-

commercial organizations that help different resident categories. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, GOV, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 

Moscow Mayor Official Website Mos.ru 

https://www.mos.ru/en/ 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow  in 

Russian Federation. 

The official website of the Mayor of Moscow mos.ru is a modern digital platform that allows 

residents and business to receive about 370 services in digital form. This is an information 

space where city services, latest news and event announcements, detailed instructions and 

contacts of authorities are collected. Opportunities for giving a feedback on urban projects 

and interaction with the technical support service have also been implemented on mos.ru.  

By using the services on the mos.ru portal, citizens can resolve almost any problem online, 

without leaving their homes and without contacting the authorities in person.  To save time 

and effort, the most popular services and services are available in the "Public Services of 

Moscow" and "My Moscow" mobile Apps, so that users can check their child's electronic 

school diary on the go, pay fines in one click or make an appointment with a doctor.  The 

portal allows enterprises to create a corporate account giving managers and authorised 

employees an opportunity to find and access all necessary services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 6, GOV, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG6, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG16. 

 

 

Citizen Video Reception Service 

https://www.mos.ru/feedback/personal-reception/ 

 

The project is under Government Agency "Infogorod" in Russian Federation. 

General information: the requirement to organize the reception of citizens is defined by law. 



The citizen reception in state institutions, local government institutions is carried out by 

their heads and authorized persons. There is a schedule for citizen reception (usually, once 

a week).    Goal: to restore citizen - authorities interaction in new circumstances. The 

reception of citizens has been suspended as part of the restrictive measures to counter the 

spread of COVID-19.    Representatives of departments are trained on the specifics of online 

reception of citizens in the process of connection to the service.    Features provided by the 

service:  • Online registration form on mos.ru  • Service for registration and processing of 

applications for reception of citizens designed for departments  • Video conferencing 

service    Key citizen advantages:  The opportunity to resolve issues without visiting the 

authority and spending time. Reducing the risk of COVID-19 spread.    Key departments 

advantages:   The opportunity to resolve issues, as well as online involvement of employees 

of responsible services during consultations. Growth of loyalty of citizens. Reducing the 

risks of COVID-19 spread. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

 

GOV.SA 

https://www.my.gov.sa/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of communication and information technology (Yesser E-

Goverment-GOV.SA) in Saudi Arabia. 

GOV.SA is an ambitious journey that aims to build an integrated model for providing high 

quality and efficient government services offered for citizens, residents, business owners or  

visitors. GOV.SA is:   • A single point with unified digital identity that provides you with an 

access to all the government services from anywhere at any time.   • A single source for all 



the government information and services to ensure that you have an efficient experience  

with accuracy.  The services are created according to your needs and life stages to provide 

you with seamless, convenient and connected experience as detailed in our life experience 

strategy GOV.SA consists of multiple initiatives with the ambition to deliver a digital 

government to the citizens, residents, visitors and business owners of KSA, unifying all 

government agencies to enable the right experience.GOV.SA initiative portfolio is detailed in 

the evaluation report. Among the services that GOV.SA offers is the National Profile as well 

as the Citizen Engagement Platform (Amer) which are two key components to enhance the 

government communication with its citizens and residents. National Profile, is the citizens 

main government profile that proactively informs the users about their key data points 

(Education, Financial, Employment, etc.) that the government has to ensure accuracy and 

eligibility on key Programs. The citizen engagement platform (Amer) offers the ESHARA 

application which works to provide indicative translation for deaf beneficiaries by linking 

and communicating them with government agencies through Amer. The application  aims to 

raise the level of communication efficiency and remove obstacles to the beneficiaries, in 

addition to responding to their inquiries related to government digital services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 



 

The unified national digital address system in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia العنوان نظام  

السعودية في الموحد قميالر الوطني  

https://address.gov.sa/en/e-services/locator 

 

The project is under Saudi Post in Saudi Arabia. 

Introduction   Unified national address system in Saudi Arabia is considered an integrated 

geospatial addressing system. This system covers the whole Kingdom with a  scientific 

manner that is based on international standards so as to keep pace with the strategic 

development and complete the necessary infrastructure for e-government  through using 

the latest technologies in geographic information systems and digital maps, which in turn 

help in quick inquiry, inference of residential and commercial properties and buildings, 

government and commercial businesses, and it can be available for everyone to benefit from 

in various fields.    Objectives  Transferring from descriptive address to the smart digital 

address in order to facilitate inference of sites through standardized and comprehensive 

addresses for all regions and cities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.    Results Achieved  

•Issuing 7,500,000 addresses and registering more than 16 million individuals, as well as 

governmental and commercial entities.    •Adopting NAS as a Saudi standard and obtaining 

the certificate of the international standard for addressing (S42).    •Obtaining 



“Entrepreneurship award” in geographic information systems from Environmental Systems 

Research Institute in the United States of America.    •Create a new and innovative 

addressing system and adopting it as an addressing system in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

(Your address is your ID).    •Connectivity with global navigation systems such as Google 

Map.      Project innovations:  •Locator - National Address Maps: It is an electronic platform 

available to all services (to review maps, search for services, addresses and inferences).    

•National Address Application Programming Interface (API): It is a platform available to the 

government and business sectors for the purpose of searching and verifying addresses.    

•Navigational Hajj and Umrah locator.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 4, GOV, BUS, ENV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Animals Protection and Tracking Platform   

https://app.mewa.gov.sa/AnimalNum/user/login 

 

The project is under Ministry of Environment, Water and Agriculture  in Saudi Arabia. 

This project is coming under the digital transformation initiative that focuses on animal 

protection and tracking by providing a platform to help the beneficiaries wishing to apply 

for services that involve assigning electronic chips with all information needed.    This 

project aims to enrich the sustainability of vital resources, indulge in rais-ing the safety of 

animals and humans in the agricultural and livestock sectors.    The main scope of the 

Animals Protection and Tracking Platform is to provide electronic services such as helping 

the owner to prove ownership of their animals or to transfer ownership electronically with 

linkage to the Ministry of Interior. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, AGR. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG10, SDG11. 

 

 

The e-services portal of the General Directorate of Border Guard 

https://www.zawil.com.sa/landing/#/ 

 

The project is under The General Directorate of Border Guard in Saudi Arabia. 

Zawil portal is an effective tool for issuing all the required permits by the General 

Directorate of Border Guards, including ports security, fishing, sports, and permits for 

entertainment purposes. It plays a significant role in maintaining sailors' safety and 

ensuring that they are fully equipped with safety tools.  Zawil is an effective portal through 

which the issuance of permits and reporting violations such as over-fishing, are done 

digitally without visiting Border Guard locations. It reduces the spent time to issue permit 

from 2-3 days to about 5 minutes, which means higher productivity levels for Border Guard 

beneficiaries.  Zawil offers electronic services to fishers and cruise travellers such as fishing, 

diving permits, reporting environmental violations and illegal fishing activities. Also, it 

provides instructions on safety sustainability and possible maritime accidents.  Zawil assists 



Border Guards in taking part in helping the concerned organization to control & manage 

regulations abidance. It helps fishery monitoring ensure no-poaching or over-fishing at 

specific areas/periods that could threaten fish reproduction by enforcing maritime and 

environmental regulations. It protects the marine environment from pollution and ensures 

the safety of vessels.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Citizen’s Account 

https://www.ca.gov.sa/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Human Resources and Social Development in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Citizen’s Account (CA) is a national program that envisioned to encompass all government 

benefits and subsidies. CA program was built with a vision in mind to be the unified 

platform for government subsidy programs that would ensure that citizens are aware of 

their rights and all programs available that they are eligible for.     The platform has the 

highest levels of security and promotes linking of several government entities and sharing 

information between them to be able to serve the needs to the citizens better. The CA’s 

website began accepting individual registrations in February of 2017, a few months before 

the initial reduction of fuel and electricity subsidies. The registration process has collected 

data for more than 13 million individuals (around 3 million registrant’s households), 

providing a rich dataset for household incomes and family structures in the Kingdom. 

Which allowed for extensive analysis and simulations of policy design options. Currently, CA 

database hosts the information of more than 13 million individuals. In addition, the 

database is linked with more than 17 entities that share applicants’ relevant data for 

validation purposes. Since December 2017, the program has disbursed monthly payments 

of around 2.1 billion Saudi Riyals to more than 2.9 million IBAN’s of entitled households; 



with exceptional accuracy and complex data validation procedures. Integrated with more 

than 22 government and semi-government entities. In the long run, CA is aiming to be the 

unified web services which makes it the biggest administrative Saudi households dataset.     

CA is an innovative and unique solution to achieve goals by mitigating the economic impact 

resulting from economic reforms as it redirects the government support to its citizens with 

mid and low income and grantee that support payments transferred to beneficiaries before 

any adjustments to energy prices. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG5, SDG12. 

 

 

 

Vision Realization Office platform 

https://vro.media.gov.sa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Media Vision Realization Office  in Saudi Arabia. 

Vision Realization Office platform aims to enable media sector to create ideas, initiatives 

and projects. Collecting ideas from citizens in electronic form. VRO platform supports all the 

sector processes and governance modules through a set of E-applications that help in 



automating processes of managing initiatives to achieve Kingdom's vision in Media Sector 

according to international best practices. As VRO platform automates all internal processes 

beside planning its resources electronically and enabling to provide services remotely. 

Entities related to Ministry of Media are required simply to register in the platform then 

activate ERP applications they need. Also, office staff can accomplish their tasks, follow 

them and demonstrate their achievements through a smart dashboard, which is illustrated 

in graphs.  Results achieved are  -Enables all the entities in media sector to digitally 

transform their processes of managing and following up initiatives related to Kingdom's 

2030 vision  -Support collecting proposals of initiatives and projects that help in developing 

Media Sector.  -Supporting sector with performance indicators board to ensure fairness in 

evaluating employee’s performance and enhancing skills through training integrated with 

VRO platform.  -Measuring customer satisfaction and improving procedures SLA, while 

ensuring fairness in obtaining services  -Empowering community participation, taking 

opinions about services and opportunities to overcome challenges using tools in VRO 

platform  -Saving effort, time and cost, as platform intelligence establish work templates 

that used automatically.   The Platform has positive effects as a model of using technology in 

achieving sustainable development:  -It enables everyone to use digital transformation, 

work governance and cost reduction  -Enables Vision Realization Office to reach 

beneficiaries’ groups, regardless of geographical distribution.  -Enrich interaction among all 

parties to exchange knowledge, interact with society, and being innovative 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, ENV, AGR, SCI, 8, 

9, 10, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG7, SDG8, SDG9, 

SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14, SDG15, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

“Be a Volunteer” National Volunteer Application Platform 

https://budivolonter.gov.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"Solidarity and empathy for the most vulnerable during the coronavirus pandemic is crucial. 

In the days when it was necessary for the most vulnerable to stay at their homes in order 

not to become infected with the coronavirus, the help of volunteers was of the utmost 

importance.  The government has set up a national volunteer application platform at 

www.budivolonter.gov.rs and issued a public call to all citizens who do not belong to 

population groups at risk due to their age and/or medical condition, and wish to help, to 

volunteer for this duty.  All non-at-risk citizens who wish to help our oldest fellow citizens 

and other at-risk population groups can apply by filling out an application form at 

www.budivolonter.gov.rs by themselves, or by calling the Unified COVID-19 Contact Center 

operators to fill out the form for them. Operators can be reached at 19819 free of charge 

every day from 08 am until 10 pm.   All applications submitted are inspected in order to 

prevent even the slightest misuse. Once the application is approved by the competent 



services, volunteers will be contacted by city and municipal centers with detailed 

instructions and first tasks. Up to mid-May 2020 almost 8,000 volunteer applications had 

been received."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3. 

 

 

Unified Contact Center for National-Level Inspection Bodies 

http://www.inspektor.gov.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"Serbia launched an unified contact center for national-level inspection bodies that can be 

reached at 011/6350-322, with an aim to mitigate the negative effects of the pandemic on 

the growth of the shadow economy. By dialing 011/6350-322, citizens and business entities 

can report abuses and unfair practices, such as an illegal price gouging, i.e. raising of the 

prices of food, medications, medical devices and protective equipment during the COVID-19 

pandemic.   Operators are available from 9 am to 4 pm, yet it is possible to file a report 

outside of business hours by leaving a voicemail, and to submit online complaints via an e-

form at www.inspektor.gov.rs. Complaints may be submitted anonymously, but those who 

leave contact information will receive feedback within 72 hours, since national-level 

inspections have a legal deadline to notify of the process’s course. It is also possible to file a 

complaint regarding the actions of the national-level inspections’ officials. In case of 

complaints within the provincial and local inspections’ jurisdiction, the operators refer 

them to the competent provincial or local inspection.  Over a thousand citizen reports had 

been received up to mid-May 2020, and inspections had grounds for acting upon 832 

reports and imposed sentences accordingly."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

e-KINDERGARTEN 100 

https://euprava.gov.rs 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"The Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment rolled out digital public service 

that enabled an end-to-end electronic registration of children in preschool institutions 

through the national e-Government Portal, available at https://euprava.gov.rs. The service 

was available to registered users of the e-Government portal, in all municipalities and cities 

throughout Serbia.   The service was intended for parents who wanted to e-enroll their 

children in kindergartens, since regular non-digital procedure was not possible as the 

kindergartens were temporarily closed due to the novel coronavirus outbreak, the state of 



emergency and the lockdown. Parents did not have to provide and submit documents by 

themselves, but these were automatically obtained ex officio. The recommendation for all 

preschool institutions in case they needed any additional documents which they could not 

obtain by themselves, was to allow parents to provide these documents by e-mail, and not 

to ask them to pay visits to the preschool institutions or post offices to physically submit the 

documents.  2020 was the first year the service was 100% electronic, end-to-end (without 

the need for parents to visit various counters and obtain other documents), available in 

100% of the kindergartens nation-wide, and that 100% children have been enrolled online."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

COVID-19 Open Data Serbia 

https://covid19.data.gov.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"During times of crisis, it is vital that governments provide accurate, useful and up-to-date 

information. Publishing statistics about the outbreak helps people make informed decisions 

about their daily routines, builds public trust, as well as enables public authorities to make 

informed decisions and act decisively to flatten the curve.    A dedicated subdomain on 

Serbian COVID-19 website, namely covid19.data.gov.rs, was established within the national 

Open Data Portal (data.gov.rs) for publishing covid19-related open data. To make machine-

readable data sets suitable for further analyses and “reading” by the general population (not 

only by machines), we have visualized the data so that citizens can follow the reports 

themselves.  Data sets published include daily data on infected persons by a local self-

government unit, the number of individuals who are in mandatory self-isolation, the 

number of tested, hospitalized, and deceased individuals, as well as the number of persons 

who are on a respirator, as well as the number of those who have been cured. Information 

on special COVID-19 outpatient clinics, their working hours and contact information is also 

available on the Portal."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

COVID-19 vaccination Information System 

https://imunizacija.euprava.gov.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment in Serbia. 

This project supported the establishment of a state-of-the-art system for application, 

scheduling and tracking of vaccines and the immunization of the population of Serbia. This 

web-based IT system is designed to ensure optimal coordination in allocation, supply, 

distribution and administration of vaccines i.e. deliverance of safe and effective vaccine 



doses to the citizens willing to receive them, as quickly, efficiently and reliably as possible.  

The system integrates the entire nationwide vaccine delivery chain and monitors every 

step: from expression of interest to receive a particular vaccine and scheduling an 

appointment, to tracking of every vaccine bottle and handling procurement procedures, to 

vaccination and record keeping on all persons immunized against the SARS-COV-2 and 

issuance of certificates of vaccination. Hard-copy certificates  of vaccination are issued 

immediately after the vaccination, and digital copies are delivered by e-mail.  This system 

integrates hundreds primary health care centers, national institute of public health, 24 

territorial institutes, Central Registry of Compulsory Social Insurance and the Ministry of 

Health, facilitating information sharing, interoperability and governance.   Information 

System is capable of supporting and tracking distribution, administration, and other 

necessary data, since the safety, control and visibility, as well as traceability of vaccines 

have to be ensured.   In Serbia citizens are provided with an opportunity to decide whether 

they want to receive the COVID-19 vaccine, as well as to pick and choose the vaccine they 

want to receive among multiple vaccines approved by Medicines and Medical Devices 

Agency of Serbia . Administering vaccines represents a massive logistical challenge, since 

different vaccines require different conditions (e.g. some require ultra-cold storage), and all 

the vaccines require two doses spaced several weeks apart. Thus a precise coordination 

across government levels and many different stakeholders is necessary. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Digital Government Blueprint 

https://www.smartnation.gov.sg/why-Smart-Nation/pillars-of-smart-nation 

 

The project is under Government Technology Agency in Singapore. 

The Digital Government Blueprint (DGB) sets out a vision of “digital to the core” and 

“serving with a heart” and there is a set of 15 public Key Performance Indicators that are to 

be achieved by end-2023. The DGB was first published in June 2018 and was refreshed in 

Dec 2020 to take into account more ambitious digitalisation initiatives and targets (e.g. 

defining the metrics of what it means to be digital to the core, a new target for 70% of 

eligible government systems to shift to commercial cloud, revising the target time to data-

share across agencies from 10 days to no more than 7 working days).  In the DGB, there are 

two targets aimed at achieving 75% to 80% citizen and business satisfaction levels with 

government digital services. We have made some progress. Between 2018 and 2019, the 

score for citizen satisfaction rose from 78% to 86%, while the score for business 

satisfaction rose from 69% to 77%. To drive digital transactions, we have also set a target 

on digital end-to-end  transactions to be between 90-95% of citizen and business-facing 

transactions with the government. As of end-2019, we have achieved 94%.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG11. 



 

 

 

The electronic management of correspondence system (in French Gestion 

Electronique des Correspondances) 

https://mtctd.elissagov.tn 

 

The project is under Ministère des technologies de la communication  in Tunisia. 

As part of its national strategic plan Digital Tunisia, Tunisia developed an electronic 



management of correspondence system (GEC ELISSA) to dematerialize all inter and intra-

departmental exchanges.   The GEC ELISSA system facilitates automation and easy 

management of administrative correspondences, tracks all the incoming and outgoing 

administrative correspondence and makes them available to all recipient according to their 

roles and access.    GEC ELISSA helps Tunisian administrations save time and effort spent on 

managing numerous correspondence from multiple parties, while enhancing their quality of 

service and improving overall productivity.     Main benefits of GEC ELISSA include:  - 

Ensuring accurate, fast and trustworthy communication between entities.  - Enhancing 

employee performance and reducing time spent on preparing, processing and responding to 

correspondences.  - Reducing costs of storage and efficiently managing correspondences.     

GEC ELISSA is accessible through a National Integrated Network of Administration (Réseau 

National Intégré des Administrations, RNIA, a secured private network.    GEC ELISSA is 

deployed across 24 ministries, the parliament and the presidency of the republic.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

artificial intelligence justice system 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nimet-vural-9689b465/ 

 

The project is under not available  in Turkey. 

it is a reorganization of the justice system for a fairer, more transparent and more trusting 

world,along with growing injustices and insecurities in the world. This project is fully 

committed to replacing the existing justice system by using the artificial intelligence system 

and replacing it with a fairer, more transparent mechanism. it aims to create a fairer and 

more transparent state system together with developing artificial intelligence technology. 

AI is now being used in situations that previously required human judgement, and its 

proposed solutions are making many people uncomfortable. For example, artificial 

intelligence has already made its way into the justice system. An AI was tasked to calculate 

the likelihood of an inmate violating his parole conditions, then given all available data on 

500,000 parolees. The AI was responsible for calculating the relative risk of each inmate 

violating probation. This meant that the artificial intelligence program decides the relative 

weights that should be placed on dozens of different variables, then produces an algorithm 

that simply spits out a number. This is simply a more mathematically sound alternative to 

the parole system. Instead of a human being deciding how likely a person is to reoffend 

based on limited information, an AI can draw on hundreds of thousands of cases to back up 

its decision. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

Dubai Paperless Strategy  

https://www.smartdubai.ae/initiatives/paperless 



 

The project is under Smart Dubai in United Arab Emirates. 

Dubai is amongst the world’s leading smart cities in its adoption of emerging technologies 

such as Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence, etc. and also in pioneering innovative smart city 

projects. Today, Dubai Government aims to surpass the global smart city movement by 

transforming into the first fully paperless Government by 2021.  The Dubai Paperless 

Strategy was introduced to enhance the lives of the citizens and visitors of Dubai by 

facilitating the interactions with the government and making them as seamless and 

accessible.   The Dubai Paperless Strategy is designed to solve the following main 

challenges:  (1) Government services offered might be efficient and optimized, however, 

they are disconnected.   (2) The need to visit customer service centers and wait in queues to 

get a service done takes away time from the everyday lives of citizens unnecessarily.   (3) In 

many cases, there are frictions with applying to government services due to inefficiencies 

resulting from using paper as part of the process or in the back office of government entities 

leading to exaggerated times of delivery of service  (4) There more than a 124 government 

service app provided by the government entities of Dubai today.   (5) There are 

environmental repercussions that result from using 1 Billion papers annually.   Due to the 

above challenges, H.H Sheikh Hamdan, Crown Prince of Dubai and Chairman of the Dubai 

Executive Council, has issued a clear mandate for The Government of Dubai by decreeing 

“After 2021, no employee or customer of the Government of Dubai will need to print any 

paper document”. A well-crafted strategy has been developed consisting of a prudently 

designed and phased implementation roadmap through extensive consultation and 

engagement with the stakeholders.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 6, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

The United Arab Emirates Telecommunications Regulatory Authority Initiatives in 

response to COVID-19 

https://www.tra.gov.ae/en/about-tra/tra-initiatives-in-response-to-covid-19.aspx 

 

The project is under Telecommunications Regulatory Authority in United Arab 

Emirates. 

"In the context of its role in supporting the government's precautionary efforts during 

COVID-19, the TRA launched several initiatives to enhance the ICT sector and ensure the 

safety of citizens, residents and visitors on the UAE territory.    - Education and Business 

Continuity:  • Free Internet Data via Mobile phone to enable Distant Learning and the 

provision of 14.000 students in public schools with tablets by TRA’s ICT fund     In 

coordination between the Ministry of Education in the UAE and the Telecommunications 

Regulatory Authority (TRA), service providers in the UAE were instructed to provide a 

package of data needed to access the distance learning feature for families without home 

internet, free of charge.     - Healthcare:  • Supporting the provision of remote healthcare 

services  In coordination between the Ministry of Health in the UAE and the 



Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA), service providers in the UAE were 

instructed to allow access tele-medicine apps freely without counting against their usage 

quotas and packages.    - Customer welfare:  • Online training:    In order to make the best of 

people’s time at home, the TRA provides interactive, free of charge online training through 

its “TRA Academy” by the Center of Digital Innovation at TRA on trending topics of business, 

technology and soft skills around the clock."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

 

FANR Guidance during COVID-19 

https://www.fanr.gov.ae/en/services/others/fanr-guidance-during-covid-19 

 

The project is under Federal Authority for Nuclear Regulation in United Arab Emirates. 

"Project  aims at providing following guidance to FANR Licensee during COVID-19 and 

maintain the full scope of its regulatory responsibilities and functions  1. Guidelines on 

Radiation Protection, Safeguards, and Nuclear Safety   2. Advice on the Use Of Mobile 

Medical X-Ray Equipment Outside Licensed Facilities  3. Provide response to Modify 

Conduct Of Regulated Activity Due to Covid-19 Impact."                                                                                                                                

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG7. 

 

 

Federal eNOC Platform 

https://enoc.moid.gov.ae 

 

The project is under Ministry of Energy & Infrastructure in United Arab Emirates. 

The Federal eNOC Platform is the first national digital project in the UAE developed to unify 

and simplify the process of issuing NOCs (Clearance Certificates) for buildings and 

Infrastructure Projects and manage NOCs for construction projects by digitizing all 

processes and procedures and connecting all related entities to work under a unified 

federal system. It was officially launched in September 2019.     The federal eNOC portal is 

Winner Project of Seamless Award for the best digital government experience in 2020.    It 



was implemented by the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure in just 100 calendar days 

under the supervision of Government Accelerators Office, which is affiliated to Prime 

Minister's Office in UAE.  The main purpose of this project is to have a centralized system 

that connects the government agencies in the UAE that own the utility and infrastructure 

assets in the country and make it easier and faster for users to access and use all the NOCs 

service of the government agencies through a single platform.  This project was 

implemented through a partnership with 43 members representing 27 government 

agencies from across the UAE.    Prior to the implementation of the federal eNoc platform, 

the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure faced a challenge in the execution of construction 

and  infrastructure projects, namely the delay in project completion due to the delay in 

issuing no-objection certificates, which must be obtained from the relevant government 

agencies in the country during all phases of the project (planning, design, execution). 

Therefore, the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure has implemented this transformative 

and strategic project at the national level with the aim of reducing the time required to issue 

clearance certificates for construction projects to a maximum of 14 working days, whereas 

previously it took several months to obtain a clearance certificate. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9. 

 

 

MPDA LENS 

https://www.am.gov.ae/ 

 

The project is under Ajman Municipality and Planning Department in United Arab 

Emirates. 

Since its inception under the Act (1) for the year 1968 Ajman Municipality & Planning 

Department is a key player in the development of the emirate of Ajman.  As the digital 

market evolved AMPD has repositioned its portfolio of IT service offerings over the years to 

focus on smart digitally transformed e-services that deliver value to the user and meet the 

ever-changing social and society requirements of the citizens and residents of the emirate.   

Today our services offered to the public are fully digitally transformed, automated and 

integrated with our strategic partners whether private sector, federal or government 

organizations within UAE.  Launched in 2020 our MPDA  LENS also called “RASSED” is   a 

smart camera implemented with Artificial Intelligence  and Machine Learning Technologies 

that are accessed by the public through the MPDA mobile application. Using the smart lens 

features citizens and residents of the emirate can immediately raise their complaints and 

suggestions and service requests to the concerned department authorities just by capturing 

and uploading images and video footages of various objects, violations, issues and concerns.  

Using the built in AI and ML technologies the LENS automatically detects and identifies the 

image or footage that is captured and offers the user the best fit category of choice whether 

it is a service, complaint or suggestion and sends it to the concerned department for 

immediate action and resolution without visiting any of our customer service centers and 

service channels.   



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 5, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11, SDG12. 

 

 

 

MOI Positive Customer Application 

https://pcust.moi.gov.ae/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Interior in United Arab Emirates. 

A Positive Customer is a project that has been launched by the Ministry of Interior UAE 

aiming to evaluate and measure the quality of the service provided by various services 

centers and channels.  Through this project it enables Public users to submit their feedback 

as customer voices regarding the various services channels on the Ministry of Interior.  It 

also includes a comprehensive admin panel for MOI admin to process the received feedback 

and take an action on it.  The Positive Customer Application enhance the life quality for all 

society segments by analyzing the services cycle which provided by MOI, the enhancement 

of quality life comes by providing the needs and requirements of customers which make 

their life much better. In order to enhance the happiness of customer the government need 

to go through the smallest details to make sure that all services provided in a perfect way. 

However, the MOI gives the customer an opportunity to share their experience about the 

provided services through different channel, this opportunity created through Positive 

customer App. This will enhance the trust between customer and MOI by considering their 

participating the basics for developing the provided service quality.    #Mobile App:      # 

Android : https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=moi.smartvolunteer.ae     # iOS:  

https://apps.apple.com/ae/app/positive-customer/id1519722825    #Backend Portal:   

https://pcust.moi.gov.ae/      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, GOV, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11, SDG16. 



 

 

E Marriage service  

https://www.moj.gov.ae/ar/services/esystems/defaultaspx.aspx 

 

The project is under ministry orf justice in United Arab Emirates. 

The E Marriage Service is an Easy to use electronic system available on the internet and 

mobile application. It allows all residents in the UAE to get married through finalizing all 

required procedures online without actual presence and signature, through signing the 

contract using visual communication programs and authenticated online signature which 

provided great flexibilities for all parties involved to attend regardless of their geographical 

locations in or even outside the country while respecting the privacy of the data and 

information available of the spouses  The final outcome would be a copy of the marriage 

contract sent by e-mail or system 5 minutes after the videoconference is over   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG16. 

 

 

(eDirham Transformation) 

https://www.edirham.ae/en/Home 

 

The project is under Ministry of Finance in United Arab Emirates. 

Involved a strategic move from a “Single Issuer, Single Acquirer  Business model to a “Multi-

Issuer, Multi Acquirer” Business Model, was launched in responsive to the rapidly changing 

market:   Ref: Exhibit B Strategy  1. Defend current leadership in the Federal Government 

payment space   o Enhance current offering for Federal government e-Collections to make it 

more attractive for acquired entities and end customers   o Target mobile users by 

developing mobile solutions for both Apple and Android   o Re-define partnership model 

potentially transitioning to multibank acquiring model   o VAT e-Collection   2. Consolidate 

fragmented Government-related payment landscape in the UAE   o Secure e-Dirham as 

payment option for Local Governments   o Target Government Related Entities' retail 

plays3, an adjacent area to e-Dirham expertise (e.g., transport related payments, utility 

payments)   o Explore P2P and micropayment space   The third generation of eDirham went 

live in Production in September 2020 from 3 data centres in UAE with more than 40 

merchants and 4 acquiring banks. The payments eco-system has been designed for 

99.999% availability and capable of 50 TPS.  In June 2020, UAE Cabinet declared decree to 

create a separate payments company (Al Etihad Digital Payments ),separate legal entity as a 

Retail (Payment Service Provider)& Establish Inter-global partnerships with other payment 

networks  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 5, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG17. 

 

 



TAMM 

https://www.tamm.abudhabi/en 

 

The project is under ABU DHABI DIGITAL AUTHORITY in United Arab Emirates. 

TAMM App; One of Abu Dhabi Strategic Initiatives “GHADAN 2021” Aims to Digitized all Abu 

Dhabi government services to A unified mobile app and portal for Abu Dhabi government 

and integrate all Abu Dhabi government services to be available through them and Elevate 

customer experience through reducing hassle related to searching for government services 

in different channels, improve convenience through offering all services in their native form 

on a unified mobile application and offer a consistent experience across government 

services and ensure the following initiatives:  Migrate all Abu Dhabi government services to 

the one-stop-shop of Abu Dhabi government services  and ensure the delivery of the 

services in < 6 minutes to all Customers.  Integrating a series of government services in 

streamlined customer journeys and offering them to customers on TAMM unified digital 

channels.  Launch of a new unified customer relationship management (CRM) platform to 

serve all Abu Dhabi customers and government entities. The CRM is built on latest 

innovative technologies and will help in improving the management of customer 

experience.  Develop and launch a policy to ensure that customers only share their 

information once with the government. For all subsequent interactions, government entities 

will reuse the information previously submitted. The "Share Once" policy is one of the key 

enablers of government digital transformations.  Establishing a comprehensive work 

system to enable governmental entities in Abu Dhabi to digitally exchange government 

documents of individuals and companies through safe and secure channels by transforming 

these paper documents into digital data, making it the first-of-its-kind project in the region.  

Providing secure and standardized methods of digital payment for all government services 

across different channels, representing a further step toward digital sustainability. Through 

“Abu Dhabi Pay” customers will benefit from multiple safe payment options, one-time 

payments for multi-party services. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

My RTA 

https://apps.apple.com/ae/app/my-rta/id1373202671 

 

The project is under road and transport authority in United Arab Emirates. 

In line with Dubai Government Paperless strategy, (MyRTA) app is developed to be the 

main application for RTA employees.  There are around 8949 RTA employees who are 

benefiting from the App, it allows RTA employees to perform many tasks related to their 

daily activities without being tight to the office. It saves time and effort domain. it includes a 

variety of services most used by employees as it includes more than 24 services and 

features, and the most important services and features are:  o The virtual assistant service, 

as this service allows specialized dialogues with employees about their inquiries regarding 



technical questions (chatbot)  o Time and attendance services: Fingerprint feature entry 

and exit with the ability to locate the employee from home or work, which contributed to 

the happiness of employees, facilitating and simplifying procedures and improving 

performance.  o Approval service for any requests is available to all managers  o  Employees 

can view the available offers to them  o Employees volunteering service.  o Employees 

submitting suggestions service.  o Happiness initiative.  o Push notification and viewing 

news and event.    The usage and deployment of MyRTA app seek to create benefits in all 

aspects of RTA employee daily life. MyRTA app is potentially important in government 

operations and services, protection of environment and management of natural resources, 

disaster prevention. MyRTA app contribute to sustainable production and consumption 

patterns and reduce traditional barriers, providing an opportunity for all to access in a more 

equitable manner. MyRTA app is user-friendly, accessible to all, affordable, adapted to local 

needs in languages and cultures, and support sustainable development.  In addition, MyRTA 

app easily-accessible and affordable.    MyRTA app  link to the following RTA goals:  • Asset 

sustainability    • Smart Dubai 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG17. 

 

 

ELECTRONIC NO OBJECTION CERTIFICTAE 

https://noc.rta.ae/ 

 

The project is under road and transport authority in United Arab Emirates. 

The eNOC (electronic No Objection Certificate) system provides an electronic certificate for 

processing NOCs related to activities to be carried out within Roads Right of Way (ROW) to 

ensure safety for Dubai city infrastructure.  The system used by contractors and their 

representatives to gather information, obtain NOC, or final clearances from the various 

stakeholders which are   9 service providers entities:  • Dubai electricity and water 

authority   • Emirates Integrated Telecommunications Company  • Dubai Municipality   • 

EMPOWER - Emirates Central Cooling Systems Corporation  • Etihad Rail  • Etisalat - 

Emirates Telecommunications Corporation,  • G.H.Q Armed Forces  • Dubai Supply 

Authority   The eNOC System users are more than 8000 users as customer and more than 

480 users as processors.    The system to   • Integrated Dubai  • Asset sustainability    • 

Smart Dubai  A global benchmarking (attached the result) has been done with the same field 

and  shows the benefit of the system in reducing the time which lead to reduce effort and 

cost, and also increase customer satisfaction and quality of life in Dubai City.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG11. 

 

 

 

 



Smart Services Platform 

https://ssp.moi.gov.ae/SSP/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Interior in United Arab Emirates. 

The Ministry of Interior has used many smart solutions to implement the precautionary 

measures for COVID-19, track it, and control its spread. Among the most prominent of these 

smart solutions is the system of infected people and contacts. The system allows the 

registration of infected persons and those in contact with cases infected with the Covid-19 

virus within the work environment at the Ministry of Interior, and it also provides detailed 

reports for those infected and contacts, including:    1- The number of injuries and current 

recovery according to management or leadership.  2- Information of the injured: name, 

rank, department to which it belongs, date of start and end of stone, location of quarantine 

or presence of case, result of the examination.  3- The number of contacts, and those in 

contact with two contacts, whether the injured belongs to the Ministry of Interior or 

someone outside the ministry.  ４- Immediate follow-up of cases and provide a medical 

history of the case  5-Alert the data-entry operator after the quarantine period has expired 

to perform a specific action (such as communicating with the injured person for a re-

examination, for example)  6- Linking each infected person to a group of contacts whose 

data are recorded to facilitate their identification and reference to them as needed.    The 

system reports also allow officials to take the necessary decisions and precautionary 

measures to control the spread of Covid-19, such as providing the ability to work remotely 

for some groups or sectors in which widespread cases have been recorded.    The service is 

available on the Ministry of Interior's smart services platform on the ministry’s internal 

network or via the Internet. This enables users to have it available 24/7.  In brief, the 

system used to list the employees who are infected by Covid 19 Virus in order to help the 

administrators to deal with these cases and provide a clear picture about the situation of 

the employees from this pandemic perspective.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9, SDG11, SDG13. 

 

 

 



e-Zawaj System 

https://unifiedgate.moj.gov.ae/unifiedGate/Login.aspx?param=ToutNVDadQeZzz9Wgmwi

%2fptbA1lwAr74tovz0TcgkVA%3d 

 

The project is under Ministry of justice in United Arab Emirates. 

an integrated smart system, which has been applied at the level of all federal Sharia courts 

in UAE, which the procedures for marriage contracts are carried out in all its stages. It also 

allows the client to submit a marriage contract application electronically, book an 

appointment, reserve an marriage officiant , pay fees electronically, and the an marriage 

officiant can Complete  the marriage contract through smart tablets without the need for 

paperwork or records, and it also provides all the information that the system user needs to 

obtain the service as the workflow steps have been 100% automated, and the customer can 

submit the request at any time and from anywhere Without the need to go to court, the 

system was linked with the Community Development Authority and with the Ministry of 

Health to verify the results of the examination for those intending to get married, During the 

year 2020, (4557) electronic applications were completed, Which contributed to reducing 

the use of printing and papers, fuel consumption and transportation during the customer's 

trip to the court to obtain service in the paper way. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, GOV. 

The project is relevant to SDG15, SDG16. 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C7: eHealth 
 

iMED: Ubiquitous healthcare platform for chronic patients 

http://imed.innodev.dz/ 

 

The project is under Innodev in Algeria. 

Chronic diseases represent a major threat to individuals and communities, as they are the 

most common diseases and causes of death in the industrial world as well as in the 

developing countries. New infections increase with chronic diseases annually, and the 

resulting terror increases due to the high number of deaths resulting from it. Our Android 

application called iMED, has a purpose to improve human’s life in general and the chronic 

patients especially by providing a medical platform that helps them to predict and detect 

diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. For our first phase (Heart diseases), we used deep 

learning under python to create a classification model, for the learning of this model we 

used the MIT-BIH database of PhysioNet. The accuracy of the model is 97.7%. In the 

Diabetic Prevision, The accuracy for PIMA Indians Diabetes Database is 79,89%. Moreover, 

since creating a good relationship between the doctor and the patient is the first step in 

trusting the diagnosis and treatment that the latter is looking for, a smooth communication 

method has been added between them through text messages, phone calls and video calls. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

SiMED - accessible medical information  

http://simax.media 

 

The project is under Sign Time in Austria. 

LookApp is thus increasingly developing into a tool that enables deaf people to quickly and 

independently make texts more readable, which in turn enables companies and 

organizations to make their text content accessible. It is therefore a perfect complement to 

existing offers of complete translation of texts in sign language.  Customer benefits and 

target group:  Benefit for the target group of deaf people: Deaf people have better access to 

information that cannot be translated into sign language due to time or resource 

constraints.  Benefit for our customers: Customers who provide large amounts of 

information or whose communication is frequently updated cannot have all of their content 

translated into sign language for time and economic reasons. LookApp is intended to offer a 

compromise solution between "completely barrier-free" and "not barrier-free at all".  

Customers are offered hybrid solutions. In addition to the - often obligatory - summaries of 

the website's information in sign language, LookApp is also to be implemented for the 

remaining content. LookApp is characterized above all by the low financial and 

organizational effort for customers. Relatively high effects can be achieved with very little 



investment of resources. This means that at least the first step towards accessibility can also 

be achieved by smaller companies and organizations.  Innovation:   There are only a few 

companies in Europe that deal with the translation of texts into sign language. We are the 

only ones who use a 3D animated avatar system. Using 3D animations as building blocks for 

translations has the advantage that the animations can be reused. The sign language 

lexicons that are used in the project in question are a by-product of our productions. Like 

our competitors who produce with natural persons in the film studio, our primary goal is to 

translate texts into sign language and thus make them accessible to deaf people.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

TACTILE Project 

http://mytactile.eu/project/ 

 

The project is under MyTactile in Austria. 

Elderly people are frequently affected by a decline of mental and physical abilities, which 

results in anxiety, frailty and reclusiveness. Often, they live alone, spatially separated from 

their families or friends, unable to meet them on a regular basis. The risk of developing 

dementia grows with declining mental and physical abilities. Previous studies show that the 

combination of cognitive and physical training has a positive effect on preventing dementia. 

The TACTILE (Preventing Dementia and Social Exclusion with Mixed Reality Technology) 

project addresses these challenges by providing a mixed reality (MR) system.    A novel 

mixed reality (MR) system is used to play real board games with a remote partner. 

Moreover, a virtual avatar guides the user through physical training exercises. The training 

exercises can be adapted to the individual user needs and physical restrictions of the users. 

During development end-users are constantly providing feedback via end-user workshops. 

The final system will be tested in field trials in Austria and the Netherlands.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

BeAware Bahrain 

https://healthalert.gov.bh/en/category/beaware-bahrain-app 

 

The project is under Information & eGovernment Authority in Bahrain. 

BeAware is a smart mobile application that uses the artificial intelligence (AI) to minimize 

the spread of the covid19 within the kingdom, the have is directly impacting the society by 

providing the necessary notifications for the users whenever they come across a positive 

case in less than 24 hours. The BeAware app contains a group of useful services that are 

very beneficiary for the different stakeholders below some of the key services:  1. 

Registration for Coronavirus Vaccine  2. Coronavirus Vaccination Certificate  3. Payment for 

Arrival Test (Arrivals to Bahrain)  4. Coronavirus Test Result   5. Coronavirus PCR Test 



Certificate   6. Home isolation services:  o Daily Symptoms Report   o Daily photo upload   7. 

Covid19 statistics (Local and internationally)  8. Contact Tracking Service 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

DGDA DRUG VERIFICATION 

http://103.48.16.179/ 

 

The project is under Directorate General of Drug Administration in Bangladesh. 

"What ?    The **DGDA Drug Verification** apps is a free web/smart phone based app for 

reporting suspected adverse drug reactions, Authenticating Medicines Purchased with Price 

, Submission of Complaints (regarding Medicines Availability, overpricing, suspicious info 

on SF etc.) to National Competent Authorities i.e. DGDA (www.dgda.gov.bd)  1. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dgda.adr    2. http://103.48.16.179/    

3. https://www.thedailystar.net/backpage/news/just-tap-away-1712506    4. 

https://ideabank.gov.bd/projects/45    5. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmZytbbybGI&t=3s    Why use the app?  • Quick and 

easy to report adverse effects, complaints  • Instant access to medicines Price info  • Instant 

Authentication of Purchased Medicines ( PUSH-PULL SMS to 333 and Online Both)  Help 

make medicines safer for all  • It’s free!  key features of this application:  Identifying SF / 

Authenticating drug Complain about over pricing of drugs Complain about medicine  

Adverse Drug Reaction Reporting*"    Web based and smartphone apps along with feature 

phone enabled system ( PUSH-PULL SMS )     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



Health Care Services for the people who have seen tigers but never seen a doctor 

https://www.mworldbd.com 

 

The project is under M World in Bangladesh. 

Shyamnagar subdistrict of Satkhira district under Khulna Division of Bangladesh which is in 

the southwest coast of Bangladesh. This is one of the remotest area of Bangladesh. 

Shyamnagar is part of Sundarban, world largest mangrove forest. This area is prone to 

different disasters like cyclone, flooding, drought etc.     M-World a private organization and 

unlike other business organizations possesses a blend of philanthropic and business 

mechanism. M-World utilizes power of technology and information dissemination. 

Considering the overall situation and with a view to provide service to these people in real 

need M-World communicated with NGF – a national NGO working in this area with funding 

from different organizations including PKSF.    Objectives  1. Ensure quality health care for 

the socially, economically and geographically vulnerable communities  2. Organize 

education session on health and nutrition using digital technologies.    Modality:    

Paramedic along with the field workers identifies and registers the patients . Paramedic also 

takes history of the patient. As the patient gathers – doctor initiates a discussion session 

which is moderated by paramedic. Doctor appears through the screen using internet and 

discussion starts.    Then the third session starts where a nutrition promoter initiates 

nutrition session again with the patients. Audio-visual materials ( local song, short drama, 

celebrity engagement, quiz etc) are used to generate health education sessions.     During 

the treatment session these sessions are reinforced and doctor organizes assisted 

telemedicine services with the help of paramedics.     Results- Total 18270 women and girls 

received treatment and participated in health education sessions. A qualitative study finds 

that women are more aware about the health and nutrition issues and getting regular 

treatment . 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

TraumaLink 

http://www.traumalink.net 

 

The project is under TraumaLink in Bangladesh. 

TraumaLink is a volunteer-based network of first responders for traffic injury victims. The 

service utilizes an emergency hotline number and 24/7 call center with local first 

responders trained in basic trauma first aid and provided with essential medical supplies. 

Nearby volunteers are rapidly dispatched to crash scenes through mobile phone text 

message notifications automatically generated by our custom designed call center graphic 

user interface. The training curriculum was designed to teach simple but life-saving skills 

that can be learned and performed by people with any level of education and no prior 

medical background.    As of the end of 2020, we had 611 volunteers (553 men and 58 

women) covering a total of 150 km on three national highways and had treated 3,203 



patients, involved in 1,588 crashes, free of charge and with a 100% response rate. In 88% of 

cases first responders were at the incident scene in 5 minutes or less and 76% of all victims 

transported to the hospital arrived there within 30 minutes of the crash. Cost effectiveness 

was estimated at $1,095 per death averted.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

COVID 19 SCHOOL DIGITAL REGISTER 

http://www.uasf.org.bw 

 

The project is under Universal Access Service Fund in Botswana. 

Our core activities are to reduce queue times, enforce social distancing within our schools 

and avail instant data to local clinics. SHE officers and teachers team up to screen students 

temperatures.    "1. Web based technology   2. Offline Technology  These technological 

approaches are meant to increase usage and coverage of all our regional schools.The 

hardware tools in use are laptops and tablets."                                                                                                                              

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Protege BR 

https://protegebr.org/ 

 

The project is under Olabi.Org in Brazil. 

"We built a digital platform that organizes information related to the decentralized 

production of resources for hospitals during the Covid-19 pandemic and connects the 

necessary stakeholders to make donations of medical supplies viable: producers 

(makers/designers/players from industry/universities), hospitals, volunteers who help 

logistics, material producers, possible local donors.     The platform collects demands from 

hospitals and connects them with local makers who can help, highlighting active initiatives 

and also hospital protocols."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

Genecoin e-health 

https://www.genecoin.co/covid19 

 

The project is under Genecoin Brazil in Brazil. 

"Genecoin is a tech startup developing blockchain based solutions to maximize social and 

environmental sustainability of biodiversity supply chains.   As response to the pandemic, 



we adapted our biodiversity projects so we could further develop them virtually and we 

created an e-health project to help fight the disease. For the e-health project, we have 

partnered with the biotech startup Bio Bureau, who is developing technology for massive 

COVID-19 testing, and the Brazilian research center in telecommunication, CPqD. The goal 

of the partnership is to develop a blockchain application to safely store COVID-19 test 

results, guaranteeing both confidence in the information for all stakeholders and ownership 

and privacy for the patients.   We foresee that the platform could later be used as an 

immunity passport, allowing people return from isolation without endangering others and 

enabling the resume of some social and economic activities that would benefit all."  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

Virtual Nurse platform 

https://360medlink.com/digital-health-platforms/ 

 

The project is under 360Medlink in Canada. 

TAVIERX is a flexible coaching platform to deliver clinically-validated digital health 

interventions with a human touch. It  educates patients in their native language and 

preferred ethnicity to solidify learning and support culturally sensitive patient 

empowerment; it improves the self-management of chronic conditions with data-driven 

coaching; it also integrates psychosocial outcome metrics and address social determinants 

of health to improve patient activation. The customizable and modular platform designed 

with patients to meet the diverse needs of different populations. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

China Unicom epidemic prevention and control big data platform 

http://www.chinaunicom.com 

 

The project is under China Unicom Network Technology Research Institute in China. 

In the early stage of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak, China Unicom adopted 

various schemes to support the prevention and control of the outbreak. Based on the 

analysis of telecommunications big data, China Unicom provides users with the service of 

"inquiry of places visited within 14 days" to help relevant departments improve the 

efficiency of itinerary inspection of mobile personnel.In addition, By analysis of operator big 

data, we can obtain the complete location information of users reported by communication 

base stations from countries, provinces, and cities to scenes, streets, and buildings.Based on 

this data resources and technology, China Unicom launches an epidemic prevention and 

control big data platform combined with SEIR Infectious disease model, establishing an 

epidemic prevention security rating evaluation model to evaluate the epidemic prevention 

security rating of various areas of the city. The platform provides strong support for the 



government in terms of epidemic situation research and judgment, precise epidemic 

prevention and control and resumption of work under the resume.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG16. 

 

 

Medical Artificial Intelligence Evaluation Public Service Platform 

http://www.caict.ac.cn/ 

 

The project is under China Academy of Information and Communications Technology  

in China. 

The project aims to establish an evaluation system for medical artificial intelligence 

products. Medical artificial intelligence products can assist or replace doctors to complete 

diagnosis, thereby alleviating the problems of uneven distribution of medical resources. 

However the products’ risk level is high. The problems of the product itself may cause 

misdiagnosis and threaten the lives of patients. The project uses big data, cloud computing 

and other technologies to establish an automated test platform to achieve product safety 

and effectiveness testing in a short period of time. The participants submit the algorithms 

through an online portal, after which the algorithms will be run against the undisclosed 

dataset. So far the project has the performance testing capability of 9 products including 

pulmonary nodules auxiliary diagnosis system, ophthalmic fundus disease auxiliary 

diagnosis system and so on. It can evaluate products in terms of function, performance, and 

network security, and the test results are approved by the regulatory authorities. So far 

dozens of products have been tested. The project is promoting the industrial development 

of medical artificial intelligence products.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

China Mobile’s 5G medical care fully assists COVID-19 epidemic prevention and 

control at the frontline 

http://www.10086.cn/index_5074.htm 

 

The project is under China Mobile Communication Group Co.,Ltd in China. 

5G medical provides strong support for the fight against the Covid-19, and new technologies 

strongly empower medical services. China Mobile leveraged its advantages in the cloud and 

network to create more than 20 innovative applications in three major sectors: 

telemedicine, smart hospital, and mobile medical. During the epidemic, China Mobile served 

6,000 medical institutions and supported more than 50,000 remote consultations. It is 

considered to have made outstanding contributions to the global fight against the Covid-19. 

This project has created a 5G remote collaboration system covering many anti-epidemic 

hospitals, providing 5G remote consultation and remote teaching services, and innovatively 

proposed 5G bedside consultation based on mobile medical vehicles in isolation wards. The 



national telemedicine platform created by China Mobile and the China-Japan Friendship 

Hospital has undertaken the task of national remote consultation for critically ill patients 

with Covid-19. Medical robots, Mobile healthcare, and other applications of smart medicine 

make hospital management more efficient, reduce work intensity and risk of 

hospitalization. The epidemic has inspired a number of innovative 5G medical applications, 

which have been effectively verified and will continue to make a strong contribution to the 

global human health development, ensuring a better and healthy life.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

China Unicom epidemic prevention and control big data platform 

http://www.chinaunicom.com 

 

The project is under Unicom Network Technology Research Institute in China. 

In the early stage of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak, China Unicom adopted 

various schemes to support the prevention and control of the outbreak. Based on the 

analysis of telecommunications big data, China Unicom provides users with the service of 

"inquiry of places visited within 14 days" to help relevant departments improve the 

efficiency of itinerary inspection of mobile personnel.In addition, By analysis of operator big 

data, we can obtain the complete location information of users reported by communication 

base stations from countries, provinces, and cities to scenes, streets, and buildings.Based on 

this data resources and technology 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG10, SDG11, SDG12, SDG16. 

 

 

The Internet diagnosis and treatment APP 

https://www.yanhealth.com.cn/ 

 

The project is under Beijing Phoenix Medlink Co.LTD in China. 

Due to physical reasons, people with disabilities are unable to easily go to the hospital for 

medical treatment, and difficult to obtain high-quality medical and nursing services in time. 

Internet diagnosis and treatment is able to help people with disabilities enjoy Access to 

medical services without leaving home. During the COVID-19 epidemic, Beijing Phoenix 

Medlink Technology Co., Ltd. has optimized the medical APP of Beijing Yanhua Hospital for 

barrier-free, so that the visually impaired can use the APP independently with the help of 

screen reading software and complete the whole process of medical treatment.During 

coVID-19,this service has been providing timely help to the visually impaired, The problem 

of visually impaired people having difficulty finding someone to accompany them for 

medical treatment during the epidemic was solved,avoiding the risk of cross-infection 

during offline medical treatment. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 



The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

China Unicom - Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project 

http://www.chinaunicom.com.cn/ 

 

The project is under Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Center of China Unicom in 

China. 

Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project builds on the idea that to encourage the 

adoption of ICTs to improve and extend health care and health information systems to 

remote and underserved areas and vulnerable populations, and to strength and expand ICT-

based initiatives for providing medical and humanitarian assistance in disasters and 

emergencies.    The promises of ultra-high bandwidth, ultra-low latency, and massive 

connections of 5G have the potential to empowers the realm of medicine and can help 

transform how healthcare is delivered. 5G network operation and maintenance (O&M); 

there are, however, complex structural problems and challenges that cannot be addressed 

by traditional O&M methods. Intelligent Network Digital Innovation Project, featuring AI 

power and big data, aims to promote 5G intelligent O&M to help healthcare organizations 

meet the growing demands of digital transformation. Specifically, for people in rural areas, 

where doctors are located several miles away, travelling whilst ill can be challenging and 

time consuming. The challenge of lack of network operation skills in the remote and 

marginalized districts can also be resolved.    In the context of COVID-19, this project 

accelerates the growth of remote medicine. It supported real-time high-quality video for 

thousands national remote consultations and hundreds of international medical analysis 

and diagnosis.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

 



Integrated Mobile Family File System 

https://www.ccss.sa.cr/edus/siff_video.html 

 

The project is under Caja Costarricense del Seguro Social in Costa Rica. 

The Costa Rican Social Security Fund (CCSS.), Had the need to provide the ATAP (Primary 

Care Technical Assistants) with a work tool that would allow them to collect the 

information generated in home visits in an agile, practical and safe, through the 

development and implementation of a solution that includes the use of an application and a 

mobile device, which is used during their visits to the homes, allowing them to keep track of 

the activities carried out during the home visit, consultation of promotional material, 

Capture and update the data of the family file, in order to eliminate the process of 

transcribing information in the system, reduce the number of documents that must be taken 

to visits, improve the quality of the information and optimize the time and number of visits, 

thus strengthening universal health coverage for the population, through comprehensive, 

equitable, timely health services of quality, with environmental responsibility and financial 

sustainability. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Otiom 

https://otiom.com/ 

 

The project is under Otiom A/S in Denmark. 

Otiom targets early identified and diagnosed people with dementia. The estimates from 

WHO are +10 million new cases yearly and global costs, related to dementia >1 $ trillion. In 

2018 there were 50 million people diagnosed dementia and this is expected by 2050 to rise 

up to 132 million people worldwide. Those who will use our solution are the affected 

relatives and healthcare personnel where its estimated to be around to 250 million people 

and by 2050 to rise up to 660 million people worldwide. More than 50% of all people with 

dementia wander and become lost during their condition. The current tools and 

technologies for people with dementia are far from adequate! Otiom prevents persons with 

dementia from getting lost - At the same time, Otiom ensures that if someone wanders, they 

can be found quickly and safely. Otiom offers freedom, allowing people with dementia to 

continue to move about freely without their relatives worrying that they might get lost. The 

Otiom Dementia Project has involved 68 professionals, taking 2 years and had 1 goal! Otiom 

is the result of Denmark’s largest public-private innovation partnership. Otiom is designed 

to promote safety. Otiom is a certified Medical Device Class 1 - MDD designed a as a result of 

hundreds  of conversations and tests with people with dementia, their relatives, doctors and 

caregivers.  The goal was to create a solution that would make it possible for people with  

dementia to move about freely without having to worry that they might get lost. In other 

words: more freedom and less fear and incapacity. The development of Otiom required 

years of work and investment, both from private investors and public authorities, before the 



right technology was developed and the solution could be designed. The Otiom-tag is based 

on Internet of Things (IoT) technology.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

 Parkinson's Aid-Path Finder 

https://walkwithpath.com/ 

 

The project is under Walk with Path in Denmark. 

Many people who live with Parkinson's disease experience difficulties walking. This 

experience is called freezing of gait (FOG) or freezing. Path Finder is a medical device that 

alleviates freezing.    This means that while you might freeze or feel stuck sometimes, you 

have not lost the ability to move. Instead it is simply difficult to start walking. The cue helps 

the brain initiate your movement and so the green laser line can help you to start to walk 

again. Path Finder is designed as a safety net, to give you the confidence to move on your 

own. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

Evelity 

http://evelity.com/en/ 

 

The project is under Okeenea Digital in France. 

The most innovative part of our solution is the ability to guide blind and low users 

effectively with a limited cognitive occupation. We work hard with french blind associations 

in metro of marseille, metro of Lyon, National Institute for blind and low vision 

physiotherapists. We just test and learn a lot since 2 years we a design centric methods. 

Currently we have a permanent panel composed of 12 blind people who are giving 

feedbacks every weeks. One important part for an innovation to be spread is the ability for 

us to make the solutions easy to scale, easy to buy. And that's what we did because we sell 

our solution for a price per square meter all inclusive. So for complex venue operators it's 

really easy to understand.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, HEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 



FACIL'iti 

https://www.facil-iti.com/ 

 

The project is under FACIL'iti in France. 

FACIL'iti has been developed starting from the idea that a website should provide all 

necessary adaptations possible for a person with impairments to see, understand and 

interact. Thus the main pillars around which adaptations have been developed are the 

mobility troubles, vision issues and cognitive disorders aiming to offer a free access to 

internet for all.  Today every person in search of a better browsing comfort or access can 

beneficiate from an improved user experience by simply activating the settings responding 

to his needs. During the last 5 years of R&D necessary to release the final version, the tech 

team has been supported by the main associations of people with disabilities. Their role was 

to constantly validate all adaptations during user testings. At the end of the development 

prior to our first launch on the market 14000 testers approved the solutions. Today the 

R&D continues to bring more adaptations and to provide an improved experience to a 

larger user base. FACIL’iti has received many awards internationally and been included in 

several startup accelerators including the open innovation program French IoT managed by 

La Poste in France among others. FACIL’iti is a patented solution and the brand has been 

registered internationally.  Our R&D is now focusing on cognitive issues such as autism, in 

order to better understand and develop the necessary adaptations we are currently 

collaborating with La Sorbonne University research departments. What we know for sure is 

that we will have a completely new approach to deal with web accessibility for people with 

autistic disorders. The solution we will develop will be user centred like the other 

adaptations  FACIL’iti  has brought to people with vision or motion impairments. This co-

construction has made the success of our current solution.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

mathildr 

https://www.mathildr.com/ 

 

The project is under Guter Unterricht für alle e. V. (Good Teaching for Everybody) in 

Germany. 

The usual mathematics teaching materials use bundles of five to represent quantities. These 

are often not accessible to people with learning difficulties, as a study of almost 1300 people 

with trisomy 21 shows. Nevertheless, they are encouraged to work with these materials. 

They do not learn successfully; the consequences are frustration and less participation. The 

mathildr system is based on the results of a study of the University of Hamburg on 

improving the learning success of people with trisomy 21. The app was developed within 

the context of an educational design research project and is also being further developed on 

an ongoing basis. The structure of the system, the graphic design of the material and the 

user interface were always designed in consultation with people with trisomy 21. Prototype 



tests were carried out and suggestions were implemented. The learning material is 

successfully used in special schools as well as in inclusive education. mathildr is now also 

used abroad (currently mainly in Europe). The app is available internationally in all major 

app stores. Our experience shows that people with trisomy 21, who previously avoided 

mathematics classes, develop a love of learning and improve their mathematical skills. It is 

undisputed that the mastery of cultural techniques allows people to participate in certain 

areas of life that would otherwise be denied to them. The mathildr app is a tool that can 

help to design individual lessons that do justice to neurodiversity and lead to an 

understanding of numbers and mathematics that promotes participation in society.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Munevo Drive 

https://munevo.com/ 

 

The project is under Munevo in Germany. 

Munevo DRIVE is a head control for electric wheelchairs based on Smart glasses. The slight 

movements of the head are detected by the glasses and converted into control signals. 

Simply nodding, you activate the driving, and then you steer your wheelchair with slight 

head movements. In front of the right eye is a head-up display on which you can see the 

menu and the various controls. In addition, the glasses are equipped with a digital camera 

with which you can take pictures. Our munevo adapter can be easily connected to the 

electric wheelchair via plug and play. The movement signals are transmitted via Bluetooth 

from the Smartglass to the adapter. The adapter converts the incoming signals into driving 

signals for the wheelchair. Our software is the core of our product. We have developed a 

code with which the movements are converted into driving signals for the wheelchair. In 

addition, intuitive control through the menu and access to other functions is possible. If you 

need help, you can send an emergency message to your chosen contacts. In the future we 

will be able to locate you via GPS and share your position. With the integrated camera of 

munevo DRIVE, you can capture special moments and share them with friends afterwards. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

HandHelp – Life Care 

https://emergency-worldwide.com/ 

 

The project is under App-Sec-Network UG in Germany. 

Since 2014, we have been offering and developing barrier-free emergency call systems 

especially with and for people with health impairments (e.g. deaf, blind, deaf-blind, aphasic, 

diabetic, people in need of care, etc.).  Our maxim is: The highest good we ALL possess is the 

protection of our health and our lives!  Living together, without fear - never on your own 



again.  In case of an emergency, our applications can transmit the usual 5 W-questions incl. 

photo/sound documentation and emergency passport to the responsible control centers 

police / fire brigade (rescue services) on all existing infrastructures in the control center 

system without a call & local/language knowledge (very suitable also for tourists!) as well 

as inform relatives of the affected person (w/m/d) as first responders about the emergency.  

These emergency call messages are made in an end-to-end encrypted procedure and not via 

a cloud-based solution.  For each emergency call, the user receives a receipt via SMS and 

email.  After placing an emergency call, the user (w/m/d) can also decide whether a video 

call to e.g. a sign language interpreter center or a chat system opens automatically or 

whether the relevant emergency number of the respective country (worldwide) is dialed by 

pressing a button.  In case the user is no longer able to operate our app, we have a mobile 

emergency call button that also enables deaf-blind people to trigger a self-determined 

emergency call by feeling & clicking.  Our emergency button can thus be used worldwide 

from children to senior citizens and can thus be used as a portable guardian angel (see 

online shop).  In addition, we offer our app "HandHelp - Life Care" free of charge for iOS & 

Android users, also with voice output for the blind / visually impaired (Voice Over / Talk 

Back).   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Contactless Camera Enabled Infrared Thermal Scanner 

http://www.bvmengineering.ac.in/ 

 

The project is under Birla VIshwakarma Mahavidhyalaya in India. 

"The contactless infrared thermal scanner is a prototype which is able to scan the body   

temperature of a person and click its picture as well.  With the infrared sensor it will be able 

to identify the body temperature of a   person and as the device is camera enabled the image 

of a person is captured with temperatureannotated. Now here the images will be taken with 

the temperature recorded and will be sent to the servers and so that it will be easier to 

identify the people who've had high temperature.   As in right now because of Covid-19 to 

stop further prevention the people who have high   temperature are needed to be tracked 

down and with the images which they already have it will be easy for the government to 

track down these people."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

HELLO DOCTOR-555 

https://www.compurxinfotech.com/telemedicine.aspx 

 

The project is under COMPURX INFOTECH PVT LTD in India. 

Tehri District in Uttarakhand, INDIA is mountainous region where some of the villages are 



not connected with proper roads even. To improve healthcare we launched Tele-

consultation services on 26-12-2017 in 20 remote villages which were 50-150 Kms. away 

from District Hospital with their Geographical location at 550 meters to 2175 meters from 

sea level. Primary Health centres in these villages were connected to hospital via video-

conferencing with the help of portable Tele-consultation kit weighing 5.5 Kg only. 

Pharmacists record patients’ vitals, ECG, Fetal heart sounds & do certain Lab tests like 

Haemoglobin, Blood sugar & Multipara urine test by using the kit. Patient’s available reports 

are also saved along with their complaints & sent to Doctor in hospital. Doctor after video-

chat with patient send prescription back to pharmacist through the software which stores 

whole record as EMR for future reference. Doctors are connected to AIIMS super speciality 

hospital in RISHIKESH for consultation regarding complicated cases. Programme covers 

100 gram sabhas with about 56900 people & about 12000 people have availed 

consultations till date. During CORONA time software upgradation is done to bookmark 

positive cases for isolation & treatment & their report can be sent to authorities by SMS/E-

mail.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Rehabilitation Clinics for children and Women with Disability 

https://www.key2enable.ae/ 

 

The project is under Ada Lovelace Software Private Limited in India. 

Our product is a powerful tool for several kinds of rehabilitation therapies attended by 

children and women with disabilities such as the consequences of cerebral palsy, spinal 

cord injury, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), strokes, Parkinson's disease, congenital 

malformation, amputations and many others.   It can also Conceived by pedagogies, 

occupational therapists and speech therapists, Simplix is an educational computer software 

platform that makes Key-X even more useful in schools, rehabilitation centers or at home. It 

was created to fulfill the needs of better assisting – and understanding – students and 

patients with motor and/or intellectual disabilities.    Disabled people and families, these 

customers purchase the product in order to empower a person, making way for him or her 

to use computers and mobile devices by him or herself. This gives the person confidence, 

autonomy, privacy and, in many cases, a very powerful new way of communicating with the 

family and other people.    As Artificial Intelligence advances such as predictive text, visual 

recognition and speech-to-text transcription are already showing enormous potential for 

helping people with vision, hearing, cognitive, learning, mobility disabilities – as well as a 

range of mental health. Our educational platform is being remodeled to better understand 

the development of intellectual disabilities.     We will be able to measure how long a person 

stays inside a task by doing that, the platform itself will propose another one. It should be 

more difficult or easier than the last one. As it is a gamified platform, the levels will be 

reached by measuring the knowledge and the performance of the user. Another very 

important thing is: Each user is UNIQUE, and so is his development.    “You educate women, 



you educate a family, You educate a girl, you educate the future”     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG17. 

 

 

 

Bullyid App - Indonesia's first online emotional and legal support for cyber 

harassment & mental health issues. 

https://bullyid.org/ 

 

The project is under Bullyid Indonesia in Indonesia. 

Bullyid Indonesia is a digital initiative to provide emotional and legal support, especially for 

those who got physical, mental and any harassment specifically for women, teenagers and 

children in Indonesia. Due to covid-19, such groups are susceptible to violences especially 

women. Covid-19 situation in Indonesia, especially in urban cities and for several sectors, 

urges the people to work from home (WFH) and school from home (SFH). According to a 

report by the Women National Commission on Human Rights (Komnas HAM Perempuan) 

2020, it indicated that there are over 300% increased cases of online gender abuses from 

January to May 2020.     Bullyid Indonesia has benefitting over 45.000 people since the 

inception of Covid-19 through our online live Chats and free online consultations.     We also 

have been helping individuals through Revenge Porn Help Center, where we help victims to 

take down or remove their unwanted images/videos that are shared online without their 

permission.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Voiceitt 

https://voiceitt.com/ 

 

The project is under Technologies of Voice Interface in Israel. 

For ~1.3% of the world’s population, communicating verbally is not an option as a result of 

medical conditions. These conditions, collectively called dysarthria, result in speech that is 

very difficult to understand.     Technology that provides long-term support while also 

empowering people to take control of their own health is driving a significant shift in the 

traditional healthcare delivery model. This project's results can substantially support long-

term care for people with significant speech and language difficulties by providing them 

with an accessible and clinically-validated tool for communication, and rehabilitation by 

speech and language pathologists at a stage when further recovery can still occur yet access 

to care is severely limited. People with moderate to intellectual disabilities and 

developmental disorders are particularly vulnerable to severe illness and death from 

COVID-19. During a pandemic, people with special needs and elderly may thus have access 

to less support just when they may need it most. Voice-activated devices gaining popularity 

in use by the people with disabilities, both in skilled nursing environments and in the 

community. Successful demonstration of Voiceitt for face to face intervention as well as 

remote rehabilitation for the target population will serve as a model of healthcare service in 

times of pandemics and after, when patients are in greater need of assistive technologies to 

help them communicate and be independent, or when they are discouraged from attending 

hospital-based therapy because of public health concerns.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Mirror HR - epilepsy research kit 

https://www.fightthestroke.org/ 

 

The project is under Fightthestroke in Italy. 

GUIDED BY THE BELIEF THAT ALL CHILDREN SHOULD BE EQUAL AT BIRTH, 

FIGHTTHESTROKE WANTS TO ENSURE A BETTER FUTURE FOR YOUNG STROKE 

SURVIVORS, CHILDREN WITH A DISABILITY OF CEREBRAL PALSY AND THEIR FAMILIES.    

FightTheStroke exists to answer to the need for knowledge and support for families 

impacted by the management of a young stroke survivor and with a disability of Cerebral 

Palsy, to educate to the awareness that children, even those not yet born, can be affected by 

potentially disabling brain damages; to inspire the new generations and encourage research 



and adoption of 'disruptive' therapies.    Because an accident at birth should not dictate the 

future of these children.                                                                MirrorHR – Epilepsy Research Kit 

for Kids, has been developed by and for families with children with cerebral palsy like 

Mario’s parents that are using the new system — a mobile app connected to a wearable 

device that sends alerts when anomalous activity might indicate a seizure — so they no 

longer have to hover over their son. It helps allay the biggest fear that a seizure could lead 

to what is called SUDEP, or sudden unexpected death in epilepsy.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Remote Patient Monitoring System for Gestational Diabetis Mellitus in Pregnant 

Women using AI, Machine Learning and Big Data 

http://agon.bluegatebs.com/rpmsproject 

 

The project is under Agon Data Corporation in Kenya. 

According to WHO, more than 18% of coronavirus deaths in Africa are among patients with 

diabetes. And rates of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) are also increasing rapidly. With 

rise in Covid-19, Africa’s hospitals are strained, congested and depressed with lack of GDM 

screening facilities and diagnosis practices. This leads to inadequate post-partum follow up, 

support and clinical care of GDM resulting to deaths of both the mother and featus.  To solve 

this problem, we have developed a complete Remote Patient Monitoring System (RPMS) for 

Gestational Diabetis Mellitus in Pregnant Women using AI, Machine Learning and Big Data. 

The project aims to reduce the number of visits of pregnant women who suffer from chronic 

diseases with a focus of diabetes, to antenatal and diabetes care units through Remote 

Patient Monitoring (RPM) thus highly reducing number of admissions and hospitalization 

costs while increasing patient care at home.  RPMS includes a mobile app (connected to ease 

data collection, and presenting analytics results to the patients), and a web portal to the 

medical team. Patient data is sent, through secure channels, to the hospital server, where 

medical staff can analyze the data in short term (e.g. some daily trends) and issue 

corresponding notifications. Simultaneously, the data analytical methods for detecting 

trends in patient behavior. The system is also capable of predicting potential out of range 

trends and alerting both doctors and patient.   Results Achieved:  i).  RPM project has been 

approved by Ministry of Health as highly feasible and ranked for pilot ii). Pilote testing has 

been carried in 3 hospitals in Kenya with 95% success iii). The project has been shortlisted 

in three competitive awards waiting pitching. iv). Several partership invitations has been 

done awaiting approval   Impact:  Reduction of GDM and Covid-19 deaths in women globally 

by 18%  &  reduction in cost of treatment and care, improving quality through better patient 

outcomes and improving access to healthcare facilities. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG5, SDG10. 

 

 



Re -use Waste Restoring Health 

http://lastmilemed.org/ 

 

The project is under Last Mile Medicine   in Kenya. 

Disrupting pharmaceutical supply chain by redistributing unused, unexpired medicine that 

would otherwise be destroyed through an online platform matchmaking from health 

facilities, manufacturers & wholesalers with the needs of patients in safety-net                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10, SDG12. 

 

 

Virus Disinfection Atomizer (VDA)  

https://contest.techbriefs.com/2020/entries/medical/10379 

 

The project is under Sunrise innovations Ltd in Kenya. 

The Covid-19 is considered one of the most serious global health threats in decades and has 

grown to impact the entire world. Countries around the world have been taking all 

measures to flatten the curve. But many people are not adhering to protective guidelines by 

WHO such as social distancing, sanitization, etc.  The virus is transmitted through direct 

contact with respiratory droplets of an infected person (generated through coughing and 

sneezing). Individuals can also be infected from and touching surfaces contaminated with 

the virus and touching their face (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth). The COVID-19 virus may survive 

on surfaces for several hours, but simple disinfectants can kill it    My innovation is Virus 

Disinfection Atomizer (VDA). A chlorine compound sprayer, Electrolysis system that uses 

salt + water without adding any other additional chemicals and produces an on-site instant 

fresh but highly active chlorine in the form of 0.1% sodium hypochlorite, to effectively 

disinfect the VIRUS on frequently touched objects and surfaces but yet still remains safe to 

the humans. 10 mins Disinfect All Areas, No Dead Angle, Full Automation, Non-Stimulating, 

Non-Pollution & Non-Corrosive.   Using this product to disinfect the VIRUS on frequently 

touched objects and surfaces. Protect your families, loved ones, people whom you care 

about, protect your friends and colleagues around you. Disinfecting the VIRUS is very 

essential to keep everyone safe.    Application   This solution is needed by All Citizens of any 

race or religion, Every human being and Any living creature on this planet. It should be used 

at Home, school facilities, offices, shopping malls, classrooms, restaurants, hotels, car 

interior, gyms, apartments, warehouses, bars, car parks, retail shops, supermarkets, B&B, 

Club House, and many more.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

Satellite Connectivity to Support the Government of Mexico’s COVID-19 Telemedicine 

Network 

https://www.gob.mx/sct/prensa/telemedicina-satelital-conecta-35-hospitales-publicos-y-



centros-de-salud-en-zonas-urbanas-y-rurales-que-atienden-covid-19 

 

The project is under SES in Luxembourg. 

In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic and shortly after the Presidential Decree adopting 

extraordinary measures to combat the spread of the virus, SES offered free satellite capacity 

to the government of Mexico to support broadband satellite connectivity between 35 public 

hospitals. The Secretariat of Communication and Telecomm de México (the public provider 

of satellite services of the Secretariat of Communications), in coordination with the 

Secretariat of Health worked with SES to quickly launch the satellite-based telemedicine 

service. These 6 months of satellite capacity, provided at no cost to the government of 

Mexico, has enabled real-time telemedicine exchanges between medical and health teams, 

pandemic-related data collection and monitoring of the COVID-19 infection curve. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10. 

 

 

 

Physical Pain Detection System based on Electroencephalogram Signal Analysis  

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9229386 

 

The project is under Multimedia University  in Malaysia. 

Pain is a complex subjective unpleasant experience that can potentially cause tissue 

damage. Its complex nature makes it severely hard to be measured objectively. Hence, the 

main method used, clinically, for assessing pain is self-report; however, it is not possibly 

adopted in a huge number of vulnerable populations or by non-communicative patients 

such as those with disorders of speech and consciousness. Thus, the availability of an 

objective measure of the subjective pain’s perception that complements the self-report pain 

assessments is a great significant demand in several clinical applications. The project 

proposes a novel approach to objectively quantify the subjective perception of pain. We 

integrated signal processing techniques and machine learning principles to learn brain 

signals associated with pain and classify them into one of four pain intensities (no pain, low, 

moderate, and high). We found that the signal processing revealed a direct correlation 



between Alpha frequency band power and the pain intensity, and the classifier could 

achieve an accuracy of 94.83%. This study provides a clue for the betterment of the 

collective scientific understanding of the brain’s activities inflicted by the physical pain and 

helps in building a reliable automated prediction of pain. To serve this purpose, a careful 

experiment protocol has been designed to collect that data and a comprehensive analysis 

was carried out to allow the identification and quantification of the physical perceptive 

pain. A graphical user interface was designed for the system to provide an accessible and 

easy mean to the system’s user.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Upper Limb Virtual Reality Rehabilitation 

http://fet.mmu.edu.my/research/ehealth/ 

 

The project is under Multimedia University in Malaysia. 

An assessment was created from Unreal Engine 4. It utilized the virtual reality technology 

for virtual world immersion and namely Virtual Reality Upper Limb Assessment. There 

were four VR games namely Pick and Place, Mirror Pick and Place, Hit the Ball, and Wall 

Climbing. There were twenty control persons and twenty post-stroke patients from Perkeso 

Rehabilitation Centre who were involved in the upper limb assessment. The users wore VR 

head-mounted display (HMD) and used two handheld controllers to do the assessment. The 

VR upper limb assessment is to evaluate the performance of the user and get feedback from 

the user. Based on the four games, it is expected that the control group can achieve a better 

score compared to the stroke group. The stroke group has better hand movement in the Hit 

the Ball game compared to the other three games. During the VR upper limb assessment, the 

user was asked to attach the biosignal devices, ie. electroencephalogram (EEG), 

electromyographic (EMG), and electrocardiographic (ECG). Three raw biosignals were 

collectively represented as images. They were used to train deep learning models 

(convolutional neural network and long-short term memory) of which the models were 

used to evaluate the condition of a subject. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Development of Virtual Stroke Rehabilitation System Integrated with Patient 

Performance Analyzer System 

http://fet.mmu.edu.my/research/ehealth/ 

 

The project is under Multimedia University Malaysia in Malaysia. 

The development of virtual stroke rehabilitation system that is integrated with patient 

performance analyzer system provides the patient with virtual 3-dimensional (3D) 

rehabilitation environment. The first game application, ‘Cube Stacking’ is designed to offer 



fingers fine motor rehabilitation training. ‘Cube Stacking’ employs a Leap Motion sensor to 

detect the movement of fingers. It requires the patient to stack the cubes in the virtual 

environment. The cubes will be stacked according to size with the largest cubes at the 

bottom and the smallest cubes at the top.     On the other hand, the second game application 

of ‘Bricks Breaker’ utilizes Microsoft Kinect sensor to provide upper limb motor training. 

‘Bricks Breaker' requires the patient to move his upper limb in controlling the paddle 

movement in the game. The paddle movement will be used to bounce the moving ball so 

that it can be reflected to break the bricks at the opposite side. Success in breaking all the 

bricks will proceed the player to the next level.     The virtual stroke rehabilitation system is 

equipped with a machine learning method, namely, recurrent neural networks. It is used to 

closely track the performance of stroke patients when conducting the virtual rehabilitation. 

The patient performance analyzer system that adopts the recurrent neural network method 

can accurately predict the performance of the patient. Therefore, the comparison between 

the predicted result and the actual result can be made. Based on the comparison, the actual 

rehabilitation result of the patient will be analyzed by the system. If the actual result 

obtained by the patient is worse than the predicted result, the patient will be recommended 

with better rehabilitation techniques. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

MySejahtera 

https://mysejahtera.malaysia.gov.my 

 

The project is under MySejahtera in Malaysia. 

Objectives:  - To involve the community in participatory surveillance by empowering the 

people to conduct self assessment.  - To obtain information for early detection and 

intervention of COVID-19.  - Enables Ministry of Health (MOH) to remotely monitor health 

condition and progress of persons at risk and COVID-19 positive patients.  - To serve 

legitimate, real-time & updated COVID-19 information to the public.  - To be a platform for 

enrollment, administration and follow up of COVID-19 vaccination.  - Functions as a digital 

health profile.    MySejahtera (as of 22nd of January 2021):  - Named as Malaysia's national 

mobile application  - Won World Information Technology & Services Alliance (WITSA) 

Global ICT Excellence Award 2020  - Won Reader's Digest Gold Quality Service Award 2020  

- Has 27,182,415 total registrations - which covers more than 75% of Malaysian population.  

- Has 17-22 millions of check-ins daily - serves as a proxy of population movement to assist 

in contact tracing & potential analysis.  - 15% to 35% of new COVID-19 cases daily are 

picked up via contact tracing via MySejahtera check-in data. 4-6% of new COVID-19 cases 

daily are detected via MySejahtera self assessment.  - About 28,000-32,000 COVID-19 cases 

are monitored via MySejahtera daily. About 1200-2200 new COVID-19 cases are being 

enrolled into MySejahtera monitoring system daily. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 



 

 

COVID-19 Emergency Response 

https://covid19.cdmx.gob.mx/ 

 

The project is under Digital Agency for Public Innovation in Mexico. 

Mexico City has developed a thorough strategy consisting of several coordinated actions 

that aim to solve some of the issues derived from the pandemic. The automated screening 

model was launched to provide attention to people that suspected to have coronavirus. 

Users of this service enter their contact information and symptoms, following an automated 

flow of questions. According to their responses, the system formulates a general diagnosis. 

This system allows for better patient monitoring and follow-up care and is available via 

SMS, online, through the city’s official app, and by dialing the city’s call center, Locatel.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

MonitorFCS App and COVID-19MX App 

http://www.americamovil.com 

 

The project is under América Móvil in Mexico. 

"1) MonitorFCS App. Since the start of the pandemic, in América Móvil we have been 

concerned about the health of our coworkers, therefore, as part of the company's actions to 

deal with COVID-19, in collaboration with the Carlos Slim Foundation, we developed the 

MonitorFCS App, in order that our coworkers and their families can carry out daily 

monitoring of their health status and, in case of presenting symptoms related to COVID, 

receive the necessary attention and information.    2) COVID-19MX App. Through our 

subsidiary Telcel in Mexico and in collaboration with two banking institutions, we 

collaborated in the development of the COVID-19MX App, to help the population to generate 

a personal and family self-diagnosis. There is no browsing cost for Telcel users, as well as 

the text messages (SMS) involved in the use of the App. The platform was made available to 

the authorities for their complete management."      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



 

COVID-19 Emergency Response 

https://covid19.cdmx.gob.mx/ 

 

The project is under Digital Agency for Public Innovation in Mexico. 

"Mexico City has developed a thorough strategy consisting of several coordinated actions 

that aim to solve some of the issues derived from the pandemic. The automated screening 

model was launched on March 17th, 2020, to provide attention to people that suspected 

could have coronavirus. Users of this service enter their contact information and symptoms, 

following an automated flow of questions. According to their responses, the system 

formulates a general diagnosis. This system allows for better patient monitoring and follow-

up care in the event symptoms worsen over time and is available via SMS, online, through 

the city’s official app, and by dialing the city’s call center, Locatel.    In addition to this 

service, more than 6,000 medical kits have been delivered to people whose cases have been 

confirmed as coronavirus, to help keep sick patients from leaving their homes. Also, a 

website shows the availability of hospitals beds capable of treating COVID-19 cases patients 

in Mexico City and the metropolitan area. The objective of this tool is to limit the time 

patients needing immediate care spend in transit.    The forms for applying to the 

Unemployment Insurance Program are now available online to people who have lost work 

as a result of the health crisis.    These and other actions taken by the city’s government can 

be consulted in the information site covid19.cdmx.gob.mx."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 



 

OnDoctor App 

https://ondoctor.com.mm/ 

 

The project is under OnDoctor Company Limited  in Myanmar. 

“Basic healthcare should be accessible and affordable to all”      Myanmar, a country that 

emerged from six decades of military government and dictatorship in 2010 faced a myriad 

of challenges in its healthcare system.  Encouragingly it also has 40% of its population 

connected to internet in 2020. A similar percentage of population has Facebook account. 

Year on year growth of 7% is expected for internet connectivity for next 5 years. Using 

teleconsultation and health literacy contents to address basic essential primary healthcare 

has simultaneous advantage for the healthcare providers and the patients.    What can the 

app do?         • OnDoctor Chatroom: Realtime DIM with Doctors:  Users can subscribe to 

daily, weekly and monthly privilege to have unlimited direct instant messaging with doctors 

for costs as low as MMK 120 / day (USD 00.08 /day)      • Stores notes on treatment plans, 

follow-ups, allergies and other clinical notes:  Doctors are able to take simple notes on the 

treatment plan and history of the patients, any follow-up needed and allergies he/she might 

have.            • Premium Chatroom: DIM and Video with Doctors:  Users can appoint doctors 

(specialists) for chat and video for minor consultations without the need to visit them at the 

hospital.        • Articles and Knowledge Center:  Written by doctors (in local language, 

Burmese) and curated by a team of digital media professionals the content is freely 

accessible to anyone who has downloaded the app. Content is clearly divided in categories 

like Women Health, Men Health, Childcare, OB-GYN, etc. Additional information on 

symptoms, medicines and medical terms are also available.      • Multiple payment options:  

In a country where more than 70% of population is unbanked, payment needs to be simple 

and accessible. OnDoctor app allows users to pay the bill through multiple options including 

mobile phone top-ups, mobile payment providers and direct bank transfers. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, HEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 



 

Amakomaya” (Mother’s Love) 

http://www.amakomaya.com 

 

The project is under Yagiten Pvt. Ltd in Nepal (Republic of). 

"A mountainous country Nepal has challenging places in terms of increasing access to health 

information for the pregnant mothers and infant babies.  Since last 8 years “Amakomaya” 

(Mother’s Love) initiative has deployed unique android apps to strengthen the Nepal’s 

health system by empowering both pregnant women and health workers with the 

improvement of access to need-based health information together electronic recording and 

reporting of client data. Till date more than 16,000 pregnant mothers and 25,000 infant 

babies have been tracked and benefited from the application system.   Due to the COVID-19 

pandemic lockdown pregnant mothers are not able to receive Antenatal Care (ANC) and 

babies are not able immunized. To help mother and child maintaining at least 1-meter 

physical distance the project has introduced time-based appointment system for the client 

in local clinic.  Through the app, beneficiaries can reserve their time-based appointment. 

This feature will help to reduce the crowed in health facilities and outreach clinics in urban 

and rural area.  Also the app have direct access to the toll free number 16600100046 with 

the partnership of Midwifery Association of Nepal and Paropakar Maternity and Women’s 

Hospital, Thapathali, Kathmandu." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

ianvs 

https://www.aal-ianvs.eu/ 

 



The project is under magicview in Netherlands. 

The aim of the innovation is to keep elderly people stay longer in their own house. There is 

a strong societal drive in Elderly Care to avoid or postpone admission to costly care 

institutes. This is even more relevant since the COVID-19 pandemic.  To contribute to this 

goal, Partners already engaged in an AAL project “IANVS”. This project proposes so-called 

Comfort, Vitality and Safety services as a layered proposition, yielding “growing 

apartments” that follow the course of life of the elderly customer. Please refer to 

https://youtu.be/FSsvtis5By4. By equipping a serviced residence with such versatile home 

care platform, elderly are encouraged to Self-care or appeal to secondary care takers (family 

and friends) rather than to over-stressed, under-staffed and under-budgeted professional 

care. The common denominator behind all use cases is behavioral prediction, i.e.   observing 

the motion pattern of the resident, analyzing it with deep-learning and predict the 

resident’s intent, thus allowing the habitat to anticipate to the desired settings.  The IANVS 

Comfort service is the foundation of the concept: by integrating the technology in their daily 

life, we make sure the system is up-and-running (and practiced by the end user) the 

moment the life-saving vitality and safety services are required. A first comfort use case is 

lighting, exploiting the addressable RGB LED capabilities in the room. The LED array can be 

divided in segments, each bonded to a certain Asset. Hence the lighting system is virtualized 

and may be software-reconfigured when furniture moves. The one-button remote control 

dims or switches the segment. This way, the user teaches the deep-learning system, so that 

next time there is no user feedback required anymore.  Elderly are often lonely, hence video 

and audio communication is important.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

SignLab 

https://www.signlab.co/ 

 

The project is under SignLab in Norway. 

SignLab is developing an international learning platform for sign languages. The learning  

platform is fully digital and can incorporate new sign languages within weeks. SignLab’s  

sign language lessons can be accessed anywhere, online or offline, by anyone with a  mobile 

phone or computer. For each different language, we partner with local sign  language 

organizations and teachers to develop a curriculum that meets the country's  specific needs. 

The platform’s integrated videos are made for conveying the gestural,  three-dimensional 

nature of each sign, while gamification and timed encouragement  make learning signs fun 

and easy. Once signs have been learnt, the AI in our review  functionality keeps track of 

which signs are about to be forgotten, and designs a learning  session tailored to the 

individual user’s weak spots. This ensures that signs are not only  learnt, but retained over 

time.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 



 

 

Tarassud Platform - Oman 

https://tarassud.moh.gov.om/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Health in Oman. 

Tarassud+ platform is a conglomerate of heterogeneous systems, technologies and channels  

that generate and process data into useful actions, streamlined workflows, visuals of 

intervention, and monitoring impacts in response to outbreaks/pandemic. It integrates all 

levels of public and private healthcare providers, and internal and referral laboratories. 

Public health experts and managers, law enforcement agencies, healthcare workers and 

volunteers, and the public communicate via dedicated web and mobile application systems.  

These systems are integrated with social media, wearables and sensors, security and 

privacy technologies, and machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms. They also 

have early detection alerts on the presence of infective cases within premises. As well as 

providing a geographical map to detect the location of infection or epidemic clusters, to 

facilitate comprehensive quarantining and hospitalization plans.  The epidemic map also 

visually indicates the geographic concentration of quarantined, suspected, confirmed, and 

recovered cases. The disease surveillance team can drill down from national, to regional and 

local, down to individual records to view the timeline of the case, including hospitalization 

history.   The platform utilizes an interface engine, which connects a large number of 

dependent systems.  A flexible RESTful API layer and open protocols like HL7, FHIR to 

power this interface.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



 



AMIR PAKISTAN VENTILATOR 

http://www.comsats.edu.pk/ 

 

The project is under AMIR PAKISTAN VENTILATOR in Pakistan. 

Due to the Novel Coronavirus, the recent global pandemic has resulted in a worldwide 

health emergency by the World Health Organization (WHO). Due to this disease, 1/6 person 

becomes seriously ill. It can develop heavy breathing issues in patients and in serve cases, 

the lungs of the sufferer are damaged ultimately leading to death. Therefore, to reduce this 

issue, ventilators are used to push air into the lungs of the patients, with heat and moisture 

content of the pushed air helps to match the internal environment of the patient’s body.  

Every country around the world including Pakistan is using its resources to provide 

facilities to its nation but there is a shortage of ventilators all over the country due to a large 

number of patients. Our group of engineers has decided to build ventilators locally on 

reduced costs to overcome this challenge. This portable ventilator will be made accessible 

to the majority of patients at hospitals. It will also help to deal less severe cases at homes 

making home quarantine another possibility.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

ALBASR 

http://albasr.com/ 

 

The project is under National University of Sciences and Technology in Pakistan. 

ALBASR is a complete and standardized web based Electronic Medical Record suite for eye 

care with decision Support System using Artificial Intelligence based analysis of fundus and 

optical coherence tomography images and HESS CHART for specific eye diseases generally 

suited for any EYE Hospital/Clinic especially from rural areas connected to any 

metropolitan hospital using telemedicine system. “80% of Blindness is avoidable. So our 

mission is to use ICT as catalyst to save a portion of this 80% population from permanent 

blindness”. We have developed AL-BASR telemedicine system which has the capabilities of 

self-diagnosing retinal diseases. AL-BASR utilizes our state of the work published 

frameworks that screen retinal patients by analyzing their intra-retinal and sub-retinal 

pathology. All our research based algorithms are finally converted into high end software 

and are part of ALBASR. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 

Sehat Kahani 

https://sehatkahani.com/ 

 

The project is under Community Innovation Hub in Pakistan. 



To bridge the gap between access to underserved populations particularly for women and 

girls and an untapped resource of health professionals especially female health 

professionals and workers, Sehat Kahani aims to empower female doctors to rejoin the 

workforce by providing them with opportunities to use IT enabled solutions to deliver 

quality healthcare to patients located far away. The solutions are implemented via two main 

channels E-Health Clinics and E-Health Application based on end user feedback that belong 

to various socio-economic backgrounds and are thus provided with services catered to their 

health needs and comprehension of the use of technology. Our target audience includes: On 

demand end our beneficiaries include 78 million people who live below the poverty line and 

lack access to good health and well-being. As well as the, 90 million inhabitants live near 

quality health infrastructure but lack the time and convenience in visiting tertiary centers 

and waiting in long queues. On the supply end our users  include female health doctors and 

specialists who are unable to deliver health services due to socio cultural restrictions and 

gender inequitable workplaces. Our objectives include: Improving patient outcomes, 

Increasing patient engagement and satisfaction, Improving patient convenience, Providing 

remote and rural patients with access to care, Improving leverage of limited physician 

resources, Reducing cost of care delivery, Reducing hospital readmissions, Improving 

specialist efficiency, Providing access to new specialties and Providing 24/7 access to 

specialists. The Sehat Kahani platform provides local and international medical experts with 

an opportunity to use video conferencing, transmission of still images, e-health including 

patient portals, remote monitoring of vital signs, continuing medical education, consumer-

focused wireless applications and early referrals to create social impact on an individual 

and holistic level.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG10. 

 

 

 

ThalaScreen: Smart Thalassaemia Diagnostic System 

http://www.thalascreen.com 

 



The project is under Innova Smart Technologies (Pvt) Ltd.  in Pakistan. 

ThalaScreen is an indigenously developed solution for screening of thalassaemia with IoT-

enabled hardware; AI-based diagnostic algorithm and an accompanying smartphone 

application. The hardware is a closed system and testing is automated with minimal 

handling of blood samples and waste, reducing the risk of exposure to biological hazards. 

Testing and diagnosis automated. It also comes with a smartphone application that offers 

control of the device as well as displays, shares and saves the test reports in addition to a 

GIS-enabled database. Test turn-around time and reporting time considerably reduced as 

opposed to the existing devices. AI-based assessment reduces the risk for diagnostic errors 

and the need of trained personnel. The device is self-sustained hence easy to take to the out-

reach areas where there are limited screening facilities. ThalaScreen aims to eradicate 

thalassaemia from local and global populations through the integration of this digital 

innovative solution in national level thalassaemia screening programs. ThalaScreen has 

forged collaborative and supportive relationships with multiple healthcare facilities and 

thalassaemia organizations in Pakistan. ThalaScreen has been able to disrupt the existing 

ecosystem of thalassaemia screening by on-going talks with the stakeholders in addition to 

establishing a digital media footprint for awareness.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 

The Guddi Baji Program- Introducing Tech-Supported Health Interventions 

https://www.docthers.com/ 

 

The project is under doctHERs Pvt. Ltd in Pakistan. 

In this project, doctHERs upskilled, equipped and deployed technology- enabled frontline 

female Health Workers in rural villages across Punjab and Sind. These health workers 

provided awareness on different women’s health issues and connected female patients to a 

nationwide network of female doctors (previously excluded and reintegrated into the 

workforce by doctHERs) via HD video-consultation. In collaboration with TRANSFORM and 

Unilever Pakistan Limited, doctHERs launched a sustainable development initiative to 

implement a gender inclusive, tech-enabled healthcare solution across rural Pakistan. By 

the end of the 15-month project phase, doctHERs will have provided health interventions to 

1 Million women and girls across 1500+ villages. An extension of the program, the 

telepharmacy model, has been integrated to the Guddi Baji model of this project; after a 

doctor prescribes medication to the patient, the Guddi Baji connects to an online pharmacist 

to sell medicine to the beneficiary- creating easier access to quality, affordable medications 

in their areas. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, LEA, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9. 

 

 



Early Diagnosis of breast cancer through Artificial Intelligence and mammography  

https://www.xylexa.com 

 

The project is under XYLEXA in Pakistan. 

1 out of 8 women suffers from breast, if breast cancer is diagnosed in early stages chances 

of survival are about 98%. If Breast cancer is diagnosed in late stage chances of survival are  

less than 27% and cure is also very expensive. When radiologist reads mammogram(Breast 

X-ray) with naked eye, more than 30% are misdiagnosed. We have developed cloud based 

decision support system which helps in early diagnose of the breast cancer through AI and 

which is more than 90% accuracy.  We provide early, cost effective and accurate diagnosis 

of the breast cancer and saving time. We already have won local as well as international 

awards along with massive local and international media coverage. After successful trials 

we are going in commercialisation in Pakistan,Saudi Arabia, Netherlands and potentially in 

India as well in first phase of launch. Along with few in Pakistan, we also  have in early 

commercial contract with King Fahad Hospital, Saudi Arabia to facilitate them in remote 

mammography sites through our cloud software application.250+ millions of mammograms 

were performed in 2020 and our application can be increase accuracy rate of diagnosis of 

the radiologists and can be used as primary diagnosis in remote areas where radiologists 

are not available.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

WonderTree 

https://wondertree.co 

 

The project is under WonderTree in Pakistan. 

WonderTree is innovating education and physiotherapy for special needs children by 

making it affordable, accessible, and fun. We are doing this through gamifying conventional 

academic, cognitive, and physiotherapy exercises using augmented reality and artificial 

intelligence. With the power of gamification, the boring lessons or painful exercises become 

fun. And the power of technology makes our solution affordable, accessible, and scalable. 

The games also feature reports through which the progress of the child can be monitored. 

Here is a short video of our product: https://youtu.be/lDbqSg8t5U8   We have conducted 4 

types of research showing that our games show 40% more improvement in children's 

development as compared to conventional methods for the same development. We have 

6000+ active users. And we are deployed in Pakistan and Qatar. And we are conducting 

trials in Malaysia and Mexico. We are also working with UNICEF under their innovation 

program and Google under their SDG accelerator program to increase our impact and 

improve our technology.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10. 



 

 

 

uSteth: Smart Digital Stethoscope 

http://www.usteth.com 

 

The project is under Innova Smart Technologies (Pvt) Ltd in Pakistan. 

uSteth is an indigenously developed digital stethoscope with internet-of-things enabled 

hardware, artificial intelligence based diagnostic algorithm and an accompanying 

smartphone application for early-stage diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases. uSteth 

captures instant auscultation data over time helping to unlock patterns of disease that could 

not be captured by a traditional stethoscope. Cardiovascular diseases are the number one 

cause of death globally with a mortality rate of 18 million deaths annually. The use of 

traditional stethoscope by doctors proves error-prone & inefficient. Artificial intelligence-

based assessment reduces the risk for diagnostic errors and the need for trained personnel. 

uSteth’s user-centric design and functionality will enable parents to perform an 

auscultation exam on their children. The AI-powered algorithm automatically looks for 

abnormalities which can be shared remotely with healthcare professional. uSteth offers 

clear & amplified sound, visualization, storage & sharing of heart sound data. uSteth is a 

facilitator of telemedicine in the wake of COVID-19. Cardiac examinations with uSteth can 

be remote or taken at a distance which reduces infection risk. uSteth has forged 

collaborative relationships with multiple healthcare facilities in Pakistan. uSteth has been 

able to disrupt the existing ecosystem through active communication with the stakeholders.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG9. 



 

 

Covid19-Rapid diagnostic & database 

https://www.guaana.com/challenge/dSvc4QnSmsSvmDG5k/results/DGDe3gvtFB9Ngi6Ns

/soCCMj2HPxb9btFmp/main 

 

The project is under SIWAK in Poland. 

The idea of the system is to quickly validate the risk of being infected analyzing the 

symptoms and epidemiology of the patient and after that quickly redirecting the patient to 

the proper medical treatment. It’s not only the tool to give the patient information as 

hundreds of websites provides nowadays. It quickly leads to a help that patient needs, and 

shares real-time data to many other systems.                                                                                                                

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, GOV, HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

Ehteraz -Tracking and Monitoring Smart Platform 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

The app uses a GPS feature and Bluetooth to track and control COVID-19 cases. The profile 

of each user is linked to QR Code by automatically extracting the user’s health information 

from official entities.If a case of coronavirus is discovered, the application enables the 

authorities to track the areas where an infected person was present - from the time of 

downloading the app until the moment of infection. The authorities can also identify all the 

persons or a large percentage of who have had contact with the infected. They will then 

receive messages through the app and have priority in testing. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Drones 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

People of Qatar by ensuring their safety and Qatari officials by assisting them in doing their 

job of monitoring the situation.The goal is to spread awareness related to Covid-19 and 

prevent gatherings to limit the spread of the virus. Drones were launched in several areas to 

spread awareness messages through speakers about the importance of aiding by the social 

distancing measures to limit the spread of the virus.Unmanned aerial vehicle technology 

covers everything from the aerodynamics of the drone, materials in the manufacture of the 

physical UAV, to the circuit boards, chip set and software, which are the brains of the drone. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, ENV. 



The project is relevant to SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Better Connections Virtual Consultation 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

Reduce migrant workers visits to the hospitals and health centers as much as possible in 

order to comply with the measures of social distancing, while easing the consultation with 

doctors from labors accommodation compounds. Provided the launched virtual 

consultations in 5 labor compounds, The Better Connections virtual consultation is a build 

on the Better Connections infrastructure (Computers installed and connected to the 

internet in labor camps), to allow the migrant workers to have a successful virtual 

consultation with physician and doctors in the health centers through online video session 

instead of physically visit the health center or the hospital.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

Virtual appointments / Medical Consultation & Electronic Sick Leaves 

http://motc.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

This virtual service was launched in collaboration between the the Ministry of Public Health 

(MoPH) and the TASMU Smart Qatar Program (part of the Ministry of Transport and 

Communications) to provide telephonic/ video medical consultation/virtual appointments 

with physicians to patients with medical queries. This would reduce patients’ visits to the 

hospitals and health centers as much as possible in order to comply with the measures of 

social distancing and reduce the risk of spread of COVID-19. Basicly, services are provided 

in the convenience and safety of a patient’s home   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 

Nar'aakom Mobile Application for Primary Care 

https://www.phcc.gov.qa/ 

 

The project is under Primary Health Care Corporation in Qatar. 

"Primary Health Care in Qatar accelerated its digital transformation to facilitate delivery of 

safe patient care during Covid. Mobile Application ‘Nar’aakom’ was developed to enable 

easy access to primary care information bank and services. Nar’aakom app allows people in 

Qatar to benefit from many of PHCC's digital services from their smartphones. This resulted 

in a significant reduction in patient visits to health centers during Covid pandemic and 



beyond. On Nar’aakom, patients find e-services that allow conducting ‘day-to-day’ 

administrative business and access their health record. Smartphones are easily accessible in 

Qatar, and this has transformed the healthcare sector. The Nar’aakom app is deigned to 

empower our patient to take ownership of their health. Today, virtual consultations over 

the phone or video account for approx. 40% of our consultations. Patients can visit a 

physician or a dentist virtually at the 24x7 Community Call Center. Medications are 

electronically dispensed and can be delivered to patient home for a small fee.    Qatar speaks 

many languages and patients can select a family physician that speaks their language. 

Nar'aakom supports both English and Arabic languages, and we plan to expand language 

selection. Our patients provide us with ample ideas on how to improve our electronic 

services. "    ------------>>>>>> Apple Store => search for Nara'aakum; Google Play search for 

Nar'aakum or link on PHCC website <<<<<----------------   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 6, LEA, HEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

PVision 

http://www.pvision-mtuci.ru 

 

The project is under Moscow Technical University of Communication & Informatics in 

Russian Federation. 

Nowadays one of the most important aspects of our life has become personal protective 

equipment, mostly medical masks, because they help us to prevent spread of viral 



infections. Our project allows us to automatize process of mask mode control. Also, as a 

feature, PVision system provides the possibility of contactless temperature measuring. Our 

system can form mask mode violation reporting in a real time. Another feature of our 

system is collecting statistics and sending short daily report, that includes amount of people 

entered, number of people without masks and percentage of violations. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Smart Assistant for Medical Professionals 

https://top3.sbermed.ai/ 

 

The project is under THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY "SBERMEDAI" in Russian 

Federation. 

During a patient’s visit, the clinician inputs a text description of complaints and/or 

anamnesis of the patient.    A Mathematical model, based on neural networks, analyses the 

input data and as output provides the 3 most likely diagnoses according to the ICD-10 list.    

The system does not limit the doctor’s choice: the doctor can accept the recommendation of 

the system, or can make his judgement on the diagnosis.    SAM was tested during pilots in 4 

regions of Russia with a total population of 20 million inhabitants.    Today, more than 3.5 

thousand doctors from 46 polyclinics (outpatient healthcare) work with SAM every day in 

Moscow, and more than 2,505,344 patients were tested with SAM in October-December 

2020.    The model is continuously trained on real data – as of early January 2021, more than 

1.9 million visits were processed. In 70% of cases, the doctor’s choice has      coincided with 

the model’s suggestion.    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIBB8JT3oqM   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 



COVID-19 registry 

https://covid.rt-eu.ru/ 

 

The project is under COVID-19 registry in Russian Federation. 

National database of COVID-19 cases. Тhe database contains information about sick people, 

prescribed treatment, vaccination, region of residence, and medical organization. It is 

intended for professional use, by health authorities, and for statistical purposes. Гpdated 

24/7.  Attention!!! This is a demo version. Artificially generated personal data.  All matches 

are random.  https://covid.rt-eu.ru/ - COVID-19 - cases database; https://vaccine.rt-eu.ru/ - 

vaccinated database  LOGIN: 974-350-922 39  PASSWORD: 97435092239   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

The Unified Medical Information Analysis System 

https://emias.info/ 

 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow in 

Russian Federation. 

Moscow forms a unified information space in healthcare covering all public healthcare 

institutions.  Information services of the Unified medical information analysis system 

(EMIAS/UMIAS) developed by the Moscow Department of Information Technology and the 

Department of Healthcare are the main elements of this information space. The mission of 

the system is to provide free access to high-quality and convenient health services for the 

citizens, to free healthcare professionals from paperwork and give them an easy and 

convenient access to the information necessary for the medical care and  provide healthcare 

management institutions and industry with reliable and operational tool for analysis and 

effective management of the healthcare system.  Today, EMIAS is available in all outpatient 

clinics of Moscow (more than 600 medical organizations), ambulance and emergency care 

teams, and active work is underway to connect the Moscow hospitals. All these initiatives 

ensure effective patient-doctor interaction in terms of the continuity of information, the 

management apparatus and subordinate institutions. The latter have complete information 

for operational monitoring and control of healthcare in Moscow, situational analysis of 

emerging problems and making effective management decisions to eliminate them with the 

help of the analytical capabilities of EMIAS. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 



 

COVID-19 Intelligent Online Assistant 

https://www.aramco.com/covid 

 

The project is under Saudi Aramco in Saudi Arabia. 

Saudi Aramco established an intelligent digital assistant (Zara) to answer all questions 

related to COVID-19. The new application was developed in two languages: Arabic which is 

the native language for Saudi Arabia and English which is the formal language used in the 

company. The digital assistant helps the community to reach quickly and efficiently to the 

trusted information. Millions of users used Zara to get the latest information related to 

COVID-19. It was integral part in maintaining low number of COVID-19 cases as it helped 

the community to reach a daily updated information about COVID-19. The application is 

getting trusted information based on John Hopkins Aramco Healthcare (JHAH) knowledge 

base.    Zara digital assistant is an artificial intelligent software that simulates an automated 

chat with the users and provides all related information on the health, work, and 

community. The objective is to provide public information about COVID-19 anytime 

anywhere for corporate and public users via Chatbot technology.    This Chatbot integrated 

with Saudi Aramco’s WhatsApp business account and Saudi Aramco main page 

www.saudiaramco.com. Zara can be accessed by visiting Saudi Aramco corporate website 

https://www.aramco.com/covid 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 



Tawakkalna  

https://ta.sdaia.gov.sa/ 

 

The project is under Saudi Data and AI Authority  in Saudi Arabia. 

SDAIA developed Tawakkalna to support government efforts aimed at countering Covid-19 

to preserve the health and safety of citizens and residents against the virus. It was 

developed to facilitate the issuance of movement permits electronically during the curfew, 

in cooperation with Ministry of Health and relevant authorities. Post the curfew period, 

Tawakkalna continued to develop new services to mitigate coronavirus impacts on health, 

economic and social life and transforming it into a super application to serve the Kingdom. 

As normal life is returning, Tawakkalna is helping the Saudi society by  promoting social 

responsibility through its new services: booking a COVID-19 testing appointment and 

viewing the results, notifying users on any updates relating to their health conditions, 

requesting assistance in case of symptoms suspicion, parents’ supervision on their 

children's educational status, enabling users to view the health status of other users in 

crowded areas through caution mode, gathering activities and permits control due to 

COVID19 restrictions, health condition card,  health passport confirming that the user has 

taken all doses of COVID-19 vaccine and is now “immune”, and other related services to 

limit the spread of Covid-19 virus. Tawakkalna currently has more than 9M registered users 

with around 1.1M daily active users. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

 

COVID-19 Self-Assessment Tool 

https://e-zdravlje.gov.rs/landing/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 



Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"As the novel coronavirus epidemic started to spread throughout Serbia and put healthcare 

institutions and laboratories performing COVID-19 disease testing under increasing 

pressure, the Ministry of Health and the Office for Information Technologies and 

eGovernment decided to launch an online COVID-19 self-assessment tool and to encourage 

citizens to use it.   Serbian COVID-19 Self-Assessment Tool has been developed to help 

citizens worried because of the exposure to the virus and those experiencing COVID-19 

symptoms determine if a COVID-19 test is recommended for them and to refer them for 

testing. It offers guidance on when to seek medical care and what to do in the meantime.   

Concerned person should access Self-Assessment Tool either by logging in or registering at 

Serbian e-Health portal, fill out an electronic question form, and follow the guidelines that 

are provided based on their answers. If their answers are indicating a possible case of 

COVID-19 infection and they leave their phone number, a physician will contact them to 

arrange their testing in one of the dedicated healthcare institutions."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

National COVID-19 Integrated Information System 

https://covid19.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"National COVID-19 Integrated Information System represents a software support for 

performing epidemiological surveillance related to the COVID-19. The system enables 

registration of all persons tested for the SARS-CoV-2 virus on the entire territory of Serbia.   

It enables aggregation of data from the official records kept by healthcare institutions in 

which persons suffering from COVID-19 are hospitalized and data from the institutes of 

public health and laboratories that perform testing and enter data into the system. Data are 

kept at the level of one or more local self-government units, in accordance with the 

territories of local and regional institutes for public health. Tested persons can also receive 

a confirmation of the test results in electronic form by e-mail.  The Institute of Public Health 

has to submit data on a daily basis, until 2 pm for the previous 24 hours to the Ministry of 

Health, as well as anonymized data to the Office for Information Technologies and 

eGovernment that publishes them as open data. The application is designed to support 

automated data submission to the abovementioned authorities, as well as to the self-

isolation software of the Ministry of Interior used for supervising the implementation of the 

imposed home-isolation measures."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 



 

Feelif device 

https://www.feelif.com/ 

 

The project is under Feelif d.o.o. in Slovenia. 

With Feelif the blind and visually impaired(B&VI) can feel and recognize digital pictures. 

Our main goal is to empower the B&VI by easily accessing information in the digital form 

and to help them become digitally sighted. All of humankind knowledge is on the internet 

today. A huge majority of that is in a form of pictures/maps/charts/graphs. We are an 

information-driven society. The problem is that B&VI cannot access digital pictures, 

therefore are excluded. That creates a huge gap, which shows in access to education, 

employment, social life and entertainment. What options do B&VI have now to access digital 

images? Ignoring Feelif, B&VI use following technology: •Screen Readers: They mostly skip 

images because they only read texts.  •Embossed print: These are special printers that print 

on special paper or foil. These solutions are expensive, not mobile and require preparation 

from a sighted person. •3D print: The same goes for 3D printing. •Graphic Braille Displays: 

They physically move pins&down to create picture. These are expensive and not mobile 

devices. They cost 30,000€. Other than Feelif, there is no other solution that allows B&VI to 



feel images while being affordable, interactive and mobile. Feelif offers multisensory 

experience and can be independently operated by B&VI. It is also a unique connection tool 

between the B&VI and a person with vision. Feelif technology is very easy to understand 

/learn so it can be used from early ages. With custom-made Feelif apps, Feelif device can 

soon become an early learning tool for the B&VI children and later on a device for 

recognizing more complex graphic like graphs/charts/maps or for learning geometric 

functions...With Feelif you can also learn& practice Braille or be creative. Draw is a special 

app for drawing, with the possibility of sensing and listening to what a user has drawn. The 

app uses various combinations of vibration, sound and color. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Pictogram 

https://pictogramweb.com/ 

 

The project is under Pictogram in Spain. 

Yotta Apps include evaluation tools that identify language impairments, gamification of the 

learning process and interactive exercises to train identified shortcomings of each student. 

Yotta Apps consist of:  Pictogram Communicator (for patients) uses an augmented 

communication approach to facilitate the patients’ language learning and development. The 

communicator displays vocabularies defined by the therapist and its UI self-adapt to the 

patients’ interactions to personalize the experience. Then, the interactions are monitored 

and sent to the Core for analysing parameters such as language shortcomings, learning 

speed, progress, and success that will be used to inform the family members and teachers so 

that adapting interventions to a child's personal needs. The Communicator shares the same 

vocabulary set across the children, family members, and teachers/therapists, creating a 

socially-contextualized environment.   Pictogram Supervisor for teachers/therapists to 

design and personalize their teaching/learning environment based on the data collected in 

the patient’s device (Pictogram Communicator) and processed by the Yotta Core. It’s an 

augmented version of Pictogram Communicator, enabling configuration of the child's 

device, and creating and managing patient’s vocabulary sets as well as recording learning 

sessions. Pictogram Supervisor can be paired with Pictogram Communicator, giving kids 

access to proven strategies.  Pictogram Web is a cloud-based app for parents/therapists to 

manage the student’s learning process. It facilitates the design, planning, supervision, 

monitoring, and evaluation of therapy interventions, recording each interaction between 

students and therapists. The embedded Control Panel manages the Pictogram 

Communicator configuration and it is here that the entire team (therapists & parents) can 

perform every activity required for the intervention. All documentation (notes, recordings, 

evaluations) resides in the Cloud and is accessible from anywhere on any device.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 



 

 

Healthrostrum 

https://www.healthrostrum.com/ 

 

The project is under Healthrostrum in Tunisia. 

Healthrostrum.com is a social network for health that enables people to share their health 

experience and connect with a caring community.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA, HEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

Healthrstrum 

https://www.healthrostrum.com/ 

 

The project is under Organization Name in Tunisia. 

Healthrostrumis a new social network for health that allows patients, health care 

professionals and health enthusiasts to share health experience and advice and connect to 

interact with each other.This website is a rostrum for people and doctors to share their 

experience, advice and research. By sharing the experience you have been through, you can 

inspire other people who are living it.  You encourage them to fight an illness, continue a 

difficult research or deal with some situation you have been through. Doctors around the 

world can share thier experience and knowledge to improve thier skills and help each other 

to get through tough situations as well as advising people to improve thier health. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

WeWALK Smart Cane 

https://wewalk.io/ 

 

The project is under WeWALK in Turkey. 

People who are blind or visually impaired typically experience additional challenges when 

trying to move independently. This is as their reduced sight limits their ability to detect 

visual reference points, therefore significantly hindering wayfinding and spatial orientation. 

To mitigate these challenges, the visually impaired typically use a combination of mobility 

tools, such as the white cane, and smartphones to navigate from one place to another. The 

principle behind the white cane has remained unchanged for centuries, and typical white 

canes provide no upper-body protection from obstacles. Moreover, holding a cane and 

simultaneously navigating a smartphone increases risk and adds an accessibility challenge 

for users as this can be cumbersome and distracting, especially as many smartphone apps 

for local navigation are not fully accessible. This causes reduced awareness of the 

surrounding environment, resulting in a poorer ability to detect obstacles and effectively 



follow navigation directions, especially when walking through complex and congested 

spaces. According to our field survey, more than 70% of visually impaired users require 

more than one mobile app to get navigation and it is difficult for them to simultaneously 

hold their white cane in one hand and a smartphone in the other. A solution that innovates 

the white cane while maintaining the familiar cane form-factor was therefore needed, and 

such a solution could have a truly transformative impact on the mobility of the 50 million 

white cane users worldwide. WeWALK is a revolutionary smart cane developed to improve 

the mobility of the visually impaired, allowing them full and equal participation in everyday 

life. WeWALK has many positive direct and indirect impacts on its users and on society and 

infrastructure as a whole. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, 5, LEA, HEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Anne 

https://instagram.com/rmoonteam?igshid=r3kls3osi1pn 

 

The project is under Redmoon in Turkey. 

Artificial intelligence, one of the technologies of the future, was used in our project. Our 

project is updated every day and can be developed thanks to artificial intelligence. Our 

project works in the most appropriate way for the target audience compared to most of the 

examples in the market. Our project, which we developed with the decision we made as a 

result of our research, is a first. Our project is to be able to control the device, ask for help, 

interact with other devices etc. It is fully open to many features and can be further 

developed. Our project can work without any fee or additional parts. Having only a 

computer or a phone means that the user can easily use the application. Our goal is to make 

our project free and extremely useful for disabled individuals rather than being a 

commercial income. We found the idea of our project in September. We started to develop 

the idea of our project as mobile in a short time. The target audience of our project is stroke 

patients, Als patients, etc. They are individuals who have many diseases, cut their ties from 

life due to their illnesses and cannot express their thoughts, interests, love and happiness. 

Apart from these, if other users want to control their devices with their eyes, there is no 

harm in using our application.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Reaya - Health Care Outreach 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ae.gov.mohap.quarantinemanagement&hl=

en&gl=US 

 

The project is under Ministry of Health and Prevention  in United Arab Emirates. 

Reaya provides a holistic view of both confirmed and potential cases of COVID-19. 



Confirmed case is a person who a confirmed positive Carrier/infected person. Potential case 

is a person who have identified to be a positive confirmed carrier or reflecting symptoms 

that indicate a potential infection. All cases will be tracked by using the geofencing 

technology in real time.   Allowing Confirmed patients, commonly referred to as Persons 

Under Surveillance (PUS), and Potential Patients showing symptoms, or have been in close 

proximity of a positively identified patient commonly referred to as Person Under 

Investigation (PUI), to register themselves, or be registered by a health care provider. Upon 

registration, App allows tracking, location history, Goefence monitoring and alerting, and 

directed/targeted Notifications content delivery.  From the starting date of the execution 

the total number was 18,575 (99% patients, 1% doctors). And we reach total number of app 

installation (Google play store 3196 with satisfaction rate 3.2 , Apple App Store 4100 with 

satisfaction rate 4.0 )    Based on symptoms analysis which build on over AI algorithm for all 

applied cases was:  Asymptomatic  66%  Mild   28%  Moderate  4%  Severe  1%  Critical  1%   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG11. 

 

 



 



SHEFAA portal / application  

https://shefaa.mohap.gov.ae/FE/Home.aspx 

 

The project is under ministry of health and prevention  in United Arab Emirates. 

“SHEFAA” to serve the largest segment of patients of all age groups by showcasing 

treatment services provided by the ministry and other patient-centric services.  The new 

platform will act as the digital communication between patients and service providers the 

main reference for access to medical and clinical information and the patients' medical 

record. This is supported by the user-centric information, through the direct connectivity 

with the “Wareed” system that covers all MOHAP centers and hospitals within a single 

network.  Through the “SHEFAA ” platform, users can complete their registration using the 

‘UAE pass’ to get smart treatment services and notifications on the updates of the patient's 

file. The platform also offers health education and guidance, questionnaires and opinion 

polls, E-payment, vital signs, live chat, lab test reports, and results.   “SHEFAA platform 

comes as part of the UAE government's directions to develop public services and achieve 

high quality for community members in accordance with the UAE Vision. It also falls within 

MOHAP  efforts to provide comprehensive and integrated healthcare services and 

implement the smart government initiative, by developing health information systems and 

carrying out world-class standards in managing the infrastructure of health facilities, in line 

with the goals of the National Agenda to implement a health system based on the highest 

international standards.”  The new tech-based platform “SHEFAA ” aims to provide 

treatment services and enhance access to the medical record, including ‘vital signs, 

prescriptions, and vaccines, medical history, medications, allergies, doctors' visits record, 

lab test results, and reports.”         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



 



Bloom 

http://bloom.chayn.co 

 

The project is under Chayn in United Kingdom. 

"Bloom is a web-based trauma support, run by Chayn for abuse survivors. Our vision was to 

recreate a physical group setting into an online one. The content offers the best from 

Chayn’s experience, Women’s Aid’s Power To Change, Rockpool’s Sexual Violence Recovery 

Toolkit and validated by leadings experts in the field.     With digital transformation affecting 

many industries during Covid, there is an urgent gap with regards to online trauma groups 

for survivors that we are working to bridge through this project.  Bloom recently concluded 

their 10-week pilot program, delivered to participants via the messaging app, Telegram. 

This program saw a direct impact on participants by providing tips, tools, and support.     

Chayn will be expanding Bloom’s service from one course to five courses. In terms of the 

ICT’s, we will explore the options for wider adoption through different social media and 

communication channels. Furthermore, given the interest in this programme by other 

violence against women charities and local authorities - we will be running a six-month 

learning programme that would also involve incubating our practices within 5 other 

organisations. Thus creating a new type of frontline service that can be adapted by others in 

the sector to make this scalable and sustainable."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5. 

 

 

Bloom by Chayn 

https://bloom.chayn.co 

 

The project is under Chayn in United Kingdom. 

Chayn helps women experiencing abuse find the right information and support they need to 

take control of their lives. Our vision is to create a society where violence against women is 

eliminated. To achieve this we not only need to change cultures and behaviour of citizens 

but also cultivate systems of support and leadership that are survivor-focused. We are an 

award-winning, open source project run by 400 volunteers and survivors from 15 

countries. Most of our volunteers are survivors of abuse. We have reached more than 

300,000 people, with our resources accessed by a million times online. We’re turning the 

rabbit holes into easy-to-understand digital guides and tools – resources that are easy to 

find, understand, and actionable. Our projects have been described as a “warm hug”.  Our 

feminism is intersectional and we believe in creating an open culture of collaboration in 

both the tech for good and women's rights sector - redistributing power dynamics for a 

fairer world. We’re transforming lives by redistributing power to survivors of abuse, who 

are organising through Chayn to create powerful resources that could have helped them.     

Due to Covid-19, we quickly realised that survivors of abuse were facing a new type of 

challenge. Longer times with abusive family members, and no access to usual support 

routes including group therapy. Since lockdown, calls to domestic abuse helplines jumped 



by up to 30% across the world. Chayn's own web traffic to access resources tripled. These 

are the people Chayn targeted with our Bloom project. Our vision was to recreate a physical 

group setting that is often run by shelters and local authorities support programmes into an 

online experience. Courses support people with trauma resilience, domestic abuse and 

sexual violence recovery, enforcing boundaries and anxiety relief. Backed by demand from 

anti-violence organisations around the world, we will be running an intense, 12-month long 

learning programme to support the replication of this model.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Cosmo 

https://www.filisia.com/ 

 

The project is under Filisia in United Kingdom. 

Cosmo is a unique systems that reimagines play and therapy for people with additional 

needs. It has been developed with input from over 200 specialists (therapists, teachers, 

academics) that work with a variety of conditions.  Through the research and 

development phase of cosmo ( interviews, focus groups, prototypes) we found that learners 

with special education needs and specialists have a large spectrum of requirements. 

Learners have different conditions (autism, cerebral palsy, dementia, stroke and brain 

injury), they need to train different skills (motor, communication and cognitive skills), they 

learn/train in different environments (eg in homes, schools, rehabilitation and therapy 

settings, hospitals) and in different settings (solo play, one-to-one with therapist, group 

sessions).  This led us to develop Cosmo to be very versatile and customisable.  The 

Cosmo switches are accessible devices that we have developed from the ground up. Unlike 

any other existing system we know of, the devices are dynamic (force sensor) and light up 

in different colours. These features allow for a wide range of games and activities which 

makes the system useful to a disparate uses.  The switches connect wirelessly to the Cosmo 

app (iPad) which has a host of activities designed by teachers and therapists and which are 



being used to train a wide variety of skills such as: Turn Taking, Vocalisation, Cause & Effect, 

Collaboration, Fine and Gross motor-skills, Physical Education, Waiting skills, storytelling 

and others. The activities can be used in both individual and group sessions, they are very 

easy to set up and are not prescriptive, allowing parents and professionals to adapt them to 

specific situations.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

‘Hear the Difference’  

https://goshawk-communications.com/ 

 

The project is under Goshawk Communications Ltd in United Kingdom. 

The key components of Goshawk’s technology which revolutionises call quality for 

everyone and helps customers with hearing loss or needs to hear with greater call and 

speech clarity on their mobile [and fixed line] phones.   It is network centric so each solution 

although ultimately IMS dependent, will be and can be bespoke depending on the MNO / 

MVNO network architecture.   In simplest terms, the software enhancement is gateway / 

provided via a standard SIM card, there are 4 steps when using Goshawk: First: create a 

hearing profile by taking an online test (designed by world leading audiologists). This 

works over voice codecs in the telecoms network. Second: your hearing profile is stored in 

the network. You can repeat the test anytime you like. Third: the mobile network sends all 

calls through a call processor, which holds your hearing profile.Fourth: the sound is 

adjusted (in real time) to match your hearing profile, allowing you to hear more clearly. As a 

network solution, this works with narrow and wide band codecs and even if your hearing or 

phone or personal circumstances change, the Goshawk solution evolves with your needs. It 

is truly a democratic solution is technology and device agnostic and can be used by anyone 

with a access to a phone based on existing networks.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 

Button 

https://www.neatebox.com/button 

 

The project is under Neatebox Ltd in United Kingdom. 

With Button you can use your mobile phone to press a button. It can be used to open  doors 

and operate pedestrian crossings safely and confidently.    This free app is available on iOS 

or Android and allows you to focus on your surroundings  without having to stretch or 

search for the button                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 



 

 

FUMACOAPP 

http://fumacotanzania.weebly.com/ 

 

The project is under FUTURE FOR MARGINALISED COMMUNITY in United Republic of 

Tanzania. 

The idea of this project was born after observing that data from Ilemela District Health 

Information System was missing information about younger generation on abuse and 

utilization of HIV/AIDS related services. It was found that there is limited data on abuse and 

use of HIV/AIDS related healthcare services among young people aged 10 to 24 years’ old 

who are at a highest risk of acquiring HIV/AIDS. FUMACOAPP as a project has a broad 

objective of capacitating adolescent girls and young women (AGYW) in decision making in 

fighting against abuse and HIV/AIDS by making sure that there is an increase of awareness 

and hence access to healthcare services. Hence the seeks addressing component of abuse as 

one of the main risks of acquiring HIV/AIDS in AGYW. The project also seeks to unmask true 

magnitude of abuse, improving reporting of abuse among AGYW, improve health seeking 

behavior for HIV/AIDS related healthcare services, data availability and sharing of data on 

abuse.    INDIVIDUAL LEVEL  Project expects to see people increase awareness of abuse and 

HIV/AIDS, Increase use of HIV/AIDS and abuse related health care services.       

COMMUNITY LEVEL  Project expects to see change in perceptions and attitude towards 

abuse as a risk factor of acquiring HIV/AIDS       POLICY LEVEL  Project seeks to see more 

customized interventions targeting adolescent girls and young women aged 10- 24 in 

fighting abuse and HIV/AIDS infections      Project will bring changes related to awareness 

on abuse and HIV/AIDS, improved access to related health care services, increased 

deliberate decision of AGYW in fighting against HIV/AIDS and increase availability of data 

on abuse and HIV/AIDS. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG10, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Save the Children COVID-19 Messaging in Burkina Faso and Cambodia 

https://www.savethechildren.org 

 

The project is under Save the Children US in United States of America. 

"In Cambodia and Burkina Faso, through the USAID Breakthrough-ACTION project, and in 

partnership with each country’s Ministry of Health, Save the Children, and Viamo have 

coordinated communication campaigns using Viamo’s 3-2-1 Service to quickly disseminate 

essential information related to COVID-19 nationwide, for free. In Burkina Faso, Save the 

Children and Viamo developed twenty-five key messages, including those addressing local 

misconceptions, a COVID-19 knowledge quiz, and a remote training curriculum for 

community health workers. The content was validated by the Ministry of Health, recorded 

in five languages (Moore, Dioula, Fulfulde, Gulmancema and French), and made available to 

anyone with a mobile phone simply by calling ‘321’. From March 26th, 2020 to May 20th, 

approximately 55,000 unique callers listened to nearly 280,000 key messages on the 

Service in Burkina Faso. In Cambodia, Save the Children and Viamo developed ten messages 

to promote understanding, prevention, and treatment of the diseases as well as an 

interactive audio game to test COVID-19 knowledge. The messages are were recorded in 

Khmer, pre-tested, and then finalized to be made available on the Service. Viamo’s MNO 



partner Cellcard is currently sending SMS messages to their 3 million subscribers to 

promote the content."    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KLUTyDoJ94&ab_channel=The3-2-1Service   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

Using Talking Books to Strengthen Health Education and Service Delivery in Northern 

Ghana during the COVID-19 Pandemic 

https://www.amplio.org/2020/04/29/covid19-response-webinar-qa/ 

 

The project is under Amplio Network in United States of America. 

"In Ghana, the government’s COVID-19 response is focused on two major cities. In rural 

remote areas, vulnerable populations are at risk. Even in the best of times, community 

health workers struggle to provide basic health education and services. In northern Ghana, 

limited access to mass media means that thousands of citizens do not have access to reliable 

information on COVID-19.     In response, Amplio and its affiliate Literacy Bridge Ghana 

(LBG) are partnering with Ghana Health Service (GHS) and UNICEF on a COVID-19 

awareness campaign. Community health nurses (CHNs) and volunteers (CHVs) are using 

the Amplio Talking Book audio device to share consistent and accurate local language 

health messaging on COVID-19, meningitis, and other health issues.     The project is 

currently being implemented in 207 Community-Based Health Planning and Services 

(CHPS) zones in eight vulnerable districts in the Upper West Region. This poverty-stricken 

region faces increased risk of the virus spreading due to cross-border trading activities with 

Burkina Faso. Most big organizations in the area have shut down. Our project is the main 

intervention reaching these media-dark, rural remote communities."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

COVID Symptoms Tracker with Data Sharing 

http://covid.openhealth.cc  

 

The project is under  Open Health Network in United States of America. 

We released Free covid.openhealth.cc in English, Spanish, Chinese, French & Russian to 

enable people to track their symptoms, share with physicians before and after telehealth 



and in person appointments, find covid testing center nearby, manage medications, donate 

plasma and more.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Evaluating Medicine Delivery System during COVID-19 in Sri Lanka using Mobile 

Phone Technology 

https://www.cdc.gov 

 

The project is under Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in United States of 

America. 

To contain the COVID-19 outbreak in Sri Lanka, an all-island curfew was imposed, causing 

most of the routine patient care services to be interrupted. Currently, there are access 

limitations to noncommunicable diseases-related services such as medicine as the health 

system is struggling to prevent this pandemic. Therefore, Ministry of Health and Indigenous 

Medical Services introduced a novel mechanism to deliver medicines to the doorstep of 

patients with NCDs to ensure continuous supply of medicine. A mobile phone survey was 

launched to assess the utilization and performance of the medicine delivery system for 

patients with noncommunicable diseases implemented by the Ministry of Health of Sri 

Lanka.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

App Covid-19 Uruguay 

https://www.gub.uy/ministerio-salud-publica/comunicacion/publicaciones/app-

coronavirus-manual-usuario-nueva-funcionalidad 

 

The project is under AGESIC in Uruguay. 

The Uruguayan government in collaboration with private sector companies grouped in the 

Uruguayan Chamber of Information Technologies (CUTI) developed a specific App for 

attention to the health emergency: Coronavirus UY, which is currently implemented with 

more than 330,000 downloads. The App not only gives information, but also assists the 

population from the beginning of their symptoms, they can communicate with their health 

provider through Telemedicine (Ref. Law 19.869, on Telemedicine. Https://www.impo.com. 

uy / bases / laws / 19869-2020) . The App is associated with a single case assistance tray 

that is carried out based on a protocol established by the Ministry of Public Health (MSP), 

and a clinical assistance platform, which provides teleconsultation service to suspected and 

confirmed cases that do not need other assistance.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 



 

 

 

WSIS Action Line C7: eLearning 
 

Security Awareness Training Platforms 

https://sec-awareness.elit.dz/home.php 

 

The project is under El Djazaïr Information Technology in Algeria. 

The challenge of raising awareness is to develop a security culture within the company, so 

that all employees can contribute to strengthening the IT security of their company.  For a 

company, information security awareness consists of :  1. Complying with regulations and 

making its employees aware.  2. Complying with international standards and certification 

audit requirements.  3. Complying with the regulatory requirements in force.  4. Evaluating 

the level of understanding and adherence of employees to the messages disseminated.  5. 

Ensure that staff have read and understood, at least once, the content of the platform.  The 

aim of the training is to cover fundamental notions related to information security, to 

provide users with a set of good practices and to encourage them to put them into practice. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

Implementation of blended and e-learning for out of school women and girls 

including disabled people 

https://sofoniedala.blogspot.com/ 

 

The project is under Angolan e-learning campus for women/ individual person in 

Angola. 

The start-up will be an e-learning campus where users can access a database of educational 

material. It will design training in gender equality and other customized courses that 



address Angolan society’s identified training needs. The main purpose of this project is to 

reach the target audience by making education accessible to every corner of Angola. 

Particularly, to assist women, girls and disabled people that lack literacy capabilities.  Most 

of women in Angola have limited access to information, jobs and political power, most of 

them live below the poverty datum line and are often forced by circumstances to turn to 

vending and prostitution. By educating them will increase the income of women and lead to 

growth in GDP. It will also close gender disparity and will lead to a number of social 

benefits, including jobs opportunities.  The intended target market will be millennials, out of 

school women and girls, those born after 1985. The reason for selecting this target market 

is that millennials are digital natives and they use internet and use electronical devices such 

as laptops, mobile phones, tablets to search for information.  We will improve the life of 

billions of people who are currently held back by a lack of technology. People who don't 

currently have access to proper teaching will be able to receive education. Our goal is to 

close global equity gaps in education and in media.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

 I learn the same (Aprendo Igual) 

http://aprendoigual.sanluis.edu.ar/ 

 

The project is under University of La Punta  in Argentina. 

The face-to-face suspension of classes worldwide due to the COVID 19 pandemic, led to the 

search for alternative solutions for the continuity of learning and training, based mainly on 

new technologies.  In San Luis, we faced this challenge because we have the necessary 

infrastructure (connectivity, devices and training).  This initiative proposes a 

comprehensive space, with tools that facilitate the work and interaction between teachers 

and students throughout the province and collaborate in learning and reinforce teaching 

practice.  To consolidate the educational transformation project a large online educational 

repository is developed that presents training courses for teachers and educational 

platforms for students, among others.  “Aprendo Igual” is the portal for students, teachers 

and parents to have a single point of entry to all educational platforms from their 

educational email accounts, domain @sanluis.edu.ar.  In this particular context, a single 

virtual interaction structure was created, using digital tools, 53,897 virtual classrooms were 

created for more than 8,000 teachers and 129,000 pre-enrolled students in an educational 

management system, where the digitized information of each provincial school is located, 

for educational level, teacher, student.  This could be achieved because in San Luis schools 

have connectivity and electronic devices. In the province we have more than 95% of 

connected homes, 1,652 antennas, more than 4,500 km of fiber optics and an average speed 

of 25 Mbps, which guarantees us access to homes in all localities, including rural ones.  The 



result was 568 schools teaching their classes from Classroom, with 8,985 teachers 

generating 53,897 virtual classes.  More than 5,500 completed the Google Distance Learning 

course and honed their digital skills with the Digital Tools Immersion workshop over 

17,000 pre-registered. Achieving that 97% of teachers educate their students online and 

participate in virtual classes, from 4th grade to 7th grade, of 80%. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

Mujeres, tecnología y empleo 

https://www.kubadili.org/ 

 

The project is under Kubadili  in Argentina. 

Kubadili is a non-profit initiative with a presence throughout Latin America, which seeks to 

strengthen and transform organizations and governments, using the theoretical framework 

and tools provided by the world of agility. Agility is an innovative philosophy that promotes 

values such as collaboration, delivery, reflection and improvement. It allows us to tackle 

problems adaptively without losing sight of volatile, uncertain, ambiguous and complex 

contexts (VICA). The objective of agility is to add value by increasing the impact of programs 

implemented by civil society. It constantly seeks the design and implementation of solutions 

that arise from specific demands, with a holistic and systemic approach. It proposes a 

special interest in strengthening its capacities to maximize the delivery of value and 

rethinking its management and financial sustainability models.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

WheeSim VR 

https://www.lifetool.at/en/research-development/rd-projects/project-details/wheelsim-



vr/ 

 

The project is under LIFEtool gemeinnützige GmbH in Austria. 

"WheelSim VR is a virtual power wheelchair simulator that uses the latest Virtual Reality 

(VR) technology. The aim is to enable people with disabilities of all ages to learn and train 

the controls of a power wheelchair in a realistic simulation. The aim is to simulate a variety 

of situations/environments relevant to everyday life. VR has added a new dimension to 

simulation technology in recent years. What could previously ""only"" be followed on a 

screen can now be experienced more realistically with a VR simulator. With this technology 

it is possible to immerse and interact in situations in such a way that they are perceived by 

the consciousness as real and a transfer of the learned into the real world is possible. In 

addition to the basic handling of a power wheelchair, traffic educational content (including 

important traffic situations, braking distance, speed adjustment, ...) will prepare the users 

for driving in the real world. In WheelSim VR gamification elements are deliberately used to 

increase the motivation of the users and to make the simulation training a playful learning 

experience. Important parameters can be logged to evaluate the handling.  WheelSim VR 

offers extensive virtual training in different situations (driving in home environment (using 

an elevator), driving in the protected area of a park, driving in the city (managing different 

situations with or without crosswalks, pedestrians, traffic lights, other vehicles etc.), to 

learn and consolidate the handling of the power wheelchair as well as special requirements 

and traffic-relevant rules of conduct. The expertise of the Austrian Road Safety Board as a 

project partner was used to define the training situations and all relevant aspects of road 

safety. Currently there is no comparable, commercially available product on the market that 

offers a comprehensive VR power wheelchair training simulation.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, 5, LEA, HEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG16. 

 

 



 

STEM FEM AWARDS CEREMONY 

https://www.femstembahamas.org 

 

The project is under FEM STEM BAHAMAS in Bahamas. 

FEM STEM Bahamas is a youth-based nonprofit organization founded in The Bahamas in 

July 2019. We believe in providing high school girls with the fundamentals for self growth 

and career development- specifically in science, technology, mathematics and engineering 

(STEM) fields. We are a female empowerment program focused on making opportunities 

accessible across The Bahamas. With the continuous shift forward in bridging the gender 

gap in STEM, this platform acts as a catalyst to take it one step further.         The objectives of 

this organization is to organize year-round initiatives and programs  exposing high school 

girls between the ages of 13-18 to the field. The first initiative was  the 1st Annual “STEM 

GEM” Awards Ceremony. This will be scaled throughout the Bahamas in September 2020 

with the introduction of the FSB Club. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 



 

FEM STEM Bahamas programme 

https://www.femstembahamas.org 

 

The project is under FEM STEM BAHAMAS in Bahamas. 

On 11 February, the United Nations, partners worldwide, women and girls mark the 

International Day of Women and Girl in Science. In honor of this day and to debunk the 

myth that girls do not like sciences. FEM STEM Bahamas a non profit organization, hosted 

the “STEM GEM” Awards HONOREE AWARDS CEREMONY to recognize and reward high 

school girls who break stereotypes in the STEM field. Over 50 girls were nominated, 8 were 

chosen. These 8 STEM GEMS are celebrated and rewarded on Monday December 16th 2019 

at Fusion Superplex. The awardees were afforded the opportunity to represent the  

Bahamas at the International Day of Science Panel at the UN in February 2020. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 6, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Online Learning, Learning Management Systems, Blended Learning Systems 

https://elearn.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd/ 

 

The project is under Daffodil International University in Bangladesh. 

"To face the challenges of Covid 19, Daffodil International University has taken several 

initiative to keep the Academic Operation uninterrupted using technology Most importantly 

DIU has changed the teaching and learning techniques so that the students can learn from 

home and they can utilitize  the time.   DIU Initiated Blended Learning Center: Already 

29000+ users are here with 4000+Courses are updated and 20000+ Classes held here. 

https://elearn.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd/  GoEdu.com: To keep up the Education Opportunities 

for the students Daffodil International University is offering free learning scope through 

Goedu.com  https://goedu.ac/courses/  Google Class Room: DIU teachers conducted regular 

classes using Google Class Rom.   Initiated Special Event:CoronaThon_19: “A Hackathon on 



Combating the #Coronavirus” 

(https://www.facebook.com/daffodilvarsity.edu.bd/videos/537534616955548/)  

Humanoid Robot “Dbot” launched by Daffodil International University (  

http://news.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd/925-humanoid-robot-%E2%80%9Cdbot%E2%80%9D-

launched-by-daffodil-international-university.html)  AI Solution: DIU Invented Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) Solutions and Services for support Covid-19 Disease Recovery.  

(https://daffodilvarsity.edu.bd/photos/other/COVID19.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1W_X1h4_1G6i7D

8TUREWOUjYILyICwSmOzU7j0-YOaXU7z2ENwZlQlNbQ)"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG4. 

 

 

 

Establishment of gender equity to empower women and disabled through mobile 

internet 

https://www.facebook.com/ELEGANTITLIMITED/ 

 

The project is under Elegant IT Limited in Bangladesh. 

In Bangladesh, 1% of IT companies are led by women and Elegant IT Limited is one of them. 

We have started our journey in the technology industry in 2017 with the goal to establish 

gender equity by empowering women and disabled through ICT & mobile internet.    In our 

society, women are always cornered in terms of having equal opportunity; although having 

immense possibilities, they are mostly treated inferior to men. A study shows that 43% of 

women are leaving their career to pursue family life. In addition, it becomes a common 

belief that women are not equally good in science and technology. A recent survey states 

that Bangladesh has the highest gender gap in terms of use of the mobile internet, with 



around 52% of women less likely to use it than men. According to a study, in Bangladesh, 

we have 16 million of disabled people which is 10% of our population who unfortunately, 

are often considered as shame or burden.     Elegant believes, building skills and economic 

independence will bring gender equity and more women will be seen in the leadership role, 

and eventually contributes to decrease the gender gap as well as lower the domestic 

violence rate.   Major Objectives:    • To diminish the gender gap and open opportunities 

globally for all women using the inter-net and mobile technology.  • Provide digital skills to 

the handicapped to support their families despite their disadvantage.  • Make sustainable 

work opportunity with available and affordable internet for all.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Ayni Learning Platform - My first job online! 

https://aprendebo.net/ 

 

The project is under Ayni Bolivia in Bolivia. 

"With Ayni we are committed to face-to-face education, but due to COVID we are challenged 

to reinforce our technologic tools that have proven to be great. We prioritize preparing our 

schools to ensure the possibility of homeschooling with the highest quality and equity. 

Children and adolescents are the best advisers to build this new normality in education.  

The objective of this project, to create a virtual teaching-learning model that facilitates the 

integration process between: (1) the creation of own content, (2) the investigation of 

internet content, (3) evaluations and (4) digital tools so that they do not saturate the 

teacher or the student.  The activities respond to the following specific objectives:  • Create 

a online learning platform according to the needs of students and teachers in online and 

offline formats, to improve access to formal education for students and teachers.  • Train 

teachers in the management of online learning platforms, virtual learning techniques and 

dynamics, evaluations and other functionalities. Train groups of students as well  in 

managing the learning platform.  • Generate digital learning content according to the official 

school curriculum, using digital tools such as: scratch, canvas and video editing.  • The best 

students will learn how to manage an online learning platform. Students will provide 

technical support with supervision of Ayni staff (My first job online!) after they are trained 

and will earn a small salary.   • Systematization of online learning experiences: the best 

teaching practices will become an “online learning model” and will be disseminated on 



social networks for the benefit of other Bolivian teachers."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

Education in Network (Educação em Rede) 

https://novaescola.org.br/subhome/173/educacao-em-rede 

 

The project is under Facebook Brazil in Brazil. 

Nova Escola, in partnership with Facebook, carried out a number of online training courses 

and furthered exchange experiences on the use of technology for mediation of educational 

processes in a remote context. The project created a support network so that teachers could 

share lessons learned and best practices to minimize the impact of the crisis brought by 

Covid-19 on public education.  Experts indicate that nearly 50 million students of Basic 

Education, 80% from public schools, had presential classes suspended throughout Brazil. 

And about 2 million teachers were surprised by the need for distance education.  And the 

project results were substantial. The broadcasts reached more than 256,000 unique users 

and 457,000 views, with 91% of satisfaction (NPS - Net Promoter Score). The groups on 

Facebook and WhatsApp gathered, at least, 23,000 people. Finally, the marketing campaign 

reached 10 million users on social networks.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

WoMakersCode  

https://womakerscode.org/ 

 



The project is under WoMakersCode  in Brazil. 

WoMakersCode is the largest technology community in Brazil, with goal to strengthen 

female protagonism in IT, through professional and economic development. We have 14 

local groups, where we organize meetups, technology career mentoring and free training 

for women, focusing on software development, data science, artificial intelligence, open 

source and soft skills. Our target audience are all people who identify themselves as cis or 

trans women.                                                                            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

 

WETECH Women's Innovation Center 

https://we-tech.org/ 

 

The project is under WETECH in Cameroon. 

Launched in April 2019, WETECH (Women in Entrepreneurship and Technology) is an 

innovation platform and center aimed at promoting and supporting African women in the 

fields of technology and entrepreneurship.   WETECH provides a solution to the problem of 

women's representation in the fields of entrepreneurship and technology while providing 

them with the training, resources and network they need. WETECH's services include: - A 

training center in new technologies for women: We already offer coding training to young 

girls (students) and young women in the city of Douala, and in the city of Yaoundé with our 

partners. We teach women how to code, how to build websites, web and mobile apps, but 

not only. Other digital trainings are added over time, ranging from graphic design to 

cybersecurity. - An incubator: Already having human and technical resources for our 

training center, women are more apt and equipped to create projects and start-ups in the 

digital field. Women are supported in the development of their projects through our various 

incubation programs.  Currently WETECH is a partner and member of the Advisory Board of 

the “Capacity Building Series” program for women entrepreneurs initiated by CINOLU, in 

the DRC. In addition, we are also launching a leadership and support program aimed at 

supporting women entrepreneurs through Technology in 10 African countries, in 

collaboration with local Tech hubs. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10. 



 

 

 

Niñas STEAM Chile  

https://www.subtel.gob.cl/plansocial/ 

 

The project is under Banco InterAmericano de Desarrollo  in Chile. 

100% virtual activity given the state of confinement due to COVID-19 in which Chile is. The 

activity summoned more than 45 girls between the ages of 10 and 18 distributed 

throughout Chile to participate in the design of solutions with the use of ICT to problems in 

their community. All registration and approval of participation by parents / guardians was 

done digitally. The entire organization of the Ideathon and the girls' teamwork was carried 

out virtually, since Chile has been in quarantine since March 15, hence the merit of the 

initiative. 10 teams were formed that work, the girls did not know each other, there was a 

team of 13 volunteer Mentors from the different organizations that we co-organize the 

Ideaton. Each team developed an idea with the following elements: I) Identify a problem in 

their community, II) propose an innovative solution using ICT, III) Link their idea to 1 or 

more SDGs. For the development of their idea and solution, the teams received 2 

workshops, one on Design Thinking and the other on the development of a prototype of web 

screens using the FIGMA platform, the workshops were given by the team from Laboratoria, 

Chile. A jury was integrated with the participation of Pamela Gidi, SubSria de 

Telecomunicaciones; Yolanda Martínez, IDB Representative in Chile, Victoria Paz 

Department of Social Innovation of the Ministry of Social Development; Marisol Alarcon, 

Partner and VP of Partnerships; Angelica Alarcon Manager of Fundación Telefónica. The 

initiative was launched within the framework of the international day of girls in ICT with 

the collaboration of public institutions, the IDB, civil society and the private sector. The 

criteria to be evaluated were: Problem ID, Solution, Context, Team, Final Pitch. The winning 

team received a tablet from Fundación Telefónica, and they will be able to continue 

developing their idea through other platforms such as access to the Creators contest, 

Solutions for the Future of the Digital Country, and in the Technovation challenges. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 



 

 

Girls Coding Day 

http://girlscodingday.org/ 

 

The project is under Coding Girls Club in China. 

Girls Coding Day – a single day event during which females can get first-hand programming 

experience by working on their own projects along with other female peers. Before the 

event, they receive study materials, attend a kick-off party, and meet with a mentor who 

guides them during the entire process. Studying this format, we first aim to understand the 

background of the participants to assess whether or not it was successful to attract 

participants beyond students and younger females.    Beijing Event Video:  

https://v.qq.com/x/page/e0735pa509m.html    ### Objectives    One of the most discussed 

topics on gender issues in science community is the “shrinking pipeline” phenomenon, 

which is about women who were once in computer science but left.  Girls Coding Day, a 

workshop designed to bring in women who were not in computer science but wished to try 

out or learn computer programming.    1. Help girls and women experience programming 

through one-day coding literacy activities.  2. To train more technical women for the IT 

industry.  3. Get more Chinese tech companies to join the initiates.    ### Results achieved    

- 32 Girls Coding Day events that happened between 2017 and 2019    - Involves more than 

500 programmers as volunteers from IT industry     - Built a national coding learning 

community across 12 cities and 17 universities    - Reached out to Digital education 

depressions in China like Lhasa in January 2021     ### Impact generated    - Partnership 

with Github  - Be selected in UNDP Technology for Philanthropy under the Sustainable 

Development Goals   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Parenting the future 

http://www.hupanmodou.org/ 

 

The project is under Alibaba Group  in China. 

Nearly 40 percent of China’s 45 million children under the age of three live in rural areas, 

and two-thirds of those develop more slowly in either language acquisition, social skills or 

cognition than children in urban areas.   Children living in poverty often suffer from stress, 

lack of early stimulation and learning, neglect and chronic exclusion, which result in delayed 

development, poor health, a high school dropout rate, low skills and limited future 

productivity. Rural parents with lower levels of education are often unaware of the 

importance of responsive parenting for early brain development and have lower levels of 

job skills. In China, only a small number of rural caregivers engage in interactive parenting, 

with 39 percent of them prone to depression, anxiety and stress. Target audience: children 

under the age of three, primary caregivers, and women who work as infant and toddler 



parent instructors and supervisors in national-level poverty-stricken counties.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

Mision TIC 2022 

https://www.misiontic2022.gov.co/portal/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Information Technology and communications in 

Colombia. 

An analysis conducted by (McKinsey & Company, 2017) indicates that, "Colombia has a 

digital talent gap that would reach 160k-265k jobs in 2025, where 68k-112k would 

correspond to software developers."  Misión TIC 2022 is a program aimed to train 100,000 

Colombian youth and adults in programming, to face the challenges of accelerated digital 

transformation in companies and society.     With Mision TIC 2022 we are contributing to 

the closing of the IT talent gap in Colombia, creating opportunities for young people and 

promoting the development of skills to solve problems through programming and the 

development of strategies for job placement.     100,000 Colombians would be able to access 

this programming training through two routes:       Learning Path 1  Target audience: Young 

students from public schools in grades 10 and 11 who have basic knowledge in IT subjects, 

from technical secondary education or in academic schools with deepening in technology 

and computer science.    Learning Path 2  Target audience: high school graduates over 15 

years old and adults who wish to develop programming skills. In this learning path they will 

have the possibility of completing a basic training cycle and then, deepening in web 

application development or mobile application development.    Through working groups 

with businessmen and entrepreneurs, we determined the needs of profiles in ICT areas, 

programming languages, developer profiles, English language learning, strengthening of 

socioemotional skills and other necessary competencies to facilitate their approach to the 

labor market.    During 2020, the training had 5.623 beneficiaries, 1.500 for the learnig path 

1 and 4.123 for learning path 2. By 2021 we propose to train 50.000 Colombians and by 

2022 we will train the remaining part of the goal to reach 100.000 programmers.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Czechitas z.s. - SKILLS 

https://www.czechitas.cz/en/ 

 

The project is under Czechitas z.s in Czech Republic. 

Czechitas represents an educational ecosystem that involves a variety of forms of 

alternative education, from workshops, evening courses, hands-on work on real-life 

projects, lectures, to mentoring, internships in companies, online courses, as well as 

community study groups. Our mission is to inspire, educate and apply new talent for 

stronger diversity and competitiveness in IT. The organization's goals are divided into 3 

main pillars:    - Popularization: Publicizing and popularizing IT & digital skills education in 

public and among women, inspirational workshops and lectures.   - Education: technical 

skills education, workshops, courses, hackathons, retraining programs.   - Transition: career 

transition of graduates, linking to the labor market, practical use of acquired knowledge, 

incubator of innovative ideas, job fairs. Our base is a community of companies with social 

responsibility, tech specialists and volunteers, graduates, educational organizations.     Our 

main target groups are ADULTS (90 %) and YOUTH (10 %), both  with a special accent on 

women/girls.  Czechitas helps to break down stereotypes of women/girls to realize that the 

IT sector presents many career opportunities also for them. As IT skills already play a 

significant role in our everyday life and almost all jobs, women anticipate that they need to 

improve to keep up. The companies looking for new talents see diversity and particularly 

women as a significant group with high potential. They are open to co-create and support 

our community, open to be flexible, to create internships, mentoring programs or new entry 

level positions, or provide their employees to participate in our projects and events. Over 6 

years, Czechitas have become recognized as a platform with the ability to guide newcomers 

to tech. During our existence, we have drawn the attention of the ICT field of thousands of 

women and trained over 15,000 of them. We directly connected 500 women to new job 

positions in ICT in companies and influenced much more of them.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, EMP, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16, SDG17. 



 

 

 

Déploiement du projet JUMP IN TECH en France 

http://becomtech.fr/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Rapport-dactivit%C3%A9_2019.pdf 

 

The project is under BECOMTECH in France. 

BECOMTECH is a national association created in 2017 which works for gender diversity and 

equality in IT and digital. The association was created on the basis of an observation that 

girls encounter many obstacles to accessing scientific and technical sectors and professions. 

Only 10% of technical digital jobs are currently occupied by women in France. BECOMTECH 

gives girls from all territories the opportunity to break out of the prejudices and 

exclusionary stereotypes that surround scientific and technical professions. For the 

association, computers and digital technology are formidable educational levers for girls to 

see that they have the same potential as boys. Experiencing this by acquiring IT and digital 

skills enables them to develop their ambition. The BECOMTECH association has developed 

two programs. The "JUMP IN TECH" program which aims to reduce the gap between girls 

and boys in the IT sector. The program aims to educate and inspire girls with the aim of 

enabling them to access the professions of the 21st century. JUMP IN TECH is an active and 

participatory pedagogy. Mastering digital tools is both an objective and a formidable lever 

for emancipation! After participating in JUMP IN TECH, more than 200 of them have taken 

the plunge to join the community of Ambassadors committed to digital diversity. They lead 

initiatives that increase the social impact for more diversity in Tech. We have chosen three 

general objectives to measure the social impact of our activities on the direct beneficiaries: 

1. Fight against social and gender inequalities encountered by girls between 14 and 17 

years old. 2. Promote the acquisition by girls of a computer and digital culture and skills to 

support their emancipation. 3. Inspire girls with the aim of enabling them to access the 

professions of the 21st century and reduce the gap between girls and boys in the computer 

sector. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

The Digital Classes: Vocational Digital Training for Afghan Girls  

https://www.facebook.com/AfghanistanLibre 



 

The project is under Afghanistan Libre in France. 

Afghanistan Libre is an NGO founded by Chékéba Hachemi in 1996 in response to the 

deterioration of Afghan girls’ and women's rights under the Taliban regime. It operates in 

Afghanistan and was recognized as a French NGO in 1996 and as an Afghan NGO in 2005.    

The NGO's priority objective is to facilitate women and girl’s access to education, health 

care, and vocational training in rural areas of Afghanistan to empower their social and 

economic independence and choice.      Our target audience thus is girls and women living in 

remote provinces of Afghanistan that receive little assistance, areas where 75% of Afghan 

women live and struggle most to access essential services.  More than 300,000 beneficiaries, 

mostly women, have been positively impacted by our projects. In 2019, 9,000 students, 

including 6,000 girls, benefited from our educational programming.      In order to improve 

girls' education and empower women, our activities are organized between two mutually-

reinforcing sectors: the Education Sector and the Women's Sector, which includes projects 

that ensure economic independence and access to health services.     Our programming 

implements an integrated educational approach that accompanies beneficiaries from early 

childhood to adulthood. Our projects concentrate on the improvement of learning 

conditions (construction of classrooms, installation of solar panels…), the creation and 

support of preschools, university entrance exam preparatory courses (which concentrate 

on scientific subjects), professional digital training via the Digital Classes, self-training for 

teachers, assistance in obtaining national identity papers (the Tazkira) and the distribution 

of solar lamps. We are currently implementing education projects in seven schools and five 

preschools to provide children with access to meaningful and quality education and care.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Our Girls Our Future 

http://www.accomplishedafricanwomen.org 

 

The project is under Yielding Accomplished African Women in Ghana. 

Yielding Accomplished African Women is a non-profit organization on an ambitious 



mission. They aim to bridge the gender economic gap in Africa by providing a college to 

career pipeline for young African women. They are building the largest community of 

African female technologists and financial analysts for the continent. Yaa W. has created 

Africa’s first professional STEM sorority. In 2019, they hosted Africa's first and only Women 

In Machine Learning Conference that trained a 100 young women from all over Africa in 

foundational skills and knowledge in Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. They also 

had yoga sessions, personal development sessions and community development sessions. 

Their flagship program, which has been run annually since the organization's inception is 

dubbed "Our Girls Our Future". This is a career accelerator program that trains cohorts of 

ladies in tech and finance streams through a series of classes, assignments, seminars, 

interviews and internships. At the end of the intensive training, the ladies are equipped with 

a gender-specific professional toolkit encompassing skills in personal branding, 

professional etiquette, MS Office, financial markets and analysis, macro/microeconomics, 

product design, programming skills, software development life cycle amongst others. 

They’re also bolstered with a solid network of influential female professionals. They are 

then matched to top tech and finance companies for internships and jobs.        Our Girls Our 

Future had been run as an in-person training till the COVID-19 pandemic hit. YAA.W has 

been able to move their training online, despite the various time zones across Africa, with 

the use of Online Challenges eg. "Think for the Future" which rewarded the winning ladies 

with up to $1000 dollars cash prizes, career and mentorship support. They also organized 

daily "Eureka Moments" quizzes where winners received Internet data bundles for 

continued access to the online programs.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Enabling IT literacy and health information dissemination in Covid times 

https://spoken-tutorial.org/ 

 

The project is under Spoken Tutorials, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, 

Mumbai, India in India. 



The COVID pandemic has hit us hard impacting all domains of our life. This crisis has 

ushered in a new era of virtual systems. In this direction, the Spoken Tutorial project at the 

Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, Mumbai, India is working in the domain of IT 

literacy and health. The project creates audio-video tutorials in local Indian languages 

which can be viewed on desktop/laptop and smartphones. The tutorials are self-learning 

tutorials, uses very little bandwidth for access and can be downloaded in a zip format to be 

viewed for future and offline learning. The tutorials are on average 10 minutes long and 

uses screencast technology. Tutorials are created for both IT training using Free Libre and 

Open Source Software and health awareness during COVID. During these COVID times, 

these tutorials bridge the prevalent gap of lack of information, lack of proper guidance for 

skill development and IT literacy, lack of infrastructure facilities available, and difficulty in 

understanding English. The project has also launched a toll-free helpline number where 

expert guidance is provided for queries pertaining to premature babies, under-nourished 

infants, child nutrition, breastfeeding and mother’s nutrition.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

 Devi 

https://www.collectiveconsciousness.in/projects 

 

The project is under The Collective Consciousness in India. 

Menstruation is a bodily function and a monthly occurrence for 1.8 billion girls, women, 

transgender men and non-binary persons of reproductive age. Yet millions of menstruators 

across the world are denied the right to manage their monthly menstrual cycle in a 

dignified, healthy way.    India has over 355 million menstruating girls and women, but 

approximately 200 million of them lack awareness, acceptance, and access to menstrual 

hygiene products due to the lack of financial resources.    Menstrual health and hygiene 

interventions can be an entry point to help girls build the skills to overcome obstacles to 

their health, freedom and development, such as gender-based violence, child marriage and 

school dropout.    Devi seeks to address these critical menstrual health challenges to 

overcome the barriers to holistic development and well-being by leveraging digital 

technology through pedagogy to bring about a disruption in the learning process. We have 

created a multilingual curriculum-driven thoroughly by technology using the VAK (visual-

auditory- kinaesthetic) learning style.     Devi’s menstrual health and hygiene management 

programme serves to promote the social inclusion of women and is an important step 

towards safeguarding the dignity, bodily integrity and overall well-being of women and 

girls.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, LEA, HEA, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG8. 

 

 



Computer Shiksha 

https://www.computershiksha.org/ 

 

The project is under Computer Shiksha in India. 

Today we face a tremendous range of unmet needs related to health, education, food 

security and energy use. Having made considerable strides in improving access, efforts are 

now being made to improve the quality of education. As of the 2001 Census, there are more 

than 400 million school-age children that reside India. Household surveys on economic 

status suggest that the majority of these children’s families are not able to afford the costs of 

obtaining an adequate education provided by the private sector. These disparities, driven 

by class, caste and regional disparities are one of the greatest challenges that the country 

will need to address in the 21st century. This presents a serious challenge for those trying 

to change the status quo. The numbers are often disheartening and too large for any one 

individual or organization to begin to address.     Our project aims to combat one of the 

troubling features of education inequality by providing technology access and instruction 

for under-served children.      COVID makes what we do all the more crucial for our kids and 

the World !    Computer Shiksha offers computer literacy programs as a service to schools 

who are already successfully engaging with communities but do not have the resources to 

produce an effective Digital Literacy program.   We provide Free Computer literacy through 

Self-Learning Videos in schools catering to the under-served by delivering refurbished 

computers, training a teacher per school, providing video based course-ware, assisting in 

monitoring, evaluation and certification of students and assisting in life-long maintenance 

and other support to these schools.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

 

Digital Accessibility to Empower Girl Child with Motor and Intellectual Disability. 

https://www.key2enable.ae/ 

 

The project is under Ada Lovelace Software Private Limited in India. 

We cater for the people of determination who are unable to use computers and mobile 

devices due to motion limitations or lack of fine motor coordination, by providing 

innovative tools, such as the Key-X keyboard for accessing computers, learning and 

communicating. Key-X is a platform for school inclusion and rehabilitation, capable of 

developing the motor and cognitive skills of students and patients with physical and 

intellectual disabilities. And we believe that changing their lives forever, mainly in early 



childhood, we will be able to change their future. They will be able to find other 

opportunities and even work. According to UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 

“Girls and women of all ages with any form of disability are generally among the more 

vulnerable and marginalized of society”,     “People with disabilities in general face 

difficulties in entering the open labor market, but, seen from a gender perspective, men 

with disabilities are almost twice as likely to have jobs than women with disabilities. When 

women with disabilities work, they often experience unequal hiring and promotion 

standards, unequal Access to training and retraining, unequal access to credit and other 

productive resources, unequal pay for equal work and occupational segregation, and they 

rarely participate in economic decision making”.     But we can be one of these possibilities. 

We will focus on the education process of these girls and their abilities. When they grow up, 

they will be economically sustainable and participate in the daily life of their families. We 

know that the female brain has more connections between the two hemispheres than the 

male brain. And we want to create tasks and activities using artificial intelligence based on 

this breakthrough to take advantage of the difference that makes women so powerful. Why 

not develop this genius ability to bring them a more prosperous future! We would like to be 

able to talk about this "invisible big issue".   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Digital Book 

HTTP://RELAWANTIK.LESTARIILMU.ID 

 



The project is under Relawan TIK Magetan in Indonesia. 

Project objectives:  This project is to help provide android-based digital books in the field of 

education, especially in blankspot areas and limited internet access. In Magetan District 

"Tematik Books" provided by the government are very limited, only 1 package book is used 

for 2 to 4 children. So that children have difficulty learning during this COVID-19 pandemic.  

Online learning that is taught via the web is difficult for students to access, because most 

villages are blank spots. So that this application can help people who do not have internet 

access. Students can study at home even if they don't have data and quotas. With the offline 

application we can display more interesting learning with animated GIFs and digital sounds 

that can be viewed without internet access.    The results achieved:  1. Learning for students 

in cities and villages based on the "Tematik Book" continues, with the internet or without 

the internet.  2. The presence of the teacher who is usually reading books in front of the 

class, explaining books, replaced by the teacher's voice explaining the book subject matter 

via audio in the offline application.  3. Students find it easier to remember the subject matter 

taught by the teacher, because students can repeat the learning subject matter again, until 

students memorize it.  4. Make it easier for teachers to give directions to students, to study, 

understand, or memorize learning subject matter.    The Impact:  The impact is that offline 

applications can change children's patterns of using Android, from the habit of playing 

games to changing their function to offline learning. Parents prefer their children to learn to 

memorize, formulas, repeat learning subject matter from the teacher, do assignments, 

compared to them playing games via Android. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Smart Fingers 

https://jaricerdik.min1kotamadiun.sch.id/ 

 

The project is under Islamic Elementary School in Indonesia. 

Jari Cerdik is a program dedicated for education of students at the elementary school. This 

program presents learning videos made in accordance with the national curriculum starting 

from first to sixth grade. The learning video is also equipped with learning presentation files 

and summaries based on the subject. And all learning service facilities in this program can 

be accessed by anyone, anytime and anywhere online and can even be downloaded for free.  

This Program originated with the idea of helping students who have to continue study at 

home caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. The students can see and study the material 

presented through the audio visual directly.   This program is designed to be simple, easy 

and free. So that, the students, parents and teachers can take advantage of this program as a 

solution. So, the effects are:  1. Students at elementary level are accustomed to operating 

gadgets wisely.  2. Parents can prepare learning materials according to the national 

curriculum, easily.  3. For teachers, this program makes it easy for them to provide learning 

references to their students without having to be confused about making videos and 

materials. Especially for teachers in areas that have minim facilities of ICT.   



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG17. 

 

 

Mata Kuliah Kecerdasan Digital 

https://cerdasdigital.id/ 

 

The project is under Center for Digital Society in Indonesia. 

The Ministry of Information, Communication, and Technology (ICT) forecasted that more 

than 113 million digital talents would be needed in 2030. However, there are limited 

actions to fulfill digital talent demand, especially in the Indonesian education system and its 

development gap.    Mata Kuliah Kecerdasan Digital presents a solution to the 

aforementioned issue, where we provide an e-learning platform that teaches about digital 

mindset and understanding of using logic and technology regardless of their background. 

We divide our participants through a pre-test to assess their capabilities and place them in 

the Basic and Advanced classes. The basic class focuses on understanding the use of 

technology and applying it in solving social problems, whereas the advanced class provides 

them with digital skills needed in the future, namely programming, data science, 

cybersecurity, and cloud computing.   Mata Kuliah Kecerdasan Digital focuses on substantial 

matters and how these skills can be applied practically in real life. In doing so, we have 

partnered with global tech companies such as Cisco and Huawei and local tech companies 

such as Bukalapak to formulate our learning module and system that enables participants to 

have direct engagement with these experts.    As an inclusive e-learning platform, we have 

successfully impacted 1700 participants throughout our entire journey. These certified 

programs are not only available to the university students, but it is also open to everyone 

who aspires to learn about digital skills regardless of their background and expertise. 

Through 57 learning modules and public lectures live-streamed from YouTube, we have 

increased the awareness about digital skills as well as enhance their capabilities.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

AR Apps during COVID-19 pandemic for  Countrywide Elementary School Students 

https://baloot-app.com/ 

 

The project is under Iran University of Science and Technology in Iran (Islamic 

Republic of). 

The project is to provide Augmented Reality (AR)-based mobile applications to improve the 

quality of learning in K-6 schools during the COVID-19 pandemic, by bridging AR technology 

and education for more than 8,000,000 elementary students all over the country. It aims to 

benefit from distance learning advantages so that students can obtain instruction and learn 

with ease at home by simply clicking a few buttons on their phone or tablet screen and learn 

educational subjects in 3D objects close to reality and also listen live or asynchronously to a 



virtual teacher, interact with the teacher, and solve problems without having to physically 

be in a classroom. This method of learning speeds up the learning process and makes it 

exciting for elementary students so they would understand objectives more effectively and 

become interested in studying. The main advantages of implementing this project are 

making the low cost ICT-based educational tool which costs only 1 dollar for each textbook, 

making educational assistance tools available for all segments of society, with a particular 

focus on the most vulnerable and synchronizing the education system o the country with 

the latest ICT technologies. By using these mobile apps, the students can easily watch and 

experience the theoretical and experimental subjects which might be hard to see in daily life 

or it costs a lot to explore them. By this, not only the educational system of the country takes 

advantage of the capacity of ICTs in the best way, but also the growing educational divide 

within the country will be bridged. This latter achievement also satisfies the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), especially the G4, G9, and G10. It should be noted that the Oak 

project model can be replicated for the educational system of any other countries. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

 

Hastartupistiot 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hastartupistiot/ 

 

The project is under Hastartupistiot in Israel. 

Hastartupistiot (Hebrew for startup female founders) is the largest community of tech 

female founders is Israel. A community of over 5K members that was build around our 

podcast showcasing amazing female founders who dream and deliver success from the 

startup-nation.    Our mission is to dismiss bias towards female entrepreneurs using data 

and to facilitate access to finance and eco-system leaders through our OH & OTR sessions.                                                                                            

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

 



African Digital Schools Initiative  

https://oer-studentresources.gesci.org/ 

 

The project is under Global E-Schools and Communities Initiatives in Kenya. 

"GESCI COVID-19 Response: https://gesci.org/news-

room/news/single/news/detail/News/gescis-covid19-response/  Global e- Schools and 

Communities (GESCI) is primarily responding to the COVID crisis in education through:  ¬ 

Launching a Students’ Resources for online learning platform: https://bit.ly/2Lf1uEN  ¬ 

Teacher Professional Development (Coding webinars: https://bit.ly/3cyIT2c  ¬ Engaging 

teachers through the Community of Practice: https://bit.ly/3dyvojh  ¬ The e-Readiness 

Framework and Costing of ICT Integration Model"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

InABLE’s- COVID-19 Response Project 

https://inable.org/index.php/projects/ 

 

The project is under inABLE in Kenya. 

"InABLE Home Schooling Project: A lack of access to computer technology or reliable 

Internet connectivity is an obstacle to continued learning for many students, including 

special needs students. To create the right remote learning, inABLE is working to deliver 

educational resources to blind and visually impaired students using Internet access, 

computer assistive technology and an educational support team.      Promoting Inclusive 

Education Through Accessible Digital Content Project: to improve the learning 

opportunities for learners and young people with disabilities and ensure their rights under 

the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities this project will: develop 

interactive digital accessible learning materials in a variety of media formats (EPub4 and 

DAISY) for learners with disabilities in Kenya and increase access to relevant interactive 

digital learning resources for persons with disabilities.      Case Study on Experiences in 

Home-Learning for Primary and Secondary-School Students with Disabilities in Kenya: This 

is a research project involving a collaborative effort to begin to document the experiences of 

Kenyan students with disabilities in these challenging times of learn-from-home due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The main output of is a technical report that will inform decision-

making at local and national levels."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 

Leap Hubs 

http://leaphubs.com/ 

 

The project is under RCD Africa, Global Peace Education in Kenya. 



Leap Hubs is a Leadership and Entrepreneurship program initiated in 2013 and piloted in 

Kenya in 2015, that provide guidance and space in secondary schools for highly motivated 

students to explore their ideas and learn what it takes to become business and social 

entrepreneurs. It immediately introduced innovation and incubation spaces in schools, 

where students can gain valuable skills including tech leadership, innovation, marketing, 

problem solving, product development, finance, and planning. In 2015 Leap Hubs was 

scaled from the initial 8 pilot schools to  24 public secondary schools. 96 business and social 

enterprise ideas were in various levels of incubation by the end of 2015.  By 2017 the girls 

(Leap Girls) were leading in projects and mentoring had been introduced to primary school 

girls. This project is the first of its kind to get endorsed by the Ministry of Education, Kenya. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

Uhai binti  

https://www.facebook.com/uhaibinti3 

 

The project is under Uhai binti in Kenya. 

According to the National coordinating agency for population and development (NCAPD) 

Kenya 46% of Kenya’s population lives below the poverty line. Of this 70% are young 

people below 35 years .Of this percentage 65% are below 25 years. However the disturbing 

fact is that 80% of this population is rural and even more disturbing that of this percentage 

64% are girls aged 14 to 25. Lokichoggio Turkana is an arid region faced with perennial 

droughts, as thus many families cannot afford a daily meal. Fathers opt to marry their 

daughters at an early age (13 to 16 some as early as 11) not only as a way of easing the 

financial burden but also as a source of income to the family. Many of these girls often lack 

basic education and hence even in their married life have no knowledge of family planning 

methods. As a result by the age of 19 most have 4 to 5 children. With little or no education 

these young mothers have no access to formal employment opportunities, they resort to 

subsistence farming which yields very low returns in an arid and drought prone region. 

They are thus left to depend on their pastoralist husbands for their daily needs, leaving 

them with no bargaining power and vulnerable to domestic violence. For the few girls 

attending school the challenges are immense. There is only one school in Lokiding region 

which is roughly 5 km away from the three villages. There are not enough textbooks for 

everyone (1 among 5) and the puberty aged girls end up missing three months of school 

each year due to menstruation UhaiBinti (Girl Alive) was founded in November 2011 during 

the Global youth summit 2011 with the sole purpose of looking for a comprehensive 

approach to addressing these issues.    Through our SMS platform,  social media page and 

community workshops we have reached over 695 girls,  200 of whom have registered to 

access school for the first time. In addition  1500 textbooks have been collected  through 

our book drives and 24 girls engaged in social entrepreneurship.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 



 

 

 

Taleemkw: Kuwait Portal to Distance Learning 

http://taleemkw.net 

 

The project is under Kuwait University in Kuwait. 

"The scope of this work is to enable continuation of learning and education of public 

throughout the COVID-19 crisis by supporting a national forum for online education 

learning management system (LMS) and all the supporting hardware and technical support 

relating to LMS operation.    The LMS should support the K-12 pupils that is 683359 total 

(public and private schools) students     Kuwait has 1489 schools with 85949 teachers and 

16090 classrooms in government schools.    The Ministry of Education stoped public schools 

and University till begining of Aug. 2020 to be resumed. Some private schools do not have 

the needed infrastructure to resume school using distance learning, this portal will service 

any school need to implement the Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT) using our 

infrastructure free of charge, this project will also provide the needed help by providing 

tutorials and guildes to teachers never used online learning to help them better produce 

thier materials and post it on the learning management system (LMS).    Month of June will 

start registeration of schools and institutions, July will educate the teachers on how to use 

the LMS, and starting date will be on Aug as assigned by the Ministry of Education."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 



Left Right Brain Dominance Level Classification Based on Deep Neural Network 

Architecture and Electroencephalogram Signal 

http://fet.mmu.edu.my 

 

The project is under Multimedia University in Malaysia. 

The theories regarding to brain dominance defines a person’s personality have  been 

developed for decades, for example left brain thinker better in mathematics  and right brain 

thinker better in arts. Currently, questionnaire assessment is used to  determine the brain 

dominance level. However, there is no evidence in term of  practical biofeedback data which 

reflects the information of our brain to validate  the left and right brain dominance concept. 

Thus, in this invention system,  electroencephalogram (EEG) method is used to capture 

brain activity. And the  developed hybrid adaptive resonance theory deep neural network is 

used to  classify the brain dominance level. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 

Development of Virtual Reality Based Brain Training System 

https://www.mmu.edu.my/ 

 

The project is under Multimedia University  in Malaysia. 

In general, every person’s mind needs to be challenged every day to ensure that the brain 

works in the best performance. Our Intellectual performance or cognition is based on the 

function of our brain. In our old age, it often happens that we lose certain skills especially in 

the case of neurological diseases. To restoring these functions, it is a great challenge to the 

clinic and research. Virtual Reality is one of the new impulses for the researcher to help 

them in further new technical developments in the relative field.  This project is aimed to 

develop a series of applications to train up the left and right brain thinker by using wearable 

Virtual Reality (VR) technology. This Virtual Reality System was integrated with a hand 

tracking function to immerse the user in a virtual scenario. Furthermore, a VR based 

memory training and logical thinking game have consisted in this system.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 



 

 

Girls2Code: Girls in ICT Campaign 2020 

https://www.usm.my 

 

The project is under UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE MALAYSIA  in Malaysia. 

We present Girls2Code, an innovative project that combines art and animation to teach 

programming as a non-conventional approach to improve young girls’ interest in STEM. We 

observed a lower exposure of computer programming among our female students in their 

primary and secondary education in Malaysia. Early exposure to programming is important 

to better prepare girls for successful future ICT careers. In conjunction with the 

International Telecommunication Union’s Girls in ICT Day on 25 April 2019, the School of 

Computer Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia (CS USM) in collaboration with Telebort 

launched the Girls2Code: Girls in ICT Campaign 2019. The community engagement program 

aimed to encourage and empower girls to consider studies and careers in ICT, thus enabling 

both girls and technology companies to reap the benefits of greater female participation and 

retention in the ICT sector in Malaysia. The campaign consisted of a series of workshops 

conducted for young girls from selected primary schools in Penang, Malaysia. The 

workshops taught girls to code using the visual programming language, Scratch, but took an 

innovative spin by showing the girls how they could use programming to make their 

drawings come to life, and turn still drawings into animation.  Objectives:  1) to cultivate 

interest in programming among young girls  2) to break the stereotype that programming is 

technical, boring and cut out only for boys   3) to make female ICT role models more visible 

to girls.  Our first “Animation Using Scratch” workshop was hosted at SJK (C) Union, Penang 

on 25th April 2019.   Participants were recruited from three different schools: SJK Union, SK 

Methodist Girls and SJK Heng Ee. A total of thirty girls aged between 10 and 11 took part in 

the workshop. Twenty-eight primary school students aged between 10 and 11 years old 

from seven schools came to CS USM to participate in the workshop.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 



 

 Offline PYPLAS system 

https://sander21.github.io 

 

The project is under Yangon Technological University in Myanmar. 

          Ministry of education in Myanmar perform to improve human resource development 

and research in ICT. The ministry supports online and offline teaching to improve the 

education in Myanmar. In universities, professor gives online training to support the online 

teaching in Covid-19.Teachers attended the online training such as Learning management 

system (LMS) and Self-directed learning (SDL), Teaching Method in online learning 

environments and so on. Teachers is preparing the online lecture of their subjects to teach 

their students from online. Teachers have more workload to perform the lecture video and 

assignments by using Moodle in Universities in Myanmar. Offline programming learning 

system supports to reduce the teacher workloads in programming subjects. Teachers can 

automatically perform questions of programming subjects to give the assignments by using 

Offline programming learning system. Students can learn the grammar and basic of each 

programming according to answer the questions. So, offline programming learning system 

perform to improve the student programming skills and reduce the internet cost.              

Offline PYPLAS system will improve the student programming skill and reduce the teacher 

workload in University . This system is used to support the python programming in 

education. Teachers can easily create questions and test the student answers according to 

their result. Students can frequently submit the answer of questions to improve their 

programming skill. This system is reduced the using time of the internet because this 

system is offline. This system is support the students research fields to create the 

application and other research area. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



WomenLead 

https://www.facebook.com/womenleadmyanmar 

 

The project is under CCEducare myanmar in Myanmar. 

CCEducare has been providing e-learning services during Covid-19 such as complimentary 

hosting to clients and also consulting many organizations including private and public 

sectors. Womenlead is one of the social project CCEducare provide digital literacy trainings 

to Women lead businesses who are facing challenges during Covid-19. We have trained 200 

women across Myanmar.  We are also training them to improve their business to more 

sustainable and also use financial technology among training. We are receiving many 

positive impact from the program.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, BUS, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG8, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

STEAM; Education for Young Girls/Women 

http://wistemnepal.org/ 

 

The project is under WOMEN IN STEM NEPAL in Nepal (Republic of). 

STEAM; education for young girls/women is the project initiated by WiSTEM Nepal to 

impact the mindset of root causes of the existing gender gap in STEM fields. Through this 

project, we provide hands-on experience to Coding, Design Thinking, Electronics, and STEM 

learning materials to the primary and secondary school girls/women that also includes 

children with disabilities, school drop-outs, indigenous people and other marginalized 

communities of the age group 10-19 years inspiring them to use STEM in daily life.     By 

2030, this project aims to increase the number of girls taking STEM careers by 30% 

benefiting 500 young girls every year. The organization aims to provide required STEM 

interventions to young girls especially the high school girls in Nepal, help them pursue 

STEM careers by providing designed-developed STEM materials for learning(at schools and 

home-based), skill-based workshops, training, and mentorships, map, Collaborate and 

brainstorm with organizations and existing role models, share their success stories to 

inspire the next generation of girls. And intensify STEM activities by establishing a STEM 

research center where priority will be given for girls/women researchers in STEM.    

Innovation: Providing an opportunity to experiment with STEM materials, toys, or toolkits 

and enroll in hands-on learning activities that are proven to encourage and educate young 

girls in STEM and help to build the foundation of engineering skill-sets, increase problem-

solving capabilities, and design their imaginations. As they get exposed to toolkits, they will 

learn to embrace failures because STEM is all about experimenting with ideas again and 

again.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG4, SDG5, SDG10. 

 

 



 

Digital Skills for Women, Girls and Teachers 

http://wit.ng/ 

 

The project is under Women in Technology in Nigeria in Nigeria. 

">>Teachers are equipped with digital skills to enable them teach effectively online due to 

pandemic via our teachers.ng network.   1. Record and edit audio, video for e-Learning  2. 

Creating simple website, blogs and WIKIS  3. Google Cloud computing for Education  4. 

Creating Engaging Visuals, Multimedia and Presentations  5. Creating Digital Quizzes and 

Assessment online  6. Integrating Social media into learning  7. Cybersecurity for Teachers 

(cyberbullying)  8. Efficient and Effective Web Search  9. Game-based Teaching  10. 

Computational Thinking  11. Managing e-Learning Platform  12. Advanced Spreadsheet  13. 

Digital Story Telling  14. Entrepreneurship and problem Solving  15. Project based 

experiential learning: Critical thinking, teamwork, Collaboration,  Communication  16. 

Working with files (including reducing sizes of online files)  >>Women are being provided 

with digital skills and  entrepreneurship opportunities via our wit.ng network.  Girls, 

through our icamp.ng project are being equipped with up to date 4IR. Modules include  

Modules Coding Robotics Video Editing Cybersecurity Web development Digital Story 

Telling Artificial Intelligence Mobile Apps Development Leadership & Entrepreneurship 

Graphics, Drawing and Animation Design, Computational & Critical Thinking"   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

The Visiola Foundation 

https://www.visiolafoundation.org/ 

 

The project is under The Visiola Foundation in Nigeria. 

The Visiola Foundation has an innovative approach in mentoring and teaching students in 

the STEM fields. Programs:      1. STEM Summer Camps: This is an exciting week-long 

residence program designed to pique the interest of teenage girls in the STEM fields. During 

the camp, students are taught concepts and projects in robotics, electronics, mechanics, and 

computer programming.   2. Coding Boot Camp: This is an intensive training program that 

provides participants with a strong foundation upon which to build their careers as 

computer programmers and tech entrepreneurs. Students are taught full-stack web 

development, python programming, graphic design, and provide opportunities for students 

to gain internships from leading technology companies in the country.      3. After School 



STEM Clubs: The Visiola Foundation’s after-school STEM Clubs for Girls are customized 

around the core foundational literacies, competencies, and character qualities required for 

success in the 21st century. The content of the program is designed to complement schools’ 

academic instruction, with emphasis on Math, English, and Science. The Visiola     These 

programs are providing a new set of opportunities and benefits to the female workforce of 

tomorrow by equipping young women from low-income backgrounds with these high value 

and high wage skills to enable them to become financially independent. These STEM 

programs have been created to produce the following outcomes:     • Improved female 

attitudes towards technical skills, while tackling inhibiting gender stereotypes.    • Increased 

STEM knowledge and skills evidenced by improved academic performance and leadership 

development.     • Increased confidence in studying STEM subjects.    • Increased number of 

women leading successful careers through STEM entrepreneurship.    • Increased number of 

female entrepreneurs in high-income technical fields.    • Increased number of female 

innovators tackling important challenges to improve socio-economic development in 

Nigeria and Africa." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

ICT for girls 

https://www.cypfnigeria.com 

 

The project is under Child and youth protection foundation in Nigeria. 

The program is providing ICT for girls in public schools in Abuja and the project is presently 

in 4 public schools. The girls are taught basic ICT skills weekly and the schools are also 

given desk top computers.    Over time we have seen an increased computer knowledge 

among the girls and also the girls are now encouraged to get more knowledge. Presently, 

200 girls are on the program.    Our Vision: A society which respects the rights of children 

and youth: a society which promotes positive and enabling environment for children and 

youth to grow and develop into responsible adults; a sanitized society.    Our Mission: Is 

laying the foundation for a good future for children and youth in the society and 

empowering them to be responsible citizens of the Nation. Ensuring that children are not in 

any way exploited, thereby creating an enabling environment for proper growth and 

development. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 



The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Women Digital Literacy 

https://yelffoundation.org 

 

The project is under Yasmin Elrufai Foundation in Nigeria. 

Yasmin Elrufai Foundation is a non governmental, non profit and apolitical organization 

designed to nurture the innate creativity in children up to 19 years of age and giving second 

chance to education to women between 13 to 30 years of age by leveraging on existing 

structures within target communities. The program runs through a year and half with the 

first segment of a one year course that focus on basic literacy, numeracy and civic education, 

the second segment  is a three month digital literacy training focused on giving the women 

digital skills to improve their productivity and finally to train them on unique business skills 

to support and change their lives for the better.    It’s a unique initiative designed to 

intervene specifically on women’s needs. This was achieved after needs assessment and 

reliable data analysis by education experts.    The main focus of the WLP has been to 

enhance the literacy, numeracy and ICT knowledge of the woman beneficiaries in order to 

equip them with the necessary skills to start or improve their businesses to the level that 

they can be financially secure. However, it has become evident to us that many of the 

women are desirous of going further with formal education. Some have expressed interest 

in enrolling in the university to study such disciplines as Medicine, Law, Accountancy etc. As 

a result, in future, interested learners will be given all the necessary support they need 

enable them to re-enrol into regular schools in order to get the certificates that will enable 

them to eventually secure admission into tertiary institutions.     The YELF women literacy 

program began with four maiden centers of 20 students per center, totaling to 80 students 

in the 2017/2018 session. With the support of Ford Foundation the organization increased 

the number of centers to 10 all within kaduna state metropolis with 25 students per center, 

totaling to 250 students. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Inspire A Child 

http://lms.fliplearnkids.com/info/ 



 

The project is under FLID SERVICES in Nigeria. 

The work of the organization is targeted on how to upskill the girlchild and females in the 

society on digital prowess, vocational training and entrepreneurship  The initiative is 

innovative in that it has helped to promote digital learning in schools and accorded it the 

desired attention required  Many girls both in the primary and secondary schools have 

benefited a lot through this initiative by getting first-hand training on digital skills from tech 

professionals as well as digital equipment like kindles and modem for online activities. 

Many also have been trained in vocational studies   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 Taleemabad - Making education come to life 

http://taleemabad.com/ 

 

The project is under Orenda in Pakistan. 

During school closures, education can be kept alive through digital means. Out of the 70.9 

million children in Pakistan, nearly 40.4 million have access to television, and 24.5 million 

have latent access, i.e. digital access through a parent's mobile phone/device, while close to 

1M children own a personal device.The Taleemabad learning series is the national 

curriculum of Pakistan presented in an engaging animated format, consisting of hundreds of 

video lessons and thousands of assessments. Through contextualised storylines and 

engaging characters, we can build a deep relationship with children which enables us to 

retain their attention for longer thus helping us instil deep-rooted learning. The content 

(lessons, assessments, practice questions) is available in Urdu, English and soon in multiple 

regional languages Before COVID-19, the series was mainly distributed through the means 

of the Taleemabad App (bit.ly/taleemabad) - an adaptive platform, cognizant of user 

learning levels, allowing it to curate a specialised curriculum according to each user’s 

unique learning needs. The platform now has close to 250,000 users with 2000 new users 

coming to the platform each day.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 



 

iSchool 

https://edtechworx.com/event/i-school/ 

 

The project is under EdTech Worx Pvt. Ltd.  in Pakistan. 

iSchool by EDTW is a gamified schooling system for K12, delivering high-quality 

personalized learning - no matter where students are. The school will be registered as a 

separate entity by the first quarter of 2022 after the successful pilot of one year. iSchool 

follows a national curriculum with a focus on core courses: English, Maths, Science, and 

Urdu with STEAM-based innovative pedagogies and experiential learning.  We plan to 

expand our reach across Pakistan to ensure that there are no physical boundaries when it 

comes to learning.     Along with the schooling model, iSchool also launched a new initiative 

called 'iClubs' within its service umbrella. iClubs prepares K12 students for the 4th 

industrial revolution by introducing them to non-traditional, creative, and innovative 

courses. We believe that everyone has a creative seed within, which has the potential to 

become a fruit-bearing tree of tomorrow. iSchool’s vision is to create an atmosphere that 

nurtures these seeds. Students can enroll in a variety of courses from soft skills such as 

personal branding and personal well being to hard skills such programming and graphic 

design. Which allows students to become well rounded individuals with a head start in life.     

We use EDTechWorx's Digital Interactive Platform (MyDIP) to engage students & teachers 

on a personalized learning journey. Under iSchool: we offer one-on-one coaching classes 

(which is our demand side) and teachers go through a training to teach online (which is our 

supply side).  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

My Inter Academy 

https://myinteracademy.com 

 

The project is under Learning Pitch Pvt Ltd in Pakistan. 

Pakistan has the world’s second highest number of out-of-school children i.e. over 22 



million. A vast majority of Pakistan’s population does not have access to quality education.     

In 2018, with the mission to make quality education accessible and affordable, Learning 

Pitch launched My Inter Academy. My Inter Academy is an e-learning platform, with over 

1600 recorded hours and 25 courses, for grade 8-12 students, especially in remote areas.     

Over 21,000 students have benefited from Learning Pitch’s e-learning platform across 60 

cities in Pakistan. During the Covid pandemic, when education system of the entire country 

was struggling, My Inter Academy launched a free crash course which reached over 13,000 

students across Pakistan. My Inter Academy has partnered with multiple low cost and 

government schools, including The Citizen Foundation, one of the largest school networks 

in Pakistan.    Learning Pitch partnered with 23 educational institutes across the country to 

make its top-quality e-learning solution accessible to the underprivileged students in rural 

areas. My Inter Academy has built a vast on-ground and digital presence for students all 

over Pakistan to continue promoting quality education and create equal learning 

opportunities for the youth by leveraging ICT.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Jusoor platform 

https://jusooor.com/ 

 

The project is under Jusoor in Palestine. 

Jusoor is EdTech startup offers interactive simulation, virtual labs for students and 

educational institutions, especially in STEM subjects, Jusoor platform help schools and 

university who have a lack of real lab since it cost a lot of money and many experiments are 

risky for the student, so with Jusoor they can make any experiment in any place any time 

and they can repeat in unlimited time also they can understand the academic subject faster, 

easier and smarter.    More than 30% of Palestinian schools don’t have a science lab also 65 

million students don’t have access to science labs at MENA Region, so Jusoor here to meet 

the needs of educational institutions from universities, schools, students, and teachers from 

virtual laboratories due to the lack of materials and tools and to provide a safe interactive 

educational environment from anywhere at a reasonable cost so in the last period we help 

more than 1500 student to learn with the virtual labs.    Jusoor's mission is to enable 

students and educational institutions to learn well.  Why? Because we believe that the 

student should receive quality learning effectively, beneficial, at a reasonable price, and 

specialized according to the student’s academic level.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Effects of employing an interactive educational website in developing the athletic 

strength of 6th grade female students in Gaza 

https://sites.google.com/view/mostshar4math/home 



 

The project is under Sumaya warrior Maghari in Palestine. 

Target group: Sixth grade students in Al-Rafidain Basic School B in the West Gaza District     

Research objectives:   1- Identify the mathematical power operations to be acquired for 

sixth grade students in Gaza   2- Detect the effect of the interactive educational site on 

analytical strength Represented in the description of the work: the development of 

mathematical power through the use of the educational website, including its activities, 

videos, and worksheets, and then evaluating the ability of the sixth grade students to use 

mathematical knowledge at their levels (conceptual, procedural and problem-solving) 

through communication in the language of mathematics and linking Mathematics together 

and with other subjects and the ability to perform mathematical inference to arrive at 

concepts, generalizations and laws, and it is measured by the degrees that they will obtain. 

The test is prepared for this purpose. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

WAZZA 

https://ewazza.com/ 

 

The project is under Wazza Incorporation in Palestine. 

The company has worked since its inception with the leadership of women and a 

distinguished team of women, as the company is managed by the engineer Amani Abu Tair, 

who is ranked in the Forbes list of the most influential leaders under 30 years old. Whereas, 

the engineer, Amani, within the company's policies, intended to support among women in 

the leadership and technology sector, and was keen to open job opportunities dedicated to 

supporting women, and a distinguished group of female engineers was within the company 

to work in the field of design, programming and content preparation, and the Al Waza staff 

worked to spread the spirit of supporting girls and women to enter the world of the 

technology sector from During many events, led by a partnership with the Ministry of 

Communications and Information Technology in Palestine to support the International 

Girls' Day initiative in the field of information and communication technology, where the 

company participated as a strategic partner in this initiative. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 



The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

Business Enhancement and Transitioning to Digital Platform Skills towards Women’s 

Economic Empowerment 

https://www.connectedwomen.com/ 

 

The project is under Connected Women in Philippines. 

          Connected Women is a social impact tech start-up, which offers online skills 

development and remote work opportunities to women. We match high-quality Filipina 

talents to entrepreneurs and provide data labelling services to businesses.              Our job 

matching platform uses a unique algorithm focusing on complementary skills, values and 

cultural fit. We provide affordable talent for businesses globally while impacting on a cross-

section of Filipino women and their families including the more vulnerable sectors.               

Connected Women is a community providing its members avenues to share, connect, and 

learn new skills. We have a strong community across 88 cities globally (76 in the 

Philippines) mostly active in Philippines, Singapore and Pakistan. There have been 491 

meet ups as of April 2020.    We also launched new program “Business Enhancement and 

Transitioning to Digital Platform Skills towards Women’s Economic Empowerment during 

and beyond COVID-19 Pandemic” with the theme “Accelerating women’s empowerment 

through technology skills for the future of work” in partnership with the joint EU- UN 

Women Program WeEmpowerAsia.  We have been recognized in MIT’s Inclusive Innovation 

Challenge as an Asia Finalist (Bangkok, 2018), RSA Future Work Awards as a Finalist (UK, 

2018), WSIS (endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly) as a Champion for e-

employment (Geneva, 2019) and one of the EQUALS Fellowship Winners in ITU Telecom 

World in Budapest (2019). Our innovation is recognized to create meaningful progress 

towards achieving the sustainable development goals, SDG 5: Gender Equality, and SDG 8: 

Decent Work and Economic Growth.    

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 5, BUS, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

School Libraries Network and Wikis, Education & Research 

http://weiwerbe.weiwer.net/ 

 

The project is under Rede Académica Internacional “Wikis, Educação & Investigação” | 

International Academic Network “Wikis, Education & Research” in Portugal. 

The WEIWE(R)BE project  emerges to overcome the weaknesses witnessed in different 

educational levels in the information literacy and digital skills of the pupils/students.   The 

project has a strong pedagogical and social basis, relying on partnership work, in an 

innovating empowerment spirit of knowledge transfer. It aims at the development and 

implementation of a scientific methodology, i.e. it is intended that the proposed model 

allows partners (both collectively - institutions, as well as individual - teachers and 



students) to generate affordances, providing them with conditions to create autonomy in 

the achievement of the project's objectives. Thus, the project's objectives are the following:  

- to empower pupils/students for critical and reflective reading, when accessing various 

sources of information and in the analysis of Web content, namely Wikipedia articles, 

understood as Open Educational Resources;  - to assume information literacy as a key 

requirement and competence for learning, and an essential asset in the networked society;  

- to trigger a change in the information behavior within learning and research processes.  

The results achieved point out to the fact that the aims can be fulfilled – and indeed they 

have been, even in the midst of the pandemic difficulties. Besides, the best practices 

accomplished will certainly be maintained, shared, and improved, namely in the promotion 

of both the SGDs and the WSIS values in the Society.  Finally, the impact generated has been 

greater, e.g. the whole school communities are being empowered – not just the students, but 

their teachers and families too. Moreover, as the school principals have valued the project, 

they will support its replication and sustainability, thus probably entailing new 

partnerships.  In sum, the project has proved to be self-sustained, and positively impacting 

on the participating school communities. So, we plan to continue to further replicate it, in 

response to requests of other schools. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, 5, LEA, SCI, 8, 10. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG10, SDG16, SDG17. 

 

 

Education Sector Response to Covid-19 

http://QLearning.edu.gov.qa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Transport and Communications in Qatar. 

This project is a combination of two main initiatives. The first initiative is to provide remote 

learning to all students, and the second is to provide the required technical support to 

enable efficient learning without disruption. The main goal is to deliver high quality 

education for all levels in a remote manner while maintaining effective and high quality 

learning.  In order to achieve the required outcome, the ministry provided and distributed 

2200 tablets to students for them to access their online courses and assignments. Also, 4100 

internet broadband devices were distributed to ensure a fast internet connection for classes 

to be efficient. On another end, the ministry purchased the required licenses to access 

remote support tools in order to assist the schools teachers and administrations in case 

they face any problem.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

Improving Students through Effective Education 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeW65lIctwlk85F4Mghe-eg 

 

The project is under Ministry of Education and Higher Education in Qatar. 



"Producing a set of digital education lessons associated with the Qatari curriculum 

standards for all school students from the 3rd grade to the 12th grade for the following 

subjects: Arabic, English, Social Studies, Mathematics, Islamic Education, General Science, 

Chemistry, Physics and Biology). These courses are produced by the teachers of these 

subjects in public schools after receiving a specialized training in the production of video 

lessons and reviewing them academically and technically by specialized committees in the 

Ministry of Education and Higher Education.  The objective is to raise the standards of 

academic achievement for students. These video lessons are uploaded on the Ministry’s 

Youtube channel and they are available for anyone to make use of.  The production of these 

video courses began in 2015. So far, 1836 video lessons have been uploaded to the channel.  

Results:  - Raise the standards of academic achievement for students.  - Encourage self-

learning and reduce the reliance on private lessons by publishing approved video lessons to 

be accessed anytime and anywhere by teachers, students, parents and adult students.  - 

Provide various learning opportunities that enable teachers to improve their potential and 

contribute effectively to the workforce and the Qatari community. The number of views has 

reached 3,893,177 worldwide, and the number of subscriptions has reached 30K globally  

Up to now, 34 countries from the Arab world (Qatar, Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Palestine, 

Tunisia, Jordan, etc.) and the non-Arab world (USA, Turkey, India, Ukraine, Sweden, 

Switzerland, etc.) have benefited.  1. https://qatareducation-

my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/a_abouzour_edu_gov_qa/EabTXRTVZN9Lhzwb6fLaBRk

BE_PwRm1AjS6meGN4D_Nijg?e=QJf3Sv  2. https://qatareducation-

my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/a_abouzour_edu_gov_qa/Ee1VLfZ_dGZDtRXyxUPLvAIBij

BuPoi2g4e7gE2DKCM13A?e=NI37eK  3. https://qatareducation-

my.sharepoint.com/:i:/g/personal/a_abouzour_edu_gov_qa/EVSG3RKSb0dCnwRuIzVBvmY

BZqlLyOhf_NZDfoBnEVK1cg?e=uoTuNY 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG10. 

 

 

The First Internatааional CyberSchool of the future for the new IT-generation 

KIBERone 

https://kiber-one.com/ 

 

The project is under LLC «System» in Russian Federation. 

"Due to the spread of COVID-19:    1. We have converted the training into an online format;    

2. We have developed a support program for parents of our students so that they can be 

closer to each other and spend more time together"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

Moscow Electronic School 

https://www.mos.ru/city/projects/mesh/ 



 

The project is under The Department of Information Technologies of Moscow  in 

Russian Federation. 

MES is a project for teachers, children, parents, creating the high-technology education 

environment in Moscow schools using “all-in-one” principle: the entire educational cycle is 

established on one digital platform. MES also helps disabled children become an active part 

of school community.  MES is 2.7 million users  -  57.5 thousand teachers, 1.1 million 

students and 1.6 million parents. 1 469 buildings are equipped with MES infrastructure. 

Moscow Department of Labour and Social Protection organisations educating disabled 

children are equipped with specialized infrastructure.  The MES library of educational 

materials, with more than 1 million items of content, can be accessed worldwide free 

starting from 2019.  It is used by more than 300 thousand unique users weekly.  MES 

ensured education process for all Moscow students and was the main platform for distance 

learning during COVID-19 pandemic:  · More than 7.5 million online classes for grades 6-11, 

which is 95% of all classes. 600000 students and teachers joined online classes in MES 

every day  · 3 million inquiries were processed on a daily basis  · 510000 consultations on 

organizing distance learning were held for teachers  · Teachers of 65+ age group worked 

using MES videoconferencing   · Information service deployed to process COVID-19 

registers notifications allowing to transfer information on student infection cases to 

schools. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Data Lesson 

https://datalesson.ru/ 

 

The project is under Data Economy Russia in Russian Federation. 

"Data Lesson" is a non-profit educational project for schoolchildren, organized jointly by the 

leading companies of the Russian digital economy with support of the public sector. The 

project is the result of the mutual desire of the public and private sector to spread the 

knowledge of digital technologies among the young generation.   "Data Lesson" is aimed at 

early career guidance for students in the world of digital economy and development of their 

digital literacy and computer competencies.  By experiencing "Data Lesson" the 

schoolchildren will have a chance to learn new skill in the field of artificial intelligence, 

cybersecurity, big data, cloud computing, internet of things, etc.  "Data Lesson" is organized 

every school year since 2018 and has been covering all 85 regions of the Russian Federation 

and more than 100 countries abroad.  The third edition of "Data Lesson" started in 2020 

and has resulted in more than 30 millions times the digital lessons have been completed by 

the schoolchildren all over the world since the start of the project. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 



 

 

 

YEEP project 

https://campus.jobinrwanda.org/ 

 

The project is under Job In Rwanda Foundation in Rwanda. 

YEEP project the main project is to create and put on line courses in different areas which 

helped and still help the rwandan population,students, employees and employers to keep 

learning while staying home.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 

Cloud Resource Management System Provides 

https://Xlab.sa 

 

The project is under Tatweer Educational Technologies Company in Saudi Arabia. 

XLab is a cloud resource management system provides a web-based user interface for fast 

development of computer-based hands-on project running environment, which includes 

virtualized computers, their interconnections, and running software on each virtualized 

computer. XLab provides fast deployable solutions allowing users to manage their system 



resources with little management overhead. It provides the following features for educators 

and students:   1) Remote access: Users can access the XLab Workspace through Internet. 

No client applications are required to be installed.   2) Lab repository: Predefined 

standardized laboratories are provided for XLab Workspace users.   3) User-defined lab: 

Users can design and create their own labs including both lab content and lab running 

environment.   4) Group-based lab management: In XLab, hands-on labs are arranged 

according to a teaching group (or a subgroup).   5) Collaborative learning: The group 

management features enable the collaborative learning.   6) Authoring: XLab allows users to 

create and design their own labs and publish the lab content and associated lab 

environment.   7) IaaS & SaaS: For IaaS, XLab provides a laboratory infrastructure including 

virtual machines and their interconnections (i.e., virtual networks).   8) Sharing: XLab 

provides a number of sharing features such as file/data sharing, lab running environment 

sharing, and lab content/design sharing.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Maharat Platform 

https://webapps3.tu.edu.sa/elita/pdf/maharat2021.pdf 

 

The project is under Taif University in Saudi Arabia. 

Maharat Platform   The e-training platform - one of the e-learning initiative at Taif 

University - which combines digital self-paced learning and virtual learning in an integrated 

environment based on interactive learning methods and motivational game techniques    

Initiative goals  1- Enriching Arabic content  2- Development  3- Meet labor market needs      

Skills presented through Maharat  1- Virtual Events  2- Self-paced learning skills  3- Blended 

training courses  4- Attendance / workshops courses      The most important innovation in 

the platform  1- Diversity of registration methods on the platform  2- integration with other 

systems  3- Diversity of methods of enrollment to courses  4- Diversity of evaluation 

methods within the course  5- The diversity and ease of building content according to 

modern education strategies  6- Automatically issue certificates with digital validation   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Future Gate 

https://fg.moe.gov.sa/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Education in Saudi Arabia. 

On March 9th, Saudi Arabia closed all schools to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and 

protect students. The Saudi Arabia’s Minister launched Virtual School Program included 

“Future Gate Platform” to direct students, teachers, school leaders, educational supervisors 

for flexible and remote learning. During the COVID-19 outbreak, Future Gate Platform 



proved successful. Over 64,000 teachers have used and created more than 1,000,000 

assignments, 400,000 virtual classrooms, 1,700,000 E-Contents, 1,600,000 discussion 

forums, and 400,000 tests. Over 700,000 students, 3000 school leader and educational 

supervisor have engaged and used the platform.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Attaa initiative - Kulana Attaa ( عطاء  كلنا ) 

https://attaa.sa 

 

The project is under Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Technology today has great importance in our lives. It has facilitated human life and 

increased efficiency, productivity and facilitation of transactions. Technology has become an 

indispensable foundation in most countries today.  With the great development witnessed 

by the KSA in various fields, which is technology development one of them, it is necessary to 

enable the society with all types of technology, to raise its efficiency and enhance its 

capabilities to optimum.    Due to what the world is witnessing during Covid19 pandemic 

and to ensure continuity in the dissemination of digital knowledge and raising digital 

awareness, all physical events have been replaced with virtual solutions. (Kulna Attaa) is a 

campaign that was launched in partnership with the governmental, private sectors and 

NGOs, to bridge the gap experienced between some members of society and obtaining 

sufficient knowledge due the lack of hardware and digital tools. The campaign aims to 

collect and prepare PCs and tablets from donors to start its new journey with a new 

beneficiary of low-income students from the Kingdom. More than 28,000 tablets and 

portable devices have been donated, 110,000 SIM cards which benefited more than 160 

NGOs  To complete the success of the campaign, the second version was announced through 

which we sought to devote efforts to educating teachers and parents to raise awareness of 

their children by optimizing the use of technology. Several awareness lectures on the topics 

of distance education were presented. in addition, several Guides and handbooks on many 

subjects such as Ethics of Distant Education, Best Practices in Technology, and Best learning 

tools and in Distant Education with 34 lectures and more than 3M beneficiaries.      

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG16. 

 

 



 

Digital Solidarity Portal 

https://digitalnasolidarnost.gov.rs 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"The Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment launched the Digital Solidarity 

Portal, available at www.digitalnasolidarnost.gov.rs, intended to improve the quality of life 

to all those who are staying at home due to the novel coronavirus pandemic. 

Www.digitalnasolidarnost.gov.rs is the first government-launched crowd-sourcing 

platform. It compiles information about free platforms for distance learning, working from 

home, as well as free books, courses, music, films and other educational and entertaining 

content during the COVID-19 pandemic. A call has been made to all companies and 

organisations that are ready to enable a free-of-charge use of their digital platforms, content 

and solutions to citizens, businesses and countries to apply and fill out a form.  The Office 

for Information Technologies and eGovernment publicly promoted those who applied and 

showed their willingness to participate in this joint venture so that citizens could use the 

free solutions of these companies as much as possible.  Up to mid-May 2020, there had been 

100,000 visitors of the Digital Solidarity Portal, with citizens being most interested in work-

from-home platforms, but also theater plays and virtual museum tours."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, LEA, EMP. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG10. 



 

 

 

Digital Education: Leave No One Behind 

https://www.mojaucionica.gov.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"From the day one of the declared state of emergency, the entire primary and secondary 

education system in Serbia was transferred from classrooms to homes. The classes were 

taught through the national broadcaster Radio Television of Serbia, and online education, 

through several platforms.  The government of Serbia decided to launch an online self-

assessment test for eighth-grade students, which would be organised electronically for the 

first time and allow eight-graders to better prepare for the final exam.   In order to enable 

children to follow the online education and to practice for the final exam, the government 

formed a coalition with the private sector and provided smart phones, tablets and internet 

for 2,800 eight-graders coming from the disadvantaged families. The entire operation was 

executed in just few days, as several companies responded immediately and showed social 

responsibility by donating a large number of devices for eighth-graders.   The first trial final 

exam was conducted from April 22 to 24 2020, with an aim to use the previous results of 

digitization in the system of education to provide eighth grade students in emergency 

conditions with additional opportunities to practice and prepare for the final exam, as well 

as to check the potential for implementation in the coming years."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 

Education Non-Stop - Integrated Education Response Serbia 

https://www.mojaucionica.gov.rs/ 

 



The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"From the day 1 of the declared state of emergency, schools in Serbia have been closed. 

However, the classes for all elementary and high school students continued through 

distance learning. Classes were broadcast on national RTS2 and RTS3 TV channels, and 

were available on the RTS Planet online platform. Remote teaching in national minority 

languages was broadcast on RTV, as well as on the channel’s online platform. In the first 2 

weeks, RTS teams had recorded over 1,200 classes, and RTS Planet app had received over 

300,000 new users. Together with Telecom, Vip Mobile and Telenor, we provided all users 

of mobile internet with free internet access to this platform, to enable students to attend 

classes via mobile phones and tablets free of charge.  Moreover, a unique place “Raspored 

nastave” (Eng. “Classes schedule”), has been established, where all students and parents 

could access class schedules, shortcuts to specific classes, as well as online learning tools 

and tutorials.   The Viber Community “My School” has also been created, where parents and 

students received notifications on a daily basis. The community consists of nearly 120,000 

members. In addition to this, Tesla EDU platform for online education has been rolled out, 

with more than 68,000 students taking self-assessment test for 8th graders."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, GOV, LEA, HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

The Singapore Student Learning Space 

https://vle.learning.moe.edu.sg/login 

 

The project is under Ministry of Education & Government Technology Agency in 

Singapore. 

https://www.moe.gov.sg/education/syllabuses/singapore-student-learning-space-(sls)  

The Singapore Student Learning Space (SLS) is one of the Ministry of Education’s key 

initiatives to transform the learning experiences of Singaporean students through the 

purposeful use of technology. All school leaders, teachers and students in the national 

education system have access to the SLS.    SLS   is an online learning portal that enables 

students to engage in different learning modes, including self-directed and collaborative 

learning in line with the development of 21st Century Competencies (21CC). It provides 

students with equal access to quality curriculum-aligned resources in major subjects from 

primary to pre-university level,     SLS also provides teachers with a range of tools to create 

meaningful learning experiences that cater to diverse learning needs. For example, teachers 

have access to tools that help to make students’ thinking processes visible, which enables 

teachers to make informed decisions and provide targeted intervention to address any gaps 

in understanding.    SLS also serves as a common online platform for teachers to adapt and 

share lesson designs and resources by facilitating collaborations across classrooms and 



schools.    SLS continues to develop in response to the growing needs of students and 

teachers. New resources and system tools are continually being developed in response to 

suggestions and feedback from teachers and students, in order to better cater to students’ 

diverse and evolving learning needs. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Google Next Gen CS First Clubs in South Africa & Tsosoloso Educational Programme 

http://tsosoloso.com/about-us/ 

 

The project is under Exigent in South Africa. 

Tsosoloso is a registered Non-Profit Start-Up (133-631 NPO) working with primary schools 

in the Northwest Province, in South Africa. The mission is to distribute educational content 

and resources, including bilingual self-published content to the schools; facilitate training 

programmes for teachers to promote an engaging and interactive learning experience; as 

well as setup library facilities. Their goal is to promote innovation, problem-solving 

abilities, collaboration, critical thinking, and experiential learning among our learners using 

technology as a driver. As such, Tsosolso partnered with Google’s Next Gen CS project to 

introduce coding and Computer Science to students in underserved communities.        

Project: The Schools are in the farming, mining, and township communities. They created 

the first computer science club at each school totalling 75 learners across the 3 schools with 

9 clubs in total across the schools with a mixed group between grades 4 and 7. They are 

severely under resourced with no or limited computers in the computer labs to cater to the 

learners. The Google Grant was very small and Tsosoloso had to be creative in the way they 

utilized the budget to roll out the project, they hosted a online fundraiser for portable 

devices to accommodate 225 learners/club members across the supported schools. 

Attendees for the learners were not limited to high performing students but included 

students who demonstrated consistency and improvement and those who struggle but 

show progress, cultivating an inclusive learning culture. The coding program is ongoing for 

the learners until they move on to the next the phase of their academic careers to secondary 

school to ensure progression.      Students were transported to the computer lab once a 

week during the activity period (after school). In some cases, Tsosoloso hosted Saturday 

classes and during the winter school holidays they had a week long boot camp for revision 

and re-engage learners.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 



 

Girls4STEM 

http://www.girls4stem.com/#/principal 

 

The project is under Universitat de València in Spain. 

The Girls4STEM project's main objective is to bring the STEM areas (Science, Technology, 

Engineering, and Mathematics) closer together and explain through outreach and leisure 

activities what the daily life of the people who work in these areas consists of. It is an 

inclusive and diverse project that arises from the Escola Tècnica Superior D’enginyeria of 

the University of Valencia (ETSE-UV) that aims to promote STEM vocations for both boys 

and girls through their participation. However, there is a special emphasis on girls, since far 

fewer choose STEM studies. To do this, the role of women is given visibility within STEM 

disciplines to create proximity feminine referents. A differentiating aspect of this project is 

that it involves different agents: families, teachers and students from elementary to 

university level, the STEM training center for teachers of the Valencian Community (CEFIRE 

STEM) and professionals and companies. With this, in addition to promoting STEM 

vocations, the active participation of all these agents is sought to increase the visibility of 

scientific advances in STEM, connecting them with their social value and giving greater 

visibility to the contributions of researchers and professionals in STEM areas. Two types of 

differentiated outreach activities are planned according to the target audience: the 

Girsl4STEM Professional Talks and the Girls4STEM Family Talks. In the Family sessions, 

held on Saturdays within family leisure time, the pre-university student body (primary, 

secondary, high school and training cycles) present video-biographies of STEM professional 

women whose profile is on the project website. Before these sessions, students and their 

teachers must choose a STEM expert agreed with the organization. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

eLead 

https://www.eleadproject.eu/ 

 



The project is under Malaga TechPark in Spain. 

The eLead project intends to create educational material for VET professionals involved in 

training processes for managers and workers in high-tech/digital companies, in order to 

implement and promote training paths for the acquisition of eleadership skills. The main 

deliverables foreseen are:    - IO1 >> COMPETENCE MAP: Description of the High-tech 

Leader professional profile in terms of units of learning outcomes using the ECVET and EQF 

standards.  - IO2 >> PEDAGOGIC HANDBOOK Guidebook dedicated to VET professionals 

including resources to support the implementation of a training course for high-tech 

leaders.  - IO3 >> MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSE Online training course for High Tech 

Leaders delivered as a MOOC through an interactive platform.    The key strategy to impact 

on end users is to combine the training of trainers (by providing of new pedagogic 

approaches, tools and materials) with the e-learning methodology, used to make available 

the course for the final users, through a MOOC. The project will impact workers, managers, 

companies and the economic system in partner countries, fostering the supply of high-tech 

leaders in order to take advantage of innovation opportunities in high-tech/digital sector.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

STEM TALENT GIRL 

https://talent-girl.com/ 

 

The project is under ASTI TALENT & TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION in Spain. 

Our target audience are girls in high school as it is the time to start deciding about their 

educative future, it is the moment to start selecting the specific areas to focus on, to access 

to their desired university studies. Our sole objective is to fight against the future gender 

gap. We are already living the fourth industrial revolution. Many jobs will be created to 

answer the new needs in technology and although we do not know which jobs will arise, we 

know they all we will require STEM knowledge. At the same time, registrations in 

universities in STEM studies are mostly covered by males. To avoid a future gender gap 

where females wont have the necessary knowledge to face responsibility jobs in the 

industry, we have designed STEM Talent Girl, to inspire, educate and empower the next 

generation of women leaders in science and technology. At this moment we offer them 

different presential activities such as masterclasses where relevant women in science and 

technology share their experience and expertise. We offer them different workshop to start 

learning STEM fields by doing, also shadowing lessons where the girls have the opportunity 

to share with the mentors, professional women in STEM, a couple of their working shift to 

live what the real work in STEM is. We also organize different events for them to start 

working on their personal networks. A differential activity we offer them is the possibility to 

perform a “talent Search” a recognised test to analyse their cognitive capabilities, therefore 

they can start working on their strengths and weaknesses. But we want to become their 

best companion along pre-university studies and university until they access into labour 

market.  



The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

Continuous Education for School Children through multi-channel approach amidst 

COVID-19 

https://www.icta.lk/covid19-response/ 

 

The project is under Information and Communication Technology Agency in Sri Lanka. 

Multiple platforms are used to offer online educational content. The most common was the 

transmission over broadcast media through television channels.  A TV program 

incorporated to state electronic media and freely available satellite TV networks included 

following: live interactive teaching sessions, revision programs, content from National 

Institute of Education repository and Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation (National TV 

station) repository, Nenasa education TV content, eThaksalawa a Learning Management 

Solution (LMS) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Robotbenchmark: a tool for teaching robotics on the web 

https://robotbenchmark.net 

 

The project is under Cyberbotics Ltd. in Switzerland. 

Robotbenchmark is a free web service allowing anybody to get his hands on 3D simulated 

robots.  A series of about 10 robotics challenges is proposed to the visitors with an 

increasing difficulty.  In each challenge, participants have to program a robot to perform a 

task in the most efficient way.  Tasks include various scenarios: wheeled robots performing 

wall following, mobile manipulators grasping objects in a factory, humanoid robots running 

for a race or autonomous cars driving on the highway.  Robots are programmed using the 



Python programming language in the built-in source code editor.  Efficiency is automatically 

measured and logged in the leader board to foster the competition among participants.  

Visitors can check the performance of any participant from the leader board by playing back 

simulation recordings.    This web service became very successful especially since the 

pandemic period as many students had to work remotely and their professors were 

recommending to use it for exercises and projects. The server machines running the robot 

simulation in the back-end were highly stressed and we are considering extending them to 

support more users.    Although no registration is needed to play with the system, several 

thousands of people registered an account at Robotbenchmark to get their performance 

published on the leader boards.    The achievements of this project contributes to a better 

understanding of robotics and AI by a wide audience including students and general public. 

We believe it is essential to educate people with respect to robotics and AI as these 

technologies are becoming increasingly omnipresent in our everyday life. Understanding 

them is essential, so that the technology remains at the service of the human. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, LEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

YouthSpeak Forum 

https://aiesec.org.cn/ 

 

The project is under AIESEC in Switzerland. 

AIESEC is leading innovations through its digital engagement opportunities like the Global 

Leadership Day or the international congress online and is using ICTs to make our 

programs accessible everywhere for everyone. Furthermore, AIESEC leads the YouthSpeak 

Initiative which is a data collection gathering youth insights on current and future trends in 

technology, the SDGs and the future of work to convert its outcome into action. YouthSpeak 

Forum is a premiere event that brings together both young and senior leaders to form a 

diverse cross-sector and multi-generational space to create solutions and actions to achieve 

the Sustainable Development Goals relevant in a specific community. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG7, SDG8. 

 

 

Girls Tech Playground 

https://www.emplab.org/ 

 

The project is under ORBIWISE in Switzerland. 

 is the project of Empowerment Lab non-profit association founded in 2017 in Geneva by 

human rights advocate Marija Musja. Having come from Estonia, but being half Ukrainian, 

Marija initiated a project as a response to the socio-economic instability and political 

turmoil in Ukraine. The percentage of the workshop contributions n Switzerland are used to 

fund the same sessions they hold in remote areas of Ukraine where girls lack these 



opportunities to play and learn. We believe education should serve as a process of 

individual discovery and stimulate interest to learn. Driven by passion for education, they 

are committed to empower millions of girls with digital skills to allow them to follow their 

career dreams and become successful and dynamic women of tomorrow. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

SDG-oriented learning method 

https://www.facebook.com/ElMaarifa.Tunisie/ 

 

The project is under  EL Maarifa Private school in Tunisia. 

El Maarifa school has set up two global objectives for contributing to the achievement 

economic, social and environmentally sustainable development by 2030.  An innovative 

method was integrated in the academic curriculum to raise aweareness  and educate pupils 

about the sustainable development goals.  - The first project entails sustainable 

development axis 15 (Sustainable forestry, stop desertification, slow down and reverse soil 

degradation as well as halt the loss of biodiversity  - The second project covers sustainable 

development axis 6 (Ensure access to and the sustainable management of water and 

sanitation for everyone)    Today's classroom is a far cry from the traditional image of locker 

desks, chalkboards and pencils. With education expected to prepare children for a fast-

changing digital workplace, technology-led learning is becoming the norm .This program 

entails at sensitizing children and introducing them to the sustainable development 2020-

2030 agenda in order to raise their awareness of the planet status and prepare them for 

future job careers through IT tools.  Ecole El-Maarifa has instilled this culture at the 

academic curriculum level dedicated to primary school children through theatrical pieces, 

research projects based on IT tools, presentations, etc. All children masterpieces have been 

stored on a platform and website. We strongly believe in the power of transformation of 

digitalization in school. Schools are key environments in which children acquire the 

necessary life skills and core competencies. Thanks to these IT tools that children are able 

to see and share with friends (Share their knowledge, launch a forum to pride their 

achievements and to keep track and continuity of the project. So far, we have covered two 

SDGs and we are aiming at expanding this project to reach the global 17 objectives of SDG in 

the long run. Our main objective is to assist children to understand global citizenship and 

support them in thriving in a more inclusive and evolving world.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG6, SDG15. 

 

 



 

Turkcell Zeka Gucu / Turkcell Whiz Kids 

https://zekaguculms.turkcell.com.tr/ 

 

The project is under Turkcell in Turkey. 

With the Whiz Kids (Zeka Gücü in Turkish) project in cooperation with the Ministry of 

National Education, Turkcell aims to introduce Turkey's gifted students to technology to 

discover and develop their abilities at an early age.  The facilities offered to students in the 

Whiz Kids Laboratories we have established include laptops, 3D printers, smart board, 

electronic and robotic coding sets and tool kits.    Children are trained and developing 

projects in artificial intelligence, coding, space sciences, robotics, smart home and cloud 

technologies. At the beginning of 2019, thanks to the new generation Whiz Kids education 

platform utilizing the Open edX infrastructure used by universities such as Stanford, 

Harvard, MIT, more than 100.000 children are introduced to the project with online 

education and Whiz Kids mobile applications by 2020. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4. 

 

 



 

 The Mobile Solar Computer Classroom 

https://maendeleofoundation.org/mobile-solar-computer-classrooms/ 

 

The project is under Uganda Institute and Information and Communications 

Technology in Uganda. 

The Mobile Solar Computer Classroom is founded on a simple notion: "breaking barriers to 

take digital literacy to the remotest of villages in Uganda to enable low-income people to 

access similar opportunities and resources as their more affluent counterparts". 

Recognizing the budget constraints that make ICT unreachable and unaffordable for most 

low-income communities, the project is a mobile solution designed to overcome barriers 

such as distance to take digital skills and access to technology to its beneficiaries and reuse 

resources to bring the costs down. The project's services are not limited to areas with 

access to electricity because it runs an energy-efficient model. The classrooms run solely on 

solar energy which enables the project to reach even the remotest of areas without access 

to electricity. It uses gamification to make the concepts very easy to grasp and yet 

memorable. The project has reached over 64,476 people with basic computer skills where 

30,948 are girls and 2,580 women. 98% of the people reached were touching the computer 

for the very first time, These trainings were conducted in 95 low-income rural schools and 

25 rural community libraries, all that do not have access to digital at their school or at the 

library.  70% of the schools served by the project have acquired indirect benefits of the 

computer training program such as increase in school enrollment, attracting government 

investment in school development projects such as the construction of classrooms, and 

most of all students who go through the program register improvement in academic 

performance due to exposure to critical thinking, comprehension and writing skills.  There 



has been an increase in the demand for computer skills by community members as a result 

of the community ICT camps where the project sensitizes people on the importance of 

embracing digital tools and skills. This has inspired over 30 libraries to start conducting 

digital skills training and acquire computers and tablets to provide access to their 

communities.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG9. 

 

 

 

AaaS - Assistive Technology as a Service 

https://tix.life/planos/ 

 

The project is under Key2enable Assistive Technology Mena Ltd  in United Arab 

Emirates. 

"As we are a hardware/software company, as soon as we schedule a virtual workshop of 

our complete solution for people with disabilities and the School wants to pilot with some of 

their Students, it is time to send the Hardware equipment to their house or to their school. 

We configure the online platform for that specific child or person with disabilities and we 

follow up with the installation. It is actually very easy but sometimes it needs more effort to 

do it from their homes.   We will also start very soon, the recording of our e-learning 

platform for the professionals that work directly with the children/people. We will do this 

in English and in Arabic. We have already finished it in Portuguese, in Brazil." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8, SDG10. 

 

 

Kheta Platform 

https://kheta.mocd.gov.ae 

 

The project is under Ministry of community Development  in United Arab Emirates. 



Kheta platform is an integrated digital solution to develop and manage individualized 

educational programs for students with disabilities in the government centers affiliated 

with MOCD in the UAE. It helps determine the level of performance in a scientific 

methodology.   • Allows teachers and specialists to develop  • Implement the individual 

plan, monitor the students' progress with minimal effort,  • Maximize parents' involvement 

by safely communicating with the practitioners to exchange Daily notes, videos, photos, and 

monthly performance reports.    Objectives   • Identify the challenges faced by the education 

and rehabilitation centers  • Build a database to evaluate people with disabilities 

educational and rehabilitation system's performance and its ability to achieve goals based 

on evidence.   • Enhance the role of families by involving them in the educational process.     

Results and impact  • Improving the quality of education by measuring the centers' level of 

services through the available data in the platform  • Automate the process of designing 

educational and rehabilitation plan  • Improved and faster communication between the 

families and practitioners  • Clear insight and credibility about the outcome of the 

educational plans  • Collect various data to monitor the progress of individual educational 

and rehabilitation plans  • Prediction based on key outcomes  • Easy access to the 

educational plans and creating performance reports instantly  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, GOV, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 

Digital Campus 

https://www.hct.ac.ae 

 

The project is under Higher Colleges of Technology in United Arab Emirates. 

HCT offered the first digital solution in the world who integrated all the academic/non-

academic activities and capabilities in one platform considering all the relevant academic, 

administrative, social, and psychological perspectives in order to provide the same physical 

campus experience digitally, that includes the digitization of student activities, life skills, 

advisory, counselling, health, nutrition and fitness, reading space, competitions, 

volunteering, internship, work placement and virtual labs    A futuristic setting includes 

curriculum personalization, digital credentials, stackable, and campuses with no physical 

borders. HCT’s technology and virtual resources ensure full interactive engagement 

availability round the clock. This gives an UBER-style experience    The readiness for 

distance education and enabling technology has been established since three years back as 

one of their strategic priorities through its strategic plan 2017-2021. It is aligned with UAE 

National Agenda, the 4th Industrial Revolution Strategy. 60% of focal strategies were 

related to educational technology and digitization    In March 2020, HCT' resiliency and 

agility was put to a test during the COVID-19 outbreak. HCT shifted it business model from 

traditional to e-learning with approximately 23,000 students in 16 campuses all over the 

UAE, to pursue online studies on more than 70 majors within 48hrs.  Major outcomes in 

2020:  - 1.4 million online hours, 176,000+ lectures delivered via Blackboard LMS  - 100% 

Network & Systems Infrastructure availability   - 70% faculty satisfaction at the beginning of 



the online learning experience, increased to 92% after full implementation  - Student 

satisfaction increased from 69% (traditional learning) to 90% during the Pilot phase; and 

94% after full implementation   -     Won Blackboard’s International Award for ‘Training and 

Development’ of Faculty   - 115,000+ online assessments  - 145,000+ prescribed course e-

Textbook units  - 67 startups launched, 19 with trade license 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG9. 

 

 

 

Himma  

https://himma.ajman.ae/en/ 

 

The project is under Department of Digital Ajman in United Arab Emirates. 

Himma is a community based project wherein we give back to the community. It comes at a 

time when schools and universities went online, but the repercussions were felt by those 

who didn’t have access to hardware. With the pandemic came the need to have computers, 

laptops, Ipad in each household yet the community realized that many didn’t even have one.  

Technology is rapidly changing. Computers, monitors, printers, and other electronics are all 

being replaced every few years.  Himma aims to put your old/unused electronics to use by 

rejuvenating and supplying them to students who otherwise wouldn’t have one of their 

own.  This is a much better alternative than simply recycling them, or worse, tossing them 

into the trash that ends up in a landfill. The resulting electronic waste classified as 

hazardous, leaking harmful chemicals into the environment.  Instead by donating them you 

are enabling safe disposal for toxic materials contained in the equipment and rather than 

waste “one man’s trash in another’s treasure”  Amid the unprecedented upheaval of 

“COVID-19”, which led to the mass overhaul of the education system, affecting millions of 



students across the globe. It became imperative that we provide electronic devices to the 

largest possible number of students who are not able to purchase these devices in order to 

continue their education.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

Expanding Access to High-Impact Social, Economic Education Resources across Africa 

during COVID-19 

http://www.intelsat.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/5376-CS-Mindset-2016.pdf 

 

The project is under Intelsat in United Kingdom. 

"Intelsat and Mindset Network NPC, an award-winning developer and distributor of 

educational materials in Africa, announced they have formally extended their partnership to 

ensure students, out-of-school youth, teachers, healthcare professionals and patients across 

Africa have access to high-quality and free educational television and online content.  

Intelsat has partnered with Mindset since the nonprofit was founded in 2002, providing free 

access to satellite capacity and technology that allows Mindset to rapidly and efficiently 

broadcast and IP multicast its educational content to over 1,600 schools and 1,025 

healthcare facilities across just South Africa.  This partnership extension comes at a time 

when nearly 300 million students throughout Africa have been impacted by school closures 

and other learning disruptions due to the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), according to 

UNESCO. Given the scope and scale of the impending crisis sweeping across Africa, Mindset 

and Intelsat are offering a free, unencrypted channel that allows governments, departments 

of education, broadcasters and nongovernmental organizations across Sub-Saharan Africa 

within Intelsat’s satellite coverage area to downlink and redistribute Mindset’s Learn 

channel.  Mindset educational resources focus on topics such as COVID-19, HIV/AIDS, 

tuberculosis, Ebola, child survival, science, mathematics, information technology and 

English. In addition to the broadcast, and IP streaming and multicasting distribution that 

Intelsat assists with, Mindset also delivers its educational content through multimedia, 

DVDs and print materials and their newly launched App." 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, LEA, HEA, 9. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG10. 

 

 



 

iMlango 

https://www.imlango.com/ 

 

The project is under Squid in United Kingdom. 

iMlango is an award-winning education programme working in rural Kenyan communities. 

iMlango works to improve education outcomes in maths, literacy & life skills for 180,000 

children in 245 schools. The programme delivers access to educational technology, 

supporting teachers to teach, and learners to learn.    Over the past six years, the iMlango 

programme has progressed to evidencing the ability to more than double learning progress 

rates for students in key subjects like maths within a holistic approach to support overall 

wellbeing, making it possible to narrow the learning gap related to poverty within 

challenged communities in rural Kenya.     iMlango focuses on three main programme pillars 

to improve learning outcomes:     1) Great tools:     • Digital Attendance monitoring  • 

Interactive learning platform for pupils  • Individualised virtual maths tutoring alongside 

digital learning content for literacy and life skills  • High-speed satellite broadband 

connectivity to schools    2) Great teams:     • Continuous training and support for teachers 

to integrate ICT into schools’ learning processes  • Educational support to teachers and 

leadership guidance to headteachers  • Support to local governments officials   • Support to 

parents and the wider communities    3) Real-time data and outcomes:    • Real-time project 

monitoring and measurement  • Provision of data reports to headteachers and local 

government to improve the decision making process and school governance  • Training to 

improve stakeholders’ capacity to interpret and use the data    The programme helps to 

ensure that children regularly attend school to improve learning outcomes in maths and 

literacy, whilst helping parents to improve their lives and the life chances of their children.    

iMlango's impact includes:     • 285,000 children supported since the programme started in 

2015  • 5,400 teachers trained and supported  •  1,100 parents accessing microfinance to 



improve their families’ economic situation 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

Tigo Eschools Platform 

https://tigoeschools.co.tz/ 

 

The project is under Apps and Girls in United Republic of Tanzania. 

"Tanzania has approximately more than 14 Million pupils in pre and primary school level 

and more than 7 Million students in secondary school enrolled in school (UNESCO 2016), 

who are out of school due to the pandemic. Even before the pandemic crisis, we were 

already experiencing an education crisis, as many learners were not learning fundamental 

skills needed in life, increased school dropouts rates, lack of enough learning materials in 

schools and the very high ratio of teacher to learners.  This is a difficult situation for parents 

who are unable to support their children’s learning materials/content at home,  with the 

unequal livelihood in Tanzania these negative impacts will be felt disproportionately by 

poor children.      Apps and Girls and Nlab with their partners Tigo Tanzania, we have 

created the eschools web-based platform  to provide interactive and continuous learning 

opportunities to children in both rural and urban areas across Tanzania during COVID-19 

and after, by connecting learners, parents and teachers while improving the educational 

opportunities for learners at home. The learners are able to attend virtual classes conducted 

by  teachers, ask questions and attempt quizzes during the lessons. Also they can revisit 

their teachers' lessons since it can be auto-recorded by the platform."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 



 

k-12math.info 2021 

https://www.k-12math.info 

 

The project is under K-12math.info 2021  in United States of America. 

The K-12math.info platform helps anyone involved in elementary and secondary school 

mathematics by providing a non-text based computer interface to locate resources, 

definitions, content development, examples, practice activities, homework and enrichment 

activities done by the best developers in seven countries.  The year of COVID-19 (2020) has 

brought an increase in the number of users, new information and additional age 

appropriate OER links to its’ Open Access globally recognized website k-12math.info. The 

one thousand terms and concepts that make up much of the core of elementary and 

secondary school mathematics are now available in the six official languages of the United 

Nations:  * عربى (Arabic) * 中文 (Chinese) * Français (French) * Española (Spanish) * 

русский (Russian) * English. New and updated math materials and OER links to Asian and 

African math programs are adding 8 000 more pieces of information to the pre-COVID-19 

total of 154 000.  While this five-star Merlot open access educational resource website 

maintains its goal to provide information and maintains an easy-to-use user interface, 

efforts are being made to explore how new math programs can be developed. Global 

interest continues. This project is in line with SDGs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 as all require 

some level of mathematical understanding to achieve their objectives. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4. 

 

 

 

SoCCs Buddies 

https://asiainitiatives.groupment.com/ 

 

The project is under Asia Initiatives in United States of America. 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Asia Initiatives has launched an innovative program 

known as SoCCs Buddies, aimed at bettering learning outcomes for the students in under-



served communities in India. SoCCs Buddies blends our award winning SoCC (Social Capital 

Credits)  system with a pool of mentors to deliver individualized teaching and English 

Language instruction. Fluency in English is considered an essential skill in India that 

influences both employability and wages. Our program also helps address the learning 

attrition during the Covid 19 lockdown and other disasters. An additional benefit includes 

developing their skills and preparing them to access global online resources from sites such 

as Khan Academy and Byju. Our mobile app will allow both teachers and students to login in 

and track their progress, and earn and redeem “SoCCs” within the app for various goods, 

services and recognition offered. Redemption items range from reusable menstrual pads, 

digital skills sessions, digital devices, and scholarships   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, 8. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

At the Grassroots: empowering girls and women through ICT training to bridge the 

digital divide 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dwe5QmIhhXcHT47I0BXA2v7jx3nSPXzC/view 

 

The project is under VIJAY COMPUTER ACADEMY in United States of America. 

 "Vijay Computer Academy (VCA) is a minority & woman owned global institute dedicated 

to providing world-class IT education and training to individuals (from ages 9 to 90) , small 

& medium scale businesses , corporations , nonprofits , government agencies , financial 

institutions & higher education institutes . We were established in 1990 in Vadodara, 

Gujarat and are one of the leading providers of IT education and training in India.   We are a 

one-of-a-kind institute pioneered in offering world-class IT education and training 

programs with a social mission to transform and empower lives in order to create a more 

sustainable world This effort is made in order to contribute to the Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs).  VCA is dedicated to promoting gender balance in the technology sector by 

championing equality of access, skills development and career opportunities for women and 

men alike.    We have trained more than 5,000 women in poverty-stricken areas and 

empowered women with disabilities through various ICT skills training. VCA passionately 

supports girls and women at every stage of their technology careers—from the classroom to 

the boardroom. We have maintained an exceptional and proven 29-year track record of 

offering quality IT and STEM education to its students. Since inception, VCA has dedicated 

much of its efforts toward improving skills and workforce experiences for girls, women, 

minorities, and low-income individuals.     We have been helping organizations achieve its 

diversity and inclusion goals and fulfil corporate social responsibility goals through women-

in-STEM empowerment and sustainable development partnerships."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 



ITWomen Charitable Foundation  

https://itwomen.org/ 

 

The project is under ITWomen Charitable Foundation  in United States of America. 

ITWomen works to close gender gap in the fields of technology & engineering by providing 

access to opportunities and STEM skills to under-served girls through our Inspire Programs 

comprising:      Role Models Speaker Program: Working with title one schools, the STEM 

Advisory Boards of Broward, Miami Dade County Public Schools, and not-for-profit youth 

partners such as Pace Center for Girls, ITWomen provides Role Model Speakers who enable 

middle and high school aged girls to “see what they can be”.  Role Model speakers introduce 

girls to the world of economically empowering, purposeful opportunity, that exist across the 

STEM fields. By engaging girls earlier in their education journey, we aim to inspire more 

girls to choose a pathway to a STEM career and apply their talents to design solutions for 

everyone leveraging powerful technologies such as AI and Robotic Process Automation to 

solve the world’s challenges.      FREE Summer Coding & Robotics Camps: While many public 

schools offer coding courses and robotics after school clubs, participation rates of girls 

continues to be dismal.  Girls report feeling uncomfortable being the only female 

participant, so very few gain access to the opportunity to explore technology and gain the 

foundational skills necessary to be successful in the careers of is of interest to them. By the 

time girls arrive in High School they are intimidated as their male counterparts have already 

gained 3 years “experience” in either coding or Robotics programs, and feel even less 

inclined to participate.  These camps are led by ITWomen Scholarship Recipients studying 

either a Technology or Engineering related degree.  This near-to-peer model has proven 

highly successful as the camp participants work in small groups to gain real world skills 

such as coding, engineering principals, problem solving, collaboration, presentation and 

portfolio development skills.  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

EPAM eKids eLearning courses 

https://learn.epam.com/ 



 

The project is under EPAM Systems in United States of America. 

More and more students are signing up for EPAM’s eKids program to learn the basics of 

programming and coding. The goal of EPAM’s eKids program is to support student interest 

in programming and to give more opportunities to those already keen on programming. As 

a company, we use holistic education programs to share our highly skilled technical 

knowledge for the future. Our employees strive to make a difference in the lives of our 

students – the future tech leaders – by providing education, skills training and career 

experiences across our global locations using different formats (traditional offline and 

online classes, blended learning and eLearning).  Due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, we 

had to shift learning to 100% online format for the safety of our learners (kids) and 

teachers (EPAM trainers-volunteers and external teachers). All courses are free and 

available on our LEARN platform (https://learn.epam.com/) which provides different 

educational opportunities for all ages.  We developed self-study eLearning courses both for 

kids and for trainers who would like to share their knowledge and skills.   More than 1000+ 

teachers successfully completed our courses in just over a year which means they can 

continue the work and educate thousands of kids.  In addition, kids learn how to solve 

problems, turn their ideas into ready-made applications and be able to create their own 

projects. Each module for children includes a detailed lesson plan, theory and examples 

from real projects, options for exercises and assignments, tips for repeating the material 

covered, techniques for explaining concepts, and more. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 

 

DevelopHer Zero to Hero  

https://developher.com/ 

 

The project is under DevelopHer in United States of America. 



DevelopHer is a career development platform founded by Lauren Hasson that offers women 

in tech a repeatable, scalable framework to build their value, increase their earnings, and 

bridge the gender wage and opportunity gap.     Lauren launched DevelopHer in late 2017 

with only personal savings and continues to flourish with no outside investment. Since the 

launch of DevelopHer, Lauren has helped thousands of women negotiate $30,000 to 

$80,000 more in salary, bridging the gender pay and position gap.    As an every-woman 

who has overcome gender pay discrimination, Lauren teaches, inspires, and pulls other 

women up, so they have the tools to succeed and understand there are kindred spirits for 

inspiration.    Lauren inspires women to seek understanding of their true value and to learn 

and seek growth continually. Women who know their value and know their relative value in 

the marketplace will be better able to self-advocate and command higher positions and 

salaries.    Through DevelopHer, Lauren works with top tech companies, including Google, 

Dell, Intuit, Armor, and more, and higher education institutions, including Indiana 

University, Texas A&M University, Tufts University, and more. DevelopHer has recently 

partnered with Kappa Alpha Theta women's fraternity to provide online training for their 

members.    The most amazing accomplishment is that as Founder of DevelopHer Lauren 

has achieved these successes, grown DevelopHer to have an international presence, and 

influenced thousands of women, all while working full-time as a successful software and 

application security engineer for a Silicon Valley payments company herself.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, LEA. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WSIS Action Line C7: eScience 
INNOLABO 

http://innolabo.innodev.dz 

 

The project is under INNODEV in Algeria. 

INNO-LABO is a medical analysis laboratory solution designed primarily to help 

laboratories organize the various tasks necessary for performing analyzes.    The solution 

takes into account the entire process of biological analysis, that is to say from patient entry, 

blood sampling, bidirectional communication with the various automatic medical analysis 

machines (Cobas E411, Mindray, Beckman Coulter, Tosoh…), regardless of the 

communication interface (LAN, RS232…)… until the establishment of a paper or electronic 

report of the medical analysis.    The solution is operational in Algeria in laboratories that 

continue to contribute to the development of the application through their requirements 

and requests for new functionalities.  Currently, we aim to anonymously exploit the data 

collected by the software in the different laboratories in order to constitute a database 

usable by artificial intelligence AI, thus allowing us to detect some anomalies almost in real-

time.  The database could be used for scientific research.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

Epidemiological Surveillance 4.0 

https://agentessanitarios.sanluis.gob.ar/ 

 

The project is under Ministry of Science and Technology in Argentina. 

The main objective of epidemiological surveillance systems is to detect epidemics early, 

collecting and analyzing information that allows political decision-makers and health 

professionals to design the corresponding control and monitoring strategies.  The current 

epidemiological situation worldwide represents a great challenge for the health systems of 



the main countries, not only in terms of the enormous health structure deployed, but also 

highlights the need for timely and quality information to make better decisions. Currently, 

this information is partial, fragmented, and with delays, which generates dilations in its 

consolidation and analysis, often not being timely to identify or monitor epidemics in time.  

Epidemiological Surveillance 4.0 is a platform that gathers all this information in one place, 

organizing it and allowing it to be consulted in real time. Doctors report cases in the app, 

biochemists upload test results, epidemiologists, and senior managers interact on the 

platform to manage this information. It also makes it possible to record the traceability of 

the close contacts of each case and for health personnel to follow up on positive cases at 

home through teleconsultation. It also incorporates as a distinctive fact the participation of 

the citizen, who can report compatible symptoms through the app, upload their close 

contacts and receive the results of their tests. The possibility of registering the vaccination 

status for COVID19 of the person and thus monitoring the vaccination coverage of the 

population is also added.  It has a dashboard with the main statistics and maps with cases 

for panoramic analysis.  To date, 67,940 citizens (15% of San Luis inhabitants) downloaded 

the app and 16% used it to report symptoms to the Health System. Of these, 57% were 

classified as suspect for COVID and the corresponding follow-up began.  The platform has 

managed 91,211 case reports, of which 15,965 were positive per laboratory for COVID and 

more than 20,000 close contacts were identified and followed up. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Technology applied to sport. 

http://www.ulp.edu.ar/paginas/campus-abierto-ulp.php 

 

The project is under University of La Punta  in Argentina. 

The ULP Open Campus has its own biomechanics department, whose purpose is the 

constant evaluation of athletes. It has national and international level equipment that allows 

the execution of high quality protocols for all athletes. In the past, only the athletes chosen 

to integrate the different national teams had the possibility of accessing an evaluation of 

this magnitude at the CeNARD, located in Buenos Aires, at 750 km away from San Luis. With 

the creation of the biomechanics department, all San Luis athletes can be evaluated and 

enhance their performance, without having to travel hundreds of kilometers or pay high 

costs for the execution of evaluations with similar characteristics.  The main objectives of 

the Department of Biomechanics are:  1- Comprehensive evaluation of all athletes in the 

Province.  2- Creating a database.  3- Scientific research based on the data collected.  4- 

Accessibility to the test results.  In a difficult year due to the existence of a global pandemic, 

we have adapted our evaluation system to a very strict health protocol. In the first place, the 

access of athletes to the ULP Campus is restricted, which implies the request for evaluation 

with a previous shift and a list with the data of the athletes to be evaluated and the coaches.  

They must enter with a mask and will be registered by security personnel through the use 

of the Trazar application, which allows in an efficient way to have absolute control of the 



traceability of people. It is also important to note that each athlete must sign an affidavit (in 

which they declare that they do not have symptoms compatible with COVID-19 and have 

not had close contact with people who have the virus).  Once the evaluations have been 

completed, the athletes and coaches must leave the facilities to avoid staying and 

unnecessary circulation in the place. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG5, SDG9, SDG10. 

 

 

Biocheck.UGent 

https://biocheck.ugent.be/en 

 

The project is under Ghent University in Belgium. 

In a world where we want to feed the growing human population with healthy and 

sustainable produced food, farm biosecurity is key. It encompasses all measures that are 

taken to prevent the entry and spread of diseases (and pests) on a farm. Higher levels of on-

farm biosecurity will result in improved animal health and welfare, lower mortality, 

morbidity and less need for medicine such as antibiotics.  Biocheck.UGent provides an 

objective and scientifically validated risk-based scoring tool to measure and evaluate the 

level of on-farm biosecurity in livestock production. The system is survey-based with 

separate surveys for cattle, poultry and pig production. The calculation algorithm that takes 

into account all important risks for introduction and spread of diseases, their frequency of 

occurrence and interaction, uses the survey’s results to compute a score which is then 

compared with national and global averages to allow for benchmarking. Separate scores are 

given for external biosecurity (= the measures taken to prevent disease entry) and internal 

biosecurity (=the measures taken to prevent disease spread). Furthermore, the system also 

provides separate scores for several subcategories which represent the most important 

aspects of the specific type of animal production. These scores can then be used to identify 

the strengths and weaknesses of the farm’s biosecurity programme and thus advice where 

improvements are to be made. On a regional/national level, information on biosecurity 

levels can help with the control of (re)emerging infectious diseases.    tech: Web platforms 

(forums, communities, e-governance); Broadband internet (mobile, satellite, cable); Cloud 

(data storage and computing, Big data); Digital communication (telephone, messenger, 

email); Software solutions (programs and packages) 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG9, SDG12, SDG13, SDG14. 

 

 

Household Water Treatment and Safe Storage Knowledge Base 

https://www.hwts.info 

 

The project is under CAWST - Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology 

in Canada. 



CAWST’s Household Water Treatment and Safe Storage (HWTS) Knowledge Base is an 

interactive, user-friendly, web-based resource centre and mobile app that provides access 

to open content, downloadable HWTS education, and training resources. Most resources are 

available in English, Spanish, and French, adapted for multiple world regions and contexts. 

HWTS Knowledge Base makes technical HWTS expertise available to water, sanitation, and 

hygiene practitioners in low- and middle-income countries around the world, at no cost to 

users. To optimize the availability of this vital information, the HWTS Knowledge Base is 

available both online and offline.     Users can obtain practical information on context-

appropriate, point-of-use water treatment technologies, approaches and modes of 

implementation, and share their experiences. The platform strengthens the capacity of 

practitioners and organizations to promote correct, consistent, and sustained use of HWTS 

technologies in households and communities to improve health outcomes.     Country Focus 

pages provide information on the enabling environment for HWTS in specific countries. The 

platform has a global reach with over 29,000 unique users from 200 countries and 

territories. The platform is accessed by over 4,000 users monthly and has garnered 

recognition from leading advisors in the water, sanitation, and hygiene sector. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, SCI, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG6, SDG10. 

 

 

 

COVID-19 Knowledge and Data Hub 

http://geodoi.ac.cn/covid-19/en/index.aspx 

 

The project is under Institute of Geographical Sciences and Natural Resources 

Research (IGSNRR), Chinese Academy of Sciences in China. 

Only a few hours after WHO announced the COVID-19 as PHEIC in the morning of 31 Jan. 

2020 in Beijing time, we (CCIT/CCLH-CAST and IGSNRR/CAS) started the joint action to 



establish a platform on COVID-19 knowledge and database system based on the hub 

methodology.  More than a hundred scientists and students participated the activities at 

home though online cooperation. 16 groups of the knowledge and data were identified. The 

radio reported on pandemic, vaccine, virus medicine, clinical medicine, Chinese medicine, 

new technology applications in China are also online.  More than  16,000 computer IP users 

from 97 countries access these data and information.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

China Mobile 5G wireless network energy-saving technology research, development 

and large-scale application 

http://cmri.chinamobile.com/ 

 

The project is under China Mobile Communications Corporation in China. 

As the world’s largest mobile communications operator, China Mobile’s total power 

consumption of 2G/3G/4G base stations in 2018 exceeded 14 billion kWh. Because of 5G 

involves Massive MIMO, high bandwidth, and high transmission power, the power 

consumption of 5G is expected to be 3 to 4 times that of 4G, the construction and operation 

of 5G commercial networks will face more severe problems of high energy consumption. In 

response to the above-mentioned challenges, China Mobile has comprehensively carried out 

energy-saving technology research in the three technical fields of board level, site level, and 



network level, and proposed a "new architecture, new materials, new indicators" technical 

plan. The power consumption of 5G in 2020 will decrease by about 30% compared with 

that in 2018. Inherit 4G energy-saving key technologies, and further propose core 

technologies such as load-based 5G sleep, which can reduce power consumption by more 

than 70% under low traffic; independently develop i-Green intelligent wireless energy-

saving platform, through the combination of AI and wireless big data, the duration of energy 

saving is increased by 5% to 10%. Actively participate in 3GPP, GTI, NGMN and other 

international standardization organizations and platforms to promote the common green 

development of the global industry. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 

Situational Awareness Builder 

https://www.get2know.com 

 

The project is under G2K Group GmbH in Germany. 

Our core product, the Situational Awareness Builder (SAB), is based on the principle Fast 

Detection, Fast Action. During a 3-week sprint in March we have managed to optimise our 



technology for the fight against COVID-19.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, GOV, BUS, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9, SDG11. 

 

 

Soil Carbon Assessment using Remote Sensing 

https://www.google.com/?client=safari 

 

The project is under SmartCloudFarming in Germany. 

Soil carbon content is a key indicator of soil fertility and good farming practices. It is also an 

indicator of the amount of carbon storing capacity of soils. With Big-Ag moving towards 

regenerative agriculture, the current practice of collecting and analysing soil samples is not 

a viable solution. This is not just cost- and labour-intensive, but also slow and non-scalable. 

Soil carbon needs to be measured and tracked at scale and at all times.  SmartCloudFarming 

is using a combination of remote-sensing and advanced AI to determine and track soil 

carbon remotely, fast, and at scale.    Tech: Remote sensing (satellites, planes, drones); Cloud 

(data storage and computing, Big data); Artificial Intelligence (Machine / deep learning); 

Software solutions (programs and packages)    We are using advanced neural networks and 

remote sensing data to determine the content of soil carbon on vast tracts of land remotely. 

This is possible by using a combination of different soil data to train the algorithms that 

then determine soil carbon content and track changes in soil carbon over time.  Currently, 

we have an average error of < 3% for soils that we have analysed with the best best 0.2%.  

The technology is currently being trialed in pilot projects (a service), with a customer-facing 

product in planning. Ultimately, the customer will be able to select the land himself and see 

the carbon content directly.    We cannot provide any links to our service as yet, as this has 

not been made public and operated internally by our development team.  However, we are 

attaching some pictures from the assesment we did fr 19 fields in USA last year in summer. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 6, EMP, ENV, AGR, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

 



xSeedScore 

https://computomics.com/our-services/xseedscore.html 

 

The project is under Computomics GmbH in Germany. 

As Europe is implementing actions to accelerate its adaptation to the changing climate, it 

needs to take advantage of artificial intelligence–based technologies which are able to 

address the complexities surrounding the many dimensions of crop production.     Crop 

characteristics (phenotypes) are affected by three aspects: genetic makeup (G), 

Environment (E), and the management systems in place to grow them (M).      xSeedScore is 

a data analytics tool that helps data scientists and plant breeders of field crops in the 

Americas and Europe to identify the crop varieties that generate the greatest yield with the 

greatest accuracy faster and more reliably than other solutions.    As phenotype is the result 

of the non-linear interactions of G x E x M, they can be uniquely modeled by our xSeedScore 

technology (artificial intelligence-based algorithms).     This AI technology is trained to 

incorporate genetic information from plants and pair it with information about past and 

future environmental influence on plant phenotypes, to predict traits which would 

strengthen crops relative to specific environmental challenges and sustainability 

goals.     Use of xSeedScore results in (i) reduced time-to-market for a new variety (up to 5 

times faster), in (ii) varieties better suited for specific climates, in (iii) decreased land and 

water use, and in (iv) a competitive alternative to genetic modification by using naturally 

available biodiversity.     This disruptive approach to breeding predictions and seed 

production with data-driven decisions means that Europe stands prepared to meet the dual 

demands of the future: increased yield and increased sustainability.     

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2. 

 

 

 

MOST 3D: MOnitoring traditional orchards ("STreuobstwiesen") using remote 

sensing focussing on 3D laserscanning data 

https://www.hlnug.de/themen/naturschutz/biodiversitaetsforschungsfonds/streuobstwie

sen 

 

The project is under Justus-Liebig-University Gießen, Division of Landscape Ecology 

and Landscape Planning in Germany. 

The Anthropocene is characterized by climate change, biodiversity loss, and depletion of 

ecosystem services. In Europe, traditional orchards (Streuobstwiesen) are an important 

agroecosystem that provide many ecosystem services (e.g. fruit production, pollination and 



carbon fixation). However, pressure on these systems is high due both land use 

intensification and abandonment, and monitoring is challenging as they are small landscape 

elements with scattered distribution (>20000 orchards in the Federal State of Hesse 

(21.115 km²)). The main objective is to develop a remote sensing based monitoring system 

to map orchard condition. So far, we have gathered 3D-laserscanning data for Hesse for 

2010 and 2019, and in our first case studies, we mapped key indicators such as number of 

trees, height and crown size (proxies for age and carbon sequestration), and overgrowing 

trees (indicator of abandonment) using machine learning. Further, we have also mapped 

temporal changes using historical images for parts of Hesse, and we collected first drone 

data. Regarding impacts, using these results we convinced one important stakeholder, the 

Hessian Agency for Nature Conservation, Environment and Geology (HLNUG), to fund a 3-

year-research project, and we convinced landscape trusts as local stakeholders and 

multiplicators to join the project and share data and methodologies. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 6, ENV, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG12, SDG13, SDG15. 

 

 

 

Finapp Cosmic rays neutron sensing  

https://www.finapptech.com 

 

The project is under Finapp srl in Italy. 

A correct water measurement is a fundamental prerequisite for many applications, from 

meteorological forecast to flood prediction, drought, agriculture and, in general, water 

management.  FAO states that water is the biggest problem that humanity will face in this 

century. At global level, 70% of water resources, used by humanity, are currently destined 

to agriculture. In 2050 the water demand will grow by 50%, especially in developing 



countries. The water supply emergency currently affects about eighty countries in the 

world, involving 40% of the world’s population.   It is evident that the programmed and 

sustainable use of the water resources in agriculture is crucial, not only to meet the food 

demand, but also to the water lack. Precision farming is the answer to this problem. 

Irrigation is needed and we need to do it better, without wasting water. The advantage of 

irrigating crops is evident: with irrigation, farmers can produce more food. Irrigated 

agriculture accounts for only 20% of the total cultivated land on the planet, but produces 

40% of the food it needs.  Our company aims to provide a solution for sustainable 

consumption of water in agriculture. Our product is able to measure the water content of 

the soil, mediated on a large area (about 5 ha), up to 50cm deep with only one probe by 

measuring the neutrons produced by cosmic rays. This quantity is directly related to the 

water content in the soil.  Precise knowledge of soil moisture content, available for plant 

growth, is one of the key pillars on which precision farming is based. This new technology 

will be the key for an efficient and cost-effective environmental monitoring. We can obtain a 

sustainable agriculture only employing programmed irrigation, in order to both maximize 

crops and minimize waste, above all. The most rational use of water will be, in the near 

future, not only a goal to be pursued in agricultural production, but also the qualifying 

element of policies in Italy, Europe and all around the world 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, BUS, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG4, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 

Hive-Tech 

https://www.3bee.it 

 

The project is under 3Bee Srl in Italy. 

3Bee targets small, medium and large beekeepers. By now, the largest part of them is 

located in Italy, but the plan is to expand to Europe.    The network that has been created is 

made up of a big variety of realities, ranging from very small family businesses to bigger 

apiculture centres. However, the main focus is on local entities that probably more than 

other need a support. Indeed, Hive-Tech technology together with Adopt a Beehive service 

represent a very functional way to empower small realities and to make people aware about 

them.    More in detail, smallholder beekeepers become part of 3Bee network by buying a 

Hive-Tech device. Then, together with the services and features provided by the technology, 

they have the possibility to sell their honey through the network and to participate to the 

“Adopt a Beehive” project. In this way, all the single customers who are willing to support 

biodiversity can find that beekeeper on the platform and can decide to go for him. This 

procedure improves his visibility, can help him for the future and is fundamental for the 

valorisation of the territory. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, AGR, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG2, SDG3, SDG8, SDG12, SDG13. 

 

 



 

Descriptive Paragraph Facility in Virtual Reality Rehabilitation and Biofeedback 

System 

http://fet.mmu.edu.my 

 

The project is under Multimedia University in Malaysia. 

In the current era, Virtual Reality (VR) technology is widely used in the field of home-based 

rehabilitation. Besides that, biofeedback system including electroencephalogram (EEG), 

electromyogram (EMG) and electrocardiogram (ECG) are employed to keep track of the 

patient's condition and recovery progress. However, in the current VR technology, there is 

no artificial intelligence (AI) based audio feedback which can guide and instruct the user in 

the VR for higher level user interaction. The current applications are still using hard coded 

instructions and guidance audio feedback system. Besides, in order to implement the 

biofeedback system for home-based rehabilitation, the system should be able to interpret 

the biofeedback signals and explain the condition in layman term. However, currently there 

is no existing solution yet. Hence, we propose Descriptive Paragraph Facility in Virtual 

Reality Rehabilitation and Biofeedback System to overcome these two limitations. In this 

research, we implement deep learning neural network for the paragraphy system. This 

system  can interpret the image and generate a concise description in text form regarding to 

the image. By employing this technology in the VR application, the system can detect the 

objects and scenarios in the VR environment, generate textual description and convert into 

audio form as the instructions for user. Hence, no more hard coded instructions are 

required. Besides, this AI system that can interpret the body condition of a person based on 

the biofeedback signal charts and describe the information concisely in natural language 

text form. In this way, everyone can understand the information from the biofeedback 

system although has no knowledge in the medical field. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 



 

Latex Glove Protein Determination Using Automated and Computerized  System 

http://fet.mmu.edu.my/v6/ 

 

The project is under Multimedia University in Malaysia. 

The current coronavirus 2019 disease (COVID-19) pandemic has greatly changed our 

perspective of the risk for infection from contact, and the use of personal protective devices 

(PPDs) such as face mask and gloves. Hand-to-face contact has a substantial role in upper 

respiratory tract infections. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the 

European Center for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) have recently provided 

guidance to regulate the use of gloves both in the health care setting and in the community. 

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, gloves are recommended when caring for 

confirmed or suspected COVID-19 patients, especially when there is the risk of contact with 

body fluids. However, for latex gloves, a prevailing issue in question is the possibility of 

inducing latex allergy due to the proteins found in the glove.  This allergy is known as 

Immediate-type Hypersensitivity (Type I) which is cause by excessive protein concentration 

found in the gloves. To ensure the quality of glove, conventional method such as modified 

Lowry method was used to determine the level of protein concentration for quality control. 

However, conventional method involved many chemical processes, and were tedious, costly, 

and lengthy. In order to reduce the set-up cost and time for determine protein 

concentration, we have developed an automated and computerized protein concentration 

determination system to enhance efficiency of sampling through the unmanned cutting and 

chemical binding machine follow by image acquisition, image processing, colorimetric 

measurement, and data analysis. Overall, this innovation has reduced time taken to 1 hours 

as compared to conventional method which needs around 6 hours to complete the process 

of protein concentration determination. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Medical Diagnosis Assistance for Breast Cancer Mass Classification 

https://www.monash.edu.my/it/staff/academic/dr-ting-fung-fung#tabs__2199398-02 

 

The project is under Monash Univesity Malaysia in Malaysia. 

The primary purpose for this invention is to assist medical expert during breast cancer 

diagnosis phase. Even in dual- reader setting, the risk of misinterpretation of mammogram 

is around 10-30 percent. Rescreening or false negative cases might delay the time taken for 



the patient undergoes proper treatment in early stage. It is suggested by multiple research 

articles that the mammogram’s interpretation is an exhaustive task. This system can classify 

the mammogram into breast cancer and normal patient without prior knowledge the 

presence of breast cancer lesion. This project utilised the learning capability of Deep 

Learning (DL) to extract the data representation from medical images from large data 

repository. The learned features will be employed to delineate the abnormality from the 

input mammogram and provide the classification analysis to radiologist to provide their 

verdict. This invention is advantageous for medical expert during diagnosis process to 

improve the inter-reader reliability.  Here are the suggested impacts from this project:  1. 

Reduce the possibility of second screening exam  2. Aid in lowering the possibility of 

“negative” clinical consequences associated with delays in radiologist reading, interpreting, 

and reporting  3. Improve the inter-reader reliability   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

Sensonomic yield systems 

https://sensonomic.com 

 

The project is under Sensonomic yield systems in Norway. 

We solve an efficiency problem in agricultural systems, that is how do we do the right 

activities, at the right location, and at the right time.     Through data fusion of spatial and 

temporal data we improve the value capture of the crucial first mile in agriculture - both 

from industrial scale systems and smaller cooperative systems.     Through our solutions 

clients can achieve 30 % higher profits, without increasing any inputs.       Tech: Remote 

sensing (satellites, planes, drones); Sensors (weather, GPS tagging, livestock); Artificial 

Intelligence (Machine / deep learning); Software solutions (programs and packages); 

Simulation software    Target: - Industrial scale farmers  - Smallholders in cooperatives or 

commercial supply chains  - Nexus farms   - Mill owners and operators  - Buyers and 

distributors  - NGOs and INGOs  - Farmers' associations  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________ 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 2, 3, 4, ENV, AGR, SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG2, SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

 



Intelligent Active Learning Surveillance and Monitoring Platform for Non-

Communicable Diseases in Palestine 

https://palnut.org 

 

The project is under Al-Quds University  in Palestine. 

MEDACINS objective is to replace the current traditional practice of nutrition intervention 

in the region with a more data-driven approach using Advanced Supervised Machine 

Learning (ML) algorithms. We established a regional intelligent surveillance and monitoring 

program to compact the diet-related non-communicable diseases (NCDs) risk factors in the 

region which has contributed to the steady rise of NCD. Also, the platform implemented to 

conduct future surveys as part of the regional surveillance and monitoring of NCDs. 

Furthermore, it will provide users with individualized suggestions to improve their health 

behaviors based on their responses. The platform includes the food composition databank 

from partner countries integrated with the personalized surveillance dataset for providing 

more accurate and adequate intervention plans. The regional nutrition intervention service 

will reduce the prevalence of overweight and obesity in the long term at the regional level. 

The project helps the health care system to move from population-based guidance to 

personalized intervention. The ML approach provides a more accurate and adequate 

intervention plan at the individual level. Furthermore, it provides researchers, healthcare 

providers, governmental and non-governmental organizations with the tools to improve 

population health. Also, it is a great opportunity for further data analytics by ML engineers 

and medical experts. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 4, HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG10. 

 

 

 

Wikis, Education & Research 

http://www.weiwer.net/ 



 

The project is under International Academic Network WEIWER® - Wikis, Education & 

Research in Portugal. 

"Due to the global pandemic situation, caused by the SARS-CoV-2, the training sessions that 

were initially scheduled to take place in a face-to-face scenario had to shift to a b-learning 

modality. This implied the use of video-conference tools (namely Zoom Colibri), which was 

not planned in the beginning. There has also been an increase in the use of other 

technologies/ICT tools (email, Moodle, Word, PowerPoint, Genial.ly, videos, podcasts, 

WhatsApp), not only to fulfill the training tasks and assignments, but also for 

communication, mentoring, supervision and support (in some cases additional and extra to 

what was predicted and planned ahead, due to ongoing changes on the project timeline 

deemed necessary).    The fact that alternative solutions were proposed, discussed and 

negotiated with the people involved in the project has helped to overcome any fear of 

eventually not accomplishing the work. It has also proved to be a way of keeping the group 

connected and committed in both individual and collaborative work being developed within 

the project. In addition, the preliminary diagnosis of the ICT skills was updated, so as to 

make everyone at ease with the following stages of the project."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG8. 

 

 

 

National Competition for Scientific Research and Innovation\Portal 

https://www.qnrf.org/en-us/Funding/Special-Programs/National-Science-Research-

Competition 

 

The project is under Ministry of Education and Higher Education  in Qatar. 

An online portal that represents and manages Results of the National Competition for 

Scientific Research and Innovation in Qatar, targeted for students and teachers of all 

categories which are defined on the system. This portal represents statistics of every 

category, where it shows short listed participants and winners of every group\field, as well 

as the total number of participants and the total projects submitted. It provides the users 

with information about each research, and displays results for partners as files. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 3, 4, LEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG9. 

 

 



International Research, Development and Testing Centre for new equipment, 

technologies, and services  

http://www.test-ict.tech/ 

 

The project is under SPbGUT named after prof. M. A. Bonch-Bruevich in Russian 

Federation. 

Now IoT, Industrial Internet (IIoT), Tactile Internet, Information Quantum Technologies, 

Smart Cities and Communities (SC&C), 5G/IMT-2020 and subsequent generations of 

communication networks, including 2030 networks (NET-2030), are the basis for 

sustainable development, both the infocommunication networks of the future and the entire 

world economy, which is entering a new era of its development - the digital economy era.   

Before the introduction of the above technologies and solutions both at the national and 

international levels, it is necessary to carry out their technical research, test for compliance 

and interoperability (C&I), work on the development of international standards and 

recommendations, as well as carry out pilot tests and preliminary operation in conditions 

close to the real economic relations.  The primary purpose of the IRDTC is to conduct 

research and testing of new equipment, technologies, and services, standardize work, and 

build and enhance capacity in the region by developing relevant regulatory, policy and 

technical documents, workshops, and training programs.  The implementation of this 

project allows to:  - develop the legal and regulatory framework for the introduction and 

testing of IoT technologies, including Industrial Internet, Smart Cities, and Communities, 

5G/IMT-2020, 5.5G, 6G/NET-2030 communication networks, etc. in various areas of human 

activity;  - standardize and certify solutions from different vendors against international 

standards and recommendations.  The expected significant outcome of this project is also 

the development of international standards for testing IoT devices, systems, and networks, 

including the Industrial Internet, Smart Cities and Communities, 5G/IMT-2020, 6G/NET-

2030 and associated technologies implemented at the experimental facility of the center 

under development, as well as the inclusion of the deployed IRDTC in the Labs recognition 

procedure and the establishment of the ITU Center of Excellence on its basis. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: SCI, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG17. 

 

 

 Girls and Women Priority Involvement in Scientific Research Initiative 

https://www.sut.ru/science 

 

The project is under  Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher 

Education "St. Petersburg State University of Telecommunications named after Prof. 

MA Bonch-Bruyevich" in Russian Federation. 

The main goal of this initiative is to provide access for girls and women to participate in 

research and to acquire and apply skills and knowledge. The objective of this initiative is to 

involve girls and women in research in the field of ICT, as well as to increase the human 

resources in ICT. The target audience are girls and women in graduate school in ICT areas, 



as well as girls and women working in the field of education. There has been no prior focus 

on prioritizing the involvement of girls and women in ICT research; the initiative will 

increase the ICT workforce by involving girls and women in the industry. This initiative 

expands current research activities, and there is a gradual increase in the number of women 

and girls participating in scientific activities and research. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG5. 

 

 

 

 Noura Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

https://www.pnu.edu.sa/en/pages/home.aspx 

 

The project is under Princess Nora bint AbdulRahman University in Saudi Arabia. 

Expected Outcomes. Holding training programs and seminars. 2. Preparing training bags. 3. 

Run my students. 4. Train the trainers. 5. Training of female students. 6. Establishing 

partnerships with external parties. 7. Holding conferences. 8. Holding exhibitions. 9. 

Obtaining patents. 10. Participation in international competitions. 11. Producing scientific 

research and papers. 12. Providing entrepreneurship opportunities for the distinguished 



ideas of female students. 13. Providing an ideas bank for graduation projects. Part of it has 

already been investigated. The number of female students benefiting is currently increasing, 

exceeding 50 students 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 3, 4, LEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG5, SDG16. 

 

 

“Be a Donor - Donate Plasma” 

https://www.donirajplazmu.gov.rs/ 

 

The project is under Office for Information Technologies and eGovernment of the 

Government of Serbia in Serbia. 

"The service is intended for all citizens who have been recovered from the novel 

coronavirus disease, COVID-19, caused by the virus SARS-CoV-2, and who can donate their 

blood plasma, so as to help in the treatment of newly infected patients.  Convalescent 

plasma is the liquid part of blood that is collected from persons who have recovered from 

COVID-19. COVID-19 patients develop antibodies in their blood against the virus that might 

help fight the infection. Convalescent plasma is being investigated for the treatment of 

COVID-19 because there is no approved treatment for this disease yet there is information 

that suggests it might help some patients by shortening the duration and severity of the 

illness, reducing morbidity or preventing death associated with COVID-19.  The process of 

digitizing the procedure for administering COVID-19 plasma and digitizing the COVID-19 

plasma bank in Serbia is ongoing, which is very significant in the current pandemic as well 

as in case of the second wave of COVID-19 pandemic in the fall or winter."   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: GOV, HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3. 

 

 

 

Rise multiplayer – Open science multiplayer game to foster mutual care (respiratory 

and mental health) 

https://breathinggames.net/jeux/rise 

 

The project is under Breathing Games Association in Switzerland. 



The coronavirus affects us all in our mindset. Everyone may feel depressed, lonely, or just 

not see how to take care. Play is a natural way to experiment, socialize, learn. We develop a 

multiplayer game to reduce stress, increase the feeling of belonging, and foster mutual care, 

in a fun and constructive mindset. People from all ages and health conditions can play. The 

story: 2-4 characters collaborate to overcome obstacles on a pilgrimage to a mountain top.    

Digital, research-backed multiplayer game, game controller to transform the breath into a 

digital signal (currently research projects, clinical studies planned).   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG8. 

 

 

Emirati School Smart Learning Ecosystem 

https://lms.moe.gov.ae 

 

The project is under Ministry of Education in United Arab Emirates. 

The MOE has embarked on an innovative and ambitious project of defining and 

implementing a complete ecosystem for education, which will target all administrative, 

teaching and learning activities, and will also include employees, students and parents.  The 

Integration continues to target the Ministry, and its representative, in the ability to 

organize, monitor and control the full education process at all levels.  Introducing 

enhancements to streamline, integrate and share data across core systems.  Therefore, 

allowing to apply big data and artificial intelligence techniques on this information to 

optimize the entire MOE education organization.  The key component parts of the MOE 

Ecosystem are as follows:  • Ecosystem Integration – the main systems used in the MOE 

which are Al Manhal Student Information System and WINJIGO (the core learning platform 

for teaching and learning) are integrated with other providers (Assessment, Curriculum, 

Collaboration MS Teams, etc. to provide one single access for the users to perform their 

critical activities with a rich user-friendly experience.  • LMS Container - To provide 

seamless experience for educators and by integrating and connecting content and sub-

components content providers to maximize the students gain from resources available with 

seamless experience to act as one single system in front of students and educators.   • Gifted 

and Talented - MOE aims to develop intelligent system that can support in all aspects of 

`Gifted and Talented’ education.  To identify and to offer targeted and tailored education 

services in order to optimize their development.    Adaptive Learning - will enable students 

to master their skills through improving learning process where acquired knowledge is 

consolidated over an extended period.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, LEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG4, SDG5. 

 

 



 

Using Artificial Intelligence to provide early detection of sepsis 

https://services.dha.gov.ae 

 

The project is under Dubai Health Authority in United Arab Emirates. 

Sepsis is a very dangerous condition arising when the body’s response to an infection 

injures its own tissues and organs, potentially leading to death or significant morbidity. 

Since these infections are often resistant to antibiotics, they can rapidly lead to 

deteriorating clinical conditions leading to death of one third of the cases. 31 million Cases 

of Sepsis & 24 Million Cases of Septic shock & 6 Million sepsis-caused Deaths are recorded 

annually.  Worldwide, one-third of people who develop sepsis die.   47% of deaths due to 

sepsis in DHA in 2016  28.2 % of deaths due to sepsis in Dubai Health Authority facilities in 

2018/2019  For 2017 the cost of treatment of patients with sepsis was:  USA 27 billion 

dollars  UK 10.7 billion pounds  Germany 7.7 billion Euro  Sepsis was the most expensive 

condition treated in US hospitals.   Its warning signs and symptoms can be easily confused 

with many other diseases (fever or low temperature and shivering, altered mental status, 

difficulty breathing/rapid breathing, increased heart rate, etc.), delaying early recognition & 

diagnosis.  Dubai Health Authority (DHA) has developed an algorithm using artificial 

intelligence (AI) to detect hospital-acquired infections and pre-empt sepsis early. The 

protocol implemented from the algorithm is the first of its kind in the Middle East and North 

Africa.   The Sepsis Management Workflow was developed by an internal DHA team 

comprising both clinical and technical staff from all DHA hospitals to build these actions 

within Electronic Medical Record System.  The system uses AI technology linked to DHA’s 

EMR. The algorithm reviews the progress of the patient and links variables together to 

identify patterns. The system calculates a score.   When the score surpasses normal values a 

set of screening orders is released.   This prompts immediate treatment.          

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: HEA, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG9. 

 

 



 

Abu Dhabi Data 

https://data.abudhabi/ 

 

The project is under ABU DHABI DIGITAL AUTHORITY in United Arab Emirates. 

AD Data is an Open Data Platform designed for creating value added services to the 

Emirate’s Citizens and Residents unlocking potential economic value of inaccessible 

government data. It has gathered momentum in a short span garnering 630K+ views, 100K 

downloads and nearly a dozen new applications and services deployed from the 2100+ data 

sets published so far. This brings 70+ entities directly in the public domain with their 

internal data being harnessed by 35+ SMEs in the private sector delivering new services.  

This is poised to grow to 4K+ data sets by end of 2021 and a potential 20 new services in 

the pipeline to be delivered using the open data. Key applications are showcased on the 

platform. This directly contributes to build a knowledge based economy with an ecosystem 

of startups and incubators leveraging the government open data to enhance the wellbeing 

of Abu Dhabi. This initiative is aligned with the Abu Dhabi Agenda of 2030 for economic 

growth. It is well on its way to set up a thriving ecosystem of startups developing data 

driven Apps enabling new citizen services. The Platform has been implemented under the 

Knowledge and Innovation Tenet of a Government Accelerator Program called Ghadan21.   

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, GOV, BUS, LEA, HEA, EMP, 

ENV, AGR, SCI, 8, 11. 

The project is relevant to SDG3, SDG4, SDG8, SDG9, SDG11, SDG16. 

 

 

PocketLabs 

https://mypocketlabs.herokuapp.com 

 

The project is under PocketLabs in Zimbabwe. 

A platform specifically made for made for Stem students who are finding it hard to study for 

exams without the physical lab apparatus. During the time of Covid-19, the world went into 

a lockdown, with universities shut, it was difficult for everyone. It’s been more than 6 

months that universities have been shut, making it very challenging for students and 

teachers to progress in courses requiring practical hand skills. For a newly admitted 

undergraduate student it’s very important to explore various domains of his field. That 



includes practical courses such as chemistry laboratory as well. Any Laboratory course is 

exciting as we get to apply what we have learned through various experiments. Our project 

of creating Virtual laboratory is an attempt to provide a platform where we can simulate 

laboratory hands-on experience virtually. Our aim is to create and provide an environment 

to extend, improve, integrate, refine, and assist the experimentation process in chemistry 

laboratory. 

The project contributes to WSIS Action Lines: LEA, ENV, SCI. 

The project is relevant to SDG1, SDG3, SDG4, SDG5, SDG8. 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion   
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) remains committed to the World Summit on 

the Information Society (WSIS) process, and to implementation of the WSIS goals beyond 2021. 

ITU recognizes and highly appreciates the extremely valuable contributions made by stakeholders 

to enable the continuation of WSIS monitoring and reporting. There can be no doubt whatsoever 

that, in today’s fastmoving world, innovation and efficiency are vital to success. Accordingly, the 

WSIS Stocktaking 2021 Report shares with you the most recent updates and success stories in the 

WSIS stocktaking process.   

The Web 2.0 WSIS Stocktaking Platform continues to foster implementation of the WSIS outcomes 

and to facilitate exchange of information among more than 300 000 members representing 



governments, the private sector, international organizations, civil society, and other stakeholders. 

As the Web 2.0 platform continues to flourish, so does the promotion of social development and 

economic growth through ICTs. We continue to maintain and improve the WSIS Stocktaking 

Database, which contains close to 800 entries this year. This encouraging outcome reinforces 

stakeholders’ belief in and commitment to the WSIS Stocktaking process and their desire to share 

best practices.   

Regular reporting on WSIS Stocktaking is the outcome of the Tunis phase of the Summit, launched 

to serve as a valuable tool for assisting with the WSIS follow-up. Since 2005, regular reporting has 

been a key tool for monitoring the progress of ICT initiatives and projects.   

WSIS stocktaking has been evolving to be the unique global process for collecting information on 

actions implemented within WSIS framework, aligning the WSIS process with the 2030 Agenda 

for Sustainable Development, highlighting the crosscutting contribution of ICTs to the SDGs. The 

United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) resolution 2015/26 on "Assessment of 

the progress made in the implementation of and follow-up to the outcomes of the World Summit 

on the Information Society", which reiterates the importance of sharing best practices at the global 

level and recognizes excellence in the implementation of the projects and initiatives that further the 

goals of the World Summit, encourages all stakeholders to nominate their projects for the annual 

World Summit project prizes, as an integral part of the WSIS Stocktaking process, while noting the 

report on the WSIS success stories.   

We are also pleased to announce the launch of a new and innovative interface, which will make it 

easier to search all WSIS-related activities. All stakeholders benefit from the sharing of interesting 

case studies, by the undoubtedly facilitation of the transfer of knowledge, experiences, and models 

for project implementation. The WSIS platform helps to create partnerships, provide greater 

visibility, and add value to ICT projects all around the world. The many and varied stakeholders 

who have implemented innovative projects and contributed to the success of the WSIS Stocktaking 

process deserve our sincere gratitude. ITU announces an official call for updates and new entries 

and urges these stakeholders, along with all Member States, international organizations, the private 

sector, and civil society, to continue submitting such contributions in the future as WSIS pursues 

the ongoing stocktaking process. We trust that readers will find this report insightful, and sincerely 

hope that it will inspire them to participate in the construction of a broader and more inclusive 

information society for all.  

 


